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In a cooperative effort with U.S. manufacturers
of large transport aircraft, NASA has completed
a systematic study of well-known conventional and
advanced-technology airfoil concepts over a wide
range of Reynolds number. This study, referred to
as the Advanced Technology Airfoil Tests (ATAT)
program, was conducted in the two-dimensional test
section of the Langley 0.3-Meter Transonic Cryogenic
Tunnel.
The pressure distributions presented in this re-
port are from the first of several NASA/U.S. industry
airfoil investigations conducted as part of the ATAT
program. The industry participant for this investiga-
tion was the Boeing Commercial Airplane Company.
The test was conducted on a Boeing 10-percent-thick
airfoil which was designated as BAC I for the pur-
poses of this test. Test temperature was varied from
ambient to about 100 K at pressures ranging from
about 122 to 608 kPa (1.2 to 6 atm). Mach num-
ber was varied from 0.40 to 0.80. These variables
provided a Reynolds number range (based on airfoil
model chord) from 4.4 × 106 to 50.0 × 106.
The pressure data are presented without anal-
ysis in tabulated format and as plots of pressure
coefficient as a function of position on the airfoil.
This report was prepared for use in conjunction with
the aerodynamic coefficient data published in NASA
Technical Memorandum 81922.
Introduction
The National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration (NASA) has completed a systematic study
of well-known conventional and advanced-technology
airfoil concepts over a wide range of Reynolds num-
ber. This study, described in detail in reference 1,
is referred to as the Advanced Technology Air-
foil Tests (ATAT) program and was conducted in
the Langley 0.3-Meter Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel
(0.3-m TCT). References 2 through 26 report some
of the data acquired during the ATAT program. As
can be seen from these references, a significant por-
tion of the advanced-technology airfoil phase of the
ATAT program was carried out in cooperation with
U.S. industry. Three U.S. manufacturers of large
commercial transport aircraft (Boeing Commercial
Airplane Company, Douglas Aircraft Company, and
Lockheed-California Company) participated individ-
ually in this phase of the program by providing tech-
nical personnel, airfoil design concepts, and airfoil
models. The overall objectives of the ATAT program
were (1) to provide the industry participants with
the opportunity to test and compare their advanced
airfoils with the latest NASA airfoils at flight de-
sign Reynolds numbers in the same facility, (2) to
provide industry with experience in cryogenic wind-
tunnel model design, construction, and testing tech-
niques, (3) to expand the high Reynolds number air-
foil data base, and (4) to provide each participating
company with the opportunity to evaluate their cur-
rent level of airfoil technology. The industry partic-
ipants were encouraged to explore innovative airfoil
designs which may, for instance, be subject to strong
Reynolds number effects and, therefore, may not rep-
resent an attempt to achieve an optimum level of
performance. Consequently, caution should be exer-
cised in drawing conclusions regarding overall levels
of technology from direct comparisons of the results
obtained on the various airfoils.
The pressure distributions presented in this re-
port are from the first NASA/U.S. industry airfoil
study conducted in the ATAT program. The industry
participant for this study was the Boeing Commer-
cial Airplane Company (Boeing). Consistent with
the first two overall objectives of the ATAT pro-
gram, this study was planned to test a 10-percent
thick advanced-technology airfoil designed and fabri-
cated by Boeing. The airfoil was designated BAC I
for the purposes of this test. The aerodynamic co-
efficient data from this test have been published in
reference 5. At the time of the test, the pressure
coefficient data and model coordinates were propri-
etary and have only recently been made available by
Boeing for general release. The tests were conducted
in the Langley 0.3-m TCT with a two-dimensional,
20- by 60-cm (8- by 24-in.) test section installed.
The operating envelope of this transonic cryogenic
pressure tunnel is described in reference 27. Test
temperature was varied from ambient to cryogenic
temperature (about 100 K) at pressures ranging from
about 1.2 to 6 atm (1 atm = 101.3 kPa). Mach num-
ber was varied from 0.40 to 0.80. These variables
provided a Reynolds number range (based on air-
foil model chord) from 4.4 × 10 6 to 50.0 × 10 6. The
pressure data are presented in plotted and tabulated
formats. Also included in this report are the airfoil
coordinates and comments on the model design and
fabrication.
Symbols
The measurements and calculations were made
in the U.S. Customary Units; the measurements
are presented in the International System of Units
(SI) with the U.S. Customary Units in parentheses.
Factors relating these two systems of units can be
found in reference 28. The symbols in parentheses are
those used on computer-generated plots and tables in

































airfoil model span, cm (in.)
airfoil model chord, cm (in.)
section chord force coefficient
from airfoil model pressures
section drag force coefficient
from wake measurements
section drag coefficient from
wake measurements for pitot
tube at _ = 0.125
section drag coefficient from
wake measurements for pitot
tube at b@2= 0.0
section drag coefficient fl'om
wake measurements for pitot
tube at b_ = -0.125
section drag coefficient from
wake measurements for pitot
tube at b-_ = -0.375
section drag coefficient from
wake measurements for pitot
tube at b-_ = -0.500
corrected values for CDI
through CD5
section pitching-moment co-







local static pressure, kPa (psi)
tunnel stagnation pressure,
atm (1 atm = 101.3 kPa)
free-stream Reynolds number




leading edge of model, positive
measured aft, cm (in.)
y (Y)
(ALPHA)
spanwise distance along model
from centerline of tunnel and
model, positive measured
toward righthand side, cm (in.)
uncorrected angle of attack,
positive measured from tunnel
centerline up to airfoil refer-
ence line, deg
Wind Tunnel and Model
Wind Tunnel
The tests were made in the 20- by 60-cm (8-
by 24-in.) two-dimensional test section of tile 0.3-m
TCT. A photograph of the tunnel is shown in fig-
ure l(a). A schematic drawing showing some physical
characteristics of the tunnel is shown in figure l(b).
A photograph and sketch of the two-dimensional test
section are shown in figure 2. In the photograph
(fig. 2(a)), the plenum lid and test section ceiling
have been removed to show model installation. The
0.3-m TCT is a continuous-flow, single-return, fan-
driven transonic tunnel which uses nitrogen gas as
the test medium. It is capable of operating at stag-
nation temperatures from about 80 K to about 327 K
and stagnation pressures from slightly greater than
1 to 6 atm. Test-section Mach number can be var-
ied from near 0 to 0.9. The ability to operate at
cryogenic temperatures and a pressure of 6 atm pro-
vides an extremely high Reynolds number capability
at relatively low model loadings.
The two-dimensional test section, which features
a slotted floor and ceiling, contains computer-driven
angle-of-attack and wake-survey-rake systems. The
angle-of-attack system is capable of varying the an-
gle of attack over a range of about 40 °. The wake-
survey rake, located just downstream of the model
(fig. 2(a)), provides up to nine total-pressure mea-
surements across half the width of the tunnel. These
pressures are converted to drag levels and provide a
convenient mechanism for determining the extent of
two-dimensionality of the flow over tile model. Ad-
ditional design features and characteristics regarding
the cryogenic concept in general and the 0.3-m TCT
in particular are presented in references 29 and 30.
Model
The airfoil model used in this test is a 10-percent-
thick, advanced-technology airfoil with a chord of
15.24 cm (6.0 in.). Table I presents the design coordi-
nates for the airfoil. The model was designed and fab-
ricated by Boeing in accordance with NASA struc-
tural and aerodynamic requirements for the ATAT
programmodels. The structural specificationsin-
cludedtolerancerequirementsfor the modelchord
andspandimensions,aselectionof materialsuitable
for useat cryogenictemperatures,a safetyfactorof
at least3 at all operatingconditions,Charpyimpact




surfacefinishesof 0.254#m (0.00001in.) or better,
andasufficientcoverageof pressureorificeswith di-
ametersof about0.025cm(0.010in.).
Model stress analysis. To meet the structural re-
quirements, Boeing selected A-286 stainless steel for
the model material. The Boeing stress analysis used
a severe loading distribution anticipated at high an-
gle of attack and a free-stream dynamic pressure of
196.31 kPa (4100 psf). Calculating stresses in vari-
ous critical parts of the model with these loads and
A-286 material properties by using classical methods
gave safety factors of 8 or greater. A finite-element
analysis of the model under load indicated a positive
deflection of 0.0142 cm (0.006 in.) at the center-
line section of the model. The decambering effect of
trailing-edge movement under load was calculated to
be only a 0.00097-cm (0.0004-in.) deflection with re-
spect to the local airfoil chord; therefore, aeroelastic
studies during the wind-tunnel test were considered
unnecessary.
Model fabrication. The model was fabricated
at the Boeing Aeronautical Laboratory model shop.
Contouring was done in stages and the model was
cryocycled (i.e., cooled to liquid-nitrogen tempera-
ture and warmed to ambient temperature) during the
contouring phase to allow for material stabilization
and reduce the possibility of model distortion dur-
ing cryogenic testing. A "cover-plate" type of con-
struction was used wherein trenches were cut into the
upper and lower surfaces of the model block which
had been machined to a slightly oversize contour for
the aerodynamic surface. Holes were drilled in the
bottom of these trenches to within approximately
0.127 cm (0.050 in.) of the opposite outside surface.
Stainless-steel tubing was then soldered into all these
holes with Eutectic EutecRod 157 solder. Except
for the trailing-edge pressure orifice which required
a final section of tubing with a 0.0254-cm (0.010-
in.) outside diameter in order to remain within the
cambered contour at the model trailing edge, tub-
ing with a 0.0813-cm (0.032-in.) outside diameter
and a 0.0406-cm (0.016-in.) inside diameter was
used. The pressure tubes were then routed along the
trenches and out a slot to the side of the model. Fig-
ure 3 is a photograph of the model during this phase
of construction. The cover plates were electron-
beam welded over the trenches, and the model sur-
faces were machined to the final contour. Fifty-three
static-pressure orifices, 0.0254 cm (0.010 in.) in di-
ameter, were then cut into the model surface to meet
the soldered tubes by using an electron discharge ma-
chine. The trailing-edge orifice used the inside di-
ameter of the tube as the orifice. This technique
for locating and cutting the orifices was made possi-
ble by using a computer-aided design system which
improved the accuracy of the drawing and provided
precise determination of the tangents to any point
on the airfoil model surface. This then allowed the
use of the leading edge of the model as a machining
reference. Surface finishing was done by hand with
fine-grit sandpaper.
Model accuracy. Experience has shown that
many metals undergo drastic and irreversible changes
in shape when exposed to a cryogenic environment.
Therefore, it is standard practice that all airfoil
models intended for testing in the 0.3-m TCT must
be thermally cycled to cryogenic temperatures during
the fabrication process so that they might stabilize
before the final model contour validation and testing.
Final contour and pressure orifice locations were
checked by Boeing with a Brown & Sharpe Validator
200 probe. The actual airfoil contour (near the
centerline) checked to within 0.00305 cm (0.0012 in.)
and -0.00102 cm (-0.0004 in.) of the specified
airfoil contour. These measurements were made
at 10 chordwise locations on the upper and lower
surfaces. The leading edge of the airfoil was checked
with a template and the trailing-edge thickness was
examined with a micrometer. The surface finish was
measured by a surface roughness measuring device
as 0.102 #m (0.000004 in.). Figure 4 is a schematic
drawing which indicates the general locations of the
orifices and the general shape of the airfoil section.
The x/c and A locations for each orifice are given
in table II.
Just prior to installation in the tunnel, the model
was cycled twice to cryogenic temperatures and back
to ambient temperatures at a rate similar to actual
operating conditions in the 0.3-m TCT. Visual and
dye penetrant checks were made before and after
the thermal cycling, and no flaws were found on
the model. A photograph of the model installed
in the test section of the 0.3-m TCT is shown in
figure 5. (In this view, the plenum and test section
ceiling have been removed and the model module
is in the "raised" position above the test section.)
The photograph shows the Boeing-selected transition
tripping devices located at the 10-percent-chord line.
Test Apparatus and Procedures
Test Instrumentation and Apparatus
A detailed discussion of the instrumentation and
procedures selected for the calibration and control
of the 0.3-m TCT can be found in reference 31.
Since, for airfoil model tests, the measured data are
primarily (1) the pressure distributions around the
airfoil model, (2) the definition of the wake defect,
and (3) the angle of attack, the details of the relevant
instrumentation are discussed herein.
Airfoil modelpressures. The pressures on the air-
ti)il model are measured with a scanning valve sys-
tem capable of operating ten 48-port scanning valves.
Because of the large changes in tunnel pressure over
its operational range, commercially available, high-
precision, variable-capacitance pressure transducers
are used instead of conventional strain-gauge pres-
sure transducers. The pressure transducers are lo-
cated adjacent, to the test section in order to reduce
response time. To provide increased accuracy, the
transducers are mounted on thermostatically con-
trolled heater bases to maintain a constant temper-
ature and on "shock" mounts to reduce possible vi-
I)ration effects. The electrical outputs from the trans-
ducers are connected to individual signal conditioners
located in the tunnel control room. The signal con-
ditioners have autoranging capability and have sewm
ranges available. As a result of the autoranging capa-
bility, the analog electrical output to the data acqui-
sition system is kept at a high level, even though the
pressure transducer may be operating at the low end
of its range. The maximum range of these differen-
tial transducers is about +6.8 atm, with an accuracy
of -t-0.25 percent of the reading from -25 percent to
+100 percent of full scale.
Wake pressures. A vertically traversing survey
mechanism is located on the left sidewall of the two-
dimensional test section downstream of the turn-
tables (fig. 2). The purpose of this mechanism is to
move a total-pressure probe rake through the airfoil
wake to survey the total pressures within the wake.
Details of this survey rake are shown in figure 6. The
survey mechanism has a traversing range of 25.4 em
(10 in.). The rake support can be located with the
measurement plane of the rake at either of two tmmel
stations, 21.0 cm (8.3 in.) or 26.0 cm (10.2 in.). For
this test, the wake survey measurements were made
at the 26.0-cm (lO.2-in.) station, which place(t the
measurement plane about 1.1 chord lengths down-
stream of the airlbil trailing edge. The survey mech-
anism is driven by an electric stept)er motor and is de-
signed to operate at speeds froln about 0.25 to about
15 em/sec (0.1 to 6 in/see). The stroke (that portion
of the total traversing range used in a given survey)
and speed of the survey mechanism can be controlled
from the operator's panel in the control room to suit
the research requirements. The vertical position of
the rake is recorded by using the output from a dig-
ital shaft encoder geared to the survey mechanism.
The wake survey mechanism is synchronized with the
scanning valves so that the rake is moved to a differ-
ent vertical location each time the scanning valves
are advanced to a new port. This movement contin-
ues until the scanning valves complete their stepping,
at which time the rake continues to step at a prede-
termined rate through the remaining portion of the
wake. Nine total-pressure probes are located on the
survey rake. However, only five were used in this test
because of blockage or leaks in the remaining four
tubes. The five were located at the following span-
wise stations: b@2= 0.125, 0.0, --0.125, --0.375, and
t
-0.500. Nine tunnel sidewall static-pressure taps are
also provided in the measurement plane of the rake.
Data from these are averaged for use in the deter-
ruination of the momentum loss and, therefore, air-
foil drag coefficient based on the method outlined in
reference 32. The more sensitive individual differen-
tial pressure transducers, with a maximum range of
+1.36 atm and of the type described previously, are
used on each tube on the survey rake and for each of
the sidewall taps.
Angle of attack. The angle-of-attack mechanism
has a traversing range of -t-20°, which can be offset
from 0 ° in either direction at model installation. The
mechanism is driven by an electric stepper motor,
which is connected through a yoke to the perimeter
of both turntables. This arrangement drives both
ends of the model through the angle-of-attack range
to eliminate possible model twisting. The angular
position of the turntables, and therefore the angle of
attack of the model, is recorded by using the output
from a digital shaft encoder geared to one of the
turntables.
Test Program
The test program (R as a function of M) used in
this investigation is shown in figure 7. The selection
of test conditions was made by Boeing in an effort
to overlap some of their existing experimental and
theoretical work. The extent of the effort to establish
transition effects (fixed and free), Reynolds number




Delay times. After model installation and instru-
mentation checkout and calibration, it is necessary to
establish the delay times required for the sampling of
the airfoil pressures. Both experience and theoretical
analysis have shown that the delay times are strongly
dependent on the tubing diameters downstream of
the model orifice, the pressure change from one ori-
fice to another, and the magnitude of the pressure to
be measured. As a result of these studies, the general
recommendation was made to keep the inside diam-
eter of the tubing within the model to greater than
0.076 cm (0.030 in.). This would result in normal de-
lay times on the order of 1 to 2 sec/orifice. However,
this model had tubing with inside diameters of about
0.051 cm (0.020 in.), which was expected to cause sig-
nificant increases in delay times. By following normal
procedures to determine delay times, predicted or
preliminary pressure distributions for highly loaded
model conditions were used to establish levels of in-
dividual orifice pressures and changes in level from
adjoining orifices. These "known" pressures were ap-
plied to the airfoil statically and with tunnel flow,
and the response of the pressure measuring system
(orifice, tubing, and transducer) was determined by
recording, on a strip chart, the time and pressure
transient for the pressure to reach a settled pressure.
For this test, 98 percent of the known level was se-
lected as the settled pressure, and the resulting time
was identified as the appropriate delay time. This
procedure defined some delay times up to or in ex-
cess of 9.95 sec/port, which was the maximum capa-
bility of the controller. The remaining ports were also
above normal in delay times, but could be grouped
at 3 sec/port. A capability of the pressure-scanning-
valve controller to vary delay times for groups of
orifices provides near-minimum time consumed with
near-maximum accuracy for each orifice. The group-
ings and delay times for the model orifices for this
test are as shown in the following table:



















The other spanwise orifices had similar delay
times based on their x/c location. The resulting
total time for the average data point to be taken
approached 6 min.
Use of wake rake. To provide maximum definition
of the model wake, the stroke of the rake (lower to
upper limits) and the number of steps within the
stroke were generally changed for each test condition
such as angle of attack or Mkch number. The range of
values for these variables was determined from initial
experimental runs. An example of this variation is
shown in figure 8 for M _ 0.76.
Transition: Transition strips located on both
the upper and lower surfaces were used during a
portion of the testing to evaluate their effect on
the aerodynamic characteristics of the model. The
trips were aluminum disks, 0.159 cm (0.063 in.)
in diameter, 0.00254 cm (0.001 in.) thick, and
spaced on 0.38-cm (0.15-in.) centers. The disks were
glued along the 10-percent chord line with Locktite
Depend two-part adhesive. The glue bond added
an additional thickness of approximately 0.00508 em
(0.002 in.). Figure 7 shows the test conditions for
fixed transition.
Data Reduction and Quality
Data Reduction
The test Mach number is based on an average
of the Mach number distributions measured as a
function of Reynolds number at several longitudinal
stations during the calibration of the "empty" test
section. Mach number is corrected for real-gas ef-
fects which are included in the data-reduction process
through the use of the thermodynamic properties of
nitrogen gas calculated from the Beattie-Bridgeman
equation of state. This equation of state has been
shown in reference 33 to give essentially the same
thermodynamic properties and flow calculation re-
sults in the temperature-pressure regime of the 0.3-m
TCT as are given by the more complicated Jacobsen
equation of state. Detailed discussions of real-gas ef-
fects when testing in cryogenic nitrogen are contained
in references 34 and 35.
The pressures on the surface of the airfoil were
measured with pressure-scanning valves. The raw
data were obtained by sampling 5 scans/port for the
first portion of the test. This sampling was later
changed to 3 scans/port in order to reduce the time
required to record a data point.
Section normal-force and pitching-moment coef-
ficients are calculated from numerical integrations
(based on the trapezoidal method) of the local sur-
face pressure coefficient measured at each orifice mul-














similar tests.Forthis test, thethresholdvaluewas
0.0002.If, in the integratingprocess,the individual
coefficientis greaterthanor equalto the threshoht,
theweightingfactor(incrementalarea)isappliedand
theincrementaldragis includedin therunningsum
of the total drag. If the individualcoefficientis less
than thethreshold,theweightingfactorissetequal
to zeroandthe incrementaldragisnot includedin
the runningsumof the total drag. Theresultsof





the thresholdlevel. Thesecorrectedvaluesof to-
tal drag coefficientarelisted asCDCOR1through
CDCOR5in the tabulateddata in appendixesA
throughJ.
After thetest, it wasnoticedthat for somedata
points,smallportionsoftheairfoilwakeweremissed
in theraketraverse.In a fewothercases,tile data
systemerroneouslyrecordedzerovaluesfor certain
portionsof thewakeprofile. In eachof thesecases,
the wakeprofilewasextrapolatedor interpolated








Mach number fluctuations. In all wind-tunnel
testing, and especially in transonic testing, the
steadiness of the tunnel flow conditions, such as Mach
number, has direct bearing on the quality of the final
aerodynamic data. In table III, values of Math num-
ber and Reynolds number are shown as average val-
ues for the specific points. Because the delay times
for some of the groupings of pressure orifices were
very high, the variation in average values of Math
number and Reynolds number does not represent an
inability to set the precise tunnel test conditions in
the short term but rather indicates a long-term drift
in the test conditions during the extended time re-
quired for the acquisition of a single data point dur-
ing these tests. In addition to the drift in test condi-
tions due to the data-acquisition time, two other fac-
tors have been identified as causes of the undesired
variations in Mach and Reynolds numbers. First, the
manual control of the pressure and temperature con-
trol systems resulted in some fluctuation in the level
of the Mach number. Second, the electrical drive
system of the 0.3-m TCT has some inherent speed-
control problems that feed directly into the tunnel
flow through the fan drive. In all three areas, correc-
tive measures have been identified and instituted.
Repeatability of data. Several examples illus-
trating the degree of repeatability for the normal-
force, pitching-moment, and drag-force coefficients
are shown in figures 9, 10, and 11. The repeatability
shown in these figures is considered to be generally
good, although there is some scatter in the data at
the higher angles of attack.
Evaluation of hysteresis effects. An airfoil may
exhibit substantially different aerodynamic charac-
teristics at a given test condition, such as angle of
attack, when the test condition is "approached" from
different directions. A very brief attempt to develop
hysteresis was made during this investigation, and
the results obtained are reflected in table III and fig-
ure 12. The hysteresis data points were obtained by
increasing the model angle of attack until substantial
separation occurred and then decreasing the angle
of attack to the desired test condition before taking
data. The data indicate an absence of hysteresis over
the operational range of the airfoil.
Concluding Remarks
A wind-tunnel investigation, which represents
the first NASA/U.S. industry two-dimensional airfoil
study to be completed in the Advanced Technology
Airfoil Tests (ATAT) program, has been completed
in the Langley 0.3-Meter Transonic Cryogenic Tun-
nel (0.3-m TCT). This investigation was designed to
(1) test a Boeing advanced-technology airfoil from
low to flight-equivalent Reynolds numbers, (2) pro-
vide Boeing with experience in cryogenic wind-tunnel
model design, construction and testing techniques,
and (3) demonstrate the suitability of the 0.3-m TCT
as an airfoil test facility.
All the objectives of this investigation were met.
The pressure data from this investigation are
6
presented without analysis in plotted and tabular for-
mats for each Mach number and Reynolds number
combination and are intended for use in conjunction
with the aerodynamic coefficient data published in
NASA Technical Memorandum 81922.





Because of the uncertainty in lift-induced interference effects and solid and wake blockage
effects (particularly in the presence of local supercritical flow), no corrections for wall effects
were applied to the basic experimental data at the time of the test. However, recent work
has produced one method for assessment/correction of the wall boundary effects. Results
for some tests conducted in the 0.3-m TCT are summarized in reference 23.
The pressure data from this investigation are presented without analysis or corrections
in plotted and tabular formats in appendixes A through J to be used in conjunction with
the aerodynamic coefficient data in reference 5. Each appendix contains data for a given
Mach number through the Reynolds number range. For each combination of Mach number
and Reynolds number, the data are plotted for each angle of attack with the associated
tabulations immediately following. The pressure data from the upper surface of the airfoil
are plotted as open symbols and the data from the lower surface are plotted as solid symbols.
Since it is the intent of the authors to make these appendixes convenient for the user, similar
angles of attack are always plotted at the same location on the page (e.g., _ ,_ 3 is always at
the page center). This arrangement should help the reader to follow a trend at a constant
value of (_, even if data were not taken at some angles of attack. The following table indicates

















Reynolds number x 10 -6
4.4 and 30.0
4.4, 7.7, 14.0, and 30.0
4.4, 7.7, 14.0, 30.0, and 45.0
4.4, 7.7, 14.0, 30.0, and 45.0
4.4, a, b7.7, 14.0, 30.0, and 45.0
4.4, 7.7, 14.0, 30.0, and 45.0
4.4, 7.7. b14.0, 30.0, 45.0, and 50.0
Fixed transition
H 0.70 4.4, 7.7, and 14.0
I 0.76 4.4, b7.7, 14.0, and 30.0












aConditions for "hysteresis data" runs.
bConditions for "repeat data" runs.
Appendix A
Pressure Data for M = 0.40; R = 4.4 x 106 and 30.0 × 106; and Free Transition
The pressure measurements made on the Boeing BAC I airfoil are presented in coefficient
form in graphs and tables in this appendix. The data are for a Mach number of 0.40;
Reynolds numbers of 4.4 × 106 and 30.0 × 106; and free transition. The pressure data from
the upper surface of the airfoil are plotted as open symbols, and the data from the lower
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XlC CP PpL/PT HLOC
O.OUO0 .9874 .¢943 *0903
,0083 .5375 ,94?7 *2782
*00_7 *5396 ,9479 *2776
*U203 ,2659 .9195 *3483
.0300 .1372 .9_62 *3778
.0400 *0640 *8984 *3942
*0608 -*01Z5 *8901 .411Z
*0800 -*0502 ,8_70 .4175
.1000 -*0941 *8822 ,4271
.1997 -*1599 *8739 *4394
*2500 -,1783 .8739 *4430
,2994 -,Z_23 .8715 *4476
*3402 -.Z125 .8706 ,4494
*3795 -*2235 ,8694 .4517
.4201 -*2284 .86d2 ,4540
*4598 -*2522 ,B667 *4567
*4996 -,2566 *8660 ,4580
.5397 -,2731 *P632 *4633
.5795 -.2854 *_623 ,4h50
.619? -.2915 ,8616 ,4659
*6595 -*2567 *8624 *4649
,690T -,279b ,8633 ,4631
*?603 -,2434 *8685 *4533
,8353 -.1573 *8?74 *4363
,8791 -*0_69 .8642 .4230
.9212 -*0203 .8915 ,4084





XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
O.Q000 ,9874 ,9943 ,0903
*0052 -*7658 .8_25 ,5530
*0098 -*5732 ,8325 ,51e5
,0200 -*3907 .8515 *4849
,0500 -*2092 .860? *4679
.0813 -.3159 *8585 ,4720
.1199 -*2824 ,86_9 *4638
.1796 -,3033 ,860_ *4685
,2397 -.3100 .8598 *4695
*2995 -,3276 ,8585 .4720
*3588 -.3414 ,8571 *4746
.4193 °,3473 *_566 *4756
*4793 -.3406 ,R574 ,4741
*5394 -*2g07 .8625 *4647
*5994 -,1719 ,8T40 ,4428
*6507 -.0414 *5884 .4146
,7203 *0804 ,g008 *3892
*7?43 .1494 .9071 *3758
,8394 .1946 .9121 *3650
,8996 *2070 *9134 .3&19
*9492 *1575 ,911_ *3663
1.0000 ,1372 .9079 ,3741
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
CO1 .00777 CDCOR1 ,0OTTO
C02 .00763 CDCOR2 *00750
CD3 ,00755 CDCOR3 ,00747
CD4 *00731 COCOR4 ,00723
C05 ,005&3 CDCOR5 ,00561
SPANWISE
XlC YIBI2 CP PpLIPT NLOC
°0500 -.3375 .0086 *5948 ,401?
• 3957 -,33T5 -°2235 .8721 °4467
• 5008 "*3375 ".2636 *8688 ,4528
• 6045 ",3375 -,2807 ,8665 .45T2










%1C CP PpLIPT HLOC
0.0000 .9723 *9932 *0989
*0083 ,URb3 .9_46 .3812
.0097 .0701 *9025 *3857
*0203 -,1316 .8817 .4280
*0300 -,2404 *8723 .4461
,0400 -*2804 ,8660 ,4580
.0608 -.3004 .8647 *4605
*0800 -.2871 *8650 *4600
,1000 -,3116 .8642 .4_15
.1997 -,3034 *8653 .4593
,2500 -.3105 ,P650 *4600
°2994 -.31_1 .8619 *4658
.3402 -,3110 ,8651 ,4598
*3?95 *.3170 .8616 *4663
,4201 -.3159 *8637 ,4623
*4598 -*3270 *8625 *4647
*4996 -,3362 ,8628 *4642
,5397 -*3389 *8594 .4702
*5795 -.3_38 .8604 .4684
.6197 -.3431 .8615 *4o66
,6598 -*3324 ,5616 *4662
.6997 -,3221 .8621 *4655
*7493 -.2901 *8658 *4584
*8353 -,1723 *8786 *4340
.8791 -.0960 .8861 ,4192
*9212 -*0Z48 *8926 *4061





XIC CP PeLIPT NLOC
0,0000 ,9723 ,9932 ,0989
*0052 .1316 .9087 *3725
*0098 *0937 *9045 .3816
.0200 .0541 .9017 *3873
*0500 -.0211 °8923 .4068
.0813 -.0715 .8878 .4159
.1199 -*1025 .BR37 .4240
.1796 -.1515 .8803 .4308
*2397 -.178& *RTTq *4354
._995 -.2152 .8?42 *4426
.3588 -.2468 .8713 .4480
*4193 -*2601 *R675 *4553
.4?93 -*2590 .8703 *4500
.5394 -.2261 *,TO9 .4489
.5994 °.1263 *8828 *4258
.&507 -.0035 .RqSO .4013
.7203 .1101 .90?3 .3755
*7743 .1765 .9119 *3653
*8394 *2226 .9176 *3529
*8996 .2315 .9190 *3495
*9492 .2023 .915_ .3574
1.0000 .1194 *9084 *3730
C01 ,00704 COCOR1 °00696
COZ .00705 CDCOR2 ,00691
CD3 ,00699 COCOR3 ,00688
CO6 ,OObOg COCOA4 ,00599
C05 *00638 CDCOR5 .00635
SPANWISE
XIC YIBI2 CP P_L/PT NLOC
• 0500 -.3375 -.2344 ,8721 ,4465
• 3957 -.3375 -o3123 .8635 *4628
°5008 -,3375 -*3320 *8633 ,4631
• 6048 -,3375 -,3384 ,8615 ,4664





XlC CP P,LIPT HLOC
O,O00G *7759 .9733 .lgTZ
• 0083 -.2227 .8726 .4456
• 0_97 -,2793 .8665 .4572
• 0203 -.3666 .8567 *4753
• U300 -.4_26 ,8487 .4_99
• 0400 -.4_53 .8k82 ,490R
• 0608 -.4306 .8505 ._86_
• 0800 -.4105 ,P535 .4813
• 1&00 -.4275 ,O_27 .4827
• 1997 -.38_T *8562 .4764
• 2500 -.3742 .8563 *47bl
• 2994 -.3705 .8570 *4747
• 3402 -.3_59 .8567 *4753
• 3795 -.3_6 .8578 .4733
• 4201 -.3_52 *_583 ,_725
• 4598 -.3675 .8578 .4733
.49_6 -.3657 .8579 .4732
• 539? -.3176 ._77 *_736
• 57_5 -.3751 .8568 .4751
• b_? -.3_70 .PST8 .4732
._598 -.3515 *_05 .4683
._9_7 -.33Z4 .8616 .4662
,7403 -.3_83 .8627 ._652
• _353 --.1H28 ._7eO .4353
.9212 -,0245 .8930 .4054
1.0000 *165L .9106 .3683
PT 17.7961 PSI CN .3170
TT 136,5047 K CH -*0752




X/C CP PeLIPT MLOC
U,O000 *7?59 *9?33 .1971
*3052 .4626 .9415 .2947
.0098 .3421 *9288 *3265
.0200 *2534 *9202 .346?
.0500 .1293 .907_ *3750
.0813 .0430 *8986 ,3935
.1199 -.0065 *_942 *4028
*1796 -*0704 .8885 .4145
°23?7 -.1180 *_424 ,4267
*2995 -,1440 .8801 .4311
*3588 -.1058 *8?55 *4402
*_I93 -*_080 .873_ *4439
*_793 -,2174 *5718 ,4471
,5394 -.1911 .8751 *4408
.5994 -,1041 .qP4_ .4223
*6537 ,0223 *S_77 *3968
.7_03 .1334 *9083 *3732
.7?43 .1927 .914_ .3_88
*8394 *2350 *qlB_ *3506
,4996 ,2493 .9_01 .347I
,9492 .2U90 .9167 *3548
1.0000 .1651 ,9106 .3683
COl .00751 CDCOR1 ,00743
CD2 ,00695 CDCOR2 *0068t
CO3 *00712 CDCOR3 *00701
C04 *00645 CDCOR4 ,00634
CO5 ,00591 COCOR5 *00588
5PAN_ISE
XIC Ylql2 CP P_LIPT MLOC
• 0503 -.337_ -.3750 .8580 .4730
• 3957 -.3375 -.3555 *9609 *46?6
• 5008 -,3375 -*3TOT .8587 .4717
• 6048 -,3375 -.3668 *8583 .4724






X/C CP PeL/PT MLOC
0*0000 -.7353 *BZOZ ,5399
• 0083 -1.2382 °7692 .6261
• 0097 -I*§TQQ .7383 .672q
• _203 "161871 .7747 .6151
• 0300 -1.1_68 .7798 .6069
• G400 -1.0725 *7869 *5953
°0608 -°928b .8024 .8698
• 0800 -*8443 .8116 ,5544
• 1000 -*7978 .8154 *5480
• 1997 -.6205 .8323 .5190
• 2800 -,5792 *8350 .5141
• 2994 -.5462 *8377 .5094
.3402 -.5195 *8392 *8069
• 3795 *.8_47 .8430 .5002
• 4201 -.6858 .8456 .4955
• 4598 -.4_35 ._452 .4960
• 4996 -.4735 .8462 .4942
• 5397 -.4700 *8470 .4929
.5795 -.4606 .8478 .4921
• b197 -.4410 .8493 .4888
• 65_8 -.4177 .8516 .4846
.6997 -.3934 .8544 .4796
• 7493 -.3426 .8596 .4700
.8353 -.2114 .8727 .4483
.8791 *.1151 *8822 .4270
• 9212 -.0364 .89U0 .4114
l.O00G .1Cb3 .9_46 .3812
PT 1?.7774 PSI CN .8999
TT 136.3202 K CM -.0760




X/C CP PwL/PT XLOC
0.0000 -.7353 *_202 .5399
• 0052 .q684 .9928 .1016
.0098 *4447 .9801 .1698
• OZO0 .6e84 ,9647 .2271
• 0500 *4829 *9407 .2968
.0813 .3283 *9282 .3280
°1199 .2288 .9189 .3498
°1796 .1298 *9085 *3727
• 2397 *0594 .9011 .3887
• 2995 **0046 ,894_ °4024
• 3588 -.0577 .8881 .4182
• 4193 -*0903 *8883 .4228
• 4793 -,1129 .8811 *4293
• 5394 -.1038 ,8837 .4240
• 5994 -.0280 *892E °4070
,6507 .0778 °9022 ,3862
• T203 .1787 *9122 ,3648
• 7743 *2347 .9188 .3509
• 8394 .2648 .9211 .3446
• 8996 .2664 °9212 ,3444
.9492 ,2272 *9172 .8_36
1.0000 .1063 *9046 .3812
CD1 *00816 CDCOR1 .00803
C02 .00790 CDCDEZ .007?5
CD3 *00773 CDCOR3 *00788
CD4 *00766 COCDR4 .007_0
CD5 .00741 COCOR5 .00785
SPANW[$E
XIC YI812 CP PpLIPT HLrJC
• 0800 -.3378 -.8231 .8110 *_54
.3957 -.3375 -.4900 .8444 .4974
• 5008 *.8378 -.4716 .8468 .4933
.6048 -.3375 -.4665 .8491 .4892





X/C CP PeLIPT 8LOC
O°OUOC -1.1104 .7826 .6024
.0083 -1,406_ *7526 *6_05
*0097 -1.8282 *7092 ,7183
*0203 -1.3466 *7593 *6399
.0300 -1.3121 .7623 *6350
.0_00 -1.2047 .7719 .6197
,0608 -1*_264 .7921 .5869
,0800 -.9190 .8010 *5720
.1000 -.8613 .8078 °8608
.1997 *.6_26 .8263 .8258
.2500 -.6057 *P326 .5185
.2994 -*5703 *8372 .8104
*3402 -.5410 *8398 ,5C58
*3795 -.$253 *8408 .5G39
o4201 -.5116 ,8428 *§005
.4598 -.5C77 ._434 .4994
.4996 -*4862 .8451 *4962
o_397 -.4817 .8461 *4946
._795 -.4662 .8468 .4933
.6197 -*4526 .8501 .4874
*6598 -.4308 .8518 .4843
.6997 °,4066 *_832 .4817
,7493 -.3337 .86U9 .467_
*8383 -°2050 *8742 .4425
.8791 -.1176 .8831 *4252
,9212 -*_403 .8911 .4092
1.0000 .1123 .9068 *3765
PT 17*7738 PSI CN .6434
TT 136.1708 K C8 -.0748




XlC CP P.LIPT MLOC
0.0000 -1.1104 .7826 ,6024
• 0052 *9983 .9957 .0788
• 0098 .8885 *9847 ,1489
• 0200 *7302 .9686 .2189
• 0800 .4998 ,9450 *2854
• 0813 .3612 *9316 .3197
• 1199 *2683 *_215 .3436
• 1796 .1827 .911_ .3668
• 2397 .0861 *9039 *3826
• 2995 *0278 .897_ .3965
• 3588 -.0296 .891_ °4092
.4193 -oO?OZ .8877 .4181
• _793 -*0995 .884_ .4228
• 5394 -*0926 .8848 .4219
.5994 -*0363 .qOq .4096
• 650? *0869 .9035 .3838
• 7_03 .1901 .9137 o3614
• ?743 °2437 ,9194 *3486
• 8394 *2752 ,9221 *3423
• 8996 *2689 ,9825 .3415
• 9492 .2201 .9174 *3532
1.0000 .1123 *9068 .576_
CD1 .00812 COCORI *00808
CO2 .00823 CDCOR2 *00810
C03 *00808 CDCO_3 .00798
CD4 *00805 CDCOR6 *00795
COS .00774 COCOR5 .00771
SPAN_ISE
XIC YI81_ CP PILIPT RLOC
.0500 -.3378 -.9151 .8085 .8681
*3987 -.8375 -.8227 .8418 .8022
.8008 *.3375 -.4867 .8442 .4979
.6048 -.3379 -.4_71 .8469 .4932





XlC CP PeL/PT 8LOC
0.0000 -1.8231 ,7425 ,6664
.0683 -I*bSSZ .7313 *_84U
• 0097 -2*1242 .6834 °7581
• OZU3 -1,5354 .7427 .6_61
• 0300 -1.4445 *7505 *6837
• 0400 -1.3_13 .764_ .6316
• 0608 -1.1059 ,7828 .6_21
.080_ -*9072 ,7955 *8813
• lOOG -.9308 .8025 .5696
.1997 -*6918 *8263 .5292
• 2500 -*6298 .8318 .519_
• 2994 -,597_ .8364 .5117
.3402 -*5734 .8391 *5069
• 379_ -.5_55 *8410 .5037
°4201 -*_224 .8428 .5C03
• 45_8 -*5255 .8422 .5015
• 49_6 -.5076 .8425 .50uq
• 5397 -*4948 *8432 *4997
• 5795 -*4_67 .8451 .4963
• _197 -,4605 .8490 *4893
.6598 *.4373 .8511 .485_
• 6997 -.4C57 *B_47 ,4790
• 74_3 -*3452 .8597 *4699
• 83_3 -._1_5 .8734 .4446
• _7_1 -.119_ .8_33 *4248
• _212 -*0363 .891_ .4084
I*OvOC *0_97 ,9_47 °3_11
PT 17*7492 PSI CN .6917
TT 136.3622 K CH -*0755




XlC CP P_LIPT BLOC
0.0000 -1.5231 .7425 *6664
• 00_2 1.0089 ,9988 *0673
.0098 ,9267 ._887 .1279
.OZO0 .7819 .9741 .1942
• 0500 °5443 *9505 .2702
• 0813 .4041 .93_6 .3100
°1199 .3048 .qZbl *3329
.1796 *1_02 ,9148 *3889
• 2397 .1123 .90T0 *3762
._995 *0532 .9010 *3888
• 3588 -°0_15 ,_9_1 .4012
.4193 -*0494 .8_1_ .4091
.4793 -*0860 °8877 .4160
._394 -.0?41 .8882 .4180
._098 -o007_ °8946 .4021
• 6507 *0988 *Q051 .3801
• 7203 .1980 ,9140 .3608
.7743 *2523 ,9194 *3488
• _394 *2793 .9228 *3408
.8996 .27_4 .9230 *3402
• 9402 *_320 .9186 *3503
1.0000 *0897 .9047 .3811
CO1 .00832 CDCOR1 *00826
CD2 .OOB40 CDCOe2 .00827
CO3 .00836 C9C0_3 ,00825
CO4 .OOBZZ CDCOR4 .00810
CD8 .00790 CDCOR5 .00T87
8PA_ISE
XIC YI812 CP P_LIPT 8LOC
• 0503 -.3378 -.9917 .795_ .5812
• 3957 -*3378 -.5410 *8406 .5045
• 5008 -.3375 -.5066 .8434 *4995
.6048 -*3375 -.4638 .8480 *4911
• 7003 -.3878 -.4085 .8542 .4800





XIC CP P,LIPT MLDC
OoO000 -ZJ4Z59 ,6473 ,814U
,0003 "?°Oh07 ,6842 ,7560
• Ovq7 -2,7C70 ,62ZZ .d52Z
,OZ03 -1,9Z31 o6094 .7335
,G30C -1.?475 °7166 o7Cbq
• 0_00 "1°5700 ,7349 ,6782
°0008 -1°2990 .?hi? ,6368
,b30G -1.1_08 ,7777 .6103
• 100C -1o067L .7861 .5q66
°1997 -.7601 .8154 ,5480
°7500 -,7157 °8209 .5387
.2994 -.6035 ,8277 .5260
• 3402 -°6Z87 .8317 .520_
,3705 -.5974 .83_Z .5139
,4_01 -°5760 .8363 o5119
._5_8 --.§bb8 .636_ .5106
,4906 --°5377 o8412 .5_32
.53_7 -°5Z52 ,8436 .6000
,5705 -._130 ,8444 ,4976
• 6197 -.4761 °8467 .4035
• 6_8 -.4_01 °840Z .489O
,6907 -._ZZO ,_513 ,485Z
.7493 -.3075 .8578 .4732
°_353 -,2161 o873Z .4_45
°P701 -.IZZ7 o@AZ5 ,426_
• 9ZlZ -,C360 .sqlz .4000
1°0000 o1013 °0035 °3836
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALrTY
PT 17°7560 PSE CN ,7304
TT 136,1431 K C_ -,0750




XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 -2°4250 ,6470 ,B140
,OCSZ 1.G090 °9068 .0071
°0096 ,qq41 ,995Z °0627
• 0200 o_6_8 ,9821 .1610
• 0500 ,6314 ,95B_ .Z(71
,0813 ,4671 ,9435 ,Z696
,11_9 ,3752 °0327 ,3172
,1?96 ,257Z .0204 ,3_61
°2397 ,1701 ,9117 ,3b_q
,Z095 ,1007 ,90_7 ,3810
• 35_8 ,0360 ,8075 °3961
• 4193 -,0113 of 1936 ,40_I
,4793 -,0_71 ,q003 ,4108
• 5394 -,0414 ,6911 ,4092
,5904 ,0138 °6959 ,3005
°0507 o1141 °0060 ,3783
,7203 ,ZlSl ,0170 ,3_41
• 77_3 .2664 ,9ZZ6 .3410
.8304 ,2880 ,9240 .336_
,8096 ,2639 ,9735 ,3302
,0492 .23Z0 ,qlR_ ,3513
1.0000 ,I013 °0035 ._836
CDI ,00902 CDCOR1 ,00889
CD2 .00916 CDCOR2 .00896
CD3 ,00911 CDCOR3 .00_92
CO4 ,00_78 CDCOR6 ,OOB61
CD5 ,00847 CDCOR5 .00838
SPANWISE
XlC YIBIZ CP PL/PT MLOC
°0500 -,3375 -1°186Z .7718 ,b198
,3057 -,3375 -,5839 ,8324 o5186
• _008 -.3375 -,5_24 .8360 ,51Z4
,6048 -.3375 -,6930 .8436 .4091





XIC CP PpLIPT HLOC
0.0000 -3**743 .5518 .9024
• OOR3 -Z._05 ._406 .8240
°0097 -3.2_99 .5685 .0358
o_Z03 -Z°2_05 ,667Z .7830
,O3OO -Z,O3Z7 ,601S .745o
°&40_ -1.8Z05 ,7161 o7C77
,0608 -1,_050 .7434 °6050
oOBO0 -1°303_ ,765_ ._98
oIUOG -1.1878 o77Oe ,_118
.1997 -.8586 .8104 .8964
• ZSO0 -,7730 °810_ .5412
.Z994 -,71_0 .826L .5206
• 3_OZ -,6_40 .8285 °5254
°3795 -ob_Sb °8324 .51_8
o_Z01 -o01_3 .83_0 .51_3
,_508 -.5905 .8309 .5108
._Q_ -._50_ ,8396 .5u61
.5107 -,5833 ._11 ,503_
• 5795 -.57_0 °_27 .500_
,0197 -.5_Z7 ,843Z ,490_
.6508 -°4733 .847_ .4015
°6907 -,4_95 °853Z .4_18
.7_93 -.3663 .8_8_ .472Z
°8353 -,2183 .8737 °4_33
.6701 -°1210 o682_ .4Z62
._IIZ -.044Z o_G7 °40_9
1,0_00 .0659 ,0015 ,3876
_T 17.7920 PSI CN .67q2
TE 136,Z79Z _ CM -,0752
PC 4.5268 8ILLIO_ CC -,0778
MACH ._000
&L_HA b. BTOU nEG
LOWEP SURFACE
XlC CP P_L/PT MLOC
0°0000 -3,4243 ,551_ ,00?4
,0087 ,0710 °0030 o1001
.0098 1,0087 °996_ °0031
• OZO0 ,9306 .0800 .IZ61
o0800 ,7054 ,0668 ,2Z03
,0813 .5850 o0508 ,?694
°1190 .4416 o9401 °_q_3
,1706 .32O4 .0270 .3286
oZ397 .2302 ,0177 .35Z3
.29_5 .1805 ,_112 .367O
°3_98 .0853 ,0040 °3_05
.4193 .0316 o9001 .3907
o_703 -°002? o00_I ,4010
°8394 -°0082 ,_951 ,_010
.599_ .0394 .0000 .30O8
°o537 °1306 ,0100 ,3607
,7?03 .2325 ,9100 .3495
°7743 ,2775 o0239 .3381
._394 .3006 .0759 .3337
._090 .Z_45 ._232 .3_00
.940Z .Z467 .02G1 ,3460
i°0000 °0659 oq01_ ,3878
CDZ ,00007 CDCORI ,00989
CO? .01017 CDCOR? ,00906
C03 .01018 COCOR3 ,00997
CO6 ,00985 CDCOR4 .00971
OD_ ,009_2 CDCOR5 ,00938
SPkNWISE
XlC YIBIZ CP PeLIPT MLOC
°0503 -,3375 -1°3_2 .759_ °6389
.3957 -°3_7_ -.6250 ,8335 °5169
.5008 -.3378 °.56_5 ,8601 .50_1
,6048 -,3375 -,5139 ,8_31 ,4q9B





x/c CP P_L/PT HLOC
O.ObO0 -4,Z370 .460Z 1.0900
o_083 -3°0973 ,563_ .9119
._07 -_.2748 ,47O3 1.0070
°U203 -Z.5O70 ,6_39 .8342
• 6300 -Z,_05 .667T .7823
.O4OO -2.0161 .6930 .7433
o_0_8 -1.6558 .73Z7 ._818
,O8OO -1.4436 ,7490 ,6502
,1000 -1o3077 .7_43 .8316
o1097 -°9333 .8_?U .67C5
.ZO_ -.70_ .M18_ ,5420
°3_0_ -o7212 .8_T1 ,8279
.3795 -._756 ._277 .5260
°_Z01 -.0377 ,8337 .5185
._$98 -,013_ ,8331 ._170
._307 -o560Z .837_ ,5103
°_?95 -.844_ ,8415 .5_?_
°_50A -._70o .8_80 ._qOU
,0997 -._330 .8_30 .4_21
.T403 -,3_15 .8577 ,473_
• .3_3 -.21)?_ .87_L ._407
.6791 -,11Z3 °8_33 ,_248
,9Z12 -,0_21 ._o13 .4(=05
1.0OOU ,0_Z3 ,0_31 .3_2
PT 17.8003 PSI ON ,9520
TT 136.7383 W CM -,0?06




x/C CP P,L/PT MLOC
0.0000 -4.Z37C °469_ 1o0_90
°0057 °0062 .0865 .1307
.G09_ 1.0132 °9072 .0630
• uZO0 .0723 .0930 .1GO0
• 0_00 .7503 ,9718 .EO?8
,0813 .0130 .9578 ,2491
,1199 .4081 .9_5E .?850
,1?0_ .3836 ,9321 ,3187
.1397 .2600 .q0?T ,3410
.Z996 .I_PA .9146 .3805
.3568 .1177 °907? ,37_5
.4103 ,0574 .9017 .3684
,_793 .0206 ,_009 °3010
• _3_ ,0128 ._060 ,3070
.590_ .Oo23 .9031 .3648
,0507 ._521 ,910_ .386_
,774_ ._853 .q_36 .3389
,_394 .29?8 ,0257 .3330
._09_ .2855 .924_ .3369
.0492 .2_01 .91_" .3_76
l.O000 .0623 .9032 .3842
COl ,01292 COCO81 .01?Tg
CO? .0133_ CDCO_Z .01307
OD3 .01351 CDCO_3 ,013Zl
CO4 °01276 COCOR4 ,01256
CO5 o01Z32 CDCOR5 ,0322_
$PkNW[SE
XlC YISIZ CP P_LIPT RLOC
,0503 -.3_75 -1.5452 °7442 .663?
,3957 -°3375 -°6575 ,8309 o5213
°5008 -.337_ -°§850 ,8383 o508_
.b043 -°3375 -,5183 ,8433 ,6096
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X/C CP P_LIPT bLOC
0,0000 1.0098 *g968 *0678
,0O83 ,6273 ,9583 .2488
*0097 ,5729 ,q§27 .265%
,0203 ,2848 ,9238 ,3402
,0300 *ibgb .9121 ,3670
.0400 60993 o9053 .3819
,0608 *0076 ,BqE8 *%019
.0800 -.0407 .8917 .4103
.1000 -.:897 .8858 *4223
.1997 -,1545 ,8790 .4358
*2500 -*1842 .8767 *%402
,2994 -.2043 ,8740 0%454
,3402 -,2158 ,8726 ,4685
,37q5 -*2233 ,8722 ,4489
.4201 -.2319 °8705 ,4521
.4598 -.2647 ,8673 .4583
*4906 -.2551 ,86ql *6568
,53_7 -,2754 ,_672 .4583
*5795 -,2938 .8648 .4630
,61q7 -.3009 *P647 ,%632
,8598 -.2933 .86%q .4628
,beet -,2819 ,8667 *%631
,7493 -.2571 ,867) ,4571
.8353 -.lbl? *877% .4387
,8791 -*0859 .8854 .4229
.q212 -.0176 .8917 ,4103
1,0000 *1649 ,910T ,3700
PT 77.1886 PSI CN ,0114
TT 1C1,7222 K CM -,0751




XlC CP P;L/PT MLOC
0.0000 1o00q8 *q968 .067P
,005Z -*8235 ._118 .5571
*0098 -*5861 .8351 .5168
,0200 -,4349 .8511 ,4882
.0500 -.3162 .8635 .4654
.0813 -*3653 ._60_ ,4715
*1189 -*3035 ,865_ .%618
*17_b -.3184 ,_627 .666q
,23q7 -,3173 *8635 *6654
.2q95 -,3380 .8604 .4712
,3588 -.3611 .858b *4740
.6193 -.3561 *8586 ,4746
,4793 -.3518 .8_86 .6745
,5396 -.3016 *8642 .4640
,5q94 -.1880 ,8750 .4435
,6507 -*06q5 *_E91 .4155
,7203 ,0849 .9034 .385q
.7763 .15°.5 *0111 *3682
*830% *2125 *q161 .3582
,8q96 ,2357 .9188 *3520
,9492 .2105 .915q *3586
1.0000 .164q .9107 .3700
COl *00617 CDCOR1 *00615
COZ *00621 CDCOR2 ,00609
C03 ,00610 C0C0_3 ,00605
C04 ,00624 COCOR4 ,0061q
C05 ,005q6 CDCOR5 .00593
SPANWISE
X/C Y/812 OP PeLIPT MLOC
,0500 -.3375 ,0079 ,8950 .4036
• 3957 -.3375 -*2230 .8709 ,4513
.5008 -,3375 ".2657 .8669 .45q0
.6048 -,3375 -.2963 ,8637 ,4649





X/C CP P_L/PT MLQC
0,0_00 ,9956 .9956 ,0802
*00_3 .2085 ,g177 *3565
*0097 ,1020 .gO6T ,3787
,0203 -,1184 ,8847 ,4244
*0300 -.2352 .8735 .6463
,0400 -*2626 .8710 ,4512
*0608 -,Z919 .8686 .6556
,0800 -,2985 ,8676 .6576
.1000 -.3219 .8648 *4629
.1997 -,3114 .8659 *4608
.2300 -,3169 .8666 ,4596
,2go4 -.3241 .8657 ,4612
,3402 -.3192 .8650 .4625
.3795 -.3199 ,8650 *4626
.4201 -,3266 .8655 .4_16
.6398 -*3460 ,862g .4665
.4996 -.3ZBg *8652 .4622
.5397 -,3402 .8663 .6638
.5795 -*3562 *8622 *4878
,6197 -*3563 .8616 ,4689
*6598 -,3416 ,8630 .6666
.bggT -*3244 .8647 *4632
,7493 -,2679 ,8680 .656q
.8353 -,le32 ,8780 ,4376
,8701 -.0q71 *8870 *41g8
*921Z -.0232 .8937 .4062
1.0000 o1678 .9135 *3638
PT 77,3952 PSI CN .2291
TT 101,7486 K CM -*0783




XIC CP P;LIPT MLOC
O.CO00 *ggS6 *_956 .0802
*0052 .12¢6 .9095 ,37Z8
*0098 .1057 *qOTO *3782
*0200 .0628 ,_031 ,3866
*0500 *0057 ,8975 .3983
*0813 -*0812 *8894 ,414q
.1199 -*083g *8E87 .6184
.17q6 -.1386 .8830 .4278
.2397 -.1635 *8807 *4322
.299_ -.2043 .B765 *4404
.3588 -.2605 .8741 .6451
,4193 -.2527 .8727 ,4478
.4793 -,Z557 .8713 .4506
*§396 -.2223 .8747 .4441
*5904 -,1271 .8850 *6ZSq
*6807 .0003 .8q71 .3991
.7203 .1270 .9101 .3714
.7763 .1977 .9171 .3557
*ESq4 .2605 .9211 .3467
,8996 .258q .q225 *3432
*0492 *Z276 *qlq6 .3505
1.0000 .1679 *q135 ,3638
COl *00595 COCOR1 *00594
C02 *00603 COCOR2 *00596
C03 *00598 COCOR3 *00593
C0% *00600 CDCOR4 *00595
C05 *00580 COCOR5 .00579
SPANWZSE
NIC YIBI2 CP PpL/PT MtOC
*0500 -.3375 -,2266 *8733 *4667
*3g57 -,337_ -.3179 .863_ ,6617
,5008 -.3375 -.3613 .8632 ,4660
.6048 -.3375 -.3531 ,8613 .4695





XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 .8075 .9767 .1850
*UU83 -.1787 .8780 ,6376
*O0_T -,2267 *8735 ,4466
.0203 -.3N87 .8612 .6696
,0300 -,4668 *8497 *EqOB
*0400 -,47_8 ,8491 ,6918
*OBOE -*6523 ,851g ,4868
*UEO0 -.4391 .8530 .48%7
.1000 -,6_70 .8_1_ .4870
*1g97 -.3q25 ,857_ .6757
,2500 -.3_70 ,85_8 ,4742
,2994 -,3483 ,8_88 .4760
.3402 -,3741 .859d .4723
.3793 -.3710 .BhOO .471_
.4201 -*3bb_ ,860_ *4716
,45g8 -,3fl_3 ,8578 .475q
,4996 -,3_Z ,86_i ,4717
.5397 -.3758 *8602 .4715
.5795 -,3d45 ,PbO0 .471q
,61_7 -*38_6 .8603 ._714
,6598 -.3668 ,8b14 *_6_4
.6907 -,3_1 .863q ,4_7
.7_93 -*3008 .867 _ .4584
,_353 -.1_3_ ,878h ,N364
*HTql -.1044 ,H_7_ *NlgO
.9212 -.025_ ,89_q ,463_
1.0000 *l_Sq *q138 ,3631
PT 77,3Ebb PSI CN .3316
TT 101*8273 K CM -*0784




XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 ,8075 *_767 .1850
.005_ .4895 *q649 *2874
*OOq8 .373q ,Q334 .3171
,0200 *2685 ,gz30 .3421
.0500 .1621 .q104 *3708
*0813 ,0318 .Ebqq .3933
.1199 .0126 .8979 *3975
.1796 -,0624 ,_q01 .4135
.23q7 -*1001 ,88T2 .41q4
.2q_5 -.14_1 *8822 o62_4
,3588 -.1q04 *8782 .4372
.4193 -,2111 .8763 *4408
.6793 -.217q ._7_3 .4430
,539q -,1912 ._77n *N379
.59_4 -.OBOE .8868 .4203
,6507 ,0183 ._983 .3q87
.7_03 .1_01 *qlOb .370Z
.77_3 .20O0 *g179 .3538
,8394 ,_506 *_Z74 .3435
,_bqb ,2657 ,q_3q ,3401
._492 .?797 ,_701 .3488
l*UOOu ,1659 ,_138 *3631
CD1 *00612 COCOR1 *0061?
C02 *00616 CDCOR2 *0061q
C03 ,00612 CDCOR3 .00613
C06 *00628 COCOR4 *00629
C05 ,00593 COCOR5 *00596
SP_N_ZSE
XIC YI812 CP PeLIPT MLOC
• 050_ -,3375 -.3661 .8617 .4887
• 3957 -.33?5 -,36%1 ,8616 ,4696
.5008 *.3375 -.379Z .8603 .6718
.6048 -,3375 -.3823 ,8598 .4723













X/C CP PsLIPT MLOC
O*OUO0 ,417b ,937b *3Gb4
,0_3 -.5_22 *845O ,698?
*GV? "*bC'Zq .8368 ,5139
*0203 -*0205 ,8364 .5181
*_30b -.7G97 ,8254 .5339
,0400 -.b830 ,828Z .5289
*ObJ8 -,b2Z7 .83_0 ,_188
.O8OO -*_Z4 ,5395 ,5C9G
.1_00 -.575_ ,E3q5 .5091
*ZbOU -.4568 ,e_? ,4_q0
.?994 -,4_98 ,851C ,4e85
.340Z -.42?7 .853_ ,4831
,3795 -.41_b .8_5 ,4_Z1
.4Z01 -*41Zb ,8552 .4800
,45O8 -,4289 .8533 .484Z
,4_9b -._05_ *U55Z ,480?
.53_? -._c, Sb .8552 .4507
,579_ -,_L74 ._4b ._818
*bl_7 -.4101 ,_547 ,4Blb
.o508 -.3911 .B57b ,4703
,74O3 -,3227 ,Rb37 .4650
*_353 -,2027 .87_ ._04
._Z12 -,0255 ,P93_ ,4074





XlC CP P_LIPT WL3C
0,0000 .6176 *9376 .3064
,0052 *7253 .9687 .2148
*0C_5 .5951 .9556 .Z570
.0200 *4489 .9400 *2978
*0_30 .Zb?q .9Z30 .34Z1
.OBE3 .1390 .9100 .3715
*1199 .1031 ,907t ,3774
.179b .0130 .S979 *3974
*Z397 -.0335 .8_27 .408Z
.Z995 -*0_0_ ._R? 1 *4195
,35_8 -.1385 ,8824 ,4Z89
.4153 -.1662 ,_793 *4350
,4703 -.1782 .fi_87 .4362
*5394 -.1_70 ,8_06 .43Z4
,_99_ -*07Z3 ._91 ,4155
.b507 .0406 .900Z .39Z?
.7Z03 *1579 .911b *3b_O
.7743 ,272b .9183 .3531
,83_4 .2612 *9223 .343_
,899b .?740 ._73? .3417
.949Z *Z3b5 *9ZO0 .3491
1.0000 .1_15 .qlZb .3659
C01 ,00651 COCDII ,00654
CDZ *00643 CDCDRZ ,00641
CD3 *0064? CDCOR3 *00641
CD4 *00634 COCOR4 *0063Z
CD5 *OOb3Z COCOR5 *00633
SPANWISE
X/C Y/BIE CP P_LIPT M_OC
*0503 -*3375 -,4_97 ,8475 .4_47
*3957 -*3375 -.4126 ,8561 .4791
,5008 -,33?_ -.6151 *8556 *4804
*b048 -*3375 -.6107 ,855? *4?97









X/C CP P_L/PT WLOC
0.0000 -,105b ,5657 ,422_
• 00_3 -°8283 *8_37 ,55_B
• 0D97 -1.0_9Z ,7911 ._¢17
• OZ03 -.9138 ._044 ._9_
• 030_ -._979 .799) .b771
• 0400 -*_6_ ,FOOl ._b67
• OBO0 -,7_?Z .823_ .5370
• i030 -°7_07 *_ZSb ,5333
,?sou -.5241 ,8_49 ,_9_4
.Z994 m,5054 ,8_68 .49b0
• 340Z -,4,IG ,B_q4 ,4913
• 379_ -*_o57 ,8_98 ,_90b
• _?01 -.454_ .6_iZ .48_0
• _b98 -.4058 ,B_7 .4_9
• _397 -.440_ ,Bb3_ *4_4b
°_795 -*_37 ,8_34 *4840
• o_7 -.4341 *Bb38 *483Z
,o9_7 -.3_24 ,857q .475_
• 7403 -.3395 *BbZ/ ,4_76
• _3_3 -*Zl14 .8743 ,444_
• 8791 -,1148 ,8_43 ,4Z58





X/C CP _,LIPT NLOC
0.0000 -*105b .q_7 *4ZZ?
.acsz .895b .9856 .1451
• O098 .7499 *o?09 *2070
• 0200 *5040 *_)52 *_579
°J_OQ .3764 .o)35 .3169
• 0813 .?352 *9192 .3510
• 1199 .1B45 .9143 .36Z0
• l?9b *07_3 .903b .3853
• ?397 .0Z13 .8902 .3948
.Z995 -*0361 *_9Z8 *40?9
• 3588 -.O924 .8877 .4183
.6193 -.IZZ6 .m_47 .4Z43
• _7_3 -.1_18 *88?9 .4278
• 5394 -*IZ47 ._835 *4Zb?
.599_ -*O_b5 .8_18 .4100
• _50T *Oo19 .9030 .3866
.7203 *17ZP ._138 .3_31
• 7743 *Z359 .920Z .345_
.8394 .ZTE8 .9242 *3396
.Bgqb .2827 .9_49 *337?
.949Z .241Z *QZ05 .3479
1.0C00 .1609 .912? .36_7
CD1 .OObbb COCDRI ,006_6
CDZ ,00o76 CDCORZ *00671
CD3 *OObSO COCOR3 *00647
C04 ,00643 CDCOR4 *00639
C05 *OOb?O COCOR5 *00619
SPANWISE
XlC ¥1Bl? CP _*LIPT _LOC
*0_03 -*337_ m.bZ21 .8346 ,5177
.39_7 -,3375 -*456Z .5_09 .488b
.5005 -.3375 -*4483 ._07 .4_90
*0048 -*3_75 -.4_4Z *55ZZ .4862





X/C CP O*L/PT MLOC
0.uOOo -*_3_Z _5_Z .W_b2
*0_83 -i*0?58 7935 ._7b
.3J07 -1.3_18 7_09 *O_08
.O3OO -I.IG70 ?bbZ .599_
._4aG -I.u2_9 7o4o ._87o
._8_ -.8v42 .81hz .5_97
.Iooo -.77oo .81_3 .i_5
.l_v7 -.597b .83_7 .5158
.2500 -.5olv .8397 ._88
.z994 -.5385 .8_z_ .5033
.34o2 -._IOi ._45z .69_q
._B -._91 .P4RI .493?
._5_8 -._255 .F_38 .4832
._q_ -.3_51 .8b_b .67BZ
.7_3 -.3_8 *_o ._e_
1.v_vO *i_91 .QII_ .3_7b
PT 77.3823 PSI CN .5B_8
TT i_i.7475 W Cw -.0804




X/C CF P_LIPT _L_C
0.0000 -.4387 *_5Z? .4bb2
*OOSZ ._6_8 *_qZO *i078
*O09B *8208 ,9780 *17_0
.0Z30 ,b_q9 .9671 .2369
,0530 *_331 ,_303 *30ZO
,08_3 ,2853 *_ZSO ,3374
*17qb ,1193 ,o0_i *3750
*Z397 .O_bl *0015 .39J3
*3_B8 -*9657 .8_0? .4153
*4193 -*0_77 ,_86b .4705
*_793 -*119_ *_84Z .4255
,539_ -*1Cb9 ._9 *4770
,5994 -*030C *5_37 .4073
,_97 ,0736 ,9060 ,3_47
.7203 ,1818 .alSO *3bO_
.7743 .Z_36 ,q?EO .3409
,83_ *Z78Z *qZ_3 .3392
*89_6 .2881 .9247 *3382
,949_ .?_4_ ,_?06 .3477
1.0000 ,1591 ,q118 *307_
CDI *00670 CDCORI *OOb@3
CO? *00b?3 COCOR2 ,OObTb
CD3 ,00678 COCOR3 .00651
CO_ *00bb9 COCOg4 *00671
C05 *O0_4b COCOR_ *OOb5?
SP&NWISE
Xl: YIBIZ C@ P_LIPT ML_C
.0503 -.3375 -,7010 *8249 *5348
*3957 -.337_ -.4813 .8_b8 *4960
*500B -.337_ -.472Z ,8_8Z ,4934
*b048 -.337_ -.452b ,8503 .4898






X/C CP PpL/PT HLOC
O*OG00 -°7735 .8ZU7 *5419
.0083 -l,Z210 *7?05 *b157
*0_97 -1,6_13 °7378 ,6775
*0203 -1.2758 ,7705 .6254
*0300 -1.Z_89 *7739 *b199
*0400 -1.14_0 *7839 *b036
,0008 -*9753 .7998 .5773
*O8OO -.8U55 .8095 .Sbll
*lUOU -*8394 .8138 *5538
.1997 -*b366 .8344 ,5181
,ZSO0 -.595_ ,8393 *5094
.2994 -.57G1 .8411 .5062
.3402 -.5366 .8439 .5012
*3795 -.5175 *8456 *4982
.4201 -*5007 ,8474 *4950
*4598 -.50B4 .845b .4982
.499h -*4805 ,848b .4927
.5397 -.4751 *8495 .491Z
*5795 -.47bl ,8501 *4900
.b197 -.4639 .851b *48?4
,b598 -*4355 .8539 .4831
*6997 -.4071 .85b0 *4792
*7493 -*3_b ,8030 *4bb3
.8353 -,ZE78 ,8?58 ,4419
.8791 -.1181 .8_53 .4231
.9Z12 -.0335 *8934 .4Cb7
1.0000 .1>58 .9123 *Sbb5
PT 77,3662 PSI CH ,8363
TT 102,0483 R CH -,0807




X/C CP PpL/PT MLOC
0,0000 -*7735 .8207 .5419
*0058 1.0021 ,9962 .074_
*0098 *8789 .9840 .1529
*0200 *7197 ,9e83 .2161
*0500 .4851 ,9450 *2870
.0813 .338A ,929_ ,3859
.1199 *2675 .9235 ,3409
*lTqb .1519 *q120 .3872
*2397 ,0852 *9059 *3808
*2995 *0226 *8995 .3941
.35_8 -*0402 .8939 ,4058
*_193 -.0771 .8_98 *_142
.4793 -.1003 .8871 ,4198
.5394 -*0894 ,8080 .4178
.599_ -.0173 .8952 *4030
*6507 *0845 .9047 .3831
,7203 *189_ .9153 *3597
*7743 .2511 .9816 *3454
.8394 *883e ,9252 *3389
,8998 .2905 *9260 .3350
*9492 .2471 ,9Z18 .3457
1.0000 .1558 *qlZ3 *3885
CD1 ,00594 COCOql *00697
CDZ *D0718 COCORZ .00716
C03 .00699 COCOR3 ,oobq7
CD4 .00700 COCOR4 .00899
C05 *OObBb CDCOR5 .0069Z
SPAN_ISE
X/C ¥1812 CP P_LIPT MLOC
• 0500 -.3375 -,780Z ,819Z *5446
• 3957 -*3375 -,5075 .8476 .4950
• 5008 -*3375 -,4872 .8481 *4937
• 6048 -.3375 -,4661 *8504 ,4895





XlC CP PwLIPT _LOC
0,0000 -1.7071 .7758 .8169
*0083 -1.3853 .7580 ,8455
.0097 -1*9187 *7048 *7294
*0203 -1.4745 .7480 ,6814
.03OO -1.3949 ,7559 *8488
*0400 -1*8710 *7688 *6884
*0608 -1.0750 ,7875 ,5977
.080O -,9869 .7997 .5775
.1000 -,9085 .8050 *Sb_b
,1997 -*6883 .B878 ,5297
.Z500 -.8344 ,8827 °SZ1E
,2994 -.6010 .8355 *5181
.8_02 -*8O58 *84UZ .5C80
,3795 -,5438 ,8415 ,5058
.4201 -*5238 ,8437 .5018
._598 -.5308 .8427 *5O34
.4996 -*4983 *8459 ,4977
*5397 -.4915 .8484 .498_
.5795 -.4_23 .8489 ,4959
,b197 -,4701 ,84_9 .4923
*O598 -.4485 .8514 .4877
,_997 -.4148 .0541 ,_827
*7493 -,3601 *8580 ,4741
*8353 -*Z814 *8731 .4471
,8791 -.1738 ,8_34 .4889
*9218 -*0347 .0921 .4095
1.0000 °J556 ,9113 ,8888
PT 77.3840 PSZ CN ,688Z
TT 101.8176 K CH -*0808




XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 -1.2071 ,7758 ,6159
*0052 1,0293 ,998_ ,O_lZ
,0098 *9329 ,9892 ,1255
.0230 *7737 ,9738 .1984
.0500 .5352 .9495 *8746
.0813 ,3788 .9335 .3169
.1199 .3079 .9269 ,3330
.1796 .1867 .9546 .3615
.8397 *1154 .9077 .3767
.2995 .048_ .9008 ,8914
.3598 -,0155 .8945 .4046
.4193 -.0543 ,8903 ._131
.4793 -.0801 .8884 .4169
.5_94 -,0740 ,_84 .4170
.5994 -.0035 ,89_7 .4021
,6507 .0_44 .9053 .3819
.7203 .1990 .9_57 ,8590
.7743 ,Z586 .RZlb .8455
.8394 .2860 .9_48 .3379
,8996 ,2945 .9257 .3359
,9492 .ZSO0 .9Zll .3455
1.0000 .1556 ,9113 *3688
C01 *007Z7 CDCOR1 ,00731
CD2 *007Z7 CDCQR2 ,00728
C03 .00739 COC0_3 .00761
C06 .00724 CDCO_4 *007_8
C05 *00690 COCOfl5 *00697
SP_N_ISE
XlC YI81Z CP PeLIPT _LOC
,050_ -,3375 -*8_bZ .8090 ,5519
• 3957 -.3375 -,5304 *8425 *5038
.5008 -.3375 -,5064 ,8453 .4987
.6048 -.337_ -.4790 .8476 .4946





XlC CP PeLIPT _LOC
0.0000 -1,_718 .7308 ,8889
• OCR3 -Z.bUSZ ,787? ,8785
,G097 -Z,Z151 ,6755 *7744
• 0203 -1*8_3_ .729Z .0910
• 0300 -1,5_48 ,7417 o8713
• O_O0 -1,3988 *7578 ,8458
• 0808 -1,1720 ,7791 ,8115
• OBOC -1.0485 .79U9 .59?0
.1000 -*9835 ,7982 ,5_00
.1997 -,7272 *8844 .5355
.2500 -.6688 ._3_7 .5246
.?994 -,8335 ,834a ,5_74
.3_02 -.5952 ,R39J ._1C_
°3795 -,5_81 .8_u7 ,5070
,53_7 -,5(,88 ._488 .4961
,5795 -.5o53 .B471 ,4_55
.61_7 -._15 ._83 .4934
.O598 -.6>92 .8501 .49Ui
.6997 -._SZb .853_ ,_838
,7;93 -,3_55 ,8590 .4737
._353 -,Z271 ,R?Sb ,_bl
,_791 -.1743 ,8_33 .4771
,_ZI? -.03_7 .PgZU ,4L,97
1.0000 ,15_8 .9109 .3697
PT 77,3591 PSI C_ ,7397
TT 101.8875 K C_ -*0_09
RC 29.9570 HILL[ON CC -.0487
ALPHA 4*9202 DEG
LOWER SURF_CF
XlC CP P_L/pT _LnC
0.0000 -1*8718 ,7_06 *6889
.0058 1.C406 1.0000 .0055
,OO98 .9715 .9931 *099_
.0Z30 ,8207 .9781 ,1791
*0500 .5_00 *9543 *2609
*0013 .423_ .93_4 .3045
.1199 *8447 *9303 .384_
.179_ .2189 .9181 ,3536
,2397 *1481 .9114 *3685
.2995 .O757 .9O42 .3842
.3588 .0O97 *8979 *3975
,4193 -.O32O *8941 .4054
._793 -*0818 *_91_ .4108
,5394 -*0557 ._Q14 .4109
.599_ *0103 ,897_ ,3981
*65O7 .1077 .90bq *3784
*7803 .2070 .9170 ,3_b0
.77_3 *Z838 *o_3Z .3418
°fi394 .2938 .9_61 .3349
._998 .8989 ,9286 .3338
.9_97 .?5?3 ._217 .3484
1.0000 .1528 .9109 *3697
C01 ,00743 COCORI *00743
¢0Z *0075] CDCOR2 .00746
CD3 *00750 COCOR3 ,00744
C0% .00720 COC0_4 *00713
C05 .00891 COCOR5 *OOb90
SPANWISE
XIC YI_I2 CP PpLIPT 8LOC
*0500 -.3375 -*9593 .7991 .5785
.3957 -°3375 -,5540 ,8401 .508_
*5008 -,3375 -.5271 *8439 .50IZ
*bO_8 -.3375 -.4934 *8470 ,495b











XlC CP RpLIPT HLOC
0,0000 -2*6315 °0377 .8327
• 0083 -Z,U480 .6953 .7438
• 0097 -2.8508 .6190 .8617
• 0203 -Z.0911 .6926 ,7479
• 0300 -I,8588 ,7133 .715a
• 0400 -L*6532 .7339 *6835
• 0608 -1.3745 *7615 ,6388
• 0800 -1.2063 °7785 o6123
• 1000 -1.1195 *7864 ,5994
o1997 -o8u76 ,8202 ,5428
• 2500 -.7382 .8253 *5340
• 2994 -.8944 .8308 ,5248
• 3402 -,6484 .8336 ,5198
,3795 -,6181 .8371 .5133
• 4201 -.5_97 .8406 ,5C71
• 4598 -,5463 .8397 .5087
• _996 ".5511 ,8836 ,5617
• 5397 -.5401 *8442 .5007
.5795 -.5351 .8483 .8005
• blT -,5109 ,8866 ,4963
,6598 -.4742 .8499 ,4903
,6997 -.4400 ,8536 .8836
,7493 -.3782 .8892 *%733
• 8383 -,2_99 *8742 ,4489
.8791 -.1272 ,8881 .4255
• 9212 -,0393 .8931 ,4073





XlC CP PeLIPT NLOC
0.0000 -2.63L§ *6377 ,8327
*0052 1.0339 *9994 .0295
*0098 1.0222 *9982 *0505
*0200 .9013 *9862 .1416
*0500 *6652 *9629 .2341
.0813 ,_09? ,9466 .28Z6
.1199 *_167 ,9385 .3041
,1796 .2821 ,92_0 *3374
.23_7 .1992 ,9162 *3578
*2995 .1261 .9111 *3692
.35_8 *0550 ,q032 *3862
*8193 .0077 *8992 ,3948
*4793 -*0248 ,8950 *4034
.5394 *.0259 ,89_3 *4029
*5998 *0356 o9017 *3893
.6507 ,1268 .9100 .3716
.7203 ,2234 .9197 ,3497
*7743 *2756 ,9246 .3383
*8394 *3040 .qz7z .3321
,8996 .3065 .9276 o3316
.9492 ,2558 ,9224 ,3434
1.0000 ,1435 .910_ *369B
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
C01 *00820 COCOR1 ,00826
CD2 *00808 COCORZ ,00809
CD3 .00821 CDC083 *00023
C04 *00790 COC084 *00789
C05 ,00723 COC085 °00723
$PANWISE
XlC YI812 CP PpLIPT 8LOC
• 0503 -.3375 -1,1366 *7843 ,6027
• 3957 -.3375 -.6014 ,8378 *5120
• 5008 -.3375 **5620 .8413 .5059
• 6048 -,3375 -.5175 .8457 *4979










X/C CP PPLIPT HLOC
O*O00O -3.6675 .5338 ,9967
*0083 -2.66U1 .6333 .839_
*b097 -3.5714 ,5434 ,9808
,0203 -2*5335 .6467 .8188
,0300 -2*18Z5 °6827 .7633
*0400 -1.9276 *7062 .7268
*0608 -1,5?71 .740_ *6725
*0800 *1*3_71 *7600 .6422
.1000 -1.2716 .7716 ,6235
*1997 -.90G3 .8G64 .5662
.2500 -.8149 .81_9 o5501
*2994 -.7861 *8Z12 ,5409
.3402 -,70_0 .8262 *5323
°3795 -,6700 *8303 ,5231
,4201 -,6369 ,8327 ,5211
,4598 -.6307 ,8339 .5188
*4996 -,5_53 *8380 ,5117
,5397 -,5734 ,639_ .5091
.5795 -._598 ,841_ .5_57
._197 -*5335 *8427 ,5033
*6598 -.4995 *8476 .498_
,699? -,"566 ,8517 ,48?2
°7493 -*3872 .8881 ,4754
*8353 -.2381 *8732 *4469
.8791 -*1236 .8831 *4274
.9212 -.0400 *8926 ,4083





XIC CP PILIFT NLOC
0,0000 -3.6675 .5335 .9967
*0052 ,9889 ,9949 .0860
.0098 1.0426 1.0002 0,0000
*0200 *9669 ,99Z8 .1024
*0500 *7433 *9706 .2081
.0813 *5804 .9545 *2602
,1199 *4828 *9449 *2873
.1796 ,34_4 .9312 *32Z4
*2397 *2578 ,9221 ,3443
*2995 .1786 .9140 ,3627
*3588 .1037 °9070 *3780
,4193 .0328 .9017 ,3895
*4793 *0149 ,897_ .3975
.5394 .0060 ,897_ .3985
.5994 .0645 *9026 *3874
*6507 .1468 *9112 *3689
,?203 *2425 *9205 .3480
*7?43 .2898 .92_3 *3367
,8394 .3141 *9280 ,3302
.8996 .3144 ,9274 .3316
,9492 .2593 *9227 *3428
1,0000 *1322 .9084 .3729
C01 .00913 COC081 *00893
COZ ,00930 COCDR2 *00910
CO3 .00926 CDCOR$ *00907
CD4 .00874 COCO84 .00854
C05 .00840 COCOR_ .00824
SPANWI$E
XlC YIRI2 CP PeklPT RLO0
*0500 -*3375 -1.3229 .7651 *6340
.3957 -.3375 *.6_00 .8322 .5220
.5008 -.3375 -*5971 .8369 .5137
*6048 -.3375 -.5393 *8432 .5025





X/C CR P_L/PT M[OC
0.0000 -8.5580 ,4507 1*1363
*GG83 -3.2U98 ,5430 .9179
*0097 -4.3550 .4051 1.1111
*b203 -3.0_87 .5949 *8992
*0300 -2.4229 ,6576 .8020
*0400 -2*110b *6889 *7536
.0608 -1o7370 ,7258 *6970
*O800 -i.5110 .7459 ,6646
*IOUC -1.3837 ,7599 *6423
,1997 -.9721 *7997 .5773
,2500 -.8733 .8102 .5597
.2994 -.80_4 *8186 *5855
*3802 -.7441 .8231 *5378
.3795 -.6960 *8270 ,5310
*8201 -,6667 .8321 .5221
*_598 -.6530 ._323 .5217
,_996 -*6117 *8386 .5107
.5397 -.5_75 .8393 *8093
*5798 -,5673 .8415 ,5053
.6197 -,5_33 .8_60 *_975
,6598 -,4941 .8483 *%q33
*6997 -.45Z0 ,8516 ,4872
.7_93 -.3_07 ,8591 .8735
.4353 -,2ZU5 .8755 ,4425
,87_1 -.1188 ,8048 .4241
.9212 -*039_ .8_25 ._8o
I*0000 .1011 *9Cb_ .3791
PT 77,3943 PSl CN 1,0044
TT 162*4327 K CM -.0731




X/C CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 -4.5580 .4507 1.1363
*0082 *92Z8 *_3 *1303
.0098 1.0400 1.0000 .0079
*023U 1.0009 .9961 *0752
*0500 .7926 .9755 .1894
*0813 .6327 .9597 ,2445
.1199 *5333 .9495 .2746
*1796 *3862 *93_2 .3125
.23_7 .29_4 *9268 .3331
.2995 .2133 .9177 .3544
,3588 *132Z .9099 .3717
*4193 .0803 .9056 .3611
.4793 *0406 .9009 .3912
.5394 ,0308 .8994 .3943
*5994 ,0768 .905_ .3819
.6507 *1532 *91Z1 *3668
.7203 .2418 .92_0 ,3884
*7743 ,2900 .9260 .3351
.8394 .3105 .9281 .3300
.8996 .3086 *9289 .3282
,9492 ,2472 ,921_ .3458
1.0000 .1011 .9065 .3791
CDI *01361 COCOR1 .01369
C02 ,01399 CDCOR2 *01401
CO3 *01573 CDCOR3 ,01575
C04 .01286 CDCOR4 *01285
CD5 .01219 COCO8_ .01233
SPANWISE
XIC Y/B12 CP PILIPT RLOC
• 0503 -,3375 -1*5129 *7460 .6645
• 3957 -.3375 -,6829 *829? .5263
.8008 -.3375 -.6138 ,8371 ,5133
,6045 -.3375 -.5447 *8429 .5030
• 7003 -.3375 -.4475 .8518 .4870
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Appendix B
Pressure Data for M = 0.60; R = 4.4 x 106, 7.7 x 106, 14.0 x 106, and 30.0 x 106; and
Free Transition
The pressure measurements made on the Boeing BAC I airfoil are presented in coefficient
form in graphs and tables in this appendix. The data are for a Mach number of 0.60;
Reynolds numbers of 4.4 x 106, 7.7 x 106, 14.0 x 106, and 30.0 x 106; and free transition.
The pressure data from the upper surface of the airfoil are plotted as open symbols, and the
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XlC CP RjLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.061_ ,9890 .1213
.0_83 .6326 .QUTO .3759
.0097 ,6567 .9136 ,3615
,0303 .3?30 .8576 .4736
.0300 .Z053 ,8242 .5320
• 0400 .1169 ,8063 .5630
o0608 .0220 .76?7 .5937
.0800 -,0393 .7777 .6103
.1000 -,0728 .7693 ,6237
.1997 -.1636 .7508 ,6530
.2500 -.1928 ,7651 .6631
.2996 -.3180 .7398 ,6?03
.3A02 -.2298 o7307 .6723
.3795 -,Z_57 °7352 °6?76
• _Z01 -*3638 .7335 .6818
._398 -.8339 ,7373 .6901
o499_ -.8937 ,7348 *6937
._3_7 -.3120 ,TZUb .7004
.579_ -.3278 .7108 ,7037
._197 -,3327 .7171 .7057
.6598 -.3275 *7176 .705_
,699? -.3206 ,715A .7005
°7893 -,2993 .7230 .6966
,8353 --.1743 .7_73 ,658_
°8791 -,0915 .7638 ,6380
o9212 -.0180 .7780 .6097
1.000U .L513 ,8119 .5536
PT 17.6816 PSI CN -.0123
TT 172.1603 K CN -,0790




X/C CP PpLIRT MLOC
0.0000 1.0616 .9_98 .I313
.0053 -,9323 o5993 .0875
,0098 -.7193 .6415 ,8223
°0200 -.5060 .b034 .7579
.0500 -,3B28 ,7077 .7310
.0813 -.3938 .7054 .7240
.1199 -.3579 .7126 ,7128
.1796 -,3702 ,7105 ,?161
.3397 -,3812 .7078 .7203
.2995 -.6010 .7036 ,7260
.3588 -.4327 ,6998 .7331
.A193 -._256 .6986 .7343
.6793 -,6158 .7019 °7293
.5394 -,3497 .7146 .?096
.5998 -.2173 .7615 ,6677
.6507 -.0538 .7728 .6180
• 7203 .0?95 .7988 .5756
.7743 .1569 ,8138 .5505
.8396 .2079 .82A6 .5331
• 8996 ,2300 .828_ ,5249
.9497 .2123 ,8246 .5319
1.0000 ,1513 ,8119 .553_
CDl .00768 C00081 °00753
CDZ .00007 CDCOR2 .00786
C03 .00812 CDCOR3 ,00792
C04 .00751 CDCORA .00738
C05 *00761 CDCDR5 .00752
$PANMESE
XIC YI812 CP PeLIPT _LOC
• 0500 -,3375 .0268 .7874 .5963
• 3957 -,3375 -,2601 ,7303 .6803
• 5008 -.3375 -.2940 .7221 .6qBO
• b0_8 -.3375 -.3270 .7157 ,7079





XIC CP P, LIPT HLOC
O,OCO0 1.0539 .9920 .1073
°0083 ,Z040 ,8227 .5353
.0097 .13A3 .8096 ,5578
,0303 -,1352 ,7551 .6662
.0306 -.3199 .7388 .6720
,0400 -.2705 ,?Zql .6873
• 0608 -,3018 ,7318 .6985
,0000 -.3112 °7319 .6983
°1_00 -.3330 ,7169 ,7061
,1997 -,3_15 ,7161 .7073
,2500 -.3_53 ,7133 .7119
°ZqA -.3575 .710_ .7162
• 3602 -,354Z ,712A .7130
.3795 -.3590 .7111 .7150
• _Z01 -,3661 .7122 .7133
._598 -.3810 ,7085 .7193
.8996 -,3819 .7097 .7173
,8397 -,39A? o7056 ,7236
,5795 -._613 .7_Ab °7383
,6197 -°6008 °7059 .7233
,6598 -.384_ .7U79 *7300
°6997 -.3655 .7103 .7165
,7893 -o3383 o7180 o70_4
• 0353 -,1937 ,7453 .6619
°8791 -.1055 *7611 .6368
°9212 -,0238 .7795 ob07Z
1,0000 .L418 .BL22 .8531
PT 17,6839 PSE CN .3286
TT 172.k006 K CM -.0840




XIC CP PpL/PT NLOC
0.0000 1.0539 ,9920 o1073
,0052 ,LO0¢ .8027 .8691
.0098 .0719 ,7964 ,_796
.0200 .0386 ,7902 .5890
• 0500 -.0633 .7742 .6158
• 0813 -,0919 .7636 .6327
.1199 -.131A .7575 .642_
,1796 -.1821 .7A67 .6596
• 2397 -.2226 .7381 ,6730
.2995 -.2618 .7320 .bBZT
.3588 -.Z956 .7331 ,6965
• 8193 -o3132 ,7188 ,7032
,A793 -.3181 .7196 .7019
.8398 -.2755 ,7278 .6892
.399_ -,1587 ,7832 .6493
.6507 -.0033 .7831 .6013
,7203 .1318 *8107 *5557
.7783 .20Z6 .8237 ,5336
.8396 .3508 ,8334 .5167
.8996 .2658 .8371 ,510A
.9_9Z .3319 ,9301 .5235
1.0000 .1618 .812_ .5531
C01 .OObZ COC081 .00680
CDZ .OObZ8 CDCOR2 ,00609
C03 .00609 COCOR3 .00095
CD4 ,00627 COCOR4 .00618
CD8 .00643 C00085 .00638
$PAN_ISE
XIC Y/fIE CR PeLIPT MLO¢
• 0503 -.3375 -.2009 .78Z9 .6656
.3957 -.3375 -,3892 .7132 ,7119
,5008 -.3375 -.3812 .7082 .7196
,6088 -,3375 -,39Z9 .7066 *7231





XIC CR PpLIPT HLOC
0,0000 .8913 .9599 .2424
°0083 -.1559 .7523 .6507
°_097 -,1797 .?866 .6596
°_ZU3 -._197 °6989 °73A0
°0300 -.4688 .6893 .7689
• 0_00 -.8976 .6886 .7559
°0608 -°435_ .6870 .7522
.O8OO -._h87 .69O8 .7_70
• 1000 -,_75_ ,6883 ,7504
• 1997 -,_337 .698L °7353
• 2500 -.8240 .6996 .7332
.299_ -.4386 .6988 .73_Z
,3_02 -°_177 °7003 .7317
,3793 -o8163 .6995 ,7330
°_Z01 -.6185 .6998 ,7336
._598 -._783 .6981 .7353
._996 -,_91 ,698_ ,7348
._3_7 -._337 .6961 ,73_3
°57_5 -.A33_ .6_57 ,7389
.bL97 -._279 .6979 .7355
,6508 -._1_5 °7_15 °7300
,69_7 -.3912 .7_68 .7317
,7_93 -,3_9 .71_3 .7101
._791 -.1081 ,7637 °6343
o_1_ -,0_73 ,77_L .6095
1.000_ ,137L ,_100 ,556_
PT 17,6861 PSI CN .3_50
TT 173.E071 K CM -.0846




X/C CP P_L/PT _LOC
0°0000 .8913 .9899 ._AEA
*0053 .A893 .8738 o_32
°0098 .3_95 ._519 .8839
.OZO0 ,3534 ,8326 .5181
,0500 .1136 .8056 .5683
.0813 .0336 .?899 .5903
.L199 -.0336 ,7786 ,6086
.1796 -,0930 .?_40 ,6330
.3397 -,1450 .753_ °6_87
,_995 -.190_ .7659 ,6607
.38_8 -,2327 ,7373 .67A3
,_193 -.2621 .7317 .6831
.8793 -,7696 .??9? .6862
.539_ -.33_6 ,7357 .6769
.6507 ,0211 .7873 ,59_
.7_03 .1_90 .817_ ,5530
.77_3 .320_ ,8261 .5295
.839_ .2658 .8380 .51A1
°_996 .3752 .53?5 .5096
._93 ._353 .8303 ,522_
1.0000 ,1371 ._100 .5569
CDL ,00707 CDCOR1 .00696
COZ .0065[ CDCOR2 *00638
C03 ,00643 CDCOR3 .006Z9
C04 ,00660 CDCOR8 .00651
C05 .00666 CDCOR5 .00661
SPAN_ISE
XIC ¥1Bl_ CP PeLIPT MLOC
• 6500 -,3375 -.3829 ,7077 °7203
.3957 -.3378 -.4182 .7006 .7316
,8008 -.3375 -.4301 .6973 .7363
.6048 -.3375 -.4308 .6980 .7354











X/C CP PtL/PT MLnC
0.0000 *6097 *9G38 .383Z
*0083 -.4_30 *6920 ,7445
*0097 -.5905 .6648 .7864
*0203 -.7413 °6358 .8310
.030_ -.7450 *6352 .8319
*0400 -,7405 *6363 *8302
*U608 -.6701 *6493 .8107
*0800 -.6277 *6568 .7987
.1000 -*b173 *b588 .7965
*_997 -.5260 .6775 .7669
.2500 -*5057 .6813 .7b09
,2994 -,4962 *b848 *7565
.3402 -.4,04 .6865 ,7530
,3795 -,4705 .6883 *75_3
*4201 -,4711 ,b_97 .7482
*4598 -,4754 .6875 .7516
.4996 -.4662 .6899 ,7478
.5397 -,4684 .6893 .7487
.5795 -.4708 *6891 .7490
.6197 -,4563 .6906 .7467
.6598 -._358 *6967 .7373
,6997 -*4125 .7023 .7287
.7493 -,3o57 ,7117 *7142
*_353 -*2075 *7429 .66_5
.8791 -.1110 .7611 .6367
.921Z -*0279 .7783 .6091





XlC CP P_LIPT MLO¢
0.0000 ,6097 *9036 ,3832
*0052 .7103 *9836 ,3387
*0098 .5651 ,8951 .4010
*0230 *4333 *8690 ,4523
*0500 *2474 *8382 .5189
,0P13 ,1448 .811_ .5550
,1199 ,0742 ,7967 .5791
*1796 -*0098 °7795 ,6071
*7397 -.0731 *7679 ,6260
,2995 -,1285 *7566 ,6438
,3588 -,1791 *7464 ,6600
,4193 -,2138 *7403 ,6696
*4793 -*2272 *7369 *8749
,5394 -.1966 .7429 ,6656
,5994 -,1083 *7628 ,6340
.6_07 .0410 *7903 *_896
.7203 ,1672 ,915_ .5471
,7743 *8351 ,8292 ,5241
*6394 *2727 *8389 ,5107
,8996 o2816 .8_79 ,3090
,9492 .2425 *R_13 .5206
1,0000 ,1307 *_094 *6579
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
C01 *00739 CDCO81 .00729
¢DZ .00694 COCOR2 .006?9
C03 *00682 COCOR3 *00668
CD4 *00695 CDCOR4 ,00665
CD3 *00659 COCOR5 *00864
SSANW|SE
XIC YI312 CP P*LIPT RLOC
• 0503 -.3375 -,5735 .6704 .7779
• 3957 -,3375 -.4681 ,6919 .7440
• 5008 -.3375 -*4672 ,6907 .7465
• b048 -.3375 -.45§4 .b930 .7431










XlC CP PeLIPT NLOC
O.OOO_ .2318 *829Z *5241
*0083 -.7_17 *6Z83 .84Z5
,0077 -1.1303 .5588 ,9509
*0203 -1.0963 .5644 *9481
.0300 -1.0584 .5718 .9305
*O400 -I*0082 .58Z0 .9144
*0608 *.8737 .6104 .8701
.080{, -o8100 *6230 *8508
*1000 -,7569 *6384 .8361
*1997 -,6157 *6635 ,7884
.2500 -*5846 .6681 ,7813
,Z994 -,5591 .6744 .7716
,3402 -.5386 ,6764 .7686
.3795 -._Z14 .6806 *7621
.4201 -*_150 .6815 ,7609
*4598 -.5191 *6820 *7600
,4996 -.5056 °6844 ,7562
._397 -.5055 ._847 ,7559
.5795 -.5014 .6860 *7538
*6197 -,4633 *6898 .7400
.6598 -.4586 ,6942 .7411
.6997 -,4279 .6993 .7333
.7493 -,3774 .7097 .7172
.8353 -*2108 *7482 .6666
.8791 -*1151 °7607 *8374
.9212 -.0263 .7763 *6091





X/C CP P,LIPT NLOC
0.0000 .8318 .829Z ,5241
.0038 .8842 .9_85 *2469
.0098 .7345 *9884 .3273
.0200 .5884 .8982 .3945
*0500 .3644 .8549 .4784
.0813 .2460 .8322 .5189
.1199 .1633 .8157 .5472
.1796 *0651 .7957 .§807
.2397 -.005C .7831 .6013
.299_ -.0651 .7719 .6194
*3588 -.1243 .7_98 *6398
.4193 -.1610 .7529 .6497
.4793 -.1848 .7_65 .6598
*5394 -.1585 .7524 *6506
.5994 -.0721 .7692 .6238
.6507 .0688 .7968 .5789
.7203 .1840 .8806 *§3q0
*7743 .2485 .8334 .3168
.8394 .2838 .8407 *5040
.8996 .8889 .8418 .5080
.9492 .2406 .8320 .3191
1.0000 .1233 .8071 .5617
CDI .00796 COCOR1 ,00785
CDZ .00760 COCOR2 *00746
C03 ,00736 CDCOR3 *00724
CD4 *00743 COCOe4 .00733
C05 *00721 CDCOR5 *00716
SPANWISE
X/C Y/6/Z CP P_L/PT _L0¢
*050_ -.3375 -.8030 .6243 .8486
*3957 -.3375 -*5Z07 .6600 ,7633
.5008 -.3375 -.5072 .6826 ,7392
,6048 -.3375 *.4867 .6877 ,7511





XlC CP P,LIPT NLOC
U.OGOG .0Z45 .7863 .5961
• 00_3 -.96Z1 .5893 *9030
.0u97 -1.4134 .499_ 1.04RO
• 0203 -1.3030 .5231 1.0CR5
°0300 -1.23Z3 .5393 *_822
• 040U -1.1576 .5_23 .9613
• 0608 -.9700 .5896 .9025
• 0800 -.8671 .6095 .8715
• 100C -.8391 .6155 .8623
• 1997 -.6668 .6480 .8123
• 2500 -.62_8 *0_6_ .80OO
• _9_4 -.5988 .6600 .7937
• 3402 -.5710 .6681 .7813
• 3795 -.5_41 .6699 .7786
• 4Z01 -.5449 .673_ .7725
• 4898 -.545Z .6723 .7748
._9_6 -.5285 .6744 .7717
• 53O7 -.5_39 .676_ .7688
• 57_ -.5155 .679_ .7637
• _197 -. 989 .682O .76O0
• _8_6 -.4707 .6870 .7_Z3
.6997 -._3q7 .69Z_ .7438
.7493 -.3837 .7C34 .7Z?O
• 8383 -.7145 .7388 .6723
.87Ol -.115U .7575 .6424
• 9212 -.0Z66 .7747 .6149
I*O_vG *1178 .RC39 .5670
PT 17.6849 PSI CN .6167
TT 172.73;7 K CN -*0836




XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 *0245 .786_ .5961
*0058 .9472 .9705 .207C
*0098 o8013 *9_18 *2940
.0200 .6397 .9101 .3692
.0500 .4176 *8655 .4588
.0813 *8910 *8463 *8048
.1199 .2018 .8223 *5359
.1796 .1000 *8023 .5698
*8397 °0239 .7_59 .8966
.2995 -.0394 .7734 .6171
.38_8 -*0978 .7615 *6360
.4193 -o1376 .?526 .6502
°4793 -.1647 .7_91 .6557
.53_4 -.1460 .7516 .6519
*_994 -.0612 .7701 .6283
.65_7 *0683 *?949 *5819
.7203 .1830 .818L .5432
o774_ *2540 *_318 .8195
*3394 .8870 .839_ .8064
.8996 *2884 *9391 *8067
.9492 *?442 *q_99 *_2_9
1.0000 .1178 *8039 *5670
C01 *00834 CDCORI *00823
COZ *00793 COCOR2 .00780
CO3 *00771 CDCOE3 .00769
C04 *00765 CDCOR4 *007_7
C08 ,00741 CDCOR3 *00737
SPANWIS£
X/C YlSIZ CP P_L/PT RLOC
• 0_00 -.3375 -,9323 ,8951 ,8930
,3937 -,337_ -*_464 .6786 .7746
.5008 -,3375 -.5318 *6738 *7726
,6048 -.3376 -.5009 ,661Z ,7612






XlC CP PpL/PT HLOC
0,0000 -,ZU7_ ,7619 .667_
,0083 -1o1_83 .551Z ,gb30
*0097 -1.7929 .4265 1,1743
*_203 -1*5848 ,4744 1,0896
.0300 -1,4448 *4060 1,0531
*0400 -3,3523 .5141 1.0231
,G808 -1,0821 ,5717 °9308
,0800 -,96bl .5914 *8997
,1000 -,8228 ,6005 ,8855
.1997 -,TL3Z ,b_lT .8219
.2500 -,b634 .6508 .8080
,Zg94 -.6304 .8587 .7858
°S40Z -,5986 ,6658 ,7856
,3705 -oSTTb .6673 .7825
.4Z01 -.5b50 ,6705 ,7777
.4598 -.5585 ,6713 .1764
,4906 -,5453 ,8745 .7715
,5307 -*5383 ,8759 ,7694
,5795 -,§273 .6784 ,7655
*61q7 -,506_ *68Lb .7605
*6598 -,4Tq7 ,6885 .7499
,6007 -,4417 ,6049 ,7401
.7493 -,3937 ,7084 ,/ZZ3
,8353 -,ZISZ ,7400 ,6701
,8781 -,1163 ,7600 *6385
,_ZIZ -,0Z03 .7770 ,6112
1.0000 ,1106 ,8045 .5661
PT 17.6893 PSI CN .6731
TT 172,6030 K CM -,0828




X/C CP P_L/RT MLOC
0.0000 -*2070 ,7419 ,6670
*0052 .ggSZ .0810 .1687
,0098 .8694 ,0357 ,2550
,OZO0 .7000 .9218 .8429
.0800 ,_681 ,8787 ,4394
,0813 .8375 .8407 .4878
.llgg .2436 .8314 .8203
.1796 ,1868 .8104 ,5561
,2397 .0356 ,7041 *5833
,2095 -,0096 .7812 ,8044
.3588 -.0683 ._600 ,6240
,4193 -,1117 ,7614 ,6363
.4793 -.1419 .7857 .6453
.5394 -.1285 .7573 .6427
.5094 -.0445 ,7740 *6181
.8507 .0822 .7988 .5786
.7203 .LgS7 .8216 .5871
,7743 ,2607 .8346 .8148
.8394 .2930 .8412 .5032
,8996 ,2031 .8407 ,5040
.9492 ,2442 ,8310 .5104
1.0000 ,1106 .8048 ,8661
CDI ,00858 CDCOR1 .00844
002 ,00826 CDCOSZ ,00809
C03 °00808 COC083 .C0788
CD4 .00705 0DC084 .00784
CD8 .00770 CDCOR3 ,00763
SPANWISE
XlC YIBIZ CP P_LIAT HLOC
• 0800 -,3375 -1,0805 .8724 ,0296
.3957 -,3375 -.8726 .6686 ,7806
.5003 -,3375 -._465 .6740 ,7708
• 6048 -.3375 -.8136 .6808 .7617





XlC CP PpLIPT qLOC
0.0000 -.40Z5 ,7033 ,?Z7Z
,0083 -1.3250 ,5202 1.0132
.0097 -2,0944 .3671 1.2875
.0203 -1.9369 .4008 1,2224
,0300 -1.7632 .4324 1.1633
.0400 -1.6442 ,4561 1.1213
,0808 -Lt14_Z t8572 ,953_
*0800 -1,0581 ,5730 ,9271
.I000 -.9947 .5863 *9076
.1997 -.7863 *6313 .8370
.2530 -,6031 ,8487 .8142
,2904 -,6862 .65_3 .8056
*3402 -,828fl .6576 ,7975
.3795 -,6017 .6622 ,7904
.4201 -.8882 .6685 .7808
,4508 -.5790 .6679 ,7818
.4996 -,5840 .6718 ,7787
.5397 -,5§08 ,6720 .7753
.5795 -.5388 .6763 .7688
.61g7 -.8133 ,6820 ,7_00
,6598 -.4827 ,6896 .7483
.6907 -,4_39 .6q86 ,7300
,T403 -.3000 ,7057 .7235
,8353 -,2180 ,7413 ,6881
*87ql -.1161 .7800 ,6385
.9212 -,0312 ,7781 .6005
1.0000 ,1052 ,8G34 ,8680
PT 17,683_ PSI CN *7260
TT 172.7260 K CM -.0807




XIC CP PpLIPT RLQC
0,0000 -,_025 ,7038 ,7272
.0052 1.0307 ,9875 ,13A3
.0098 .glib .0640 ,2293
.0200 .7526 ,9322 .3182
.0500 ,5128 ,8848 ,4221
,0813 .3788 ,8586 .471&
.119q .2775 .8884 ,8080
.1796 ,1696 .8170 ,5451
,2397 ,0860 ,8000 ,5733
,2995 .0154 .7850 .5982
,3588 -.0425 ,7754 ,6139
,4193 -,0882 .7688 .6Z96
.4793 -.1252 .7577 .6421
.5394 -,1107 ,7600 ,6388
.5g94 -.0327 .7780 .6096
• 6507 .0928 .8013 ,8714
• 7203 ,2024 ,8238 ,5330
.77_3 ,2072 ,8351 .8139
,8394 ,ZqqZ .8424 ,§00q
,8096 .2963 .R422 .5012
,9_9Z .2479 ,833_ ,8166
1.0000 .1052 *R034 ,5680
CDI ,00890 COCOR1 .0088Z
C02 .00870 COCOR2 ,00838
C03 ,00857 COCOR3 ,00883
C04 ,00837 COCOR4 .OOBZq
CD5 ,00818 COCOR5 ,00814
SPANWESE
XlC Y#812 C P PtLIPT 8LOC
.0500 -,3375 -.0733 .5890 .9020
• 3987 -,3375 -.5966 ,6664 ,7839
°8008 -.3375 -,5587 .6724 .7747
,6048 -.3378 -.5240 ,6809 .76_7





XlC CO PtL/PT MLOC
0,0000 -,5715 .6670 .7E30
,OOM3 -1.4103 .4g76 1.0505
,6097 -Z,2486 ,33Z7 1,3593
*02_3 -2.2309 .3340 1,3568
,0300 -2.1248 ,3821 1,2076
,0400 -1.9871 ,3836 1,254_
,0b08 -1.1866 ,5486 ,9_73
.0800 -1.0317 .5782 ,0204
,1000 -1.0241 ,578_ ,9192
.1907 -,7088 .6241 ,8490
,2500 -,T331 .t370 ,8291
,2994 -.6_86 ,645Z ,8165
.3402 -,8543 ,8535 ,B036
,3795 -,6241 ,6501 .7_3L
.4_01 -,6079 ,bbZb ,7897
.4598 -,5g97 ,bbZ9 .7893
._906 -,_723 ,_075 .7_22
.5397 -.5h77 ,672_ *F740
._7o5 -,5_u4 ,bTZT ,7743
,b197 -,5248 .8770 ,7677
,6598 -,4031 .6_1 ,7567
,b_07 -,4_09 ,6007 .7467
,7493 -,3774 .70_7 .7250
,_353 -,2086 ,7406 ,6_91
,_791 -.1123 ,7_05 ,0377
,g212 -,GZ_ .77fi5 ._088
k,O000 ,OdQ8 ,_010 ,5719
PT 17.8845 PSI CN .7682
TT 17_,8_63 K CM -,077b




XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 -,5718 *6670 ,7830
.0052 1.0544 .9020 .1072
,0098 .9483 .9702 °?083
.0200 .T058 .0400 .2061
• 0800 .5826 ,8016 .4081
.0813 ,4176 ,8649 .4601
.1190 .3138 *8452 *4050
,1796 .1969 .8212 ,5371
,2397 .1106 ._041 .5666
.2995 .O386 ,7904 ,5894
.35_8 -.0262 .?778 .6105
.4193 -.0?47 .7673 .8262
._793 -.1109 .7613 ,6364
,5394 -,1008 ,7630 .6136
• 5994 -,0281 .7?76 ,6103
.0507 ,0978 ._018 *5707
,T203 ,Z09_ ,8235 .5330
.7743 .2733 .83_8 ,5078
._39_ .300_ .8420 .8016
._996 .2_43 .8404 .5O46
.94_2 .2390 o829_ ,5231
1.0000 ,0898 ,8010 .8719
CD1 ,00988 C000gl .00982
C02 .00982 COCOe2 .00960
C03 .00988 COCOR3 ,00959
CD4 .00933 CDCO_4 .00q20
C05 ,00903 CDCOR8 ,OOBqb
SPANWISE
XIC YI812 CR P_L/PT MLOC
.0500 -,3378 -1.5929 .4680 1,1008
,3087 -,3378 -.6257 .6605 .7933
.5008 -,3375 -.5785 .6600 .7800
,6048 -.3378 -,§291 ,6781 .7660











XIC CP PILIPT MLOC
0,0000 -.9001 .6056 *8778
• 0083 -1.5M38 .4701 1.0969
• 0097 -2*5042 *Z829 1.4741
• 0203 -Z.5133 ,2740 I.R963
• 0300 -Z.5092 ,2809 1.4790
• 0600 *Z.6834 *Z879 X.Abl?
.0608 -2,3328 .3148 ]*3q88
• 0800 -2.1e04 .340Z 1,3433
• 1000 -L*0603 .5726 ,9292
• 1997 -.831Z .6137 .8651
°2500 -.7833 *6247 .8481
• 2994 -*7328 .6345 ,8329
• 3402 -.6886 .6431 .8198
• 3795 -,8670 ,6454 ,8162
• 6201 -*6378 .6555 .8006
• 4598 -°6272 .6585 ,7991
• 4996 -.6G08 .66Z7 .7896
• 5397 -.5843 ,6641 .7875
• 5795 -,5655 .6691 .7798
.6197 -.5675 o6751 .7705
• 6598 -.4938 ,6818 *7806
• 6997 -,4530 ,6918 .7449
• 7R93 -.3_33 ,703_ *7263
• 8353 -,2105 ,7408 ,6687
,_791 -,1131 .7594 .6394
.9212 -.0317 .7750 .6135





X/C CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 -.9001 .6054 .8778
• 0052 1.0786 .9968 *0669
,0098 .9990 .9806 .1675
,0200 ,8634 .9539 .Z605
• 0500 .6279 .907Z .8755
• 0813 .4871 *8785 .4340
.1199 .3784 .8560 *4766
.1796 ,2581 .8325 .5184
• 2397 ,1657 ,_153 .5480
• Zq95 .0898 *7983 .5763
.3588 *0151 .7843 ,5994
,4193 -.0515 °?707 .6213
,4793 -*0741 .7661 .6287
• 5394 -.0711 ,7653 ,6300
• _994 -*00Z7 ,7818 ,6034
,6507 ,1170 .8050 .5652
°7Z03 .Z268 .8276 ,5Z72
• 7743 .ZR_5 o8381 .5086
.8394 ,3070 .8430 .4998
,_996 .2983 .8425 .5006
°9692 ,2652 .8Z97 ,5232
1.0000 .0708 .7975 .5776
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR OUALITY
CDL .0145Z COCOR1 .016Z6
C02 ,01476 COCORZ ,01445
CO3 .01481 C000R3 .01649
CD6 ,01413 COC084 *01388
005 ,01354 COCOR5 ,01341
SPANWISE
XlC YIBIZ CP PpLIPT NLOC
• 0500 -.3375 -1.9943 *3859 1.2_04
• 3957 -.3375 -*649Z ,6563 .80E6
• 5008 -,3375 -.5986 .664Z .7873
.6048 -.3375 -.5343 .67Zl .775Z










XlC CP PILIPT MLDC
0,0000 -1,2151 *_425 ,9770
,0043 -I.6810 .4501 1.1317
*0097 -2.7432 ,Z619 1,5813
,0203 -Z,7948 .2339 1.6046
,0300 -Z*?Sb3 ,23B8 1.5901
*0400 -Z,7315 *Z474 1.5663
,U638 -Z.6455 .2610 1.5297
*0800 -Z.5428 .2831 1.4734
*1000 -Z,1295 .3655 1.Z909
,1997 -.8178 .6214 .8532
*2500 -*7888 ,6Z75 ,8437
*2994 -.7563 ,633Z .8349
.3602 -*7166 ,6631 .8197
.3795 -.6869 ,6473 .8134
.6201 -.6607 .6524 .8055
,6598 -.6670 .6565 ,80Z2
*R996 --,6158 ,6600 .793?
,5397 -,5976 .6655 ,7854
.5795 -,5778 .6711 .7767
.6197 -,5302 .6758 ,7695
.6598 -,SvL7 .6841 .7568
*6997 -.4524 .693b .76Z2
.7493 -.AUbL ,7066 .72Zl
.R353 -.2169 *7405 .6693
,8791 -*1L98 .7595 .639Z
.921Z -*0431 .7736 ,6167





XlC CP P;LIPT MLOC
0.0000 -1.2191 .5425 .9770
• 0052 1,0780 .9970 ,0656
• 0098 1.0391 ,989_ .1233
• OZO0 ,9153 .9648 .2267
• 0500 .6868 .9Z01 *3668
.0813 .5446 .8918 .4081
.1199 .6341 .8701 .4502
.1796 .3072 .8453 .4958
• 2397 .2092 .N267 ,5Z84
.Z995 .1327 .80g7 .5_74
.3588 .057A .7949 .5819
• 4193 -.0048 .7823 .6026
.4793 -.0410 .7761 .6126
• 5394 -,0449 .7744 .6153
.599A .0173 .7867 .5954
• 6507 .1262 .8079 ,5603
.7203 .Z316 .8285 .5253
• 7743 .2880 .8407 ,5040
.8396 .3125 .8464 .4938
,8996 *3011 .8417 .5022
• 949Z ,Z410 *_311 ,5207
1.0000 .0737 .7970 .5785
CD1 ,02350 CDCOR1 .OZOZ?
CDZ ,02383 COCOtZ ,0235Z
CD3 .02355 CDCOR3 *O23ZE
004 .02297 COCOR4 *02276
C05 .02248 CDCOR5 ,02Z40
SPANMISE
XlC Y/812 CP PpLIPT RLOC
,0503 *.3375 -2.1807 .3493 1,3Z41
,3957 -.3375 -.6?54 .6479 .8134
• 5008 -*3375 -.6126 .6607 .7927
• 6048 -,3375 -.5680 .6755 ,7701










X/C CP PtLIPT qLOC
0,0000 -1,6493 .496Z 1.05_7
• 0083 -1.7384 ,4390 1.1515
• 0097 -Z.8571 .21Z9 1,6871
,0203 -2*8903 *2043 1.6946
• 030_ -Z,8696 .Zb98 1.6769
• 0400 -Z,8418 ,Z185 1.6500
• 0608 -2*776? ,2325 1.6083
• 0800 -2*7090 ,2517 1.5545
• 1000 -Z.5585 ,Z697 1.5G71
.1997 -.9199 .6017 ,8637
,2_00 -*8vLR *6238 ,_493
,Z9_6 -,7_Z7 *6324 ,836Z
• 3_OZ -.7L93 .66U2 .82_2
.3795 -.6932 .6_56 .816Z
,6201 -.6598 ,6503 ,8086
.4898 -*6394 .65R_ ,80Z7
,6996 -.609_ ,665Z .785?
• _397 -.5873 *6678 .7_19
.5795 -.8586 .67_? .772O
.6197 -*5253 .6810 ,7615
• 6598 -.4_62 *6893 .7488
,6997 -._37L *TCOU *7322
• 7693 -.3673 .7103 ,716_
,8353 -.208_ .7615 *667?
,B791 -*L758 ,75_0 .8416
.971Z -*0576 *7728 *b18G





XlC CP P.L/PT _LOC
0.0000 -1.6693 ,Aq62 1,05Z7
,O05Z 1.0748 ,0961 *0745
*0098 1,0570 ,9925 .1037
,OZO0 .9514 .9713 ,2045
,0500 .7301 ,9277 .3289
.0813 *5898 .9001 *3907
.1199 ,6736 ,8781 .436?
.1796 .343Z *8497 *4878
,Z397 *2673 .8307 *_ZIA
.Z995 ,1595 ,815Z *5480
,3588 .08_Z ,7993 .5747
.6193 *0Z36 .786_ ,5951
,6793 -,0250 ,7780 *6096
°5396 -,0327 .7765 ,61_1
*5996 .0283 ,?f17_ ._941
*650? ,lZ87 *8074 .5613
*7203 ,2294 .830_ .5Z26
*7763 *2857 *8604 ,5046
,$396 ,3049 ,8465 .497Z
,8998 .29Z9 ,8423 ,5011
,9692 ._28Z .82_9 .5Z30
1.0000 .0501 *?909 *5886
COL .03569 COCORI .03531
COZ .03647 CDCOR2 .03601
C03 .03550 CDCOR3 .03501
CD4 .03548 00COP4 .03515
CD5 .03Z79 COCOR5 .03263
SPANWISE
RiO YIPIE CP PILIPT NLOC
• 0503 -.3375 -z*zqqz .3Z94 1.3666
• 3957 -.3375 -.6817 .6491 .8104
• 5008 *.3375 -.6021 .6603 .7932
• 6068 -.3375 -.5315 .8782 .7658
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X/C CP PeL/PT qLOC
0o0000 1.0588 .9929 ,1010
,0083 *5893 ,8994 .3924
• OOg? ,6367 .908_ ,37Z1
.OZ03 *3662 .8548 ,47q0
°0300 ,1854 .8180 ,5437
• 0400 ,0958 ,8015 ,5716
.ObOB *0U83 ,783Z .6017
• 0800 -,0310 .7761 .6132
• 1000 -,0803 ,765Z .630?
,1997 -*1677 .747Z .b_92
• 2500 -,1_49 .T4Z5 .6667
,29g4 -.2261 ,7366 ,6760
,340Z -.230Z *7363 ,6763
.3795 -.Z463 ,7314 °6840
.4Z01 -.2616 *7zq5 .6871
• 4598 -.2890 *7Z4Z .6953
• 4996 -,Z938 ,7230 .6973
• 5397 -,3135 .7184 *7043
• 5795 -.3Z84 .7160 .7081
,6197 -.3304 ,T15_ °7083
• 65g8 -.3287 .7164 .7074
• 6997 -.3176 ,7176 ,7056
.7493 -,2873 ,7246 .694T
.8353 --o1673 .7480 .6580
• 8791 -.0843 .7644 .6320
• gz12 -.0086 .77g7 .6074
1.0000 ,16Z3 ,8138 ,5510
PT 17.6658 PSI CN .0058
TT 117,7159 K CM -.0797




XIC CP RpLIPT HLOC
0.0000 1,0588 ,9929 .1010
.0052 -°8041 .6062 .8773
,0098 -,6181 .6§86 .7964
*0200 --,4442 ,6921 .?451
,0500 -,3491 .7130 .7128
,0813 -.3673 .7082 ,7201
,1199 -.3356 .7155 .7089
,IT96 -.3500 ,7113 .7153
.Z397 -,3628 ,7097 ,7178
,2995 -,38ZI .7043 ,7262
.3588 °.4040 .TOOT .731T
.4193 -,4121 .6994 .7337
.4793 -.3988 .7028 ,7285
.53q4 -.3362 .7134 .TIZ1
.5994 -.Z025 ,7413 .6686
.6507 -,0439 .7731 ,6180
,7203 .0934 .8003 .5737
.7743 .1714 ,8154 .5483
.8394 ,2225 .8259 .5302
.6996 .Z430 .830Z .5228
,9492 .Z206 ,8259 ,5303
1.0000 ,1623 .8138 .5510
C01 ,00751 COCORI ,00741
CD2 ,00743 COCORZ ,00733
003 .00741 CDCOR3 .00732
CO4 *00740 COC084 .00733
CO5 ,00706 COCOR5 .00703
SPANWISE
XIC TIBIZ CP PeLIPT RLBC
• 0500 -.3375 .OZBq .7873 .5943
• 3957 -.3375 -,2§10 ,7313 ,6843
.5008 -,3375 -.2965 ,7219 .6909
.6048 -.3375 -,3Z91 .7165 .7073




PT 17.6668 PSI CN .2384
TT 117,3973 K CN -.0823




XlC CP P, LIPT _LOC
O.GUO0 1.0477 .9908 ,1149
,0083 .1596 .8146 ,5495
*0097 .1440 .8108 ,5560
.OZ03 -,1Z93 .7565 .6446
,030& -.2354 ,7354 .6779
,0400 -.28Z6 ,7267 .6914
.0608 -.Z968 ,7226 ,6978
.0800 -o313Z .7183 .7036
.LO00 -.34Z1 .7143 .7108
,1997 -,3475 ,71Z8 .7130
,2500 -.3517 ,712g .T129
*2994 -.365Z ,7096 ,7180
,3402 -,3559 ,7116 ,7149
,3795 -.3576 ,71Z5 .7135
.4201 -*3670 .7101 .7173
*45g8 -,3847 .7061 ,7235
.4996 -,3831 ,7061 ,723_
.5397 °,3953 ,7052 .T248
,5795 -.3969 *7040 ,7267
.6197 -.3986 ,7044 ,7261
.6598 -,3837 ,7072 ,7218
.6997 -,3646 ,7105 .7166
.7493 -.3206 .7183 ,7_46
.8353 -.1896 ,7453 ,b62Z
,8791 -*_983 ,7629 .6343
,gZ1Z -.0157 ,7?93 .6080
L*O000 ,1539 ,P140 .5506
LOWER SURFACE
XIC CP P_LIPT _LOC
0,0000 1.0477 ,9908 .1149
• 0052 ,1400 ,8100 .5573
,0098 ,1016 .8034 ,5700
• OZO0 ,0594 .7941 *5839
,0530 ,0015 .T831 .6018
.0813 -.0935 .7631 .6340
.1199 -,1065 ,760E ,6388
• 1796 -.1645 ,7496 .6555
,2397 -,19g? .7417 .6680
,2995 -.2435 ,T336 .6807
.3588 -,Z817 ,?E67 ,6914
.4193 -.3045 .721T .6993
• 47g3 -,3091 .7Z09 °7005
• 5394 -.2584 ,7331 ,68Z9
• 5994 -.1466 ,7538 .6489
• 6507 -,0014 .T833 *6032
• 7303 .1293 °8080 .5607
,7743 ,2013 .8333 .5347
.83g4 ,3534 .8327 .5185
,8g96 .26Z2 .8353 .5140
,9492 .233_ ,szg_ ,5241
1,0000 ,1_39 .8140 ,5506
C01 .00745 COCOR1 ,00736
CD2 .00740 COC082 .00730
CD3 .00736 CDCOR3 .00726
C04 .00732 COCOR4 ,00725
CD5 ,00697 COCDR5 .00695
SPANWISE
XIC YlBI2 CP P_LIPT MLOC
• 0300 -,3375 -.2904 .725& .693Z
.3957 -.3375 -.3601 .7110 ,?159
• 5008 -.3375 -.3803 ,7067 *TZZ5
• 6048 °,3375 -,392Z ,7036 .7273





XlC CP RpL/PT HLOC
0.0000 ,8817 ,9579 ,2488
.0083 -.1536 .7526 .6509
• O09T -.1755 ,T476 .6587
• 0203 -.419Z .6997 *7333
• 0300 -.4721 .68_8 ,7500
• 0400 -.4964 .6844 °7569
• 0608 -.4734 .6891 .7497
• 0800 -,4662 .6887 .T503
• 1000 -.4765 ,b884 .75U7
• 2997 -,4336 .6973 ,7369
• Z500 -.4303 .698_ .7345
• 2994 -,4285 .6977 .7363
• 8402 -.4153 ,7015 .7304
• 3795 -,4168 .7019 ,7298
• 4201 -.41Z5 ,7018 .7300
• 4598 -.4Z57 .6993 ,?340
• 4_96 -.4ZOO ,6_88 .7347
• 5397 -,4304 .6986 .7350
• 5795 -.4337 ,6974 .7368
.&197 -,4Z66 ,6994 .7338
• 6598 -,4080 ,7058 °7Z38
• 69Q7 -.3858 ,T_RZ ,7186
.74o3 -,3407 ,7186 ,7041
• 8353 -.lq8Z .7458 ,6614
• 6791 -.1037 .7634 .6336
• gZZZ -*OZO9 .7793 ,6_81
1.0000 .1535 8144 .5499
PT 17.667Z PSI CN .3483
TT 117.112_ K C8 °*08ZT




XlC CP P_L/PT NLOC
0°0000 .8817 .95TO ,2488
• 0052 ,4750 *8769 ,4375
,0098 .3614 .8546 .4793
• 0200 .261_ .8346 .5152
• 0500 .1426 ,811Z ,5558
• 0813 .0330 .7896 ,5913
• 1199 -.0046 ,7808 ,6057
,1796 -,077R ,767_ ,6Z70
• 2397 -,131C .7572 .6435
,2995 -,1763 *7483 ,6575
• 3588 -.2Z65 .7392 .6719
.4193 -,2519 .7328 .6819
• 47_3 -,E628 ,7317 .6836
,5394 -.ZZ65 ,7395 .6714
• 5894 -.1158 .7606 °6381
.6507 ,GZZO *7879 .5941
,7Z_3 ,1477 .8117 .5544
• 7743 ,Z17B *8269 .5287
.83R4 .2596 .8347 .5149
,_996 ._702 ,e37Z .8106
,9492 .2262 ,830E .52Z9
1.0000 .1535 "o0144 .5499
CO1 .00757 CDCOR1 ,00747
CDE .00756 CDCOR2 *00744
C03 *00751 CDC083 ,00740
C04 .00744 CDCOR4 .00735
COS .00720 CDCOR5 .00T15
SPAN_ISE
XlC YIBIZ CP PpLIPT NLOC
• 0503 ".3375 -.4753 .6892 ,7495
• 3957 -.3375 -.4143 *?008 .7316
• §008 -.3373 -.4Z23 .6996 .7334
• 6048 -,3378 -,4267 .69g0 .7343






X/C C_ P, LIPT BLOC
O*OUO0 *6070 .Ru31 *3846
*0063 -.4152 *6997 .7333
*0097 -*5498 .6730 *7?45
*OZ03 -*7ZRb *6373 *8293
.0300 -.7417 *637Z *8295
.0_00 -.7138 .6439 .819Z
.0608 -*6635 .6516 *80?3
*0_00 -*6304 .6582 *7071
.1000 -.6185 o6613 .79Z4
.1097 -.5Z58 .6793 *7647
*2500 -.5050 .6841 *7574
*2994 -.4958 .6854 .7554
*3_OZ -.4761 *6880 .7514
.3795 -*4688 .689Z *?405
*_Z01 -o4666 *6894 *7493
*4598 -*4756 *6870 .75Z8
*_996 -.464Z *6089 *7499
.5397 -*_693 *6884 .7507
*5795 -.4681 .6886 .7505
*6197 -*4549 *6938 .74Z4
*6598 -*4338 .6955 *7397
*6997 -.4059 *700d .7316
.7_93 -*3553 .7117 .7147
._353 -.2022 .7416 .6682
.8701 -.1_53 *7607 *6379
.9212 -*0189 *7780 .6101
L*O000 .1480 *_11_ *5548
PT 17.6657 PSI CN .4583
TT 117.1535 K CM -.0837




XIC CP P_LIPT BLOC
0*0000 .6070 .9031 ,3846
*O05Z .7163 .0248 .3362
*0098 *5733 *8966 ,3986
*0200 .4362 .8701 *4507
*0500 .2717 ,8381 ,5090
*0813 ,1460 ,8121 ,5538
,1190 *0899 .8011 .5724
.1796 ,0015 .7839 .6004
*Z397 -*0589 ,7724 .6190
*2995 -.1154 .7606 .6381
.3588 -.1686 .7505 ,6540
.4193 -*2002 *7439 ,6645
,_793 -,Z197 ,7389 *6723
*5394 -,1888 .744q *6630
.5994 -.0910 .7641 .6324
*6_07 *04Z6 ,7903 *5900
.7203 ,1644 .8144 *5500
.7743 *2340 ,8285 *5257
.8394 ,2720 ,B360 .5126
,8996 ,8815 *8394 *5067
.949Z .2419 .830Z .5229
1.0000 .1480 .8115 ,5548
C01 ,00774 CDCOR1 .00766
C02 .00772 COCOR2 *00762
¢D3 .00768 COCOR3 *007_9
C04 *00748 COC084 .00740
C05 ,00727 COCOR5 .007Z4
SPAN_ISE
XlC Y/BIT CP PjLIPT RLOC
*0500 -.3375 -.6796 .6463 .8155
,3957 -.3375 -*4686 .6875 ,7521
.5008 -*3375 -.4644 *6895 .7491
.6048 -.3375 -.4514 *6889 ,7500





XlC CP PpLIPT BLOC
0*0000 .2138 *8258 .5304
*0_83 -.7146 *6_20 *8220
*OCq7 -1.0_53 *5734 *9286
,0203 -1.0977 *5653 .9414
*_300 -1.0433 *5749 ,9261
*0400 -.9871 .5868 ._075
*0608 -°8768 *6099 .8717
*vO0_ -,8094 .6241 ,8406
*1000 -*TTZ0 ,6319 .8376
,1997 -.6216 .6613 *7923
.Z500 -.583Z *6692 .7803
oZRq4 -*5_19 .6727 .7748
*3{02 -*5368 °6773 *7683
,3795 -.5_48 *6796 *7642
*4ZO1 -._110 .6831 °7590
,4598 -.5_78 ,68X4 ,7615
°4996 -.5014 ,6_34 .7584
,5397 -.5009 .6058 .7547
.5795 -._50 .6860 .7544
.6197 --.4782 ,6695 *7489
.8598 -._564 .6941 .7410
.6997 -.4Z77 *6q97 ,7333
,7493 -.3717 *7107 ,7163
*_353 -.2G89 *7424 ,6669
.8791 -.1079 *7613 .6368
.QZL2 -*_216 *7793 *6080
1,0000 *1382 *8110 .5586
PT 17.6679 PS! CN *5686
TT 117°4122 K CM -*0830




XlC CP P*LIPT 81DC
0.0000 .2138 .8?88 .5304
*0052 .0919 .9599 *?427
.0098 *7370 *qZR? .3Z58
*0200 .5050 .8988 .3938
*0500 *3863 *8595 *4705
*0813 .2497 .8329 .5181
.1199 .1770 .8180 *5422
.1796 .0795 .7999 .5741
.Z397 .0095 *7856 *5974
.2995 -*0555 .7731 .6180
.3588 -.1118 *762Z .6355
.4193 -.1495 .7543 .6481
*4793 -.1771 .7483 .6576
*5394 -.1536 .753_ .6499
.5994 -.0590 .7?Z3 .6193
*6507 .0645 .7965 .5798
*7203 .1018 .8190 .5421
.7743 *Z490 .8337 .5169
.8394 .2866 *8405 *5048
.8996 *2886 .8410 *5038
.9_92 .?453 *8326 .5186
1.0000 .1382 .8110 .5556
C01 .00809 CDCOR1 ,00797
CD2 .00805 CDCOR2 *0079t
CD3 .00795 COCOR3 *00780
CD4 *00699 COCOR4 .oobeq
C05 *OO703 COCOR5 .00608
SPAN_TSE
XIC YI81Z CP PpLIPT 8LOC
• 0503 -.3375 -*90Z7 *6032 .8619
,3957 -.3375 -.5160 .6807 *76Z6
• 5008 -*3375 -*5023 .6830 ,7_91
.6048 -,3375 -.4851 .6885 *7506





XlC C p PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 -.0u23 .?8ZZ *603Z
,00_3 -.B653 ,6109 .8700
• 0_97 -1.3_22 .5_79 1.0339
°0203 -1.3058 .5218 1.0112
• 0300 -1,2152 ,5411 ,0799
• 0_00 -1.1370 .557Z *9542
°ObOB -.9868 .5867 .9076
• 0800 -.8_95 ,6u38 ,880_
,1000 -,8537 ,6148 .8640
,19_7 -*6666 .65Crl ,8095
• Z500 -,6221 .6589 ,7_61
• 2994 -,5086 .6634 ,7892
,3402 -.5675 ,6094 .7800
.3795 -*5513 .6723 *7755
,4Z01 -,5390 ,675_ ,7704
• _598 -,5387 ,675_ ,7708
°_99_ -.5_47 .6761 .7656
,_397 -,5206 *6796 .7643
• _795 -*5116 .6_10 *7621
,6197 -,_940 ,68_7 .7564
• _598 -,4_85 ,689Z ,7494
,_997 -,436e .6984 ,r_G_
°7_93 -.37_0 °7070 .7221
°_353 -*2137 .7397 .6711
,_791 -°1132 *759_ .6392
°9212 -*0223 *7774 ,6111
1,0000 .1381 ,8_9_ .5583
PT 17,6680 PSI CN ,6230
TT 117.1771 K C_ -*0833




XlC CP P*LIPT 8LOC
0,0000 -*OOZ3 *7822 ,6032
,O05Z .9517 .9716 *2034
*0098 ,8099 *9433 *Z901
,02_0 ,64?9 ,9113 ,3668
*0500 ,4373 *8697 .4514
*0813 *Z969 ,8417 .5026
.1199 ,2169 .82_7 *5306
,1796 .1136 ,8061 *5638
.23_7 *0405 *7913 ,5885
,2995 -,0259 *7778 ,6110
,3588 -*0858 ,7655 .630Z
.4193 -.1276 ,75?0 ,6437
._793 -,1545 .7518 ,6_24
,5394 -.1353 *7552 *6467
,5994 -*0478 ,7732 .6179
,6507 *0739 .79?1 .5?89
.7203 *IBQO *8203 ,5398
,7743 ,25?4 *8330 ,5180
,_394 ,Z909 ,8404 ,5049
,8996 ,2945 *B413 *5034
*9492 ,2459 .8313 *5209
1.0000 .1381 ,8094 *5583
CD1 *00844 COCOR1 *00833
CD2 .00830 COCOR2 *00817
C03 ,00819 C0C083 *00805
CD4 *00725 CDCOfl4 ,00717
C05 ,00740 COCOR5 ,00736
SPANM_SE
X/C YI3IZ CP PeL/PT _LOC
*050_ -.3375 -1*0312 *5765 .9237
.3957 -.3375 -*_45_ .6743 .7785
.5008 -.3375 -,5247 ,6?75 .7675
*6048 -.3375 -.4988 ,6834 *7584






X/C CP PpLIPT HLOC
O*QUO0 -,Z279 *7393 .67L7
• UC83 -1.0270 ,5816 ,9157
• 0097 -1.8Z50 ,422L 1.18Z8
• 0203 -1.5652 *4707 1,0966
• 0300 -1.3768 .5102 I*030Z
• 0400 -I*Z952 .5251 1,0058
• 0608 -I.0960 *5636 *9440
• 0600 --*9933 *5848 *_107
• I000 -,9261 .5975 .8909
• 1997 -.7180 *5398 .8253
• E500 -.5638 .5527 *8055
.2994 -.63Z8 .5580 .7975
• 340Z -.5993 *6559 *7854
• 3795 -*5794 ,5685 .7812
• 4201 -*5630 *6706 *7780
• 4598 -,5576 .5725 *7752
• 6995 -,54Zq *6766 *7723
• 5397 -*5406 .5767 *7587
• 5795 -*SZ86 .67q_ *7560
• 5197 -*5053 *5830 .7590
• 6598 -.6753 .5883 *7509
• 5997 -,6421 ,6957 *7379
• 7493 -.3819 .7G86 .7196
• 8353 -.Z164 .7424 *6668
• 8791 -.1127 .7526 .6353
.9212 --.OZ16 *7799 *6070
i*0000 ,1339 ,8103 .5559
PT 17.6653 PSI CN *6790
TT 117.1139 K CM ".0831




X/C CP P,LIFT NLOC
0.0000 -*Z279 .7393 .6717
.0052 1.0009 .0817 .1630
• 0098 .8728 .9559 ,2548
• OZO0 .7098 .9239 .3384
• 0500 *6860 .8791 *4331
.0813 *34Zq *8503 °4873
• 1199 ,Z530 *8327 ,5185
• 1796 .1552 .812R .5525
.8397 .0731 *7974 *5786
.Z995 .0035 *?83E .6016
.3588 -.0583 .7724 o6191
.4193 -.10Z8 .7630 *6363
o4793 -.1310 *7577 *6627
• 5394 -.1175 .7600 *6389
.5994 -.0286 .7768 .6119
• 650? .0881 .8005 .573Z
,7Z03 .1997 .RZ20 *5368
• 7743 .Z606 .835Z o5161
• 8394 .2966 ,8423 .5015
.8996 .Z984 .842A .5013
.969Z .2508 .8325 .5188




C02 *00848 COCORZ ,00837
C03 .00837 CDCOR3 .00825
C04 .00751 C0¢0R4 *C0743
C05 .00?46 COCOR5 .00743
SPANWISE
X/C YISIZ CP P,LIPT NtOC
• 0500 -.3375 -1.1472 .5563 *9555
• 3957 -.3375 -.5680 .6714 .7768
• 5008 -.3375 -*5399 .6764 .7692
• 6048 -.3375 -.50qZ .6836 .7581





XlC CP F, LIPT NLOC
0.0000 -,%%Z5 .6967 ,7379
,0U83 -I,1541 .556Z .9558
*0097 -2.1317 ,3670 1.2883
.0203 -Z,0681 .3758 1.2709
.0300 -I,8154 .4276 1,1726
.0600 -1.2995 .5265 1.0035
*0608 -1.1808 .5_09 .9562
,0800 -1.077Z .5747 .9265
.1000 -1.005Z .585Z ,9100
,1997 -o751Z .6358 .8315
.Z500 -.7031 .5644 .8184
,2994 -.6511 ,5540 .8036
*3402 -,6Z69 *6620 .7912
,3795 -.6008 .6648 *7870
.%Z01 -.5672 .6674 .7829
.4598 -.5785 .6705 .7783
.4996 -.5599 .675Z .7710
,5397 -.5518 .6757 .7703
,5795 -.5418 .6787 .7657
.5197 -.523Z .6830 .7590
,6898 -.4938 .6913 *7663
*6997 -.4509 .6948 .7608
.7693 -,3885 *7093 .7186
.8353 -,Z138 .7427 *656_
.8791 -.113L .7599 .6391
*RZ1Z -.0212 .7795 .6077
1.0000 .1285 .8101 .557Z
PI 17,6703 PSI CN *732%
TT 117.4200 K C8 -*081%
RC 7.7320 MILLION CC -,0374
MACH ,5994
ALPHA 4,4280 Of G
LOWER SURFACE
XlC CP P_L/PT MLOC
0.0000 -*4625 .6967 .7379
*0052 1.0367 .9890 .1257
*0098 .9145 .9647 ,2273
*OZO0 .7573 .9360 .3161
.0500 *5319 .8889 .6139
*0813 .3875 .8606 .4683
*1199 *Z908 .8429 .5006
.1796 .1856 .8206 *5394
.2397 *1069 *80AO .5673
*2995 *0346 .7909 .8890
.3588 -.0345 .7767 .6122
*4193 -.0765 .7597 .8235
.4793 -.111Z .763A .6335
.5394 -.0982 .766E .6323
.599A -*0203 .7798 .6075
.6507 *0960 *8034 .5683
.7203 .2051 .8255 .5308
.7763 .Z675 *8372 .5106
*8394 ,2975 .8637 .6991
*8996 .300A *8646 *AQTA
.9A92 *2429 .83A7 .5169
1.0000 .1285 .8101 .5572
CD1 .00891 CDCOR1 .0088E
CD2 *00872 COCORZ *00863
CD3 *00875 COCOe3 *00862
CD6 .00788 COCOR4 .0078Z
C05 .00783 CDCOR5 .00761
SPANWISE
XlC YI812 CP P_L/PT RLOC
*0503 -.3375 -1.1887 .5485 .9681
.3957 -.337_ -.3937 .6668 .7839
.5008 -,3375 -.5636 .6731 .7743
.6048 -.3375 -.5Z96 .6803 .7632





X/C CO PpLIPT MLOC
3*0000 -.6255 .6612 .7926
*0083 -1.1845 ,5510 .9541
*0697 -2.3019 ,3319 1.36L6
*OZ03 -2.3Z02 .3281 1,3599
*0300 -Z,Ell7 ,34?3 1.$289
*0600 -Z,1939 .3537 1,3155
.0638 -1.1616 *5573 *9540
.0800 -L,0877 *5599 .9361
.1000 -L*0380 .5_01 *9181
.1997 -*7951 *bE54 ,86?5
*2500 -,7340 *E_05 ,8Z43
*2994 -*6929 *5488 .8115
,3602 -,6526 *6560 ,8_C5
*3795 -.52_F .6597 *7948
.4201 -*6095 .6531 *7897
*4598 -,5978 .566_ .TFAq
*4995 -*5768 ,6589 *7807
.5397 -*5552 ,b7Z3 *7754
*5795 -*5499 *5760 *7597
.6197 -*5249 .678_ *755?
,5898 -*%_85 *6853 *7555
.6997 -*_AZb .6947 .7411
*7493 -*3904 .7081 *7203
*8353 -,Z145 *7607 ,6598
,R7_1 -.1154 .75L4 ,b357
,qZIZ -,OZZ5 *7774 .5111
L*O000 *L157 .8G6_ *5_ZB
PT 17.8578 PSI CN ,7828
TT 117.4827 K CM -.0783




X/C CP PpL/PT MLOC
0.0000 -.6256 .6612 .79Z6
*O05Z 1.0570 .9930 .1007
*0098 .9510 *_721 *2017
*0Z00 *7998 *9420 .2935
*0500 .5684 *R969 .3975
*0813 .4205 .8680 .4545
.1199 .3201 .8475 *69ZZ
*1796 .2135 *_E6? .9289
.2397 .1278 *8091 ,5588
.2995 *0549 *?NAO .5860
.3588 -.0118 .7826 .6026
.4193 -*0585 .7735 .6173
,4793 -,0959 ,7655 .6299
.5396 -.0875 .7863 *6290
.5994 -.0116 .7814 .6067
.6507 .1032 ,8045 .5665
,7203 .2110 *_250 .5317
.7743 .2697 .8373 .5104
.8394 .3013 .843R .4987
,8995 .2074 .8419 .50Z3
.949Z *Z%LO .8315 .5206
1.0000 .1152 .8068 .5628
C01 .00976 COCOR1 *00963
CD2 *00977 CDCOR2 ,00960
CD3 .00974 CDCOR3 .00954
C04 .00877 COCOR6 *00866
CD5 .00859 COCQR5 .00554
SPANWISE
XlC VI81Z CP PpLIPT MLOC
• 0500 -.3379 -1.7686 .4318 1.1652
• 3957 -.3375 -.6181 .66Z6 .7905
.5008 -.3375 -.5858 .6703 *?786
• 6048 -,3375 -*5327 *6789 .7656






XIC CP PpLIPT flLOC
0.0000 -.9231 .5967 .89Z0
• 0083 -1.2115 .5391 *9831
,0097 -Z.5456 .Z768 1.4897
.OZ03 -Z*SqO0 .2703 1.5061
• 0300 -2.5391 .2774 1,4U80
.0400 -2°4934 ,Z858 1.4673
,0608 -Z.3947 ,3074 1.4164
.0800 -1.7249 .4406 1.1492
.IGO0 -1.ZZ37 .54Z5 .9776
.1997 -.8350 ,6193 ,8570
.Z500 -.7750 .6Z65 .8458
• Z994 -,7339 .6373 .8293
.3402 -.6903 .6419 .8Z22
• 3795 -o6614 .6495 o8105
• _201 -.6401 .654Z .8CSZ
,_598 -.6295 .6594 .7953
._996 -*61ZZ .66U8 .7931
.5397 -.5887 °6650 .7867
,5795 -,5684 .6718 ,7763
.hiNT -.5_36 .6756 .7705
.6598 -.5064 .6816 .7613
.6997 -.4551 .6928 ,7440
.7493 -,3860 .7038 .7270
._353 -.2149 .7397 .6710
• 8791 -.1131 .7567 .6411
• 9ZIZ -.OZ6q .7759 .6135
1.0000 .1038 ._030 .5691
PT 17.6885 PSI CN *8935
TT 117,319Z K C_ -,0714




XIC CR PgL/PT MLOC
0,0000 -.9Z31 o5967 ,8920
*0052 1.0767 °9965 .0704
*0098 1,0068 .9828 .1578
.0200 .8754 .9565 .Z531
.0500 .64Z3 .9100 .3697
.0813 .4923 ,8805 .4305
,1199 ,38Q7 .8602 .4690
,1796 .2670 .5369 ,5112
.Z397 *1843 .81Bq .5422
.2995 .1067 ,805Z .565_
,3588 .03Z1 .7877 .5942
.4193 -.0191 .7701 ,6083
.4793 -,0610 .7680 .6261
,5394 -.0556 .7704 .bZ23
.5994 .0120 o784Z .6000
.6507 .1213 .6079 .5610
.7203 .2182 .BZSq .5303
.7743 *Z800 .8379 .5094
,8394 *_103 ,8453 .4962
.8996 .3029 .8433 .4998
.9492 .2458 .531Z .5211
1.0000 *1038 *8030 .5691
C01 *01508 COCOR1 .01492
C02 ,01526 COCORZ .01507
CD3 *01516 CDCOR3 ,01495
CD4 .01410 COCOR4 ,01396
CO5 ,01345 COCOR5 .013_1
SPANW]SE
XIC YIBI2 CP PeLIPT RLOC
*0503 -.3375 -2.3310 .3198 1.3883
.3957 -.3375 -*6547 *6501 *8097
.5008 -*3375 -*6040 .6615 ,7920
.6045 -.3375 -.5511 .6712 ,7772





XlC CR PeLIPT BLOC
0.0000 -1.2ZZ4 .538Z *9B45
• 0_83 -1.2651 .SZqT .q983
.0097 -2.7429 .2350 1.6014
• C203 -2,8083 .ZZ84 1.6205
.0300 -2.8081 .Z355 1.5999
.0400 -2*667Z .Z461 1.5703
,ObOB -2,6149 .2581 1.5378
,OBO0 -2.5275 .Z752 1,4937
.1000 -1.7829 .4324 1.1639
.1997 -.8_46 .6124 .8677
.Z500 -*7787 .6286 ,84ZT
.Z994 -.T_39 .6352 ,8326
.3402 -.7U47 .6418 .8224
°3795 -,6855 .6497 ,8102
.4201 -.6521 ,6493 .8108
.4598 -.6497 .6538 .8038
.4996 -.6165 ,6578 .7979
.5397 -,5965 .66ZZ ,7909
,5795 -,5794 ,6693 *7801
,b197 -.5377 .6748 .7716
.6598 -.5005 .6830 .7580
.6997 -,4616 .6940 .74Z1
,7493 -,3811 o7071 .7218
.8353 -.2135 .737Z .6750
.8791 -*1198 *7569 *6438
• gz1z -*035Z ,7743 .6161
1.0000 .0945 °7999 ,574Z
PT 17.6671 PSI CN *9885
TT 117.1135 K CM -.0635




X/C CR ReLIRT NLOC
0.0000 -1.2ZZ4 .5382 .9845
*005Z 1.0781 ,996T .0684
*0098 1.0460 .9906 .116Z
.OZO0 .9277 .9677 .2171
.0500 ,6934 ,9195 .3485
.0813 .5498 .8910 .4097
.1199 .4415 .8693 .452Z
.1796 .3147 .8464 ,4943
,2397 .2291 .8277 .527Z
,Z995 *147Z ,8107 .5563
.3588 .0713 .797Z .5787
.4193 *0201 .7868 .5957
.4793 -*02Z8 .7776 .6108
,539_ -*0436 *7762 .6131
,5994 ,0350 .?872 .5951
.6507 .1315 ,5089 .5592
.7203 .2348 .8Z80 .5Z67
.7743 ,2901 .8393 .5069
.5394 .3136 ,8488 ,4953
.8996 .3036 .8424 .5013
*9492 °2433 ,831Z .5Z10
l.OCO0 .0945 ,7999 ,574Z
CO1 ,02484 COCOR1 .02454
COZ ,02557 COCORZ .0253Z
C03 ,OZ53Z CDCOR3 .02494
C04 .02296 CDCOR4 ,02273
C05 .02226 CDCOR5 ,02213
SPANWISE
XlC YISlZ CP P/LIPT RLOC
*0503 -,3375 -2.561Z *2740 1.4967
.3957 -,3375 -.6712 ,647Z .8140
.5008 -.3375 -.6Z05 .659Z ,7956
.6048 -,3375 -.5500 *6707 ,7779





XIC CP PJLIPT HLOC
0.0000 -1,4800 ,4863 1.0701
.UU83 -I.ZZBZ .5365 ,9873
.0U97 -2.897Z .ZU47 1,6938
.0Z03 -2.9157 *199Z 1.7116
• 0100 -2.9239 .2060 1.6893
,O_OU -Z,8444 .2171 1.6546
.0608 -Z.5344 .2740 1.4967
• 0800 -Z.7487 .2426 1,5799
• 1000 -2,2010 *3399 1.3_44
• 1997 -1.1979 .5420 ,9784
.2500 -.9401 .5903 .9C21
.Z994 -.7904 .626Z .8464
.3402 -.7260 .6377 .8ZB7
.3795 -.6_39 .6459 .8160
• 4Z01 -.b_Ol .6523 .8062
.5_98 -.6282 .6547 .8026
• 4996 -.6_30 ,6594 .795Z
• 5397 -.5836 .6684 .7615
.57_5 -.5_19 .6689 ,7807
.6197 -.SITE .6788 .7658
.6598 -.4677 .6871 .7527
.6997 -.4289 .6970 ,7375
.74_3 -,3510 .7103 .7170
.d353 -*ZO21 .7369 .6755
.8791 -.1ZSZ .7546 .6476
.9ZlZ -.063Z .765_ ,6301
1,0000 .0215 .7R42 .6G01
PT 1?*bBTZ R5! CN 1.0679
TT 117.3076 K CM -.0538




XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 -1.4800 ,4863 1.0701
.005Z 1.0778 .9967 *0689
.0098 1.0608 .9932 ,0987
.0200 ,9609 ,9738 ,195Z
.0500 .7371 .9290 .326Z
.0813 .5919 ,8994 .39Z5
.I_99 ,4841 .8799 .4316
,1796 .352Z ,851Z ,4855
,Z397 .Z634 ,_329 .5152
.Z995 .1734 .8159 .5473
,3588 .0974 .7991 .5756
.4193 .0366 .7903 .5901
.4793 -.0123 ,7797 .6073
.5394 -.0188 .7783 .6095
.5994 .0352 .7901 ,5903
.6507 .1401 .8086 .5597
• 7233 .2313 .8267 .5288
.7743 .Zf146 .8401 .5055
,8394 .3036 ,8408 ,504Z
.8996 .E961 .8408 .5043
.949Z .2241 .8756 .5307
1,0030 .0Z15 .T84Z *6001
COl .03668 CDCORI *03638
CDZ .04090 COCOR2 .04054
CO3 .04499 COCOR3 .04461
C04 .03786 CDCOR4 .03762
CD5 .03746 CDCOR5 .05735
SPANWISE
XI¢ YIBIZ CP PpLIRT NLOC
*050_ -,3_?5 -Z.6581 .Z439 1.5763
,3957 -.3375 -,6750 ,6447 ,8178
.5008 -,3_?5 -,6027 .6558 .8OOB
.6048 -.3375 -.5Z74 .6696 *?796
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X/C CP P*LIPT NLDC
0,0000 1,0572 ,qqZB ,1013
.0083 ,6158 ,Q_58 ,3792
,0_97 .0494 .9130 ,3636
,0203 ,4487 .8727 ,4461
,0300 .2_18 .8241 ,5390
.0400 ,1155 .8074 *5624
• 0608 .0205 .7897 ,5917
,0800 -,0303 .7785 .bLO0
.1000 -,0_54 .7074 ,0280
,IQ07 -.1589 ,7520 ,6525
,2500 -,1931 .7470 .b_04
.2994 -,2229 ,7393 *0725
• 3t02 -,2290 .7373 .6757
.3795 -,2466 ,7347 ,6798
,4201 -,2587 ,7320 ,0839
,4596 -,2881 ,?2bQ .6920
• 4996 --.2905 ,7245 .0957
.5307 -.3147 .7208 ,7015
,5705 -,3299 ,7178 .7062
• 6197 -,3317 o7168 °7077
,0508 -,3299 .7181 ,7_56
,6997 -,3192 ,7204 ,7021
.7493 -.2572 .7272 .0915
,81_3 -.1722 .7501 .6555
,8791 -,0R34 ,76?3 ,0281
• 9212 -.0075 ,7824 ,6037
1,0000 ,1748 .8178 ._448
PT 25.725b PSI CN ,0037
TT 101,150B K CM -,081B




XlC CP PpEIST _LOC
O.0000 1,0572 ,9928 ,1013
.0052 -.6965 .bOQ7 .$728
• 0098 -.6445 .6570 .7999
,0200 °,4656 ,6925 ,7453
,0500 -.352Q .7152 ,7102
• 0813 -.3836 ,7105 .7175
• 1179 -,33B8 .7177 .7062
,179b -.3557 .7190 .7120
,23Q7 -,3627 .7126 ,7142
,2995 -,3639 .7074 .7222
,3588 -,40B1 .7047 .7265
,4193 -.4109 .7021 .7305
,4793 -.4029 ,7029 ,7293
• 5394 -.3405 .7161 .7087
,5999 -,1994 ,7438 ,6655
.6507 -.0408 ,7757 .6145
• 7203 ,0981 .6027 .5703
,7743 ,177_ ,8184 .5439
,8394 ,2307 .A289 .525B
.899b ,2535 .R330 .5186
,9492 .2258 .8281 ,5270
1.0000 ,1748 .8178 .5448
C01 ,00701 CDCOR1 ,00696
COZ ,00588 C0COR2 ,O06BZ
C03 ,00704 COCOR3 ,OObqB
C04 .00691 COCOR4 .00688
C05 ,00680 COCDR5 ,00680
$PANWISE
XIC YI_I2 CR P/LIPT HLOC
,0500 -,3375 ,0390 ,7918 ,peP3
,395? -.3375 -,2482 .7351 .6792
.500_ -,3375 -,2972 ,7255 ,6942
,604§ -.3375 -,3226 ,7198 ,7031





XlC CP PeL/PT MLOC
O,OL_O I*049_ ,9911 .1132
• 0_53 .1810 .8187 .5433
.0097 o1751 .816_ ,5465
,OZv3 -,0149 .7797 ,60BZ
o0300 -,2155 ,7385 ,0737
.0400 -,2656 ,?287 ,6892
.0608 -.3013 .7Z09 .7013
,0800 -.3119 .7210 ,7013
.I000 -.3479 ,7135 .712A
,1997 -.3448 .7193 .7115
.2500 -*3459 ,7133 .7131
.ZQ_4 -.3622 .7110 .7160
• 3402 -.3576 ,7107 .717Z
,3795 -,3009 .7105 ,7175
• 4201 -,3037 ,7091 .7195
.4598 °,38_3 .7056 .7251
.4q_b -,3_88 ,7042 .7272
,5397 -,39b5 ,7037 ,7280
.5?95 -,4054 ,7032 .7287
,0197 -.3908 .7094 .7209
,6598 -,1873 .7070 .?228
,0997 -.3681 ,7110 .7160
,7493 -.3275 ,7183 ,7053
,8353 -,1923 ,7438 .6654
.8791 -°0987 ,?634 .0343
,0212 -,0171 .7804 .6bbQ
1.0000 ,1675 .8173 .5457
PT 25,7227 PSI CN ,2395
TT 111,5224 K CM -,0840




RIC CP PpLIPT _LOC
0,0000 1.0496 .9911 .1132
• 0052 ,1342 .BOB7 ,5603
.0098 ,0957 ._016 ,5721
• 0200 .0676 ,7950 ,5830
.0500 -.0017 .7813 ,6055
• 0813 -,0971 ,7017 ,6371
,1199 -.1091 .7611 ,6380
• 1796 -._673 .7494 .6506
,2397 -,2046 ,7416 ,6690
.2995 -.2435 .7345 .6801
.3558 -,2840 .7262 .6930
.4193 -,3011 .7231 .6978
.4793 -.3]06 .7200 ,7027
,5394 -.2634 ,7299 .0873
.5994 -.1401 ,7538 ,0497
.6507 .0007 .7525 ,6030
.7_03 .I_27 ._051 .5611
.7743 ,2082 ,8230 .5345
,_394 .2545 ,033_ .5171
.8990 ,2753 .8377 ,5104
,9492 .2306 ._305 ,5231
1,0000 .1675 ._173 ,5457
C01 ,00689 C000R1 ,00662
CDZ ,00580 COCOR2 *00670
C03 ,00679 COCOR3 ,00671
CD4 ,00677 C0C0R4 ,00670
C05 .00664 COCOR5 *00661
SPANW[SE
XlC 71812 CP P*LIPT RLOC
• 0503 -,3375 -*2B47 ,7209 ,6920
,3957 -,3375 -,3023 o7109 ,7109
• 5008 -,3375 *,3807 ,7078 ,7217
• b04B -,3375 -.4006 ,704Z ,7272





X/E C p PeLIPT _LOC
0*0000 ,8R62 ,9587 ,2466
,00_3 -,1395 ,7553 ,6473
*O_R7 -,1548 .75_7 *6546
,0203 -,3155 ,7203 ,7023
.0300 -.4_87 ,6909 .T477
,0400 -,4904 o6P73 .7533
,0608 -,4859 ,6877 .7527
,0800 -,4759 ,_891 .7506
,lOOb -,4_53 .6850 ,7523
,19_7 -.4168 ,6982 ,7300
.2_00 -,4285 .0998 .7340
.2094 -.4205 ,7_OZ .7335
,3407 -.4201 .7020 .7297
,3795 -.4183 .7_28 ,7294
,4201 -,415h ,7051 .7258
.450g -.4338 .7004 ,7311
.499h -._783 .702_ .2302
.5397 -,4323 ,_994 .7346
._Tq5 -.4359 ,_993 .7352
*0197 -,4_79 .7009 .7323
,_9_7 -,3o09 ,7095 ,7190
.7493 -,33_3 ,7190 .7033
,_353 -.2_ ,7404 ,6b13
.87_1 -.1_51 ,7_48 .6321
._Z12 -,OZO0 .7_16 ,bG50
L,O_O_ ,loZ3 .e_b8 ,5465
PT 25,7248 PSI CH ,3533
TT 101.3180 K C_ -.0850




XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 ,8862 ,9587 ,2406
• 0052 .4_08 ,8775 .4370
.0098 ,3_47 ,8553 .4789
• 0200 ,2748 ,_380 ,5099
.0500 ,1486 .8135 ,5522
,0813 *02_0 ,7885 .5938
,1199 -.0032 .7_27 .6033
.1796 -.0776 ,7686 ,6261
.2_97 -.1263 .7595 ,6405
,2995 -.1749 ,7499 .6560
.3598 -.2238 .7402 .6712
,4193 -.2509 .7348 ,679_
.4793 -.2644 .7332 .68Z1
.5394 -.2262 ,7406 ,6?05
,_94 -.1142 ,7640 ,6333
._507 .0239 .7902 ,_909
.7203 .1498 .q154 .5489
.7743 .2728 ._285 .5265
.8394 .268_ ,8377 .5103
• 8qqb .28Z7 ,q406 .5051
,9492 .2382 ,R331 ,51_3
1.0000 .1623 .8168 ,5465
C01 .00b99 CDCOR1 ,00694
C02 ,00690 CDCOR2 .00683
CD3 .00691 COCDR3 ,00685
CD4 .00688 COCOR4 .00582
CD5 ,00680 COCOR5 ,00677
$PAN_[SE
XIC YI812 CP PeEIPT MEOC
,0503 -,3375 -,4616 .6913 .7471
,3957 -.3375 -,4157 ,7029 .7292
.5008 -.3375 -,4287 .7013 .7317
.6048 -,3375 -,4271 ,7012 ,7319











X/C CP PpL/PT NLOC
0.0000 .6073 .90Z9 *3856
• 0C_3 -.4313 ,6960 ,7400
°0097 -°5389 °6758 .7710
• Og03 -.6936 .6449 °8180
°030U -o7531 ,6345 .8346
• 0400 -.73%1 ,6365 o8315
• 0608 -,6B22 ,6%67 .8158
• 0800 -.6%51 .65_6 .8037
• IOOO -,6333 .6569 ,8001
• 19_7 -°5315 ,6794 ,7654
• 2500 -.Suq4 .68Z6 .7606
• 3994 -,49B4 ,6_41 ,7583
• 3402 -,4_IZ ._866 .T546
• 3795 -,4722 ,689Z °750%
• _201 -,4707 ,6e90 ,75_7
• 45_8 -,4819 ,6874 .7533
,4996 -.%765 .6899 .7493
.5397 -.4766 .6691 .7505
o57_5 -o_740 °6905 °7%84
• 6197 -.458% ,6914 .7670
.6598 -°4443 .6g_9 .7416
.6qq7 -.615q ,7005 .7329
• 7493 -.3597 .7103 .7178
.8353 -.ZL1% .7396 .6721
• 8791 -.1111 ,7603 .6393
• 9312 -.0223 ,7773 .6131





XlC CP PpLIPT HLOC
0.0000 .6073 .q029 .3856
• 0052 .7224 .9261 *3335
°0098 .5837 .8984 .3950
.0200 .4505 .8727 .A463
,0500 .3790 ,8379 .5100
• 0813 .1404 .8103 .5577
.1199 ,0928 °8011 .5730
,1796 °0055 °7838 .6015
,3397 -.0541 ,7737 ,6194
°2995 -.1169 .7634 .6359
• 35_8 -.1666 ,7506 .6550
°%193 -.1971 °?438 .665A
.4793 -.3163 .7393 .6736
• 5394 --.1880 .7456 .6627
• 5996 -°0856 ,7655 °6310
• 6537 °0476 o7934 .5873
• 7203 .1713 ._176 .5651
• 7743 ,3385 °8307 .5237
.8396 .2806 °8395 .5073
.8996 .2918 °8405 °5055
o9493 ,2461 ,831B ,5207
1,0000 o1622 ,8153 .5691
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
COL .0071Z CDCOR1 .00709
CD2 .00705 COCOR2 .00697
C03 .00707 C00083 .00699
CD6 .00706 CDCOR& *00701
CD5 .O06qZ COC085 .00689
SPANMISE
XlC YIQI2 CP PtLIPT NLOC
• 0503 -.3375 -.6630 .6483 .8134
,3957 -.3375 -.4736 .6865 .7566
• 5008 -.3375 -.4723 .6878 .7_27
• 6068 -.3375 -.6599 .6803 .7503










X/C CP PpLIPT _LOC
O.UUUO ,219% .8366 .5299
• 0083 -.7695 ,636% .5347
• 0097 -1.0367 °5769 ,9241
• 0203 -1.0981 .5634 °9454
.0300 -1.0643 .569_ .9_53
.04aO -1,0106 ,SeZO .9160
• 06_8 -,89%3 .6U61 .87_5
.0_0_ -°8Z64 ,617J .8616
• 1000 -.7921 .6Z6_ .8474
• 1997 -.6286 ,6590 °7969
°_500 -._845 .668Z ,78Z6
.Z994 -.5703 ,670Z .7797
• 3602 -,5455 .6766 °7?Z9
°3795 -.5_68 °6776 °7683
• 4201 -.5190 ,6798 .7648
°45_8 -.5866 .679_ .7657
.4996 -.5131 ._863 o7641
• 5397 -.51,9_ .68Z7 °7605
• 5795 -°5u37 .6881 °7582
• 6197 -.4877 .6883 .7518
• 65_8 -,4631 .69Z5 ,7458
.6997 -.4360 °6966 ,?390
• 74_3 -.37o0 .7092 .7195
• _353 -°2172 ,7%0_ .670%
.8791 -.1131 ,7619 .6368
• gZIZ -°OZO6 .7793 .6088





X/C CP n_LIPT 8LOC
O.OCO0 °3194 *8266 .5299
,0053 .8957 .9605 .Z809
• 0098 o7453 .9%0% .3Z3Z
• 0200 .5910 *8996 .39Z4
°0500 .39%2 .8609 .4683
°0813 .2635 .8313 °5216
°1199 .1788 .8174 ,5455
• 1796 *077A .7985 .5773
.Z397 .0117 ,7B43 .6005
.2995 -.0516 °7732 .6187
°3588 -.109% .7622 .6363
• %193 -.1466 .7561 o6691
.%793 -.1737 .7_84 .6583
,5394 -.1496 .7526 .6516
.5994 -.05?9 ,7713 .6216
• 6507 .0688 .7969 °5_00
.7203 .1860 °8193 .542Z
.7783 .Z53Z ,8336 .5175
.8394 °zqzz ,8415 .5036
.8996 .3013 .8439 .8995
.949Z ,3506 .8335 °5178
1.0000 .1559 .%61 ,5511
COl .00756 CDCOR1 .00768
C02 .00745 COCOR2 .00785
C03 .00744 CDCO_3 .00736
C(_ °00743 000086 *0073?
C05 .00731 C00085 ,00729
SPAN_[SE
XlC YISIZ CP P*LIPT RLOC
.0500 -.3375 -*8762 .6087 .8744
.3957 -.337_ -.5229 .6798 .7668
• 5008 -.3375 -.5131 .6821 .7612
• 6066 -.3375 -.4935 .6860 .7_54





X/C CP PeL/PT _LOC
O.OGUb -.0_71 .781Z .6¢57
• 0083 -.q_32 ,599Z ._691
• 00_7 -1°3135 .5214 1o01Z8
• 0203 -1.3_85 .516Z 1.0714
• 030C -1.2587 .5326 °9946
,0800 -1.1717 ,5506 .q857
• OoJ_ -L*0158 .5806 .9182
• 0_0 -.9Z67 .59o% .8936
• IvOC -°8726 .6_80 .875_
• 1_97 -.6795 .647Z .8150
.ZSOC -°6330 .6559 .8016
• Z99% -.6_08 °6607 .70%_
.340Z -.5o19 .6655 .786_
.3795 -o561_ °6706 .7789
._Z01 -.5_98 .6733 .7749
• _598 -,5550 °6712 .7781
._996 -°5385 .6739 .7739
• _3o7 -.53Z9 .6785 °773O
• 5795 -.5?73 °6757 °7711
°_197 -.5_8_ ,68U_ .7645
._59_ -.ABIZ °6853 .7565
.6997 -._865 .69Z1 .7458
• 7493 -,3_%7 .7U50 .7_6_
• _353 -.ZZSZ .7366 ,6768
• _791 -,1210 .7_78 ,6433
• gzIZ -.0_8% ,776_ .o135
1.0000 .1_67 °8119 .55_8
OT Z5.7068 PSI CN .6409
TT 101.15%3 K C_ -.0871




X/C CP P_LIPT HLOC
0.0000 -.0071 .7812 .6057
• 0052 .9581 ,9729 .1988
.0098 .8184 .9454 ,28%9
• 0200 °6566 ._IZ? .3644
• 0500 .489A ._7Z1 .8673
• C813 .2914 .8404 .5056
o1199 .2241 .826_ ,5306
.1796 .1153 ,8088 °5667
.2397 .0_35 .7910 .5896
._995 -.0235 .7778 .611%
• 3588 -°0836 ,7654 .6312
.%193 -.1323 ,75?9 .6831
°4793 -°1540 ,75O7 .6586
,5394 -.13ZB .7560 .6462
,5996 -.0450 .7736 .6180
• 65_7 .079C .7_75 .5789
• 7203 °1939 ,8Z01 .5%09
• 7743 ,Z588 ,_3Z8 ,519C
.839% .Z970 ._05 .5054
.8996 .3052 .8423 .5021
.9492 .2528 ,"31B .5207
1°0000 °1867 ._119 .5548
C01 .00769 C0C081 *00761
CDZ .00766 COCORZ .00756
CD3 .00761 COC0_3 °0075Z
CD% .00757 CDC084 °00751
005 .00738 C0C085 .00735
8PAN_ISE
XlC YISI_ CP P*LIPT NLOC
°0500 -,3375 -.9998 .5851 .9111
• 3957 -,3375 -.5590 *6720 .7768
,5008 -.3375 -.5393 .6763 .7738
,6048 -.3375 -.5194 .6856 .7559






x/C CP P_LIPT HLOC
0,0000 -,2248 ,7378 ,0750
.0083 -1.1238 o55gl ,9522
,OOg? -1.7_57 ,4408 1.1500
°0203 -1,5600 ,4721 1,0954
,0300 -1.4071 ,4889 1,0667
• 0400 -1.3422 ,5150 1,U233
• 0608 -1.1321 ,5507 ,9561
• 0800 *L.0244 ,5801 .9191
• 1000 -,9552 ,5921 ,9003
,1997 -.7273 ,6390 ,8276
• 2500 -,b??O .6485 ,8131
,2994 -,6480 ,6540 .8045
• 3402 -o0128 ,b017 ,7927
.3795 -.5902 ,6_47 ,7880
• 4201 -,5740 .6705 ,77g2
• 4598 -,5770 ,6683 .7826
.4gg6 -,5621 *b73& ,7744
• 5397 -,5505 .6746 ,7729
,5795 -,5415 .6749 ,7725
.6197 -,5213 ,6784 .7071
• 0598 -,495G ,6846 ,7574
,6997 -*45gg .6936 ,7430
• 7493 -,3922 ,7002 .7242
• 8353 -,2293 .7375 ,6754
• 8791 -,1204 .?bO? *6386
,9212 -*0303 .7700 *0109
1,0000 , 424 ,8121 .5540
PT 25*7237 PSl CN .6993
TT 1C1.0967 K CM -,0870




X/C CP PeL/PT MLOC
0.0000 -,2248 .7378 °6750
,0052 1,0085 .9829 .1576
.0098 .8790 *957Z .251A
• 0200 °7150 ,9242 ,3381
• 0500 .4959 .8808 .4304
,0813 .3403 *8498 .480?
• 1199 *2637 .8354 .5144
• 179& *1518 .8124 .5541
.2397 .0761 ,7968 .5802
,2995 *0092 ,7850 .5995
.3588 -.0572 .7715 .6214
.4193 -*0972 .7&34 *b344
.4793 -.1293 .7576 *6437
,5394 -.1137 ,7596 *6405
• 5994 -*0279 .7785 .6101
,b507 .0905 .8008 .5734
• 7203 .2011 ,5241 ,5341
.7743 *2668 .8363 .5120
,8394 .3027 ,8427 .5016
• 8996 ,3005 ,8431 ,5007
,9492 ,2567 *8338 .5172
1.0000 ,1424 *8121 *5540
C01 *00303 COCOR1 *00799
C02 ,00787 CDCORE .00775
CD3 ,00785 COCOR3 ,00773
C04 .00781 CDCOR4 ,00773
C05 *00748 CDCOR5 *00744
SPkN_ISE
XlE YI812 CP PeLIPT _LOC
*050: -.3375 -1.1L46 .5621 ,9474
,3957 -,3375 -,58b6 .6076 ,7837
.5008 -.3375 -.5582 ,6725 .7760
*6048 -*3375 -*5270 ,6801 ,7644





XIC CP PeLIPT _LOC
0.0000 -.4274 .0985 .7361
*0083 -1.2755 .5304 ,9983
,0097 -1*9859 *3921 1,2402
*0Z03 -2.0130 ,3842 1.2553
*0300 -1.8730 ,4134 1*19g0
*0400 -1,6250 *4550 1*1249
,0608 -1*1977 *5458 *9735
*OBO0 -1,0922 *_640 ,9444
.1000 -1,0217 *5767 ,9244
.1997 -,7777 .6287 ,8435
,2500 -*?085 ,6441 ,8197
,29_4 -.6736 ,6488 .8125
*3402 -*6338 .057L *7998
*3795 -.6117 .6032 .7905
,4201 -.5948 *6652 ,7873
,4598 -,5854 *6047 *7882
*4990 *.5600 *&714 *7778
*5397 -*5b52 ,6701 *7798
*5795 -.5553 ,6713 *77?9
.0197 -.5240 *&7b8 ,7098
*6598 -.4965 .682U .7615
.6997 -,4585 .6916 ,T4b7
*7493 -.3800 ,7037 .7281
,8353 -*2242 .74U0 *0715
.8791 -.1158 *7bib *0373
*9212 -,02Zb .7299 *_GTq
hO000 .1402 *8121 ,5545
PT 25,7240 PSI CN ,7510
TT 100.5290 K CH -.0835




X/C CR P_LIPT 8LOC
0.0000 -*4274 *6985 ,7361
*0052 1.0451 ,9904 .1175
,0098 .9278 .9670 ,2198
,0200 *7070 ,9354 .3310
*0500 *5429 *86g3 ,4136
.0813 ,3812 ,_587 *4725
.1399 *3043 ,9424 *5023
*3796 .1855 .8181 .5444
*2397 .1072 .8040 .5682
.2995 *0342 ,7898 *5937
,3588 -*0322 *7777 .6114
,4193 -*0738 ,7679 .6271
,4?93 -.1073 .7616 *6373
,5394 -*0952 *7652 .6315
,5g94 -.0154 .7801 .6075
.6507 .1033 *8023 .5713
,7203 .2329 ,8259 .5310
.7743 .2701 .9362 .5131
.8394 *3056 .8428 .5014
.8996 .3130 .8438 .4990
,9492 *2583 ,8328 ,5190
1,0000 .1402 .8121 *5545
CD1 *00823 COCOR1 *00314
CD2 *00822 CDCOR2 *00810
C03 *00824 COCOR3 *00813
C04 .00803 COCOR4 .00798
C05 *00772 COCOR5 .00769
SPAN_ISE
XIC YIBI2 CP PeL/PT HLOC
*0500 -.3375 -1*1709 .5543 *9602
*3957 -,3375 -.6005 .6647 .7882
,5008 -*3375 -*5708 *6692 .7812
*6048 -.3375 -*5340 ,6308 .7633





XlC CP PeLIPT _LOC
0*0000 -*bOOO .6639 .7893
.0083 -1,3805 .5091 3.0333
*0097 -2*3759 .3520 1.3200
,0203 -2*22_7 .3382 1.3491
*0300 -2.1772 *3443 1*3363
*GAO0 -2.2102 .3373 1.3509
.G608 -1.4_23 ,4870 1.070G
,_80G -1.099_ ,Sbbb ,9404
,1030 -1,C403 .5736 ,9291
.1997 -,8_.47 ,6220 .8538
*2500 -.7_38 *6323 *8378
*2994 -,70b7 .6414 .8239
.3402 -*bbb_ .0515 ,8_84
,5795 -.6384 ,6532 ,8058
*_201 -.6194 ,6585 .T979
.45_8 -,6175 .6585 .7976
,499b -,5087 .bbU_ ,7939
*5397 -,5796 *6046 ,7882
,5795 -.570_ ,6_98 .7803
.big? -.5349 .6721 ,775_
*bSQP -.5v42 ._799 ,7e_7
,bgq7 -,4646 ,6884 ,7515
,7_3 -,4048 ,7012 .7339
,8353 -,Z_4_ ,7350 ,_792
o8793 -*11b3 ,7bU9 ,6383
*92L2 -.OZ_5 *7763 .6135
OT 25,7107 PS[ CN .8031
TT 1_1,089_ K C_ -.0814




X/C CP P_LIPT ML_C
0.0000 -*6000 *66_9 .7893
.0052 l°ObSfi ,9944 *0897
,00_8 .9570 ,9726 *2000
• 0200 .8080 ,9425 *2920
,0500 ,5791 *8964 *3990
• 0813 .4193 ,8044 *4020
.3199 *3390 ._510 .4806
.1790 .2159 *8245 ,5334
• 2997 ,1326 *8063 *5646
.2995 ,0570 .7935 .5855
• 3588 -.0112 ,778_ *6090
,4193 -,0536 ,7714 .6215
,4793 -.0916 ,7053 .0334
• 5394 -.082_ .7645 .6329
• 5994 -,0072 ,7803 .b071
.6537 .3040 *8024 *5?08
.72_3 .2181 *_233 *5354
• 7743 *?Tg2 *9360 *5123
.85_4 .3091 .8442 .4987
,8g90 .3130 *_42_ .5012
,9_97 *2537 *_336 .5211
1.0000 ,12_4 ,R091 *5590
C01 ,00956 CDCORI .00945
CD2 *00963 COCOR2 .00949
C03 ,00957 COCORS *00945
C04 ,00934 CDCOR4 *00924
C05 ,00894 COCOR5 *00889
$P&N_SE
XIC YI812 CP P_LIPT NLOC
*0503 -.3375 -h7792 .4216 1,3847
*3957 -,3375 -*6251 .6563 *8009
.5008 -,3375 -*5928 *6633 ,7903
,6048 -,3375 -,5442 ,6710 ,7784











XIC CP PPLIPT MLOC
0.0000 -.9032 .6001 *8877
.0083 -1.4995 °4608 1.0803
*0097 -Z.4168 *Z934 1.4499
.0203 -2*5300 .Z785 1.4862
.0300 -Z*50ZZ .2819 1.4778
*0_00 -2.4863 *2864 1.4668
*0608 -2.3706 *3038 1.4255
°0600 -1*9663 *3936 1.2371
.I030 -1.4349 .4931 1.0597
.1997 -*8363 *6186 .8591
.2500 -*7732 ,6268 .8464
*Z994 -.744Z .633Z *8365
.340Z -.6999 *6_ZO *8230
.3?95 -*6TZ8 *b490 .812Z
*AZOI -.6497 .6532 .8057
._598 -.6_46 *bbZ5 .8068
.4996 -.6160 *6586 .7975
.8397 -.598Z .6587 .7973
.5795 -.5831 *8688 *7863
*b197 -.5544 °6732 .7750
*6598 -*§IZZ .68_6 .7637
.6997 -. 650 *6884 .7516
.7493 -*3833 *70Z? .7Z96
.8333 -*ZEb4 °7384 *6771
.8791 -*1190 .759_ ,6405
.9Z12 -*0325 .7755 *blSO





XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
O*OOOO -.9032 .6001 .8877
*O05Z 1,0829 .997_ *0614
.00_8 1.0148 .9841 .1517
*0200 .8819 .9575 *Z505
*0500 .6491 *9106 .3690
*0813 .4919 ._7B? .4346
.1109 .3997 ,aGEA .4656
*1796 .2741 ,8355 .5143
.239T .1855 .8179 .5447
.Z995 *1030 *8O4Z *5677
.3588 *0343 .7881 .5944
.4198 -*Ol?b .7791 *6090
,4793 -*0579 .7700 *6?37
*5394 -*0498 *?TZT .6198
.5994 .0166 .7857 .5983
*6507 .1233 *8059 .5649
.7733 .Z273 .876R .5?93
.7743 .?_76 *5368 .5119
.8394 *3168 .8451 .4973
.89q6 .3150 .8455 *4964
,949? .2539 .8329 ,5188
1.0000 .1211 .8070 .5631
ORmClNAL rS
OF POOR QUALITY
C01 .01581 COCOR1 .01513
C02 .01538 COCOR? *01506
C03 .01526 COCOR8 ,01499
C04 *01469 COCOR4 .01451
C05 .01440 COC085 *01430
SPANWISE
XIC YI812 CP P,LIPT MLOC
• 0500 -.3375 -2.0648 .3789 1.2755
• 3957 -*3375 -*6704 .6477 .814Z
• 5008 -.3375 -.6117 .6591 .7966
,6048 -.3378 -,5598 *bbgZ .7811





XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0*0000 -1.?Z68 .5473 .9790
• 0083 -1.81b0 *4655 1.1066
• 0097 -Z.6757 .2480 1.5656
• OZ03 -Z*?Sb9 .2355 l,bOO6
• 0300 *?.7691 .Z4?I 1.5819
• 0400 -2.6746 .Z574 1.5404
• Oh08 -2*6348 *2600 1.5334
• 0800 -?.3771 .3117 1.4086
• I000 -1.7q21 .43Z7 1.Ib44
• 19q7 -,9781 *5973 .8921
• 2500 -.788? .6304 .8408
• 2994 -.7Z65 .6353 .8333
• 3402 -°7088 .643? .8?ii
• 3795 -.681b *6473 *8148
• _ZOI -.6607 .6537 .8049
.4_98 -*b507 *6550 *80Zq
,4996 -.6_3 .66U5 °7945
• 5397 -.5_35 *bb75 .7837
• 5795 -.5739 .6735 .77_5
• b197 -.5421 *6735 .7745
• b598 -.4978 .6846 ,7574
• b997 -.4_84 ,694Z *7426
• 7493 -.3742 *7085 .7?05
• R353 -,2110 .7430 *6667
• 87_1 -.1148 *7635 *b342
• gZIZ -,0363 *7775 .8110
1.0000 *0_66 .8G89 .568Z
PT 25.7134 PSI CN *9953
TT 1C1.8422 K CH -,0637




XIC CP PeL/PT HLOC
0.0000 -1.??68 .54Z3 .9790
• 005? 1.0843 *99?9 .0549
• 0098 1.0464 .9905 .1171
°OZO0 *9334 *968? .2139
• 0500 *7062 *9237 *339?
• 0R13 *5455 .8911 *4099
• 1199 *4536 .8729 .R458
.1796 .3189 .8t?8 .4924
• ?397 .2290 .8E96 .5Z45
.Z995 .1479 .8115 *5555
• 3588 *0708 *795Z .5761
.4193 ,OZ?O .7851 ,5993
• 4793 -*0276 *7780 .6108
.5394 -*03Z9 .7781 ,6138
• 5994 *03Z8 .7906 *5903
• 6507 ,1345 ,8103 ,5575
• 7203 .Z340 .8301 *5?37
• 7743 .2900 *R416 *5033
• 8394 ,3166 .8480 ,49Z0
.8996 *3128 .8_40 .4991
• 949Z ,Z485 .85E4 .5196
1.0000 .0966 .8039 *5682
C01 .OZ5ZO CDCOAI *02906
C02 *02511 CDCORZ .02490
CD3 .02049 COCOA8 *02029
CD4 *02449 CDCOR4 *0Z437
CD8 .02384 CDCOR5 *02375
SPANM|SE
XlC YIBIZ CP P*LIPT HLOC
• 0503 -.3375 -2.2756 .3304 1.3650
• 3957 -.3375 -.679Z .6525 .8069
.5008 -*3375 -.6183 .6640 .7890
• 6048 -.3375 -.5506 .6762 *7704





XIC CP P_LIPT HLOC
0.0000 -1.¢038 *SUE1 1.0447
*0083 -1.6368 .4556 1.1238
*00q7 -Z.8627 .?195 1.6478
.0203 -Z.8795 *Zlll 1.6740
*0300 -2.8Z76 .2239 1.6347
.0400 -Z*?Z43 *7446 1.5751
._08 -?.3023 ,3217 1,3848
*0800 -1.9948 *3858 1.2521
.1000 -1.8937 ,4045 1*Z165
*1997 -L.3_21 .51_2 1*0246
*Z500 -l.081Z .5695 .9356
.2994 -.8974 .60U9 .8866
.3_02 -.7H23 .6?31 .8522
,3795 -.7107 .6_06 .825?
.4201 -.6550 .6483 ,8133
*_598 -.6126 .6547 .8035
.4996 -.57Z4 .6631 .7906
.5397 -.544Z .6725 .7762
05705 -.5160 .6797 .7_58
.6197 -._07 *6853 .7564
.b598 -.435Z .6959 .7401
*Oqq7 -.3800 .7C1_ .7807
.7498 -.3Z74 .7175 .7_66
.B353 -.1910 .743? *6664
*H791 -*1311 .7556 .646q
.9?12 -*0801 .7628 ,635_
l*O_O_ -.0194 .7799 .0079
PT 25.7137 PSI CN 1.0397
7T 100.4677 K C N -.0538




XIC CP P,LIPT _LOC
0.0000 -1,4038 *SOZl 1.0447
*O05Z 1.0858 .9_85 .0467
,0098 1.0675 *9947 .0875
.O?O0 .9597 *9734 ,1969
*0500 .7419 *9304 .3234
*0818 .5872 .8986 *3945
.1199 *4883 .8795 .4331
.1796 *3573 .8_31 ,48Z9
.239? *2559 .9317 .5709
*Z995 *I?3Z *_171 *5461
*3588 *0_95 .801? *57?7
.4193 .0316 .7869 .5964
.4793 -.0185 .7763 .6136
.5394 -*0288 *7763 .6137
.5994 *0320 .7363 *5974
*6507 .13Z3 .8052 °5661
.7203 *Z296 *8?50 .53?5
,77_3 *2796 ,8371 .5116
.8394 .2982 .5414 .5039
._996 *?866 .8386 *5089
,949? .1953 *_Z13 °5390
i*0000 -.0184 *7799 *6070
CDI .04655 COCOA1 .04621
CDZ .04548 COCOA2 .04507
CD3 *0Z?31 CDCOR3 .02200
CD4 .04093 COCOR4 *040T2
C05 *0385_ CDCOR5 .03843
SPAN_iSE
XlC YI812 CP P_LIPT RLOC
• 0503 -*3375 -Z.285? .3240 1.3799
• 3957 -*3375 -.6848 .6429 *8217
• 5008 -.3375 -.5873 .6614 .793Z
.6048 -.3375 -._OZO .6820 .761_
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X/C" CP PpL/PT _LOC
O.O00C 1,0681 .9951 *0543
• 0083 .6513 .9131 .3_36
• 0097 .6637 .9155 .3582
• 0203 *4088 .8657 .*598
• 0300 *1q28 ,8824 ,5374
• 0400 .1103 .8061 *5652
• 0608 °0162 .7978 .5955
• 0800 -.0356 .7773 .6125
• 1000 -.0920 .7666 .6297
.199T -.1739 o7516 .b537
• ZEOG -.Z047 .74§7 .6630
.2994 -.2339 .7393 .6732
• 3402 -.2379 .7382 .6749
• 37q5 -.8516 .7369 .6?_9
• 4801 -.2647 ,7333 .6826
.4598 -.2996 .7270 .6926
,4996 -*2983 .7273 .6921
°539T -.3184 .7231 .6985
.5795 -.3366 .7190 .7050
• 6197 -.3389 .719_ .7063
.6_98 -.3349 .7198 .7_37
.6997 -.3868 o7231 .6986
.7493 -.8863 .7290 .6909
• 8353 -.1784 .7510 .6548
.8791 -.086* .7685 .6267
• 9212 -*0078 .T851 .5999
_.O_OG .1858 .8Z29 .5366
PT 6'.3877 PSI CN .0118
TT 112.7825 K CN -*0840




X/C CP P_L/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.0681 .99§1 .0843
• 0052 -.8870 .6106 *8725
• OOQ8 °*6307 .6617 *?935
• OZO0 -*4640 .6829 *7*56
• 0500 -.3430 .7166 *?086
.0813 -.3800 *7097 .7196
• 1199 -.3486 .7168 *?084
.1796 -*3586 .7142 .7125
.2397 -.36_0 .7142 .7115
,8995 -.3833 .7106 .7181
• 3598 -.H125 .70_0 .7267
• 61_3 -.4150 *7037 *7887
.4793 -*4048 *705* *?262
• 5394 -.3405 *71% .70_1
• 599* -*Z030 *7454 *6636
• 6507 -*0403 .7778 .6118
• 7203 .1043 .8068 ,5649
,7783 .1871 *8223 *5376
.8394 *8407 *8325 .5200
• 8996 .2618 .8378 .5117
• 9492 .Z355 ,8318 .5812
1.0000 .18_8 .8229 *5366
CD1 .00632 ¢DCOR1 .00688
CDZ *00633 COCOe2 *00625
CO3 *00626 CDCOR3 .00621
C04 .00627 CDCOR4 *00621
CO5 .0Q606 COC085 .00603
SPANNZSE
XIC YIBI2 CP PJLIPT HLOC
*0503 -.3378 .0129 .7895 .5927
.3957 -.3378 -.2568 .7375 .6760
._008 -.3375 -.30_4 .7269 .6925
.60,8 -.3375 -.3331 *7220 .7003





XlC CP P_L/PT NLOC
0°0000 1.0566 .9985 .1043
.0083 *2478 .8341 .517_
*0097 .1S03 .8150 .5500
*0203 -*0348 .7784 .6108
*0300 -*ZZ_8 .7395 .6729
*0400 -.2790 .7303 .6873
.0608 -.3149 *7235 .b979
.0800 -.3302 .7194 .7044
.1000 -.3616 .7147 .7117
.1997 -.357_ .7149 .7115
*8500 -.3629 .7141 .7127
.2994 -.3748 .7105 .7182
.3402 *.3675 *71Z3 .7154
.3795 -.3710 .7117 .7166
.4201 -.3746 .711_ .7169
.4598 -.3993 *7U76 .7228
.4996 -.3988 *7_93 *7Z00
.5397 -.4088 .705_ .7253
.5795 -.4123 .70'1 .7282
.6197 -.*I14 .7046 .727_
.6598 -.3953 .7066 .724Z
.0997 -.3768 .7118 .7162
.7693 -*3350 .7193 .7045
.8353 -.ZOZ1 .7451 .6641
.8791 -.104' *76_8 .6332
.9812 -.01bZ .7810 .6066
1.0000 .1807 .8218 .5384
PT 64.3917 PSI CN .2546
TT 112.3804 K CM -*0879




X/C CP PpL/PT NLOC
0,0000 1.0546 .9Q25 .10'3
.0058 .1780 *8193 ,5428
*0098 .1162 .8080 o5618
.0200 *0?37 *7992 .5766
.0500 .0132 .T877 *5955
.0813 -.0913 .767_ .6885
.1199 -.1088 .7642 *6336
.1796 -.16'5 .753. .6510
.2397 -.2013 .7466 .6618
.2995 -.2383 *7383 .674E
.3588 -*2827 *7298 .6881
.4193 -*2985 .7256 *6947
*4793 -.3072 .7282 *6970
.539_ -*2687 *7330 ,6831
.5994 -*1829 .7_69 *6453
.6507 .0060 .7870 ,5968
.7203 .1488 .8135 *5526
*7743 .2188 .8283 ._273
.8394 .2671 *8376 .5110
.8996 .2889 .8409 ,5051
.9.9_ .2492 ,8336 .5179
1.0000 .1807 .8218 *538*
C01 .00615 COC081 .00610
C02 *00613 COC082 *00602
CO3 .00617 COCOR3 .00612
CD_ .00612 COCOR4 .00602
CO5 .00602 COCOR5 .00597
SPANNZSE
XIC YIB/Z CP P_LIPT MLOC
• 0503 -.3375 -.2105 .7442 .6655
.3957 -.3375 -°3702 .7135 .7135
.5008 -.3375 -.3969 .707_ .7229
• 6048 -.3375 -.4074 .7061 .7251





X/C CP PeLIPT RLOC
0.0000 .8788 .9577 .2500
.0083 -.1354 .7578 .6439
.0097 -.1970 .7455 .663_
• 0803 -.3413 *7165 .7089
.0300 -.4913 .6873 *7541
.0400 -.S_gq .6846 *7583
.0608 -,5038 *6861 .7560
• 0800 -.49'3 .6862 .7558
.1000 -.5088 *6834 *7602
.1997 -.4521 .6962 .7,04
• 2500 -._437 .6977 .738U
.2994 -.4,97 *6973 .7387
• 3_08 -.4311 *7C03 ,7340
.3795 -.4889 *7CU3 .73'1
• '201 -._261 *7_11 *7328
.4598 -.4_59 .6955 *7415
.*996 -.4367 ,6995 .7353
• 5397 -.4*66 *6_65 .7399
.579S -.4_98 .6966 .73_7
• 6197 -.'402 *696' .7402
.6598 -.4_5U .6995 .T353
.6997 -.4017 .7056 .7259
.7403 -*3.81 .7153 .7108
• 8353 -.ZU89 .7**Z *6656
• _791 -.luEO .7635 .63_8
.9212 -*0197 .7807 .6070
l.OuO_ .1796 .8197 ,5421
PT 64.3988 PSI CN .3717
TT 112.2.75 K CN -.0885




XlC CP P_LIPT NLOC
O.OOOO *8788 .9577 .2500
*0052 .5C32 .8838 **253
.OO98 .3895 *86O9 *_68_
.C200 .8840 .8_03 .5062
.0500 .1599 .8164 *54?7
.0813 .03*7 ,7919 .5886
.1199 .0012 .7841 .6015
.1796 -*0775 .?686 *6867
*2397 -.1240 .7596 .8411
.2995 -.1723 .7512 .6544
.3588 -.2281 .7413 .6700
.4193 -.Z456 ,7374 .6763
**793 -.2601 *7339 .6817
*5394 -*2234 .7407 .6710
,5994 -.1118 *?8Zq *6357
.6507 .0291 .7894 *5929
.7_03 .1580 ,8163 *5479
.77*3 .2324 .8303 ,5238
.83O* *2777 .8397 .5O73
.8996 *8989 .8414 .5048
.9_92 *25*5 .8339 .5175
1.0000 .1796 .8197 .5481
C01 .00623 CDCOE1 .00619
CD2 .00623 C0C082 .00618
CD3 .00680 COCOR3 .00613
CO4 *00623 C0C084 .00618
C05 .00608 COCO85 *00607
SPANMISE
XIC Y/818 CP P_LIPT _LOC
• 0503 -.3373 -.3585 .714Z .7124
.3957 -.3375 -.4Z87 .6993 .7358
• 5005 -.3375 -.4438 .6978 .7389
.6048 -.3375 -.4434 .6966 .7398






X/C CP P,L/PT MLOC
0.0000 .5731 .8_83 .3954
o0U83 -.4381 *7004 *7339
*0097 -*SqT1 *bb?7 *7843
*0203 -.7177 .6438 .8211
*0300 -*7RZO *0320 *8383
.0400 -.7590 *6301 *8330
*0608 -*TbSR *6454 *8180
*0800 -*0678 *0538 *BOb7
.1000 -*6573 *b880 *7984
*1997 -.5_85 *0767 *7705
*2500 -*5840 *6883 *7619
*ZRg_ -*§Z01 .6831 *7006
°3402 -.4965 .6884 *7524
*3795 -.4804 *bO_L *7_29
*_ZOI -.4_00 ,6qob .7491
.4508 -*4953 *6884 .7524
*4qqb -.4798 .b910 *74T5
,53_7 -,4E16 *6899 .7501
.5795 -.4865 ,0881 *7528
.blq7 -.4T03 *bRZ_ *7408
*6588 -.4493 *0978 *7388
*bgq7 -.4835 .7015 .?3ZE
.7k93 -*3088 .7133 *7138
*83_3 -.2183 ,7415 .0698
.8791 -.1128 *7019 .6374
.9_1Z -*0Z09 .7803 *bUTT
1.0000 .173_ ,8192 .5430
PT 04.397Z PSI CN .4874
TT 112*1049 K CN -*OBql




XIC CP P,L/PT MLOC
u*O000 .5731 .8_83 *3954
*O05Z *7504 *8326 .3181
,0088 .b034 .9030 .3842
,0200 .4038 *8765 *4398
*0500 .2951 *8433 *5009
,0813 .1507 .814Z .5514
*1189 .1003 .5044 *5679
.1796 .0075 .?BB3 *5946
*8397 -.0518 *7757 .6151
*2995 -.1075 *?035 ,6348
.35_8 -.1627 *7534 .6510
.4193 -.1829 *7474 *bbO§
.4T93 -.2144 .T437 .6063
.5394 -.1839 .747_ *0598
*5894 -.0834 .TbBb *6867
*653? *0499 *7854 .5830
,7203 *1750 *BZ01 .5413
.7743 .ZbT3 *8334 .5184
.8394 *ZBOZ .8412 ,5046
,8990 .3010 *8439 *4897
*_492 .85Q5 ,R364 .5131
1.0000 .1T34 .8192 *5430
COl *00649 COCOR1 *00646
C02 *00047 COCOR2 *00639
CO3 .00745 CDCOR3 *00739
C04 *00643 ODCOR4 *00039
¢05 .OObZ4 COCOR5 ,OObZ3
SPANWISE
XlC YIBIZ CP PpLIPT MLOO
• 0500 -*33?5 -.5Z28 .6811 .T63?
• 3957 -°3375 -*4840 .6892 *T513
°5008 -,33?5 "*4848 *6888 .7519
• 6048 -.3375 -*4T3Z .0910 .7484





RIO CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.00_0 *1804 *8819 .5383
*00_3 -*7528 *b374 .831_
.OUq7 -1*1107 *5670 .qbOfl
*GZ_3 -1.1415 .5605 .9511
,0300 -1.1131 .5678 ,9390
*_400 -1*0_58 .5P01 *QZ01
.0008 -*9848 *bOZb .8849
*0800 -.8490 *b178 *8013
*1000 -*8800 *0230 *85Z3
*I997 -*b_55 *b592 .7974
.2500 -.6_80 ,0653 *?BOO
,Zg04 -*5801 *0078 .7843
,3408 -.5893 *b73q *7748
*37_5 -.5_40 *6780 *7075
.4Z01 -.5308 *bBOb *7644
,_598 -.5_27 .0778 .7088
*4980 -.52_4 .6810 *7038
*5397 -*5238 .6_Ib *Tb3G
*8795 -*5813 *0818 *7630
.6197 -.5030 *6847 .7588
*b5_8 -*4770 *b88b .7521
,6997 -.4454 *0959 *7408
*7_93 -,3850 .T082 .7218
.83_3 -.ZZSO *738_ ,0739
,8791 -*lLbg *760Z .b401
.9812 -*OZZ9 *7792 *0095
1*uO00 *ibg9 .8173 ,8462
PT 04*39_8 PSI CN *6010
IT 11Z*0471 K C_ -,089Z




X/C CP P*L/PT MLOC
0,0000 .1864 *8819 .5383
*OGSZ .9143 *8648 *Z2?Z
*0098 *7787 ,8370 *3078
.OZO0 *bOq5 *q053 ,3807
*0500 *4093 *8058 *4597
.0813 ,2547 .8348 .5158
.1199 ,1878 ,8819 *5383
.1?90 ,0637 .8014 .5730
.8397 *0150 *?888 ,5938
*2095 -.0471 *7765 *6138
.35_8 -.1G77 .?638 *6344
.4193 **141_ *7562 *6405
.4793 -.1704 *7500 *0554
*5394 -,1483 *T563 .6403
*599_ -*0548 .7748 *6170
.0507 .0715 *7985 .5774
*7203 .1940 *OZZ2 .5378
.7743 *2011 ,8301 .5137
*83_4 *Z_88 .8431 .5013
.@990 *3O92 .8451 *4977
.949P *2638 *8355 .5147
1.0009 .1699 .8173 *8402
C01 *00093 COOOR1 *OObqO
COZ *OObBq CDCOR2 *00684
C03 .01123 COCOR3 *01118
CO4 .00689 COCOR4 *00687
C05 *00664 COCOR5 *00669
SPANWISE
XIC YIBIZ CR P,LIPT MLOC
*0503 -.3375 -*?084 *b430 .8Z24
.3957 -.3375 -.5385 *bT58 .7719
.5008 -.3375 -*5Z85 *6788 .7673
*6048 -.3375 -,5067 ,6849 .7579





XlC CP P*LIPT NLOC
0,0_00 -*0¢17 .7764 *6140
*00_8 -.9_5? *bOER *8853
.0_97 -1*4088 ,5U_8 1.03_3
*0803 -1*3P07 ._10_ 1*0321
._300 -1*300_ .520_ 1*005_
.0_00 -1,Z091 ._84 .970_
,0608 -1. _ZO ,5_01 .9801
.U_b -.9_48 .5_85 ,8914
.1000 -*9_Z? .b083 *_?bb
.1997 -.b_95 .b_38 .8217
,_0 -*0510 .0551 .803_
.8_02 -*8_Z6 .6008 *7858
.37_5 -.5734 .07_7 .7798
*_Z01 -,5888 ,6?27 *770_
,_8 -.5075 .6717 *7783
._QRb --.5437 *6700 .7717
*_307 -.8_28 ,077_ .71_3
._?95 -._307 ,07_ .TbR4
,_L_7 -*5160 .6881 .7_21
.6_98 -*_93 ,089O .7516
._Q_7 -._5_8 ,0949 .748_
,74_ -,3_93 ,7_7_ ,?223
.e353 -,2?83 ,7398 .b734
._791 -*1198 ,?bit ,6370
._12 -.OZ_O .7788 .608_
1,bOb0 .1_o0 .elBl ,8447
PT b4,30bb PSI CN *6590
TT 112.0039 K C_ -,0888




X/C CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 -,0417 .7704 .6140
,005_ ,_753 *_70_ ,1839
,0098 .8388 .9497 .2733
.0200 *0753 .91?8 .3538
.0500 .4611 .ATbl .4401
*0_13 *3O38 ,_44_ .4983
*1199 .2313 .8301 ,5840
*lTqb *1700 .8090 .5003
,2397 ,04O4 *7939 .5854
*8995 -.0178 *?789 .6100
.35_8 -*O_EO *?677 *_281
.8193 -°1174 ,7608 .0402
.4798 -,1490 *7544 .6494
*5384 -.1303 *_58_ ,6433
._994 -.0414 .775_ ,6159
*6507 .0829 *8002 .5751
.7_03 .2017 *_34 *835?
.7743 *2675 *8378 .5117
,8394 *_049 ._44_ ,499Z
.89_5 .3133 *8459 .4963
.9492 .2051 .8_72 .5110
1.0000 ,1606 .8181 ,544?
C01 *00703 COCORI *00698
CDZ *00715 COCOE2 *0070?
C03 *00950 COCOR3 ,00945
C04 *00700 COCOR4 *00697
CO5 *OObTb COCOR5 *OObT3
SP&NWISE
X/C YIEIZ OR PeL/PT NLOC
*050_ -.3375 -.8050 *bZ7B *B45S
,3957 -.3375 -*_046 *0739 *7748
.5008 -.5375 -.5499 *6776 *?b91
,b048 *.33?5 -*5800 *0638 .7595











XlC- CP PeLIPT _LOC
0.0000 -*2611 .T329 *6833
*0083 -1.I099 *5656 *9630
*0097 -1.7764 .4317 1.167T
o0Z03 -1.b954 .4471 1.1402
*0300 -1.§140 °4847 1.0752
*U40_ -1.3O54 .5121 1.b294
*Ob08 -1.1555 .5553 *9594
°0800 -1*0384 .5759 .92b?
,I_00 -.981b .5889 ,9064
.1997 -.7450 .6372 .8314
,2500 -.688? *64bZ .8176
*2996 -*6602 .bSlq *8087
.3402 -*5225 ,6b17 *7937
.3795 -.5998 ,6668 °7858
o4201 -,5812 .A677 *7844
.4598 -,5899 ,Abb5 .78A3
*%996 -.5A37 .A72Z .7775
.5397 -.5597 *6719 *7779
.5795 -.5548 .A715 .T785
*6197 -.532U *A703 .7A81
°6598 -.4999 ,6844 ,7586
.bqq7 -*4619 .693_ .7440
*7493 -*3935 *7056 .7258
.8353 -.2321 .7387 .A742
.8791 -.1205 *7601 *A403
,9212 -*0237 .7789 .6101





X/C CP P_LIPT NLOC
0.0000 -*ZAll .73Z9 *A833
*0052 1.0198 °9853 .14A0
*0098 ,8907 *9597 .2439
,0200 *7280 .9277 ,3300
*0500 °5080 ,8837 .4251
.0813 .3470 .5523 .4846
.11_9 *2717 .8364 .5131
*17_6 .1551 .8140 .5518
*2397 .0785 .7991 .5768
.2995 .0093 .7860 .5984
.3588 -*0543 .7720 *bEll
.4193 -.0934 .7666 .6335
.4793 -.1292 .7_89 *6422
.5394 -.113b .T625 *A3A5
.5994 -.OZAO .7778 .6118
.6507 *0932 .8018 .5724
.7203 ,2088 .82_9 .5331
.7743 .2749 .8375 ,5112
.8394 .3097 .843T .5002
.8996 .3155 .8460 .4961
.9492 .2A80 .9365 .5130
I*0000 *Ib12 .8155 *5493
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
CO1 .00725 COCOR1 *00713
C02 .00742 COCOR2 *00726
C03 *0160A COCOR3 .01593
CD4 .00715 COCOR4 .00705
C05 .00684 CDCOR5 *00680
SPAN_ISE
X/C YI81Z CP P_L/PT NLOC
*0500 -.3375 -.9093 .6040 .8828
.3957 -.3375 -,5910 .6677 .7843
.5008 -.3375 -.56T0 .6716 .7784
.6048 -.3375 -.534fl .679T .7A59





X/C CP PeLIPT NLOC
O*O00O -.4734 .6915 .7476
*0083 -1.2730 .5341 .9934
.OGg? -2.0327 *3863 1*2527
.0203 -2.G8_8 .3730 1.2790
,030C -1.9624 .4037 1*2195
*0400 -1.7721 °6377 1.1569
*0608 -1,2007 .5483 .9705
,0800 -1.1059 .5673 .9402
.1000 -1.0493 .5798 *9207
*_997 --*784_ .6291 .06_8
.2500 -.7264 .6430 .8224
.2996 -*6qb7 .A518 .8C88
.3402 -.6490 .6554 .8032
,379_ -.6ZTA .6601 ,7961
.4201 -*b096 .bbbO .T870
.4598 -.bO?8 .A649 *7887
.4996 -.5_10 .670Z .780fl
,5397 -*5732 .6698 .7811
.5795 -.5718 .6687 .7828
,6197 -.5427 .6746 ,7736
.b598 -.5106 .6824 .7617
,6997 -.6722 .6909 .7685
.7_93 -.4U07 .7051 .7265
.8353 -.2331 .7376 .6758
.8791 -*1218 .7615 .6380
.9212 -*0232 .7796 .6089
l*O00b .l_b6 .8147 .5505
PT 64.3936 PSI CN .7715
TT 112.4373 K CN -*0859




XlC CP P_LIPT NLOC
0,0000 -.4734 ,6915 .7476
• 0052 1.0510 .9917 .1091
• 00_8 .9381 *9693 .Z119
• OZO0 *7774 .9385 .3032
.0500 *5528 .8940 °4064
• 0513 .3929 .8621 .4666
.1199 *3086 *8455 .6967
• 1796 .1894 .8228 *5368
.2397 .1117 ,8062 .5649
.2995 .0394 .7918 .5889
• 3588 -,0298 .7?96 .6087
.4193 -.0729 .7733 .6191
°4793 -o1080 *TAZ6 .6366
.5394 -.0976 *7647 .6328
,5994 -.0183 .7820 ,6050
.6507 o1013 *8045 .5677
.7203 .2172 .8274 .5288
°?743 *2?92 *8386 .5091
• 8394 ,3114 .R643 .4991
,8996 .3174 o5655 .4968
• 9492 .2683 .8366 .5128
1.0000 .1566 .P147 .5505
CD1 .00796 COCORI *OOBO1
CD2 .00804 COCOR2 *00805
C03 .01510 COCOR3 .01512
CD9 .00771 CDCOR4 *00775
COS .00755 COCOR5 *00763
SPAN_ISE
XlC YI512 CP PeLlET NLOC
*0§00 -.3375 -1.0457 .5779 .9235
.3957 -.3375 -.6171 .6609 .T948
.5008 -.3375 -.5839 *AASl .7837
.6048 -.3375 -.5514 .6735 .7754





XlC CP P*L/PT NLDC
0.0000 -.6566 .6569 .8011
*0083 -1.3_73 .5175 l*0206
.0097 -Z.2505 .3482 1.3294
.0203 -2.3003 ,3322 1.3b34
.0300 -2,2551 .3441 1.3382
.0400 -2.3036 .335_ 1.3574
*0608 -i*_067 .5201 1.0163
*O_OU -1.105A .5680 *g39Z
.1UOC -1.0520 .5778 .9235
.1997 -.825Z .A240 .8517
.2500 -*TbZ3 *6356 .8338
,2994 -.7239 .A428 .8227
.3402 -*6740 .6549 .5040
.3795 -.6504 .65?5 .8001
.4201 -.bZI1 .6634 .TOlO
*4598 -*6275 ,Ab07 .7952
*49gb -*5086 *bAh[ .7868
.5397 -.5_75 .b704 .7802
.5795 -.5795 .6728 *7765
.6197 -.5432 .6784 .T678
*6598 -,5193 .6832 *TbO_
*6997 --.4701 *bg14 .7478
,7493 -*4012 .TOSB ,7255
._353 -.2323 .7389 *bT38
,8791 -.1195 .7_29 .6358
,9212 -.U245 .?794 *bCgZ
1.0000 .1519 ,8129 ,5537
PT A4.3019 PSI CN *fllP1
TT 111,9208 K CN -,0835




X/C CP P*LIPT MLOC
0o0000 -*b566 .6569 .P011
*0052 1.0724 .9961 *0745
*0C98 .9713 *9?60 .1871
,0200 *8225 o9t70 ,2B06
.0500 .5921 .9020 *3877
.0813 °4276 *8?05 o4512
.1199 .3409 .5522 .6848
.1796 .2222 .R286 .52A?
.Z39T .1365 .8112 .5566
.29_5 .0643 .7984 .5?80
.3588 -,0089 .7836 *6024
.4193 -.0496 .7753 .A158
°4793 -*0899 ,7691 .6258
.5394 -.C832 .?689 .6262
,5094 -.0005 *?853 .5996
.bSOT olC8? .805A .Sb_b
.T203 *2ZZ1 .8280 .527?
.7?63 .2835 ,8412 .5046
.83_4 .3134 *8475 *4933
o8906 .3171 .8475 *4933
.9492 .2638 o8371 .5119
1.0000 .1519 .8129 .553T
COl .00899 COCOR1 .00887
CPZ *00911 COCOR2 *00891
C03 *01958 CDCO93 .01939
C04 *00910 COCOA4 *00895
CD5 *00864 COCOR5 .00855
SPANNISE
XlC YI812 CP P_LIPT NLOC
*0503 -.3375 -1.4708 .4990 1.0511
.3957 -.3375 -.642_ .6607 .7951
.5008 -.3375 -.6002 .6678 .7843
.6048 -.3375 -.5560 .6769 .TT03






XlC CP PeLIPT MLOC
O,ObUO -*9750 *5939 .8985
.0083 -1.4667 ,4973 1.0538
.0_97 -2.5152 .2906 1.4586
.OZn3 -2.6_06 .2771 1o4912
.0300 -O*5704 ,2798 1.4866
.G_OG -Z.5_64 ,2857 1.4701
.0608 -Z.4553 .30ZO 1.431Z
*0800 -Z,2_37 .3398 1.3670
*1000 -1.52_ .4P01 1.0BZ9
.1997 -*8373 .616_ ,86Z7
*ZSO0 -,7959 .6Z55 .84Q4
.Z994 -,7h91 ,6330 ,8378
,3402 -.7Z07 *b_35 *OZlb
,3795 -.6_60 .6474 ,8158
.4Z01 -.8573 .6526 ,8075
,4598 -,659T .655T .8028
.499b -.623Z .6oU8 .7969
.5397 -.6036 ,6637 ,7905
,5795 *.5_7 .666_ ,7868
,6197 -.5625 ,6735 .7754
*6598 -,5206 .679Z *7666
,_9Q7 -,4766 *_900 .7499
,7493 -,4_40 ,7036 ,7289
._353 -,2Z87 ,7399 ,6723
.8791 -.1190 .7609 °0389
.921Z -*0315 ,7796 *bC88
1.000_ .I_80 .8111 .5567
PT 66,3889 PSI OH .9495
TT _12,3653 K C_ -,0736




XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0,0000 -*9750 ,5939 *8985
*0052 1,0900 ,9994 ,0301
*0098 1,0213 ,9860 ,1422
*0200 .8906 *9602 *Z423
.0500 ,6575 ,9139 ,361_
,0813 *6977 ,_828 ,4Z6B
,1199 *4055 *_643 ,4_Z5
,1796 ,2766 .83?7 ,5108
,2397 ,1894 .8216 ,53RR
*Z995 ,1123 ,BO_Z ,5666
,35R8 ,0412 *7913 ,5896
,6193 -,0133 .7819 ,6051
*4793 -,0564 *7740 ,6178
*5394 -*0532 ,7?2? ,6000
,5994 *OZ06 ,7871 ,5966
,6507 ,1258 .RIO0 ,5586
*7203 ,23Z8 ,_299 .5246
,7743 *2948 ,A437 *5038
*_394 ,3Z15 *_474 ,6935
,8g96 *3207 ,8476 ,4931
,949Z *2673 ,8_57 ,5143
1,0000 ,1380 ,8111 ,5_67
C01 .01452 CDCOR1 .01644
COZ .01678 CDCOR2 .01463
CD3 *0Z975 CDCO83 *02950
C04 *01643 CDCOR4 .01433
COS .01402 COCOR5 .01395
SPANW|SE
XIC YIOIZ CP P_LIPT 8LOC
*0500 -.3375 -1.734Z ,4665 1.1413
.3957 -,3375 -.6741 *6500 .8116
.5008 -.3375 -.6317 .6646 .7891
,6048 -.3375 -.5697 .6710 .7793





XlC C _ P_LIPT HLO¢
0°0000 -1,1925 ,5459 ,974_
• 0083 -1.5178 o6_1_ 1,0_09
• 0097 -2,6858 ,2487 1,5654
,OZ03 -2,7_75 *Z357 1.6C15
,0300 -2,7105 *Z618 _,5_45
°0400 -2*8339 °2559 1,5660
• vbU8 -Z,6_75 .Z59_ 1,53_7
.0_00 -2,_58 *2746 1,6g74
,1000 -2,0757 .37_7 1,2835
.1_97 -,9_69 ,6_6_ *B?Q7
.2500 --*7968 *6287 *8445
,29_6 -.75Z8 *6334 ,837Z
• 3402 -,7_14 .6389 .8288
,3795 -.8_30 .64_1 ,8207
,4Z01 -°6738 ,649_ ,8124
• _598 -*6593 ,65ZZ *OG_Z
._96 -,6309 *6597 ,7967
,53_7 -.6_61 .66L_ .7937
,5795 -.5926 ,667_ ,7P52
.6197 -.5_76 ,6736 *77_
._Q8 -,5134 ,6814 .7633
• 6997 -*4586 ,6_5 .7_07
,7_03 -,3_75 .?b_U .7268
,_353 -.2Z61 *7396 ,67Z8
,8791 -.1176 ,761Z *6384
• _ZI? -.0389 ,777_ ,6117
1,U_00 ,114_ ,B_55 ,_68Z
PT 64.3_63 PSI CN 1.0239
TT 112.1498 K C_ -.0650




X/C CP P_L/PT MLOC
0,0003 -1.1925 .5459 *9764
*O05Z 1.09Z8 ,9996 ,0227
.0098 1,0547 .9919 .1083
.0200 .9338 .9679 *Z169
.0500 o7116 .9_35 .3400
.0813 .5526 .P921 ,4083
.1199 ,4560 .8727 .446_
.1796 .3251 *8473 *4937
.2397 *_3_? ._306 .5235
*zg95 .1498 .8161 ,5516
*3588 .0682 °7986 *5776
.6193 ,0214 ,?870 *5968
,4793 -.0291 ,7765 .6138
.5394 -,&259 *7?56 .6153
°5996 ,0297 ,7889 .5936
.6507 .1361 *8100 *5586
,7Z03 .2387 .5313 .52Zl
.??43 .2992 ,8415 .5060
,8394 .3213 *8676 *6932
,8996 ,3159 ,867_ .4938
,9492 °257? ._362 .5169
1.9000 .1162 *q055 .566Z
C01 *02348 CDCOR1 .02336
COZ ,OZ33Z CDCOR2 *02318
¢03 *03644 COC083 .03618
C04 .OZ307 ¢D¢0R4 .CZZ6
C05 .0Z339 CDCOR5 *0_3_6
SPANwXSE
XIC YI812 CP PeLIPT RLOC
• 0800 -.3375 -1.8851 .4085 1.Z103
,3g57 -.337_ -.6966 .6511 *8300
• 8008 -,5375 -.6270 .6577 *7997
• 6068 -.3375 -.5620 .6718 ,7781





XlC CP P_LIPT HL_C
0,0000 -1.4319 ,5_56 1,0401
,0083 -1°579_ ,4?67 1.0_88
*00_7 -Z,8_32 *2ZZ8 1,6393
,0_03 -_,8787 .2237 1.6366
*0306 -Z,767_ *2397 1,5902
*_400 -2,6_38 ,ZS_ 1,5460
,Ub&R -2,33_Z ,3Z9_ 1,368_
,1_00 -_,9147 ,41_Z 1,2073
.L_7 -1,3707 .51_3 1,0Z58
*25O0 -1,1_5a .5677 ,9397
,_9_4 -*_TI ,6v26 ,88_U
,34_2 -,?_03 .6306 ._16
*3795 -,7167 .6453 ,8189
,_01 -,6619 ,65_5 ,8016
.4_8 -*6335 ,661Z *?943
,_9_6 -,5_57 .6707 ,7797
._397 -.5_1_ .6780 ,7685
,57_5 -.5337 ,6_2_ ,?tO_
.6197 -,4_B ,6696 ,?507
.69_7 -,3975 ,7C6_ ,7243
._]53 -.Z_04 .749_ .658_
,_791 -,1_2Z .7_87 ,6426
1.000_ -*0_32 .7_55 ,5993
PT _4.3765 PSI C_ 1.0453
TT 111._810 _ OH -.0547




XlC CP P_L/PT ML_C
0.0000 -1,4319 .5056 1.0401
.OOSZ 1.0893 ,9994 *0Z85
*0098 1.0706 *9957 ,0786
*0200 .9653 ,9748 ,1919
*0500 .7651 .9316 .3212
._813 .5874 .9013 *3892
.1199 ,4856 *8798 *4327
.17_6 .3487 .8541 .4818
.Z397 *Z530 *8357 .5144
.Z995 .1679 .8175 .5658
,3588 .OB_O *_036 .5727
.419_ .029Z *7885 ,5964
.67_3 -.0283 *?800 .6092
*5394 -*0346 .77_0 .6098
.5994 *0238 .7_07 .5906
._537 .1Z35 ._0g8 ,5590
.7203 .Z21_ .8290 .5261
,7763 ._751 ._409 ,_05Z
._94 *Z9_7 *_441 *4995
._996 .2_64 .56_3 *_026
,_492 .2128 ._8_ .5327
1.0000 -.0032 .78_5 .5993
C01 ,03877 C0C0_1 *03836
CDZ .03848 COCDR2 ,03775
O03 *066Z5 COC083 .04364
CD4 .03411 COCOR4 .03383
COS .03334 COC0_5 ,03_76
3PAN_ISE
XIC YI812 CP P/LIPT MLOC
• 0500 -.3375 -Z.O000 .4003 1,2Z59
.3957 -.3375 -,6873 ,6691 ,3131
• 5008 -.3375 -.5878 .6666 .?861
• 6048 -,3375 -.8176 .6880 *7530
.7003 -.3375 -,4077 ,7057 .7256
4O
Appendix C
Pressure Data for M = 0.70; R = 4.4 x 106, 7.7 x 106, 14.0 x 106, 30.0 × 106, and
45.0 x 106; and Free Transition
The pressure measurements made on the Boeing BAC I airfoil are presented in coefficient
form in graphs and tables in this appendix. The data are for a Mach number of 0.70; Reynolds
numbers of 4.4 x 106, 7.7 x 106, 14.0 x 106, 30.0 x 106, and 45.0 x 106; and free transition.
The pressure data from the upper surface of the airfoil are plotted as open symbols, and the
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XlC CR PeLIRT _LOC
0.0000 1.14qB 1.0052 0.0000
,0083 °6365 ,87eZ ,4345
• 0097 .639b .8789 ,4332
• 0203 .3589 .8102 .5565
• 030O ,1881 .7669 *b278
• 0400 ,097U .T458 .bbOq
,ObOe -,0017 ,721_ ,bQO
.0800 -.0595 .TGT? ,7203
• 1000 -*1047 ,6965 .737b
.1997 -,1990 ,b73b .7728
• 2500 -°2328 *be53 *7857
.2994 -.Z607 ,b573 .7978
• 3402 -,ZTlb .6548 .8_1b
• 3795 -°2909 .b519 ,8061
o4201 -.3075 ,6489 .8155
• 4598 -,334b .6403 ,8239
• 499b -.3_92 .6355 .8314
,5397 -,3686 .6306 ,8389
,5795 -.3R50 *6249 ,8478
• b197 -.3979 ,b19b .d55e
• b598 °.3940 ,6208 .8541
.6997 -.3783 ,b254 .8469
• 7493 -,3431 .6345 *83Z9
• _353 -.1934 .6704 .7778
• 8791 -.0948 .b944 .7409
• 9212 -.OOb9 ,7168 ,7063
1.0000 .1692 ,T60Z .6381
PT 17.6938 PSI CN *OZOq
TT 184.7255 K cq -.0919




X/C CP PpL/PT ML_C
0.0000 1,1408 1.0052 0,0000
,0052 -,8132 ,5192 1,0148
.0098 -*6488 .5622 .9_55
.0200 -.4790 ,b018 .8538
.0500 -.3779 .b287 ,8_18
• 0_13 -.3880 ,6262 ,8t57
,1199 -,3728 .b305 .8390
,1796 -.3972 .624_ ,8484
,2397 -.4151 .8195 .8561
,2995 -,4444 ,b132 ,8657
.3588 -,4769 .b052 *_782
• 4193 -.4848 .6020 .8831
,4793 -._651 *b071 .8751
.5394 -.3775 .bSO? ,8388
,599_ -.2102 ,6699 ,77eb
,b507 -,0310 .7150 ,7090
• 7203 ,1093 .?_86 .b564
• 77_3 ,1902 ,76B5 ,62_8
.8394 ,2449 .7810 .60_7
,89q6 ,27_9 .7869 ,5951
,9492 ,2635 .7844 .5992
1.0000 .1692 .7b02 ,8381
C01 .00568 COCOel .00586
CD2 ,OOT2T CDCOR2 ,00716
C03 .0081b COCOR3 .00804
CD4 ,00701 CDCDRA .00691
COS .00581 COCOR5 .00540
SPAN¥ISE
XlC YI8/2 CP PpLIPT MLOC
• 0500 -,3378 .0138 ,721b .6988
• 3957 -.3375 -,306A ,6416 .82Z0
• 5008 -.3375 -,3467 ,6340 ,8338
.6048 -.33?5 -.3877 .6208 .8540





XlC CP PpLIPT NLOC
0,0000 1.1333 1.0011 0.0000
.0083 .Z_81 .7720 ,6192
• 0097 .1960 .7b88 ,bE43
• OZ03 -.1216 ,6908 .746_
.0300 -.222_ .ebb5 ,7837
• 0400 -,2841 .6508 .8079
• ObOe -.3341 ,b378 .8279
• OeO0 -.3519 .b344 .8330
• 1000 -,3731 .b287 ,8418
,1997 -,3930 ,6234 .8501
• 2500 -.3998 ,b221 ,8520
.2994 -,4080 ,b192 ,8568
.3402 -,4074 .b203 ,8848
• 3795 -,6142 .6202 ,8549
• 4201 -.4232 .b184 *8878
• 4598 -.443_ .61_Z ,8642
,4996 -.6440 .6130 *ebbz
• 53_7 -._548 ,b097 .8712
• 5795 -._617 .bO?b .e744
• b197 -.4591 ,bG71 ,8751
• 6598 -.4471 ,6104 .8701
.b997 -.AL?O ,b178 ._587
• T493 -.3774 .b295 .8407
• B353 -.2G45 .6726 ,77_3
,8791 -.1020 .b974 .7363
• 9212 -,0109 .7187 .7033
1.0000 ,1510 ,TbOZ *b38Z
PT 17.7614 PSI CN ,2687
TT 18b,3465 K CN -,0948




XlC CP RJLIPT BLOC
0.0000 1.1333 1.O01l 0,0800
• 0052 ,1888 .7601 ,638Z
.0098 .1128 .748T .65bZ
• OZO0 ,0700 .738T ,b720
• 0500 -.0254 .714T ,7094
.0813 -.0880 .698T .7342
.1199 -.1352 ,b870 ,TeOB
.1Tb -.1953 ,b727 ,7742
.2397 -.2625 .6898 .7940
.2995 -,2986 .648P .8110
.3888 -.3380 .6379 .5ZT7
,4193 -.3611 .b308 .8386
• 4703 -.3bAq .6308 .838b
,5394 -.3058 *bAb9 ,5138
.5994 -.1636 .bB2Z .7596
• beO? ,0082 .7251 .e932
• 7203 ,1850 .7b05 ,6377
• T7_3 ,ZSb3 .7801 .6061
.839_ .2882 .7927 ,585b
.Bqb .30Z5 .T95b ,5808
.9492 .2691 .7875 .5941
1,0000 .1510 ,TbOZ ,6382
CD1 ,00641 CDCOR1 .00629
CD2 .00684 CDCOR2 ,00672
CD3 ,00683 COCOR3 .00672
COb .00582 CDCDR4 .00573
C05 .00496 CDCOR5 .OOA91
SPANWISE
XlC YI812 CP PeLIPT NLOC
• 0500 -.3375 -.2238 ,6665 .7837
.3957 -,3378 -.41be .b204 .8548
.5008 -.3375 °.644Z .b111 .8691
.6068 -.3375 -.A597 ,6182 .8706





XIC CP PeLIPT NLnC
O*OO00 .9979 .9079 .2181
*0083 --.092_ ,6990 .7337
,00_7 -,1143 .69_b ,7405
*0203 -,393b .b245 .8482
°030G -.4740 .6065 ._761
*0400 -.5204 ,5949 ,8942
.ObOe -,5341 .5905 .9011
*08UO -.5223 ,5934 .8965
,1000 -.5307 .5932 ,8909
.1997 -*4902 .b020 ,8832
.2500 -,4e55 ,b053 ,8780
.2994 -,4860 .boA5 .8792
.3402 -*47bE .6067 .e758
,3795 -._751 ,b062 ,e7b5
.4201 -,4793 .bOA5 ,8792
.4598 -,4e93 .b025 ,8823
,499b -.4880 ,b_4_ ,8?94
,5397 -._b? .bOO1 .8861
.5798 -.4983 .b_18 ,8834
,el07 -.4905 ,6029 ,8e_8
,6598 -.Abe3 ,6_79 ,8?4O
,b997 -.4_4b ,6154 ,_bZ4
,7493 -,3_55 ,b288 ,8_1b
.8353 -.2_,85 ,6733 ,7734
.BT01 -.1027 ,69_9 .7339
,_217 -,0104 .?ZIZ ,b995
1,0oov ._40L .75_2 ,o413
PT 17.735b PSI CN .3888
TT 18b,1841 K CN -.09_7




XlC CP P_LIPT _LOC
O.OOOO ,9979 .9679 .2161
.0052 .4914 .8436 .4988
.0008 ,3818 ,8158 ._469
.0200 .2533 ,7926 ,5857
.0500 ,1277 .7540 ,e478
,0813 .0392 ,7317 ,6829
,1199 -.OZAb ,?leo ,7074
.179b -.1012 ,b985 ,7344
.2397 -,1610 .b831 ,7582
,2995 -,2163 ,6698 ,778b
.3588 -,ZeZ .e583 ,7964
,4193 -,3o4_ ,b491 .8105
,4703 -,3142 .6465 ,81_5
,5394 -.2699 .6867 .7988
.5_4 -,1393 .6882 ,7504
.6807 .0323 ,7308 ,68_8
.7203 .1?52 .7669 ,62?4
,77_3 .249b ,7838 ,eO01
,_394 ,299b ,7973 ,57?9
,eq6 .3086 ,70_1 .5751
,949E .Z?86 .791_ .5881
1.0000 ,1401 .758_ .6413
COl *00724 COOER1 .00710
CD2 .00663 COC082 .00680
C03 ,OOb60 CDCOR3 .00648
C06 ,OOb06 CeCORA .00894
CD5 .00555 COCOR5 .00849
SPANNISE
XIC YI81_ CP P_LIPT NLOC
• 0500 -,3375 -.4028 ,b245 .8483
.3957 -,3375 -.4717 .bO?l *8753
• 5008 -.3375 -.4853 .bOb2 .8?b6
,6048 -.3375 -.4889 .bCE8 .8819






XlC C p PpLIPT MLOC
O*OOO0 .7790 ,9127 .3635
,_083 -,347Z *bSZ3 .8363
,0097 -.4611 .6G25 ,8823
*CZ03 -,bRT8 .5448 .9733
,030_ -.7559 ,5_79 1,0C05
,0400 -,7964 ,5196 1,0140
*0608 -*7706 *5259 1.0037
,OeO0 -,7348 .5361 *987Z
,1000 -.7147 .5405 .980Z
,1997 -.§qRR ,5704 *9325
*2500 -.578_ *5766 .92Z8
.2994 -,5615 .5791 .9188
,3402 -.§478 *5830 ,91Z7
.37q5 -.5394 ,5851 .9095
.4201 -*5346 ,5866 ,q072
,4_qB -,5434 ,5847 ,9101
°4996 -,5341 .5357 .9086
,5397 -.5315 .5947 .8945
*5795 -.5375 ,5866 .9072
.6197 -.5Z76 .5898 ,9C2Z
,6598 -,4913 ,b040 ,_800
.b997 -.4_9 ,6C_R .87Z4
,7493 -.41_6 ,6194 ,85b3
*8353 -,2086 ,6696 .7788
,8791 -*1058 ,696B .7371
,9212 -*0154 ,7186 .7U34
l.O00C ,1318 ,75_0 ,b463
PT 17o7312 PSI CN ,5067
TT 185,2R04 K C_ -,0956




XIC CR ReLIFT ML_C
0.0000 ,7790 o9127 ,3635
• O05Z ,?Zg2 ,89g8 .3911
• C098 ,5897 *A654 .A589
• 0200 ,4366 o8313 ,5204
,0500 .2650 .7843 *5993
• 0813 ,1574 ,7574 .6426
• 1199 ,0761 .7379 °6734
.1796 -o0108 ,7143 o7101
,Z3R7 -,0825 *b98Z ,7349
.29R5 -,1481 ,68Z7 .7589
,3508 -,ZlO6 ,6078 .7818
,4193 -,2483 ,b_70 ,7934
,4793 -,2694 ,652_ ,8056
°5394 -,23Z? .6614 ,7916
,599A -,1112 ,6917 *7449
,6507 ,0530 *7328 ,6813
• 7Z03 .1932 .7068 .6Z76
,7743 ,2660 ,789? .5905
.8394 ,310Z .7968 *5787
,8996 ,3175 ,7991 ,5751
,949Z ,2869 .7945 ,58Z6
1,0000 ,1318 ,75_0 °6463
C01 *00754 COCO_l ,00742
CDZ .00701 CDCORZ ,00689
C03 .00697 CDCOR3 °00656
CD% ,00683 CDCOR4 ,00674
CO§ °00640 CDC095 *0063_
SPANWISE
XIC YIBIZ CP PeLIPT 8LOC
• 050_ -.3375 -,6184 ,5696 ,9338
• 3957 -,3375 -,5265 .591Z .8999
• 5008 -.3375 -,5341 ,5902 *9015
.6048 -.337_ -.5241 ,5919 *8988





XlC CP P, LIPT HLOC
0.0000 .4_99 .8431 ,4997
,0083 -*5954 ,5700 ,9237
.0097 -,9121 ,4988 1,0484
°&Z03 -1,0_29 *4084 1*0999
,0300 -1*091Z ,4561 1,121Z
*0_00 -1,1358 o4415 1,1470
._008 -1,1575 ,4381 1,1530
°0800 "1,0759 ,4566 1.1Z03
*1000 -,9930 .4788 1,08Z1
,1Q97 -,6899 ,5501 .96A7
,ZSO0 -.6020 ,5590 .9506
,29R4 -,6397 ,5657 .9400
.3402 -,6085 ,_729 ,9280
,3795 -,5982 .5751 ,9Z51
,4Z01 -,5856 ,5771 ,92Z1
,4_98 -.5896 .5774 ,9210
,499O -,5774 .5810 .9159
.5397 -.571L ,5799 ,9170
*5705 -,56_8 °5840 ,9112
*6197 -°5_33 .5884 ,9044
,6598 -,5129 ,5953 ,8935
,6997 -,4673 ,6038 o877Z
,7493 -,4000 ,6Z16 ,8529
,_3_3 -,Z_64 *6706 ,7774
,8791 -,1019 .6961 .738Z
,9Z12 -.0137 ,7179 ,7045
1.0000 .12U5 ,7518 ,6_14
PT 17o7048 PSI CN *6Z86
TT 185,1520 K CW -,0903




XlC CP PpLIRT _LOC
O,CO00 ,4899 ,8431 ,49g7
• O05Z ,9106 .9467 ,2806
,0098 ,7537 ,9086 ,3724
°0200 ,6007 ,8710 *4485
• OPSO °3824 ,_160 ,5466
• G813 ,2612 .7870 .5949
,1199 *1702 ,7638 *b3Z3
.1790 *0650 ,7388 .&718
• 23_7 -,0149 .7139 .7030
• 2995 -*0814 ,?007 .731Z
,3588 -.1483 .6_57 .754Z
,4193 -,1957 ,8748 .7710
°4793 -,Z176 .6691 °7797
,5394 -,195_ .6744 ,7717
°5994 -o0841 ,7005 ,?309
,6307 ,0715 o7401 ,6099
,7Z03 °2060 ,7735 .6167
°7743 ,Z778 ,7897 °5904
.8394 .3165 ,8009 .5720
,8996 ,320_ ._011 .5717
,9492 ,Z764 .7900 .$900
1,0000 .1205 ,7518 .6514
CDI ,00828 C0C081 ,00814
C02 ,00792 COCO_Z ,00778
CD3 ,00766 CDCOR3 .00754
C04 *00769 COC084 ,00760
CD§ ,00751 COCOR5 ,00746
SPAN_ISE
XlC YI812 CP ReLIPT RtOC
*0500 -,337_ -.g140 °4988 1,0484
,3957 -,3375 -._889 .5779 .9207
,5008 -.3375 -.5751 .5812 *9136
,6048 -,3375 -,5433 .5877 ,9084





_IC CP P;LIPT HC_C
0.0000 ,30¢8 ,8104 *556Z
• 008_ -.6_Z9 ,5804 .9_43
.0G97 -1.0_93 ,_498 1,1322
• OZ03 -1,1_63 ,4299 1.1678
• 030G -1.Z161 ,_133 1,1_91
,0_00 -I*_AZ_ ,4117 1,Z012
,bb08 -1._768 ,4v25 1,Z1P4
• 0_00 -1,27_5 ,_039 1,_159
• 1COG -1._546 *4_88 1,ZC66
,_97 -,62O5 ,5_30 .9442
,?SO0 -,67_7 .5541 ,9_83
.Z994 -,66Z6 .5_o_ *_55v
,34O2 -.6385 .5647 .9415
,3795 -,6_12 ,5657 ,980_
,AZOI -*6055 .5678 ,9360
.4593 -.61_7 .57u9 ,_317
,_996 -,5936 ,57Z8 °9_7
._3_7 -.5_5Z ._7P5 .gz45
,6197 -,56Z5 ,583_ *91ZB
._598 -.515_ ,5904 ,RG1Z
.6997 -,4730 ,6_35 ,8809
,7493 -o4_73 ,_19Z .8565
,_353 -.2_26 .6_88 ,7_03
,8791 -,O997 ,6985 o7391
o_Z12 -,014Z ,7195 ,7_19
1,0000 ,1150 ,7_93 ,0553
PT 17.6980 PSI CN *6832
TT 185,6649 K Cq -,0888




X/C CP P,LIPT BLOC
O,bO00 *3643 ,8104 ,556Z
• O05Z .9705 ,9606 .2400
,0098 ,_ZO0 ,9241 ,3374
• 0203 .6633 .8849 .4Z23
• 0500 *4384 ,_2_? ,_Z§O
• G813 ,3088 ,796_ °5797
.1199 ,2138 ,7T32 ,6173
.1796 *1045 ,7859 .6607
• _397 ,J213 ,7_47 ,_939
• Z998 -,0515 ,7050 *7245
,3_8 -,11_7 ,691Z ,7457
._1_3 -.169_ .6785 ,7658
,4793 -.]97Z ,0735 ,773O
._394 -.1737 .6767 ,7681
.5994 -.0654 ,?OZ3 ,7280
°65O7 ,OPT2 ,74Z6 ,6_60
• 7?03 ,2132 ,77_9 ,6177
,7?43 ,Z852 °79Z_ .8860
,_39_ ,32_R ,8001 ,573_
._996 ,3ZZ3 .R01_ .571_
._49Z ,2841 ,7895 ,5909
1°0000 ,1150 ,7893 °6353
C01 ,00899 COCOR1 *00878
C02 .00882 COCOg2 .00861
CO3 ,00860 COCORS ,00839
CD4 ,00841 COCORA *00828
C05 .00829 COC08_ .0087_
5PAN_[3E
XIC YI812 CP ReLIPT RLOC
.0500 -,3375 -1,0071 ,4714 1,0948
*3957 -,3375 -.6139 .5702 *g3zg
,5008 -,3375 -,5975 ,5779 °9209
.6048 -,3375 -.5021 ,5822 ,9141






XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 .2128 *7735 .6168
*G083 -*7488 ,5258 1.0038
*0097 -1*2404 *4046 1,1145
,6203 -1.3468 ,3934 1,1358
*0300 -1.3473 °3883 1*1456
*0400 -1.3841 *3780 1.2658
,0608 -1.4094 *3743 1*1730
.0800 -1*4081 *3753 1*2711
.1000 -1.4033 *3776 1,Z&67
.1997 -*9221 .4911 1.0613
*2800 -*5833 ,5755 *9245
.2994 -*6394 ,5644 .9421
*3402 -*6389 *5640 *9427
*3?95 -*6228 .565] .9407
*4201 -*6201 .5685 *9356
*_598 -*6?bb *5666 *9388
,4996 -.6101 .5751 .9251
.53_7 -*6003 *5789 *9170
,5798 -.5947 .5782 *9Z03
.6197 -*569r ,5831 *9117
*6598 -,5267 ,5916 *8993
*6997 -,4760 *6031 *8813
°7493 -.4100 ,6193 *8563
*F353 -.2U73 ,6681 .7811
.8791 -.1009 .6961 *7383
*911Z -*01Z5 .7189 .703&
1.0000 .1196 .7510 .6526
PT 17.7294 P31 CN .7483
TT 1A5,9239 K CN -°0866




X/C CP P,LIPT NLOC
0.0000 ,2128 *7785 .6168
*0052 1,0247 *gT4T .1917
.0098 *8792 *9393 ,3004
,0200 .7196 *8990 *3928
*0500 ,4836 *8403 *5046
.0813 *3525 .8088 *5589
.1199 ,2599 ,7862 ,5962
.1796 .1408 *7573 *6427
*2397 .0561 ,T331 *6807
*2995 -.0193 .7151 *7088
,8588 -.0910 ,6976 .7360
.4193 -.1391 .6877 .7512
*4793 -.1759 ,6777 ,7665
°5394 -.1510 .68E3 ,7594
,5994 -.0511 ,7090 .7186
.6507 *0945 *7447 *6626
*7203 *2229 ,7790 .6080
,7743 ,2963 *7950 .5818
*8394 *3268 *8040 .5669
*8996 ,3312 ,8044 *5662
*9492 .2844 *7918 .5871
1.0000 .1198 .7_10 *6526
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
CO1 *01038 CDCOR1 *01000
CD2 *01004 CDCOR2 .00967
C03 ,00999 CDCOR3 *0096Z
C04 .00995 COCOR4 *00969
CO5 *00947 COCOR5 *00931
$PANWISE
X/C YlB/2 CP PeLIPT RLOC
• 0500 -.8375 -1,1211 °4469 1.1375
• 8957 -.3375 -.6285 *5648 ,9414
• 5008 -*3375 *.6036 *5729 .92fl6
.6048 -.3375 -*_734 .5_08 .9162





X/C CP P/L/PT NLOC
0.0000 *093E .7422 .6665
,0083 -.867Z *5034 1.0408
°0097 -1.4183 .3726 1.2764
*0203 -1.4560 ,3571 1.3079
*0300 -1.4851 *3578 1.3064
*0400 -1.5229 .3441 1.3348
.0608 -1.5110 ,3470 1.3289
*0800 -1.5199 .3464 1.3300
.1000 -1._072 .3509 1.8207
*1997 -1*3999 .3751 1*E716
*2500 -*9369 *4870 1*0682
*2994 -,5304 ,5881 .9048
*3402 -.5585 .5834 .9121
.3795 -.5817 .5758 *9240
.4201 -.5891 *fiT?8 .9296
*4598 -.6198 .5684 .9358
.4996 *.6116 .5609 *9350
.5897 -*5992 *5689 .9349
*5795 -.5939 .5741 .9267
.6197 -.5733 *5799 .9176
.6598 -.5339 .5938 *8959
.6997 -.4871 .6018 *8835
*7493 -.4179 .6176 ,8590
*8353 -.2185 *6673 ,7825
.8791 -.1057 *6934 .7424
*9212 -*0148 .7161 .7073
1.0000 *127T .7514 .65Z0
PT 17.7316 PSI CN .8319
TT 185.7425 K CN -*0841




XlC CP P,L/PT NL_C
0.0000 *0982 *7422 ,6668
*0051 1,0658 .9847 ,1483
,0098 *9261 *94q4 .2732
°0200 ,7660 .9112 *3668
*0500 .5315 .85_3 .4831
.0813 ,3971 .8190 *_415
,1199 *1974 ,7950 *5818
.1796 .1799 *7665 *6280
.2397 °08?6 *7439 *6638
*2995 .0127 *7242 *6947
*3588 -*0579 .705E .7241
.4193 -,1125 .6918 *7448
,4793 -,1488 *%847 *755?
*5394 -.1380 *_871 .7521
*5994 -*0337 .7105 .7160
*6507 .1C53 *7474 *6583
*7103 *2304 .777_ .8104
.7743 *3040 ,7941 *5833
*8394 *3359 *8040 .5668
*8996 ,3367 *R046 *5689
*9492 ,2859 *7944 *5818
1.0000 .1277 .7514 *65Z0
COl .01324 COCOR1 *01282
CDZ *01278 CDCO_2 *01240
C03 *01277 COCOR8 *01239
CO4 *01Z93 COCOR4 *01269
C05 *011Z6 COCOR5 *01117
SPANRISE
XIC YI81_ CP P_LIPT MLOC
*0503 -*3375 -1*2156 .4208 1.1844
.3957 -.3375 -.5880 *573Z .9282
*5008 -.3375 **6032 *5?03 *98Z7
.6045 -.3575 -.5746 *5782 *9204





XIC CP P;L/PT MLOC
0.0000 -*0394 .7118 *T139
*0083 -,9519 .4866 1.0688
,0097 -1.5149 ,3462 1.3304
,0203 -1.5d58 ,3301 1,3648
*0300 -1.5890 ,8286 1.3682
.G_O0 -1.6492 .3168 1.3942
.0608 -i.6011 .3225 1.3_16
*080C -1.5931 .3238 1,3787
.1000 -1.5_67 .3255 1*3741
.1997 -1.5108 .3441 1.3349
*2500 -1.4578 ,3637 1.2943
.29_4 -.7751 *5328 *9926
.3402 -.5_86 *5860 *9080
*3795 -.5141 .5948 .8943
,4201 -*5167 ,5895 ,9L26
.4598 -.5785 .5780 .9206
.4906 -,5771 ,5776 *_211
*_3_7 -.5_71 .5745 *qZ60
*_795 -.5_47 .5761 .9236
._197 -.561_ .5809 .9160
.6598 -.5317 .5912 ,d999
.6997 -.4U48 .6005 ,8854
.7493 -.4Z05 .6172 .R595
*8353 -*Z21q .bbbb .7836
.8791 -*11_5 .694_ .7406
,9212 -*0240 .7_55 .7_83
1.0000 ,i737 ,7540 *bk79
PT 17.6888 PSI CN *8986
TT 185.7148 K CH -*OBEI




XlC CP P,L/PT HLOC
0°0000 -*0394 .7118 ,7139
*3052 1.0896 ,9904 .1175
*0098 ,9668 ,9602 .2415
*OZO0 ,8023 ,9194 .3483
*0500 .5699 *8629 *4658
.0813 .4315 *5268 *5283
,119Q °3257 *8004 ,5728
*1796 .2053 ,7?06 *6214
*2397 .1159 *7500 *6543
*2995 .0371 *7286 *6878
.3588 -*0363 .7136 .7332
,_193 -.0906 ,7009 *7308
,4793 -.1381 .6886 *749?
*5394 -.1130 *6938 .7417
.5_94 -*OZlC .7180 .7120
*6507 .109_ .748? .6571
*7?03 *_39_ *7800 *6064
*7743 .3055 ,7958 *5804
.8394 .3381 ,8044 .5662
*8996 .3371 *8038 *5673
.9497 *2975 *79_? *5830
1.0000 .1237 *7540 *6479
C01 *01816 CDCOR1 *01758
CO? *01756 CDCOR2 *01698
C03 *01760 COCOR3 .01706
C04 ,01749 COCOR4 *01710
C05 .01448 COCOR5 *01429
SFANRISE
XIC YI81Z CP PeLIPT NLOC
*0803 -.3375 -1*Z755 .4065 1.2110
*3957 -.3875 -*5335 .5883 *9044
.5008 *.3375 -.5922 .5768 *9225
.6048 -.3375 -.5695 .5804 .9168






XIC CR PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 -*2455 *6596 *7944
*0083 -1.0583 ,4888 1.1176
,0097 -1,6828 *3044 1*4Z87
,0203 -1.7617 *8857 1*4671
,0300 -1.7800 *ZRSb 1.4673
*0400 -1.7754 ,8813 1.4780
*ObO$ -1,7_17 *8836 1.4723
*0800 -1.7500 .2878 1*4686
.1000 --1,7606 *2893 1.4884
,lg97 --1.6788 .8091 1,4118
,2500 --1*6647 ,3103 1*4092
,2994 -1,6460 .8183 1,3965
*3408 -1,4339 *3708 _.2814
,3795 -.7905 *5266 1,0027
,4201 -*sdgz .5764 *9831
*4898 -,8111 *5967 ,8¢18
,4998 -.4_57 .6018 *8843
,589? -.5080 .5988 ,8881
*5795 -*5183 ,59_Z *8928
.6197 -,5084 *8958 *8928
*6898 -.4861 ,6010 *8847
,6997 -,4590 ,6099 .87U8
*7493 -*4006 ,6283 ,8818
*_353 -.2199 *6078 *TRZZ
*_791 -.1192 .6_87 ,7438
*9818 -*0309 *7161 *?_73
1.0000 ,1828 *7529 obAgT
PT 17.7154 PSI CN 1.0493
TT 185*9589 K Cq -.0810




XlC CP P_L/RT MLOC
0.0000 *.2455 .6_96 *7944
*0052 1.1276 .9998 *0181
*0098 1.0234 ,9741 .1940
*0200 .8762 .9383 *3028
.0800 *b3gO ,8788 .4334
*0813 .4967 .8446 *4969
*1199 ,3896 ,8171 .5448
*L796 *Z63? .7875 *5942
*2397 .1668 °7623 .6347
*2995 *0870 *7438 *6640
°3888 .0093 *7837 *&985
,4193 -*0_16 ,7090 .7182
,4793 -*0947 .699_ .7380
,_894 -*0878 ,6999 .7322
.5994 -.0017 .7213 *6002
*bSO? ,1280 ,7841 .6479
.7203 .2518 ,7834 ,6007
°7743 .3169 *8012 .5715
.8394 *3808 .8087 *_590
*8996 ,3406 *8046 .86_7
*94_Z *?_8_ ,7949 .8_20
1,0000 *1228 *75_9 .6497
C01 .03278 CDCOR1 .03Z17
C02 ,03178 CDCORZ .03115
C03 *03Z58 CDCOR3 *03200
C04 *02983 C00084 ,02914
C08 *0Z499 COC085 .02481
SPAN_ISE
XlC YI812 CP PeLIPT RLOC
*080_ -.3378 -1.3755 *3832 1*2550
.8957 -*3375 -*T9?6 o8281 1.0080
*5008 -.3875 -.4709 *807_ ,8765
.6048 -,3378 -.8041 °5972 .8906





XlC CP PeLIPT NLOC
0*0000 -.4439 *&lZ4 *8670
*0_53 -1,1501 *4383 L*15Z7
*0097 -1.8183 *8778 1.4872
,UZ03 "1.8_88 ,2583 1,5366
*0300 -1.8818 *2588 1*5362
,0400 -1,8680 *2568 1.8422
*ObOR -1.8739 .2_6_ 1.5415
*OBO0 -1,8676 .2610 1.8297
,1000 -1*8218 ,2644 1.8207
,1997 -1.7615 *8815 1,4773
,2500 -1.7688 *2841 1.4709
.29_4 -1o7609 ,2871 1.4636
,3408 -1._855 ,3360 1*3580
.37_5 -1.1593 .4817 1.1646
,4Z01 -,89L? .5013 1*_44Z
*4598 -,7[93 ,_424 *977O
.49_ -.88U4 *_908 .9U16
,_397 -,4_5Z ,5_7_ .8910
,5795 -*AbTU *6_76 .874_
,6197 -,445A *_O?L *8752
,6598 -*4_48 *6138 .8658
*6997 -.4186 *_186 *8575
,7493 -.3681 *6ZqO .8414
,8353 -,2845 *6687 *TBSU
._791 -.1337 .6_3 .7_47
.9212 -,0_48 *70_Z *7843
1,0000 *0307 *7402 *6697
PT 17*7146 P$_ CN 1.1788
TT IB5*8861 K CN -*0810




RIC CP P_LIPT _LQC
0.0000 -*4439 ,6124 *8670
*0052 1*1508 1.0086 0.0000
,0098 1,0564 *9819 .1615
*0200 *gzz_ *9494 *8731
*0800 *6847 *8897 .4118
.0813 *_409 *8548 .A792
*1199 ,481? *8288 .8258
,1796 ,2988 *?927 .88_6
*8397 ,2021 ,7721 .6191
*2995 ,1144 ,7478 *6579
,3_88 ,03_7 .7800 .88_6
*4193 -*0334 ,7184 ,7115
*4793 -*0643 .708_ .7191
.5894 -*0832 *6989 *?339
,8994 -,0037 .7208 *?004
*6807 ,1274 .7821 .6510
*?203 *2488 .7858 *8973
*7743 .3115 ,7987 .8806
*8394 *33?8 .80_? .5_41
,8996 .3781 *BOO0 *8?34
,9492 *279? *7913 *5878
1.0000 *0807 *7402 *6697
CD1 ,05076 COCORI *08006
CD2 *04958 C0C082 *0488?
C03 *04987 COCOR3 ,04882
C04 ,04467 CDCOR4 *04419
C08 *08874 CDCOR_ *03849
SPANR_SE
X/C YI812 CP P_LIPT RLOC
.0500 -.3375 -1.4375 .3644 1*Z030
,3957 -,3375 -1.0275 ,4649 1,108q
,5008 -,3178 -,55_3 ,5851 .gog6
*6048 -.337§ -*4374 .6126 *8667





XIC CP PeLIRT HLOC
0*0000 -.8471 .5880 .9096
,_083 -1.1_98 .4258 1,1752
,0097 -1.8580 *2556 1.5440
*0203 -1.9435 .2373 1,5943
.0300 -1,9626 .235_ 1.5984
*U400 -l*bZO .2381 1*5922
*0608 -1,9744 .23_1 1.5971
*6800 -1,9357 .2_97 1.5876
,1000 -1*9144 .244_ 1._740
*Ivq7 -1._473 *8619 1.5271
.2500 -1.8342 *263Z 1.5238
,2994 -1.7784 .2PZ? 1.4743
*3408 -2.4_72 .3624 1*Z97_
.3795 -1.1579 .4338 1*1619
*4201 -,9_51 ,4936 1.0570
.4_8 -.7_16 ,5337 *9912
,4996 -,6_06 ,_733 ,9?8C
,5397 -,83_3 .5_70 .g065
,b_98 -.4_45 ,buT? ._742
.6997 -.AZZ? .6138 ,8649
.7_3 -.3942 .6248 ,_4_8
,_3_3 -.2_33 .6561 ,7997
,B791 -.1797 ,6748 .7720
.9Z12 -*EII3b *6975 .7361
L*OOOn .0_8 ,78_4 ,6944
PT 17.7177 PS| CN 1.1696
TT IR8*3832 K C_ -*0828




XlC CR P_LIPT _LOC
0.0000 -,8471 .5880 ,9096
.0088 1,1589 1*006_ O.O00G
,0098 1.0_77 ,9897 ,1216
,0200 ,9_88 ,9873 ,2503
*0800 .?238 *q004 *_go0
.0813 ,5794 ,8650 *_597
,1199 ,4663 **388 ,5189
.1796 *3308 .8018 *8?06
*8397 *8288 .7761 *6186
,8995 .1350 *7535 ,6487
.3588 .0526 .7828 .6821
.4193 -,0206 .7108 .7066
*4?93 -,O663 *?042 *7257
,5394 -.081_ .7001 .7321
,_994 -*0082 ,7176 ,7050
*650? ,1189 *7481 *6573
*7203 ._343 .77_4 *6073
.7T43 *2976 ,7934 .5844
,_394 .3?SO .8014 .8712
._996 *3125 ,7975 .5776
,9_Z .2_78 *7827 .6019
1.0000 *0288 *7?44 .694_
C01 *06838 COCOR1 *06?43
COZ *06_Z0 COCORZ ,06418
CD3 ,06451 COCOR3 ,06348
C04 *057Z6 COCOR4 *0_680
CO_ .05138 COCOR5 ,05090
SPANM|SE
XIC YI81Z CP PeLIPT _LOC
,0500 -.3375 -1.49_8 ,3_08 1.3216
*3957 -.3375 -1.0418 *462? 1.1097
*_008 -,3378 -.6101 ,5667 ,9385
,6048 -.337_ -*4780 *6026 *8823
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XIC CP PeLIPT NLOC
0*0006 1*097b ,4921 *1069
*0083 .6540 .5819 *4275
.0097 ,6781 *5882 .4151
.0203 ,4087 .8218 .5371
,_300 *222_ *7760 ,6131
.0400 .1280 *?537 .6488
,O00E *0274 *7283 .0887
*0800 -.0138 *7151 *7047
.1000 -.0730 .7041 ,7263
.1997 -.1747 *6789 ,7651
,ZSOG -*2121 .6699 *?790
*Z994 -.2_53 *6612 .7924
.3402 -*2564 ,6589 *7950
,3795 -.2713 .6546 ,8024
.4Z01 -,2897 ,6509 ,80EZ
*4590 -*3205 .6416 .5224
,4996 -,1309 .6391 *8262
*5397 -*3524 .6343 *8337
*5795 -*3734 .6295 ,8411
,6197 -.375_ *6277 ,8435
,6598 -.3720 ,6281 ,5432
.6997 °.3627 ,6329 *8359
*7493 **3202 ,64E9 *8205
*8353 -,IAE6 .6760 *7696
.8791 -,ONB6 .7001 .7t24
,gZIZ -.0070 ,7217 ,6990
1,0000 .1700 .7637 ,6329
PT 18e4759 PS! CN -.0141
TT 131.9904 K CN -*0850




XIC CP PeLIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.0976 *9921 .1069
• 005Z *.9921 ,4742 1.0903
• 0098 -.7191 *5427 .9771
• 0200 --*4?99 *6024 *EESO
• 0500 -.40E8 .beet *8516
*OR13 *.4211 .6175 .8595
• 1199 -.3905 .6251 .8479
.1796 -.4072 .6217 .ESSO
• Z397 -*4239 .6164 ,0612
.299_ -.4496 .6111 .8694
.3588 -.4855 ,60Z5 .8828
.4193 -.4955 ,5994 .8876
,4793 -,477R .6043 *8799
• 5394 *.3889 .6256 .8471
.5994 -.2256 .6666 .T839
.6_07 -.0486 .7089 .7189
.7203 .0913 .7435 .6649
.7743 .1719 .7638 *6328
.8394 *2278 .7778 *6102
.8996 .2526 .7831 .6016
.9492 *2327 .7779 .6100
1.0000 .1700 .7637 .6329
C01 .00785 CDCOR1 .00774
C02 *00769 COCORZ .00756
CD3 .00772 COCOR3 ,00760
C04 .00781 CDCOR4 *00770
CD5 .DD735 CDCOR5 .0D729
SPANWISE
XIC YIEI2 CP PeLIFT HLDC
*O§DO -.3375 .DSqD .736D .6767
.3957 -.3375 -.2767 .6523 *8060
.5_08 -.3375 -.3323 .6401 ,8246
*6D48 -.3375 -.3742 .6297 .8407





AIC CP PpLIPT NLOC
0.0000 I,D992 .9924 *1042
.OOR3 .ZSbO *7820 ,6620
• 0097 *2290 ,7782 *6097
• 0203 -.0706 *7020 .7E95
,0100 -.1912 ,6751 .7710
• 0400 -*2535 *6586 ,?963
• DbOB *.Z003 .6504 ,_OR9
,OBO0 -,3134 *6424 ,0212
.1000 -.3560 *6346 .8331
o1997 -*3734 .6296 *e410
• 2500 -.3e95 .6259 ,0466
• 2994 -*3985 ,6222 *8524
• 3402 -*4007 *62_5 ,0548
.379_ -*4036 .6197 *$561
.4201 -,4141 .6193 ,85_7
• 4598 -o_150 .6121 .8_79
,4996 -.4382 ,6135 ,8_57
.53Q7 -.4522 .6091 *8727
,57R5 -.4S59 .6065 *8765
.6197 -,4544 *6073 ,8753
,b59E -,4371 ,6139 *8651
,6997 -.4150 .bZ_4 *8552
,?4_3 -*3636 .6334 *0350
,R353 -.2016 .6719 *7759
,0791 -.U974 .6978 ,7360
.9212 -,UO9? ,7101 .7G47
1.0000 . o34 *7626 .6346
PT 18.9791 PSI CN *743Z
TT 131.8676 K CM -.0889




XlC CP FpLIPT MLOC
O*ODO0 1.0992 *9924 .1042
.0052 .1141 *749_ *6550
*0090 ,0758 .7401 *6702
*0200 *0436 .7329 .6615
.0500 -*0202 .7163 .?075
*0E13 *,1137 .6931 *?433
.1199 *.1317 .6074 ,?SZU
.1796 -.1968 .6?39 ,7728
,23_7 -*2428 *6608 *?929
*2995 -,2043 ,6515 .80TZ
,358$ -.338? .6385 *82?3
,4193 -,3611 .6314 ,R381
,4793 -.3710 ,62?9 .0435
.53_4 -.3090 *6432 ,8200
,5994 -,1703 *6795 *7641
,6507 -*0043 *71R9 *7033
*?203 .1326 ,7_43 *6477
.7743 *2093 *7726 o6106
,8394 .2599 ,?042 *5998
*R996 ,2762 *?_85 *5920
,9492 .239_ ,7009 .6052
1,0000 .1634 *7626 *6346
CO1 *D0776 CDCDR1 .00766
CDZ .DD?TD CDCDR2 .0D799
003 ,00766 ¢DCOR3 ,0D755
004 *DDTE9 CDCDR4 .0D761
COS *00732 COCDR5 *DD726
SFANMISE
XIC YI312 CP P#LIPT HLaC
*0500 *.3375 *.2836 .6516 *8070
.3957 -.3375 -*4074 .6230 .851D
*50D8 -.3375 -*430R .6115 ,0609
.6048 -.3375 -.4537 *6D97 ,8716





X/C CP PeLIPT NLDC
D*O000 *9829 .9635 *2309
*0083 -,0613 ,7_65 ,7225
,0097 -.05BE *7054 .7243
.0203 -*3464 ,6342 *8339
*0100 -,4375 *6124 .0674
*O400 -*4864 ,6O00 *8067
,0600 -.4837 ,6u17 ,8041
*0800 -.4_94 .5995 .8_75
.1000 -.5J90 *5967 *_418
.1997 -,4792 ,602_ *8812
.Z§O0 -.4749 *6O36 *8010
*2994 -.4701 *bO?q *8022
*3_02 -,4697 ,6655 *8782
.3795 -.4_80 ,6061 *d772
,_Z01 -,4694 .6_57 ,8779
*4590 -.4n46 .6013 .d047
*499_ -.4_43 ,6_27 *MBZ4
.5397 -,4_22 *b_O_ *8_69
*_7_5 -.4_12 ,_994 .8e7?
._197 -*4_42 ,6023 ,_E31
*6997 -,43_0 .6155 °_62_
.7493 -.3747 *6307 ,_342
*_3_3 -*EO_ ,6722 ,7754
,_791 -.1007 ,6975 .7365
*9_1? -*0093 .71Q_ .7_2G
1.000_ .1_3_ .TbOZ .6304
PT 1d.9792 PS! CN .3648
TT 131*8957 K C_ -*0898




XlC CR P_LIPT _LOC
O.ODO0 ,q029 .9635 .2309
,OOSZ *4395 *8289 *5250
.0098 .3429 ,B051 .SbSA
*0200 *2500 .7826 ,6025
,0500 .1303 .7_2_ *6502
,0813 ,0216 *?265 .6415
.1199 -*0Z11 .7154 .708R
°1796 -.0994 .6976 .7363
°2397 -.1561 .6820 .7603
,2995 -*2134 *6680 .7819
*3508 -,2674 .6549 ,N01Q
.4193 -.3040 .6459 o01_7
*_793 -*316E .6434 *0196
,5394 -.2681 ,6555 *8011
,_494 -.1383 *EBT4 ,?_ZO
.6507 .0191 .725_ .6927
.7203 .150 Q .7591 ,6400
,7743 .ZERO ,7779 °6101
._394 .2?62 .?041 .5917
,_4_6 .2_51 .7921 *_870
*9492 ,_470 .?_25 *_026
1.0000 .153_ *7602 ,63_4
C01 *00793 CDCOR1 *DDTB5
C02 *DDTqD COCOR2 .DD?eO
003 ,00?05 CDCOR3 *DO??b
004 *0D702 COCDR4 *DD??5
COS *0D734 COCDR5 *00731
SPANMISE
X/C YI312 CP PeLIPT _lOC
.0500 -.3375 -.4826 .6025 ,Bee8
.395T -,3375 -*4654 *6068 *B?6Z
*5008 -.3375 -*4847 *6DZD *8836
.6045 -.337_ -.4834 .6044 .8790






XlC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0*0000 .7694 .glOb *3684
*0083 -.31_4 .6421 ,8217
,0007 -.40qg .6177 .850Z
*0203 -o6635 .5544 .9585
*0300 -.7374 .5372 ,9859
.0400 -.7631 .5314 *9053
.0608 -,7140 .5_33 ,9762
,OBOG -*6905 .5495 ,9661
.1000 -,6907 ,5483 .9681
,lg97 -*58?9 .5754 .9252
.2500 -o5676 *5705 .0180
,2994 -.5561 ,5812 .91b0
.3402 -.5400 .5860 .9085
.3795 -.5334 .5865 .9078
,4201 -.5266 .5877 .9058
*4598 -,5_01 ,5848 ,9104
o4g06 -.5311 ,5866 ,g076
°5397 -,5351 .5860 *g072
.5705 -o5316 .5877 ,9058
,6197 -.5162 .5917 °8996
*_598 -o4918 ,5g82 o8804
.6997 -.4538 °6O66 °8765
°7493 -.3858 .6236 ,8502
°8353 -,2_01 .6690 ,7803
,8791 -.1001 ,6957 o7392
o9212 -.0106 *7182 .7C45
1.0000 o1487 *7572 .6432
PT 18o9876 PSI CN °4884
TT 131,8992 K CM -°0904




XlC CP P_L/PT _LOC
0.0000 ,7604 o0106 .3684
.0052 °6086 °800_ .4105
,0098 ,5555 ,8573 .474Z
,0200 °4287 .8263 ,5203
.0500 o2626 °7854 °5070
o0813 ,1418 °7553 .6462
,1199 °0819 ,740A .6bgZ
• 1796 -.0133 .7164 °7072
°2307 -,0806 *609e .7329
.7905 -,1409 *6859 .7543
• 3588 -,Z027 °6699 ,7789
o4103 -o2422 *6592 .7054
°4793 -°2647 .6543 .8028
• 5304 -*2263 °6628 .7898
°5994 -o1050 ,6927 *7439
°6507 *0412 o7204 ,6871
.7203 .1718 .7616 .6363
°7743 .2436 .7001 °6064
• 8304 ,2867 .7908 .5890
°$996 *2049 °7930 ,5855
,9402 o2551 .7834 .8011
1.0000 .1487 ,7572 °6432
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
C01 .00811 C0¢0R1 *OOBO0
CDZ .00807 CDCORZ *00795
C03 *00801 C0¢0R3 °00700
C04 °00780 ¢0COR4 ,00772
¢05 °00740 COCOR5 °00744
SPAN_]SE
XlC YIBI2 CP PpLIPT RtOC
,0500 -.3375 -.72_5 .53g5 .9022
°3957 -°3375 -o5282 .5884 .9048
• 5000 -,3375 -.5314 *5894 .9032
• 6048 -.3375 -°5209 ,5877 ,9059





X/C CP PpLIPT NLOC
0,0000 .4695 °8380 ,5_8q
*OUR3 -o5779 *580Z .9175
.0097 -°8315 .5132 1*0250
,0203 -1,0265 .465Z 1.1_59
,0300 -I.C728 .4561 1.1218
°0400 -1°1104 .4438 1.1433
,O&O8 -1.1273 .4421 1°1463
,0800 -1.0585 .4611 1.1129
.1000 -.8gg7 .4q92 1o0482
o1997 -*6_63 *5443 .9745
,2500 -.6616 .5566 ,9_48
,2qq4 -.6365 ,5_18 .q468
.3402 -.6639 °5702 .9332
.3795 -,5970 .5705 .9328
.4201 -,5821 ,5760 .g2_2
*4598 -°5889 ,5733 °9285
*4996 -°5728 °5765 .9234
.5397 -.5689 ,5805 .9172
°5795 -.5_85 ,5801 ,g178
.6197 -.5476 ,5d61 .9C85
*6598 -.5128 °5935 ,8968
.6997 -.4683 .6G32 *8818
.74q3 -,3999 ,6216 .8532
,8353 -,ZIL2 .6681 .7817
.87gl -.11;28 ,6956 ,7393
.9212 -,OIU7 .7186 .7038
i*0000 .1375 .7502 .6447
PT 18*9006 PSI CN *6189
TT 132.2637 K C_ -*0889




X/C CP PpLIPT HLOC
0.0000 .4605 .8380 *50Bg
°0052 ,P750 o9371 .3062
.0090 °7277 o9004 o3002
*0200 °5709 ,8645 .4610
°0500 .3836 .8148 ,5400
,0813 °2507 .7829 ,6020
°1199 °1700 .7661 ,6290
.1796 *0706 ,7380 .6723
.2397 -.0031 o7177 .7C53
.2995 -*0714 °?OOZ .7322
°3588 -*1399 ,6858 .7545
._1_3 -°1838 .67_1 °7724
.4793 -.2059 .6689 *7004
,5304 -°1R33 o673_ °7736
°5094 -*0737 .7020 .7295
°6507 ,0643 °735_ °6775
°7203 ,1016 °7686 °6282
°7743 .2623 °7R59 .5071
.8394 °2973 .7943 .5832
*8996 °3027 .7961 ,5804
*94g2 °2508 o7_48 *5088
1o0000 .1375 ,7562 ,6447
C01 .00060 CDCOR1 .00843
CD2 °00860 COCOR2 °00842
CD3 .00844 COCOA3 °00825
CO4 ,00757 COCOR4 °00742
COS ,00749 C0¢0R5 ,00740
SPAN_ISE
XIC YIBI2 CP PeLIPT REOC
,0500 -*3375 -1.0748 °4580 1°1170
*3957 -.3375 -,5863 °5783 *9207
,5008 -.3375 -.571Z ,5791 .9193
°6048 -.3375 -,5488 °5849 .g102





X/C CP PpL/PT MLOC
0.00_0 .3;62 .B058 ,5643
.0£83 -.6681 .5552 .9571
• _0_7 -1.04_3 .4633 1.1091
• 0203 -1.2145 °4272 1.1732
,0300 -1o2335 *_168 1.1_90
• bAOO -1,2_11 .4177 1.1905
,0608 -1°2527 °_118 1.1C15
• bSOO -1.2_50 ._164 1.1929
,1000 -1*1214 ,_217 1.1832
,1997 -.6923 ,5479 .9688
• 2500 -.6779 .5500 .9653
°29_4 -*_005 °5551 .9573
• 3402 -.6390 .5612 ,9_75
.3705 -,b?O3 .5643 .9427
._201 -,_,)28 .5674 .9378
._598 -.6_9_ .5692 .93_9
.4996 -*5_77 .5754 .9251
.5397 -,5_00 ,5779 .9213
,5795 -.5764 ,5794 .9189
,61_7 -.5_81 ,5_62 .9081
• 6598 -._21 .5959 .8930
,6997 -.475_ .6041 .S803
.7_93 -.3995 .6_32 .850_
• _353 -.Z_R5 .6o_3 .779_
.8791 -,1032 .6950 .7403
• 9212 -.0115 ,7182 .7G4_
l.OOO0 .I_46 .7557 .6456
PT 18*9885 PSI CN .6814
TT 132.1722 K CM -*0856




X/C CP P_L/PT MLOC
0.0000 °3442 °_058 °5643
*0052 .9356 .9525 .2645
°0098 o7913 .917_ .3519
*0200 .641_ *880Z ,4309
°0500 °4379 °8305 .5221
,0813 ,2948 .79_1 .5837
,1199 ,2154 *7756 .6137
.1796 .1113 °7498 .6550
,2397 ,0338 .7314 .6839
,2995 -.0400 °7097 .7175
.3588 -,11G2 °6914 ,7459
,4193 -o1560 .6_05 .7627
.4793 -,1886 .6730 ,7742
.5394 -,164_ .6778 .7668
,5994 -,C560 ,7037 .7269
,6507 .0761 °7391 .6718
,7203 .1997 .770_ .6225
*7743 °2696 ,7879 .5940
,8394 .3058 .7971 .5787
,8996 °3083 °7Q76 °5778
,9492 °2540 °7861 ,5967
1.0030 o1346 .7_7 ,6456
CDI °00923 COCOR1 .00900
CD2 .00013 COCOR2 ,00896
C03 ,00898 COCOR3 .00881
C04 .00830 CDCOR4 *00818
C05 .00793 COCOe_ ,00787
SPANWISE
X/C Y/812 CP P_LIPT _LOC
.050J -.3375 -1,1794 ,4315 1.16_6
,3957 -.3375 -.6084 .5704 .9331
,5008 -.3375 -,5943 .5752 *9255
*6048 -.3375 -°5590 *5873 .9065






XIC CP P;L/PT qLOC
0.0000 .1907 .7695 .6235
*0083 -*7926 *SZ78 1,0G14
*0097 -1.2746 .4103 1.2043
*0203 -1,3500 ,3886 1.2456
,0300 -1.3550 *3892 1.2445
*0400 -1.4022 .3812 1*2599
*O608 -1.3Q52 ,3834 1.Z544
.08_0 -1.3782 .3a48 1.2529
.1000 -1.3722 .3851 1*2524
.1997 -,7434 *5376 .9852
.2300 -.6491 .5626 .9454
*2994 --,6453 ,5011 .9478
.3402 -,8406 ,5649 *9417
,379§ -,b_6Z .5688 *9356
.4201 -,6214 .5726 ,9296
.4598 -.6197 .5677 .9372
*4998 --*6074 .5712 .9318
.5397 -.6_01 .5740 ,9210
*5795 -.5a41 *5794 .9189
*6197 -.5686 ,5_45 .9108
,6595 **5272 *58g0 ,ROE8
*bgg? -.4754 .8040 *8805
.7493 -*4082 .6213 *8536
.8353 -*Z114 .6895 *7798
.4791 -.1014 .6967 *7376
*9212 -*0107 ,7186 ,7039
1,0000 *1281 *7565 ,6443
PT 18.9860 PSI C_ *7304
TT 132.3143 K C_ -.0445




X/C CP PpLIPT _LOC
0*0000 *1907 .7695 .b235
.0052 *9841 *9849 *2267
,0098 ,8422 ,9294 .3251
*0200 ,6909 .9925 *4064
*0500 *4829 *4425 .5010
.0813 .3420 .8043 ,3599
.1199 *2325 .7851 *5985
.1796 ,1436 .75?9 ,6420
.2397 *0634 ,737_ ,8739
*2993 -.0111 ,7145 *7039
,3385 -.0819 *?OZZ .?292
.4193 -.1324 ,68A0 ,T511
.4793 -.1668 .6815 .7611
*53g4 -,1412 .6840 .7510
,5994 -,0490 .7125 ,7132
*6§97 ,0872 ,7425 *8664
,7203 ,Z03g .7716 ,6Z02
,7743 *Z729 .7914 ,5881
*4394 *3094 *7990 .5754
*3996 .3106 *8000 *5?39
,9492 ,2669 .7584 *5962
1.0000 .1261 ,7565 *8443
C01 *01048 COCORE *01028
CDZ *01046 CDCORZ *01025
CD3 *01036 COCOA3 *01013
CD4 *00968 COCOA4 *00951
CO5 *00945 COCOA5 ,00937
$PANWISE
XIC YI81Z CP PpLIPT MLOC
*0500 -°3375 -1.2996 .4021 1,2198
.3957 -.3375 -.6267 .5669 ,9385
.5OO8 -.3375 -*6034 .57Z9 *9290
*6048 -*3375 -.5662 *5554 .9094





XIC CP PeLIPT HLOC
0.0000 *0673 ,7397 .6708
.0083 -*8740 .5077 1.0341
,0097 -1.3992 .3775 1.2673
*0203 -1*4517 *3552 1.3123
.0300 -1.4551 .3587 1.3051
*0400 -1*5223 .3455 1.3324
.0004 -1.4987 .3535 1.3135
.0800 -1.4938 .3534 1,3180
.1000 -1.4741 .3569 1.3087
*1997 -1.3376 .3897 1.2434
.2500 -,7848 *526T 1,0030
*2994 -*6045 .5740 .9274
*3402 -.5588 .5743 .9269
.3795 -°6039 .5725 .9296
.4201 -.8040 .3710 .9321
*_598 -.61_5 *5679 *9369
*4996 -.61G8 .5710 .9320
.5397 -,5987 ,5705 ,9329
.5795 -.5937 ,5781 *9209
.b197 -*5663 .5430 ,9132
.6594 -.5297 *5922 .8988
.6997 --.4790 .6010 *8852
*7493 -.4101 ,6193 .4567
.8353 -*2135 *8693 ,7799
.8791 -,I065 .6930 *7424
,9Z12 -*0175 *7168 .7069
1*0000 .1318 ,7557 .6456
PT 18.8900 PSI CN .8135
TT 131*880Z K CM -*0815




XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 ,0673 .7397 .0708
*O05Z 1.0195 .9733 .1970
.0098 .8913 .9414 .2950
*O2OO ,7358 *90Z4 *3860
.0300 .5208 .3500 .4876
,0813 .3761 ,8199 ,5488
,1199 ,2829 ,7q17 ,5B75
.1796 .1764 .7647 .6312
.2397 *0918 .7469 .6627
.2995 *0196 .7255 .6930
.3558 -*0565 .7068 *7221
.4193 -.1063 .696§ .7340
.4793 -.1409 .6853 ,7553
,5394 -*1265 ,6904 .7474
*5994 --.0324 .7125 .7133
.6507 *0974 .7445 .6633
.7203 .2132 .774_ ,6159
.7743 ,2824 .7894 ,5913
.8394 ,3146 ,8004 .57Z5
,8996 .3156 ,4001 .5737
,9492 .7671 *7882 .4932
1.0000 .1318 .7557 .6456
CO1 .01349 CDCOP1 .01311
C02 *01336 COCOA2 .01Z94
C03 .01330 COCOA3 .01Z87
C04 .01280 COCOA4 .01246
CD5 .01193 COCOAS .01171
$PAN_ISE
XIC YI312 CP PpLIPT MLOC
*0603 -.3375 -1.4150 .3687 1.2847
.3957 -.3375 -.6054 .5703 ,9323
.5008 -.3375 -.6014 .5696 .9342
.6048 -.3375 -.5762 *5779 .9213





XlC CP PeLIPT qLOC
0.0000 -,0449 .7113 .7151
• 0083 -.9354 ,4914 I*U613
• 0097 -1,4648 .3540 1,3146
• 0203 -1.5074 .3318 1.3620
• 0300 -1.5372 .3318 1.3_16
• 0400 -1.5990 .3141 1.3914
.0608 -1.5348 .3300 1.3655
• 0800 -1.5110 .3339 1.3571
.1000 -1.5335 .3317 1.361fl
.1997 -1.4741 .3447 1*3342
.2_00 -1.4_17 .3484 1.3264
.2994 -1.Z35_ .4000 1*2124
.3402 -.7823 .5184 1.0197
.3795 -.4737 ,5739 ,9274
• 4E01 -*534Z ,5424 .914Z
._594 -,5326 .5400 ,9174
,4996 -,5750 .5769 ,922_
,_397 -*541Z .5753 *9234
,5795 -.5414 ,5765 ,9234
,6197 -,5541 .5410 ._163
,6594 *.5Z06 .5_91 ._037
,8997 -,47dZ .6004 .8861
,7493 -.4011 .6147 .8639
,4353 -.2155 ,6599 ,7943
,8791 -,1091 ,6h98 .7483
._212 -*0152 ,71U3 ,7167
I.O000 ,1_43 .7524 .0504
PT 1_.9696 PSI CN *gOB7
TT 132*q703 K CM -,0811




X/C CP P_L/PT BLOC
0.0000 -*0449 .7113 .7151
,0052 1.0533 ,9_09 ,1661
,0094 ,9254 .9474 ,2790
*0200 .7760 ,9111 *3672
,0500 .5385 *_572 .4746
.0813 .4140 .4197 .3408
.1199 .3165 ,7944 .5831
.1796 *Z076 ,7683 ,6255
°239? .1256 *7468 ,8600
,Zq_5 .0466 ,7271 .6906
.3588 -.0301 ,7356 ,7239
,4193 -.0861 *6945 ,7411
,4?93 -,1238 *6427 *7592
,5394 -.1044 ,6902 ,7476
.4994 -.0163 ,7122 ,7137
*6507 .1092 ,7419 .6674
.7203 *2225 ,7748 .6150
*7743 .2913 ,7919 ,58?2
,4394 .3243 ._00? ,4726
.8996 ,32_0 ,7995 ,4747
,9492 *Z693 .7858 ,5973
1.0000 .1443 ,?424 .6504
COl *01953 COCOA1 *01916
C02 *01931 COCOR2 *01892
C03 *01928 COCOR_ *01890
CD4 ,01841 CDCOR4 .01013
C05 *01477 COCOR5 ,03468
SPAN_ISE
XIC YI81Z CP PeLIPT MLOC
*OSOO -,3375 -1.4861 ,3464 1,3305
.3957 -,3375 -.5515 .5804 ,9172
,5008 -.3373 -.5634 ,9769 .92Z8
.6048 -,3375 -.5524 .5753 .9230






X/C CR P, LIPT _LOC
0.0000 -*2556 e6598 e7944
*ouq3 -1*01Z0 ,4738 1.0911
.0097 -1*6823 ,3037 1,4245
,0Z03 -1.7829 .2862 1.4662
,0300 -1o7801 ,2848 1.4695
*OROC -1,7900 *2810 1.R790
,0608 -1.7379 ,Z880 1,4620
*0800 -1*7342 *2963 1.4419
,1000 -1,7564 *Z_O0 1.4570
,1997 -I*b573 .3G_6 1,4109
*2500 -1,6R50 o3143 1.4004
*2994 -1.5487 ,3419 1.3400
,3402 -1.0v63 ,R760 1.0873
.3795 -.8489 .5139 1,0238
.4201 -*7684 *5_Zb .9773
,4598 -.5961 ,5724 .9297
.4996 -.5051 *SgbZ ,8926
*5397 -,5073 ,5985 ,8890
,5795 -.4965 .5957 .893R
,6197 -.R950 ,5972 o8911
.6598 -,4072 .6_17 ,884E
.6997 -.4R32 .6101 ,8710
,7493 -.3786 ._262 .8461
,8353 -,2120 ,bOb9 .7835
,e791 -.1122 .69R5 .7411
,9212 -,0278 .7173 .7058
1.0000 .118R *7521 .6513
PT 1_,2000 PSI CN 1.0175
TT 133,2351 K CM -,0745




XlC CP PpLIFT MLOC
0.0000 -*2556 .6_98 *7944
*0052 1.08Lg *9883 *1295
,0098 ,9879 .9659 *2233
*0200 .8392 ,9291 *3259
*0500 ,6190 .8746 ,4418
*0313 ,473? ,8371 ,5104
.1199 *3724 .8143 ,5498
.1796 .2559 ,?853 ,$979
,2397 .1690 *7623 .6351
,2995 ,0369 ,7413 *6675
,3588 ,0104 *7236 .6961
.4191 -°0500 .7104 ,7165
,R793 -*0936 .7002 *7324
*5394 -*0873 .7017 *7307
,5994 -.0008 .7186 .7037
.6507 .1159 *7489 ,6563
*7203 *2302 .7779 ,6100
,7743 ,2889 ,79_1 ,5836
.3394 ,3223 ,7992 .5751
*8996 .3159 .7983 °5767
.9492 *2664 ,7846 .5992
1,0000 .1184 ,7521 .6513
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
C01 .032S4 COCORI ,03Z13
C02 .03201 COCOR2 ,0315E
C03 ,03206 CDCOR3 °03164
CO4 ,03130 COCOR4 *03102
C05 *02493 C0C0R5 .02479
SPANWISE
XIC YIOI2 CP PpLIPT NLOC
• 0500 -*3375 -1.6237 .3210 1.3e53
• 3957 -,3375 -,7728 ,5320 ,9943
• 5003 -.3375 -*5064 *5983 ,3893
• 6048 -.3375 -.5069 .5939 .8930





XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0,0000 -,3026 ,6239 .8497
*0_$3 -1.0_31 ,4729 1.0926
*0G97 -1.7637 .2793 1.8831
.0203 -1,8741 ,2597 1,5333
.0300 -1,_55 .2587 1*5360
*ORO0 -1,8707 ,2580 1,5376
,0608 -1,8362 ,Z603 1,5317
,0800 -1.8247 .2676 1.5127
,1000 -I,R297 .2704 1.5056
,1997 -1.7654 ,2829 I.R743
,2500 -1,7637 .2875 1.R631
.299R -1.6545 .315_ 1.3967
,3402 -I.I_ZL .R807 1.1488
.3795 -1.0145 .4706 1.0965
.R201 -.9586 ,ReR5 1,0728
.4598 -.8705 .5043 1,0396
,4996 -,7_66 ,5341 ,9909
.5397 -,6192 .5697 ,9341
,5795 -.5062 ,5989 ,8884
,6197 -.4571 .6C66 .8764
.6590 -.4U61 .6198 ,8561
,6997 -,3735 .6314 ,8381
,7493 -,3195 .6406 .8239
,8353 -*1979 .6767 ,7688
.8791 -.ll4S .6900 .7481
,9212 -.0540 ,7C92 ,7184
1,0000 ,0443 ,7316 ,6835
PT 19,C952 PSI CN 1,1021
TT 133,2142 K CM -.0756




X/C CP PsLIPT MLOC
0,0000 -*3926 ,6239 *8497
•0052 1.1077 *9945 *0886
,0098 1.0272 .9751 .1901
• 0200 .8899 .9415 *2947
.0500 *6652 *_854 *4208
• 0813 .5210 .8481 .4910
.1199 ,4154 *8230 .5350
• 1796 ,Z947 .TqA4 .5831
,2397 .2062 .7728 ,6183
• 2995 o1176 .7494 ,6555
• 35_8 ,0398 .7319 ,6831
• 4193 -*0244 ,7168 .7067
,4793 -*0750 ,7036 *?270
.5394 -,0710 *7037 *?268
,5994 *0035 ,7221 ,6983
.6507 .1190 *7498 ,6552
• 7203 *2296 *7765 ,6123
• 7743 ,2885 *7933 °5850
,8394 ,3157 ,8007 *5727
,_996 ,3C43 ,7954 ,5814
.9492 *2388 *7795 ,6074
1.0000 ,0443 .7316 ,6835
CDL ,05233 CDCORI .05183
CDZ .05189 CDCOR2 .05126
CD3 .05256 CDCOR3 .05194
¢04 *04839 COCO_4 ,04795
CD5 *03952 CDCOR5 *03933
SPANWISE
X/C YIB/2 CP P*LIPT MLOC
*0503 **3375 -1.6913 .2975 1.4392
*3957 -,3375 -.9917 *4748 1.0893
.5008 -*3375 -*6936 *5499 *9654
.6048 -.3375 -*4639 ,6051 ,3788





X/C CP P,LIPT MLOC
0.0000 -,5404 .5893 ,9033
,GOR3 -,9859 ,479_ 1,0811
• 0097 -1.8891 ,2525 1,5574
• 0203 -1,9614 ,2357 1.5992
• 0300 -1,9808 ,2364 1.5973
• OR00 -1.9654 ,2392 1.5892
• 0608 -1.9506 ,2381 1.5_2_
• 0_00 -1.9549 *ZRb5 1,5689
• 1000 -1.8402 .2628 1.5252
.19_7 -1.4451 .3658 1.2_06
,2500 -1.2269 .4178 1.1908
.2994 -1. 1_9 ,4434 1.1441
• SROZ -1._555 .457U 1.120C
• 37_5 -1.0G_7 ,4681 1.1008
• _201 -,9637 ,R_04 1,0797
• _598 -,9122 ,RgbR 1,0528
.899_ -.8271 ,5125 1.0261
• 5307 -,7544 .5302 .9972
• 5795 -,6o21 ,5563 .9554
• 6197 -,5966 ,571R .9315
.6698 -,5171 ,59C'_ .9010
,6997 -,R555 ,6114 .8690
• 7493 -.3839 .629R ,841_
• 8353 -.2680 .65R1 ,797C
• 8791 -,2_77 ,6586 ,7963
• 921Z -,2143 *6657 ,7854
1,0000 -, _41 .5878 .7515
PT 19,0052 PSI CN 1.0853
TT 132.8655 K CM -.0926




X/C CP PeL/PT MLOC
0,0000 -.5404 ,5893 .9_33
• G052 1,1129 ,9960 .0754
.0098 1,0433 ,9789 .1743
• 6200 .9225 ,9497 .2727
• 0500 .6965 ._940 ,4034
.0813 ,5501 ,8568 ,4751
,1199 ,4453 .8321 ,5193
,1796 ,3166 .798_ .576_
• 2397 ,22&8 ,7749 ,61Rq
• 2995 ,1346 ,755_ ,6465
• 3588 ,0479 ,7320 ,6829
,4193 -.0219 .7152 .7091
• 4793 -.0765 ,7003 ,7321
• 5394 -.0877 ,6972 .7369
,5994 -.0093 .?17R ,7057
• 6507 ,1010 ,7465 ,6602
• 7203 ,2030 .7691 .6242
.77R3 .259o .7R30 ,6017
,3394 .2823 ,7902 .5900
• 8996 ,2577 ,7835 .6009
• 0492 .1674 ,?609 .6373
1,0000 -,1241 ,6_73 ,7515
C01 ,08385 COCORI .08288
CD2 ,08902 COCOR2 .08795
CD3 .08947 COCOR3 .0884§
COA ,07007 CDCO_4 ,06933
C05 .06432 CDCOR5 .06376
SPANWISE
XIC YIBIZ CP PeLIPT MtOC
,0500 -,3375 -1,7809 ,2764 1,4904
• 3957 -.3375 -.9780 .4772 1,0852
• 5008 -,3375 -,7679 ._305 ,9967
• 6048 -,3375 -.5741 .5802 .9176
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XlC CP PeLIPT Nine
O*OO00 1.1014 ,9928 .1019
*0083 *6442 .8790 *4339
*0097 *69Z9 .8912 *4096
*0203 *4998 .8441 *4988
*0300 *2274 .7766 ,6130
*0400 .1369 ,754L .6491
*0608 *0355 ,TZgL ,6884
,0806 -,0227 ,7155 *7096
.1000 -*0829 *7_16 .7311
,1997 -.1754 *6777 ,7679
,2500 -,2U75 *668T .7817
.2994 -*2456 ,6598 ,7955
*3402 -*2566 ,6566 .8005
*3795 -,2734 .6542 ,8041
.4201 -,2927 ,6479 ,8137
*4598 -*3246 *6392 *8272
,4996 -*3362 ,63?5 *8297
*5397 -.3587 *6304 *8407
*5795 -,3775 *6247 *8495
.6197 -,3828 ,6250 *8490
*6598 -*3746 ,6264 *8469
,6997 -,3627 *6203 *8423
,7493 -,3198 ,6396 ,8265
.8353 -,1847 .6718 *7770
.8791 -*0879 ,6987 ,7356
.9212 -,OU20 .7190 .7G42
1.0000 ,LB58 *7670 *6284
RT 23,1794 PSI CN -*0031
TT 1G1.1225 K CM -*0888




X/C CR PeL/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.1014 ,9928 .1019
• 0052 -.9514 *4823 1,0776
,0098 -,6584 .55?4 ,9547
,0200 -*4866 *5998 .8881
• 0800 -.3918 ,6230 ,8520
• 0813 -.4172 ,6169 .8614
• 1199 -,3809 *6270 *8459
• L?96 -.3993 ,6236 ,8511
,2897 -,4166 .6165 *8622
• 2995 -*4430 .6116 *8698
,3§88 -*4769 *60Z0 ,A847
• 4193 -,4858 ,6003 *8872
• 4793 -.4681 ,6042 ,8813
• 5394 -*3844 ,6268 ,8463
,5994 -.2166 *6668 .7848
• 6507 -*0378 .7103 .7176
• 7203 .1066 ,7471 .6602
• 7743 ,1878 .7661 *6300
• 8394 .2461 ,7799 .6077
.8996 *2693 *7867 .5966
• 9492 *2435 ,7799 *6077
1.0000 .1853 *Tb?O *6284
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR O!JALITY
CDZ ,00724 COC881 .00714
CO2 ,00710 CDCOR2 ,00699
CO3 ,00706 CDCQR3 *00695
CD4 ,0070§ COCOR4 ,00697
CO5 *00694 C000R5 *00689
' SPANWISE
XlC YI812 CR PpLIPT NLOC
• 0503 -,3375 ,0568 .7351 ,6790
°3957 -,3375 -,2811 ,6517 .8080
• 5008 -,3375 -.3358 ,6364 .5314
• 6048 -*3375 -,3772 ,6274 *8456




PT 23.1863 PSI CN .2448
TT 101*0002 K CM -*0916




XlC CR RJLIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.1037 *9933 *0980
,0083 ,2745 .7869 *5962
,0_97 .2647 *7845 *6002
• _203 ,0003 °7203 ,7G21
,0300 -.1639 *6783 .T671
• 0400 -,Z_gA ,6639 .7892
• 0608 -.2853 .6486 .8127
• 0800 -.3158 .6411 ,8243
• 1000 -*3534 .6309 *8399
• 1997 -,3686 ,6274 *8453
• 2500 -.3802 .6267 *8464
• 2994 -*3959 .6212 *8549
• 3402 -.3950 .8226 .8528
.3795 -.4003 .6214 .8546
,4201 -.4081 .6187 .8588
.4598 -.4349 ,6109 .8708
• 4996 -*4368 .6103 .8717
• 5897 -.448b .6090 ,8738
• 5795 -.4598 ,6055 ,8792
• 6197 -,4575 o6061 .8788
• 6508 -,4409 .6_92 ,8735
• 6997 -.4155 .6157 ,8635
• 7493 -,3534 .6300 .8414
• 8353 -,2008 *6684 .7823
,_791 -,0946 .8937 .7434
• 9212 -*0071 .7172 *7070
1.0000 .1769 .7639 .6335
LOEE_ SURFACE
XIC CP P,LIFT MLOC
0,0000 1,1037 *9933 ,0980
*0052 .1159 .7474 .6596
*0098 ,07_0 .7388 .6782
*0200 *0490 .7312 ,6851
*0500 -*0250 .7145 .7111
,0813 -.1192 ,6899 ,7492
.1199 -,1309 *6870 .7537
.L796 -.1942 .6705 ,7790
*2397 -.2386 .6613 .7931
*2995 -,2857 .6481 ,8135
.3588 -.3347 ,6380 .8290
.4193 -.3596 *6302 ,8410
.4793 -.3619 .6308 ,8402
.5394 -.3056 .6448 .8185
.5994 -,1593 .6804 .7838
,6507 -*0026 .T184 ,7051
.7203 .1425 .7344 .6486
,7743 ,2217 .7751 .8155
*8894 .2746 ,7878 .5949
.8996 .2900 ,7916 ,5886
,9492 .2522 ,7816 .6049
1,0000 *178q .7639 ,6335
CD1 ,00716 CDCORI ,00710
CDZ *00708 COCDRZ *00701
CD3 ,00703 COCOR3 *00696
CD4 *00703 CDCOR4 ,00698
CD5 *00691 CDCOR5 *00659
SPANE[SE
XIC YI812 CR PpLIPT NLOC
*0503 -,3375 -.2636 .8536 .8051
,3957 -.8375 -.4064 ,6187 *6618
.5008 -.3375 -.4372 .6110 *B70E
,6048 -,3_75 -,4540 ,610Z ,8720





XlC CP PpL/RT NLOC
O,CO00 .9793 .9628 *2339
*0083 -,0593 .7054 .7253
*0097 -*0446 *709Z .7193
*0203 -.3222 ,6402 .8256
*0300 -.4382 *b113 .8703
,0400 -,4807 .6007 .8867
.U608 -,5v24 .5957 .8944
*0800 -,5035 .5963 .8935
*LOOG -.5_65 .59_6 .9C23
.1997 -.4824 .6019 .8848
,250G -*4773 ,6023 ,8833
.2994 -.4851 .6_0U ,8878
.3402 -,473_ .6037 *8820
*3795 -*4696 .6031 *B829
,420E -.4744 ,6029 .8833
.4_98 -.4967 .5981 .E908
.*gqb -*4933 .5949 .8958
.539T -.5v18 .5946 .896Z
.57_5 -.5081 .5041 ,8970
.6197 -*4898 .5980 *d909
.6598 -*4722 *bOOT ,_867
.6997 -.4447 ,8087 .8743
*7493 -.3729 ,bZ60 .8475
,8353 -.2113 .6673 .7841
.8791 -*lCl_ ,6935 .7436
*9212 -*069_ .7173 .7C69
1.0000 ,1709 .7610 .6381
PT 23.1870 PSI CN .3795
TT E00*9639 K CN -*0936




X/C CP PpL/PT MLOC
0.0000 ,9793 *9628 *2339
• 0052 .4615 ,8346 ,5157
• 0098 ,3562 *8083 ,5607
• 0200 *2704 .7889 *5962
• 0500 ,1398 *7545 ,6484
• 0813 ,0184 *7247 *6952
.1199 -.0128 .7176 *?062
.1796 -,0950 *6973 .7377
• 2397 -,1506 *6830 o7599
• 2998 -.2046 *8708 ,7790
• 3588 -o2610 ,6863 *8008
.4193 -,2980 .646_ .8154
,4793 -,3073 ,6448 *8186
• 5394 -*E596 ,6553 *8025
• 5994 -.12e3 *8886 .7512
• 650T ,0274 *7278 *6907
• 7203 ,1635 .7587 ,6417
• 7743 *2372 *?782 ,6105
• 8394 *2864 *7908 *5900
.8996 .3001 *79_0 *5845
• 9492 *2595 ,7880 ,_027
1,0000 .1709 .7410 .6381
CD1 *00728 COCOR1 *007E1
CD2 ,00719 CDCOR2 *OOTO9
C03 *00717 COCOR3 *00708
CO4 ,00713 COC084 *00708
CD5 .00700 COCOR5 *00697
SPANWISE
X/C YI812 CP P_LIPT NLOC
• 0500 -*3375 -,4707 ,6021 ,8844
.3957 -.3375 -,4758 *6003 .5E73
,5008 -.3375 -.4919 ,5977 .8913
,6048 -,3375 -.4957 .8980 .8909






XlC CP PtL/PT MLDC
0.0000 ,75Q_ o_078 .3251
,_uR3 -.308Z *b_lg ,8230
,00_7 -.3_85 .bZ45 .8498
.OZ03 -*bo3U ._53q ,9604
,03_0 -*7307 ,5366 .g881
,_0 -.7_g2 ,5Z84 1.0013
,0608 -.7_0_ *5344 *qglb
*OBOO -.71_0 ._415 *_801
.1000 -.7095 ,5_47 ,0751
,lg07 -.5_73 .5719 *¢318
.Z_O_ -.571Z ,_?B? *g?lO
.ZgQ4 -.5_43 .57g_ *920O
,34_Z -,5_41 ,5@30 .Q143
.3795 -.5341 ._878 .gOb_
.4201 -.5323 ,_79 *gObb
*_598 -.5_71 ._865 *_08g
,_gq_ -,5353 ,588_ *gC_
,_3Q7 -.5403 .5_61 .Q(g_
*_7Q5 -*_3gO ,_86_ *QOgO
.61_? -,5?gO .5B89 *go_z
,b_gB -,4_5_ ,SgST .8Q4_
,bg_7 -.4_ZU .b05_ .8800
.7_Q3 -.3_77 *6237 .8511
.B3_3 -.Z1_7 .b_73 ,7@3g
._Tql -o1_11 ,6_61 .73g_
.g21_ -,_TB ,7173 ,7068
1.0000 ,lbb_ *?61_ .6375
_T 23,1867 PSI CN .5014
TT 1(1,C298 K C_ -,0932




XlC CP P;LIPT _LOC
0,0000 ,7598 ,Q078 .3751
,0052 .?042 .8948 ,4023
,0098 .5682 ,9602 .4697
.0200 .4431 .BZBq .5258
.0500 .2737 ,?874 ,5g55
.0813 .1348 ,7522 .6520
,1199 ,0838 .73gg .6715
.1796 -,0069 ,7186 ,?04?
,2397 -.0727 ,7016 ,2310
,2995 -,1367 ,b_61 ,7551
,3588 -,19&9 ,6714 ,?276
,4193 -,2379 .6604 ,7945
,4793 -.255T .65_ .8031
.5394 -,2194 .66_7 ,7864
,5994 -,0989 ,_954 .?407
.65_7 ,0_86 ,7_34 .6816
*7?03 .1802 .?653 .6312
,7743 ,2509 ,7822 .6039
,_394 ,2971 .7936 ._852
,_996 .309? ,7967 .5801
.9492 ,?638 .7845 ,6002
1.0000 .1666 ,7614 .6375
COl ,00742 C000R1 ,00734
CD2 ,00740 COCOR2 ,OOT30
¢03 .00738 CDCOq3 ,00729
CD4 .00730 C000_4 .00724
C05 .00717 CDCOR5 ,00214
SPANWI$E
XIC YI81Z CP P_L/PT MLOC
.0503 -.3375 -,6960 ,5470 o9714
,3957 -.3375 -,5351 ,5873 .9076
,8008 -.3375 -.8334 ,5880 .906_
.6048 -.3375 -,5267 .5893 .9045





XlC C_ P_LIPT qLOC
0.0000 ._q50 .8627 .5014
.0_83 -.5431 .585_ .9100
.Oug? -.7677 .5335 ._931
.0203 -*_5_6 ._F3d 1.0752
*0300 -1.0550 .4_01 1.1158
.0400 -1.1149 .4_71 1.1386
.0608 -1.1_47 ._403 1.15UB
.1000 -*g_85 ._711 1.0968
.1997 -.6_5_ .549_ ._7_
.2500 -.6574 .5_94 ._516
.?994 -.6381 .5616 .9481
*3402 -.61il .5090 .9363
.3795 -.5_75 .5737 °9289
._Z01 -.5_93 .5761 .9252
._98 -.5_06 .575_ .9257
._996 -*5757 .5770 *9237
.5392 -.5765 .574_ .928G
*_795 -.5712 .5772 ._235
.6197 -.54_o *584_ .911_
.6598 -.51_ .5935 ._979
._997 -.4?4_ .6057 .8?89
.7493 -.395_ .623_ *_513
.8791 -.1Ci6 .6Q5_ .7_04
*g212 -.0073 .712J .7_73
OT 23.1881 PSI CN ,6319
TT I00.719_ K CM -.0908




X/C C P P.LIPT _LOC
0,0000 .4950 .8427 .5014
*0052 .8801 .9_84 ,303_
.00¢5 .7331 .9017 ,3880
.0200 .5865 ,_659 ,4591
,0800 .3973 ._%98 .5413
.0813 ,2442 .7801 *6074
*1199 ,1803 ,2660 .630_
.I296 .0745 .737? .6749
.2397 .0011 *?207 ,701_
*?995 -.0669 .7047 *7264
,35_8 -*I294 .6897 .?496
o4193 -oi257 .6762 .7702
,4793 -,2034 *6700 ,7798
*5394 -.1781 .6??3 .76_b
.5994 -*0687 .7045 ,7266
._507 .0760 .7396 ,62_
,7203 .20_5 *?_00 ,_256
,7743 ,2678 .7848 ,5997
.83_4 .3098 .7961 .8_II
.8_6 .3178 .7993 .5?60
.9_92 *2678 ,?872 ,5958
1.0000 .1586 .7594 ,6407
CDI ,00802 CDCOR1 .00791
CDZ .0080? CDCOEZ ,00786
C03 .00797 CDCO_3 .00784
CD_ ,00786 C000g4 ,007?8
CD5 ,00776 COCOR5 ,00770
SP&NWISE
XIC YI812 CP PeLIPT MLOC
• 0503 -.3375 -.9950 .4785 1.0842
• 3957 -,3375 -.58@8 .5715 .93_4
,5008 -,3375 -,5741 ,5819 ,ql61
.6048 -,3375 -*5491 ,5865 .9088
,7003 -*3375 -.4739 .6025 .8838
I_ST i_2 PT 23,1_3 _SI
eUN 3@ TT IUlo2555




X/C CP _L/PT qLDC
0.0000 .3_19 ._O_Z .5644
ov_3 -1.143_ .440_ 1.1_06
.O3O0 -1._33 ._26 1.L_26
• _00 -1.?_52 *_201 1.1873
• 0_.)_ -1.2_04 .4L4_ 1.1969
• ICO0 -1._651 ._LI_ 1.2033
.1997 -.7_0 .5517 .963_
°2_Q_ -.o_23 .5596 .9511
._5_8 -°6118 ._72, .93O5
._gQ_ -*_C2_ .57_1 *Q25!
.57_ -._ .5_3Z .9140
.o997 -._73 *_3_ ._B?_
.74_3 -.3_7_ .62_0 .8505
._/_l -.l_3 _ ._ .7363





XlC CP PetlP T ML_C
0,0000 ,3419 ,8062 ,564_
,C0_2 ,9379 ,95_8 .2613
.009@ ,7907 .9168 ,3550
._20_ ,6442 ._812 *4296
*0500 ._377 .5315 .5211
,0813 ,?_?B ,2911 ,5894
.1199 .2182 ,7761 *6138
.1796 ,1C_1 ,74_ ,65_9
,23_7 ._316 ,?_0_ ,6867
.?995 -,0397 .?180 .7103
*3598 -,1082 ,6985 *7359
,4193 -*15_9 .6854 ,7561
,4793 -.1_69 ._278 .7627
.5394 -*1_0_ .68O4 .7638
.8994 -,0576 .710_ ,2172
.65_7 .0810 ,7428 .6668
,?_33 *?030 *_7_5 .6181
,77_3 .2_97 ,Tn?_ ,5953
._3_ ,3094 .8005 ,5737
._9_ .31_5 ,_035 .5687
.9_92 .2656 .78?O ,5_2
1.000_ ,155_ *2619 *636t
CO1 .00957 CDCO_1 .008_5
COZ .00855 CDCD_2 .00841
CD3 .0085_ COC083 ,00838
C04 .00848 CDCQ_4 .00859
C05 ,00833 CDCOe5 .008_8
$PANWTSE
XlC YI8/_ CP _*LIPT NLOC
.050J -.3375 -1.08@9 .4558 1.1233
.3957 -.3375 -,6158 .5713 .9327
.500_ -,33?5 -,5988 *5812 .9171
*00_8 -.3375 -.862q .5841 .9126






%/C CP PpLIPT NLOC
O*OOqO ,EbEE o7797 .6080
*U083 -,7233 .5305 ,997B
.00_7 -1.1016 .6387 1.1535
.0203 -1*2130 .4105 loZCSO
.0300 -1.Z688 .k007 1,E235
*G400 -1.2941 .3851 1.2536
*0608 -1.3153 .3806 I.ZbE2
.0800 -1.34E1 ,37q4 1.2646
.1000 -1.3350 *3767 1oZ699
.1997 -loZSZT .66G6 1.2235
.2500 -.8563 .4980 1.0513
.29q4 -.5910 .567Z .9391
.340Z -.6105 .5o54 .9420
.3795 -.see5 .5664 .9403
.bZOI -.5981 *5620 .9476
°4598 -.6241 .5682 .9535
°6996 -,6075 .5607 °9494
°5397 -°6075 *5630 °9458
°5795 -.6v16 .5638 .9665
.6197 -.573b .5706 .9338
*6598 -.5340 .5803 .9184
°6997 m.6905 .590Z .9C30
,7493 -.406Z *_111 .8706
,8353 -,2161 .6585 .7974
.8791 -.1027 o_ee6 .751Z
,9212 -.0059 ,7117 .7155
1.0000 .1SbO .7542 *6688
PT 23.26Z5 PSI CN °7706
TT 1_1.9739 K CN ".0872




XIC CP PJLIPT MLOC
0.0000 .26Z2 ,7797 .6080
• 005Z °qB46 .9629 .233_
,0098 *8658 .9280 .3291
,0200 .6955 *8g12 .6096
.0500 *4890 ,R366 ,5121
• 0813 .33Z3 .7Q73 .5791
• llg9 .2596 *7B1Z *6056
• 1796 .1468 .750g .6561
• 23q7 °0681 ,7319 °6860
.2995 -*0069 .7124 .7146
,3588 -*0810 .6936 .7436
,4193 -.1266 ,683_ *7583
.4793 -.1605 ,6777 °7679
.5396 -.1642 .6780 °7675
°5996 -,0365 °70_0 °7273
• 6507 *0936 *7387 ,6733
• 7203 .2201 ,7696 .6244
.7763 .Z817 .7863 .5971
• 8396 .32Z7 .7963 ,5808
.8996 .3274 °7973 °5790
.9692 ,Z711 ,7830 *6025
1°0000 *1560 ,754Z .668fl
ORIGINAL PAGE E_
OF POOR QUALITY
CD1 .01126 CDCOR1 .0108B
C02 *01122 COCOR2 .OlOe6
C03 .01LEO CDCOR3 °01076
CD4 .011Z_ CDCOR4 °01103
CD5 .01023 C0COR5 .01012
SPANWISE
XIC YIBI2 CP PpLIPT NtOC
• 050_ -.3375 -1.1519 .4285 1*1719
• 3957 -.3375 -.6190 ,5633 *9653
• 5008 -.3375 -.6092 °5660 ,946Z
°6068 -.3375 -o5801 ,5749 *9269




PT 23.Z404 PSI CN °8422
TT IOC.7639 K CM -*0856




X/C CP PpLIPT NLOC
0.0000 .1360 .7502 °6553
.OGP3 -.8Z03 .5_03 1.0309
• 0097 -I.E701 .4061 1.2171
• 0203 -1,3604 .3771 I,E690
• 0300 -1.3827 .3711 1.Z810
• 0600 -1.6547 .357Z 1.3091
• ObOe -1.465E .3519 1.3200
• 0800 -1.6229 .353Z 1.3173
o1000 -1o4Z13 .3531 1o3175
.1997 -1°3761 ,3699 1o2834
• ZSO0 -1.3396 .3786 1.2666
,2994 -,7092 .5602 *9823
,3902 -*5736 .573_ .9299
• 3795 -.5_11 ,5797 ._195
• 4ZO1 -*5595 .5755 .gZ6Z
,6598 -.5812 .5691 *9363
,6996 -°SeZ8 .5674 .9388
.5397 -*5_09 .5649 ,9429
,5795 -.5908 .5706 .9361
,6197 -.5o01 .57Z7 .9306
• 6598 -°5309 .5d36 *9134
• 6997 -.4861 .5963 .8966
• 7693 -.4205 .6127 *8681
.e3_3 -.Zlb6 ,6591 .7966
• 8791 -.1033 .6eBb .7511
• 9212 -.0077 .716R .7L76
1.O000 .1640 .7552 .6473
LOWED SUPKACE
XlE CP PeL/PT MLOC
0.0000 .13CO *7502 °6553
.O05Z 1.0288 .97.9 .1913
*0098 .90Z3 *9428 .2919
*0200 ,7463 .903e °3839
,0500 .5350 .85Z0 *A867
*0813 .3776 .8102 *_576
.1199 .3016 .7895 .59ZC
,1796 *1814 ,7_89 .6415
.2397 *i000 .7616 *6687
,Z995 *0277 ,TZZ5 .6987
,3588 -,0483 .7030 .7289
.6193 -.0992 ,6926 °7651
.4793 -.1364 .6830 ,7598
.5396 -.1188 .6877 °7526
.5996 -*0176 .7115 ,7159
*6507 ,1043 ,7614 ,6691
.7203 ,2245 ,7709 .6222
.7763 °2926 .7865 ,5970
,8394 ,3338 .9011 *5728
,8996 ,3375 ,79qz .5760
,949Z .2575 .7R85 .5936
1,0000 *1640 .7552 *6473
COL *01675 COCORI .01440
C02 .01659 COCOR2 .01426
CD3 .01461 COCOR3 .01629
CD6 .01_09 CDCOR4 .01386
CD5 .01Z13 CDCOR5 .01200
SPANWISE
XlC Y/BIZ CP P_LIPT MLOC
*0500 -*3375 -1.E397 .3978 1.2239
.3957 -.3375 -.5516 .5764 .9247
°5008 -.3375 -.593Z .5673 .9391
.6063 -.3375 -o57A8 .5723 .9311





XlC CP P,L/PT BLOC
O,0000 -.001b .7158 .7091
• 0U83 -.8948 ,4919 1.0615
,0097 -1.3h58 .3773 I*ZbR7
• 0Z03 -1.6961 .3662 1,3320
• 0300 -1,5177 ,3399 1.365Z
• 0400 -1.6_87 .319_ 1.3896
,0608 -1*5_18 ,33Z7 1.3607
• OBOO -1.53Z3 ,3361 1,3534
• 1000 -1.5313 .3331 1.3598
.1997 -1,4914 ,3478 1.3284
• 2500 -1.4_75 ,3561 i°3154
.Z996 -1.3171 .3qOZ 1.2635
• 3eOZ -.6910 *5478 .970U
.3795 -.5_26 .57Z0 .9315
• 6201 -.56U8 .57_4 .9215
.6598 -.5404 .5868 .911>
.4996 -.5630 .5_U7 .9179
.5397 -.5573 .5776 .gEE7
°5795 -.5503 .5762 .9249
.6197 -.5427 *5798 .9193
.o598 -.5165 .5900 .9034
,b997 -.a770 .6Oll ,8861
°7493 -.3917 ,619Z .8579
°8353 -,217U *664Z .7887
.6791 -*luSh .6919 .7461
.921Z -.0115 .7159 .7_89
1.0000 . 588 .7561 .645Q
PT 23.1953 PSI CN .9167
TT 101.4934 K CM -.0817




X/C CP P,LIPT MLOC
0.0000 -.0016 .7158 .7091
*O05Z 1.0525 .9805 .1666
*0098 .9376 °9_19 .Z666
.GZO0 .7838 °9135 .36Z3
.OS_O °5767 °86Z5 .6653
.ORI3 .4141 .8210 *5393
.1199 .330B °8006 .5737
.1796 .El50 .7?04 .eEZ9
.Z397 .1310 .75Z2 °65ZG
.Z995 .0528 .7319 .6839
.3586 -.0222 .7159 .7090
.6193 -.0769 *e997 °7341
*6?93 -.11Z8 .6913 .7469
*5394 -.0996 .69Z7 .7649
.5996 -.0C65 .7130 .7134
.65_7 .1132 .7_?Z .5599
.7203 o23Z1 .7777 .6113
.7743 .Z950 .7908 .5899
.8396 .3309 .7981 .5776
.8996 .337_ .8006 .5736
.9_92 .2792 .78_0 .5966
1.0000 .1588 .7561 *6459
CDI *0198Z CDCOR1 °01955
C02 .0195Z COCOR2 *01916
CD3 .U1965 COCOR3 .019Z7
CO4 .01910 CDCOR4 .01890
C05 .01580 CDCOR5 .01573
SPANWISE
X/C Y/BIZ CP P_LIPT MLOC
• 0500 -.3375 -1.3736 .3776 1.Z680
• 3957 -.3375 -.5425 .5835 ,9135
• 5008 -.3375 -.5582 .5796 .9195
• 6068 -.3375 1.5588 .580 _ .9186






XIC CP PtLIPT MIOC
0.0000 -,2379 *6638 .7_92
°_0_3 -1°031_ °4687 1°1_09
.0997 -1°5789 °3293 1o3680
,0203 -1°7127 °29B7 1°4371
°0300 -1,7394 °2931 1,4506
,_400 -1°TB37 °2658 1°46BG
.0608 -1,7608 °2920 1.6530
°_0(; -1°7_25 °3012 1°4314
o1000 -1°7196 °2938 1o6489
o1997 -1°6334 °3129 1o4066
,250C -1.6203 ,3175 1°3Q41
°2996 -1,b_43 .3216 1,3648
,34_Z -1°3_Z °3_65 1.2_07
°37_5 -,9123 ,4964 1°054G
,4201 -,7353 o5_3_ °9771
°459B -,6465 ,5578 °9541
°4906 -°53B9 ,_855 .91_4
°539? -,4920 °60C1 °887_
._795 -.4_47 ,5995 .88B5
._197 -°4_B3 ,60&b ,8868
°6_98 -o_01 °6C52 .8797
._997 -,4352 .6126 °B683
.74_3 -°3789 ._2_1 °8427
°_353 -°2_9_ o6_91 °7811
,_791 -,1u56 °692_ .744_
,9212 -,0220 °7124 o7146
1,0000 ,1411 ,7_2_ ,6510
PT 23°1908 PSI CN 1,0411
TT 101°4907 K CM -*07B9




XIC CP P_L/PT MLOC
0°0000 -°2379 °6638 .7892
°0052 1°0950 °9915 o1107
oO09B °9B91 o9655 °2248
,0200 °_466 °9305 o3230
.0500 °6347 ._791 °4337
°0B13 ,47_1 °8401 °50&O
°1199 o3905 o8193 °5_21
• 1796 .261_ .?848 °_997
• 2397 °1756 °7636 *6339
o2995 °0920 ,7419 *66B3
• 3588 ,_141 °T231 ,6977
°4193 -.0402 o7131 ,7132
°4793 -oC827 .701_ °7318
°5396 -.0756 °702B .7292
,5994 *0C06 °723B o6967
°650? °1228 °7492 °6567
.7203 ,2377 °77B4 °6101
,7743 o2978 °7950 °5B30
.B394 o3316 °B020 °5713
°_g96 °3332 °803_ *56Bg
,9492 °_746 °7876 °5951
1°0000 ,1411 °7529 .6510
CDI °03418 CDCOR1 .03372
CD2 .03314 COCOR2 ,03260
CO3 ,03339 C9COR3 .03289
CD4 .03165 CDCOR4 °03133
CD5 ,0266Z COCDe5 .0264T
5PANW_SE
XlC YIBIZ CP PpLleT RLOC
• OSOO -.3375 -1.4585 .3559 1,3117
.3957 -.3375 -.8571 .5103 1.0308
,5008 -.3375 -,5058 ,5965 ,Bg32
,6048 -.3375 -,4733 ,sggg ,0879





XlC C p PeLIPT qcoc
0o0000 -o3_25 ,_281 ,8443
°00_3 -1°1_1 o451_ 1°1309
• 00_7 -1°6_11 °296_ L°4414
,_203 -1°8143 °2711 1o5C46
°0300 -1°8193 °2663 1°5170
,0400 -1,821_ ,2b_T 1°5159
o0608 -1°8290 ,2677 1,5134
,_800 -1o_063 .2720 1.5026
°10_0 -1,7_7_ ,2T$5 1,4935
ol_T -1,7176 ,29_8 1°45_1
o2_0 -1°T_4_ o2922 1°4527
,2994 -1,7201 °292_ 1o4523
• 3_ -1.53_ .3379 1°3494
.3795 -1.0720 .4436 1.1449
.4201 -,9490 °4_34 1o0759
o_996 -,7463 ._331 .9_37
._397 -.6225 ._62 °9408
o_7_5 -°_48 ,5753 ._265
o6197 -°_741 ,_C05 °_71
°_5_8 -,4226 .6_47 .8649
._997 -.3753 °6269 °6462
°7693 -°3131 .&404 .8255
._3_3 -.1_8_ ,6733 .774B
._791 -.1115 .&930 °7444
°_212 -°04B_ °7_64 °723T
1.0000 o0_0_ o7310 o6855
PT 22,b081 PSI CN 1,1124
TT 99°4443 W CM -.0781




XlC CP _pLIPT MLOC
0°0000 -°3825 .6281 .8463
°0052 1.1086 °9945 ,0889
°0098 1,0264 °9740 olg4T
,0200 °8861 ,9392 o3011
°0500 °6737 ,B866 °418Q
°0_13 ,5167 °B4B3 ,4913
.1199 .4250 ,B253 ,5320
• 1796 .2994 °7938 ,5B50
°2397 .2037 ,?&gB °623g
°2995 o1159 .7473 .6590
,3588 .0513 °730_ .6B63
°4193 -°0267 °712_ °7138
,6793 -°0776 .?000 °?337
°5394 -*0_30 °6931 ,7442
°5994 °0008 °7194 °7036
°6597 °1173 °7474 °_598
°72_3 °2260 °?752 °6153
°7743 °2879 °7916 o5B86
._394 ,3136 ._952 °5827
°8996 °3120 ,7962 °5810
°9492 °2325 °7773 ,6119
1o_000 .0505 °7310 *6855
CDI ,05503 CDCOR1 .05467
COZ °05338 CDCOgZ °05287
CD3 °05911 CDCOR3 ,05864
CD4 °05172 COCOe4 ,05142
CD5 .04166 COCOR5 *04152
$PANWISE
XlC YIBI2 CP P_L/PT _LO¢
°050_ -,3375 -1o567_ ,3326 1.3610
.3957 -.337_ -1.0157 .4646 1.1080
°500B -°3375 -°7B41 ,5221 1,0115
o604B -,337_ -,4712 ,6045 *B60g
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XIC CP PpL/PT NLOC
0*0000 1.1061 ,9943 *0904
*00K3 *7335 ,gC24 *38b8
*0097 *6934 ,8917 *4089
*0203 ,4425 ,8298 ,5245
,0300 *2186 .7754 .6155
,0400 .1313 .7538 *bSOE
*0608 *0Z83 *7273 .bgl9
.0800 -*OZ84 ,7141 .7124
.1000 -,0914 .6981 *7373
,19_7 -,189L ,8746 *7736
,2500 -,2220 ,6674 *7846
.E994 -.Z853 ,6582 ,7989
,3402 -,ZoSZ .6546 ,8643
*3795 -*2839 .6502 ,dill
.4201 -,3005 *6475 .8154
*4598 -.3360 *b3b/ .8320
,_996 -*3391 .63_5 *_337
.5397 -.3639 .6297 .8428
*5795 -*365L .6267 .8475
.6297 -,3934 *6228 .8534
,659B -.384T ,6244 .8509
.6997 -.3717 .6278 *8460
,T483 -.3247 .6395 .8276
.8353 -*L900 *bTL5 .7784
,8791 -*0876 .6991 .7359
,9212 -.0004 *7195 .7041
1.0000 *1_84 .7704 *bZ3b
PT 57.0463 PSE CN *0093
TT 111.0447 K CM -*0920




XIC CP P,L/PT NLOC
0,0000 1.106L .9943 ,0904
*0052 -,9195 *4918 1.0629
*0098 -.6546 ,5581 *9547
*0200 -.4811 ,6028 .8845
,0500 -.3872 *6258 ,8487
.0813 -.4147 .6176 .8615
.1199 -.3788 *6276 *8459
.1796 -.4016 *6Z14 .8556
*2397 -.4140 ,6202 *8574
*2995 -*4427 .6_20 .8701
.3588 -.4753 .6050 ,8809
.4193 -.4847 .6016 .8864
*4793 -.4690 .804_ .88z3
,5394 -.3fi26 .6258 ,8488
,5994 -.2145 .6687 ,7827
*6507 -*0336 .7116 .7164
*7203 .1199 .7494 .6572
,7743 *2046 .7706 .6233
.8394 .2593 *7855 ,5991
,8998 ,2805 .7897 .5923
.9492 *E535 .7827 .6038
1.0000 .1984 *7704 .6236
CD1 *00641 COCOR1 *00633
CD2 *00638 CDCOR2 .00629
C03 *01574 COCOR3 ,C1566
C04 *00633 COCOR4 *00627
CD5 .00618 COCOR5 *00614
$P&NWESE
X/C YIB/2 CP PeLIPT NLOC
*0503 -.3375 ,0414 .7301 .6876
.3957 -.3375 -.2908 .8481 .8143
.5008 -*3375 -*3467 *6358 .8333
*6048 -*33T5 -*3843 .6245 .8507





X/C CP P*LIPT NLOC
0.0000 1.0989 *9923 .1052
*0U83 ,3172 .798_ *_775
*0097 *Z226 *7754 .6155
*0Z03 -.0146 *718Z .7C61
*0300 -.2019 .6704 .7799
.0400 -*Z564 .6580 .1991
.0608 -.3z03 *6447 *BLqb
*0800 -.3385 ,6386 .8290
.1000 -.3757 .6295 *8430
.1997 -.390Z .6_54 .8493
*2500 -.3995 .6234 .8525
=Z994 -*_lb3 *hlBZ .8605
*340Z -*4LOL .6_94 *8586
*3795 -.4180 *6177 ,8612
*4Z0L -*4El& *bL73 *86Z0
.4598 -*_517 .6104 *8725
.4996 -.4450 .6G94 ,8741
.539T -.4628 *6056 .8801
*STQ5 -*4744 .6033 *8836
,6197 -*_7_8 .6034 .8836
.6598 -,4532 *6680 .8764
.6997 -.4276 *615q *864L
.7493 -,3674 ,6290 .8438
*8353 -.Z_88 .6687 *78Zb
.879L -.0990 .696L .7404
.9212 -.0045 .7190 *7049
1,0_00 .195L ,7689 ,6260
PT 57.0491 PSI CN .2700
TT 111.3665 K CN -.0959




XIC CP PpL/PT MLOC
0*0000 1,0989 ,99Z3 *105Z
*0052 .1586 ,75B8 .6422
*0098 *0944 *7451 .6640
*0200 *0708 .7379 .6752
*0500 -*0047 .7201 .7031
*0813 -.1055 .6953 *7417
,1199 -.1174 .6931 .7451
.1798 -.1856 *6763 *7709
*2397 -.2269 .6658 .7871
*2995 -.Z741 .6540 .8052
*3588 -.3244 .8419 .8239
.4193 -,3514 ,8342 .8357
,4793 -,3558 *6329 .8378
,5394 -,2980 ,6474 .8155
.5994 -.1525 *8886 *?596
*6507 .0106 .7244 ,8965
*7203 ,1560 ,7585 *6428
*7743 *2355 *7785 *bLO§
.8394 ,2849 .7911 .5899
*8996 *30EO .7950 .5835
.949Z .2649 *7858 .598b
1.0000 .195L .7689 .8260
CD1 *00628 COCOR1 .00623
CDZ *00632 COCOR2 *00625
C08 ,015Z5 COCOg3 *01518
C04 .00625 COCOR4 .00619
CO5 ,00611 CDCOR5 *00608
5PANWISE
XlC YI81E CP P_LIPT NLOC
*0500 -.3375 -.2690 .6548 .8040
.3957 -.3375 -*4137 .6189 .8595
.5008 -.3375 -*450Z ,6085 ,8?55
.6048 -.3375 -.4691 .6051 .8808





XlC CP P,LIPT NLOC
O*OOOO *9677 *9598 *2433
*0083 -.0315 .7123 .7153
,0_97 -,0728 .TOZ8 .7301
*0203 -,3446 *6344 ,8354
.030£ -,46?4 .6uSU ,8810
*0400 -.4942 .59?6 ,8925
.0608 -.5171 ,5925 *9004
*0806 -,5_31 .5935 .8988
.1000 -,5462 ,5865 .9099
.1997 -.50_7 .5971 .8933
.2_00 -,4991 *5988 ,8907
,2994 -,5010 *5969 *8935
.3482 -*4g0_ *6003 ,8882
*3795 -,443_ *b&lM .8859
*4201 -*4AtT .6037 *N829
,4_98 -.5°59 .5973 ,8935
,49O6 -,4982 ,5999 ,889O
*_397 -.5u47 .5951 ,_964
*5705 -,5164 *5950 *ROOb
*b1_7 -*5047 .597_ *892Z
*8598 -._799 ,60_Z *$8O7
.bVQ7 -.4_86 ,6098 *8735
.74_3 -,3T90 *_271 ,R468
.8353 -*2147 ,6682 ,7834
,8791 -.1_1_ ,694T ,7425
,9212 -.OuO0 *71_5 ,7057
I*O00G .LM89 *TbTZ .6288
PT 5?*0468 PSI CN ,3985
TT 111.1279 K CX -*0965




XlC CP PpLIPT RLOC
0.0000 *9677 *9598 *2433
.0052 ,4888 .8416 ,5038
*0098 .3718 .8120 ,5550
*0200 *28?7 .7918 *5889
*0500 ,1596 *7598 ,6409
.0813 *0299 .7279 .6910
,1199 -,0044 .T212 .7014
,1798 -,0908 .6989 ,7360
*2397 -.1434 ,6868 .7540
*2995 -.1962 .8725 *7787
,3588 -.2589 ,65BT *7980
,4193 -,2889 .6494 .8124
*4793 -*3027 *_468 ,8166
*5394 -.2531 .6587 *?980
.5994 -.1732 ,6924 ,7462
*6507 ,0338 ,7300 *8877
*7203 .1732 ,?650 *63Z3
.7743 ,2517 *?825 ,8040
.8394 .2974 .7954 *5829
*8996 ,t114 *?988 .5773
*9492 ,2700 *?893 *_929
L*O000 .1889 *7672 .8E88
CDI *00832 COCORE ,00625
C02 .00843 COCOR2 .00635
C03 .01597 CDCOR3 *01593
CD4 *00634 COCOR4 *00630
C05 ,00622 COCOR5 *00620
SPANWISE
XlC YI_I2 CP P_LIPT NLOC
*0500 -.3375 -.4846 *6062 .8792
*3957 -.3375 -.4856 .6011 *8871
,5008 -,3375 -.5031 ,$946 .8973
.6048 -.3375 -.5095 ,5935 .8990






XlC CP P,LIPT ffLOC
0o0000 °?305 .9012 ,3894
• 0083 -.3092 .6_38 ,821U
• 0097 -.6532 .6079 ,8266
• 0203 -.7007 .5_87 .gbq?
• 0300 -.7726 ,5290 1.0014
• 040C -,8_23 ,5216 1*0136
• 0608 -.7076 *5312 .9978
°0800 -.?T86 .5374 .98?8
• lO00 -.74_9 ,536U .RgOZ
• 1997 -.6Zug .5679 .9391
• 2500 -.5952 ,5737 .9301
• 2994 -,5fi53 .5761 .9262
• 3602 -.5649 .5817 .9175
• 3795 -.5520 ,5867 .9127
• 6201 -.5666 ,5871 .9089
• 6598 -,5635 .5_18 .9172
.6996 -.5_56 .5872 .9_88
• 5397 -.5513 .5872 ,R&B7
• 5795 -.5544 *5862 ,9103
.6197 -.5398 ,SBg7 .9668
• 6598 -.5C6U .5975 ,8926
• 6997 -.6685 ,6055 ,EBC2
.7493 -.3968 .6237 ,8520
• B353 -.2190 *6686 .7e28
• 87_1 -.10_9 .6_6_) .7605
• RZ1Z -.0088 ,7199 .?_35
1,0000 .1_41 .267_ .6228
PT 5T.0561 PSI CN *5262
TT 111.3924 K CH -*0966




X/C CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 .7305 ,9012 ,3896
• 0052 .7201 .89$_ .3g50
,0098 ,581R ,q669 ,4612
• 0200 .6593 .8340 .5122
• 0500 .2919 o7g25 ,5876
• 0813 .1476 ,7576 .6645
• 1199 .0976 ,244R ,6650
• 179& -,0011 .2195 .7042
,2397 -,0655 *7034 .7291
,Z995 -.1261 .6901 .7497
,3588 -.1887 .6241 ,7743
.6193 -,2278 ,6665 .7891
.6793 -,2496 ,6595 .7q&?
• 9394 -,2126 .6685 .7829
• 5994 -.0931 .6989 ,7361
• 6507 .0553 ,7347 .6803
• 7203 .1912 .7688 .6261
• ?743 .2651 .7879 ,595Z
,8394 *3072 .2981 ,5783
,8996 .3189 .8009 .5737
.9492 .Z75e .7900 .5917
1.0000 .1841 .7678 .6278
CD1 *00662 CDCOR1 .006_8
COZ *00665 CDCOR2 *00657
CO3 ,01633 EDCOR3 .0162_
CO4 *00656 COCOR4 .00652
COS .00649 CDCOR§ *0064§
$PANWISE
XIC YI_IZ CP PtLIPT NLOC
*0500 -.3375 -,6858 .5515 .9651
.3957 -.3375 -.5682 °5859 .9108
,5008 -.3375 -.5664 ,5857 .9112
.6068 -.3375 -.5402 .5893 e905S




DT 57.C522 PSI CN .6601
TT 110.6939 K CN -*0937




X/C CP P,LIPT NLOC
O,CGUU ,480U ,8374 .5113
.0083 -.5226 .5672 .ROB8
*0097 -.7922 .5225 1.0120
.0233 -*9888 .4731 1,0967
.0300 -1.0511 .4578 1,1212
*0400 -1.1259 .662T 1.1478
.0608 -1.1660 ,4320 1.1669
*0600 -1.1378 .4365 1.1589
°I000 -I.1207 *_388 1.1547
.1997 -*7203 .5633 .9783
.2500 -*6869 *54dZ *gTOb
.2994 -,662Z .5555 .9589
.3_02 -.6270 .5631 .9468
.3795 -.6153 ,5662 o9420
,_201 -.6_J47 .5706 .9369
._598 -*6208 .5069 .9607
.4996 -.5993 ,5T15 ,9336
°5397 -.5961 ,5704 ,9353
.5795 -.5968 ,5740 ,9296
*6197 -*5b90 .5798 .9206
,6598 -,5310 .5882 .9072
.6997 -*4890 .5978 .8922
.7493 -.6018 ,6176 ,861b
*8353 -,2211 ,6b47 °7889
.8791 -*1_59 .6961 .7434
.9212 -*0063 .T188 .7052
1.0000 .1751 .7641 .b338
LOWER SURRRCE
XIC CP PpLIPT NLOC
b*O000 .6800 .837R .5113
.0052 *_flR1 ,9401 .2991
*0098 ,7414 .9032 .3550
*0200 .5970 *86TR .4566
°0500 .4059 .8212 .5394
*0813 .2536 .7811 .6066
o1199 .1880 .7659 .6309
.1?96 .0811 ,7383 .6747
.2397 .0046 .7209 .?020
.2995 -.0617 .7060 .7252
.3558 -.1313 .686] .7556
.6193 -.17_2 .6763 .7710
.6793 -.1g88 .6696 .7813
.5394 -.1TZb .6762 .7712
._99_ -,0666 *7046 .2277
.bS_T .0759 .T393 .6732
.7203 .2076 .7716 .6221
.7243 .2B03 .?eB4 ,5966
.8394 .3176 ,Tqq_ .5763
.8996 .3260 .SOle ,5732
,9492 .2783 .788R .593&
1o0000 .1751 .7661 .633F
CD1 .00714 CDCOR1 .0070B
CO2 .00721 CDCOR2 .00706
C03 *01727 CDCOR3 .01712
CD4 .00713 CDCOR4 .00703
CO5 .00691 CDCOR5 *00689
SPANWISE
XlC YIEIZ CP PtLIPT qLOC
*0500 -.3375 -.9735 .6817 1.0800
.3957 -.3375 -.6144 ,5703 .9354
.5008 -,3375 -.5991 .5732 .9309
.6048 -.3375 -,5729 .5B03 .9196










X/C CP P;LIPT _LOC
O.OOOG .3094 .7993 .5766
,0C83 -,6574 .5o21 .96flE
• ooq7 -.9537 .4866 1,0749
• 0203 -1.1h33 .6323 1.1663
• 0300 -1.2301 ._168 i*L946
• 0400 -1.2226 .6143 1.1992
• ObOe -1.2768 .6077 1.2116
• U800 -I.2662 .6079 1.2113
• 1bOO -1.2_59 °4U67 1*2173
• 1997 -.6924 .5506 .9667
• 250_ -,6577 .5571 .9562
• 2994 -.6752 .5551 .959_
• 3402 -.6515 .5574 ,9558
• 3795 -,6_36 .5659 ,9623
• 6201 -.616T .5660 .9452
,4598 -.6332 ,5630 .9669
.6996 -*6113 .5_77 ,g394
• 5397 -.6114 .5703 .9353
• 57q5 -.600b .5717 .9332
• 6197 -*59_6 .578Z .9229
,659e -.5375 .5903 ,9043
• 699T -.6966 .5986 .8912
• 74_3 -,6152 °&187 °8597
• 8353 -.2216 ,6hZ3 ,7926
• 87_I -o1083 .6957 .7409
• 9212 -.C082 .7201 .?C3Z





XlC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 .309_ .79@3 .576_
• 0052 *9482 ,9551 .2575
°_098 .BOZO ,9189 .3506
,0200 .65_7 ,_EZR .4E75
.0500 .6552 .8319 .5209
• 0813 ,2989 .7955 ._82_
.1199 .2256 ,776_ ,6135
• 1796 .1135 .7697 ,6567
• 2397 .0400 .7311 .6859
°2995 -,G329 .713_ ,7136
• 3588 -.1016 .69R_ .7422
°4193 -.1477 .6_52 .7§72
,_793 -.1783 ,6749 .7T31
.5396 -.1538 .heRO *7590
.5996 -.0455 .7065 .7262
,6507 .08_6 ,7611 .6702
.7203 ,2169 .7728 .6198
.?263 .Ze27 .?910 .5900
.8396 .3216 ._000 .5752
,_996 .3266 ,8033 .5697
.9492 .2779 .7907 ,5906
1o0000 .1759 ,7631 °6353
CDI .00812 COCORI .C0_05
C02 .00816 COCORZ .OOB01
CD3 ,02012 CDCOR3 .01996
C04 *00808 CDCOR4 ,00797
C05 *O0?BB CDCOR5 *O0?S3
SPANWISE
XIC TI81Z CP P_LIPT MLOC
• 0503 -.3375 -1.0483 .6578 1.1211
• 3957 -.3375 -.6312 ,5630 .9469
• 500B -.3375 -.6118 .5676 .9396
• 6048 -.3375 -.5823 ,5798 .9203






X/C CP PjLIPT MLOC
O.O0_b ,2006 .7700 .6244
,0083 -.7457 .5357 ,9907
*00g7 -1*105& *4335 1.1643
*0203 -1.3054 ,4_17 1*2230
*0300 -1*3002 .3983 1*22g4
*GRUO -1,3758 ,38R_ 1.2565
.ObO8 -1*3922 *3800 1*2647
*OBO0 -1,3949 °3784 1*267q
.1000 -1,3078 .3781 l*ZbBb
.1997 -1*2889 .4033 1*2198
*2500 -*bbRb ,5581 .9547
*zgg4 -*5997 .57U3 *9346
.3402 -,6146 ,5636 ,9380
t3795 -*b251 .5674 o9399
.R201 -*bE53 *5671 o9404
.4598 -.&330 .5625 °9477
*_g9& -,b141 ,_671 *gR05
*5397 -.0175 .5686 *g3BO
.5795 -*bY30 .5732 .9308
.6197 -*5840 *_75R .9273
o85g0 ".5414 ,5864 ,9100
*6997 -.4976 05964 *6943
,7493 -.4126 ,6200 *8577
,6353 -.2248 .bbR2 .7080
.4791 -.1088 *6949 *7422
.9212 -*0060 .7179 .7066
1,0uO0 ,1725 *7635 .6347
PT 57.9507 PS| CN .7870
TT 111.248R K Cq -*OBQ3




XlC CP P_LIPT 8L_C
0o0000 *2006 .7700 *6244
*0052 *9924 ,9669 .2204
,0094 .8586 .9337 .3153
,0200 ,7052 *0949 ,4025
*0_00 *5000 °8455 *4969
,0013 ,3421 .8066 .5642
,1199 *2653 *7473 o5961
,1796 _1_14 *7584 *6429
.2397 .0705 o7369 .6768
.29_5 -*0017 .7_10 ,7018
.3548 -*073R *7034 .7285
.4193 -.1210 ,6896 °750§
.4793 -,1568 .6419 .7624
.539_ -.1320 *6890 ,7513
.5994 -*0364 ,7124 ,7151
*6507 o1005 .7445 *bbRg
*7203 °2245 ,7760 .61R6
*7743 *Z914 ,7_34 *5865
,839R ,3274 .8025 t5710
.8996 ,3346 ,8050 °5702
*9492 ,2857 .7911 *5499
1o0000 .1725 ,7635 .63R7
CD1 *03000 COCOA1 *00967
CDZ .OOgg4 CDCORZ .00963
C03 ,02117 COCOR3 oOZ07B
0D4 *0100_ COCORR *00970
C05 .00938 C000R5 *00927
SPANMESE
XIC Y/BI2 CP PeLIPT BLOC
,0500 -.3375 -1.1568 .4343 1.1614
*3957 -.3375 -°6367 .5680 ,9390
.5008 --*3375 -.6274 *5692 *937_
*6040 -.337§ -.5899 .5744 ,9248





XIC CP P/L/PT HLOC
O,OOUG .08g2 .7397 *6725
.0083 -.4164 *_134 1,0270
.0097 -1.2833 .4020 1*Z225
*UZ03 -1.4140 .3700 1,2846
.0300 -1,4114 ,3bbO 1,2920
,0400 -1,4_68 °3536 1.3221
.ObOB -1.4417 o3561 1,3254
.080U -1,4797 .3511 1.3232
.1000 -1.4_95 .3521 1,3211
.1997 -1.4181 .3651 1,2945
*2500 -1*3968 *3725 1*2798
,Egg4 -,8762 ,4975 1,0533
.3402 -.5718 .5786 .9Z23
*37q5 -.5400 *8432 o9182
._201 °*8539 .§013 o9181
*R498 -.5970 ,5713 ,9338
*Rgg6 -.5_23 *5723 *93Z2
._3R7 -.Sgbb *_bg5 *g368
.579_ -.bOb3 ,5693 *gs70
*6397 -,_348 *5746 ,9286
.6598 -*5433 ,5429 .9156
*6997 -.4_70 *5963 *8946
,7493 -,411U .6161 .8638
°8353 -,2269 .6638 .7907
.8791 -*IUTg *6930 *7482
.9212 -*9118 .7174 *7073
1.0000 .1676 .762Z *6369
PT 56,93R9 PS! CN ,8691
TT 110,5664 K CM -*0870




X/C CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 ,0492 ,7397 ,6725
*0052 1.0310 .9788 ,1890
*0098 *9028 ,9437 *2896
,0200 *7492 ,0048 ,3818
*0400 ,5404 .4818 ,4888
*0813 *3429 .8140 .5514
.1199 .3056 ,7949 .§837
.17_6 ,1830 ,7688 ,6310
,23¢7 ,1025 ,7443 .6652
,Eggs °0242 *7283 .&gSO
°3898 -.0437 .7048 o7213
*Rlg3 -*ORR6 ,&931 .7451
,4793 -.1327 ,6874 ,7539
,_394 -.1163 ,6884 ,7517
*SgqA -,0208 .7130 .7130
°6807 *lOgR .7466 *6616
.7203 °2325 ,7757 ,6152
*7743 o2948 *7936 .5878
*0394 .3320 ,4020 ,5719
*8996 ,3388 *4037 .5691
.9492 *Z918 .7495 °8926
1.0000 ,1676 ,7622 *6369
CDI .014R8 COCOR1 *01R03
CO2 .01433 CDCOR2 .01387
CD3 .OZ78R COCOR3 .0273_
CD4 *03400 COCOR4 *01358
C05 *012Z3 CDCOR5 .01182
SPANRESE
XIC Y/BI2 CP PeLFPT _LOC
• 0_00 -,3375 -1,2872 .4028 1*2208
• 3957 -*3375 -.551& .5037 .9174
,5008 -.3375 -*5949 .56g8 ,g36Z
• 6048 -*3374 °.8909 *5752 *9_77





XIC C P P_LIPT _LOC
0.0000 -*0_46 .7127 .7151
• UU81 -.8932 ,4933 1,052R
• 09_7 -1,3542 .37_6 1.2674
• 0203 -_.495R .3R73 1,3313
• 0300 -1,512_ *3376 1*3519
.URO0 -1.6303 .317U 1,3¢70
• 0608 -1.5602 ,331_ 1.3661
• 08_0 -1,5533 .337_ 1,3_31
• 1000 -1,572R ,32_ 1.3708
• 19_7 -1.$142 .3R55 1.3381
• 2500 -1,Rg_R *3RR7 1.328_
.?g_R -1.3857 *3704 1*2842
.3402 -l,_bTR ,4531 1.1_9_
• 3795 -.896_ ._74_ ,_gO
.9201 -.4101 .8930 *q_Ul
._98 -.5329 ,_887 .g064
._99_ -,5_gU *5842 ,gu7_
.53_7 -.5_57 .8R1_ .9175
.5195 -,5_37 .57_5 ._213
.61_7 -,5622 .8821 ,_172
.65_8 -o5_3 ,8899 *gUSO
,bq_7 -._406 .5993 °8962
.TRY3 -,R02_ ,e1_7 .4_02
,8353 -,Z_47 .6667 ,7_61
.8791 -,1_59 .69R0 .744O
• _17 -,0145 *72UT ,7EZ_
1,0000 .177_ ,7614 .6377
PT 5Z.4333 PS[ CN .9437
TT 105.2177 K C_ -,0851




XlC CP PwL/PT _LOC
0o0000 -.0208 .7127 ,7151
*0052 1o0571 ._414 .164_
,0098 ,9382 ._821 .266R
*0200 .7447 .9140 *3619
*0500 .5792 *8637 °4637
*001t .4191 .8231 ,5366
*1199 °3353 .4037 o5693
,1796 o2165 .7730 ,6198
.23_7 .1303 ,7488 .6584
*ZOg_ .0549 ,7339 .6820
.3588 -t0219 .713R ,7133
.41_3 -,O990 ,6921 o7469
.47_3 -,113R .6905 *TRq_
.519R -,1032 *6963 *7405
,sg_R -*0096 *7186 .704_
,6507 .1152 ,7490 .6541
,72_3 ,_34_ *7772 .6130
,7743 ,30_8 ,7966 *5812
.43_R .33_1 .4O36 ,Rbg_
.R996 ,3425 .4046 ,5662
.qRq2 ,2893 .7913 *5900
1.000_ ,177R *7618 ,6377
C01 *02036 CDCOR1 .02009
C02 *01973 COCOR2 .01947
CD3 ,03560 CDCO_3 .03531
CDR ,01447 COCOR4 .01824
CD8 ,01894 COCORS *01578
SPAN_ESE
XlC TI4/2 CP P_LIPT BLOC
*0_03 -*3375 -1*3394 .3867 1*2819
,395? -.3375 -.5537 ,5841 *9141
.SO08 -*3375 -,5540 ,5834 *9383
.6048 -,3375 o,8731 ,5819 o9178






XIC CP PeLIPT RLOC
0.0000 -*2292 .6639 .7904
.0083 -.9890 .4758 1.0404
*0097 -1.5721 .3244 1.3644
.0203 -1*5963 .3055 1*4347
*0300 -1.7295 ,2440 1.4500
*0400 -1o7815 .2859 1.4643
.0508 -1.7408 *2_24 1*4537
.0_01'-1.7214 .Z_81 1.4401
*lvO0 -1.7069 .2925 1o4535
.1947 -1.5525 .3114 1.4084
.2500 -1.5471 .3151 1.4010
.2444 -1.6813 .3159 1o3443
.3402 -1.5786 .3143 1.3918
°3745 -1.5154 .3434 1.3394
.4201 -.8828 .5014 1,0464
.4598 -.7059 .5422 .4805
*4446 -.5741 .5746 .4289
.5347 -.4d30 .5008 .8880
.5745 -.4088 .6033 .8841
.b197 -.4534 .6047 .8818
.6548 -.4538 *bCR5 °8754
°6497 -.4373 .6150 .8659
.7493 -.3747 .6288 .8445
.8353 -.2118 ,6640 .7836
*bT4L -.1075 .6955 .7401
.4212 -.0172 .7153 .7046
1.0000 *1561 ,7570 .6454
PT 52.2357 PSI CN 1.0871
TT 105.34Z6 R CN -*08§5




X/C CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 -.2242 ,6636 *7404
*0082 1.0920 .4005 .1173
.0048 ,4929 .9661 .2231
*OZO0 .0514 .9313 .3213
.0500 ,6340 °8800 *4327
,0813 .4781 .5395 ,5078
.1194 ,3918 .8185 *5443
*1796 .2644 .7839 .6021
*2397 ,1755 .?632 .6355
,2995 *0984 ,7451 .6643
*3588 .0207 *7286 *6934
,4143 -*0378 .7130 ,7145
*4793 -*0897 .6431 *7484
,5394 -.0734 .7012 *7828
,5444 .0068 *7220 .7005
,5507 o1288 .7502 .6562
*7203 *2454 .7747 .0084
.7743 ,3101 ,7471 ,8804
.8344 .3351 *50ZT .5710
,8496 *3400 *6040 .5684
,4492 *2?97 ,7400 .5420
1.0000 .1561 *7570 .6454
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR OUALITY
CD1 .03604 COCO_l .03564
CD2 .03542 COCOR2 *03501
CD3 .06861 COCOR3 .06813
C04 .03061 COCOR4 .03030
C05 .02813 CDCO85 .02743
SPANWISE
XIC YIB/Z CP P_LIPT MLOC
• 0503 -.3375 "1.4319 .3662 1.2925
• 3457 -.3375 -1.0630 .4573 1.122Z
• 5008 -.3375 -.5325 .5384 .9072
.&048 -.3375 -.4763 *6034 .eBBS




PT 52.2345 PSI CN 1*1495
TT 1G4.440L K CN ".0848




X/C CP PpLIPT NLOC
0.0000 -.403b .5216 .8557
.0u83 -1._608 ._593 1.1188
*0047 -1.7093 *2953 1.4445
.0203 -1.8177 .2700 1.5090
*0300 -1.8084 .2668 1.5173
.5400 -1.8344 .2662 1.5184
.0508 -1.8035 *2573 1.51b0
.0800 -1*7640 .2717 1.5047
*1000 -1.7d95 *2751 1.4461
*1447 -1.7318 .2870 1*4664
.2500 -1.7_50 *2549 1,4548
.29_4 -1.7410 *2849 1.4_47
.3402 -1.7_70 .2962 1.4448
*3745 -1.5265 *3445 1.3371
.4201 -1.0_45 .4073 1.1050
.4598 -.8705 .4968 1.0550
.4995 -.7750 .5334 .4434
.5397 -.6452 .5507 .9510
.57_5 -.5323 .5901 .4047
.6147 -.4579 .b082 .8764
.5598 -.4124 *b2ZT .8534
.b447 -.3750 .6275 .8466
.7493 -*3154 .6402 .8270
.8353 -*1955 .571_ .7786
.8741 -*1057 .6942 ,7437
.4212 -,0424 ,70qL *7205
1.0000 *0837 .7406 .5715
LOWER SURFACE
X/C CP P,LIPT MLOC
0.0000 -*4036 *5216 .8887
*0052 1*1114 *4454 ,0817
.0098 1.0252 .4741 ,14_8
.0200 .8429 .4405 ,2482
.0500 *5826 *5845 ,4142
.08L3 .5213 .8476 ,4433
.1194 *4247 *8223 ,5374
.1746 *2442 .7486 *5861
.2397 .2156 *7774 ,6126
.2495 .1225 *7458 .6885
.3588 *0347 *7255 .6954
.414_ -.0174 .7163 .?095
*4?43 -.0682 .?050 .7271
,5394 -,0708 .7038 *7288
.5994 .0114 ,7208 .7025
,6507 .1148 .7455 *5637
,7203 .2368 *7816 ,6058
.7743 *2480 .7441 *5853
.83_4 ,3247 *8028 .5710
*5496 *3246 .8014 .5733
.4442 *2575 *7868 *5473
L*O000 *0837 *7406 .6715
COl .05553 CDCOR1 .05462
CD2 .05387 CDCOAZ .05248
003 .11795 CDCOR3 .11705
C05 .04747 COCOR4 .04749
CO5 *04350 CDCOR5 *04266
$PANWZSE
X/C YIB/Z CP PpLIPT MLOC
• 0500 -.3375 -1.5270 ,3408 1.3450
• 3957 -.3375 -1.1853 ,4279 1.1748
• 5008 *.3375 -.7866 *5242 1.0090
.6048 -.3375 -.4584 .6087 .8757










XIC CP PpLIPT _LOC
0.0000 -,4427 .hObO .8744
• 0u83 -1*0_67 *4445 1.1443
.0047 -1.7391 .2a02 1,4533
• 0203 -1.8_37 ,2520 1.5551
.0800 -1.8o87 *249b 1*5328
• 5400 -1*8521 *2557 1.5463
• 0608 -1.8431 .2554 1.547_
• G8CO -1.7_32 *2724 1,5030
• I000 -1.7549 .2807 1,4_22
.1947 -1.4784 .3481 1.3360
.2500 -1*3523 .374_ 1*Z_71
.24_4 -L.2533 .4103 1.2071
,3402 -1.LZ19 .4355 1.1584
• 5745 -1,0334 .R_I¢ 1.115_
• 4201 -.4374 .477_ 1.0867
.4598 -.8595 .50U4 1,0481
• 49_6 -.812J .5109 I*0217
• 53_? -.7789 *5361 .94_4
,5745 -.bbbl .5535 .9523
,6197 -.5o53 .5_87 ,9333
• o598 -.5473 .5789 *92_
,6497 -*4_68 .5438 ,8488
.7443 -.4004 ._116 ,8711
• R3_3 -.3164 .b370 .831u
• _79_ -.2471 ,5583 .749Z
.42L2 -.2_0_ .5711 .7744





XIC CP P_L/PT MLOC
0.0000 -,4427 .6060 *8744
.0052 1.1203 .9970 .0660
*0048 1*0493 .4749 .1713
.0230 .4177 .4464 *2825
,0500 .7061 ,8444 .4038
.0813 .5483 ,8531 .4833
.1194 .450_ .5308 .5232
.1746 .8180 .746_ .5813
*_347 .2223 .773_ .6143
*_945 .1325 .7492 .b578
.3588 *0403 .7283 .6407
.41_3 -.0309 .7128 .714_
._743 -.042R .693_ .7442
,5344 -,0407 .6458 .7413
,59_4 -.0167 *7100 .7142
.6507 *0445 .741_ .6702
.7203 ,2075 ,770_ .6240
.7743 .2673 .7_45 .b011
.8344 .2862 .790_ .5418
.8o4b .2725 ,7_54 *5946
.9442 .1784 .7609 .6393
1.0000 -.1205 .6_65 ,7556
C01 .08643 COCOR1 .08652
C02 .08435 CDCOR2 .08382
C03 .13501 C0C083 .13455
CD4 .06983 C000R4 .0694b
C05 .06268 C00085 *06232
$PANWISE
XIC Y/_/2 CP P_L/PT NLOC
• 0500 -.3375 -1.5497 .3257 1*3775
• 3457 -,3375 -,9916 .4717 1.0474
• 5008 -.3378 -,7880 .5246 l.OOqO
• 6048 -.3375 -.6046 .5687 .9383
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XIC CP PJL/PT HLOC
0°0000 1.1103 °9946 .0882
• 0083 ,8118 *9203 .3483
• 0097 .7068 .8935 *6063
• 0803 .4551 *8332 .5199
• 0300 .2301 *7785 ,8119
• 0400 .1600 .?587 ,6639
• 0608 *035Z ,7345 *8881
• 0800 -.0830 .7199 .7049
• 1000 -°0883 *?033 *7308
• 1997 -.1843 .8785 ,7698
• 8500 -.2189 .6704 *7818
• 8994 -.8553 .6608 *7975
• 3402 -.5657 *6555 .8_68
• 3795 -.8889 .6555 .8096
.4801 -.3016 .8480 .8165
• 4598 -.3386 .8391 *dSO0
• 6996 -.3364 *6604 *8880
• 5397 -.3611 .6359 ,0396
• 5795 -.3955 *6249 .8550
• 8197 -.3977 .6829 .8551
• 6598 -.3888 .6550 .8519
• 6997 -.3704 .6315 *8417
,?693 -.3560 ,8458 *8846
• 8358 -.1904 *6?43 *775?
• 8791 -.0880 .?004 .7353
.9212 -.GCL3 *?ZZO .7017





XIC CP PpLIPT NLOC
0.0000 1,1103 .9968 *0082
.0052 -1.0015 *4687 1.1047
*0090 -°6834 .5519 .9888
.0200 -.5058 .5973 .8950
.0500 -.3987 .8271 .8486
*0813 -.4302 .6513 .8578
*1199 -.3866 .6314 .8419
.1?96 -.4109 .6246 .8556
.2397 -.4232 .6510 .8580
.2995 -.6468 .6143 .8884
.3588 -.4832 .6057 .8818
.4193 -.4880 .6031 .8859
*4793 *.4769 .6038 .0648
.5396 -.3879 *6266 .8694
.5994 -.5187 .6684 .7848
.6507 -.0330 .7142 .7139
.7203 .1817 .7558 *6535
.7743 ,2085 .7732 .6205
.8394 .5627 .7864 .5990
.8996 .2845 .7913 .5910
.9692 .2599 *7855 .8011
1.0000 .5053 .7731 *6807
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
C01 .00603 COCOR1 ,OObO0
C02 .00595 COCOR2 *00_89
CD3 .00598 CDCOR3 .00596
CO6 *00586 CDCOR6 *00586
C05 ,00572 COCOR5 .00572
SPRNM[SE
XIC YI815 CR P.L/PT RLOC
*0503 -.3575 .0330 .7311 .6875
*3957 -*3375 -.2878 .6511 .8115
.5008 -.3375 -.3470 .6377 .8322
.6068 -*3375 -.3871 .8296 .8668





XlC CP PJLIPT _LOC
0.0000 1.1036 .9936 *0962
,0083 *3309 .8033 .5710
• 0097 .2333 .7791 *6110
• 0203 -,0167 .7180 .7081
• 0300 -*2085 .6718 .7800
• 0600 -.5534 .658fl .7997
• 0608 -.3132 .6452 *8506
.0800 -.3367 .6394 .8296
• 1000 -*3856 .6592 .8654
.1997 -.3954 *625T .8507
• 5500 -.6061 .6233 .8546
.2994 -.4517 .6196 .8605
.3402 -.4151 .6217 ,8570
• 3795 -.6519 .6178 .8630
• 6201 -*4Z60 .6161 *8657
• 4590 -.4552 .6093 .8766
• 6996 -.6675 *8117 .8726
.5397 -.4664 .8_76 .8790
,5795 -.6788 *6055 .8857
• 6197 -.6760 .6063 .8810
.6598 -.4551 .6126 *8714
• 6997 -.6301 ,618_ .8627
• 7493 -.3726 .6315 .8623
• 8353 -*5108 .6715 .7805
.8791 -.0985 .6983 .7308
.9512 -*O083 .?218 *7021
1.0000 *ZOOb .7718 *6288
PT 78*4066 PSI CN ,5746
TT 105,1155 K CN -*0974




X/C CP P_LIPT 8L_C
0,0000 1.1034 *9936 .0962
*0055 .1530 *7593 *6429
*0098 o1083 *748? *659?
*OZO0 .0?08 .7390 .6752
.0500 -.0017 ,7509 .?035
.0813 -.1071 .8959 *?626
,1199 -.1163 .8936 °7659
.1796 -.1891 .6769 *7716
.2897 -.2287 .6662 .7808
.2995 -*2759 .8551 .8054
*3588 -.3587 *6458 .8555
,4193 -.3510 *6368 .8337
.4?93 -*3564 .6361 *8367
.5394 -.5996 .6680 .8164
.5994 -.1519 *6834 *7618
.850? .0155 *784_ *6979
.7503 .1608 *7815 *6394
*7743 *8399 .7813 .6075
,8394 .2893 *?938 .5869
,8996 .8066 .7983 .5794
,9698 .2710 .7901 *5959
1.0000 °5006 .7718 *62Z8
C01 ,00581 COCOR1 .OOfl?8
CO5 .00587 CDCORZ .00588
C03 *00587 CDCOR3 .00583
CD6 .00589 COC086 .00586
CD5 .00576 CDCOR5 *00576
SPANMESE
XlC YI815 CP PJLIPT qLOC
• 0503 -.3375 -.5183 .6695 .7835
• 395T -.3375 -.4508 .6191 *8610
• 5008 -.3375 -*6559 .6105 *8766
• 6068 -*3375 -.6735 .6065 .8806





XlC CP P_L/PT NLOC
0.0000 .9681 .9605 .5417
.0083 -*0537 .7095 .7513
.0097 -*0790 *7038 *7308
• 0203 -*343? .6367 .8337
• O300 --.4871 .6072 .8796
• 0600 -.5007 ,5994 .8917
• 0608 -.5589 *5934 .9011
• 0800 -*5280 .5930 .9016
• 1000 -*5564 .5874 .9105
.1997 -*5082 ._975 .8947
.2500 -.5_55 .5997 .8915
.2994 -.509b .5988 .8936
.3405 -.4943 *6_ZZ .5874
.3795 -.4903 .b01b .8883
• 4501 -.6888 .6016 .8885
.4598 -.5158 .SqOZ ,8966
.499b -.6989 .5992 .8920
.5397 -.SLb9 *5948 .8988
.5795 -.5715 .5942 .8097
.6197 -.5157 .5972 .8952
.6598 -,4_56 .6041 .8864
,b997 -.4550 *bll? .8728
,7493 -*3_88 ._278 .8476
• R353 -.2£71 .6683 .7851
.8791 -.1059 .6987 .7418
• 9Z15 -.0_64 ,7507 .7038
E.0000 .1973 .7710 .6560
PT 78,4111 PSI CN .4055
TT E05.0194 K C_ -,0983




X/C CP P*LIPT NLOC
0.0000 .9681 .9605 .5617
,0055 *6935 *B441 *5004
• 0098 .3815 .8155 ,5504
.0500 .2855 *7923 .5098
• 0500 .1614 .7621 *8383
• 0813 .0599 *7294 .6905
• 1199 -.0028 .TZZO .7018
• 1798 -.0913 *7009 *?366
• 539? -.1628 ,6879 *7548
• 2995 -.1974 *8739 *7764
.3588 -.5577 *8604 .7975
• 4193 -.2883 .85E5 *8096
.6793 -.3G16 .6494 *8145
• 5394 -.5541 .6597 *?983
.59_4 -.1254 .6918 *?48?
.8507 .0332 .7310 *6877
• 7203 .1778 .7658 .8355
• 7743 *2546 *7847 .6018
• 8394 .3009 .7984 *5856
.6996 ,3153 ._004 *5759
• 9495 *Z?7? .7913 .5909
1.0000 .1973 .7710 .6240
C01 .00593 CDCOR1 *00595
CDZ .00597 COCORZ .00595
CD3 .00601 CDCOR3 .00599
CD4 *00598 COCOR4 .00597
CO5 .00582 CDCOR5 .00583
SPANMESE
XlC YIBIZ CP PeLIPT NLOC
*0503 -.3375 -*3929 *6257 .8508
.3957 -.3375 -.4877 .6028 *8863
.5008 -*3375 -.5114 .5968 .8988
.6068 -.3375 -.5131 .5953 .8981






XIC CP P_L/PT MLOC
O*UO00 ,7_31 .90_ .3833
,0083 -,3427 .6363 ,8344
,0_97 -.4325 .6140 °8690
°0203 -*7054 °5464 .9755
*0300 -°7728 ,5277 1.0057
°0400 -.8143 .5188 I.UZ03
.ObO8 -.7_13 .5282 1.0050
.O80& -.7505 .5340 ,9955
,1000 -.7577 .5319 .9989
*1997 -*bZB8 .5633 *9486
,2500 -,bLBb ,5699 ,9380
,2996 -,5967 .5723 ,9344
,3402 -,5741 .5819 .9192
,3795 -.5575 ,5871 ,9108
.4201 -.5524 .§AL .9C77
*_598 -.5080 *586T .9114
,4996 -,5492 .5878 ,qG97
,_397 -.5594 .584o ,9149
.5795 -*5638 .5835 .9166
*bEg7 -*5469 .5870 ,9111
,b508 -°509? .5978 .8942
*6997 -,4743 ,b_6Z ,8810
,7493 -.4031 ,6239 ,8535
,8353 -*2232 ,6684 .78_8
.8791 -,1_53 ,6Q60 *7422
°9212 -.0062 *7204 ,7C43
1,OOO0 ,1908 ,2700 .6256
PT 78.4041 PSI CN ,5356
IT 1&5,0122 K CN -.OqM4




XlC CP PpLIMT MLQC
0.0000 *2431 .9044 .3833
• 0052 .7253 ,9000 ,3928
• 0098 *5925 ,_672 .4581
• 0200 .4592 ,8334 .5196
,0500 ,2994 .7944 ,5859
,0813 .1490 ,?5?8 ,6453
,1190 .1013 ,7450 .6656
o1296 -.0017 ,7193 ,7060
• Z3q? -.0643 ,7032 ,7312
,2095 -,1239 ,6886 ,7532
• 3588 -,1903 ,6734 ,7272
.4193 -.2281 °6635 ,2924
,4793 -°2497 ,661_ .?955
,53_4 -.2117 ,6718 ,7795
,5994 -,0943 ,2011 *?342
°6507 *0565 °7390 .6751
• ?203 ,1950 .2706 ,6246
.7743 °2696 .7085 ,5955
°_394 ,3126 ,7991 ,5760
,8996 .3254 ,8019 ,5733
.9492 .285_ ,7930 °5081
1*0000 .1908 .7700 ,6256
COl .00620 COCOR1 .00617
CDZ .00613 COCORZ *00608
CD3 °00620 COCOR3 .00617
CO4 ,00622 COCOR4 ,00619
CO5 *00602 CDCOR5 *OObOZ
SRANWESE
XIC YIOIZ CP PjLIPT NLOC
*0500 -.3375 -.6046 .5742 .9312
.3952 -.3375 -.5§20 .5878 .9098
.5008 -.3375 ".5583 ,5849 .9144
,604B -*3375 -.3452 .50q3 .9075





XIC CP PpL/PT MLOC
O*OUOG ,4745 *8385 ,5105
• 0003 -.6138 .57G1 ,9377
• 0097 -*7720 ,5_75 l*OCbl
• 0203 -1,0106 *4737 1.0959
• 0300 -1,0569 .458_ 1.1230
,0400 -1*1051 ,4419 1,1514
,0608 -1.1531 *4336 1°1663
• 0800 -E.1493 *4305 1.1576
.1000 -h1449 *4359 1,1621
.1997 -,70qb .S_30 *9010
.250_ -.6897 .5475 °9738
• 2994 -.6763 ,5522 *9663
• 3_02 -.6_Zb .55_5 .9_61
,3795 -*6292 *5667 .9431
._Z01 -*6102 *5687 .943E
• 4598 -*6264 ,5655 .9450
.4_98 -,600E .5742 .9313
.5307 -.8u_ *5693 ,9300
• _795 -*5_92 ._737 *932O
,6197 -*5009 *5793 *9233
• _598 -.5_05 ,5874 °91C5
,6997 -*496_ .5980 .8939
• 7493 -,408_ ,6183 ,8_23
• 8353 -.223_ ,664_ ,?qlL
.8791 -,1040 °_952 *2420
• 9212 -*006_ *7203 °7C44
1,0000 ,1_Z_ *7659 *o323
PT 78.4174 PSl CN ,_685
TT 10_.9_61 K CN -.0956




X/C CP R,LIPT MLOC
0°0000 ,4745 ,9385 ,5105
.0052 o8963 ,9417 ,2955
.0098 .749_ ,906? ,378_
,0200 ,6011 o_bB_ ,4549
,0500 ,410_ *8_00 .5_20
.0813 ,_37 ,7825 ,6055
.1199 ,1896 ,7684 ,6284
,1796 ,0773 °7_89 ,6753
.2397 .0123 ,7_28 ,7006
°2_95 -.0579 ,7048 °728_
.3588 -,1291 ,6868 ,2565
,4193 -,1225 ,6771 °7716
,4?93 -.2014 ,6683 ,7850
,5394 -*1760 .6784 ,7695
°5994 -,Oblb .7032 ,2311
,_507 .0?70 °239_ °6743
,7203 ,2107 ,7?38 ,6196
°7743 .2846 ,2899 ,5932
°_394 ,323_ ,_013 .574_
,8996 .3335 ,0027 ,5720
.9492 .2871 ,791_ .5_02
1,0000 ,1029 °7659 .6323
CO1 *00687 COCOR1 *00652
CD2 .00674 CDCO_2 .00657
C03 ,00667 COCOR3 *00650
CD4 *00667 CDCOR4 ,00b53
C05 .00650 CDCOR5 .00644
SPANWISE
XlC YIBIZ CP P_LIPT NLOC
*0500 -,337_ -.8§97 .5077 1.0385
.3957 -,337_ -,6108 .5691 .9393
,5008 *o3375 -.bOil *5707 .9368
.804_ -.3375 -,5881 *5764 ,9278





XlC CP PeLIRT NLOC
0,0000 ,3295 ,8033 ,5711
• _u83 -.7302 .5_0_ .9849
,00_7 -._27 .4071 1.073E
°u203 -1,1751 .432_ 1.1676
• 0300 -1.2393 .419_ 1.1912
• u_O0 -1,2647 ,4176 1,1954
,ObO_ -1._56 ,4071 1.2151
.0BUG -L.ZTOT .4106 1.Z_5
• 1000 -1,3002 ._0_3 l,SLb_
.1997 -,6_28 ,5_TL ,9585
• 25OO -,b_6Z .5613 .9912
,299_ -*_73 ,5552 ,961_
,3795 -.8377 .583_ .947_
• _01 -.629_ .Sbu8 ,9397
._5_8 -.8_63 ,5o53 .9452
,_3_7 -,_220 ,5?OO ,9379
,_795 -,6137 ,569_ .93_2
,_97 -,500_ .5983 .893_
,74_3 -._lOl .8210 ,0581
._7_1 -.1_52 ,b_b_ ,7418
1,0000 . 783 .766_ ,_30_
PT 78*4205 PSI CN ,7143
TT 105.1065 K CM -*0941




X/C CP R_L/RT MLOC
0,0000 ,3295 .8033 .5711
,0052 ,9_45 .9565 .2541
._090 .8142 ._224 .3432
°0200 ,6605 ,8854 .4227
,0500 .4621 ._381 ,5112
,0013 ,_992 ,7963 ._BZB
,11_9 ,2328 ,7799 ,_097
• 129_ ,11_0 .7526 .6537
• 2397 .0417 *7326 .6852
.2995 -,0?74 ,7190 .7065
,3_8 -,O999 .6962 ,7420
.4193 -.14_ ,_840 ,7609
._793 -.1760 .6799 .2671
,_394 -.1498 o6_42 ,?605
,5994 -,O499 .7110 ,210_
.6507 ,0_65 ,7448 ,_659
• 7203 *2170 .??64 ,6152
• 7743 .28_ .7936 ,5872
._39_ .3?93 .802_ ,572_
,_996 ,3388 *_041 °5692
._49_ .2067 °7950 ,584_
1,00_G .1?63 *766_ *_30_
COl *00737 CDCORI *00726
C02 *00744 COCOR? .00734
C03 ,00742 COCOR3 *00739
CD4 *00746 COCOR4 *00744
CO5 *00719 COCOR5 °00720
SPANWISE
XlC YIB/Z CP P*LIPT MLOC
*050_ -*3375 -.9531 *48?9 1.0716
.3957 -,3375 -.6297 *5694 *9389
,500_ -*3375 -,6189 .5687 *9399
*b048 -.3375 -.5930 *576? .9281











X_C CP P_L/PT HLOC
0.0000 *2118 ,7728 .6212
• 0083 -.7BbO ,§ZbO 1*D08§
• 0097 -1.1577 *4363 1,1615
• 0203 -1,3097 ,3996 1.Z292
• 0300 -1,3454 .3985 1*Z313
• 0400 -1.3630 ,3864 1.254&
• 0608 -_*3846 *379B 1*2674
• 0800 -1.3918 .3777 1.Z715
• 1000 -1.4135 *3767 1*Z736
• 1997 -1.2853 .4005 1,2274
• 2500 -*7358 *5400 *9844
• Z994 -,6067 *5737 *93Z0
• 3402 -*6166 *5720 .9347
• 3795 -.6174 .5697 ,9383
• 4201 -.6209 *5b84 .9404
• 4598 -.6408 ,5629 .9491
• 4996 -.6247 .5710 ,9349
• 5397 -,6252 .5713 .9358
,5795 -.6108 .5713 .9358
.6197 -*5975 .5785 *9264
• 6598 **5536 *5887 .9083
• 6997 -*5025 .6018 *8879
• 7493 -.4074 *61gZ *BbOB
,8353 -,2314 *6684 .7849
• 8791 -.1075 .6965 .7414
• 9Z1Z -*01Ub *7180 *7&68





X/C CP P,LIPT HLOC
0.0000 *Z118 .7728 *6212
*0052 .9968 ,9673 .2196
*0098 .8710 .9364 *3093
.0200 .7127 *8992 *3945
.0500 *5064 *8466 *4960
*0813 *3436 ,0061 ,5666
.1199 .2719 ,7883 ,5960
,1796 ,1507 .760_ .6614
*2397 .0718 *7426 *6695
*2995 .0050 *7207 ,7039
*3580 -.0703 *7047 *7280
.4193 -*1218 .6928 ,7472
.4793 -,1297 .6914 .7493
*5394 -.1286 .6901 .7513
.5994 -,0332 .7133 .7154
.6507 ,0994 .7456 *6646
,7203 *2263 .7797 *6099
.7743 *2947 *7962 *5328
.8396 .3327 .8037 .5703
.B996 .3370 .B068 .5651
.9492 *2873 ,7944 .5858
1.0000 *1820 .7650 .6337
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
C01 *00979 CDCOR1 .00943
C02 ,00972 COCOR2 *00932
C03 .00991 CDCOR3 .00900
C04 .0099& COCORA .00975
C05 _00560 COCOR5 ,00974
5PANWISE
XlC YI312 CP PpLIPT NLOC
*&60_ -.3375 -1.0433 .4620 1.1161
*3957 -.3375 -*6231 .5679 .9412
.5008 -.3375 -*62Z8 *_667 .9A30
.604B -*3375 -.5945 .574B .9302










XIC CP PpLIRT HLOC
0*0000 .0516 .7369 *6783
,0083 *.9_73 ,5026 1.0470
*0097 -1.2842 .4053 1,2183
*0203 -1.4584 *3692 i*2884
*0300 -1.4432 *3605 1.2937
*0400 -1*4906 *3534 1,3205
*0608 -1.5163 .3511 1,3254
*0800 -1.$169 ,3536 1.3200
*1000 -1.5000 .3519 1.3236
,1997 -1.6465 *3684 1*Z899
.2500 -1.3232 .4010 1.2264
,2994 -.7510 *5350 .9937
.3402 -*5580 ,SBS4 .9135
.3795 -.5561 .5863 .9121
.4201 -.5603 .5838 .9161
,4598 -.6176 *5727 *9335
*4996 -,5972 .5751 *9298
.5397 -*6094 .5738 .9319
,5795 -.5993 ,5710 .9363
.6197 *.5815 *5709 *9237
.6698 -*5568 .5914 .9041
*6997 -.5018 *5984 *8932
*7493 -.4159 .6201 .8594
.8353 -*2302 .6670 ,7869
.8791 -.1094 .6965 .7413
.9212 -*0144 .7208 .7037





XIC CP PJLIRT HLOC
0.0000 *0516 .7369 *6783
• 0052 1,0360 ,9770 .1835
• 0093 .9147 .9481 *2783
• OZO0 *7584 *goB6 *3742
• 0500 *5498 *8569 °4772
• 0313 *3846 o3175 °5470
• 1199 .3106 ,8002 .5761
,1796 .1889 *7690 *6272
• 2397 .1073 .7502 *6574
• 2995 ,0423 *7336 °6836
• 3533 -.0461 *7131 .7156
• 4193 -*0908 o6932 *7337
• 4793 -.1295 *6909 .7501
• 5394 -.1105 *6957 *7426
• 5994 -*0207 .7167 .7101
• 6507 ,1103 .7508 *6563
• 7203 *2354 *7800 .6094
• 7743 .3017 ,7972 .5811
• 8396 *3387 .3036 *5705
• 3996 *3435 *8066 *5654
• 9492 *2390 *7965 *5324
1.0000 .1761 .7673 .6301
CDl *01339 CDCOR1 .01233
C02 *01320 CDCOR2 *01276
003 *013Z6 COCOR3 *01279
CD4 .01320 CDCOR4 *01271
CD5 *OllZO CDCOR5 *01103
SPANW|SE
XIC YIBI2 CP PtLIPT NLOC
.0503 -,3375 -1.1664 .4309 1.1712
• 3957 -*3375 -,5633 .5831 .9172
.5008 -.3375 -.6049 *5719 .9367
• 6048 -*3375 -*5944 ,5786 .9243





XlC CP PJLIPT MLOC
0.0000 -*0697 ,7087 .7225
*0683 -.9841 *4861 1,0746
,0097 -1*43Z7 ,3763 1,2743
*0203 -1.$777 .34_1 1,3462
,0300 -1.5725 .3371 1.3547
.0400 -1.6390 .3209 1*3901
.060R -1.5_95 .3312 1,3674
*0800 -I*SS3Q ,3382 1.3525
*I000 -I.6286 .3286 1,3732
,1997 -1,5364 .3477 1.3324
*2500 -1.5080 .3527 1.3221
.2994 -1, 720 ,3615 1*3039
*3402 -.7541 .5372 ,9904
*3795 -.5752 *SBZS .9182
*4201 -,5236 .5945 *6993
.4598 -,5606 .5806 .9086
*_996 -,5583 ,5679 .9096
.5397 -*5661 *5839 .9160
.5795 -.5689 .5807 .9210
,6197 -,5463 .5838 .9162
.6598 -.5186 .5916 .9039
.6997 -*4953 .6036 .8852
,7493 -.4127 .6244 *8529
*6353 -.2308 *6677 .7860
.8791 -.1152 .6977 .7396
,9212 -,U133 .7210 ,7&33
1.0000 * 758 .7669 .6307
PT 78.4186 PSI CN .9525
TT 105.0333 K CM -*0855




X/C CP P;LIPT HLOC
0.0000 -*0697 .70$7 .7225
*0052 1,0666 *9352 *1468
,0093 *9484 *9564 °2542
.0200 ,7956 .9163 .3528
,OSO0 *5336 ,8663 *4598
.0813 *4232 ._264 .5317
.1199 .3411 *8055 *5673
*1796 .2156 *7779 .6130
*2397 .1341 *7550 *6499
*2995 *0564 ,7376 .6773
,3588 -,0186 *7133 .7_76
*4193 -*0707 .70S5 .7275
,4793 -.1047 .6968 .7410
*5394 -,OQSO *6994 *7370
*5994 -.0121 *7200 *7049
*6507 .1188 *7542 ,6511
*7203 .238R .7827 *6050
°7743 *3095 ,7988 ,5785
,3394 .3424 .8056 .5671
*3996 *3463 ,R053 *5077
*9492 *3O4O *7953 *5344
1.0000 *1753 *7669 .6307
CDI .01364 COCOR1 .01869
COZ *01838 COCORZ .01841
CD3 ,01834 COCOR3 .01333
CD4 .01774 COCOg4 *01782
C05 *01527 COCOR5 °01537
$PANWISE
XIC YI312 CP PeLIPT MLOC
*0503 -.3375 -1.2645 .4163 1.1979
.3957 -.3375 -.5330 *5937 .9005
*5008 ".3375 -.5679 *5849 .9144
*6048 -,3375 *.5685 .5832 .9170






XIC CP P_LIPT NLO¢
0.0000 -.1822 .6714 ,7803
,OOA3 -1*0176 *4626 1.1151
• 0097 -1.5618 .3330 1,3637
,0203 -1.6813 *30Z2 1.4325
,0300 -1.6693 °2960 1,4424
°0400 -1.7113 ,2906 1,4600
• 0608 -1*693Z o2951 1*449Z
• 0800 -1.6787 .3011 1*4351
°1000 -I*7202 ,2917 1,4573
• 1997 -1,6464 o3115 1*4112
,2500 -1.6127 *3133 1,4C71
,2994 -1*6280 o3126 1,4086
,3402 -1.6226 ,3187 1.3949
,3795 -1,5903 o3189 1.3946
.4201 -1.2327 ,41bQ 1,1968
,4598 -*8037 ,5164 1,0243
,4996 -*bTBU *_4BO .97Z9
o5397 -.5?36 °572Z *9344
• _795 -.4709 ,bOO? .8896
,6197 -*4443 *6084 .8777
• b598 -,4432 ,6113 .8731
• b997 -*4072 *6170 *6643
,7493 -,3644 *6281 .8471
• 8353 -*210_ *6673 °7866
,8791 -,1003 .6933 °7464
• qZ12 -.0165 .7173 *7G92
1,0000 * 559 °7556 .6488
PT 78°4218 PSI CN 1o1116
TT 1_4,9885 K CH -.0915




XlC CP P_LIPT ML_C
0,0000 -o1822 ,6714 *7803
,0052 1,0996 *9923 o1055
,0098 1°0027 .9682 °2164
,0200 ,8547 .9303 .3244
*OSO0 ,6441 *8783 ,4367
°0B13 °4803 ,B3T4 .5125
*1199 °394e *816B °5462
,1796 °2703 .7862 ,5994
,2397 o1776 .7650 °6337
°2995 *1036 ,7454 .6651
*35B8 °03B7 .7214 .?OZ8
.4193 -,0404 °70B1 *?236
°4?93 -°083B .6995 °7368
,5394 -°0?57 ,69?8 °7395
,5994 ,0073 ,7229 ,7004
.6507 *1327 °7506 ,6568
*7203 ,2503 °?798 °6098
°7743 .3137 ,7946 °5855
°8394 ,3462 ,8043 °5694
,Bgg6 *3445 °8044 *5691
,949_ ,2901 *7925 °5890
1°0000 ,1559 *7556 ,64B8
C01 ,03570 COCORI *03Z37
CO2 °03434 CDCOR2 ,03169
¢03 °03732 CDCOR3 *03466
CO4 .02760 CDCOR4 ,02565
¢D5 ,02520 COCOR5 .02349
5PA_VISE
X/C YI312 CP P_LIPT NLQC
*050_ -,3375 -1.3200 ,3912 1,2452
.3957 -°3375 -1,5460 °3320 1.363B
,5008 -*3375 -o5931 ,5723 .9343
,6048 -*3375 -*4566 ,6050 °8830
,7003 -°3375 -,4343 .6145 ,8681
66
Appendix D
Pressure Data for M = 0.74; R = 4.4 × 106, 7.7 x 106, 14.0 x 106, 30.0 x 106, and
45.0 × 106; and Free Transition
The pressure measurements made on the Boeing BAC I airfoil are presented in coefficient
form in graphs and tables in this appendix. The data are for a Mach number of 0.74; Reynolds
numbers of 4.4 x 106, 7.7 x 106, 14.0 x 106, 30.0 x 106, and 45.0 x 106; and free transition.
The pressure data from the upper surface of the airfoil are plotted as open symbols, and the
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X/C CO P, LIPT MLOC
0o0000 1.1681 1*006Z 0.0000
*0083 .6662 .8723 *4459
*OOq? ,6699 ,2730 .4447
.0203 ,3910 .7962 .5797
.0300 .2110 *7502 .6539
*0400 *1203 *?267 *6908
*0608 .0166 .6992 .7327
.GO00 -*0434 ,6837 .7573
.1000 -.0913 .6707 .7773
,1992 -,1976 *6415 .8221
*2500 -*2345 ,6313 .8382
*2994 -.26§5 .62Ea ,8509
*3402 -.2832 .6198 .8555
.3795 -.3042 .6147 .8634
.4201 -.3221 .6082 .8735
*4598 -*3527 .60G6 .8853
.4996 -*3687 *5967 .8914
,5397 -.3946 *5899 .9020
.5795 -.4231 *5842 .9108
*6197 -*4245 .5_22 .9141
.6598 -.4L?q .584_ *91U5
*b997 -.3996 .5900 .9019
.7493 -,3503 .6018 *8834
,8353 -.1919 .6456 .8158
.8791 -.0910 *6722 .775G
.9212 -*O00Z .6960 .7383





XlC CP P_LIPT NLOC
0,0000 1,1681 1,0062 0,0000
,0052 -,8579 .4645 1*1066
,0098 -.6824 .5125 1.0256
,0200 -,5056 .5586 ,9512
• 0500 -.4190 ,5828 .9131
• 0813 -.41?1 ,5842 .9109
• 1199 -,3988 ,5890 ,9033
,1796 -.4268 o5812 .9155
,2397 -.4511 .575_ *9248
,2995 *,4859 .5645 ,_418
• 3588 -.5253 ,5533 .9597
.4193 °.5355 .5506 ,9639
.4793 -,5091 .5596 .9496
.5394 -.3984 .5897 *9023
,_994 -,2114 .6378 ,8278
• 6507 -.0249 ,6880 .7506
.7203 .1133 ,7252 .6932
.7743 .1920 .7462 .h603
• .8394 ,2524 .7618 ,6355
,8996 .281_ .7701 .6222
.9492 .2675 .7668 .6276
1.0000 .1732 .7424 *bE62
OflIOtNAL PAGE IS
OF PC_R OUALITY
C01 *00586 CDC081 *00575
C02 ,0078Z CDCOR2 ,00721
C03 *00832 COCOR3 *00829
CD4 *00721 COCOR4 ,00711
CD5 ,00869 COCOR5 .00564
SPANWISE
XlC Y1512 CP PpLIPT NLOC
• 0500 -.3375 .0248 .7021 .7280
.3957 -.337S -.3160 .6125 .8669
• 5008 -.3375 -.8656 .8992 *882_
.6048 -.3375 -.4130 .8888 .9084












RIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
O*OOOO 1,1525 1,0023 0,0000
.0083 .2468 .7615 .6361
.0097 .2343 ,758_ .6414
• 0203 -.C852 .6725 .7745
• 0300 -*1935 .6438 .8195
• 0400 -.2663 .6254 .84b_
• 0608 -.3278 .6084 .8731
• OBOO -.3518 .6023 .8827
• LOO_ -.3785 .5948 .8943
• 19g7 -.4092 .5880 .9050
• 2_00 -.4225 t5839 .9113
• 2994 -.4344 .5803 .9171
• 3402 -.436u .5805 *9168
.3795 -.4443 .5780 .9206
.4201 -*4529 .5770 .9222
.4598 -.4713 .5723 ,9295
• 4996 -.4832 .5693 .9348
• 5397 -,4948 .5670 .9379
• _795 -.5041 .5631 .9442
• b197 -.4_99 .5651 .9409
.6598 -.4791 .5704 *9326
,6997 -,4485 .5e12 .9156
.7493 -.3897 .5947 .8945
• 8353 -.2040 .6_46 *_174
• 6791 -*0965 *bT3b .7728
.9212 -*0_39 .6977 .7357





R/C CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1525 I*0028 O.OOO0
• 0052 .1512 .7360 .6762
,_098 .1121 ,7250 ,6933
,0200 *0723 .7141 ,7104
• 0500 -,0299 .6882 .7503
.0813 -*0940 .6706 .7774
• 1199 -.1421 .6580 .7967
• 1796 -.Z062 .6407 .8234
.2397 -*2557 *6229 .8430
.2995 -,3055 ,6155 *SEER
• 3588 -,3603 *6005 *8855
.4193 -,3906 .5919 .8989
• 4793 -.3965 .5909 .9004
.5394 -.3269 .6092 ,8720
.5994 -.1673 .6527 .8049
• 6507 *0157 .7014 .7301
.7203 .1607 .7396 .b706
.7743 .2439 .7624 .6346
.8394 *2956 .7752 .6141
.8996 .3139 .7805 ,6054
.9492 .2845 .7726 .6182
1.0000 .1545 .7396 .6706
COX .00603 COCORL *00590
C02 *00671 CDCOR2 ,00658
C03 *00694 COCOR3 *00682
C04 *00595 COCOR4 *00585
C05 .00§05 COCOR5 .00499
5PANWISE
XlC YI812 CP PeL/PT BLOC
*0800 -.3375 -*2083 ,6440 .8183
.3957 -.3375 -.4403 .5817 *9148
.5008 *.3375 -.4776 .5697 .9337
.6048 -.3375 *.4985 .5647 *9416





WtC C _ @IL/PT MLOC
O.OOO0 1.0392 .9721 *ZU15
*0083 -*0346 ,6662 ,7535
,0G97 -*0493 ,6R34 *7578
,OZU3 -,3488 ,6G37 ,8865
,0300 -,4399 .579T ,917_
.O4O0 -,5C00 *_6ZB *9446
,0608 -.5364 *5532 *9598
*0800 -,5356 .5549 ,957G
.1000 -.5_23 ,5803 .964_
,1997 -,5259 *5562 .9_50
.2500 -,5190 ,5593 ,9502
,2994 -.5183 *56_L ,9489
,8402 -,5102 .5618 ,94_1
*3795 -,5_96 .5622 .945_
,4201 -,_.SG *5624 .9452
.4598 -*5?77 *5577 *9526
,4996 -,529? ._88 ,95G9
,5397 -.5_06 ,5539 ,9587
._7_5 -*5386 ,5562 ,9550
,61_7 -*5303 *5576 ,9528
,_5_8 -*5('57 .5651 *94u9
*6997 -*4647 ,5749 .9254
,74_3 -._C97 .5910 ,9{G3
*8353 -*2033 ,6_29 *SZOG
*_7_1 -*_48 ,_714 .7762
,9212 -oOh3T .6966 ,7874
1,000_ ,1_0 *7366 ,675_
PT 17.7151 PSI CN .4018
TT 1;0.2349 K CN -.I001




Xl_ CP P_L/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.0392 ,9721 .2015
*0052 .4768 .8230 .5347
*0098 .3775 .7966 .5792
*U800 .2819 .7713 ,6203
.0500 *129_ .7303 .6852
*U813 *0388 .7062 .7227
.1199 -*0267 *6_99 .7478
.1796 -*1078 *_682 .7811
*2307 -.1707 .6509 .8077
,2995 -,2300 ,6348 ,8324
,3588 -.2878 *b206 ,8544
.4193 -.3258 .6110 ,8691
.4793 -.3409 .6067 ,8758
,5394 -,_875 ,_210 ,853_
.5994 -.1383 .b604 .7930
._50T *0371 .707_ *7210
.7203 .1842 .7472 .6587
.77_3 .2620 .7666 *6279
.8394 ,3100 .7R03 .6059
.8996 .3230 *7832 .6010
.9492 .2879 *2746 .6151
1,0000 .1440 .7366 .6754
CDI *00743 COCDR1 *00731
C02 *00667 CDCOR2 *00654
C03 .00671 COCOR3 *006_9
C04 ,00621 COCOR4 *00611
CD5 .00526 CDCOR5 *00§21
SPANWISE
XlC YIBI2 CP PeL/PT MLOC
*0500 -.3375 -.3799 .5973 .8904
,3957 -.3375 -.5055 .5635 .9434
.5008 -.3375 -,5274 .5579 .9524
,6048 -.3375 -.5338 .5564 .9547






X/C Co PeLleT MLOC
0.000_ .8497 o9Z18 ,3430
,0083 -o2_11 o6210 ,8537
.0097 -°3691 ,5971 .8907
• _Z03 -.6225 .5307 ,9960
,_30G -°7_46 ,5076 1,U337
.0400 -.7765 .4891 1o0647
oU608 -.8018 ,4824 1.0759
,GSO0 -°7o02 ,4640 1.0732
.1000 -°7793 .4877 1.0_69
.1997 -.6434 °5239 1°0069
,2_0_ -.617_ °5305 o9963
o2994 -o6_14 o5361 .9872
,3402 -o5832 °5405 ,9801
,3795 -o5748 o5_38 °9752
°_201 -o5724 °5449 .9731
,4598 -°58_6 °5428 ,9765
._998 -.5_07 o5424 °9771
._397 -°5_41 ,5413 o_7_
°_7_5 -°577_ °5433 °9756
.6197 -°561_ .5473 °9692
._598 -,_740 °5567 ,9548
._997 -,4784 °5677 °93_R
.7493 -._138 .S_59 o9082
,8353 -°2019 ,6419 °B216
°8791 -,_934 ,6714 .7762
,9212 -.C(_19 ,b_4Z °7411
1,_00G ,1359 o7315 °6834
PT 17°7178 PSI CN °5260
77 190°8404 K CH -.0985




XlC C _ P_L/PT MLOC
0°0000 °8497 .QZI_ °3430
*0052 ,7173 .B864 °4185
°OCgB _5_30 ,_510 ,4855
.0200 o4539 ,Blb_ °5464
*0500 .2650 ,7661 ,6286
°0813 ,1566 .7373 o6741
o11_9 *0760 o7151 .70_9
,1796 -°0193 .6901 °7474
o2397 -*0_33 ,670_ °7769
°2995 -,1579 °6532 .B041
°3588 -°2233 °63_6 °8312
.4193 -.26_4 .6847 ,8481
,4793 -,8889 °61_8 °8571
.5394 -°_473 ,6306 .$390
.5994 -°1137 .666_ °7836
.6507 ,0589 °7124 °7130
.720_ ,1981 .7491 .6557
.7743 ,2754 °7695 ,6232
.8394 °3207 ,7816 .6037
.8998 °3267 °7831 °6012
.9492 o2938 .7741 .615_
1,0C00 ,1359 .731_ .6834
COl ,00769 COCOql ,00754
CO2 ,00714 CDCOR2 .00698
C03 .00711 C0C0_3 ,00694
¢D4 .00692 COCOR4 o00681
C05 .00630 COCOR5 .00624
SPANWXSE
XlC YI_IZ CP P_L#PT MLOC
o050_ -°3375 -°5937 o5381 ,9839
,3957 -,3375 -°5694 °5449 o9731
*5008 -,3375 -.5752 .5429 .9762
°6048 -,3375 -.5608 ,5465 .9705





XlC CP PeL/PT HLUC
O,QoOb ,6324 ,662b ,4641
°0083 -.4_42 .5691 .9347
,0097 -,897_ °5C77 1o0335
.0_03 -°8_87 .4_46 1,1064
°_30_ -°9_97 .4479 1,1358
°O4O0 -,9976 ,429_ 1°1679
,_80P -1.002_ .4158 1°1940
.0_00 -1°0_37 o4_95 Io2053
• 1000 -1o0608 .4G80 1.Z_BZ
°1997 -1,036_ .4192 1,1873
• 2500 -.8888 °4575 1.1187
.2994 -.6_27 ,5386 °992_
,3402 -.5817 ._44_ .9732
°3795 -.579_ °5401 ,_808
°_201 -°6032 °534_ °9898
._598 -,8267 °_27_ 1.Ct05
°5397 -°6_73 .5276 1.0010
._79_ -°6098 °5318 °_942
,_97 -.S_b3 °5394 °981_
,6598 -,5423 .5_Z0 ._618
.6997 -._50 °5_32 °9440
.7493 -°4182 .5_ °9158
.8353 -.199_ .6418 ,_17
._791 -,0908 .6886 ,7_05
°_212 -°¢_J18 °692_ .743_
1,O00G .1387 .7_83 ._8_
PT 17,6786 PSE CN °66_5
TT 191.1453 K C_ -.0951




X/C CP P_L/PT MLOC
O,UO00 °8324 ,8626 o4641
• 0052 °8849 ,9305 .3283
°0098 °7415 ._922 ,4069
°0200 o_951 °8538 °4803
o0_00 °3812 .7969 °5786
.0813 ,_892 .7658 °6292
°1199 ,1876 °73?3 °6742
o1796 .0624 *7093 °7178
• 2397 -°0170 ,6888 °7494
• 2995 -.0908 .6711 .7768
,39_8 -°159_ ,6521 °B058
.41_3 -°2115 °8373 .8287
°4793 -*7371 .6314 ,8376
.5394 -,Z081 °6391 ,8258
°5994 -.0884 ,67_6 °7758
°_507 ,07_7 .7151 .7088
°7203 °2177 o7510 .6528
.7743 ,2910 .77_ °6185
°8394 °3314 ,7829 ,6015
°8996 °3350 ,7846 ,5988
o9492 °8955 °7746 °6150
1.0000 .1327 .7283 °6884
COl °00947 CDCORI *00906
CO8 ,0088Z C0C0_2 .00843
CO3 .00875 COCOR3 ,00836
CD4 °00796 COCOR4 ,00770
CO5 .00735 CDCO_5 °00724
5PANYZSE
X/C YI81Z CP P.L/PT NLO¢
• G_O0 -.3375 -.7740 .4865 1°0689
,3957 -.3375 -,5829 .5355 .9882
°5008 --°3375 *.619_ o_299 °997_
o6048 -.3375 -.5903 .5380 .9842





X/C CP PeLIPT _LOC
O°O000 °_959 ,8291 .5Z43
._v_3 -°5682 °5_77 °988O
,0_97 -.8748 °4636 1.10_1
°_Z_3 -°_854 ,4321 1.1_38
,0300 -1°0_71 .4174 1.1907
°_UO -1._70 ._C57 1.2125
• 0608 -1.14_C ,3921 1o2382
°10_0 -1.1717 .3_4 1.2494
• Z_O -1°1447 ,3957 1*8315
°2994 -._85_ .438_ 1.1517
°3_02 -°8_61 .53O6 .996U
.379_ -,5146 .5_91 ._04
,4_01 -.5_14 °5_77 ,9527
._5_8 -°_23 ,54_Z .9710
,_9_ -°5_37 ,539_ ,9819
.53_7 -,b_43 ,5348 °989_
°_5_8 -,5427 ._525 .9_16
.6997 -,_29 ._658 .9398
.74_3 -,4_68 ,5r4_ °_102
• 87_1 -.G_58 .E_qL ,779?
°q_1_ -°0(_55 ,6950 .7308
1°_00 .1363 ,7317 ,_30
PT 17.7050 PSI CN °7_88
TT 191,2612 K CM -°0938




XlC CP P_L/PT _LOC
0o0000 °495_ ,8291 °5243
,0052 °9544 ,9497 °2725
°00_8 ,8023 .9087 ,_721
°0200 °6530 °9694 .4513
,_500 °4319 °_102 °5564
o0813 .3053 ,7773 .6108
°11_9 o2139 °7529 ,6497
°1796 ,1018 .7_39 ,8951
.2397 °C1_5 °700_ .7309
.35_8 -°1272 .6645 .7867
°4193 -.18_5 .6_06 °8082
.9793 -°2107 .8408 .823_
.5_94 -°1856 ._466 o8143
°5_9_ -._6_9 ,8776 .7667
°6507 o0910 .7199 .7013
.7743 .2972 .7746 ,_150
,_9_ .3394 .78?0 ,5949
,_998 ,3_04 .7855 °5973
._9_ .3010 ,7764 °6171
IoUOCO °1_b? ,7317 .883C
CD1 .01174 COCOR1 *011_3
COZ ,01096 C0C082 *01044
CO3 .01085 CDC083 .01036
C04 ,00907 COC0_4 *00870
C05 °00809 COCO_5 ,00787
SPANW_S_
X/C YISI_ CP P_LIPT HEOC
*0500 -°3375 -,8542 *4705 1.0961
.3957 -*3375 -.5289 *5532 .9_99
.5008 -,3375 -.6003 ,5389 .9827
°6048 -,3375 -*5896 ,5394 o9819











XI_ C p R_L/PT MLOC
0,0000 ,3851 .7980 65768
• 0083 -.6461 *5141 1.0067
• 0097 -1.0355 .4103 1.1856
• 0Z03 -1.1169 ,4019 1.2196
• _300 -1.1498 .3906 1*1417
• 0600 -1.1739 *3793 1.2622
• 0604 -1.2114 .3090 1.2326
• _80U -1,1391 .3666 _.1928
• 1000 -1*1489 .3665 1.1917
• 1997 -1*1371 .3691 1*Z834
• 2500 -1*2381 .3661 1,2496
• 1996 -1,2655 *3657 1.2904
• 3602 -1.2155 .3703 1.1811
• 3795 -1.0170 .4229 1*1406
• 4Z01 -.6005 .5354 .9478
.6598 -*4928 .5603 ,9391
• 4996 -.6413 .504T *9351
• 5397 -,5199 .5580 *9522
,5795 -.5412 .5518 ,9011
• 0197 -*5420 ,5513 .9633
• 0594 -,5226 ,5575 *9519
.6997 -.4450 ,5098 .9330
• 7693 -,4120 .584_ .9106
• 4353 -,2090 ,6396 *8156
.4791 -,luLb .6090 .7794
.9212 -*0111 *0940 .7614





XIC CP ReL/RT NLOC
0,0000 .3451 *7980 ,5764
,Q05Z 1,0034 *9026 *2338
,0094 ,4014 ,9Z55 .3362
• 0200 .7061 *8_36 .6239
• 0500 *_805 .4222 .5361
• 0813 ,3691 .7881 .5931
• 1199 .2531 ,7623 .0367
• 1790 ,1398 .733_ °6804
.1397 .0522 .7097 *7171
.2995 -,0237 .6907 *7405
,3548 -.0975 ,6696 ,7789
• 4193 -.1519 o6561 °7098
.4793 -.1854 .6451 .8165
.5396 -.1632 .6508 .4074
.5994 -.0558 .6807 .7619
• 6507 .0948 .7Z3L *6964
• 7203 *2344 ,75R7 *5605
.7743 .3063 *7775 .6103
.3394 .3646 .7874 ,5963
.AgQb *3667 ,7R77 °5937
• 9692 .3071 .7778 .6098
1.0000 .1634 .7331 o6808
ORIGINAL PAGE _S
OF POOR QUALITY
C01 .01566 COCOR1 *01490
C02 *01530 CDCORZ *01468
C03 .01655 COCOR3 .01359
CD4 ,01150 CDCOR4 *01090
CD5 .00998 COCOR5 .009_7
SPANWISS
XIC YIBI2 CR PpLIRT MLOC
• 0503 -.3375 -.9182 .6518 1o1288
.3957 -,3375 -.4744 .4584 1*1166
• 5008 -.3375 -,5116 .5601 *9486
• 6068 -.3375 -*5509 .5692 .9661










XIC CR PeLIPT NLOC
0,0000 .2798 *7705 .6210
,0083 -,7189 ,5051 1.U378
• 0097 -1,1293 ,3922 1,2381
,0203 -1,2_Z7 ,3769 1.2718
.0300 -1.2354 .3715 1.2787
• 0600 -1.2981 .3561 1.3098
.0608 -1.3161 *3511 1.3203
• 0800 -1.3240 ,3457 1,3316
• 1000 -1.3214 *3405 1.3299
.1997 -1.3058 ,3513 1.3197
• 25OO -1,3010 .3444 1.3269
.2904 -1.32_1 °3477 1.3273
• 360Z -1.3107 .3488 1.3251
• 3795 -1.3006 .3_80 1.3268
• 4201 -,9826 .4376 1,1539
• 4598 -,6328 .5291 ,9985
• 4996 -,_323 .5675 .9372
• 5397 -*4bOO .5768 .9225
• 5795 -.4719 .5718 .9266
• 0197 -._070 .5657 ,9399
• 6598 -.6912 .5_83 .93_8
.0997 -*_fi30 ,5760 .9236
• 7_93 -.E092 ._907 .9007
• 8353 -.2094 ,6412 .8226
• 8791 -.1033 .6709 .7769
• 9212 -.G13_ *0937 .7414





X/C CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 ,2798 .7?05 .6216
,O05E 1.0373 ,9712 .2066
.0G98 ,9065 .9371 ,3059
• 0200 .7682 .4958 .3994
• 0500 .5208 ,8361 ,51Zl
• 0813 .3467 .4004 *5729
• 1199 *2801 .7731 .6173
• 1796 .1694 .741_ .bb7Z
.2397 .0780 .7158 ,7077
,2995 .0014 .6976 .?359
,3544 -.0731 .6759 ,7694
.6194 -.1355 .6630 *7906
• 4793 -,1671 .6531 .8042
.5394 -.15C4 .6556 ,8G05
• 599_ -.0662 .6859 .7539
• 0507 .1075 .725_ ,0929
• 7203 *2608 *7599 *6386
• 7763 .3140 .7412 ,6043
.R396 .3519 .7908 ,5444
• 8996 .3494 ,7914 *5477
.9492 ,3111 .7804 .6057
1*GO00 ,1514 ,7349 .6740
C01 .02067 COCOR1 .02006
CO2 .02063 COCOQ2 ,02001
CD3 .01919 CDCOR3 .01856
C06 *01482 CDC044 .01436
CD5 .01295 CDCOR5 .01270
SPANWISE
XlC YIBI2 CP PtLIPT NLOC
.0500 -.3375 -.9477 ,4368 1.1590
• 3957 -.3375 -1.1372 *3909 1.3290
• 5008 --.3175 --.6966 ._650 .9401
.6048 -.3375 -*5050 .5645 .9619










X/C C p P_tlPT MLOC
0,0000 .1454 .7466 ,6597
*0083 -.7782 .4913 1*0004
,0097 -1,2_20 *3095 1.2P27
,0203 -1.2920 .3511 1.3203
.0300 -1.3099 *3649 1.3244
*0600 -1.3761 *3325 1*3590
,0604 -1.3789 .3310 1.3015
*0800 -1.3_04 ,3287 1*3079
.1000 -1.3900 .3292 1*3609
.1997 -1.3599 ,3350 1,3542
,2500 -1.3090 ,3342 1.3_59
.2996 -1.378U .3317 1*3013
,3402 -1*3079 .3320 1*3007
.3795 -1.3664 .3310 1.3630
.4201 -1.3305 *3433 1.3366
.4_94 -.4724 ._076 1,1C12
.4996 -.6R83 .5214 1.0111
.5397 -.4061 .5753 ,9248
,5795 -.4174 .5F60 .9072
.6197 -.4105 .5462 .9108
.6594 -.4_ ,5_15 ,9151
.o_7 -.4308 ._854 .q044
.76_3 -.3749 .594_ .4941
,_353 -*?005 ,(409 .4230
._791 -.1_'61 *bb_b .7P05
._212 -.0158 .692_ *7443





XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 .1854 *7460 .0597
• 0051 1.0699 .980_ *1660
,0098 *9323 *9435 .3eq_
• OZ_O .7801 ,903_ *3832
• 0500 ,5520 .4434 .4991
.0813 .4144 *4069 *5620
.1199 .3117 *7730 *6086
,1796 .1926 .76F3 .6569
.2397 ,0989 .7233 *6900
• 2995 *0190 .7013 *7302
,3584 -*0570 .6_19 .7600
• 4193 -*1182 .6657 .7450
• 4793 -.1020 ,6527 .B049
.5394 -.1437 *659_ .794O
.5994 -,0417 .0454 .7547
• 0507 ,1121 ,7?77 ,6892
• 7203 .?347 .734_ .6414
• 7743 ,3137 .T811 *6043
.4394 .34_8 .7496 .5907
• 4996 .3475 *7468 .5952
.9491 .3004 ,?TEZ ,6091
1,0000 *1400 .7349 .6781
C01 .02792 CDCOR1 *02099
COZ *02824 CDCOR2 .02735
C03 *02601 COCOR3 .02510
C04 .01967 CDCOR4 .01498
CD5 ,01800 CDCDR5 .01757
SPANWISE
X/C YI_I2 CR P_L/RT MLOC
• 050) -.3375 -1.0385 .4223 1.1816
• 3957 -.3375 -1.2963 .3556 1.3208
• 5008 -.3375 -.5933 .5379 .9863
.6048 -.3375 -.4467 .5816 .9153





XlC CP PJLIPT MLOC
0.0000 .0643 .7106 .7157
.0083 -.8_81 .4465 I.IC3Z
.0097 -1.34c4 .3368 1.3504
,OZ03 -1.4404 .314Z 1.4001
.0300 -1.,560 .3093 1o4113
°&400 -1.4881 *3UO0 1,4327
• Gb08 -1.49Z2 .3011 1.4302
.G800 -1*4696 *3027 1.4Z65
.1000 -1,4599 .2989 1,435_
.1997 -1.4625 .3093 1.4119
,ZSO0 -1*4633 .307d 1.4165
.Z994 -1*4606 .3059 1.419Z
°3402 -1,4683 .3070 1.4165
,3795 -1,4743 ,3049 1,4215
• 4Z01 -1.408_ .3077 1.4150
.4598 -1.1682 ,3830 1.2559
• 499b -,770_ ,4BB_ 1.0650
• 5397 -*b]53 ,5344 .9899
,_795 -,4R29 *5700 *933Z
• _197 -.4131 .8851 .9094
°b598 -o3919 ,59Z9 .e972
• _997 -.382B *_947 ,894_
• 7493 -,3574 ,6013 ,R841
,6353 -°2176 *6378 *_278
.8791 *.1Z91 *6636 .788Z
,9Z12 -*043b .6_69 ,7524
1,0uO0 ,104e ,7247 ,6939
PT 17*6640 PSI CN 1,03?A
TT 189,995Z K CH -*OqR4




XlC CP PpL/PT HLOC
0,0000 ,064_ ,7106 ,7157
,0052 1,1141 .g90e ,1151
.0098 ,9948 .9606 .2403
,0230 ,83g3 ,9191 ,3490
,0500 ,6045 ,_Sbb .4754
.0813 ,4beO ,8209 ,5383
,1199 ,3598 ,?907 ,5889
.1796 ,Z338 ,?5?7 ,6420
,E397 ,1385 ,7337 .bT_g
,Z995 .0545 ,7113 .7147
.3588 -,u277 .beeb .7497
.4193 -°09b5 .6693 ,7793
,4?93 *,14Z1 .65fl9 ,7953
,5394 -o1331 ,bblO ,79Z1
,_994 -.040Z ,beb3 ,?533
,6507 ,1071 .7232 ,6962
,?Z03 ,Z354 °7573 .6427
.7743 o3031 °7?76 ,6101
,8394 ,3376 ,?870 °5949
,8996 ,3339 .7e41 .5996
°9492 o2914 o?741 .615R
I,UO00 .1048 ,7Z47 ,b939
C01 *04551 COCORI *04468
COZ .04493 CDCOR2 ,04398
C03 °04443 COCOR3 *04345
C04 *0311Z COCOR4 *0304Z
COS ,02765 COCOR5 *02722
SPANWISE
XlC YIe/Z CP PeLIPT _LOC
*0500 -*3375 -1,0840 ,4063 1,2112
,3957 -°3375 -I,4480 ,3115 1.4062
,5008 -,3375 -,7690 *4886 1.06_4
*6048 -,33?5 -.4219 ,5837 .9119





XlC CP PpLIPT HLOC
O,O00b -,0951 ,67u4 .1777
,0083 -.9Z77 .4489 _,1338
,O097 -1*4664 *3079 1.4144
,_Z03 *1*5831 ,Z857 1.4670
*0300 -l*§bYZ ,2e3z 1.4733
.0400 -1,5744 *Z?b? 1,4B93
*0608 -1.59Z7 *2755 1.49ZZ
*0800 -1.5757 *2776 1,4F71
*lbO0 -1.5_53 .2765 1,4897
.1997 -h54Zb *2876 1*4625
*ZSO0 -1*5449 *Z_50 I°4F88
,E994 -L*5446 *Z_43 1*4703
.3402 -1,546_ *Z854 1*4679
,3795 -1,546Z .2_3B 1.4717
._ZOZ -1,50_9 *2925 1.4507
.459e -I*05Z_ ,4205 l*IRSO
°499_ -.8_09 *4h45 _,1_65
._397 -.7.Z8 .5U62 1*0360
,57_5 -,5_60 .5379 *9843
*_297 -*463Z *_?_Q ,923e
.6598 -.4028 ,5948 ,8943
.6997 -.3727 *5981 .8892
.7493 -.3_86 *b_lq .8833
,_353 -.2416 *6319 .8369
,8791 -*155_ .6_23 .805_
.921Z -.0818 *67Z7 .774Z
1.0000 ,050Z ,7065 .7221
PT 17*_866 PSI CN 1,0981
TT 190,9520 K C_ -,Ogge




XI¢ CP P,LIPT _L_C
0,0000 -.0951 ,6704 ,7777
• O05Z 1,139e °_991 .0360
• 0098 1.0316 ,9699 ,2094
,0230 .Be85 °93Zb ,3172
• 0500 ,6511 ,8688 .4525
,oe13 ,512c .e3Z9 ,5176
• 1199 .3998 ._023 ,8b96
,1796 .2710 ,?be7 ,6Z45
.Z397 ,1656 ,739t ,6717
,299_ ,0_03 ,7181 ,?043
• 35_8 -,0C74 o6939 ,7417
.4193 -,C796 ,6743 °771B
,4793 -*13Z1 ,6610 ,79Z1
,5394 -.1319 ,6603 ,793Z
,5994 -.0442 ,6_31 ,7581
,6507 ,1009 ,7249 ,b935
°?Z03 *2266 .7548 .b4bb
°7743 ,Z?Z ,774e ,b147
,e394 ,3269 .?_16 .6037
°8996 ,3192 .TBZb ,bO_l
.949Z o2614 ,7691 °bZ3e
1,0000 ,0502 ,7065 .7221
COl *06384 COCOR| .06307
C02 *ObZSO CDCDRZ *OblbZ
C03 .ObZ88 COC0_3 *06197
¢D4 *04465 COCOR4 ,04400
COS ,03591 CDCO_§ *0_53
SPAN_ISE
X/C Ylel2 C_ P_L/PT qLO¢
,0500 -.3375 -1,1458 ,3923 1.Z380
,3g57 -,3375 -1,_3eb .zeb3 1.4657
,8008 -,3375 -,e303 ,475Z 1.0eez
,bO4e -,3375 -,4575 .5741 ,z6e





X/C CP PeLIPT MLOC
0*0000 -,24Z0 *_315 ,8375
*&_3 -,9B70 ,4334 1*1b15
,0097 -1.4885 .2_45 1.4?01
*OZ03 -1*5744 ,Z636 1.5227
.0300 -1.5993 ,ZSBb 1,_359
,0400 *1°6091 *Z565 1,5414
,0008 -1*bZ84 °2533 1.5500
._00 -l,blSZ ,2_45 1.54b8
*1000 -1,blel ,25b_ 1,5_16
.19_7 -l,Sqbb .2bbZ 1,5161
.ZSO0 -1,6157 ,2655 1,5177
.29_4 -1,57BZ ,26Z_ 1,5Z64
.34d2 -1.5711 ,2657 1.517Z
.3795 -L.5o69 ,2641 1.5215
°_Z01 -1,5Z0_ ,2_14 1.4776
._59e -1, 745 ,4017 1,Z19_
.49_ -,_76 ,4378 1.1545
,_397 -._30 ,4640 1*1074
.57_5 -*747Z ._U64 1,0691
*_197 -,6059 ,5Z_4 ,9998
*_5_B °,4_bb ,56Ul .94e9
,69_7 -,4163 .5799 ,9176
,7493 -,8743 ,_895 .GZb
,e303 -,zoSZ ,bzs_ ._467
*_791 -.I_4Z ._441 *_181
.9212 -.1_69 ,_OU2 ,7933
1.0_0_ -.0_1 .694Z o7411
PT 17.7219 PSI CN 1*1561
TT 192.104_ K C8 -*1089




XlC CP PeLIPT _LOC
0.0000 -,24Z0 ,_315 ,R375
.O05Z 1,1529 1.0011 0.0000
,0098 1.0583 ,9?5? ,le74
,QZOO ,9185 ,9_ez °3030
,0500 ,6egb .8766 .43?7
,0813 ,5458 ,8383 ,5081
.1199 .43Zb ,8071 ,8616
,1796 .2_3 ,7721 ,6190
.Z397 ,1961 ,?470 ,6589
,Z995 ,1041 ,7Z13 ,6991
,3588 ,ooe? ,697e ,73_5
,4193 -,c?oz ,6703 ,77?8
,4793 -.1313 ,6546 .8020
,5394 -,1360 ,6547 ,e019
,5994 -°0554 ,6761 .7690
,6537 ,087? ,7147 .7494
,?_0_ .2148 ,7497 ,6548
,7743 °ZP05 ,76_0 ,6Z57
,_394 ,3053 ,7716 ,6199
,8996 *Z921 ,7700 ,62Z4
,949Z ,_385 ,7559 ,6449
1.0030 -.0101 ,694_ .7411
C01 .08848 CDCOR1 ,08788
¢02 ,08648 COCOR2 ,OeSTb
C03 ,08515 COCOR3 ,08433
C04 *05878 ¢0¢0R4 *05$31
COS *04733 COCOR5 *04707
SPANMISE
XlC YIeI_ CP P_LIPT _tO¢
*0503 -.3375 -1.2257 .3730 1.2756
.3957 -.3375 -1.4845 .301Z 1,4301
.500e -.3375 -,9050 .4511 1,1300
.6048 -.3375 -.5141 ,5565 .9548
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X/C CP P,LIPT MLO¢
OoO00U 1.1151 ,gQzz .IC56
.0083 ,6580 ,3706 ,4405
,OUR7 ,6880 .8734 .4344
,OE03 ._I68 .80bi .5636
,0300 .2Z85 .7543 ,b470
,0400 ,1374 .7308 .6P43
,0608 ,0344 .704Z ,726E
,_BO0 -*O130 *60Z4 .7444
• I000 -.0706 °6748 ,7714
,i097 -*I_b .6463 .8151
• ZSO0 -*Z194 ,6360 .8310
• Zg94 -.254_ ,TZTq ,8436
.3402 -.2674 .6Z47 ,848_
,3705 -,2864 .b188 ,8575
• 4ZOI -.3072 .6133 .8661
,_508 -,338Z .6_66 ,8764
,4006 -,351_ *b020 .8336
,530? -,3T77 ,5968 .8017
,5705 -,3983 ,5P85 .0646
• 6107 -,410Z ,5881 .0G53
,6_00 -.398Z .5004 ,0016
,6_07 -.3024 *5945 .BOSE
.7403 -.3326 ,b065 ,0766
,8353 -.1800 *b47Z .8137
,3701 -*0_I0 ,b7Zq .7743
• RZLZ .0653 .6057 *73R3
l,O00& ,1750 ,7423 ,6668
PT 17*6511 PSI CN -.0104
TT 128,6880 K CM -.0801




XlC CP RpLIPT ML_C
0.0000 1.1151 ,092? ,I056
*O05Z -.9540 .4405 1,1493
.0098 -,7307 ,4081 E,0500
*0200 -.4654 .5b03 ,9348
.0500 -.405E ._859 .9087
*0313 -.4280 ,_810 .?164
*I_00 -.4037 .5884 .9047
.1706 -,4263 ,5?07 ,9184
.Z307 -.4471 .5750 .0250
,2095 -.4760 .5673 .0370
.3588 -,5150 .5569 *_544
.4103 -,528? .5§48 .9578
.4703 -.400Z .5b31 ,9446
,5304 -,3028 .5905 .0015
,_094 -.2116 *6383 .8Z68
,bSJ7 -*0330 .6877 .7516
.7203 .1057 .723? *6960
,7743 .1829 ,7454 .6&19
.830_ *2400 ,7590 .6404
,8006 *2654 .7673 .6273
.0402 .E410 .7605 *6381
I*0000 .1750 ,74Z3 ,6663
CO1 .00800 COC001 ,C0791
CDZ *00788 CDCOR2 *00778
C03 *00787 CDCOR3 *00777
C04 *00789 CDCOR4 ,00781
CD5 ,00733 COCOR5 *007Z8
SPANWISE
XlC YI_IZ CP PeLEPT NL_C
• 0500 -,3375 .0604 ,7113 .7151
• 395T -*3375 -*Z036 ,6164 ,8614
• _008 -,3375 -.3530 ,6016 ,8842
• 6048 -*3375 -*3975 *5007 *g012





XlC CP P,LIP[ MLOC
0,0000 1.1129 ,gql§ .1108
*0G83 ,Z700 ,7_71 *&276
*0007 *2408 ,7623 ,b3§Z
*&ZU3 -,ObbZ .6775 .767Z
*0300 -.1_30 .6472 .8138
.6400 -.Z480 *6zgl .8417
.0608 -*Z941 ,6183 *0584
,0800 -.3Z02 *6116 .8637
.I000 -.3037 *b004 .8861
,1907 -.3_67 .SqZL ,8000
.ZSO0 -,4101 .567R .0_56
,2904 -.4211 .584L .9115
,3402 -,_Z81 ,5857 ,RCgO
.3795 -*420§ .5821 .9147
*_ZOI -._3bg .58ZI .0147
,_508 -.4636 ,57_3 *_Z54
,_qg6 -.4_75 .5746 .9Z65
.5307 -,4822 ,5697 .9342
.5795 -.4011 .5680 ,936g
.blq7 -._dS1 *_Tb3 .933Z
.6508 -.4640 ,5757 .0248
.6007 -.4318 ,502_ *913_
*7493 -.3_75 ,6002 .8864
.83_3 -.1940 *6_5B .8150
.0701 -,0894 .6739 ,7727
,RZ1Z ,0_17 *6981 .7355
1.000C .1656 ,7414 .668Z
PT 17.bbZ8 PSI CN .2611
TT 128.5820 K CM -.0030




XlC CP P;LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1,1125 ,0015 .1108
,0052 .13_0 .7326 .6821
*0008 ,0940 ,7Z04 *7UIO
.OZO0 .0623 ,7126 .713Z
,0500 -*0117 ._020 ,745C
.0$13 -.10Z6 .669_ ,7801
,1100 -.1Z53 °6633 .78gl
.1706 -,1051 ,64_t ,8171
.2307 -,24ZZ .6324 .8365
,2_0_ -,2934 .6105 ,8565
.3568 -,3471 *6046 ,8705
.4103 -,3777 .59_6 ,8935
,4703 -.3B_Z ,_07_ .e901
,5394 -*3116 .6134 .8659
.5004 -.1579 ,6550 *6005
.6507 ,0007 .7002 .73Z4
.7203 ,1450 ,7365 ,6761
,7743 *2230 .7_66 .6442
.8304 .Z745 ._704 ,6222
*8096 .2868 ,7741 ,616Z
,040Z ,Z535 .76_1 .6306
1.0000 ,16_6 ,7414 .668Z
C01 *00796 COCOR1 *00785
C02 .OOT71 COCORZ ,00760
C03 ,0076_ COCOR3 ,00754
C04 ,00767 COCOR_ *00757
C05 *00701 CDCOR5 .00695
SPAMWISE
X/C ¥181_ CP R_LIPT NLOC
*0503 -.3375 -.Z605 *_287 .8423
*3957 -.3375 -.4321 ._820 .9134
.500_ --*3375 -.4648 ._758 .9246
.6048 -.3375 -*4842 ._608 .9355





XIC C_ P_LIPT _LOC
O.CO00 I*OGZZ .96E1 *Z356
,0083 -.r145 ,6014 ,7460
,0007 -.OZSO ,6881 .751U
• CZ03 -.310Z .6108 .8766
• U300 -,423Z ,5630 ._133
.0400 -,4AIT ,5675 .0376
,_08 -.4_33 ,5647 .O_Z1
• O8OO -,5O47 *5616 .0470
• 1000 -,53_0 .555Z .0_72
• _g_7 -.5118 ._000 .0481
• ZSO0 -.5CR3 .5503 .0506
,290_ -.5110 .5590 .9407
• 3_02 -,503_ .SblT .0468
.3705 -.5_14 .5635 ,9430
o_Z01 -.5U67 .5_38 .0_3_
,_508 -.5227 .5584 .05Z1
,_96 -.5_16 ,55_7 ,0515
.6307 -,_310 .5_7 .0578
,570_ -.5336 .5_7_ .05_Z
,6107 -._?10 ._603 .0506
._98 -*_030 .5_5_ ,0413
,_7 -.4531 .5767 ._231
.?4O3 -.3856 ,50_1 ,8050
• _3_3 -,1078 ._ .8182
,eTgl -*OOu3 ,6724 ,7751
• _2LZ ,&'_L6 ._68 .7376
I,_OC ,157_ .7301 ,b71P
PT 17.73_3 PSI C N *3888
TT l_8.BgCO _ CN -*0945




XlC CP PetlPT MLOC
0.0000 l*OOZ2 *_6Z1 .2356
*O05Z .4551 .P167 .5460
*0098 .3569 .7903 *5808
,OZO0 .2650 .7663 .6287
.0500 *134R .7315 ,6837
.0813 *0324 ,7045 *7258
.1100 -*O123 .6025 .7442
*1796 -*OQBE *6700 .7774
.3588 -.2747 .6_18 .85E0
.4103 -.3135 ,_124 .8675
.4703 -.3Z65 .6088 .8731
.53_4 -.Z716 .6_45 .8488
.5994 -.IS35 ,6&Z5 ,7904
._507 *0300 *7049 .?_5_
,7203 *1630 .T404 .bbg8
.7743 ,_3_I *7595 .6397
.830_ ,_8_1 .774_ .6161
,80q6 ,_001 ,7765 *blZ4
.049Z *Zbl3 .7656 .6300
1.0000 *1570 ,7391 .6718
COl .00801 CDCOR1 .00700
C02 ,00794 COCORE °00731
CO3 ,00706 CDCOR3 *00785
CD4 *00786 CDCOR4 ,0077_
C05 *00714 COCOR§ .00707
SPANWISE
X/C Yl_12 CP P_LIPT _LOC
*050_ -.3375 -.4578 .5734 *9283
*3957 -.3375 -.5027 .0611 *9477
*_008 -.3375 -,5196 .5604 *q480
.6048 -,3375 -.5243 ,_77 ,9532











XlC C p PeL/PT MLnC
0.0000 .8060 ,9113 .3668
,0083 -,2738 ,6265 .8457
,0097 -,3544 .6044 ,8798
• 0203 -.6178 .5353 ,9890
• G3OO -.7123 ,5L08 1,0289
• 0400 -.77Z8 .4944 1.0562
• ObO8 -.7422 .5018 1,0438
• O_UG -,7358 ,5045 1,0393
o1000 -°7390 ,5U37 1.0408
• 19Q7 -,6286 .5353 ,9891
,25U0 -,6u28 .5423 .9778
• 2994 -o59Z6 .54Z6 .9773
• 3402 -.5768 ,5474 ,9695
• 3795 -,5642 ,5521 .9620
.4201 -.5596 .5523 .9618
,4598 -.5718 ,5510 .9639
.4996 -.5639 ,5519 ,9624
,5397 -,5682 .5512 .9636
• 57Q5 -,56Z0 ,5516 ,9628
,6197 -.5421 .5571 .9541
,6598 -,5111 .5667 ,9388
,6997 -.4660 .5784 .9205
• 7493 -.3_90 ,5971 .8913
• 8353 -,2018 .6478 ,8129
,8791 -.0908 .67_6 .7686
• 9212 ,0012 ,7604 ,7320





XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 ,8060 ,9113 .3668
.0052 .6935 .8813 *4288
.0098 .5627 ,8470 .4931
.0200 *4366 .8139 .5506
,0500 .2682 *7692 .6241
.0_13 .1507 *7378 .6739
• L199 .0867 .7215 *6993
,1796 -.0095 .6961 .7386
• 2397 -o0766 *677% .7668
• 2995 -.1613 .6632 *7893
,35_8 -*2022 *64?4 ,M135
• 6193 -*2496 .6330 .8356
• 4793 -*2?20 ,6277 .8439
• 5394 -.2274 .6405 .8240
,5994 -.1004 ,6731 .77_0
• 6507 .0509 .7142 .7106
• 7203 .1823 ,7479 *6579
• 7743 *2559 .7675 .6268
• 8394 .2996 *7783 ,6093
.8996 .3052 *7799 °6067
,949_ ,2615 .7693 *6239
1.0000 .1516 .7406 .6695
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITy
C01 .00819 COCOR1 .00809
C02 .00817 CDCOR2 .00805
CD3 ,00811 COCOR3 .00800
C04 .00788 C0C0_4 ,00779
CD5 ,00754 CDCOR5 ,00750
SPANWISE
X/C Y1812 CP P_LIPT NLOC
• 0503 -.337_ -,7004 ,5169 1,0190
• 3957 -,3375 -.5619 °5537 °9596
• 5008 -,3375 -.5584 *5538 ,9593
• 6048 -.3375 -*5489 .5549 ,9576





XlC C p P_L/PT MLOC
O,_OOG .6C49 .8549 .4786
,0083 -,4503 .5721 ,9303
,0097 -.6415 ,5185 1,0163
• 0203 -,8739 ,4620 1.1115
.0300 -.9212 .4487 1.1346
.04OU -.979N .4305 1.1672
• 0608 -L.OlOT .4223 1,1E21
• 0800 -1,0247 .4200 1.18_4
• 1000 -1.0160 ,4112 1.2027
• 1997 -1,0257 ,4149 1.1957
,2500 -.8693 °4630 1,1097
,2994 -.5794 .5377 .9851
• 3407 -.5747 .5391 .9829
• 3795 -,5844 ,5371 ,9861
•4201 -,5996 ,5303 ,9971
.4598 -,6283 ,5269 1.0027
• 4996 -.615u .5289 ,9994
,5397 -.b147 .5253 1,0C52
,5795 -,6067 ,5302 .9972
.blg7 -.5810 .5384 .9839
• 6598 -.5338 .5489 .9671
.69o7 -.4786 ,5047 ,9420
• 7493 -.4G29 ,5845 .9109
•8353 -,1982 .6391 ,8262
.8791 -,0882 .6682 .7815
.9212 .0027 .6935 .742b
l.O000 .1446 .731_ .6_41
FT 17.6357 PSI CN .6539
TT L28._261 K CM -.0916




XlC CP P,LIFT NLOC
0.0000 .6049 .8549 .4786
• 0052 .8524 .9_OT .3457
.009_ .7148 ,8854 .4207
•O2OO .5750 .8479 .4913
• 0500 .3788 .79_5 .5830
• 0813 ,2500 ,7600 .6388
.1199 .1751 .7407 .6694
• 1796 .0701 ,7065 .7226
• 2397 -.0049 .6910 .7465
.2995 -.0800 .6696 .7794
.3588 -.1467 .6556 ,8008
,4193 -.1953 ,6407 ,8239
.479_ -.2214 .6337 .8345
• 5394 -,195_ ,6411 °8232
,5994 -.0721 .6722 .7754
• 6507 .0718 .7137 ,7115
,7203 ,1982 ,7465 .6602
,7743 .2716 .7641 .6322
,8394 .3111 ,7762 .6128
.8996 ,3171 ,77_5 .6090
.9492 .2707 ,7649 .6310
l.O000 ,1446 ,7312 .6841
CDI ,00995 CDCOR1 .00968
C02 *00994 COCOR2 .00964
CD3 *00971 CDCOR3 .00944
CD4 .00859 COCOR4 .00841
CD5 .00785 CDCOR5 .00777
SPANWISE
XIC YI812 CP P_LIPT NLOC
°0500 -.3375 -,8993 .4525 1,1280
• 3957 -.3375 -.6116 .5382 ,9925
.5008 -.3375 -.6186 .5310 .9959
.6048 -.3375 -.58_3 .5370 .9863





XlC CP PeL/PT MLOC
0.0000 .4714 ,8224 ,5360
.C083 -.5595 .5499 ,965_
.0097 -,8300 *4760 1.0908
• 02,)3 -,9914 *4284 1,1711
• 030tl -1.0_19 .4152 1.1952
.0400 -1.0805 ,6064 1.2117
• _6_8 -1.1231 .3996 1.2246
• uSO0 -1.1228 .397_ 1.2283
• luOb -1.1394 .3913 1,2_G4
• 1997 -1.1360 .3929 1,2372
• 25D_ -1,1249 ,3951 1.2331
• 2996 -L.0173 .4Z52 1.1768
• 3602 -,6_35 .5351 .9893
,3795 -*5385 ,5529 ,9609
.4201 -.5326 ,5525 .9616
.45_8 -.5"52 .5420 ,9782
._996 -,5_95 ,5394 .9826
.5397 -,5993 .53_9 ,9897
• _795 -,6_J21 .536_ *9866
• 61_7 -,5767 ,5635 ,9759
._598 -.5347 ,5535 .9698
• 6997 -*6846 *5672 ,9381
.74O3 -.3998 .5_73 .9u65
• 6353 --.2063 ,6434 .8197
.8791 --.0000 ,6701 ,778_
.92[? .O_ZI *6961 .7386
1*0000 .1680 *7357 .6772
PT 17.5666 PSI CN .7302
TT 128*7418 K CM -,0900




XIC CP R_LIFT MLOC
C,O000 ,4714 ,8224 ,536C
• 0052 *9232 .9410 .2960
.0098 ,7768 ,9014 ,3881
• 0200 .6274 .8615 .4666
• 0500 .4339 .8104 .5566
,0813 .2980 .7761 .6130
• 1199 .2083 .7513 .6526
.1796 .1071 ,7235 .6963
.23_7 .0338 .7046 .7255
.2995 -*0402 .5846 .7563
,3588 -,1099 .6656 .7855
• _193 -.1676 .6512 .8077
• 4793 -.1952 *6437 .8192
,53_4 -,1702 ,6507 .8084
.5994 -.0552 ,67_9 ,7636
,6507 *0852 .7197 .70_2
• 7203 .2103 ,7519 .6517
• 7743 *2813 .7697 *_232
.8394 .3183 *7%0 .6050
.8096 .3212 *7817 .6038
.9492 .2737 .7684 ._252
1.0000 .1480 *7357 .6772
CDI *01206 COCORI ,01166
C02 ,01207 CDCOR2 ,01159
C03 .01187 COCOR3 .01143
C04 .00976 COCOe4 *009k3
C05 .00859 COCOR5 .00841
SPANWISE
XIC YI812 CP PeLIPT MLOC
• 050_ -.3375 -1.0077 ,4319 1.1646
.3957 -.3375 -.5484 .5489 .9672
• 5008 -,3375 -.5936 ,5367 .9869
• 604_ -.3375 -.5807 ,5889 ,9832






X/C C p P_LIPT qLOC
0,0000 .4170 .8013 .5718
,0083 -,500Z .5Z70 1.0010
.0007 -,9729 ._324 1,1638
,0203 -1o0481 ,4026 1oZ188
,0300 -1o1160 ,3005 1°Z419
,0400 -1,1558 =3810 1,2603
,0608 -1,1660 ,3781 1.Z661
.OBO0 -1.1871 .3?69 1,2684
,1000 -1=Z024 =369_ 1.Z8Z3
=19_7 -1=2177 °3703 loZB1S
=ZSO0 -i.2086 o368Z 1,2E57
o2_94 -1.21Z9 ,3657 1°Z908
,340Z -1,1024 °3740 1o2741
.3795 -1o1709 ,3745 1,Z731
,4Z01 -,8_05 o45Z4 1.1281
,4598 -,5386 ,5508 °9641
°4996 -,5014 °5580 °9527
o5397 -.5141 o5546 ,4581
.57_5 -=5419 .5518 *96Z5
=6147 -°53Z0 ,5537 =_545
,6398 -=4984 °5583 ,45ZZ
,6447 -°4697 ,570L .4336
,7403 -.3978 ,5883 o40_0
,8353 -,1477 °6374 °RZB2
.8701 -,0003 .6?14 .7?67
,_Z12 °0008 ,69Z5 ,7441
1.0000 o _87 =7344 .b74Z
PT 17o6556 PSI CN ,8261
TT 128°6361 K CM -.0430




X/C CP PpL/PT MLOC
0o0000 o4170 ._013 °5718
°O05Z °0668 .45Z0 °Z660
.0048 ,8Z65 °4147 ,3592
• 0200 °6726 ,872Z ,4464
• 0500 ,4705 ,818Z =5433
.0813 °3338 ,7815 ,b043
.1144 °2461 °7598 ,6341
o1706 o1400 °7301 o6860
°Z3Q7 ,06Z1 °7104 °7166
.Z443 -.O1ZO .6417 °7455
°3588 -°0886 ,6687 °7808
°4143 -.1443 °6530 ,8050
=4703 -°1784 .6471 .B140
,5344 °°1536 o6440 .8111
°5944 -o0441 ,6783 °7661
,6_07 ,0437 .?200 °7016
°7Z03 o2213 °7518 o6517
,7743 ,ZBb7 °7644 °6238
.8344 ,3274 .7830 ,6018
°8446 °3255 °?8ZO ,6034
.4442 ,2774 °7668 ,6Z78
1o0000 °1_87 ,7344 °6742
CO1 *Olbbl COCORI *01627
C02 *01716 CDCOR2 .01677
CO3 ,01546 CDCOR3 ,01508
CO4 ,01Z64 COLOR4 ,01243
C05 .01137 COLOR5 .01132
SPANWISE
X/C Y/B/Z CP P*LIPT MLOC
• 0500 -.3375 -1°0388 =4100 l°Z04q
=3457 -,3375 -,4Z05 =4464 1,3388
.5008 -°3375 -°5081 .557Z ,4540
,6048 -,3375 -°5348 °5501 ,465Z





XIC CP P, LIPT MLOC
0o0000 o3016 ,77Z0 o6198
,0_83 -,6844 =5663 L,03b3
• 0097 -1.1194 .3461 1.2311
,b203 -1,Z137 .3704 1=Z614
,0300 -1,Z488 ,3711 1,2748
• 0400 -1=3037 ,354Z 1,3143
,0608 -l,ZBZ8 °3565 1,3C44
oOBO0 -1.304Z ,35Z0 1.3188
• 1000 -1,3171 =3523 1°318Z
,1947 -1,2_6Z o35Z2 1,3183
,2500 -1.2981 ,3538 1,3157
oZ994 -1,3083 *3566 1o3216
,3802 -1=Z907 .3445 1*3234
.3745 -1,Z994 .3493 1.3243
,_Z01 -1,083o ,4148 1,1067
,4898 -,0526 *5230 1.0080
• 4406 -,8878 *5347 *4900
,5397 -*4880 .5630 .9_48
.5705 -.4844 ,5673 *4384
• 6197 -*_849 .5_75 *9375
,65Q8 -,45_3 ,5723 ,Q301
,6907 -.4283 .5780 ,4211
,7403 -,37Z4 .5034 ,896Z
°8353 -,_973 ,64Z5 =RZll
,8701 -*0845 ,667Z o7831
°4212 -,O04Z ,6q59 ,7384
1.0000 .1543 ,73_4 *6784
PT 17,7077 PSI CN ,8004
TT 12_*9046 K CH -,0910




X/C CP P_L/PT NLOC
0=0000 ,3016 ,7720 °6105
°O05Z 1°0004 .9615 °2376
°0048 °8690 °4264 °3323
°0200 ,7Z47 °8416 .4088
°0500 =5166 .8347 ,5147
o0813 ,3738 ,?950 ,5807
°1149 °Z810 =7714 °6347
,1746 o1707 ,744Z ,6688
,2347 ,0915 °7215 °6443
=2443 °0164 °6943 °7336
• 3568 -°0600 ,6814 °7613
°8303 -,1136 .6671 °783Z
°4793 -,1567 .6524 =8054
°5344 -o1373 °6_87 °7462
,5944 -.0Z87 ,6854 °7543
,6507 °1008 ,7284 ,6463
.?203 o2191 ,7511 ,65Z9
°7783 =2435 =7720 °6148
=8394 =3276 =7830 ,6018
°8996 ,3320 °?852 ,5982
.949Z ,2851 ,7702 ,62Z6
1°0000 =1583 ,7344 °6784
CDI ,02198 CDCORI ,0Z144
CO2 =02Z45 COCOR2 o02186
CO3 °02022 COLOR3 ,01466
CO4 .01578 COLOR4 .01_37
CD5 °01447 COLOR5 ,01425
SPANWISE
X/E Y/8/2 ¢P RpLIPT NLOC
°0503 -°3375 -1,1679 °3855 1°Z516
°3457 -°3375 -1°3234 ,3464 1°2296
.5008 -,3375 -,5Z15 °3586 ,4537
,6048 -,3375 -°4831 o5641 ,4430





XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC
O,O00G =1013 .7421 .6671
°0083 -,7_67 °SqZ8 I,0580
°0007 -1,1039 °3758 l.Z?05
,0203 -1,Z703 =35ZZ 1.31R5
• 0300 -1,Z835 .35_8 1,3213
,0_00 -1*3313 o3381 1,3481
• 0608 -1=3Z51 ,3309 3,384Z
•0800 -1,33_6 ,3384 L=3475
,1000 -L*3705 .3361 1.3523
.19_7 -1.316_ =3371 1,3503
• 2500 -1=3536 ,3377 1,3489
°2404 -1=3400 .3338 1,3573
• 3802 -1,3561 °3350 1,3547
°3795 -1°357Z .3324 1,3_04
• 42_1 -1.31_0 ,3421 1,33_7
.4598 -I,OUBU .4281 1,1789
• 8906 -,6426 ,5103 1.0Z98
• b3QT -,5515 ,_46} ,_TlO
• 5705 -.4770 5004 ,9388
,blT -,&406 .8768 ._230
• o5_8 -,4Z08 5_37 .OIZZ
.6007 -.3H37 .5_81 .9053
,7N93 -,3526 .5g4_ ,4e60
,83_3 -.1_13 .6_oz ,8245
._70L -.G_41 o67O0 .7748
._/IZ -.0104 ._1_ .7_b2
1.0000 =1347 .7303 .6857
PT 17,6715 PSI CN ,4388
TT 128.7608 K CM -,0q25




RIC CR P_LIPT MLOC
0°0000 °1613 ,74Z1 ,_671
°0052 1=0258 °968Z °Z154
°0048 ,8921 .4319 =3101
• 0200 °7481 °8938 ,4038
,0500 ,5389 °8864 .5110
o0813 °3954 .7446 .5745
.1)49 =2491 =?743 °6154
°1796 =1013 °748? .6367
°2347 ,1065 ,7Z34 °6468
,2495 =OZ3? .647? .7362
.3588 -,O448 ,6839 ,?575
,4143 -°1118 o6631 °7894
,8793 -,1448 .6550 ,8006
,83O4 -=1884 .6884 .7967
,_004 -.0334 °6480 .7354
°6507 =1026 .7211 =7000
• 7203 =2_2 ,7526 ,6305
=7743 ,2874 =770? ,6Z17
,A3q_ ,32Z5 *?804 .6060
._098 °_2_0 =7809 °6053
,94_2 =Z701 °7675 °6Zb8
1.0000 ,13_7 ,7803 °685?
C01 .02964 COCOR1 .02408
CD2 .03057 CDCOR2 *oz4q2
CD3 ,02705 COLOR3 ,02642
C08 .02079 ¢0COR4 ,OZ030
C05 ,01441 COLOR5 .01415
SPANWISE
XIC YI812 CP P_LIRT MLOC
°0500 -,3375 -1,1466 ,3687 1,2848
*348? -,3375 -1*2941 °3508 1,3214
*5008 -°3375 -,6780 .5122 1,026?
,6048 -.3375 -*4_20 ,5684 ,9363






XlC CP P*LIPT NLOC
0.0000 o0627 .7100 *?lTZ
*00R3 -.8235 *_727 1*0930
*00q? -I.8194 ,3412 1.3415
*b203 -I,4022 ,3158 1.3gbq
*0300 -1.4270 .3123 1,4048
*0400 -1,4665 °3004 1.4324
*0608 -1.43§5 .3105 1,4C8q
*0800 -I*_114 *3110 1.4066
.10U_ -Lo4470 *3040 1,4240
,1997 -1.4115 .3110 1.4078
*2500 -1.4208 .3106 1.4088
,2994 -1.4492 ,309b 1.4111
*3402 -1,4352 ,3104 1,4092
*37g5 -1o4654 ,3097 1.4108
,;201 -1.3g57 ,3210 1,3053
*4598 -°8963 *4530 1.1271
.4996 -.7q54 .4799 1.0807
.5397 -*6936 .5_76 1.0341
.5795 -.6166 .5251 1.0059
*6197 -.5103 .5540 .9590
.6598 -*4429 *5723 .9300
.6997 -.3730 .5906 *9015
.7493 -*3311 .5989 .8884
.8353 -*I971 *6405 .R242
,87gl -.1143 *bblq ,7912
*qZl2 -.0392 .6812 ,7001
1*0000 .GTTQ .7149 .709b
PT 17*6401 PSI CN 1.0053
TT 128*7048 K CH -*0936




XIC CP P*L/PT HLOC
0,0000 .0627 .7100 .7172
• 0052 1.0637 .9781 ,1779
,0098 .9418 ,9451 *2853
• 0200 ,8005 *9073 .3744
• 0900 .5828 .8492 *4890
.0813 .4413 .8119 .5539
• 1199 *3379 .7R23 .6020
• 1796 .2209 .7917 .6921
,2397 .1381 .7309 .6848
.2095 .0914 .7049 .7250
• 3588 -.0314 ¸ *6837 .75?8
• 4193 -*0862 ,6724 ,7751
• 4?93 -.1388 ,6569 ,7989
• 9394 -.1270 .6639 *7881
• 5994 -*0415 .6829 .7590
• 6957 .0907 .7174 .7057
• 7203 .2111 *?495 .6554
• 7743 .275? .7671 .62?4
• 8394 .3094 *?743 .6156
• P996 ,3037 *7?30 .6179
• 9492 ,2430 *7969 ,6438
1,GO00 .0779 .7149 .7096
COl .04755 CDCOR1 *04656
C02 .o48o9 COCORZ .04705
CD3 .0447q COCOR3 ,0437B
C04 .03Z01 COCOR4 .03115
CD5 *02817 COCOR5 .02768
SPkNWXSE
XlC YIBI2 CP P,LIPT HLO¢
*0503 -,3375 -1,3230 .3404 1.3431
.3957 -.3379 -1*4198 *3150 1.3988
.5008 *.3375 -.733b .4943 1.0563
.6048 -,3375 -.4635 .5689 ,9394




PT 17._935 PSI CN ,9950
TT 12R.8769 K CH -.1024




X/C CP PeLIPT NLOC
0*0000 -*0708 *b755 *7?09
,0083 -.8752 *4bOb 1.1138
*0097 -1.4578 *3097 1.4109
.0203 -1.5341 *2882 1.4613
*U30O -1.5254 ,2839 1,4719
*0400 -1,5495 *278b 1.4890
*06_8 -1,5381 .2837 1.4724
*0800 -1.5138 .2875 1.4632
*lOOt -1.5473 .2812 1,4789
,19q7 -1*4810 *1933 1*4480
.250_ -1.4285 .3123 1.4G49
.2994 -1.1970 *37b2 1*2697
.3402 -*qbSl .4371 1.1993
.3795 -.8588 ,4600 1.1149
,4201 -.8404 ,4706 1.0965
.4598 -,?797 .4_23 1.0798
*4998 -.7582 .4935 1,0977
.5397 -.6960 .5U18 1.0438
.5795 -.6594 .5167 1.0192
.6197 -,6011 .5327 .9932
*b598 -,5_25 .5435 ,9758
.6997 -*5001 .5626 .9455
.7403 -,4334 .578_ .9198
.8353 -.3150 .612? .8678
.8791 -.3144 .6073 .8755
.9212 -*Z6?Z *6220 .8527
1.0000 -,1034 ,6513 .8075
LOWER SUQKACE
XIC CP PpLIPT HLOC
0*0000 -.0706 *6735 .7705
,0052 1.0932 .9867 .1389
• 0098 ,9887 .9587 .2462
• 0200 .8354 .9168 .3547
• 0500 ,6116 .8_9S ,4704
• 0813 .4?98 .8Z34 .5361
• 1199 .3746 .7934 .584q
• 1796 *2506 ,7812 .6369
,239T .1578 .7333 ,6777
.2995 ,0728 .7115 .7149
• 3588 -,0194 ,6_88 .7499
.4193 -.0847 .6723 .7749
.4793 -.1396 .6573 *?983
.5394 -.1518 ,6503 .8091
,5994 -,0512 .6811 .7618
• 6507 *0666 .7100 .7171
• 7203 *1849 .7448 .6632
• 7743 .2403 .7348 *6471
• 8394 ,2682 ,7031 *0307
.8996 .2458 .7593 ,6399
,9492 *1501 .7323 ,6825
1*0000 -*1634 ,8513 ,8075
CO2 ,07938 COCOR1 .07364
C02 *08266 COCORZ *08168
C03 *06605 COCOg3 .06516
C04 *06098 COCOR4 *05988
CD5 *04901 COCOA5 .04357
SPANWESE
X/C ¥1312 CP PeL/PT RLQC
• 0503 -.3375 -1.3987 .3170 1.3942
• 3957 -,3375 -.8640 .4614 1.1124
• 5008 -.3375 -.7203 .4928 1*0588
.6048 -.3375 -.6018 .3351 .9894
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XlC CP P*L/PT HLOC
O*O00G 1.1162 .992Z ,1059
*0083 ,6590 *F704 ,4504
*0G97 *7028 *8812 *4296
.0203 *5083 *8293 *5249
,0300 ,2452 *7596 *6404
,0400 .1558 *7355 *6784
*OBOE ,0610 *7079 .7214
*080_ -.0102 *6900 *7489
.1000 -*0750 .6?55 .7714
.1997 -,1850 .6457 *B172
,2500 -*2239 *6347 .8341
*2994 -*2530 *6269 .8461
.3402 -*2736 .6217 *8§42
*3795 -.2914 .6164 *8623
.4201 -*3094 ,6116 ,8697
*4598 -*3490 *8032 ,8828
*4996 -*3542 ,5992 ,8890
.5397 -*3828 *5918 *9008
*_795 -.4061 *5866 ,9087
.6197 -.4103 .5855 ,9104
*6598 -*4032 *5877 *9069
*6997 -*3863 ,5915 oqOlO
.7493 -*3Z74 *6065 ,4776
,8353 -,1_5E .6451 *_181
*8791 -,0410 *6732 *7749
,9212 ,0080 ,69?2 *7379





XlC CP PPLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1,1162 *9922 .1059
*0052 -1,0132 .4217 1,1443
.009_ -*6412 *4E18 1.0121
*0200 -.4999 °5606 *9496
*0500 -.4143 *5832 .9140
o0813 -.4_13 °§765 *9245
.1199 -*4087 *5833 ,9138
,1796 -.4314 .5806 o9180
,2397 -*4536 *5720 .9316
*2995 -*4478 ,5650 *9426
°3583 -,5280 *5535 *9608
,4193 **9397 ,9504 °9659
°4793 -.5111 *5583 ,9532
*5394 -,4025 *5869 °9083
.5994 -.2146 *6569 *8807
*6507 -.0310 *6877 *7526
,7203 .1155 *7255 .6941
*7743 .1976 *7467 *6607
*8394 *2555 *7629 .6351
*8996 ,2785 ,7640 *6252
,9492 ,2515 ,7621 *6364
1.0000 o1918 ,7458 .6621
ORIGINAL PAGE iS
OF POOR QUALITY
CDI °00733 CDCOR3 *00729
C02 *00726 CDCOR2 *00718
CD3 *00720 CDCOR3 ,007_2
C04 ,00720 COCOR4 *00719
C05 .00709 CDCOR5 *00708
SPANV]SE
XIC YI812 CP P_LIPT NLOC
*0900 -.3379 *0805 .7110 .7166
.3957 -.3375 -.2986 .6142 .8697
.5004 -.3375 -.3574 .6000 *8877
*8048 -.3375 -,4096 *5872 *9078





X/C CP P/LIPT RLOC
0.0000 1.1169 .9929 ,1013
*0083 .2955 *7753 .8152
*0097 *2764 *7706 ,6227
.0203 *0017 .6982 .7364
.0300 -*1603 .6527 .8063
*_400 -*2274 .6382 *8318
*0608 -.2901 *8183 *8593
*0800 -*3245 .6090 .B737
.1000 -*3054 .5995 *8885
*_997 -o3979 ,5493 .q044
*2500 -.4135 ,5848 ,9115
.2994 -.4295 .5820 .9199
*340Z -*4289 .5818 .9165
.3799 -.4382 *5793 .9202
*4201 -.4_03 .5790 *9206
.4598 -*_718 *5698 .9351
,4996 -*4734 .9701 .93_8
.5397 -.4891 .5663 ,9406
*5795 -*4974 .5669 .9396
.6197 -.494_ *5657 .94_5
.6598 -.4768 .5692 .9360
.6997 -.4412 ,58C3 .9185
.74_3 -*3674 .5969 .8932
.8353 -.2018 .6432 .8210
*8791 -*0910 ,6720 .7767
,9212 *0_27 *6964 *7392
1.0000 .1809 .7438 ,6693
PT 21.9896 PSI CN *2622
TT IC0.1394 K CN -,0958




X/C CP P_L/PT NLOC
0,0000 1.1169 ,9929 .1013
*0052 .1369 .7337 .6812
*0098 *0864 *7207 .7015
*0200 .0613 .7117 .7155
,0500 -*0204 .6910 .7474
o0413 -.1147 ,6650 *7875
,1199 -.1318 *6603 °7946
.1796 -,1998 .6434 *8206
*2397 -*2486 *6292 *4425
*2995 -*2985 .6158 *8632
°3588 -,3569 ,5998 .8840
,4193 -*3834 ,59_1 *8969
*4793 -*3894 *9921 .9001
,539_ -.3187 .6106 .8714
*5994 -.1595 .6436 ,8050
,6907 *0082 *6975 *7375
*7203 .1500 *7357 *6780
*?743 .2316 *7576 .6434
*4894 *2828 *7729 .6190
*8996 *2976 *7756 .6146
,9492 ,2628 ,7657 ,6305
1.0000 .1809 *7438 *6653
CD1 .00723 COCOA1 *00714
C02 ,00716 COCOR2 .00707
CD3 *00710 COCOR3 *00702
C04 *00715 COCOR4 ,00710
CD5 *00698 CDCOR5 *00696
SPANNISE
XIC YlSl8 CP PeLIP7 NLOC
*0503 -.3375 **E346 .6331 *8365
,8997 -,3379 -,4413 .5788 ,9208
.5008 -.3375 -.4738 .5695 .9355
.6048 -.3375 -.4893 *5694 .9357





X/C CP PpLIPT NLOC
OoO00G 1.0¢20 *9643 .2287
*0043 *0087 ,6965 .7389
*0097 *0Z66 ,8994 .7339
*0203 -.2_2Z ,6174 ,4608
.0300 -.4003 .5850 *9110
*0400 -*_bOZ ,5671 .9392
,0608 -*4981 .5589 *9523
,0800 -.51Z9 ,5553 .9581
,1000 -.4443 ,5483 .9692
*_997 -*5246 .5532 .9613
,2500 -.52_2 .5545 .9592
*2994 -.5161 .5544 ,9594
.3402 -.5161 .5569 .9555
,3795 -.5120 .5585 .953_
*4201 -.5132 *5584 *9563
.4_94 -.5385 .5482 .9693
.4996 -,5324 .5507 ,9654
.5397 -.5461 ,5477 ,9702
*5795 -.5_25 .5440 ,9781
,_19T -,5405 t5494 ,9_76
,6594 -.5v50 ,5582 .9535
.6997 -,4691 .58_ ,_365
.7493 -,3854 .5896 ,9039
*_353 -*2052 .6387 *8240
._701 -*0910 *6705 .7790
.9212 *0090 ,6951 ,7411
I*O_OC *1746 ,7421 *bb81
PT 21.9904 PSI CN *3940
TT 100.2590 K CN -*0973




XlC CP PpLIPT _LQC
0.0000 1,0120 °9643 .2247
*0052 .4490 .8130 *9529
,3098 .3530 .74?5 °5953
*0200 *2683 .76_4 ,6326
*0500 .1329 .7279 *6903
.0413 .0185 *6975 *7375
.1199 -.0172 .6481 .7519
.1796 -.1004 *6668 *7846
*2397 -,1595 ,8519 .8076
*E995 -*2203 °6346 *8342
.3588 -*282? .6183 .8594
,4193 -,3178 *6075 *8760
*4?93 -*3343 .6054 ,8794
*5394 -*2784 *6207 *8556
,5994 -o1321 *6583 *7978
,6507 ,0305 .7007 *7324
,7203 ,1703 *7387 *6733
*7743 .2471 .75_7 .6401
*_394 *2964 ,7718 *6207
.8996 ,3075 ,7759 ,6141
,9492 *26?5 .7650 .6316
1.00_0 .1746 .7421 .6681
COl *00741 C0C081 *00730
C02 ,00735 COCOR2 ,00724
C03 *00728 C0C043 *00717
C04 *00730 COCOR4 *00723
CO§ ,00719 C0C045 *00715
SPANW[SE
XIC YIEIZ CP PeLIPT NLOC
*0503 -.3375 -.4217 ,9805 .9183
*3957 -.3375 -.4125 .5554 *9577
.5008 -.3375 -,5378 .5442 *9699
*6048 -.3375 *.5390 ,5497 *9669






xlC CP PpLIPT HLnC
0.0000 .8796 .91§B ,3574
,0683 -.2370 .&314 .8391
,0097 -.2_86 ,6156 .8635
• 0203 -.5776 ,5398 ,9829
• 030_ -.6660 ,5152 1.0228
._400 -,7635 ,6962 1,0564
,0608 -,7647 ,4910 1.0631
.0800 -.7556 ,6936 1.0586
,1_00 -,T644 .4919 1,0614
.1997 -,6472 ,5228 1o0104
,2500 -.6267 .5286 1.0009
.2994 -,6111 .5327 .9943
,3402 -°5038 .5386 .9847
,3795 -,5772 ,54Z8 ,9779
,4201 -,5749 ,5_26 .9783
,_5_0 -.59_4 .5386 .9848
.4996 -.57_6 .5423 ,9788
.5397 -,5_65 ,5401 ,9823
,p795 -.5_23 .5420 ,9793
,6107 -._654 .5_74 ,9706
,6_98 -,523& ,5_71 .9551
.6997 -,4779 ,57UL .9346
,7493 -,3_57 .5920 ,9003
,_353 -,Z05G ,6623 ,0223
,_791 -.0907 ,6724 ,7762
,9212 ,0006 ,6960 .7397
1,0&O0 ,1707 o741_ ,6685
PT 21.9906 PSI CN ,5244
TT IG0.285_ K CM -.0972




XIC CP P;LIPT WLOC
0,0000 ,_294 ,_158 .3574
•0052 ,691_ ,8792 .4335
,0098 ,5572 ,8628 .5012
,0200 .6396 o8110 ,5563
,0500 ,2727 .7672 ,6282
,0813 ,1373 ,7314 ,6849
.1199 .0868 ,7175 ,7066
• 1796 -.0111 ,6924 ,7653
,2397 -.0770 ,6745 ,7729
.2995 -.1638 ,6568 ,BOO0
,8588 -,2102 ,6390 *8274
,6193 -,2537 ,6278 °864?
,4793 -.2767 .6228 .8524
.5394 -,2298 ,63_I ,8336
.5994 -,I000 .6689 .7814
,6507 ,0530 .7097 o7186
,7203 ,1870 ,7457 ,6626
,7763 ,2613 ,7654 ,6311
.8394 .3067 .7778 .6110
,8996 ,8171 .7811 .&057
,9492 ,273& .7688 ,&256
1,0000 .1707 .7418 .6685
CDI .00757 CDCOR1 ,00747
CD2 ,00760 COCOQ2 ,00749
CD3 ,00755 CDCOR3 ,00745
CD6 ,00751 C0C084 .00745
C05 .00732 C00085 .00730
SPANWISE
X/C YI81Z CP PpLIPT NLOC
• 050J -.3375 -,6616 .5262 1,0068
.3957 -,3375 -,5788 ,5412 ,9806
• 5008 -,3375 -,5801 ,5421 .9791
,6068 -,3375 -.5690 ,5453 ,9739





XlC CP P;LIPT MLOC
O,uvO0 .5929 .8563 .6804
,0083 -,4428 ,5803 ,9185
,OU07 -,6128 ,5839 ,9923
,_203 -,8071 ,4797 1,0822
,0300 -,9002 °4539 1.1265
,&400 -,9786 ,4355 1._592
• 0608 -1.0287 .423L 1.1817
,0800 -1.0260 o419_ 1,1878
°1000 -1,0479 .4139 1o1987
,19_7 -1.0300 ,4217 1,1843
,2_00 -.9523 ,6430 1,1458
.200_ -,6212 ,5278 1.0023
• 34O2 -,5634 ,560_ o9011
,3795 -,5_02 .5_74 .9867
.4201 -,6051 ,5342 .9917
.4598 -,6?93 ,5273 1,008U
.4996 -,6169 ,5_83 _,u_13
,_397 -°6303 o5276 1.0025
,57_5 -.6158 ,5309 ,9971
._197 -,5_29 ,5387 .9846
• 65_8 -,5_32 ,5569 ,96_0
.6997 -,4_00 ,56O7 .9493
°7493 -,3_97 ,5855 ,9104
• _3_3 -,20_3 .6358 ,8827
,_7_1 -.0_23 o6712 ,7780
,9212 ,0062 ,6969 .7383
1.U000 ,1600 .7383 ,_739
PT 21.9905 PSI CN ,6_34
TT ICG,3046 K CN -.09Zq




X/C CP P_L#PT ML_C
0,0000 ,5929 °85_3 °4804
.00_2 .8548 ,9231 ,3606
,0098 ,7137 ,8850 ,4222
• 0200 ,5708 .8665 ,6g45
• 0500 ,3852 ,7981 ,5778
,0813 ,2385 .7805 ,6404
.1199 ,1735 .7400 o6714
,1796 ,0667 .7117 ,7154
°2397 -°0066 .6957 ,?602
.2995 -°0743 °6758 ,7708
.3588 -,1486 ,6565 ,8005
• 4193 -o1988 ,h606 .8249
,4793 -,2266 ,6313 ,8392
,539_ -,1942 .642_ .8214
.5994 -*0764 .6769 .?721
.6507 .0734 .7165 .7111
,7203 .2060 .7679 .6588
,7743 ,2730 .7680 ,6268
,8894 ,3166 ,7793 .6086
.8996 ,3236 .7806 ,6066
,9492 .269O .767O .6284
1.0000 .1680 ,7383 ,6739
C01 .00928 CDCOR1 .00991
C02 .00931 CDCOR2 .0089E
CD3 ,00915 CDCOR3 ,00877
C04 .00846 CDCOR4 ,00819
C05 ,00812 COCOR5 ,00795
SPANWISE
XlC Y1812 CP P_LIPT NLOC
,0500 -,337_ -,8277 ,4733 1.0930
,_957 °.8875 -,bO90 ,5840 .qqzz
,5008 -,3375 -,6204 ,5320 ,9953
.6048 -.3375 -,_gO0 ,5847 ,9911





X/C CP PeL/PT 8LDC
O°bOOO ,_672 ,8218 .5378
• 0083 -,5280 °5594 .9515
• Ou_7 -,7237 ,5026 1.043_
• 0203 -o9510 ,4433 1.1453
• 0300 -1.022_ .4242 1.1797
,0600 -1.0_95 ._129 1,2G06
• _6_8 -1,1146 ,4GG3 1.2242
• 0800 -1°131T .3_91 1,2265
,l_O0 -1,1462 ._IL 1,2418
• 19_7 -1,1298 ,3034 1.237_
• 253_ -1o1228 ,3_48 1.23_7
• 34J2 -.6_75 ,52_9 1°0053
• 3795 -,6112 .52_8 ,9993
,4201 -,_293 .5_57 ,0_8?
,45_8 -._9_L .543_ ,O772
._906 -.5_10 ,5399 ._77
,6307 -,5_e4 .53_ .9893
,5795 -._3_ ._144 ,9_15
,_1_7 -,5_68 .54O3 ._2U
,_698 -.53_ ,5_3T ,9606
._997 -,4_4_ ,5_4_ .9439
• _3_3 -,2_(' ,64_6 ,8187
.M7_1 -, o1_ .6773 .7763
,9_12 .0_19 .697_ .7379
l,O000 .170_ .7401 ._711
PT 21,9_29 PSI CN ,7169
TT 100.3_00 K Cq -.0922




X/C CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 ,4672 ,8218 .5378
• 0052 ,9197 ,_600 ,2990
.009_ .7751 ,9019 ,3676
,0200 ,6322 .8689 ,6627
,GSO0 ,4831 .8094 .5590
.0813 .285O .7719 .6ZOb
• 1190 .2180 ,7556 ,6466
,1796 .1071 .7242 °6960
.2397 .0248 .7013 o7316
.2995 -o041§ ,_836 .7_89
,3588 -,1147 ,6688 .?094
o4193 -,167_ .6568 .8U32
,4793 -,1983 ,6448 ,0185
.5394 -,1727 .6470 .8152
,5994 -,0563 .68O9 .7630
,6507 ,0876 .7278 ,6982
.7203 ,2141 .7533 ,6502
• 77_3 .2827 ,?704 ,6230
,e394 .325_ .7_01 .6070
.8996 *3309 .7823 ,_037
,9_92 .2761 ,76_ ,624_
L,O000 .1706 ,_401 .6711
C01 ,01137 C00081 ,01090
C02 .01159 CDCDe2 .01120
CD3 .01132 COC0_3 .01095
CD4 .00978 COCOR4 ,00956
C0_ .00920 CDCOR5 .00906
SPANWISE
X/C YIOIZ CP PeL/PT ML_C
• 0500 -.3375 -.9104 .4_50 1,1246
.3957 -,3375 -,5467 ,5504 *96_8
.5008 -,3375 -,_90b ,5383 .9852
• 6048 -,3375 -,5886 .539e .g828











XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
O*O00O .3S51 .TgT7 *5783
*0u83 -*5971 *5361 .q885
*OUqT -*8644 .4633 1,1099
*0203 -1.0085 *4Z10 1.1855
*0300 -1.1253 *4008 1*8231
.0400 -1.1207 *3886 1*2463
*0608 -1.1008 ,38_Z 1*8627
*0800 -1*1b14 *3774 1*2683
oi000 -I*1968 *3697 1.2835
*1997 -1*Zb09 .37d_ 1.2817
*2500 -1,2239 .3714 I*Z80E
*2994 -1,Z096 .3660 1.Z910
*3408 -1.2135 ,3707 1,2815
.3795 -1,1883 .3777 1,2677
.4201 -.8570 o4619 1.1124
.4598 -,6511 ,5145 1.0238
.49q6 -.4899 ,5632 .9453
*5397 -,4_35 *5614 .9481
.57_5 -.5133 .5550 *9574
*_197 -.5271 .5536 °9605
*6598 -.4786 .559T *9508
*6997 -.4693 *5702 .9341
.7493 -*3912 .5906 .9021
*8353 -*2030 ,0411 *8240
.8791 -*C8a8 .6696 *7802
*9212 -*0_03 *6905 *7388





XIC CP PeLIPT BLOC
0.0000 .3851 .7977 .5783
• 0052 *9658 *9580 *2063
• 0098 .8223 .912R .3639
• 0200 *bB3q *8787 .4344
• 0500 ,4778 .8195 .5417
• 0818 *3285 .7802 ,6071
• 1199 .2537 .7589 .6412
• 1796 .1402 ,7298 .6880
• 2397 .0593 ,7106 .7169
• 2995 -*0125 *6893 .7499
• 3588 -*0880 .6728 *7753
.4193 -*1460 .6521 .8070
.4798 -*1739 .6496 ,8109
.5394 -*1530 .6538 .8045
.5994 -*0441 *6808 .7639
• 6507 ,0948 *T158 .T089
°7203 .2187 .7584 .6515
,7743 .2901 *7694 *6248
°8394 ,3305 .T815 .6048
.8996 .8333 .7832 *6020
.9492 .28T0 *7668 ,6285
1.0000 ,1667 ,7392 *6723
CD1 .01589 COCOA1 .01515
CDZ ,01649 CDCOR2 .0160Z
C03 *015Z8 CDCOQ3 *01482
CD4 *01281 CDCOR4 .01Z_4
CO8 *01ZOO COCOR5 ,01185
SPAN_ISE
XIC YIBI2 CP P_LIPT NLOC
• 0500 -.3375 -,9578 .4364 1.1574
• 3957 -.3375 -.9345 .4422 1.14T0
• 5008 -.3375 -.5013 .8616 .9479
• 6048 -.3375 -.5357 .5509 .9649










X/C CP F, LIPT NLOC
0.0000 .2583 .7659 *6300
*0083 -.7_65 .5137 1.0251
*OURT -I.0640 .4Z06 1.1862
,0203 -1.1568 .3908 1.2427
*0300 -1.1_94 .3845 1.2544
.0400 --1.8346 .3661 1.2909
*0608 -L,Z552 ,3591 1.3050
,0800 -1*8990 *3538 1.3172
*1000 -1.8766 .3522 1.3192
.1997 -1.2881 .3549 1.3137
*8500 -1.3008 .3548 1.3139
.2994 -1.2895 m3500 1.8288
.3402 -1*2973 *3529 1.3179
.3795 -1.2968 *3518 1.3213
.4801 -.9301 *4506 1.1323
.8598 -.6588 .5218 1.0118
.8996 -.4_73 ,8667 .9397
.5897 -.4818 .5669 .9394
*5795 -.4798 .5706 .9337
.6197 -,RTb5 ,5708 .9333
.6598 -.4846 ,5720 .9314
.69_7 -.4388 .5789 .9205
.7493 -.3736 .8959 .8939
.8853 -*2uZ1 ,6444 *81RO
.8791 -*0929 .6725 .7757
.9212 -,0019 ,6969 .7381





X/C CP P_LIRT HLOC
0.0000 .8523 *7689 .6300
• 0052 1.0055 .9647 *2290
,0098 ,8678 *9869 .3318
• OZO0 ,7135 ,8839 ,8241
• 0500 .5126 ,8315 ,5209
.0813 *3562 *7898 .8922
,1199 ,8823 .7719 *6204
.1796 .1655 ,7378 *6745
• 2397 .0843 ,7157 .7091
,2995 .0081 .6980 .7364
• 3588 -*0694 *6799 ,7643
• 4193 -.1288 ,6599 .T951
• _793 -.1630 *6535 *8048
• 5394 -.1392 ,6588 ,?967
• 5994 -*0348 *6877 .7523
.6507 .0996 .?229 .6978
• 7203 .2247 .7574 .6436
• 7743 .2875 ,7717 ,bEOT
• 8394 .3282 ,7843 *6003
,8996 ,3322 .7880 *5998
,9498 .2730 .7713 .6213
1.0000 *1683 *7415 *6688
CD1 *02051 CDCOR1 *01995
C02 *02184 COCOR2 *02121
CD3 *02011 COCOR3 .01949
C04 *01645 CDCOq4 *01607
CD5 .01591 CDCOR5 .01570
SPANWESE
XIC YIBIZ CP PJLIPT NLOC
*0503 -.3375 -1.0512 .4163 1.1941
.3957 -.3875 -1*ZOZ5 .8793 1.Z646
.5008 -.8378 -.5181 .8594 .9513
.6048 -,3375 -.4846 .5664 .9403





XIC CP P.LIFT MLOC
0.0000 .2272 .7531 .0506
• 0083 -.7065 *5024 1.0438
• 0U97 -1.0418 .4098 1.2074
.0203 -1.17_4 .3751 1.272_
• 0300 -1.2100 .3640 1*8958
• 0_00 -1*Z997 .3481 1.32?8
• 0608 -1.2U04 .3_44 1.3357
• 0800 -1.3189 .3400 1.3437
• 1000 -1.3319 .3383 1.3485
.1997 -1.3805 *3403 1.3443
• 7500 -1.3173 *3394 1*3468
• 2994 -1.3147 *33_Z 1.3573
• 3402 -1*3188 .3365 1.3524
• 3795 -1.3313 .3343 1.3572
PT 22.8312 PSl CN .9329
TT I02*8504 K CN -.0951




X/C CP P,LIPT NLOC
0o0000 *2278 .T531 .6506
.b052 1,0197 *_654 *2853
• 0098 .8939 *9320 .3192
• OZO0 ,7396 *_Q02 .4116
• 050O .5_34 .8395 .5069
• 0813 .3E16 ,7931 .5861
• 11_9 *3098 .775_ .6145
,1796 ,1897 ,7447 .6638
• 83_7 ,i007 ,71F2 ,7053
,8995 .0187 ,8985 *7358
,35B8 -,0566 .6775 ,7683
• 4193 -,1206 *8570 *7998
• _793 -,ib03 ,6473 *B147
• 5394 -.1408 ,6541 ,8042
,4201 -1.34;7 .3351 1.3554 .5994 -.0360 .6845 .7573
,_598 -1.1206 ,3938 1,2376 .6507 ,0967 ,7199 .7026
*_996 -*7584 .4929 1.0597 *7203 *2222 *7533 .6803
*5397 -*5830 *5380 *9856 *7743 .2908 ,7715 *6211
*5795 -*48_Z ,5063 .9_04 *8394 ,3285 *7827 ,6031
,6197 -.4316 *5759 .9253 .8996 .3318 ,7810 ,6058
.6598 -,_vRZ *5838 ,9130 ,9492 ,8732 *7658 .630?
,6997 -,39_3 *5900 .9033 1.0000 .1525 .7328 ,REZ6
,7493 -*351Z .6_21 .884_
,8353 -.1894 .6416 ,8284
*A791 -,09UZ ,0727 *7755
.9212 -,0639 .6908 .7476
1,0000 *1_25 ,7328 *6886
C01 .02742 CDCOR1 .02718
CD2 .03033 COCOR2 ,02999
CD3 .02740 COCOR3 ,02709
C04 *OZZR8 C0COR4 *0228T
C05 .02236 CDCO_5 .02239
SPANWISE
X/C Y/812 C_ PeLIPT MLOC
*0500 -.3375 -1.0870 .3967 1*8310
.3957 -.3875 -1.2649 .3500 1.3238
.5008 *.3375 -.6962 .5110 1*0296
.6048 -.8378 -.4504 .5728 ,9301






W/C CP P3L/PI _LOC
O,OOUO *0618 .7121 ,7147
*OOR3 -.8162 .4?8? I*OP3T
*O09T -1°2_81 *363b 1,1960
,0303 -_,3299 ,3349 1°3_5?
,0300 -1,3020 ,3244 1.3787
*_40& -1,4917 ,3010 1.6318
*ObO8 -1,4289 o3121 1*4G61
*C_O_ -1.4272 °312_ 1,404_
*1000 -I.4_2 ,30b_ 1,4330
,1997 -1°4218 ,3137 l°4¢Zb
*Z_O0 -1°4_68 ,3146 1°6C06
.?gq4 -1o4446 o3118 1o4070
°3_02 -1°452_ °312b 1°4_50
*379_ -1°4688 °311_ 1°6_7_
,4301 -1,6329 ,3111 1°6083
°_gQb --°8100 ,4RO_ 1,081_
,_397 -*7206 °_030 1o0429
,b598 -.40_ ,_889 ,9O49
,T_93 -*3111 °_097 *872_
°8?_1 -°103_ °6bg_ °?_04
°_llZ -*0370 ,b_20 .T_13
l°OuO0 °_o00 ,7238 ohq?4
PT 22°8329 PSI CN I°0346
TT [03*C308 K CM -*09§6




XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
O°UO00 o0618 *7111 o7147
*00_? I,06_2 *9790 ,1T07
*0098 °94T0 *9663 *1323
°0200 °8031 *9090 °3733
*0_00 *_987 °3_6 *4736
*0813 *4_90 o8112 *_§8
°_199 *3533 *?e84 ,_937
.I79b *331_ °7_83 ,6422
,239T o1409 °73_4 ,6631
,299S ,0514 °?07_ o7219
°3_e8 -°0283 °6910 ,?476
,4193 -°0905 °b717 *7770
,479_ -*1307 °6626 o7921
*_394 -*1272 ,b6_i o7871
°_994 -*0292 °6862 °?_68
.6_07 *0943 ,71_3 °?03_
°7_03 *1179 *?_36 *6_00
,7743 °2830 *7706 *6230
*8396 ,3196 .?8_5 ,_983
°_99b .3176 ,781_ °60_0
,9692 *_424 *761_ *6372
i°_000 o1000 °7233 °6974
CDZ °04389 CDCOR1 °04346
CDZ .04623 COCOR2 *04§69
C03 ,05660 COCOR3 *0_611
CD4 °03_70 CDCDR4 ,03_43
CD_ °03410 COCOR_ °03393
SPANWISE
XlC ¥13#3 CP P,LIPT M10¢
°0_00 -,337_ -1*247_ ,3720 1*1792
°39_7 -*337_ -1*6_03 .31_9 1,6021
*_008 *,337_ -*7637 *6986 1,0_01
°6068 -°337§ -*6961 ._647 ,9431





XlC C p PeL/PT flLOC
0,0000 -,0413 ,b824 *7bO6
°00_3 -°858_ .463_ 1ol092
*0097 -1*36_2 *3804 1*3b_6
°020_ -1,4368 °3044 _°_239
,0_00 -1°_63 °294_ 1o4478
,0400 -1,_18_ ,3e_ 1,4688
,Oh08 -1°_170 ,2887 _*4bO_
,0800 -1*_736 °2_bb 1,4661
,1000 -1°_099 °Z_47 1°671_
°l_? -1.4o76 *29_0 1o6483
°2994 -1°3_93 .3_?_ 1,3_1
,8402 -1,0_2_ o4104 1°_0_1
.3Tq_ -*_20 ,4_03 1*1338
,4E_! -.8_44 °4714 1°u94_
,_3_7 -*bQ_O ,_U?_ 1o0367
,74_3 --°4_T8 ,_79_ *9194
*83_3 -°3387 °bOO3 °8871
°87_1 -o2981 °b157 *8684
*9212 -.2_1b ,6_4 ,_433
PT 12°8276 PSI CN *9986
TT I02,9087 K CM -,1016




_IC CP P_L/PT MLQC
U°O000 -*0613 *_814 ,Tb06
°00_2 1,0875 °q_46 °1494
°0098 .977b ,9_4_ ,2_98
,0200 ,8480 °919b ,8486
*0_00 ,62?0 *860T °4687
°0813 *4718 *8200 °_409
o1199 ,3961 °803_ °_687
°1796 *E447 °7_6_ °6447
°2397 ,_543 *73_3 *681b
°299_ °0_17 ,?067 *7231
°419_ -,0900 °b732 *7748
*_394 -°137T ,b624 o7914
°_994 -°ObZ2 *ba1_ *7614
*b_07 ,0676 o7131 o7132
°?203 *I83_ ,74_9 °6_I
,7743 ,_492 ,760_ °689S
°8_94 *26_8 °?b_ *_313
°8996 ,1497 ,7611 *b378
°94_2 ,1429 °7307 *b8_8
I°00_0 -°I_81 *b_1? ,_077
COl *076_2 CDCORI ,07391
CD2 .07676 COCOR2 ,07602
¢D8 *06207 ¢0C0R3 *06138
CD4 °06749 CDCOR4 °06704
CD_ *05707 COCDR_ ,O_b?6
$PANWISE
XIC YI_I2 £P P_LIPT qtD¢
*§008 -*337_ -,7269 o6914 1,0623
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XIC CP PmLIPT HLOC
0.00_0 1.1161 *99Z3 .1054
.0053 .7613 .597_ .3962
.0097 .73Z0 .5898 .4125
• 02_3 ._807 .8233 .5358
• 030U .ZblZ .7647 .63Z7
• 0_00 .1670 .7398 .b72Z
.0605 .0_01 .Tll_ .7159
• 0800 -.OOl_ .bq_3 .7_30
.1000 -.OhB9 .6777 .76fl7
.1997 -.lqOZ .6467 .8164
.250C -.El71 .637Z .8311
.Z994 -.2579 .b?b5 .8_76
• 3_02 -.ZT_b .b0Zl *8543
.3795 -.2597 .6178 .8611
.4ZO1 -.3091 .6102 .87Z9
.45_8 -.35U0 .599_ .8896
._996 -.35_5 .5973 .8930
._397 -.3819 ._955 .8983
.8795 -o4118 .5831 .91_2
• 6107 -.4106 .SdZ9 .9158
.6_98 -.4114 .5831 .915Z
.0997 -.39_6 .5P80 .9078
.7493 -°3_0_ .6030 .5841
• _353 -°1_89 o641_ .8246
.8791 -.O_Z8 o_719 .7776
• 9Z12 .0_83 .bOSh .7411
1.0000 .2_8T °7489 .6579
PT 54.2611 PS[ CN -.014Z
TT 110.600_ X Cq -.OgSg




X/C C_ PpL/PT NLOC
0.0000 1.1161 o99Z3 .1054
oO08Z -1.0773 °4076 1o2117
• 009_ -.7092 .5068 1.037P
.OEO0 -.5341 .8830 .96_7
.0800 -.4330 .880Z .9196
• 0813 -.4611 .8734 .930_
.1199 -.4Z45 .5_16 .9174
.1796 -.4464 .8778 .OZ3q
.Z397 -.4650 °5711 .9340
.Zqq8 -.4_73 .SbZZ .9481
.35_8 -.5361 .552Z .9639
._193 -.5504 .5486 .9697
.47_3 -.SZZ5 .3550 .9596
.5394 -.4067 .5_66 .9096
.8994 -.Z1_1 .63_6 .8335
.6507 -.0260 .b$63 .755_
.7_03 .126_ .?773 .691B
.7743 .Z108 °7528 .6518
._39_ .ZbBZ .7650 .63_3
.8996 .Z908 .7720 .6210
.949Z °Z648 .7640 °6338
1.0000 .2087 .7489 .6579
C01 *00656 COCOP$ ,00649
CDZ °00652 CDCORE .00645
C03 .01648 COCOR3 °01633
CD4 *00646 CDCO84 °00642
CO5 .00630 COCOR5 .00628
SPANV_SE
X/C TI812 CP PeLIPT _LOC
• 0500 -.3375 .0749 .71Z1 .7157
• 3937 -.3375 -.Z976 .6128 .0688
• 5005 -.3375 -.3646 .5956 .e957
• 60_8 -.3375 -.4144 .5837 .Q14Z







XlC CP P_L/PT _LOC
0.0000 1.1715 .9935 .0965
.0083 .3716 .793_ o5861
.0097 .Z728 .?662 .63O3
• CZ03 .OOZZ .6955 .7412
.0300 -.1738 .6466 o8166
• C_O0 -.Z371 .6326 .83P2
,0608 -.3007 ,6155 .8_42
• 0_00 -.3_53 .6U60 .8794
,lO00 -.3806 .5_Z3 .9007
.1997 -.4111 .5_57 .9110
• ?SO0 -.4Z73 .5816 .9176
oZ994 -.4_Z? .57_7 .9ZZI
• 3_02 -.4386 ,_800 .9200
,3795 -._47 .5776 ,9?38
• 4Z01 -.452_ .5757 .9269
,_595 -.8_39 .5659 .9423
.4996 -.4849 .5673 .9398
._397 -.5044 .SbOZ .9513
• 57_5 -.5L53 .5607 .95C_
.6197 -.8_58 .5638 ,9456
.6598 -,4847 .5675 .9398
.69_? -._SZb ,577_ .9241
.7493 -,)794 .5968 ,8_37
.U_53 -°207_ .6817 ,8Z41
.8791 -,0921 o673_ .7747
• 9217 .0039 .t986 .7365
I.O00C .1990 .7496 .6568
54oZ585 PSI CN ._7_5
11b.3639 K Cq -.1003




XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.1215 ._935 .0_68
• 0052 .1526 .7341 .6813
.0098 .0972 ,7Z00 .7020
• OZO0 .0675 °7111 .7171
• 0500 -.0106 .6928 .7484
.OB13 -.1G96 .6666 .7859
.1199 -.1255 .6615 .7933
.1796 *.1986 .6409 .8Z84
.Z397 -._446 .6207 o8443
.Z995 -°2967 .6162 .8636
.354_ -°3547 .bO0_ ,8874
• 8193 -.3550 ,5940 .8981
.4793 -°3859 .5940 .8981
.539_ -.3153 .6120 .8701
.5994 -.1565 .6543 ,8087
.6507 .0171 .6905 .7353
.7233 .1636 .7396 .6726
.7743 .2462 .T603 .6398
o8394 .2953 .7753 o6157
.8996 ,_114 .7799 °6083
.949Z .2770 .76_7 .62_P
1.0000 .1990 .7896 .6568
CDI *00637 COCORI *00634
C02 *00638 COCOR2 .0063Z
CO3 .01579 CDCOR3 *01574
C05 .00631 COCOR4 .00628
CO8 .00619 COCOR5 .00618
SPAN_ISE
XIC YIEIZ CP P/LIPT qLOC
*0500 -.3375 -.2626 .6277 .8458
.3981 -.3375 -°4455 °5789 o9218
.500_ -.3_75 -*_4_ °5697 °9362
,6048 -o337_ -.5068 ._646 .944_





XlC CP P*LIPT _L_C
0.0000 i.OIOZ .qb3B ,Z307
• 0083 °0_70 o7041 .7_79
• 0097 -.0104 .69Z3 ,746Z
.OZ03 -.3052 .6141 .8668
°0300 -._?_o ,5_26 .9_59
,0400 -.4_49 .5078 ._393
.GbG_ -.5_ .857o .955_
.0800 -.5_14 .5551 .0595
.IOOC -.SbSO .5455 ._74u
,1997 -.5346 .55_7 .9b01
.?SO0 -.5315 .55_0 ,954_
.Z99_ -.533o .55_3 ,_59_
• 3402 -.5227 .55,1 ._547
.3795 -.5L94 .5593 .9518
• _lO1 -.5228 .5_78 .9551
,_596 -,5_66 .5533 .9623
._9_6 -.5_74 .5571 o_50Z
.5_7 -.552_ .5535 .961_
• 5795 -,5_97 ._508 ,9663
°big? -.5_47 ,58_8 o9_5_
,b598 -o_128 .5OZZ ._81
.o997 -.4751 .57ZZ ,9323
.7_93 -.3_b_ .594L .897_
,H7_$ -.G_Z ,6743 ,7740
• qZL_ .C_i4Z ,6_9_ ,735_
1.0000 ,195? .7_07 .6551
PT 5¢.Z609 PSI CX .4139
TT llO.Z080 K C_ -.1011




X/C CP P,LIPT MLOC
_o0000 1.010Z .9638 .Z307
oO05Z .4821 ._Z34 .5386
• 00_ ._628 .7918 .58_8
• OZO0 .Z777 .769O .6Z58
• 0500 .1509 .?_64 .6776
• O_l_ .UZ57 .70Z5 .730_
.1199 -.0070 .6943 .743_
.L796 -.OO6? .6700 .7807
.Z397 -.1520 .6588 .802_
• Z995 -.2113 .6404 .P262
.35_8 -,_731 .6262 .8482
._lq3 -.3119 .6140 .0670
,_79_ -.328? .6105 .87Z5
._394 -.2688 .6262 o8481
.5994 -.1260 .6631 .7913
.6507 .03P4 .?079 .7Z21
• 7Z03 ,IA10 .7465 .6618
.7743 .2599 .7675 .6284
.839_ ,5071 .7794 .6090
.8996 ._Zl9 .7816 .6O55
.9_9Z ._806 .7719 .621_
1.00_0 .1952 .7507 .6581
CD1 .00642 COCOR1 ,00634
CDZ ,00642 CDCOR2 ,00633
CD3 .01595 CDC083 .C1585
CD4 °00685 COC084 ,00639
C05 .00635 C0¢0R5 .00631
SPANWISE
X/C Y/812 CP P,LIPT _LO¢
.0500 -.3_75 -.4624 ,5?57 .9268
• 3957 -.3575 -.5_49 .5645 °9444
°500_ -.33?8 -°5387 .5573 °9560
.6048 -.33?5 -.8430 ,5565 .9572






X/C CP P*L/PT MLOC
0*0000 .8705 *0134 .3631
,0_83 -*ZZ4Z .634_ *8347
*0097 -*3Z39 ,60?6 ,8769
*_203 -*6663 *5337 *9938
*0300 -.6_72 .5113 1.0303
,0400 -.7641 .49Z5 1,U617
*0608 -*7VZ6 ,4_Z? 1.0783
*080_ -.7_07 .48_3 1.0721
.1000 -.805_ .4e31 ]*0775
*1907 -,6737 .5138 I*OZbZ
,2500 -.6_6Z *SZZZ 1.0125
.29_4 -*6385 ,5Z40 1.0095
.340Z -,OvqZ *5326 *9955
,3?95 -*5985 .5341 *_q3Z
*_201 -*5917 ,53?4 ,9878
*4598 -*6164 *SZSq 1.0_16
.49_6 -*EvZb *5337 .9938
,5307 -.6103 .5313 *9978
,5795 -.6v49 .5324 *qqbO
.6197 -.5_85 .337_ *9870
.6598 -,5_20 *54qZ ,b_q
.699? -,49Z4 *5624 *9477
,7493 -,4_82 ,5_7Z *9087
,8353 -*2U98 *6377 *8303
.87_1 -.0_34 *6712 ,7?86
.9Z12 *0078 *6963 .7401
1.000_ .18_5 *74_q *bE?7
PT 54,2604 PSI CN .5503
TT 110.4743 K CH -,1016




X/C CP P,L/PT MLOC
0.0000 *8205 .9134 *3631
,GOSZ *7098 *8836 .4Z53
*0098 *5676 *9461 *4957
*0200 *6507 .8147 °5§05
,0500 *2889 ,?724 .6Z04
.0_13 .1455 ,7330 ,68Z9
,1199 *0950 .7198 ,7036
.1796 -.0110 *6937 .7441
*Z3_? -*0?17 *6758 *?717
.?993 -.1378 *6570 .8C06
*3588 -,2065 °6394 ,8Z76
*6193 -.2514 .6Z73 *8464
*4793 -,27ZO .62Z5 *8539
,5394 -,2270 .6333 .8371
°5994 -*0969 *6697 .7810
*b507 *0607 ,7098 ,7191
.7Z03 .199Z ,76?5 *bb01
*7743 *ZT?Z *7681 .6Z73
*8394 .3211 ,7797 .b086
*8996 .3315 *7830 ob031
,949Z *2874 °7707 .6232
1.0000 *]895 *?459 ,bb1?
ORIGINAL PAGE iS
OF POOR QUALITY
CDI *00681 COCORI *O06Tb
C02 ,00684 CDCOR2 ,OOb??
CD3 *01678 COCOR3 *01672
CD4 ,00673 COCOR4 °00670
C0"3 *00663 CDCQR3 ,0066Z
SP&NWISE
XIC YIBIZ CP PpLIPT NLQC
*0503 -.3375 -,680Z .3137 1.0265
.3957 -°3375 -*5960 .535Z .9913
,5008 -.3375 -.6077 *5308 .99g3
*6048 -*3373 -.59Z6 *5360 *9900




PT 52.U337 PSI CN *6961
T1 107.0937 K CN -*0981




XlC C_ P_LIPT HLOC
O._UOG *591_ .8536 .482¢
*00_3 -.6Z69 .5_60 .0140
oOG_7 -,6716 .53Z0 .9_67
*OZ03 -*839_ *475O 1,0015
*G30_ -o9v73 ,4534 1*1Z89
*0600 -.984Z *4350 1.1617
*0608 -1.0765 ,4209 1.1873
*0800 -1.U_14 ,419J 1,1906
.1000 -1.0639 .6114 1,Z048
,1997 -1.0_79 .4183 1,19ZC
*2500 -1*0764 .4244 1.1808
*2994 -.8_53 *_690 1,1003
.360Z -*5976 *5333 *9946
,3795 -*5o_Z *_?_ *_71Z
*4ZO1 -*607O .53_4 *9866
,4598 -,6188 .52_7 1,0CG6
._996 -*6276 .6Z00 1.0016
,_397 -,6395 .526_ 1.0050
,5795 -,6281 .6254 1.0076
.6197 -.6001 .5365 *9894
,6598 -*8489 ,5458 ,0745
*6997 -._0_5 ,5_09 .95O3
*7493 -.4148 .5_65 .9101
,e353 -*Z106 ,6386 ,82O4
.8791 -*UqZI .671Z *7789
.9212 .0_9 .6063 ,7603
1.0000 .1_Z4 .746Z .6_40
LO_EP SURFACE
X/C CP P,LIPT _LOC
0.0000 .591Z .8536 *6826
*0052 *8676 ,9Z67 .33Z6
.G09B .7251 .8891 .4143
*0200 .5850 *8507 ,4875
*0500 ,4018 *S028 *570?
,0_13 *Z608 ,7611 ,6386
o1199 ,1860 *7452 ,6660
.1796 *07ZO .7140 *?1Z8
*Z397 .0141 *7007 *7336
*Z995 -,0604 *6779 *7686
*3588 -.1410 ,659Z *79?5
,41_3 -.1906 *844? *8205
*4793 -,Z166 *6353 ,_36Z
.5394 -.1841 .6485 ,8140
*5994 -*0686 *6804 ,7648
,650? ,0833 *7168 *?085
*7203 .2139 *75?6 .6522
,7763 *Z858 ,??Z3 ,6Z08
o8399 *3307 .7818 ,6056
.89_6 .3381 ,7857 *5989
.949Z .2060 .7771 .6Zll
1.0000 ,18Z4 .7452 *6660
C01 *00884 COC001 *00861
CO? *00893 COCOR2 *00854
C03 *02018 COCOR3 *01974
C04 *00779 COCOR4 *00747
C05 *00764 CDCOR5 *00733
SP_N_ESE
XIC YlBIZ CP P_L/PT NLOC
• 030_ -,3375 -.8361 ,4663 1.1063
• 3957 -.3375 -.5776 *5424 *9800
• 300_ -.3373 -.6305 ,5307 *9980
• 6048 -.3375 -.6133 .5360 .990Z





XIC C_ P_LIPT HLOC
0.0000 ._988 ,8774 ,5291
• 00_3 -,440Z ,5636 .9463
• 009? -.7353 5031 1,0444
• OZ03 -,9387 .4_08 1.1816
• 0300 -1.0_35 ,4210 1,1856
• 0_00 -1.0_7 o .4141 1.2_C0
• O6O8 -1.110_ 4_00 1.Z247
• O_nO -1,1o93 3986 1.2Z04
• 16o0 -I.1_09 3896 I,Z_bZ
• I_7 -I,1477 3v27 1.2403
,2500 -I.1_51 301_ 1,2425
._9o_ -i,158_ 3_88 1,7678
o3_OZ -1.0_95 3980 1.2301
.37o5 -.9_99 °439o I*i_36
• _Z01 -.57o0 .5_Z4 ._8(Z
• _5_8 -.5±8_ ,55o4 ,_SZq
,49o6 -,_5Z6 .5_ ,06_7
,53_7 -*5736 5_35 ,9784
• 6197 -,_974 ._l_ .9014
• 8353 -.ZIZ9 ,_u_ ._Z_5
• 8791 -._qbo ,E761 .7746
• qZL2 .c_J? .69_q ,7_26
[.OOUO ,Id34 .7457 ,b63Z
_T 50.0_81 PSI CN ,7004
TT 1C5,1763 K CH -,0977




X/C CP P_LIPT _LOC
0.0030 .4988 .8274 .5Z91
*0057 *9280 .9429 .2919
*0098 .7810 .901_ .3883
*0200 .6_Z2 ,8674 .4568
*0500 .447_ .8155 .5696
*0_13 *_976 .7739 .6189
*1190 .Z234 .7539 .6503
*17_6 *1008 ,7248 .596_
*2397 .0362 *703? .7290
.Z995 -.0376 .6860 .7569
.35_8 -*1151 ,6668 .7859
.6193 -.1640 .65?7 .807_
,4793 -.io16 ,6413 .8251
*_39_ -*1b75 ,6505 .8110
.5_94 -.0543 .6_11 .763 o
*6597 *O90Z .7Z08 .7033
,7703 .2214 ,7557 ,6475
.7763 *_036 .7738 .6184
,_306 .3325 .7_9 ,5988
,_906 .3603 ,7886 ,_964
,_49Z .2_5 ,77_7 .618b
1.000_ *1_34 .7457 *6632
C01 .01151 CDCOR1 *01145
CD2 *OIZ02 COCOR2 *01196
CD$ *0Z434 CDCOR3 *OZEZ?
CD4 *00933 COCOR4 *00969
CD5 .00910 CDCOR3 *00917
SP_N_ISE
XlC _181_ CP P_L/PT MLOC
*0503 -,3375 -.9338 .4688 1.1371
*3937 -.3375 -.8307 .4717 1.0973
*5008 -.3378 -.5583 .5484 .9706
.6068 -.3375 -.383Z .5405 .903Z






XIC CP PeLIPT qLNC
O,OUO0 .3980 .7986 *5773
.G083 -,5685 ,5389 ,9851
.0097 -.8627 .46Z8 1.1121
*OZ03 -1*0641 .4139 1.1998
,0300 -1.1195 63981 1,2Z94
.0400 -1,1395 ,3885 1.Z_80
,0608 -1,1736 .3795 1.2655
.0000 -1.2091 .3756 1.Z73Z
*1000 -1,2061 *3688 1,Z867
,1997 -1.Z195 ,3697 1,ZR49
.2500 -1,Z018 .SbB2 1.2879
,Z994 -1,2397 ,3654 1,2937
,3402 -1,ZZ86 ,3_7§ 1.2893
*3795 -1.22B3 *36B4 1.ZR?b
.4201 -1.1310 ,3917 1.2417
.469B -.9114 .4512 1.1324
,4996 -._545 ,5466 .972R
.53_7 -,4795 .5646 ,9441
°5795 -,_P93 ,5653 .9430
.6197 -.4977 .5641 .9449
o659B -.4_05 ,5657 ,_24
.69_7 -,4641 ,5734 ,930Z
.7493 -o3_Z8 .59Z1 .9008
°_353 -.196_ ,6393 .B277
.8791 -.0805 .66R9 ,7820
,9212 °0078 ,6960 ,740Z
1,000_ ,1_46 ,7_44 ,664B
PT 56.1795 DS! C_ ,8569
TT 113,3761 K CM -,0981




XlC CP PpLIPT NLOC
0,0000 °39B0 *7986 .5773
,O05Z ,9747 .9541 ,Z604
,O09B .8339 .9176 ,3534
*0200 ,6B92 .BTB9 .4343
.0500 .4918 ._49 .5329
,0813 .3344 ,782B ,6032
.1199 ,ZbZ6 ,7661 °6304
.1796 *1437 .7309 ,6861
,2397 .0643 .7119 .7157
.zQq5 -,O07Z .692_ .7453
.3588 -,0855 °66B4 .7B29
,4193 -,1402 ,6579 .?989
°4793 -.1741 °6405. .8135
.5394 -,14B? .6557 .8024
o_994 -,0381 ,6B37 .7593
,6507 ,1004 ,721Z ,7013
,7203 .2297 .7557 *6469
.7743 ,2976 .7727 ,6197
*B394 ,3352 .7B46 *6004
.B996 ,3461 ,7B81 ,5947
,949Z .Z939 ,7734 o6186
1.0000 .1846 ,7444 ,6648
C01 ,01563 CDCOR1 ,01547
C02 ,01654 CDCOR2 ,0160_
C03 ,02889 COCOR3 ,OZB72
C04 .01346 COCOR4 .01336
C05 ,01293 CDCOR5 ,012B1
SPANWISE
XlC YlSl2 CP PpLIPT NLOC
*050) -,3375 -hOle8 .4231 1.1029
,3952 -,3375 -1.1109 .4019 1.2223
.5008 -.3375 -.5105 *5599 .9515
tbO4B -,3375 -*4947 *5634 ,9460





XlC CP P_L/RT qLOC
0,0000 ,Z53b ,7703 ,6236
°0083 -.0697 .5163 1,0220
°0097 -°9947 .4297 1°170B
*GZUS -1o1355 .3908 1,2436
°030_ -1°1626 ,3AZB 1.Z590
,0400 -I,ZIZ ,36_4 1o2875
.0608 -1.Z612 ,3595 1.3056
*0_0_ -1,2685 .355Z 1.3145
.1000 -1,2930 .3519 1.3213
,1997 -1,2855 ,3547 1,3154
*ZSO_ -1,2927 ,3531 1°3187
.2994 -1.Z926 .34BT 1,3279
°3402 -1,2933 .3504 1.3243
,3795 -1.2955 ,3473 1.330B
,4201 -1.3033 ,3499 1,3Z53
,4598 -1.1_03 .4C6_ 1,2145
,49_6 -,982B o4321 1.1665
,5397 -,5012 ,5643 ,9445
°5795 -o4716 ,5717 ,9330
.6197 -.4398 °5780 ,9229
,6390 -,6493 ._01 ,9196
,6997 -,3971 °5854 ,_C66
.7493 -°3449 ,6007 ._874
,8353 -,184B ,6433 °_216
.8791 -.0856 ,6721 .7769
,921Z -,O01Z ,6963 °7399
1o0000 ,1_06 .?428 *6674
PT 56,1769 PSI CN .9238
TT 113.1511 K CX -,1001




XlC CP PpL/PT _LOC
0.0000 oZ836 .7703 ,6Z36
,0052 1.0017 ,9617 ,Z373
o0099 .B730 .9Z71 ,3313
,0200 °7278 ,BB61 .4161
.0500 ,524Z ,_340 .5171
.0813 ,3654 o79Z4 ,5876
,1199 ,2921 ,7719 .6210
o1796 ,1750 ,7421 .6684
,2397 ,0929 .7218 .7003
,_99_ o0139 .699_ .7345
• 3588 -°0630 .6795 .7658
.4193 -.1192 ,66Z1 .79Zb
• 4793 -.1605 ,6522 ,8079
,5394 -.14Z6 ,6555 .BO_8
,5994 -,0313 .6B77 .7531
,65_7 .1059 ,7Z66 .69Ze
• 7203 .2287 ,75_3 ,6476
,7743 .3050 °7779 .6114
.8394 ,339? ,7867 ,5970
.8996 ,3448 ,?_69 .5966
.9492 .2B89 .7?4B .6164
1,0000 olB06 .74ZB ,6674
C01 .02088 COC0_1 .02065
CDZ .02271 COCOR2 ,02234
C03 .0386Z COCOR3 ,03826
CD4 ,01784 COC0_4 *01774
CD5 ,01721 CDCOR5 *01714
SPAN_[SE
XIC YI812 CP P_LIRT _LOC
• 050J -.3375 -1,1097 .4010 1.2240
,395? -,3375 -1,Z5_3 ,3674 1,2896
.§008 -,3375 -,666Z .5240 1.0093
°6068 -,3375 -,4579 ,$776 ,9ZSb





XlC CP P_L/PT HLOC
0°0000 .2548 ,7583 ,6429
,0083 -,6_7_ °5036 1,0430
• _097 -1,03Z_ ,411Z 1,2050
_GZ03 -1,239_ .3671 1.2902
,0300 -1,ZbbZ ,35B3 1.30_0
._400 -1.3287 .3414 1o343Z
o0608 -1.3Z01 .3392 1.34T8
• 0_00 -1,3700 ,33_9 1,3486
,1000 -1,5_28 ,3358 1.355Z
o1997 -L,3307 °3386 1,_92
• _994 -1o3_31 ,3347 1,3575
• 340Z -1°34_5 .3367 1,3533
• 37_5 -1°3443 ,3337 1,3598
• 4Z01 -1,3367 ,3301 1.3_74
,4598 -1,_764 o3Z3t 1.3R24
,4996 -1,_425 °36_3 1,2957
• 53_7 -,7377 .4_41 1.0_8_
,5795 -,5_3_ .546_ ,_73_
.6197 -.4517 ,_7_ .ZZ2
,_59_ -.4013 ,5_82 ,9070
,69_7 -,1691 .598_ °8_17
._353 -.1_0 _ .6_7_ ,8153
.8791 -.0_ °6745 ,7731
o9_1Z ,0_17 ,_97? .7377
PT 55,4605 PSI CN ,9914
TT 11_o86ZR K CH -,1050




XlC CP _L/PT MLOC
0,0000 .2548 o75_3 .6429
• _05Z 1,0Z85 .9676 ,218C
,O09B ,9163 ,9394 °3009
,0200 ,7626 *B_B2 ,3955
°0500 °5630 ,5450 .4975
• ORL3 ,398 _ °?996 ,_757
.1199 ,3233 ,7844 ,6006
.1796 .19_0 .7470 °6607
,2397 ,1161 °727B °6909
• 2995 ,0396 ,?045 ,7271
,3588 -,0438 .6861 .7556
.4193 -,1050 .6671 .7849
,4793 -°14Z4 °6572 °BOO1
,5_94 -,1267 .6594 ,7967
.5994 -,O_Ob ,5_22 ,7616
• 65_7 ,1090 .7216 ,7005
,720_ ,2346 ,7576 ,6440
°7743 °3007 ,??_e ,6195
,_39_ .33_1 .?_51 ,5996
,B996 °3436 .?Re6 ,_93B
°94_2 o7831 ,7707 .62Z9
1,00_ ,1618 ,73_A °6737
CDI .02916 CDCOR1 ,02910
CD2 ,03250 COCOeZ .03238
C03 ,04950 COCOR3 *04937
CD4 ,02567 COCOR4 .02550
COS ,02461 COC0_5 ,02464
SPAN_ISE
XlC YI_IZ CP P_LIPT _L_C
• 0500 -.3375 -1.1556 .3R14 1.2617
,3957 -,3375 -1.Z853 .347B 1.3298
,5008 -,3375 -1.1722 ,3861 1,25Z6
.6045 -°3375 -,4580 *5744 .9286











X/C CP PpLIPT MLOC
0,0000 .6275 .7U_% .?Z74
• 0083 -,8_Q% ,%775 1°0869
,0097 -1,2_70 .3635 1.2975
,0203 -1,3630 ,3312 1,3_51
• 0300 -1.3713 ,323% 1o3_Z3
°0400 -1o4%_3 o3062 1,%Zll
°_608 -1.3953 .3_b_ 1,398b
• 0_00 -1,3618 ,3179 1o3945
o1_00 -1o49Z8 .3030 1°%Z84
°19_? -L,%15_ ,3152 1,4005
• 2500 -L,387_ ,31_ I°3QQI
°2994 -_,4511 ,3117 l°_ORb
• 3_OZ -1._53% ,314_ 1o4015
°37_5 -1,4165 ,3111 1°4098
o%Z01 -1°_Z95 o30_b 1.%133
• 4598 -1,_1_ °30Z9 1°4Z87
• 49Q6 -1,0703 o4148 l,l_SZ
°5397 -°735Z °5067 1,0378
• 57_5 -o_94 .5157 LoO_30
°b197 -.5330 ,557Z o955_
°b598 -,42_4 ,5860 ,9105
• b9_7 -.3728 ,597? oSQZq
• ?_93 -,3?95 ,b_8_ .8748
• 83_3 -,1973 ,6%?9 .81%5
• 87_1 -,1034 ,66?o ,7_40
°_212 -,u_b4 ,6853 ,75bq





XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
U,UO00 .0275 ,70%4 ,7274
• 0052 1,0730 °_811 ,1656
,0098 °9560 o9%9_ °2738
°0200 °8093 ,909_ °37Z1
°0500 ,6007 .8842 ,48E0
°_813 ,435% ,8084 ,5610
o1199 .3538 *?858 °5985
,1796 °2302 °758_ ,6425
°7397 ,1413 o7311 ,6859
,Z995 .053Q °_080 .7219
°3588 _°0366 o680_ °7647
• 4193 -,094% ,6715 °7782
,4793 -,1403 o6613 ,?939
°539% -°1339 ,_55? °8025
,5994 -,03%6 °6R3% °7599
• 6507 o0_30 *7168 °7094
o?_03 ,2258 ,757% ,6443
• ?7%3 °Z969 °777_ °6_14
°839% ,3Z20 °7802 °6076
°8996 °3266 °78%2 .6010
°9%9Z ,2608 °7676 ,6280
1,0000 ,1079 °7_59 °6939
CD1 ,04845 COCOR1 ,0481b
CDZ .05005 CDCOR2 .0%958
CD3 o097Z4 CDCDR3 °09682
CD4 ,03700 CDCDR% ,03669
CD5 °03488 CDCOR5 ,03%73
SPANWISE
XlC YISIZ CP PeLIPT NLOC
• 0500 -,3375 -1°26_2 ,3602 1°3042
t3957 -°3375 -1,6649 o3144 1,4024
°5005 -,33?8 -1.0628 ,%120 1,2033
,6048 -o3375 -.4953 ,5655 o9428
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X/_ CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1198 *9939 .0962
• 0_83 .3521 ,7911 .991Z
• 0097 .2599 .7968 .6307
• _Z03 -*GOO2 ,699Z ,7371
• 0300 -,L_14 .6808 .81Z8
• 0400 -,2423 ,6348 ,8366
.0908 -*3O86 *0189 .8616
,OBO0 -.3415 *6092 *8?63
• 1000 -.3_90 ,5991 ,8999
• 1997 -,4150 .9895 ,9070
• 2500 -*4306 ,586Z *91ZZ
• 2998 -.4883 .5811 ,9201
• 3402 -,4434 .5611 *9203
.3795 -*4470 .581Z .9201
• 4Z01 -,4878 .5784 ,9245
,4598 -._9ZO *5973 ,9420
• 4996 -,4844 .9712 ,9358
• 9397 -*5036 *5065 .9430
,5795 -,5Zll *5638 .95Z4
• 6197 -.5132 *5644 *9465
• 9898 -.4d76 ,571Z *9397
.9997 -,4964 .5791 .9Z33
• 7493 -*3852 *5988 .89Z4
• 8353 -,Z108 *6439 .8231
• 8791 -.0933 ,6?46 .775Z
• 9212 ,0037 *6994 ,7369
l*OvO0 ,2_04 ,?_40 ,6_lZ
79*6_97 PSI CN ,?874
1o5.0806 K C8 -,1038




X/C CP P2LIRT NLOC
0*0030 1*1198 ,9936 *0962
• 0052 .1667 .7422 ,6999
,0098 .1153 .7Z96 ,6898
• OZO0 ,0785 ,7189 *7064
,0900 -,G011 ,6984 ,7384
• 0P13 -.10_5 ,6720 ,7?9Z
• 1199 -*1194 *6676 ,7890
• 1799 -.1937 .64?6 .8168
,2397 -.2400 ,9341 ,8377
• 2995 -.2921 ,6219 ,85_6
• 3588 -*3489 .60?7 .8787
• 4193 -.3778 *5997 ,8911
• _793 -*3826 ,5971 .895Z
• 8394 -.1125 .6166 ,8948
• 8994 -.156C *6578 ,8011
,6837 .0186 .7023 *7324
• 7233 .1675 *?429 ,6689
.77_3 *2496 *7648 ,9340
,8394 *3004 .?7?4 .6135
,8996 ,3179 .7830 *6048
,9492 .2816 *?738 .6ZO0
1,0000 ,2064 ,7940 ,681Z
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALrrY
C01 ,00590 COCOI3 *00586
CDZ ,00591 COCOR2 *00989
C03 ,00998 CDCOR3 *00594
CD4 .00593 COCOA4 *00592
C05 *00579 COCOR5 *00578
SPANWISE
XIC YI812 CP P_LIPT MLOC
*0503 -.3375 -*Z334 ,6386 .8307
,3987 -.3378 -.4498 .8797 *92Z4
,5008 -,3375 -,4902 ,5696 ,9383
,6048 -.337§ -.5095 ,8663 ,9436






78.9987 PSI CN *4229
104.9439 K CM -.10Z7




XlC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.U_85 *9640 *Z309
,0083 .0Z29 .7033 *7308
,0_97 -*020Z .692Z ,7480
,OZ03 -.3146 ,614Z ._685
,0309 -,4318 ,5827 .9176
°0400 -.4911 ,5698 °9300
*0608 -*SZIO .5594 .9849
*3_Ou -,9372 .9955 ,SbGR
*1000 -.573_ .5479 ,9739
.1997 -.8392 .5567 ,9588
,2500 -.9383 ,5972 ,9579
,2994 -.943Z .5971 ,9981
.3402 -.5308 .5582 .9504
.3798 -°9288 .5_10 .9_ZO
.4ZO1 -,5238 ,56Z0 ,9803
,4898 -.593Z ,5833 ,9643
.4996 -.9388 .5911 ,9518
*S3q? -.5548 .583Z *9943
.9799 -,5_7Z ,88_8 *q_OZ
*b197 -.9947 .5538 .9640
*6898 -,5195 .96Z0 ,9504
.6997 -.479_ ,9743 .9310
,7493 -,3943 .59Z7 *SCEI
.8383 -,Z134 *6398 ,8290
,8791 -*_933 .873Z .7775
*SZZZ *0048 .6987 .7380
1.0000 ,ZOZl *7514 .6598
LOWER SURFACE
X/C CP P*LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.0085 ,0640 ,2305
*005Z .4900 *8270 ,8308
.0098 .3811 .7981 .5796
*0200 *_880 ,7732 *bZ04
*0900 *1589 .7409 .67Z0
,0813 .0320 .7056 *?Z?l
,1199 -,OOZE .6969 ,7407
.1796 -*0930 ,8741 *7760
,2397 -*1505 .658_ ,8001
*Z995 -.2C81 ,6430 ,8ZZ5
.3588 -.2718 ,6274 ,8480
.4193 -.3070 ,619Z .860B
*_793 -.3219 .6133 .869R
*5394 -.2679 ,6Z88 *8458
.5994 -,124Z ,6670 .7869
*9507 *040Z ,7099 .7211
*7203 ,1849 .7901 .6_75
.7743 .2657 .7691 .6271
,8394 .3118 ,7817 .6066
,8996 ,3268 ,7853 ,6008
,949Z .Z897 .77_1 .6174
1.0000 .2021 ,7914 ,6855
CO1 *00608 COCOR1 ,00605
C02 .00608 CDCOR2 ,00606
CO3 ,00601 CDCDR3 ,00599
CD4 ,00611 COCDR4 .00610
C08 *00580 COCOR5 ,00_81
5PANWISE
X/C Y#8/_ CP P_L/PT _LOC
*0500 -,3375 -.4137 *8889 .9080
.3957 -,337§ -.58_7 .9§84 .9861
.5008 -.337_ -*_828 ,5509 .9681
,6048 -,337_ -,5545 .5_07 .9684










XlC CP PeL/Pt _tOC
0.0_00 .8275 ,9156 *3587
• 0_83 -,Z401 *6323 ,8404
• 0G97 -.3Z79 o6091 ,8765
• OZ03 -*O_lO *8338 ,9962
• 0300 -.69_7 .912Z 1,0310
• 0400 -*7785 ,4928 1._638
• 0608 -*_03_ ,_845 1.0772
• 9800 -.7928 .4859 1,0748
• _00_ -.8_49 ,4819 1,0823
• 1997 -.6768 .9188 1.G203
• 2800 -.6515 *5226 1.0138
,2994 -*6433 *5274 1,0060
• 3402 -,6164 .5526 .9976
• 3795 -.6U43 ._388 .9883
• _Z01 -,5940 *5404 *9848
• 45_8 -,620_ *5339 *996O
• 4996 -,61Z9 .5379 *9889
• 539? -.6139 *5349 *9937
• 5?99 -,6129 *5355 *9927
.b_97 -*5899 ,9430 ,9807
• 6598 -.5_96 .55Z6 .96_3
.6997 -,4963 ,5051 *9494
• 7493 -*_111 *5888 .9C81
• 83_3 -.2137 ,b_01 .8284
• _791 -*C_Z8 .6719 ,7794
• SZLZ *0_66 ,6_85 .7383





XlC CP P_L/RT MLOC
0,0000 ,8Z75 ,9156 .3587
• 005Z .7137 ,8R59 .4225
• 0098 ,5_06 ,8499 ,4899
• OZO0 .4556 ,817_ ,5475
• 0500 ,2953 ,7759 .6160
• 0813 .1499 .736_ ,6785
• 1199 .100_ ,7228 .7004
• 1796 -,0041 ,6°60 ,7420
,Z397 -*0697 ,6_04 ,7661
,2995 -.1334 .66E? ,794Z
,3588 -*2024 ,6_i0 .8Z56
• 4193 -,2446 .6328 *8396
• 4793 -.2675 .6256 *8508
.5394 -*2287 .6384 ,_310
• 5994 -*09Z9 .6728 .7778
• 6507 .0618 .713_ ,7143
• 7Z03 *2032 .7511 ,6_88
,7743 ,2R01 .7714 ,6233
• 8394 .3249 .7833 .6040
.8996 ,3360 *?_?O .5978
• 94qZ ,2936 .7747 .6179
I*CCO0 ,1971 ,T481 ,6607
COl .00621 CDCOR1 .00618
C02 .00625 COCOR2 *00618
CO3 *00633 COCOR3 .00621
C04 .00625 COCOR4 *00621
C05 .00608 CDCOR5 *00607
SPANWISE
X/C Y/8/2 CP P_L/PT _LOC
*0500 -.3375 -.6121 *8338 .9957
.39_7 -.337_ -.6011 .8368 .9909
*500B -.3378 -.6147 .53Z1 .9983
.6048 -,3378 -,9969 ,9366 .9911






XlC C p PpLIPT _LOC
0.0000 .6160 *8_79 *4753
,00_3 -°4277 *_800 *9220
,0097 -,5_64 ,536L o9918
.0Z03 -,8391 .4736 1,0957
,0300 -.9161 °4553 1.1275
,0600 -°9714 .4360 1,1617
,0608 -1,0265 °4225 1,1663
,0800 -1.0_15 °4193 1°1921
,I000 -I*0750 .4101 Io2092
,1997 -1.0blL o4148 _.2_04
• 2500 -1.0586 ,4166 1,2012
.2994 -1.0478 ,6132 1,2G33
,3402 -.8876 °4723 1o0900
.3795 -.5635 ,_442 .9709
.4201 -°530_ °5023 ,9688
,4996 -,5138 ,5320 .9_85
.03_7 -,6_51 *5268 1*0669
.0705 -°6448 °5262 1,0079
• 6197 -.6176 ,5321 °gqB3
.6598 -.0_q_ ,5493 ._707
.6997 -.5_66 .5606 .q_25
.74Q3 -.4109 .5848 o_143
,0303 -,_174 .6_06 °8270
• _7QI -.0_30 .6722 ,7708
.9212 .0_80 .6qhb .7617
L,OuO_ ,I021 ,7470 .o_Z3
PT 75,7155 PSI CN o7197
TT 105,1986 K CM -*1008




X/C CP P,L/PT MLOC
0o0000 o6140 *_570 °4753
.0052 .8712 °9267 .3331
• 0090 °736Z ,_915 .4103
• 6200 °5896 o_531 *4041
,0500 ,6073 ,8032 o5711
,0013 °2034 °7625 .6376
• 11_9 °1904 °7477 .6612
.1796 °0759 o7150 °7118
°Z3_7 -°O00g °69_3 o7431
°2990 -.CbbO °6789 .7606
,3580 -,1410 ,6582 ,8005
.4193 -°1869 .6638 °0234
• 47_3 -.Z2Z? °6360 .8047
• 5894 -.1066 ,6446 °8214
• Sqq_ -.0669 ,6770 .7?03
.6507 .0035 .720_ ,7043
,7203 .2198 °7537 °6017
°?743 ,Z937 °7750 .6174
°8394 °33_2 °7856 °6001
,89_6 ,3445 .7074 °5972
°9492 ,2995 .7765 ,6151
1,0030 ,1921 .7470 ,6623
CD1 .00818 CDCOR1 .00704
C02 ,00835 CDCOR2 °00008
CD3 ,00808 COCOR3 .00777
CD4 .00730 CDCOR4 o0071_
C05 .00683 COCOR5 °C0669
SPANW_SE
XIC YI812 CP PeLIPT HLOC
°0503 -.3375 -°7800 .4893 1,0690
,3957 -,3375 -,5559 ,5469 .9765
,5008 -,3875 -.5_72 .5331 oq968
.6048 -°3375 -°6128 .5289 1.0036




PT 75.7134 PSI CN .R679
TT 1_5.2734 _ CM -.I013




XlC CP PeL/PT MLDC
O.OOO0 .40UO .0027 .0719
• 0_3 -,5946 .535J ,_937
.0097 -.8003 ,4614 1.1168
• 0203 -1,0560 ,_153 1.1990
• 030b -1.0960 °4003 1.2276
• 0_00 -1.13_7 .3910 1.245_
°0600 -1.EHIO .3004 1,2660
,_6Jb -1,1952 .3783 1,2707
,100_ -1.2737 ,3bqo 1,2886
,1997 -1.2026 .370T 1°2_51
• 2_0_ -1,Z_1_ °3705 1,2056
• ?q_4 -1.2_12 ,3664 1,2939
• 3_02 -1,2365 °3686 1°2094
.3795 -1.2394 ,3o73 1.2921
°_Z01 -I°ZSGZ °3744 1.2778
._96 -.5606 .0409 .9714
.0397 -,5O63 ,5600 ._03_
• 0705 -,4671 .5706 .qSb?
.6197 -.4U91 .5655 °94_0
,6590 -°4_57 .5670 ,_42_
.6997 -.4_97 .5754 ._291
,7493 -.3_61 .5_0 .8g91
,6353 -°21_Z °6436 ,_230
.0791 -,0905 .67_0 ,776O
._212 ,OO56 ._qqO .7373
1,0000 .1_87 .76_6 .65_5
LnWEP SURfaCE
XlC CP P,L/P T ML_C
0,0000 ,4080 ,R027 .5719
.O05Z °9807 °9565 °25_0
• 0098 ._418 .9193 °3503
°0200 .6_5 ,0776 ,4378
°_500 ,4934 ,8260 °53ZZ
.0813 .3369 ,7_48 .b020
.1199 .26_7 °7666 .6311
,1796 .L_O .7038 ,6832
• 73_7 .0678 °7157 .7114
• _90 -,0108 ._9_ ,7516
,3088 -.O786 .b?44 .7755
.41_3 -,137Z ,6610 .7961
°47_3 -.I693 °6515 ,010_
,5394 -*1462 ,5573 .0018
.5_94 -.0432 .60_ .7579
.6507 .i01t ,7756 .69_0
.7203 °E355 .7595 ,6_Z5
o77_3 .3051 ,7760 ,6158
.8394 ,3426 .7R61 ,5993
.8996 .3_08 ,7_87 ,5951
,9492 .3037 .7781 .61Zb
1.0000 .1807 .?494 ,6500
COl .01447 COCORI ,01677
CD2 ,01554 CDCO_2 *01579
CD3 .01658 CDCOR3 °01466
CD4 °01_39 CDCOR4 .01272
CD5 ,01_96 COCDR5 .01218
SPkNWISE
XlC Y1812 CP PwLIPT MLDC
°0501 -,3375 -,9329 °4513 1,1345
,3957 -°3375 -1,1730 °3079 1°2513
o5008 -,3375 -,6179 ,_318 °9_8?
,b048 -.3375 -°5079 °5640 ._458
• 7003 -,3375 -.6473 ,5770 ._266
9O
Appendix E
Pressure Data for M = 0.76; R = 4.4 × 106, 7.7 x 106, 14.0 x 106, 30.0 x 106, and
45.0 x 106; and Free Transition
The pressure measurements made on the Boeing BAC I airfoil are presented in coefficient
form in graphs and tables in this appendix. The data are for a Mach number of 0.76; Reynolds
numbers of 4.4 x 106, 7.7 × 106, 14.0 x 106, 30.0 x 106, and 45.0 x 106; and free transition.
The pressure data from the upper surface of the airfoil are plotted as open symbols, and the
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XIC CP PeLIRT MLOC
0,0000 1,1748 1.0059 O,O&OU
• 0083 .6656 o86_9 *459fi
• 0097 .6698 ,8666 .4568
• 0203 ,3822 *706) ,5961
,030G .2175 .7417 ,6674
• 0400 .1259 .7159 .7076
,0608 *0200 .6_73 .75$5
• OBO0 -.0418 ,6700 ,7784
• 1000 -,0932 ,6561 ,79'7
.1997 -.2u27 .6258 .8463
• ESO0 *.24Z5 ,6147 .8634
• 2_9_ -.2774 ,bObl *_768
,3402 -.Z943 ,6023 ,8823
• 3793 -.3141 .3961 .8923
• 4Z01 -.3340 ,590Z .9013
• 6595 -.3e67 ,5511 .9157
• 6996 -.3881 .5756 .9263
• 5397 -.4135 *5679 .9365
• 5795 -*4312 ,5623 ,94_0
• 6197 -.666_ ,5599 ._91
• 6390 -.4373 ,5624 ,9631
°6997 -,4186 *5708 .9319
.7_93 -.3699 ,3816 ,9149
• 5333 -*194Z ,6316 .8373
• 8791 -*0888 ,6607 ,7925
• 9212 .0039 .6831 ,7332
l*O00G .1746 °7305 .0844
PT 17,6197 PSI CN .0094
TT 192,7008 K CM -,0967




X/C CR PRLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1748 1.003R O.O00C
• O03Z -.8210 .4548 1,1235
• 0090 -.6326 ,4997 1.0469
.020D -.494_ .5431 .9720
•0500 -.4217 ,5645 o9419
•0013 -.4160 ,3672 ,9376
• 1199 -,3967 ,5719 .9301
• 1795 -.4400 .560_ ,9676
• Z397 -.4682 ,3_37 °9389
• 2993 -,5069 .3418 .9781
.3580 -,3337 .328_ .9999
• 6193 -,5716 .3ZSO 1.0052
• 4?93 -.5345 *3365 ,986&
• 5394 -.4045 .3712 .9313
.5994 -,Z095 .626_ .5483
• 6507 -.02ZZ ,6T6E ,7689
,7203 .1143 .7140 .7105
,7743 .1943 .7336 .6769
,8394 °2586 ,7530 .&495
• Bq9_ .Z_36 .750R *h3TG
,949Z .2750 .7385 .6407
1,0000 .1745 ,7308 .6844
CD1 ,00603 COCORI ,00390
C02 .00737 COCOR2 .007Z2
C03 *00043 COCOR3 ,00827
CD6 *00723 COCOR4 .00711
C05 *00579 COCOR5 .C057Z
SPJNWISE
X/C YI_I2 CP P_L/PT MLOC
*050) -.3375 ,OZ40 ,6855 *7694
,393T -,3375 -.3271 ,5919 *8989
.3008 -,5375 -.3844 ,5779 *9zog
,6043 -.3375 -,4364 ,5620 ,9458





XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,1620 1,OOZ3 O.OOO0
.0083 *Z703 °7356 .6433
• 90_7 ,2573 .7533 .6690
• OZ03 -.0662 ,6641 ,7874
• 0300 -*1788 .6325 .8360
• 0400 -,2539 ,6125 ,8668
• 0605 -.3212 .5930 .B970
• 0800 -,3339 .3U35 ,9088
• 1000 -.3_25 °3766 .9229
.1997 -.4228 .3660 .9396
• ZSO0 -*4350 *Sblg .9460
,2994 -°4523 .3586 .9511
• 3402 -,6559 ,5597 ,9496
,3795 -.4592 ,5589 ,9507
• 6201 -.4712 .3547 .9574
,4598 -,4945 ,5690 ,9664
.6996 -,4995 .5482 ,9678
,5397 -,5266 ,5612 °9790
• STg5 -.5356 .5363 .9869
,6197 -.5300 .5388 °9829
.6598 -.3105 ,5464 .9738
• 6997 -,4702 ,5530 .9600
,7493 -.6071 ,5709 .9313
• 8353 -.1999 ,630Z ,5395
,8791 -.0914 .6594 ,7945
• 9212 .0033 ,6837 ,7572
1.0000 .1540 ,7262 ,6916
PT 17,6196 PSI CN .2056
TT 192.8292 K CN -,1031




XIC CP PJLtPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1620 1.0023 0,0000
.0052 ,1525 .7244 .6963
,0U95 ,1_55 *T14_ ,7101
.0230 *0746 .7024 ,7235
• 0530 -.0282 ,6747 .7711
,0813 -.0925 .6362 .7996
• 1199 -,1614 ,6440 .5185
.1796 -.2038 .6259 .5462
.2397 -,2567 .b11E ,8652
.2995 -,3148 .5938 .5928
.35_8 -.3T74 .3788 .9193
.4193 -o4136 ,5693 ,9342
• 4793 -.4186 ._699 .9333
,5394 -*3388 .5919 .5958
,5994 -,1694 *6350 ,8276
.6507 .020C ,6900 .7476
• 7203 .1696 .7314 .6535
• 7743 ,2479 .7531 .6496
.5396 .3069 .7673 ,&268
,8996 .3222 .7726 .6183
,9692 .2957 .7655 ,6297
1,0030 ,1340 .726_ ,6916
CD1 .00676 CDCOR1 ,00666
CD2 .00630 CDCOR2 *OOblB
C03 ,00571 CDCOR3 *00658
CD6 ,00603 CDCDR6 .00394
C05 *00498 CDCOR5 ,00493
SPANWISE
X/C Y/El2 CP P_L/PT _LOC
• 0503 -.3375 -.1978 .6289 o8416
,3957 -.3375 -.6551 ,3591 .9503
,5005 --.3375 -.699B ,547b .9&50
• 6068 -.3375 *.SZZ6 .5404 .9803





X/C CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.0593 ,9744 .1930
• 00_3 *0077 ,6843 .7963
.0097 -*0099 ,6800 ,7631
• OZ03 -.3144 °5960 ,8924
• 0300 -,4137 ,5679 .9365
• 0_00 -.48Z4 .5,93 .9_61
• 0608 -,5310 ,5338 ,9878
,O80U -,565Z ,5333 ,9918
• I000 -.5_29 .5278 1.0007
.1997 -.544_ .5359 *9908
• ZSO0 -,5_08 ,5354 °9884
• 2994 -,5_20 ,5353 .9889
• 3602 -.533P ,5379 ,90_3
• 3795 -,5330 ,5378 ,9044
• 4201 -,5379 ,5356 ,9080
,6_98 -°5583 ,5Z9? .9976
.4996 -.56ZZ ,529Z ,9983
,5397 -,575Z .527L 1.0018
• 5795 -,57BU ,5235 l,Ob4_
,6197 -,5610 ,5Z97 ,9976
• 6598 -,5287 .5605 .9BOZ
.6997 -.4779 .55_6 .9576
,7493 -.4117 .3702 .9328
• _353 -*1998 .6295 .d405
• _791 -._goB ,6593 ,79_7
.9Z12 .0o13 ,6B_3 .7_69
1,_00_ ,1669 ,7240 ,bq50
RT 17.6205 PSI CN .4131
TT 192.3371 K C_ -,IOZ_




X/C CP P_LIPT _LOC
0.0030 1o0395 ,9744 .1930
*0052 ,4761 .8138 .5504
,0090 .3735 .7060 .5965
.0200 .ZB14 .7596 *6390
.0500 .IZ86 ,7177 .7048
,0813 .0389 .6929 .7431
.1199 -.0255 .6762 ,7689
.1796 -.1044 .6540 .8029
.Z397 -.1692 ,6369 .8293
,Z995 -.2302 .6202 ,8549
.353_ -.2087 .6018 .8834
*_193 -.3615 ,5901 ,9016
.4793 -,3572 ,5863 .9075
.5394 -.2980 ,6023 .BSET
.5996 -.1415 ,6446 .0176
,6307 *0302 ,6937 o7419
.7203 .1064 .734_ .6789
,7763 ,Z646 .7572 .64Z9
.0394 .3136 .7701 ,6222
.8996 .3271 .7736 ,6167
.9_9Z ._919 .7630 .6304
1.COUU ,1469 .7240 ,6950
CDI .00789 CDCORI ,00773
CO_ .00T09 C_COR_ *0069_
CD3 .00684 COCOR3 .00658
CD4 .00629 COCOR4 .00619
CD5 .00503 CDCOR5 ,0049B
SFtNWISE
X/C YI_/Z CP P_L/PT ML_
.0500 -.3375 -.5512 .579Z .91$6
,3g57 -.3375 *.5353 °5357 °9575
.5008 -.3375 -.5603 .5287 .9991
.6048 -.3375 -.5673 .5274 1.0012






XIC CP PpLIPT HLQC
0.Q000 .8918 *qZBO .32_3
*0083 -,2295 ,bl8h .8573
°0097 -*3004 .5995 °88?1
*0203 -.5613 *5?70 I*O01Q
*9300 -*6504 .5025 I*0421
,0400 -*7289 *4bib 1.0773
*_bO8 -,7755 ,4675 1*1008
,0800 -.7078 ,4644 1,1067
*IuO0 -*7_53 ,4623 1.1103
.1997 -.7480 *4756 1.0875
*2500 -.0271 o5_91 1.0313
.Z99_ -,6_39 .5155 1*0207
.3_02 -.b_53 ,5151 1,0213
,3795 -o6017 *517b 1o0173
._ZOI -,5982 ,5173 1.017b
,_98 -*blb% .5125 I*0256
*_gq_ -*61TB ,_125 1°_256
,5397 -*bZTZ .5095 1,0305
.5795 -.b_30 ._Cb 1.0305
*bl_T -*S01b .fllB? I,0155
.65_8 -.b404 .5347 ,_804
.6997 -*4_40 ,55_2 *9_4b
*7495 -,412b *_bT_ .93_5
,_353 -*19Z7 .6285 ,8420
,_791 -o0861 *b58b *7958
*921? *vU42 ,b8?5 *7587
I*OOOU ,1358 ,7200 *?bE2
PT 17.b196 PSI CN °5407
TT 1_2*6891 K CM -*1004




X/C OP P.L/PT MLOC
_*0000 ,8918 ,9280 .3283
°0052 *7084 ,ST?5 ,4358
,0098 .5750 *8406 .50_1
*0200 .4501 *B061 .5633
*0500 *2b23 *754? .6468
*0513 *1649 ,72_6 *b941
.1199 .O?O0 *7036 .7266
.E796 -*0156 .6781 .7659
*2397 -,0869 ,6588 .795_
*2995 -,1594 °6350 .8275
.3_88 -*2304 *b185 *557_
*_193 -,2814 ,b045 ,8792
.47_3 -.3064 .597_ .89OO
,5394 -.260_ .6114 .8655
.5994 -.1160 .6502 *BOB7
°6507 *0596 *bQB8 ,7349
*?203 .2013 .7381 *6730
.7T_3 .2?77 ,?589 *b40E
*8394 .3_39 *7711 .620?
,R996 .330b ,7731 ob17_
*9492 *2927 *T638 *b324
1.0000 *1358 ,7700 .?01Z
CO1 ,00785 CDCOR1 *0076?
C02 *00750 CDCUR2 ,00728
CO3 ,00727 C0C0R3 *00706
CD_ ,OObT? C0C0_4 ,00660
C05 *00598 CDCO_5 *00593
SPAN_ISE
XIC Y/B/? CP P_L/PT NLOC
.0500 -.3375 -.582Z .5218 1.010,
,3997 -.3375 -.5955 .5178 1.0169
*5005 -*3575 -.6119 *51_8 1*0219
*bO_5 -.3375 -.5954 ,5185 1.0159





XIC CP PeLIPT _LOC
0.0000 ,676b .8bq? .45_0
.Cb_3 -.42_4 ,5b_I *_303
• 00_7 -,_ib2 .51_3 I*0227
._203 -,7_71 *_bbZ 1*103b
• 0300 -*_547 *4451 1.1353
•b400 -*9297 *4295 1*1_56
.0_08 -.9898 .4117 1.2_E2
._80L ¸ -1.0045 °40b_ 1.2113
o1000 -1.0178 *403b 1,Zlb_
.1907 -l*OZbb *4_25 1*Z184
•2500 -I.0189 .4004 I*Z223
•2994 -1.0370 .3_81 1*2268
•3402 -.981b *4O97 1,2_4_
°3795 -,7_8 .4656 1.1046
.4201 -*S4_b *5333 *0_1?
.4_8 -*5245 .5365 .08_5
•_996 -,5599 *5304 .9064
.53_7 -.5_02 .5_18 1.0104
,_7_ -*607b ,5165 1.01_i
•b1_7 -*5953 °5193 1.0145
.bSq8 -,5_80 *5325 *_930
,_9_7 -.4903 o5482 *_77
.74_3 -*4220 ,5683 *_359
• _53 -.19_7 *b28? .841_
•_7_1 -,G_03 ._01 .7_36
•9212 *_Clb *b837 .7573
1.0000 *_36_ .7200 .7011
PT 17.b535 PSI CN .Bg85
TT 191.5661 K C_ -*0994




X/C CP P_L/PT NLOC
0.0000 ob766 .869_ *4520
°0057 *_765 .92_4 .3368
*0095 .7312 °5_1 *4230
*OZO0 *5889 *_551 .49b0
.0500 .377_ ,?875 *5935
*0813 .2591 *?_B .6467
*1199 ,1708 *7298 *b859
.E79_ .0610 .7002 *73?0
*2397 -*01_7 .6771 .767_
*Z_95 -,0935 ,6585 .7_60
.3598 -.1_06 *6374 *8284
,4193 -.219b .62Z9 ._508
*4793 -,2_74 .612_ ,_b62
,5304 -,213A .623_ *8498
,5994 -*0565 *6593 .794T
.6507 *0516 .?040 °T_bl
.7_03 ,_210 ,744? .66?6
*7743 ,Seb3 .7652 ,6301
,83_ *3389 .7766 .6118
.8996 .3_20 *?772 *_EOQ
,949? .3062 ,7675 ,b?b_
I,GO00 ,1369 *7200 *7011
CO1 *01010 CDCO_I *00949
CDZ *00991 CDCORZ *00947
CO3 *00968 COCOR3 ,00905
C04 .00819 CDCOR_ °00779
C05 *00712 CDCOR5 ,OObS?
SPANWTSE
X/C Y/B/2 CP P_L/RT NLOC
*0500 -,3375 -.7_55 *_748 1*0885
*3957 -.33?5 -.6_36 ,5071 1.03_b
*5005 -.3375 -*5344 .53_3 *9902
*bO_ -*33?5 -.5871 ,SEB3 1°01b_





WIC CP P_L/PT MLOC
0.0000 *b_lO ,8_70 ,4027
• bU_3 -,4533 ,5468 ,9T01
,au_T -,7321 *4750 1*0634
,_Zv3 -,_75_ .4383 1*152b
,_390 -.9424 .42_2 1.1_1_
• b400 -*9_Z_ .4_7 1,2t50
• _,)B -1.C365 *3_22 1.83A1
• ZSUO -l*O_bb .375_ i*27u0
,?q94 -E* 007 ,3714 1.278_
• 3_2 -1.1161 .37L2 1.2772
• 37_5 -1*1_2_ .3728 1.??bE
°_01 -1*0_B_ ,3_5_ 1._511
.*b_8 -,9458 .420k 1°185b
._?ob -.4761 *_bOZ .964b
,_io7 -.5_03 ,544_ .973T
._9_7 -,_571 .5_7 ,9_7_
°_3_3 -*1_38 *6Zbb *_5C
,07_1 -.CHb2 *hb57 ._003
,9212 ,0_,18 ,_PU9 ,Tel_
PT 17*0162 PSI CN *?ROE
TT 192,5764 K C_ -*I021




X/C CP P_L/P T MLOC
0.000_ o6010 *8470 *4927
*_O_Z *_33_ .9391 .30O5
.0005 .7892 .9991 .392b
*0200 *b423 ._59? .4705
.0500 *4255 ,8001 .5T33
.0813 o3019 ._b3b ,b377
.11_ .2004 *73eB ._70_
*17_6 *09_E .7O92 *717_
.23_7 ,_123 ,b_2_ .7585
*79_ -.O628 .664_ .786_
.35_5 -.i_00 .6393 *5255
,41o3 -.19_? *b233 *8502
.47_3 -.2_69 *6182 .8550
*5394 -o1947 *bSb5 °8447
.5_4 -.0766 ,b599 .7939
,bSO? .0915 *7067 ,?218
,T?3_ .2315 *7455 .6_14
*7743 *3052 .76bO *b2_
°8394 .3_79 .?7?7 ._O_Q
._6 .3518 .7?96 *_070
*_4_2 .3140 .767_ .b25_
I*COUO *1445 *7213 *_997
CD1 *OIZTZ COCOel ,01205
CO? *01163 COCOR2 .01066
CD3 *0125_ CDCOR3 *01159
CO4 *01117 CDCO_4 *OEO_3
C05 *00925 CDCOR5 *00886
SPANWISE
X/C Y/_/Z C _ P.LIPT NL_C
*050_ -*3375 -,7994 *_600 1.E14_
*3957 -*33?5 -1,0_1_ ,392_ 1,2375
*5008 -*3375 -°SZ$E .450? 1,E315
.b045 -*3375 -,491_ .5_57 .9717











X/C CP P,LIPT MLOC
O.ODO0 .5168 .M225 ,5357
• 0083 -.5426 ,5277 1.0008
• 0007 -.8644 .6657 1,1395
• 0203 -,9627 ,6184 1.1888
• 0300 -1.0G61 .4012 1.2209
.0400 -1.0518 °3900 1.2423
• 0608 -1,_037 ,3744 1.2729
.0800 -1.1309 ,3706 1,2809
• 1000 -1.1292 .3655 1.2907
.1997 -1o1365 .3669 1.2gzo
• 2500 -1.1513 .3595 1.3029
• 2994 -1.1641 ,3543 1,3136
• 3402 -1.1734 ,3540 1.3142
.3705 -1.1939 .3503 1.3218
• 4201 -1,1700 ,3503 1,3218
,4598 -1.1607 ,3567 1.3085
.4g96 -1.0846 .3805 1,2608
,539? -.7628 .6755 1,0876
• 57g5 -,5636 .5277 1.0009
• 6197 -.4644 .5567 .9543
• 6598 -,4016 .5683 .9359
°6997 -.3876 .5721 .9299
• 7493 -,3509 .5813 .g154
.8353 -.1848 ,6274 .8438
• 8791 -.0_76 .6563 ,8026
• qZ12 -.OOL4 .6786 ,7654





XlC CP PetlPT NLOC
0.0000 .5168 ,8225 ,535T
• 0052 .q819 .0522 .265Z
• 0098 ,8_46 ,9116 .3683
• OZO0 ,6837 ,_69_ ,4513
,0500 .465T .8098 .5572
• 0813 .3381 .7739 .6161
,1199 ,2440 .7503 .6539
.2?96 .1302 ,7254 .7083
• 2397 .0370 .6898 ,7682
.Z095 -.0382 .6694 .T792
• 3588 -.1189 .6662 .8148
• 6193 -.1815 .6278 .8431
.6793 -.2141 .620Z .8549
• 5394 -,1842 .6297 .8402
.5996 -.0655 .8589 .7955
• 6507 .0959 .7059 .7231
• 7203 .2345 .7456 .6612
,7743 .3078 .7661 .6287
.8394 .3684 .7_T .6132
.8996 .3546 .7783 .b091
• _492 .3172 .7678 .6262
1.0000 ,1466 .71gl .TOZ&
ORIG_AL PA_ _3
OF POOR QUALITY
CO1 .01721 COCORI .01652
CD2 .01622 COCOR2 .01550
CO3 .01709 CDCOR3 .GL723
C04 .01602 COCOR4 .01529
CD5 .013Z9 CDCOR5 .012_3
SPANWISE
X/C TIB/2 CP PpL/PT MLOC
• 0500 -.3375 -.0464 .4474 1*1364
• 3957 -.3375 "1.1242 .36q3 1.2_31
,5008 -.3375 -1.0366 .3gbZ 1.2305
• 6048 -.3375 -,4661 .5523 ,9612










X/C CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 .4218 .7975 .5776
.0083 -.61bq .5101 1.0297
• OOgT -.9817 .4136 1.1981
• 0203 -1.0668 .39Z5 1.2376
.0300 -1.0950 .3809 1.2601
.0400 -1.1661 .3280 1.Z856
• 0608 -1.1863 .3576 1.3067
• U800 -1.1826 .352T 1.3169
• 1000 -1.2¢78 .3SLO 1.3203
.1997 -1.2090 ,3501 1.3222
• 2500 -1.2270 .3_66 1.3297
• 2994 -1.2381 .3414 1.3406
• 3602 -1.2316 .3396 1.3444
• 3795 -1.2610 .3377 1.3686
• 4201 -1.2689 ,3358 2.3525
.4598 -1.264_ .3400 1.3436
.6996 -1.1521 .3665 1.2887
.5397 -,6607 .5038 1.0601
• 5795 -.5155 .5396 .9816
• 6197 -.6_49 ,5078 .9366
• 6598 -.3879 .574Z ,_205
.6997 -.3792 .5799 .9176
.7_93 -,3387 .5876 .9056
• 8353 -.1945 .6301 .8396
.8791 -.0989 .6569 .T985
.9212 -.0u88 .6_26 .7593





XlC CP P_LIPT 8LOC
0.0000 .4218 .7975 .577b
• 00SZ 1.0215 .9642 .2288
• 0098 .8799 .9Z57 .3337
.0200 .7268 .8827 .4257
• 0500 .5010 .8210 .5382
• 0813 .3732 .7861 .5964
.1199 .2706 .?553 .6459
• 1796 .1507 .7Z46 .6940
.2397 ,0661 .7011 .7304
• 2995 -,0194 .677§ .7668
• 3588 -.Og4h .6576 .7973
.4193 -.1565 .6396 .8254
.4793 -.1945 .6287 .8449
• 5394 -.1751 .6358 .830g
.5994 -,0635 .6666 .7838
• 6507 .0995 .7101 .7166
,7203 .2346 .7478 .6578
• 7763 .3082 .7692 .6238
.8394 .34_4 .777Z ,6108
• 8990 ,3490 .7800 .6062
.9492 .3149 .7684 .6250
1.0000 .1396 .7203 .7008
C01 .0Z326 CDCOR1 .02249
CDZ ,02325 CDCOR2 .02247
C03 .02308 CDCO_3 .02282
C04 .01901 COCOR4 .01850
C05 .01637 CDCOR5 .01608
SPANWISE
XIC Y/BIZ CP PpL/PT NLOC
*0500 -.3375 -.gZlO .6320 1.1640
.395? -.3375 -1.2059 .3558 1.3105
.5008 -,3375 -1.0260 .6019 1.2197
.6068 -.3375 -.4493 .5600 .q4go





XlC CP P;LIPT MLCC
0.0000 ,335T ,775Z .6160
,0083 -.6738 .4973 1.0508
.0097 -1.0287 .3961 1.2344
.C203 -1.1033 ,3741 1.2734
• 0300 -1.1083 .3OgU 1.2836
,0400 -1.1793 ,3529 1.3165
.0608 -1.2287 .3440 1.3350
• 0800 -1.2393 .3381 1.3475
• 1000 -1.2502 .3363 1.3516
.1997 -1.234Z .3369 1.3802
• 2500 -L.2553 ,3326 1.3594
• 2994 -1,2728 ,3283 1.3688
• 3402 -1.2816 .3283 1.3689
.3795 -1.Z933 .3363 1.3776
• 6201 -1.3070 .3216 1.3837
.4598 -1.2989 ,3178 1.3920
• 4998 -1.Z366 ,3407 2.3621
.5397 -.8622 .6402 1.1692
.8795 -.5803 .5210 1.0118
.6197 -.6538 .5565 .957?
.6598 -.3808 ,5764 .9231
• bqq7 -.362_ .5839 .9111
.7493 -.3280 .5885 .9061
• 8353 -.1988 .6255 .8467
.8791 -.1_67 .6521 .8057
.9212 -.O23q ,_738 .7725
ltOG00 .1263 .716L .7103
PT 17.6161 PSI CN .9372
TT 192.8869 K CM -.2085




XlC CP PpLIPT _LOC
0.0000 ,3357 .7752 .8140
• 0052 1,0386 .9679 o2164
°0098 .9036 .9306 .3221
.OZO0 ,74N6 .8869 .4175
.0500 .5239 .8252 .5309
• 0813 .3937 o7910 .5884
,1199 ,2909 .7616 o6361
• 1796 .1739 .TE96 .6863
• 2397 .0773 .?019 .7292
.2995 -.0073 .677_ .7668
• 35_8 -.0856 .6566 .?988
.6193 -,1478 .63R7 .8248
.6793 -.1916 .bE91 .8412
,5394 -,1?76 .6325 .8360
.5Q96 -°0659 .6639 .T877
• 6507 .0969 .7053 ,726G
• 7203 .2306 .7455 .6613
.7743 ,3017 .?633 .6331
.8396 ,3387 .7749 .6165
,8996 .3383 .7760 .6160
.9492 ,2984 .7660 .6321
1,0000 ,1263 ,714t .Tl03
C01 .03147 C0¢0el .03029
C02 .03221 COCOR2 .03094
C03 .030qq COC083 .02975
C04 .02451 COC_R4 .02350
CD5 .02060 COCOR5 .01985
SP&NWISE
XIC YI812 CP P_L/PT NLOC
• 0503 -.3375 -.9131 ,6258 1.1752
• 3957 -.3375 -1.2287 .3390 1.3458
• 5008 -.3375 -1.1qZO .3519 1.3185
• 6048 -.3375 -.4857 .5685 ,9672






XIC CP PJLIPT HLOC
O*GG00 *1;99 .7Z74 *bBqb
*0083 -.799Z *468T 1*0993
*U097 -1.2_75 *3490 1,3Z46
*u203 -1.3144 *3286 l*368Z
*0300 -1.30Z3 *3250 1.3761
*0400 -1,3715 *3094 1.4112
,Oh08 -1.3771 *3097 1.4104
,0000 -1.3733 *3080 1*41Z4
.1000 -1.3059 .307Z 1,4162
*1997 -1.3704 .3115 1.4064
*ZSO0 -1.376_ *3090 1.41Z0
*ZgQ4 -1.3834 .3061 1.418b
,3402 -1.3939 .3057 1.4196
*3795 -1.385Z *3030 1.4Z59
,4Z01 -1.40Z3 *Z994 1.4343
*4598 -1.4121 *2905 1.4363
*4996 -1.054Z ,3070 1.Z482
*5397 -*7467 ,401b 1.077Z
*5795 -.6501 *5060 1.0364
*6197 -.50Z2 *5475 *9680
.6598 -*4089 *5734 *9270
,b997 -*3595 *5077 *9054
*7493 -*339Z *5944 *8950
.0353 -*Z190 *6262 .045b
*P791 -.13Z7 *b4ql .8104
.9_1Z -,0533 *b69Z ,TTgh
I*UO00 .0921 *7Gq9 oTlb9
PT 17.6150 PSI C N 1.0176
TT 192.0211 K C_ -.1070




X/C CP PtLIPT NLOC
0.0000 .1499 ,7274 .6096
• 005Z 1.1004 *q968 .1377
• 0098 ,9733 ,9519 *Z661
• OZO0 .8165 *9075 ,3743
• 0500 ,5065 *0455 *4954
• 0013 .4515 *_092 .550Z
• 1199 .3419 *7785 *6007
• 1796 .2181 *7454 .6616
• 2397 .1100 .7177 *7047
• Z995 *0336 *6950 *7399
• 3505 -.051Z .6714 .7761
.4193 -*IZIZ .6517 .8064
• 4793 -.1724 *6394 .8Z54
• 5394 -.1674 *63T6 *BZSZ
• 5994 -*0661 *6659 *T845
• 6507 .0915 .7101 .716b
• 7203 *2247 *7459 *6607
• 7743 *Z97q *7670 *6272
_8394 °3200 *7744 .6153
.899b ,3272 *7746 .6151
.949Z *2020 .7626 .634Z
1.0000 .0921 *7099 *7169
CD1 ,04900 CDCOR1 °04797
C02 .05088 COCOR2 .04978
CD3 *04671 COCOR3 *04559
CD4 *03234 COCDR4 °03136
COS ,02688 COCDR5 .02618
5PANWISE
X/C YI_I2 CP PpLIPT RLOC
°0500 -*3575 -1*0239 .4048 1.Z142
°3957 -o3_75 -1.3728 .3096 1.4106
°5008 -*3375 -.9557 .4136 1.1978
*6048 -*3375 -.5071 ,5463 .9709





XlC CP PpL/PT HLOC
0.0000 *0523 *6965 *7375
*0_03 -.8_b3 *4407 1.134Z
.0097 -1.310Z .3Z31 1.3001
*0203 -1*3701 .3021 1.4200
*0300 -1.3921 .2963 1.4415
*0400 -1.4265 ,2080 1o4595
*Oh00 -1o4325 *Z84b 1.4698
*0000 -1.4Z04 *Z_bZ 1,4650
.1000 -1.4405 *Z028 1,4741
*1997 -1.4208 *Z905 1.4555
.2500 -1.4Z89 *2BbT 1,4646
.29_4 -1.4308 *Z_41 3.4710
o340Z -1*439Z *Z041 1*4700
*3795 -1.4372 ,Z811 1.4783
.4201 -1.4563 .25_5 1*4790
*4598 -1.4650 *2705 1*4048
.4qQb -1.0755 *3876 1.2470
,5397 -*84bT *4469 1,1373
.57_5 -,7o47 *4743 1*00_7
.b1_7 -*b7b3 *4937 1.0568
,b598 -.5635 ,5264 1,0UZQ
.6997 -.4644 *5527 .9b05
*7493 -*3704 .57Q1 .9100
.0353 -.2_89 *b_04 *0577
.0791 -.1531 .6404 .0238
.92]Z -,0910 .6571 .798Z
l*b_O0 .0141 .6843 *T5_4
PT 17.b136 P_X CN 1.0850
TT 192.7749 K CH -*1168




XlC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 *0523 ,6965 *7375
*O05Z 1.1313 *0943 .0900
*0095 1.0174 ,9627 .2555
*0200 .3_51 ,9Z03 .3463
*0500 *6330 *8567 .4751
.0013 .4950 ,8173 ,5445
*1199 *3830 .7862 .596Z
,1796 .Z555 .751Z *bSZ3
*2397 .1493 .7Z28 *6969
,2995 *0588 *6984 *7346
*3580 -*0289 *6735 .7730
.4103 -*1056 .b503 *0085
,4793 -*1679 *_35_ .0318
.5394 -.1632 .0345 *fl328
.5994 -.0745 .6616 .7913
.6507 .0861 *7065 .72Z1
*7203 .2105 .7435 *6647
*7743 .2B40 .759R *b3B7
.5394 *3105 ,7714 .6201
,099b .3Oh? *7657 .62_3
*949Z *_559 *7525 *6503
1.0000 *0141 *6843 *7564
CDI ,07374 COCDR1 *07278
COZ *0?469 CDCOR2 *07357
¢03 ,07150 CDCOR3 *07030
C04 *046Z3 ¢0C094 *04536
C0S *03427 COCOR5 *03371
SPANVISE
XIC Y/BIZ CP PeLIPT _LOC
°0500 -,3375 -1.0b09 .3901 1.Z421
*3957 -,3375 -1.4508 .2001 1.4809
*5008 -*3375 -1.0633 *3894 1.2435
.60_8 -*3375 -*bb34 ,4971 1.0511
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x/c C p P, LIPT NLnC
0,0000 1*1258 ,QOZb *1029
*0083 ,6825 .8651 *4599
.0097 *6972 *P747 *4Alb
*0203 ,R192 *7970 .5789
*U30_ *2319 ,7462 ,860?
*0400 ,1_2R ,7221 ,698R
*0808 *GS§5 *8923 .744R
,0800 -.0115 *8801 ,7833
*IOUO -,0?25 *6620 .7911
.1997 -.iRb3 ,6320 *8372
,2500 -,2290 *6206 *BSR7
.2994 -,2605 .6111 .8895
*3402 -*Z800 ,b054 *8784
.3795 -,2981 .6005 *B859
,4201 -,3216 .5949 .8947
._598 -,3584 *5840 .9117
*4996 -.3718 .5802 .91?7
*5397 -.3992 .5715 .9313
*5795 -.4191 .5681 *9366
.6197 -*4255 ,5859 .9401
*6598 -,R185 *5899 .9338
,6997 -,3985 .5711 ,9320
*7493 -,3480 *5874 *9063
.8353 -*1807 ,6325 *8364
.8791 -,6793 *8614 .7921
,9212 *0094 .6854 .7551





X/C CP R*L/PT MLOC
O,O00O 1,1ZSB ,9926 .1029
• 0052 -*9277 ,4276 1*1716
• 0098 -.735R .4778 1,0843
• 0200 -,4474 *5590 ,9511
,0500 -,_066 .5710 .9320
,0813 -.4358 *5626 .9454
.1199 -*R138 .5696 .9343
• 1798 -.4402 .5606 ,9485
• 23_7 -,4610 .5567 ,9547
,2995 -.4971 .546_ .9709
.35_8 -.5463 .5334 *9920
,4193 -,5601 *5286 .9998
• 4293 -*5286 *5369 .9865
• 539R -,4001 ,5724 .9298
,5994 -,2124 *6249 .8482
• 6507 -,0299 ,6?45 *7720
,7203 .1064 .7118 ,7143
• 7743 .1865 ,733_ *8811
• 8894 ,2452 ,7_08 .6535
,M996 ,2702 *7573 ,8431
,9492 *2479 *7524 .6508
1,0000 .1883 *?333 ,6809
CO1 .00811 CDCOR1 ,00801
CO2 ,00803 CDCOR2 *00792
C03 *0080? CDCOR3 .00797
CD4 *00803 CDCOR4 *00795
CD5 .00752 COCOR5 *00747
SPANWISE
XlC YIBI2 CR P_LIRT MLOC
*0803 -*3375 *0593 ,7016 *7302
.8957 -*3375 -,3019 ,600_ *0060
.5008 -*3375 -.3658 ,5811 .9163
,6048 -*3375 -.4182 .5691 .9351







XlC CP PeL/PT MLOC
0,0000 1,125R ,9928 .1021
,0083 .3008 .7683 *8288
*0097 *2773 .?588 *6407
,0203 -*0420 .6TOb *7780
.G300 -.lblR *8394 *_258
.0400 -.2337 .6192 *8569
,ObOR -,2848 *b040 ,8805
,0800 -.3150 ,5955 *8937
.1000 -.3624 .5831 ,9130
.1997 -*4068 .5720 *9305
,2500 -.4185 .5720 *9304
.2994 -*4342 .5853 .9410
,3402 -*4397 ,5628 .9450
*3795 -*4450 *5630 ,9448
,4201 -,4584 ,5628 ,9451
.4598 -*RPZ5 ,5812 *9635
,4996 -.4888 ,5491 .9669
*5397 -.5083 .5445 .9741
*5795 -,5181 .5R30 *9767
.6197 -.5145 *5438 ,9754
*6598 -.R_82 .5524 *9618
.8977 -*_477 *5822 .9460
.7493 -*3803 ,5815 .9156
.8353 -.1924 *6343 *8336
.8791 -*0_38 *bbl7 *7918
,9212 .0060 *6868 .7530
1.0000 ,1678 .7312 *6843
PT 17,b723 PSI CN *Z835
TT ' 129,8951 K Cq -,0955




X/C CP P*L/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.1254 ,992_ .1021
• OOSZ o1313 .7186 *7039
,0098 *0908 *?071 ,7216
,0200 .057? *6995 *7333
• 0500 -.0149 *6794 *7644
• 0813 -.1124 .6514 *8074
• 1199 -,1321 *84_9 ,8158
• 1798 -.2020 .6273 *R445
• 239? -.2552 .6118 ,8684
• 2995 -,3098 ,5986 *8888
• 3588 -*3605 *5879 *9056
,4193 -.3980 *5T53 *9253
.R793 -.40R9 *5724 ,9299
• 5394 -*3232 .5963 ,8925
.59_4 -.1634 .6425 ,8210
• 850? .0108 .6866 *7532
• 7203 .1491 .7E44 ,6948
°7743 .2244 .745_ .6616
,839R .2782 ,7601 *6386
.8996 .2935 ,7651 .6307
,9492 *2562 .7557 *8458
1.0000 ,1878 *7812 *6843
C01 *00799 COCORI .00790
C02 ,00785 COCOR2 .00775
C08 ,00784 CDCOR3 *00774
CO4 .00788 COCOR4 ,00779
CO5 .00710 CDCOR5 .00706
SPANWISE
XlC YI812 CR PeLIPT R10¢
*0500 -,3375 -°2463 .6181 °8588
,3957 -.3875 -,R450 .5645 *9424
.5008 -.3375 -.4871 .5510 .9638
.6048 -.3375 -,5052 ,5470 ,9702





XlC CP PeLIPT MLnC
_,GbO0 1,0300 .9657 .2238
• 0083 ,0353 .69G4 .7474
.G097 ,0_59 ,6866 .7532
• 0203 -,2809 .6U36 ,8810
• 0300 -,3_63 ,5723 ,9800
,0400 -._49 .5552 .9572
• 0808 -,R834 .5474 .9695
• 0800 -,5058 .5421 ,9781
• i000 -.5438 ,5307 .9965
.1997 -.5338 .5332 ,9924
• 2500 -,5329 .536L .9877
,29_4 -,5378 .5351 .9893
.3402 -.5294 .5357 .988R
• 3795 -.5250 *5397 ._819
• _ZO1 -.5290 ,5392 ,9827
,4598 -.5525 .5313 .9955
._996 -,5528 ,5295 ,9983
,8397 -.5695 .5_84 I*000?
.5795 -.5668 ,5263 1.0C36
• 6197 -,5557 *5298 ,9980
.8598 -,5163 .5_09 .9800
,6997 -,AhB1 ,5537 ,9595
°7493 -,3_99 ,5742 ,9271
• 8853 -.1938 ,_297 .8_06
.8701 -.0_27 .6599 ,7943
• 9212 .0c78 .6_38 ,7576
1,OGO_ .ib02 .727R .bqO1
RT 17.6729 PSI CN ,3967
TT 130.0255 K CM -*0971




X/C CP PjLIPT MLOC
0.0030 1,0300 .96_7 .2238
• 0052 .R485 *80Sq .5641
.0098 ,3_78 ,7773 ,610q
• OZO0 .2597 ,753R ,6493
,0500 .1323 °719_ .7025
,0813 *0290 .6891 .749R
.1199 -*0179 ,676P .7684
.1796 -.1044 *8_Z? *8082
• 2397 -.16_5 ,h361 *8309
.2995 -.EPBZ .8172 .R592
.35_8 -.2903 ,602e ,R822
• R193 -,3343 *5911 .9006
,4T93 -.3R62 .5863 .9082
.5394 -*_838 .b05Q .8775
•599% -*1348 .6473 .8137
•650T *0300 .691_ .7RSP
.7233 .1691 *7286 .6882
.7743 .2430 .7510 ,6530
• 839_ *2918 *7628 .63_8
.8996 .3031 ,7661 .6Z90
.9492 .2828 ,75_ .6464
I*UO00 ,lb02 .727_ .6901
C01 *O0_L4 CDCOR1 ,_0806
COZ *0081_ COCOR2 *00806
C03 *00806 CDCOR3 .00796
C04 *00802 COCOR4 *00796
CD5 .00718 COCOR5 *00715
SRANWISE
X/C YIR/Z CP _LIRT MLOC
*0500 -.3375 -.4378 .5600 .949_
.3957 -.3375 -*5282 .5354 .9889
.5008 -.3375 -.5_Z8 .5299 *9978
*6048 -.3375 -.5550 ,5295 *9984






XlC C p P*L/PT MLOC
O,GuO0 ,88¢8 ,9192 ,3_91
• 0083 -,2131 .6225 .8_18
• ooq? -*2762 ,bUbb *8785
,&Z03 -,5_38 .5310 .QbO
• 0300 -,8438 .5_27 1.0628
• 0400 -,7218 *4833 1.0750
• 0808 -*7604 ,8789 1.0858
• 0800 -.7616 .4768 1.0863
• 1008 -*7826 .6897 1.0982
• 1997 -.7_03 ,4737 1*0911
• 2500 -,8177 .5117 1.0274
.2996 -*82_8 ,5885 1,0327
• 3602 -o6216 .5102 1,0300
• 3795 -.b091 ,513_ 1,0238
._201 -.6010 ,5188 1.0190
,_OB -*8147 .5127 1,0258
.4998 -,6165 .51_0 1.0270
.5397 -.8225 .5093 1.0315
• 5795 -,8159 ,5128 1.0260
• 8197 -*5_Q1 ._2_2 1.3135
.6598 -.53_0 *5346 *9901
.6997 ".4TBb ,5_9_ *9860
,2693 -.4018 ,5720 .9308
.8353 -.1926 *6289 .8420
.8791 -*0_07 *bSQb ,7947
,9212 *0_85 .b_35 *7580
1.0000 ,1827 ,?237 .8959
PT 17,585_ PSI CN .5333
TT 12Q.6814 K C M -,0971




X/C CP PpL/PT MLOC
O,OCO0 *88_8 *0192 .3491
*0052 .6797 *_696 .6514
*0098 *5508 .8335 ,5170
,0200 .6281 *7Q92 .5752
.0500 .2_7_ ,75_ Q ,6653
.0813 .1871 .7220 .b985
.119_ ,0862 .7052 *7246
.1798 -*0129 *_772 .?678
*2397 -o0820 .8585 .7985
*2995 -*1499 .8392 ,8253
.3588 -.2203 .6213 ,8537
.41_3 *.26fl7 ,b080 *8742
,4793 -.2908 *b016 *8865
.5396 -,2444 .6145 *8642
.5Q94 -*1080 *8532 .8048
,8507 *0533 *6969 .7374
.7203 ,1851 ,7327 .6818
*7743 .2599 .2531 *64_B
.8396 *3027 ,?6_7 .8206
*8996 .3114 .7883 .6258
*9492 .2672 *25_? .6457
1.0000 .1527 .7232 .69_9
CD1 *00875 CDCO_I .00861
CD2 .00851 CDCDR2 .0083_
C03 .00863 C0C003 ,00827
CO6 ,00826 COCOR4 e00813
C05 ,0074_ COCOR5 ,00?36
SPANWISE
X/C YIS#_ CP PeLIPT MLOC
• 0500 -.337_ -.66_6 ,4992 1.048_
.39§7 -,3375 -,6027 .5172 1,0186
o5008 --,3375 -.6111 .5137 1.0262
• 6048 -.3375 --,5905 ,_200 1,0139





X/C CP PtL/PT NLOC
0,0000 ,6_39 ,88¢6 ,4807
,0083 -.3917 .5729 *9292
*OU_7 -,5786 .527_ 1.0016
*02_3 -,7_85 *887L 1.1025
.0300 -*8332 .4_8_ 1.1350
.0400 -.916_ *42_9 1,1684
.0608 -._397 .4210 1*1_48
*O_OC -.9_42 ,4178 1.1908
.1000 -*9822 *4096 1.2057
,1997 -1.0U7_ ,4083 1,2118
o2500 -1.0013 .4U1_ 1.2215
*2994 -1,0183 ,4003 1,2230
.3402 -.q_30 ._097 1.2055
.3795 -,5983 .5183 1.0188
,_ZO1 -.5_22 ,5351 *9893
*_898 -*54O4 .83_4 .9905
*_39? -.596L ,5187 1.0159
*_795 -,6J53 *5155 1.0212
o8197 -,5784 ,520_ 1,0125
*85_8 -,5375 ,535O *9895
,_997 -.4_90 .5811 *9837
.74_3 -*_049 .571_ *_309
._353 -,L92_ ,8290 ,0418
._791 -,0_30 ,bbGl ,7041
°_212 ,0098 .6832 *7588
1,0000 .1522 *7242 *b_51
PT 17.8812 PSI CN .8784
TT 129,9384 K CM -,0946




XIC CP P_L/PT MLOC
O,O000 .6630 .8_66 ,4607
.0052 .8512 .9181 .3_14
.0098 ,?Oh3 ,87?5 .4363
,0200 ,5832 .83_9 ._126
,0_00 ,3792 ,786_ ,5955
,0813 .2489 ,7497 ,6_51
,119_ .1701 .7297 .b865
• l?_ .0887 ,7001 ,7328
• 2397 -.O04q ,6808 ,7622
._995 -.0791 ,b616 .7917
• 3588 -.1512 ._323 .8291
.6193 -.2052 ,8245 .8488
• _793 -.23_9 .6180 .8588
,539_ -.1_62 .62_0 .fl419
,_994 -,O?3b ,bb3? .7884
.6507 .0743 .?035 ,7272
• 7_03 ._05_ .760_ ,6700
,7743 .2749 .7584 .6412
.8394 .3207 ,2707 ,6216
.899_ .3261 .2711 .6211
.949_ .?25Q ,7_8_ ,8407
1.0000 .I_22 .7282 ,6951
CO1 .01058 C000_1 ,01006
CDZ .01063 COCOR2 ,01022
CO3 .01031 COCOR3 ,00989
C04 .00938 COCOR4 ,O0_OS
CO5 .00819 C0COR5 .00804
SPANWISE
X/C YI812 CP PeLIPT MLOC
.0_00 -.3375 -.8365 .4_23 1.1286
,3957 -.3378 -.2686 ,4682 1.1002
.5008 -.337_ -.5733 ._256 1.0067
.6048 -,337_ -._954 ,5206 1.0129





_lC C _ PeL/PT MLOC
0.0000 ,5642 ._380 *5090
,OO_3 -,409_ *bb3b ._5_7
• 00_7 -.72L2 .4_83 1.0885
• 0203 -,_247 *_377 1.1542
,_300 -.q_Sb .4219 1.182_
• 06'}8 -1.0183 .39_3 1.2250
• _0_ -1.0420 .3987 1.2301
.]000 -_*0897 .3_3 1.2461
°t997 -1.072_ ,3_34 1.2557
• 250U -L.lOb2 .3_33 1.25_
.29_4 -1,1095 .3774 1.2675
• 3_0_ -1,1116 *37_1 1.2701
• 37_5 -1.U9_C .3_14 1.25_b
,4_01 -*9262 *_27_ 1.1721
°_VB -*8O58 °4543 1.124_
._798 -.b?19 ,5_07 *9802
,bL_? -.511_ .5415 *9?9O
._9_7 -*45O9 ,Sbbb .95_U
,7_93 -.397_ *57_q ._248
• _212 ,Ou4_ .b_43 .7587
PT 17.713_ P_I CN .7597
TT 130*3249 K CM -.0961




XlC CP PeLIPT _LOC
0,0000 ,_642 .8380 ._090
.0052 .9072 *0334 .3153
,OOqB .7557 ,88_5 .4124
,vZ30 .6149 .8509 .4860
*0500 ._175 .7953 .5817
,0813 .2_81 ,7606 .637_
.11_9 ,201b .7386 ,b?2b
.1796 .ONTO ,7097 ,7176
,2397 .0_71 ,6881 .7_09
.3588 -,1253 .6513 .8075
.4193 -.17_2 .6335 .83_0
,4793 -.2187 .b2_6 .8517
.5394 -,179_ .8332 .8353
._994 -,ObZb .6656 .7856
,_537 .0825 .7015 .7303
.7203 ,2114 ,2402 ,6693
.7743 ,28_2 *?blq ,8359
.83_4 *3_6 ,??Z_ .6188
*8_6 .3251 ,7720 ,b195
,9892 ,2_20 ,757_ ,_423
1,0000 ,I_55 *2244 ,_948
CD1 .01336 COC0_1 .012?4
CD2 *01327 COCOg2 ,01281
CO3 .01314 CDC083 .012_
C04 .01155 C000_4 ,01128
CD5 *01013 COCOR5 *01001
SPANWISE
X/C Y/812 CP P*LIPT NLOC
• 0503 -*3378 -*8928 .6348 1*1598
• 3957 -.3875 -1.0088 .4038 1*2186
,5008 -.3375 -.8556 *5333 ,9923
,b048 -.3378 -.5114 .5602 .qBlO






XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 .4956 oR174 ,5447
•0083 -,5180 ,5364 .9873
o0097 -*7792 .4632 1,1093
• 0103 -.9761 .4122 1.2007
°0300 -1.0178 .4015 1.2209
• 0400 -1.0595 .3908 1.2413
• 0608 -1o0802 °3822 1*Z58&
• 0800 -1.0946 .3810 1.2603
• 1UO0 -1.0886 .3731 1*2759
• 1997 -1,1470 .3663 1.2895
• 1500 -1*1134 ,3633 1*1957
• 2994 -l*14qg ,3579 1.3065
• 3402 -2,1590 .3576 1.3073
• 3795 -1.1796 .3549 1.3128
• 4Z01 -1.1812 *3586 1,3052
• 4598 -1o1330 *3692 1,1838
• 4996 -*9444 .421_ 1.1838
• 5397 -°5662 .5Z98 *9980
• 5795 -,5371 .5274 1,0018
• 61q7 -*4596 .5523 ,9617
• 6590 -,4203 *5643 ,9420
• 6997 -.3916 .5&88 °9356
• 7493 -*3497 *5845 *R109
• 8353 -.1735 .628_ ,8434
• 8791 -*0801 ,6580 .7995
• 9212 *0007 °6821 *760Z
I.UO00 .1482 .7Z06 .7007
PT 17*6921 PSI CN .8243
TT 130*4184 K CM ".098E




XIC CP P,L/PT MLOC
0.0000 .4q56 .8174 °3447
.0052 .9433 *9413 ,2952
°0098 .8036 *9035 *3836
*0200 *6011 ,8644 .4611
*0500 *4603 *8094 *5583
*0813 ,3230 .7703 *bee4
.1199 *2336 .7469 ,659b
.1796 .1216 *7108 ,7160
.2397 ,0403 *6921 .7447
.2995 -.0242 *6757 .7700
,3588 -*1101 .6462 .M153
.4193 -,1666 *6318 .8375
,4793 -*I979 .0246 .8487
.5394 -*1766 °6322 .8370
.5994 -*0606 ,6666 *7839
.6507 *0873 ,7059 .7234
.7203 ,2155 ,7414 ,6683
.7743 ,2829 ,7623 ,6352
,8394 .3232 .7675 *6268
*8976 *3243 *7697 *6132
*94q2 .2732 .7573 .6431
1.0000 ,1482 *7206 .7007
ORIGINAL PAGE ",OFp IS
OOR QUA-
_Ol o18,6 coco. o178o14_.,,Arl'rv
CDZ *01790 CDCQR2 *01696
C03 *01843 COCOR3 ,01764
C04 *01695 COCOSl4 *01622
CD5 *01420 CDCOR5 ,01372
SPANVISE
XIC Y'I812 CP PJ'LIPT NLOC
*0500 -.3375 -*9490 .4158 1.1941
*3957 -.3375 -1.1139 .3?31 1*2750
.5008 -*3375 -1.0749 .381Z 1.2599
.6048 -.3375 -* 4744 ,5471 .9701




PT 17,6708 PSI CN .8771
TT 130.4075 K CN -.0977




XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC
O*O00G .3767 *7872 *5950
• 0083 -*fi123 ,5156 1.0211
• 0097 -,9775 .4177 1*1906
• 0203 -1,0640 .3902 1,2424
• 0300 -1.1063 ,3804 1.2614
• 0400 -1.1685 .3646 1,2930
• 0008 -1,1703 .3638 1,2946
• 0800 -1.1843 .3612 1*2998
• 1000 -1*1945 *3559 1.3107
.1997 -I*2060 .3521 1,3186
• 2500 -1.2066 .3500 1.3229
• 2994 -1.2331 *3450 1.3335
• 3402 -1.2450 .3450 1,3333
• 3795 -I*1450 ,3403 1.3433
• 4201 -1.2_13 .3373 1.3497
,4598 -1.2258 ,3414 1.3410
.4996 -.9798 .4131 1.1Qgl
.5397 -.6251 ,5100 1,0293
.5795 -.5191 ,54G3 .9810
• 6197 -,4374 °5551 *9572
• _598 -.4138 .5709 *9323
• 0997 -.3761 .5774 .9220
• 7493 -,3_19 *5892 *9035
• 8353 -*1839 .6330 ,8347
• fl791 -*0862 ,6615 .7919
• 9112 -.0016 .5837 .7577
1.0000 *1408 .7206 *?U08
LOWEP SURFACE
XIC CP PpL/PT NLOC
0,0000 .3767 .78?2 .5950
.0052 .9831 *9541 .2600
• 0098 .8436 *9150 *3584
,OZO0 .6987 .8757 .4396
• 0500 .4897 .8188 .5423
• 0813 .3537 .7814 .6044
• 1199 .2585 .7559 .b453
.1796 .1484 *7248 .6_45
,2397 *0685 ,7008 .7314
.2995 -.0125 *6800 .7634
• 3588 -.0931 .6564 *7996
• 4193 -,1457 .6436 .8193
• 4793 -,1795 ,6363 .8305
• 5394 -.1615 ,6385 .8272
• 5994 --.0516 .6665 .7842
• 6507 .0826 .7035 ,7272
.7233 .2131 ,7414 *6681
• 7743 .2789 .7595 .6396
,8394 .3217 .7716 .6203
• 8qQb .3136 *7648 .6311
.9492 *2654 .7571 ,6434
1.0000 *1408 *7206 *7008
CD1 .02412 COCOR1 *02345
C02 ,02510 CDCOR2 *02431
CD3 .02361 CDCOR3 .02289
C04 ,0Z002 COC0_4 .01952
CD5 *01762 COCOR5 ,01726
SPANMESE
XlC YI812 CP PILIPT NLOC
*0500 -.337_ -1.0457 .3973 1,2284
*3957 -.3375 -1,1851 .3587 1.3051
.5008 -.3375 -.9736 .4150 1.1953
*6048 -.3375 -.4605 .5361 .9557





X/C CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 ,3313 .7730 ,bl7q
• 0083 -,6496 .5022 1*0432
• 0097 -1,0298 .4015 1*2207
• UZ03 -I*I_55 .3685 1.2851
• 0300 -1.1282 ,3700 1.2820
• 0400 -1.1607 t3545 1.3136
• 0b08 -h2039 *3503 1.3223
.0800 -1.1_55 .3460 1.3312
,1000 -L.2097 ,3440 1.3355
.1997 -L.2404 ,3409 1.3420
.2500 -1.2446 ,3360 1.3524
,29q4 -1,2414 .3303 1,3049
• 3402 -1.2720 ,3321 1.361b
• 3795 -1.2729 ,3277 1.3700
• 4201 -l*Zgg4 .3254 _.3756
• 4598 -1*3061 .3235 1.3797
,4996 -1,0789 ,3810 1,2604
.5397 -,7142 .4870 1.0687
• 5795 -,5999 .5147 1,0725
.6197 -,4_61 .5_55 *9726
.6598 -,4259 *5672 .93_0
• 6g97 -.3780 .5745 *9260
,7493 -.3389 *5869 ,9071
.0353 -.1904 .6252 ,8477
,8791 -.0978 ,6629 ,8C50
,4112 -*UZG5 .6749 .7713
1.0UOG *1133 .7098 .7374
PT 17,5762 PSI C8 *9142
TT 130*3851 K CN -*1025




XlC CP PJL/PT MLOC
0.0000 .3313 *7730 *6179
• 0052 1.0130 ,9620 *2360
,0098 *6827 *8265 .3321
,0200 o7207 *REEL *4270
• 0500 *5118 ,8206 *5392
.0813 ,3786 *7866 ,5860
• 1199 *277? *7558 *6453
• 1796 *1051 *7255 ,6931
• 2397 ,0824 *?005 .7319
,2995 ,0060 *6842 *7569
,3588 -*0754 *0597 *7946
• 4193 -.1510 *6349 .8328
• 4793 -.1849 .8316 *8379
,5394 -.1622 ,6353 *8320
• 5994 -.0600 ,6664 ,7843
• 6507 ,0838 *7060 ,7234
• 72_3 *2043 .7366 *6756
• ?743 ,2784 ,7598 .6391
• 8394 ,3130 ,7673 .6271
• 8996 .3172 ,7696 *6233
• o49Z ,26_0 *7542 *6479
1.0000 ,1133 *7098 ,7174
C01 .03232 CDCOR1 *03185
C02 .03452 CDCOR2 *03392
C03 *03143 COCOR3 .03083
CD4 *02514 COCOR4 *02479
C05 *02086 COC085 *02072
SPANWISE
X/C YI812 CP P*LIPT flLOC
.0503 -.3375 -1.0874 .3807 1.2610
.3957 -.3375 -1,2199 .3439 1.3357
.5&08 -.3375 -1.0724 ,3838 1.2348
,6043 -.3375 -.4857 .5469 .9704






XlC C p PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 ,1584 ,7285 ,b884
.0093 -,7705 .4744 1.0901
._Uq7 -1,Z_15 ,3505 1.3053
• 0203 -1.2902 .3293 1.3870
• 0300 -1,2993 .3258 1.3748
• 0400 -1,3823 ,3096 1.4110
,_b08 -1.3328 ,3190 1o3897
,0600 -1.3410 .3177 1.3926
,lO00 -1,3580 ,3119 1.4057
.1997 -1.3542 .31_8 1,3992
.2500 -1.3859 .3137 1.4018
.Z994 -1,3827 .31_1 1.4C98
.3402 -1,3575 ,3087 1,4132
.3795 -1.3_0_ ,3066 1.4179
• 4201 -1.3924 .3050 1.4192
,_598 -1,0712 .3908 1.2413
._ggb -.8016 ,4654 1.1055
,5397 -,7_4_ ,4046 1.0725
,5795 -.6574 .49?8 1.0504
,6197 -,5961 ,5203 1,0133
.65o8 -,5158 .5414 .9792
,6997 -.4246 .55?0 .9384
.?493 -,3_21 .5_84 ._G47
._3_3 -,2_,_2 ,5329 .8359
.8791 -.1351 ,6454 ,8165
,9212 -.0_35 .658_ .795_
1,000C .u3_ ._912 .7461
PT 17.5778 PSI Cq °9907
TT 130.3849 K C_ -,1025




XlC CP PtLIPT MLOC
0.0000 ,1§84 .7285 ,6884
,0052 1,0531 ,9749 ,1910
,0098 ,9348 .9404 .2977
• 0230 .7892 ,9001 .3907
• 0500 ,5799 .844_ .4973
.0813 ,4323 ._029 ,5891
.1199 ,3384 .7770 ,5116
,1796 ,2185 .7454 ,_619
.2397 .1217 ,7157 ,?083
.299S .0473 .6995 .7334
,3588 -.0397 .6754 .7704
,4193 -,1100 .6539 .8036
,4793 -,1647 .6372 ,8292
._394 -.1519 ,5432 .3ZOO
,5994 -,0519 .5719 .7759
• 6507 .0848 .707? .7208
.7203 .2045 ,740A .6690
.7743 ,2695 ,7576 ,6426
,0394 .2979 .7641 .6322
.8996 .2965 .7653 ,5303
,a492 .2263 ,7456 .6616





XlC CP PpLIPT MLnC
0.0000 ,Z916 .7557 ,8797
.0C83 -,6795 ,_OOb 1.0458
.0097 -1.0_85 .3941 1.2350
,0203 -1.1770 ,3651 1,2919
.0300 -1.1_84 .3511 1.3C00
,6400 -1.2467 *3469 1,3293
.0608 -1,2332 .3472 1.3288
,0800 -1,2749 ,3424 1.3388
• IOOG -1,Z_31 ,3403 1.3433
,1997 -1.2639 ,3385 1.3473
,2S00 -1.2552 .3384 1o3474
.2994 -1,28q0 ,3340 1.3_69
,3402 -1.294_ .3334 1,3581
.3795 -1,2986 .3295 1.3666
.4201 -1,3225 .3278 1.3703
.4_Q8 -1,Z972 ,3331 1,3_88
._996 -.8_15 ,4632 1.1093
,_397 -,6427 .509_ 1,0319
,579_ -,5212 ,5444 .9743
• 5197 -,4543 .5628 .9450
,6598 -,4081 .5720 .930_
.6997 -,3721 .5848 .9108
.7493 -,3_17 .5935 ,8967
.8791 -,0977 .5585 .7954
• g212 -.0135 ,6845 ,7565
1,0000 ,1767 .?213 ,5995
PT 17,5030 PSI CN .0192
TT 130,5106 F C x -.0988




X/C CP P_LIRT WLOC
0.0000 ,2916 ,7557 .6297
,0052 1.0110 .9619 ,2357
,0098 .8798 .9262 ,3328
.0200 .7284 .8833 .4249
.0500 ,5218 .8288 .5250
,0813 .3819 .7894 .5913
.1199 .2939 .7681 .6259
.1796 ,1719 ,7300 ,6861
.2397 ,0911 .?096 .7177
.29_5 ,0123 .8881 .7_10
,3588 -.0620 .6664 ,7644
,4193 -,1284 ,6309 .8082
.4793 -.1685 .6405 .8241
,5394 -,1503 .6438 .F190
.5994 -.0448 .67_3 .7707
,5507 .0903 .7112 ,71_2
,7233 ,2152 .7455 .6617
,7743 ,2804 ,7617 ,6361
,8394 .3194 ,7736 ,6171
,8996 .3201 .7739 .6166
,9492 .2727 .7588 .6407
1.0000 .1267 .7213 ,5995
C01 .05422 CoCOgl .05381
CO2 .05567 COCOR2 .05804
CO3 .04911 COCOR3 °04848
CO4 .08444 CDCOR4 .03409
CO5 .02990 CDCOR§ .02979
SPANWISE
XIC YI81Z CP PeLIPT _LOC
• 0533 -.3375 -1.2425 ,3461 1,3310
• 3957 -,3375 -1.3399 o31_4 1,3978
• _008 -o3375 -.8159 .4§93 1.1187
.6G48 -.337§ -.3309 .839_ ,9838
• 7003 -,3375 -.4047 ,5764 o0235
CO1 °03027 COCOR1 .03001
CD2 °03293 COLOR2 ,03253
CD3 .02864 CDCO_3 .02828
CD4 .02298 CDCO_4 .02275
CO_ .02057 CDCOR5 .02054
SPANWISE
XlC YI812 CP P_LIPT MLOC
• 050_ -*337§ -1o1_13 .3740 1.2740
.39§7 -.3375 -1.2347 .3453 1.3327
• _008 -.3375 -.3972 .4380 1.1538
.6048 -.3375 -.4563 .5548 .9418





X/C C p PILIPT HLOC
O.O00U ,4038 .7926 .5861
,00_3 -.5_37 .5166 1.0193
,J_97 -.9260 ,4269 1,1737
.0_03 -1.0_73 .39L1 1.2_25
.03_0 -1.0_74 ,382_ 1.25_
• ObO8 -1.1761 .3549 1.2_24
• O_uO -1.1570 .3823 1.2977
• lUO0 -1.1896 .3560 1.3105
,19_7 -1.1_98 .3531 1.3160
• 2SOG -1.2_56 .3_05 1.3_19
• 2g_4 -1.2124 .3461 1.3312
.3402 -1.2251 .3_47 1.334(,
._7_5 -1.2518 .3421 1.1895
• 4_01 -1.2_41 .338_ 1.3_73
• _8 -1._213 .3433 1.3370
._7_5 -.5_52 .52_8 1.0027
• _97 -.4_49 .5504 .950_
• _596 -._172 .5727 .9_q4
• 6997 -.3766 .577d ,921_
• 7_3 -.33_0 .5_07 .gO1;
• P3_3 -,1_Z9 ,_331 .835_
.,791 -.._93 ._13 .7922
• gZL2 -,0u19 ._7 .753_
i.OuO0 .1_1_ .7217 ._990
PT 17,5424 PSI CN ,8795
TI 130.4848 K C_ -.IOOZ




XlC CP P.LIPT MLOC
0.0000 .4038 .7926 ,5861
• 0052 .9823 .9530 .2632
.0098 ,8490 .9179 .3519
• 0200 .5908 .8719 .4470
.0500 ,4875 .8157 .5459
• 0813 .3572 .7835 .6010
,1199 .2595 ,7533 ,6494
,1796 ,1496 ,7243 .6950
,2397 ,0644 .6967 ,7376
.2995 -,0110 .6800 ,7634
• 3588 -.0892 .6581 ,7970
.4193 -.1552 °6383 .8775
,47_3 -.1858 .6311 ,8385
.5394 -.1635 .8401 ,8247
,5994 -.0552 ,6666 .7841
• 6_07 .086& .7049 .7250
• 7203 .2191 .7477 .6583
• 7743 ,2837 ,7606 .6379
• _3_4 .3177 o7_85 .6252
.8996 .3235 o77_9 .6181
• 9492 ,7657 .?589 .6408
1.0C10 .1412 ,7217 ,6990
CD1 .02408 CDCOR1 .02357
CO2 .02457 COCOR2 ,02394
CO3 .02358 CDCOR3 .02298
C04 .02067 COCOR4 .02026
CO5 .01737 COCOR5 .01721
SPANWISE
XIC YI612 CP PeL/MT RL_
.0500 -.3375 -1.0112 .3956 1.2320
.3957 -.3375 -1.1708 .3581 1.3062
.§OOB --.3375 --1.0445 .3924 1.2881
.6048 -.3378 -.4_15 .8608 .9_86






XlC CP PeL/PT HLOC
0,0000 .4728 .8125 *5530
*0083 -,5342 ,5348 .9898
.0097 -.8246 .4560 1.1218
,0203 -.9484 .4130 1*1992
*0300 -1*0387 *3982 1.2272
*0400 -1.0595 *3894 1o2489
*0608 -1,0_36 .3830 1,2564
,0800 -1.0949 .3793 1,2686
.1000 -1.1267 .3717 1*2786
.1997 -1,1383 *3670 1.2881
.2500 -1.1579 .3652 1,2910
.2994 -1,1721 .3606 1.3011
.3402 -1.1759 *359Z 1,3040
.3795 -I.1707 *3559 1.3108
*_Z01 -1o1470 ,3686 1,2849
,4598 -I*0582 *3903 1*2422
.49_6 -.8045 *4602 1o1140
.5397 -*6_90 .4997 1,0474
.5795 -*4_72 .5479 *9687
,0197 -*4520 *5559 ,9501
,6598 -.4319 *5021 ,9461
,6997 -*4154 .569Z ,9349
.7493 -*3578 *5842 .9113
°8353 -.1901 *63Z7 ,8360
,8791 -*0801 .6597 *7947
*gZl2 .0031 o0817 .7608
i*0000 .1474 *7242 .6951
PT 17.6093 PSI CN .8251
TT 130.2151 K CM -,0986




XlC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 .4728 ,8125 .5530
*0052 .9435 .9426 .2921
,0098 ,7948 ,8992 *3920
.0200 .6601 .8648 *4603
*0500 .45_7 .8076 *_012
.0813 ,3212 .7705 ,6220
.1199 .2333 .7460 .6609
*1796 *1260 .7170 .7063
*2897 o0474 .b966 *7379
*2995 -*0302 .6731 .7740
,3588 -*1057 *6543 .8028
.4193 -.1006 .6388 *8267
.4798 -*1983 .6283 .8430
.5394 -*1726 .6338 .8345
*5994 -*0542 *6688 .7807
*6507 *OBb7 .7060 .7233
*7203 .2118 .7_04 .6697
.7743 .2820 *757N .6421
.8394 .3246 .7717 *6201
.8996 *3236 .7704 *6222
.9402 .2751 .7574 .6429
1.0000 .1474 .7242 .6951
C01 *01T82 CDCOR1 *01716
C02 ,01765 CDCORZ *01689
C03 .01747 COCOR3 *01677
C04 *01563 CDCOR4 *01515
C05 ,01338 CDCOR§ *01311
SPANWISE
X/C Y/812 CP PeLIPT MLOC
.0800 -,3375 -.9534 ,4145 1.1966
*3957 -.3375 -1.1195 .3755 1*271Z
*5008 -.3378 -1.0363 .3913 1.2404
*6048 -.3375 -.4675 .5546 *9500





XlC CP P_LIPT NLOC
0,0000 *5793 .8408 ,5040
*0683 -,4513 .5554 .9569
,0097 -.6586 ,4973 1,0513
,0203 -*8648 *4402 2.1497
,0300 -.9213 *4257 1.1760
*0400 -.9696 .4108 1*2035
,0608 -1.0120 *4009 1.2220
*0800 -1.0204 .3986 1.2284
*1000 -1.0583 .3892 1.2444
*1997 -1*0702 .3845 1.2534
,2500 -1,0751 .3800 1.2623
.2994 -1,0962 .3756 1,2709
*3402 -1*0881 *8723 1*2776
.3795 -1.0983 ,3757 1.2707
.4201 -1.0345 .3912 1*2405
,4598 -.9255 .4215 1.1836
,4996 -.6505 .4987 1,0490
.5897 -*_163 *5377 .9851
.5795 -*4932 .5411 *9796
.6197 -*4772 ,5461 .9716
.6808 -.4722 *5482 *9683
,69q7 -.4407 ,§569 .9544
*7493 -.3674 *5744 *9266
.8353 -,1869 .6286 *8424
.8791 -.0784 .6564 .7996
.9212 *OuBU .6824 .7_97
1,0000 .1506 .7254 *6932
PT 17*5611 PSI CN *7570
TT 129.9384 K CM -*0951




XlC CP PJL/PT MLOC
0,0000 *5793 *8408 .5040
*G052 *8897 *9266 .3318
,0098 ,7530 ,8887 .4141
*0200 ,6110 *8497 .4881
,0500 .4145 *794? *5820
,0813 ,2831 .7_91 ,6401
.1199 .2012 ,7365 .0759
,1790 .0974 ,?084 .7197
*2397 .0176 *0876 .7517
,2995 -*0559 .6062 *7846
*3588 -,1382 ,6405 *8241
.4198 -.1893 ,6272 ,8446
,4793 -*2269 .6131 ,8664
*5394 -.1891 .6E77 *8438
,5994 -,0070 ,6602 *7930
,8507 *0789 *6999 *7327
*7203 *2089 *7373 ,0?46
*7?43 *2772 *7573 ,6430
.8394 .3183 ,76b9 *6270
*8996 ,3219 ,7683 .0255
*9492 *2738 *7552 ,6463
1.0000 .1508 *?254 *6932
CDI .01328 CDCORI *01267
C02 *01309 C0C0R2 ,01229
C03 *01317 COCOe3 *01258
604 ,01208 COCOQ4 *0116Z
C05 .01058 00C0_5 ,01029
SPANWISE
XlC Y/812 CP PpLIPT MLOC
*0500 -.3375 -.8942 .4316 1,1053
.3957 -.3375 -1.0365 *3954 1*282§
.8000 -*3375 -.6174 .5120 1,0257
.6048 -.3375 -.4966 .5443 .974§





X/C CP PeLIPT _LOC
0,0000 .6731 .8668 *4560
• UOR3 -*3022 *5746 *9205
• 0097 -,5488 *5320 *9943
• 0203 -.7_08 .4694 1.0986
• 0300 -.8302 .4521 1,1287
• 040C -,9_49 .431_ 1,1649
• 0608 -.9239 ,4_82 1.18Z3
• 0800 -,9460 .418Z 1.1896
• I000 -.9742 .4104 1.2041
• 1997 -,9948 ,4069 1.2107
• 2500 -.9920 *4024 1.2191
.2994 -1.0133 .4012 1.2215
• 3402 -*_622 .4146 1*1q64
• 3795 -*8592 ,4_12 I*1480
• 4201 -.0387 ,5u44 1.0394
,4598 -,5389 ,5338 ,9914
._998 -.5371 ,5324 *9938
,5397 -,5617 .5231 1,0088
.57_5 -,5677 .5188 1,0159
• 6197 -.5849 ,5187 1*0159
,6_98 -.5319 .5302 ,9973
.6997 -.4811 .5_80 ,9886
,T493 -,3969 *5693 *9367
,0353 -*i_90 .6259 *8466
• 87_1 -*0_04 *8576 .7978
.9212 *OC?C .6828 .759G
1,00_0 ,1512 .7212 *_q98
PT 17.5372 PSI CN .6796
TT 130.2816 K C8 -,0947




XlC CP P_L/PT MLOC
0*0000 ,6731 .8668 ,4_66
• 0052 .8382 .9134 .3621
• 0098 .699_ .875_ ,4393
• C200 .5803 .8361 .5122
,0500 ,3729 .7846 *5993
• 0813 .2424 ,7464 .6604
• 1199 *1700 .7274 .6901
• 1796 ,0646 ,698Z .7354
,2397 -*0101 .6794 .7644
•2995 -,0834 *6586 *7964
• 3588 -*1606 *6339 ,8343
,4193 -.2104 ,6231 .8510
• 4793 -,2408 ,6142 .8647
.5394 -.2052 ,6227 .R516
• 5994 -.0799 .8590 .7957
• 6507 *0723 .7023 .7291
• 7203 .2043 ,?374 *6745
.7743 ,2731 .7550 ,6467
• 8394 .3196 ,7805 *6285
• 8998 ,3225 *7699 .6230
,9492 ,2782 .755_ .6455
1.0000 *1512 *7Z12 .6996
CDI *00998 COCOR1 .00955
C02 *01011 COCOR2 *00964
C03 *01002 COCOR3 *00960
C04 *00867 C0C0_4 ,00837
C05 *00743 COCOR§ ,00726
SPANWISE
XlC YI812 CP PeLIPT MLOC
• 0500 -,3375 *.8215 ,4508 1.1310
.3957 -,3375 -.0985 .4907 1*0626
• 5008 -,337_ -.5609 .5274 1.0017
.6048 -.3375 -.5879 ,§174 1.0101






XlC CP P;LIPT _LOC
0=0000 1,0290 *qbbO *Z229
*&O_3 .039Z .6935 .74Z7
°0097 *01bE .6881 ,7509
*0203 -.Z785 *6055 ,878Z
*0300 -.39bq *5745 *gZ6b
*0400 -.4594 .5550 *957_
*0608 -*4807 *5504 .9648
*0800 -.5000 ,5438 .9754
.I000 -*5371 ,53_fi *9897
.1997 -*5300 .5370 .9862
*Z500 -°SZbZ *fi373 .9858
°2994 -*5354 o5363 .9874
.3_OZ -.5Z37 .5388 ,9fi34
.3795 -*SZZ5 .5389 *9831
.4201 -.5283 .5368 *gfib5
,4598 -°5508 ,529Z .9988
,499b -.fiSOU .5316 ,99fi0
,5397 -.5650 .5274 1,001fi
,5795 -,5043 *5Zb5 1.0033
,b197 -.55Z_ .530fi *_963
.b59fi -,SLZ7 °5425 .9775
.6997 -.4092 ,555Z ,9571
°7493 -.3931 °5750 °9257
°_353 -.19_3 .bE93 .R414
.8791 -*0_44 .6648 ,7867
,9Z12 .0_31 .0914 ,7458
1°0000 .17_ ,737fi ,6738
PT 17.014b PSI CN *3946
TT 131.7951 K CM -*0975




XlC CP PeLIPT _LOC
0.0000 1.0290 ,9660 .2229
*005Z *4429 .805_ ,5650
*0098 .3470 ,7779 *blO1
*0200 .ZSfi4 ,7540 .6475
°0500 .1205 .7150 ,7093
*Ofi13 .0312 ,6913 .74bl
.1199 -,0194 ,0764 .7689
.179_ -,1047 .bfi38 *8030
,Z397 -*Ib65 ,6368 ofiE98
.2995 -*2273 ,b203 *fi552
.3588 -.2891 ,6027 *fifE6
,4193 -°3359 .5911 .9005
*&793 -.3445 .58fi0 .9053
*5394 -.2840 *604_ .8796
*5994 -.1330 ,6457 o8161
.b507 *0307 .6899 .748Z
.7203 *lbfi3 ,7293 .6872
°7743 .2425 ,7496 ob553
.8394 .2932 .7629 *b341
.8996 .3019 .7659 .6293
,949Z °Z634 °7557 .6455
1.0000 o1714 .737fi .6738
COl .00309 CDCORI *00799
CO2 *00806 CDCORZ .00795
CO3 ,00803 CDCOR3 ,00790
C04 .0079fi COCOR4 ,007fi6
C05 *00707 CDCOR5 .00702
SPANfISE
X/C Y/fi/2 CP P*LIPT MLOC
• 0500 -.3375 -.4534 .569Z .934B
• 3957 -*3375 -.5034 .55fii ,9524
• 5008 -.3375 -,5220 ,5543 ,9_fi6
• bOSfi -,3375 -.5261 .9519 *9622
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XIC CP PpL/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.1240 ,ggZ5 ,1041
• 0G83 ,2885 .7634 *6334
,0097 *Z764 ,7595 *6395
,0203 -,0_15 .6714 ,7766
• 0300 -,lbRb ,6390 o8264
• 0400 -.2341 ,6187 ,85?8
• 0b08 -,Z856 ,6050 ,8789
,0800 -,3156 .5967 ,8918
,1000 -o3634 ,5847 .9107
• 1997 -,4034 ,5732 ,9266
,ZSOC -*4162 .5711 ,9319
• 2994 -,4331 .5656 ,9407
• 340Z -,4376 ,5651 *9413
,3795 -,4460 ,5624 ,9457
,4201 -,4543 *5586 .9513
,4598 -,4768 ,5526 *9612
• 4996 -.4904 .5507 .964Z
,5397 -,5045 ,5461 ,9716
,5795 -,5117 .5451 *9733
ob197 -,5145 ,5449 ,9736
.6598 -.4813 .953Z ,960Z
.6997 -.4473 ,5651 .9414
,7493 -.3_35 ,58Z6 .9138
• 8353 -,1912 .63Z5 .8364
.8791 -,0839 *6631 ,7894
o9Z12 *0081 .6867 .7531
1,0000 ,1676 ,7315 ,b636
PT 17,7Z15 PSI CN ,Z644
TT 130.2733 K CR -*0956




X/C CP P,L/PT MLOC
0,0000 1,1240 .99Z5 *1041
*0052 olZq2 o7191 ,7030
,0098 .0905 .7077 .7ZO?
*OZO0 ,0590 ,?003 ,7321
,0500 -°0142 ,6791 *7647
,0813 -,1065 ,654Z °B030
,1199 -,1297 ,6478 *B12q
*lTgb -*ZOZ6 ,6287 ,84Z3
°2397 -*Z528 .6146 ,8640
,2995 -,3053 ,6001 *B865
,3588 -,3611 .586? ,9074
,4193 °°3955 ,5758 .9245
,4793 -,3999 .5755 ,9250
,5394 -,3236 ,595_ ,0930
°5994 -°1573 ,6404 ,6243
,6507 .0134 °6873 ,752Z
,7Z03 .1485 *7256 ,69Z9
,7743 *2Z76 .7468 .6597
.8394 .2779 ,7611 o6370
,8996 *Z915 .765Z .6305
*9492 *Z595 ,7560 ,645Z
1.0000 .1676 °7315 ,6836
COl ,00800 COCOR1 .00790
CDZ *00788 CDCOR2 *00777
C03 ,00779 CDCOR3 ,00768
C04 ,00785 COCOR4 ,00776
C05 *00708 COCOR5 ,OO?OZ
SPANWISE
XlC YlSl2 ¢P PeLIPT REOC
°0500 -,3375 -,255Z ,6155 ,8626
,395T -,3375 --,4459 .5615 ,9472
• 5008 -.3375 -.4869 .5510 °9639
.6048 -,3375 -.5131 ,5429 °9767





X/C CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 ,8547 .9178 .3521
._083 -.2198 ,bZIB .8530
,0097 -*Z786 ,6051 ,8788
,OZ03 -,5508 ,5314 ,9954
,0300 -,6478 ,5028 1,0421
• 0400 -.7E72 ,4631 1.0753
,0608 -,7437 ,4780 1*0639
.0800 -.7450 ,4783 1,0834
• lO00 -,7629 .47Z1 1,0941
,1997 -,7455 .476_ 1,0866
,2500 -,6151 .5140 1.0236
,Z994 -.6283 ,5U97 1.0308
• 3402 -obl90 .5119 1,OZ71
.3795 -.6030 *5156 1,0210
,4201 -,5984 ,5169 1.0189
._598 -,b133 ,5137 1o024Z
.4996 -,b110 .5|35 1,0246
,5397 -.b187 .5105 1,0Z94
• 5795 -o6115 ,5128 1.0257
,6197 -,5791 ,5238 1,0076
o6598 -,5322 .5382 ,9844
.6997 -.4769 .5534 ,9600
.7493 -,4_44 ,57Z0 .9306
.8353 -o1895 °6322 .8369
,8791 -,0_05 *6blZ ,7923
.9Z12 ,0_99 ,6863 ,7538
1.0000 ,1496 .7259 °6925
PT 17.6801 PSI CN ,8344
TT 129o9612 K CM -,0970




XlC CP PpLFPT MLOC
0,0000 ,8547 ,9178 ,3521
• 0052 ,6862 .8712 *4483
• 0098 ,5553 ,8357 .8130
• 0200 .4322 ,8010 .5723
• 0500 ,2701 *75?4 ,6430
o0813 °1504 ,7Z41 ,6953
.I199 ,0904 ,7080 .7Z02
,1796 -*0098 .6796 ,7640
,2397 -*0812 *6596 *7947
,Z995 -.1501 *6406 ,8239
,3588 -,2149 .6241 ,8494
,4193 -*2bZl .6105 °8704
• 4793 -,2876 ,6032 .8817
.5394 -°2392 ,6160 .6619
.5994 -,I01_ ,6539 ,8036
,6507 ,0550 .6978 .7361
.7Z03 .1863 ,7335 ,6806
• 7743 .ZblO .7535 .6491
,8394 .3066 .766Z ,6Z88
,8996 ,3139 ,7695 ,6Z37
.949Z °Z667 ,7573 ,6431
I*0000 *lRgb *7259 *6925
CD1 *00856 CDCOR1 ,00844
COZ *00850 COCOR2 ,00836
C03 .00845 COCOR3 ,00830
C04 ,00821 COCOP4 ,00810
C05 °00746 COCOR5 *00740
SPANR[SE
X/C YIBIZ CP PpLIPT MLOC
• 0500 -*3375 -.68Z7 .4951 1.0590
• 3957 -,3375 -o5981 *5194 1.0148
°5008 -.3375 -,6021 ,5194 1,0149
,6948 -.33?5 -*5857 ,5228 1°0093





XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 ,5_47 .8354 ,5135
• 0083 -,46_b .5_43 .958b
.0097 -*7041 .46q3 1*0648
,0203 -*qu36 .4371 1,1553
.0300 -.926_ .4218 1.1830
._400 -,9870 ,4100 I,Z04g
• U_08 -1.0_0_ .ROO0 1.2237
.OROG -1,0465 o396_ 1.2309
,lO00 -I,0685 ,3881 1.2464
,1997 -I*0890 ,3_40 I°2544
•2500 -1,090d ,3_07 1.2610
.2q94 -1.1074 .3776 l°Zb71
°3_02 -1,0988 ,375_ 1.2717
.37_5 -I.I0_8 ,377_ 1.2664
• _ZO1 -oq441 ,alRd l.lg01
._98 -.570_ ._31b .99_0
,_99_ -.5_68 ,_476 ,969Z
._97 -,85_? .53_0 .o8Z1
._7_5 -.5_50 .5348 .9_02
.61_7 -.5588 .53_5 .9885
°6598 -,52_R .5467 .9707
.bgq7 -.4777 .RoOi ,9497
,T_93 -,4178 .5778 ,9214
.835_ -.LOS1 ._33L ,8354
• _Tgl -.0_52 .6628 .T_q8
1,0000 *i_38 ,?_b .b883
PT 17.7166 PSI CN ,7605
TT 131*6333 K CR -,097Z




_/C CP P_L/PT MLDC
0o0000 ,5547 .R354 .8135
,0052 ,9006 ._307 .3219
°0098 ,7625 ,8935 .4044
*OZOO .6140 ._498 ,4879
,0500 .4241 ,TqgO .5755
,0813 .2885 .76Z6 ,_347
.1199 ,2040 ,7396 .6709
.1796 .09_1 ,?095 ,7179
.2397 ,0212 ,689_ .7492
.2995 -*0502 °6695 .77_5
.3588 -,lZ63 °6467 .8145
.41_3 -,1_02 .63Z9 ,8388
,4793 -°2113 .6Z13 *8537
,_394 -.1645 ,8319 ,P374
,8994 -,0575 ,b639 .7882
.6537 *0842 .7099 o71?3
.7E03 ,_055 .74Zl ,6671
.7743 *Z_07 .7654 °6302
.8304 ,3215 ,7767 .0119
*_g_6 ,3245 ,775? .6136
.9497 .?_84 °7622 .6352
1,OC30 ,1538 ,7Z86 .68_3
CDI .01327 COCOR1 ,O1ZSZ
CD2 °01357 CDCDR_ ,OlZbq
C03 .01Z75 COCOR3 .01214
C04 .01088 COCOR4 °01036
CD5 ,01005 COCOR5 *00956
SRANWISE
XlC YI_I2 CP P*LI pT MLOC
*0500 °,3378 -.9577 .4273 1.1780
.3957 -,3375 -.7875 ,4711 l,Oq_b
.5008 -*3375 -.5Z45 .5387 .9834
,6048 -.3378 -.5078 °5418 °9785






X/C CP PpLIPT _LDC
0,0000 *4689 ,8114 .5548
*0083 -*5330 .5351 *9893
,0097 -,8477 *4_97 1.1320
*OZU3 **qggO .4109 1,Z033
*0300 -1.0305 .3984 1.Z268
*0400 -1.C729 *3PSZ 1.Z463
*6608 -1.1004 .361Z 1.Z600
*0600 -1*0979 *3778 1,Z665
.1000 -1*1290 .3708 1.Z806
*1997 -1.1444 .3672 1.Z878
*?SO0 -1.1700 *3648 1*zgz5
.2994 -1.1693 .3593 1.3038
.340Z -1.1714 *3583 1.3058
.3795 -1.1916 .3563 1.3099
.4Z01 -1o1695 .3583 1.3046
*4598 -1.0589 *3974 1.2287
*4996 -.6R39 .4994 1.0479
.5397 -,5?57 ,SZZ6 1.0096
*5795 -*4693 .5564 .955Z
.6197 -.4_19 *5595 *9503
.6598 -.43Z5 .56Z8 .9450
.6997 -.4Z44 *5695 o9344
.7403 -.3711 .9861 ,9082
._353 -.1_47 .63Z3 .8367
.8791 -*080Z ,6600 .7942
.9712 *0036 *6667 .7531
1,000_ .1515 *7248 .694Z
PT 17,6365 PSI CN ,82_7
IT 130.4Z59 K CM -,0968




X/C CP PPL/RT _LOC
0.0000 *4689 .8114 *5548
oO05Z *9486 ,9439 *2883
*0098 °8097 *Q064 *3774
*0200 *6604 *8643 o4613
*0500 *4593 *80g5 ,5580
.0813 *3273 *7734 .6173
.1199 ,Z352 .746Z *6606
.1796 ,1Z72 *7171 .7061
.Z397 .0481 .6957 °?392
*E995 -*0234 *6760 *7696
*3588 -.1012 ,6573 .798Z
,4193 -.1587 .6381 *8278
,4793 -*Z030 .6Z56 .8470
.5394 -.1734 *6360 .8311
*5994 -,0541 .6667 °7838
*6507 *0880 .710Z o7168
.7203 .2164 ,7451 *6624
*7743 *Z831 *7597 *6392
*8394 *3236 *?735 .6172
.8996 °3259 *?731 .6178
.949Z .Z79E *7590 .6A03
1.0000 .1515 *7248 .694Z
ORIGINAL PAGE 13
OF POOR QUALITY
¢01 *01764 COCORE *01682
CD2 .01773 COCOR2 *01690
C03 *01729 COCOR3 *01645
CO4 .01517 COCOR4 ,0145q
CD5 ,01353 CDCOR5 .01319
SPANWISE
XIC Y/BIZ CP PpLIPT NLOC
*OSO0 -.3375 -.9999 .4103 I*ZOAZ
*3957 -.3375 -1.1194 .3816 1.2592
.5008 *.3375 -.8_93 .4565 1,2220
.6040 -,3375 -.470A ,5503 ,9650




PT 17.6765 PST CN .8879
TT 130.2169 K CH -,1007




XtC CP P. LIPT 8[OC
O*OGO0 *3699 *7853 *5980
*00_3 -.6112 .5160 1.0Z04
*OUg? -*9830 ,414Z 1,1971
*OZ03 -1*0916 .3R75 1.Z476
*&30& -1.1_96 .3786 1.Z647
*0400 -1.1513 *3645 1.2933
*0608 -1.1_3Q *3606 1.3011
.&6G_ -1.190L .3_86 1.305Z
.100C -1.2790 ,3540 1,3147
.1997 -1.1_33 .3505 1.3Z18
°?500 -1.2079 ,3481 1.3Z69
°2994 -1.226_ .3_50 1.3335
.340Z -1,ZZgR .3441 1,335Z
.3795 -1.Z_96 *3408 1.34Z4
.4Z01 -1.Z651 °3387 1.3468
*_5Q8 -1.2376 *3496 1.3Z38
.4996 -.9_40 ,4128 1,1997
.53_7 -*b70Z ,5013 1.0447
*5795 -*5699 *5447 ,9739
.6197 -.4530 .5647 .94Z0
.65_8 -.4Z37 *5723 ,9300
,6997 -.3A66 *5792 .91_Z
,7493 -.3468 .5916 ,6997
*_353 -*1_39 *6395 .831R
*R791 -*0_73 .60C3 *7936
*gZEZ -*0043 *683? *7584
1.0000 .1416 ,7Z3_ *6966
LDgER SURFACE
XlC CP P;LIPT _LOC
0.0000 .3699 .7853 .5980
*0052 .9848 *9542 .Z597
*0098 .8521 o9185 .3507
*0200 .6996 *8758 .4396
*0500 .4924 .8178 .5440
.0813 .3568 *7802 *6063
.1199 .2671 .7577 .6423
.1796 .1614 *7316 .6834
.2397 *0731 .7016 .7302
*2995 -*0082 *6770 .7661
*3588 -*0830 *6587 .7961
.4193 -.1446 *6428 ,8206
.4793 -*1855 .6316 *8377
.5394 -.1616 .6394 .8?57
*5994 -*0448 *6727 *7746
.6507 *091q .7118 .7144
.7?03 .2164 .7441 .6639
*7743 *2874 .7635 .633Z
.8394 .3235 .7731 .6178
.6996 .3297 .7772 .6111
,9492 *Z717 .7613 *6366
1.0000 .1418 .723Z .6966
C01 ,02392 CDCOR1 *02326
CO? ,02502 CDCOR2 ,02424
CD3 ,02300 COC083 °02224
C04 .01963 COCOR4 .01910
CD5 ,01752 COCOR5 *01719
SPRNWISE
XlC Y1812 CP PpLIPT RLOC
*0500 -*3375 -1.0666 *3899 1.2430
.3957 -.3375 -1.Z038 *3596 1.3039
.5008 -*3375 -1.0423 .3939 1.Z353
*6048 -.3375 -.4594 .5587 .9515



















































XlC CP P_LIPT mLOC
0.0000 *8627 ,91qZ *3400
*0053 -.2122 ,_214 *8535
,0_97 -*2733 ,b039 *88U6
,OZ03 -*5450 *5288 ,ggb
*0300 -,6453 .5012 1.0448
*0400 -*7247 *4804 1*07g8
*0608 -*7414 *4756 1*0870
*0800 -*7445 *475? 1.0878
,1000 -*7_52 ,4675 1.1018
.1997 -.7539 .4717 1.0_46
*2500 -.6189 *5083 1.0331
*2g94 -*6263 *50bq 1.0355
*3402 -,6242 ,SUB2 1.0332
.3795 -.6079 .5111 1.0285
*4201 -.6001 .5143 1.0232
*4598 -*6193 .5080 1.0336
*4g96 -.6178 .5_81 1.0335
,5397 -,6215 .5085 1.0327
*5795 -.6108 ,5124 1,0264
*61_7 -*5804 .5196 1*0146
*6598 -.5351 *5316 *9950
.6997 -.4785 *5492 *9667
,7493 -*3949 ,5715 .9313
*8353 -*1896 *6289 .8419
,8791 -*081_ *6605 *7933
*9212 .0100 *6849 .7559





XlC CP PJLIPT MLOC
0*0000 *5627 .9192 .3490
*0052 *6790 ,8681 *4542
,0098 *5495 °8323 .5191
*OZO0 .4341 *8004 *5732
*0500 ,2651 .7551 *6467
,0813 .1490 *7220 *6955
.1199 ,0580 *7059 *7235
.1796 -.0111 *6767 *7685
*2397 *,0813 *6565 *7095
*2995 -*1524 *6352 *8275
,3588 -*2193 *61gl .8571
.4193 -.2668 *b064 *5767
*4793 -*2889 .6010 *8852
*5394 -.2403 ,6131 ,8665
.5994 -.1033 ,6515 *8067
,6507 ,0545 *6949 *7405
*7203 ,1873 .7315 *6837
*7743 *2606 *7529 .6503
,8394 .3059 *7657 ,6296
*8996 *3121 *7668 .6279
,9402 *2693 *7546 *6473
1.0000 ,1503 *7236 ,6960
ORIGINAL PAG_ [3
OF POOR QUALITY
C01 ,00854 COCOR1 *00841
C02 .00854 CDCOR2 ,00837
C03 *00048 CDCOR3 *00931
C04 *00824 CDCOR4 *00314
C05 *00740 CDCOR5 *00743
SPANWTSE
XIC Y/B/2 CP PpL/PT NLOC
*0503 *.3375 -*6824 ,4930 _*0536
*3057 -.3375 -,6016 .5132 1,0250
*5008 -.3375 -.6110 .5117 1,0275
*b04g -,3375 **5043 .5174 1*0132










XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 .5719 *8392 *5069
*0083 -*4556 .5552 *_571
*0007 -.6818 .4917 1.0608
*0203 -*8736 °4386 1.152_
*0306 -.9307 *4219 1,1828
,0400 -.9816 .4108 1*Z033
*&608 -1.014_ *400U 1*Z237
*0800 -1*0356 °3950 1*2317
o1000 -1.0418 .3673 1,2472
,1997 -1.0829 .384_ 1*253_
,2500 -1.0860 *3Ell 1.2601
,2994 -1.0973 *3770 1.2682
.3402 -1*104_ .3774 1.2674
.3795 -1.1058 *3702 1.2657
,4201 -1.0478 ,3938 1.2355
,4590 -*919G .4259 1.1756
*4996 -.5411 .5309 *9962
*5397 -,5150 *5395 *9822
*5795 -o5135 ,5416 °9789
o6197 -*4962 .5431 .9765
.6598 -.4R80 *5466 *9708
*6997 -*4498 °5563 °9553
*74g3 -*3787 *5764 *9236
.6353 -.1874 .6Z98 *8406
.8791 -*0803 .6570 *7987
*9212 *0082 *6844 .7566





XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 ,5719 *8392 *_069
*0052 *8958 .9285 *3273
*0090 *7579 *8903 .4108
*OZO0 .6133 *8500 *4876
,0500 ,4226 *7984 *5765
,0813 *Z857 *7598 .6391
.1199 *2042 *7380 *6735
*1796 *0978 *?052 *7245
*2397 .0188 *6854 ,7581
*2995 -.0518 *6684 *7513
*3588 -.1255 .6465 .8148
,4193 -.1807 *6307 *8392
.4793 -.2107 *6_3g .8497
*5394 -.1_24 *6325 *5305
*5994 -*ObR1 .6632 *7885
.6507 *0835 .7035 *7272
*7203 *2112 .7391 .6718
*7743 *Z542 ,7601 *6336
,8394 *3232 ,7718 .6199
.8996 *3257 *7?07 .621R
,9492 *2763 *2577 *0424
1.0000 .1540 .7_34 *6963
CO1 *01338 CDCOR1 *01251
CDZ *01325 COCO*2 ,01264
CO3 .01316 CDCOR3 *01250
CD4 *01211 CDCOR4 *01173
C05 ,01007 COCOR5 *01083
SPANW[SE
XlC Y/312 CP P_LIPT NLOC
*0503 *.3375 -*goB7 ,4295 1.1691
*3957 -*3375 -1.0285 .3962 1*Z309
.5003 -o3375 -.6197 .5099 1.0304
.6048 -.3375 -.5032 *$424 .9777





XlC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 *4427 .8070 *5622
*0003 -*5533 *5353 *9890
*0097 -*8888 .4444 1.1423
*0203 -*9923 *409T 1.2054
*030C -1.0459 *3963 1*2327
.0400 -1.0774 .3860 1.ZSOb
*0600 -1.0978 .3_14 1*2595
*0300 -1.0794 *3780 1*2&62
.1000 -1,1164 .3713 1*2796
.1997 -1.1358 *3670 1.2881
*2500 -1*1525 *3635 1*2952
.2994 -1*1555 .3534 1.3055
*3402 -1.1652 .3568 1.3O89
.3795 -1.1790 *3542 1.3143
*_Z01 -1*1_63 *3585 1.3053
.4598 -1*1336 .3659 1.2904
.4996 -.954Z .4203 1.1658
*5397 -*6982 .4831 1.0752
,5795 -.5070 .5382 *0843
.6197 --.4471 .5_71 *9540
.6598 -.4269 ,5646 .9423
*6997 -*3978 *5712 *0318
.74_3 -.3424 *5_40 *9116
.B3_3 -*1523 .63Z2 *836B
.8791 -,08ZO ,6596 .7948
*9212 .3_44 ,6324 .7596
1*0000 .1519 *7225 ,6977
PT 17,7643 PSI CN *8332
TT 130.5613 K CN -*0995




XIC CP P_LIPT mLOC
0.0000 *4427 *8070 ,5622
*G05_ *9536 .946_ .2815
*0098 *8068 .9049 *3807
*0200 *6588 ,864_ *4614
*0500 *4596 *8092 .5555
.0813 *3261 ,7729 .6182
.1199 .2306 *7426 .6663
,1796 .1238 .7147 *7099
.23_7 ,0445 .6941 .7417
,2995 -,0316 ,6721 *7752
*3588 -.1012 .653? *8038
,4193 -.1680 *6327 *_361
.4793 -*Z031 *6236 *8502
*5394 -.1779 ,6313 .8353
.5994 -,0597 *6678 *7822
*6507 *0866 .7041 *7263
*7?03 *2163 *?424 .6&66
*7743 *E835 *7568 *6439
.839_ .3195 *767g *6262
,8996 .3251 ,7709 .6216
*9492 *Z7Z_ *7573 .6431
1.0000 .1519 .7225 *6977
C01 *01831 CDCOR1 .01772
C02 *01772 CDCOR2 *01706
CD3 *01804 ¢000R3 *01740
CO4 *01676 CDCOR4 *01633
C05 *01459 COCQR5 *01434
SPANWTSE
X/C ¥1312 CP P_LIPT NLOC
• 0503 -*3375 -.9705 .4104 1.2041
• 3957 -.3375 -1,1190 .3735 1*2750
• 500_ -.3375 -*8018 .4628 1,1099
.604fl -*3375 m.4696 *5509 .9639






X/C CP PeL/PT MLOC
0.0000 .4065 *7937 *584Z
*0083 -*5727 *5233 1.0085
*U097 -.9033 .4?bb 1.1742
,_203 -1,G548 *39?3 1*2384
*0300 -1,0690 *3842 1.2540
*G400 -1.1183 .37_1 1.?799
*0608 -1.1330 *3663 1.2907
*080C -1.1440 *36?Z 1.29?8
.1000 -1*1619 *3563 1.3100
.1997 -1.1927 *35?8 1.3171
*2500 -L*Z_75 *3489 1.3251
,?994 -1*2263 ,3456 1.3327
*3402 -1*2286 *3445 1.3345
*3795 -1*2127 *3390 1.3461
.4201 -1.7668 *3395 1.3450
.4598 -1.2380 *3409 1,3422
*4996 -1.1557 .36U5 1,3014
.5397 -,8848 .43?2 1.1641
*5795 -*5630 *52?8 1.0C1?
.6197 -*4777 *5504 *9647
*6598 -*409? *5678 .9371
*bgq? -.3661 *5769 ,92?9
*7493 -,3375 *5916 *8998
,_383 -*1764 *6329 .8358
.8791 -*G_18 .65_4 *7966
*q212 -*0018 *6817 *7608
1,0000 .1358 .7182 ,7044
PT 17,7050 PSI CN .8920
TT 130.?010 K CH -.1057




X/C CP ppLIPT HLOC
0.0000 *¢065 *7937 *56_2
*0052 .9748 ,9497 *ZTZ6
*0098 *8464 *9157 °3570
*0?00 ,6955 ,_730 ,4449
*0500 ,4931 ,B171 .5451
*08_3 *3504 *77?2 *6_12
*1199 ,2615 *7523 .6511
.1796 .1686 ,7206 .7010
.2397 .0719 .7015 *7303
,2995 -*0075 ,6795 *7637
*35_8 -*08?5 ,6592 .7958
.6193 -.1414 .6661 .8186
*4793 -,1878 .6310 *8387
*5394 -*1743 *6?88 ,8422
.5994 -*0543 *6706 .7776
.6507 .0909 .7072 *7225
*7203 *?165 *7604 *6698
*7743 .2813 *7567 °6460
.8394 *3257 .7724 .6189
.8996 .3?54 .7719 .619B
.9497 *2780 .7579 .6422
1.GOO0 *1358 ,7182 ,7064
COl .02509 COCORZ .02406
CO? *02461 CDCOR? ,02365
CO3 *02672 COEOR3 *0?378
C06 .OZZZ7 COCOA4 .02166
CD5 *01956 COCOR5 *01908
SPANWZSE
X/C YlfiI? CP PeLIPT MLOC
*050_ -*3375 -1.0423 .3945 1*2362
*3957 -,3375 -1.1839 .3579 1.3066
*5008 -.3375 -1,1500 .3616 1,7995
.6048 -.33?5 -,4941 .5449 .9735
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X/C CP PeL/PT _LOC
0._00 1.1_65 ,qqlq ,IG79
• 0¢_3 .b _47 ° 855d .4507
.0097 *7068 .8774 ,4371
._Z03 °5025 .8210 ,5391
.0300 °Z_85 .7505 ,5545
• 0400 ,1591 ,7360 ,5931
,_bOB .0_33 .bq70 ,7383
°0800 -.0099 ,5785 ,7565
,1005 -,074a ,b004 ,7945
.1997 -°1887 .6305 .8405
.3500 -.Z283 ,6189 ,8583
.?994 -*Z579 ,hUB1 .8751
• 3_02 -oZ_OZ .b054 ,8793
.3795 -o2_8_ ,bO1Z ,8858
._Z01 -,3318 ._954 .8949
.459_ -,3648 *5_34 ,9152
._Oqb -,3718 ,5805 ,9181
._397 -,4531 ,5730 ,9299
.5795 -.4285 ,5538 ,9444
.5197 -.4352 .5_43 .9438
.5598 -,4337 ,5559 ,9395
°5997 -*405_ .5704 ,9340
.7493 -,3451 *5938 .8988
.8353 -*ld?Z ,_317 ,_3_b
.8791 -,0789 .6605 .7942
.QZ12 ,008_ ,bU45 ,7575
1.0000 .1959 ,7354 ,6785
PT 22*0235 PSI CN -,0105
TT 100.7388 K CH -,0940




X/C CP P_L/PT MLOC
0,0000 1o1245 ,9919 ,1079
• 0053 -,9771 ,_143 1.1980
,0098 -*bG85 ,515_ 1o0325
,0200 -.4902 ,5470 ,9711
• 0§00 -,4148 °5679 ,9380
.0813 -,4478 .5_Q3 *9515
• 1199 -o_184 ,56_? .941_
o1796 -._485 ,5568 ,9556
,3397 -,4693 ,5531 .9614
°2995 -*5083 ,_434 ,9785
.3588 -,§599 ,527_ 1.0027
o4193 -.5815 ,5215 1,0133
,4793 -.5363 ,5350 ,9905
°5394 -._054 ,5715 ,9333
,5994 -,2140 .bZSO °8490
• 5507 -*0284 *6780 .7721
,7203 ,1175 ,7153 ,7101
,7743 .1996 *7383 .5740
,8394 ,2580 .7831 ,5506
.8995 .2830 o7611 ,5379
.9492 *Z_73 *7540 ,6492
1.0000 .1Qb9 ,7354 .678_
¢01 *00749 COC081 *00739
COZ *00745 ¢D¢ORZ *00735
CO3 ,00743 COCOR3 *00731
C04 ,00737 COCOR4 ,00729
CD5 ,00719 CD¢OR5 ,00715
3PANWISE
X/C YI313 ¢P PeLIPT MLOC
• 0500 -.3375 .ObOZ ,6999 ,7337
• 3957 -*3375 -.3090 *5956 °8946
,5008 -,3375 -,3762 ,5784 ,9315
,60_8 -°3375 -.4365 °5664 ,9404





XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1795 .9931 .0996
°0093 ,3301 .7719 .bZ_b
• OU_7 o3101 ,7678 °b371
o0303 ,0269 ,69UI ,7487
• O3OO -.130_ ,6445 ,8190
,_400 -o2_I93 ,6237 o8510
• Obb8 -.27_b .b073 ,0764
°OBO0 -o3138 ._963 .893_
o1000 -.3647 ,58_2 ,9154
.Iq_7 -,403_ *5735 ,93O7
.350_ -°_233 .5663 ,9405
,2_9_ -°_439 .5601 .9504
• 3795 -,_539 ._SqZ .9517
°_Z01 -.4610 ,555_ .9572
,_598 -._900 ,_513 ,9O44
._996 -,_q_b ,5499 ,9666
,_397 -.5151 ._441 ,97_8
,57_5 -*5329 .5412 .9805
.51_7 -.5178 ,5433 ,9772
,b_98 -,49_9 .5485 ,9689
,6997 -.4553 .5624 .9466
.7_93 -._786 ._823 .9154
°8353 -,I_86 .630_ ,0467
._791 -,O_TB .b643 ,7885
.9313 ,Cu56 °68_0 ,7_20
I°0000 , _51 ,7370 .6761
PT 32*0157 PSI CN ,2635
TT 1C1.3193 K CM -*0983




X/C CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,1295 ,9931 ,OqOb
.0053 .1194 ,7153 ,7098
,0098 ,0795 ,7046 ,7264
.020U *0547 °6958 .7401
°0_00 -,0230 ,57_I ,7719
,0813 -,1227 .6493 ,8115
,1199 -,1393 .5441 ,8195
.1795 -,2120 ,6243 °8501
,3397 -°2505 ,_125 .BbBZ
,2995 -.3142 ,_971 ,8931
*3_88 -,_7_ o5796 .9196
,4193 -,4137 ,5584 *9373
.4793 -.4143 .5709 °9332
,5394 -o33_0 ,5919 °9003
,5994 -,1537 ,5377 ,8395
,5507 ,0095 ,5878 °7_33
.7?03 .1535 ,7273 ,5912
°7743 .2337 ,7489 ,6572
,8394 ,3873 .7631 .6346
*8996 ,3033 o7679 ,6270
,9492 ,2bbZ ,7571 ,6443
1,0000 .1851 ,7370 .6761
CDI .00733 COCORI *00724
CD2 ,00730 CDCOR2 .00719
CO3 *00725 CDCOR3 ,00715
C04 .00719 CDCDR4 *00713
CO5 ,00705 COCOR§ *00701
SP&NWI_E
XlC YIBI3 CP PpL/PT N10¢
,0500 -.3375 -.2349 ,6212 ,e548
,395T -*3375 -o4496 ,_638 ,9461
,5008 -,3375 -,4933 ,5502 ,9662
ob048 -,3375 -.5135 ,5455 *9736





XlC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.0373 ,_b7b ,2178
• 0_83 ,ObO_ ,5973 ,7377
• 0G97 .0657 ,6985 ,7359
• GZU3 -,Z_9_ ._I37 ,8680
• 030_ -,3735 .5790 .9306
• 0_00 -.4416 ,5597 ,9510
.ObOn -,4_13 ,_480 .969o
•G800 -.5083 .5416 ,97q9
.1000 -.5487 .5317 ,9959
,1997 -,5357 .5394 ,9899
• 2500 -.5411 ,5333 ,9933
,7994 -.5_70 .8_3 .9982
.3402 -,5367 ._3_L ,9_03
°379_ -°5318 .5359 ,9891
._201 -.5_UZ ,b3ZZ ,995_
._598 -,5_23 .578_ 1.0005
._3o7 -.57_5 .5315 1,0123
._7_5 -.507_ .5_10 l. O13Z
• _1_7 -.509Z ,52_b 1.0n_1
._o8 -._78_ .5383 ,9852
.59_7 -.4752 .551h ,q639
.14_ -.3063 ._752 .9265
,_t63 -,Zvu_ ,5288 ._431
,Q2L2 .Or:7? ,b_b ,7573
1,J_O_ ,17e3 .732_ *bB3b
PT 22*G134 PSI CN ,4042
TT 1C1.302C K CM -.1010




X/C CP PeLIPT MLOC
0°0000 1.0373 ,9676 ,2118
,G052 ,4430 .8030 ,5697
°0098 ,3_68 ,7771 ,_121
,0200 ,Z676 ,75_7 ,b4_4
.0500 .135b ,7190 .7041
o0813 ,0178 *6_60 t7553
,11_9 -,0199 t6?b3 ,7700
.1796 -,1059 .6538 ,8050
,23_7 -,1680 ,6359 ,8322
,2999 -._281 ,6203 ,8553
,3888 -,394_ ,6013 ,8856
t4193 -,3383 *5879 *9Cb6
,_7_3 -.3_90 ,5867 ,9003
,5394 -,2849 ,b039 *8817
,5994 -,1327 ,6447 ,8185
.6507 ,0336 .6925 ,7450
°7293 ,1741 ,7306 ,hObO
,77_3 .z_3q o7515 °6532
._394 .3023 ,7659 ,6301
,Hg9_ °3155 ,7698 ,5239
,9493 ,PTO0 °7577 ,6433
1.003u ,176_ ,7322 ,6836
C01 ,00756 CDCOR1 *00747
COZ °00754 COCOR2 *00744
¢03 .00749 COC0_3 ,00739
CO4 ,00744 C0¢084 *00739
CO§ ,00730 COCOE5 *00727
SPANWISE
X/¢ YI_/Z CP PeL/PT MLO¢
.0500 -,3375 -*4Z64 °56_5 .9401
°3957 -.337_ -.5337 ,5361 .9887
.5008 -,3375 -.5619 ,5277 1°0023
,604_ -,3375 -°5721 .524Z 1,0080













X/C CP P*L/PT MLOC
O,OuO0 ,8793 .9244 *3377
• OU_3 -.1_78 ,6300 ,8413
,_007 -.2_21 ,82G3 ,8563
• OZ03 -,5125 ,5602 ,0822
• O30C -,bu83 ,5136 1.0254
°04O0 -*b8aO ,4913 1,0824
• 0808 -,7264 ,4803 1,0810
,0800 -*7421 ,4791 1,V631
• IOOU -,7670 ,4701 1,0985
,1997 -.7o48 ,47Z0 1.G953
• 2500 -.6399 ,5066 1,0403
,2994 -.6235 ,5098 1,0316
• 3602 -,6321 ,5079 1,0349
,37_5 -,6163 ,511_ 1,OZqO
• 4231 m,6042 "5142 1.0244
• 4898 -,8838 ,5099 1.0314
• 4996 -.6_16 ,5112 1,0292
• 5397 -.8300 ,5078 1.0353
• _795 -*b_Z ,5_80 1,0333
oh197 -,6859 .5144 io0241
• 8598 -.5445 ,5321 ,0952
,8997 -,4_44 ,540_ .9688
• 7493 -,3_38 ,5726 ,9306
.6353 -.1981 .626T ,8484
.8701 -.0_55 ,6buO ,T05G
• 9212 .ougb ,8868 ,7570





XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 *8793 ,9244 *3377
oO05Z ,67ZZ *_871 ,4567
°0098 ,568Z ,83ZR ,5187
,OZO0 ,4336 *_012 o5728
*0500 .2686 .7554 .6469
,0813 .1317 ,7175 *7085
o1199 *0832 .7060 .7Z63
,1796 -,0178 ,8768 ,7693
,2397 -*0839 ,6600 ,7951
,2995 -,1541 .6401 .8257
.3588 -.ZZ37 ,6195 ,8574
.4193 -,2713 .6067 ,8772
,4793 -,2936 ,6011 ,8860
.5396 -,Z439 ,6137 ,8666
,5994 -,1040 ,65Z4 *8088
.6507 *0540 ,6969 ,7384
*7233 ,1912 .7350 .6790
,?743 ,2662 .7850 ,6478
,8394 .312_ *7676 .6274
,8996 ,3231 ,7708 ,6224
.9492 *2781 .7582 .6424
1.0000 .I703 ,7398 *6872
CO1 .00789 CDCOR1 *00774
CD2 ,007Q1 CDCOR2 °00774
CO3 .00787 CDCOR3 *00771
CD4 ,007b8 COCOR4 ,00759
CO5 ,00751 COCOR5 ,00747
SPANMISE
X/C YI312 CP PsL/PT NLO¢
*050_ -,3375 -.6242 .5122 1,0277
.3957 -.3375 -.6086 o5149 1.0Z32
,5008 -.3375 -.6199 ,5119 1.028Z
.6048 -,3375 -.6053 .5165 1,020b





XlC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0o0000 ,6&45 ,8708 ,6498
,0083 -,3436 .58G7 ,9]77
.0007 -,6956 .563§ .9767
• 0303 -*b_08 ,487_ 1.0689
°0300 -,8_79 ,4570 1.1211
• _400 -,8490 ,4371 1,1562
• 0808 -,9233 .4238 1.1825
,_800 -,9374 ,41_8 1.1932
• 1000 -°9777 *4_82 I,_U92
o1_7 -.9887 .402? 1,Z195
• _500 -°9970 ,3998 1,Z353
,2904 -1o0163 ,3_32 1.2375
• 3402 -1,0163 ,3_83 1.Z284
,370_ -.O709 ,4U3q 1.2171
• _Z01 -,0_77 ,4101 1,Z0_7
.45_8 -.7919 .4565 I*1318
.4906 -,5651 ,5271 1,0G3Z
• 8397 -,5253 ,5320 ,9952
• 5795 -,5340 ,5300 .9986
°b_07 -,_139 ,5303 .9981
,8598 -.5337 ,5361 ,9919
• 89_7 -.478_ .5659 ,9728
• 74_3 -,3893 .5897 ,9351
• 8353 -o1971 o826_ .8473
• _7_1 -*0_08 °e585 ,8C05
• 9213 ,0111 ,8_20 .7812
1.0000 .1758 .7281 .bqAb
PT 23.187_ PSI CN .69e8
IT Ic4,9827 K CN -,0984




X/C CP P,LIPT MLOC
0.0000 °894_ .8708 .4498
• 0052 *8357 .9119 °3_60
• 0098 °8989 ,8724 ,_687
• 0200 .5819 ,_381 .5130
,0500 ,3788 ,7810 ,6058
• 0813 °3336 .7439 o6851
• 1199 ,1683 .7Z48 *6969
• 1798 °0637 ,8973 °7378
,2397 -.0188 ,674_ o77Z7
,Z995 -,0878 ,6539 °8059
• 35_8 -.1830 ,6323 ,8378
.4193 -,2156 o8184 ,8623
• 4793 -,3448 ,611_ ,8697
,5394 -*ZUTO ,6179 .8598
.5994 -,0834 .6540 ,8042
,8537 ,0736 ,6977 ,7370
o7303 .203_ .7357 °6786
• 7783 .2808 ,7364 *6853
,8394 ,3ZZ1 o7681 .6285
.8998 o3301 °7873 ,6278
• 98_2 ,2776 .7363 .6854
1,0030 .17_8 ,72_1 ,6945
CDI *01007 CDCDR1 ,00950
C02 *0101Z CDCOR2 .00957
¢D3 .01009 COCOR3 ,009?0
CO4 *0101_ CDCOR4 ,00_71
CD5 ,00966 COCOR5 .00925
SP_NWISE
X/C YIBIZ CP P_LIPT NLOC
• 0503 -.337fl -.7369 .4876 1,10Z_
• 3937 -,3375 -.9808 .4129 1,2004
• 5008 -.3375 -.5838 .5173 1.0191
.6048 -.3375 -.5103 ,5331 .9935





X/C CP P_LIPT MLOC
O,O00G ,5730 ,8613 .503_
• 0_3 -*451_ ,SbOb ._494
,0_97 -.82_6 .5122 1,0278
• _203 -._448 ,4533 1,1275
• 0300 -,9193 ,4316 1,1686
• O60O -,973_ ,4150 1,1985
• _808 -1,0340 .4_1_ 1.3210
.0_00 -1,04_7 .3988 1.Z311
• 1_08 -l,J_b7 .3_9_ 1,2446
• 1997 -1,0755 ,3A4_ 1.3538
• 3500 -1,C_Z8 ,3_28 1,3576
• 2_4 -1,1(,57 ,3781 1,2889
• 36U2 -1,1072 .3798 1,Z_3O
• 3795 -1,1_50 °3799 1,2_34
• 6301 -*9875 .6197 1.1_78
• _8 -.8O59 .4316 1.1_85
• Agob -._324 ,5_03 ,081R
• 53_7 -,5u30 ,543_ ,977_
• 57_5 -._181 .5452 ,9739
• 81_7 -._080 .548O ,9766
• 74_3 -,3_80 .577_ ._233
• _353 -,L_b5 ,6298 ,_420
• 8791 -,O888 .6882 ,T978
• _212 ,0081 .b_30 ,75_Z
lobVVO ,17_3 .7_92 ,_88_
PT 23,1730 PSI Cq .7837
TT 104,9863 K CM -,0968




X/C CP P_L/PT MLOC
0,0000 ,5?30 ,8413 *_038
,0052 *8970 ,92_7 ,3250
,0098 o7613 ,8931 .6058
• Q200 ,_198 .853_ .6812
,0500 ,4245 *7998 ,_7_2
,0813 .2809 o7817 ,6367
,1199 .2104 ,7410 ,6895
• 17_b .1031 ,714_ .7114
,2397 .0211 ,6890 ,7503
.2995 -,0557 ,8883 .7853
• 3588 -*1287 °64?8 .8137
,4193 -,1_33 ,8323 °8375
,4793 -,31_1 ,8246 *8495
• 539_ -,1830 °6336 ,8358
• 5_9_ -,0874 ,6882 *7855
• 6507 ,0780 ,7017 ,7308
• 7303 .2120 .763_ .8855
,7743 ,3850 ,7803 ,8390
,8394 °3235 ,7743 .8185
,_998 ,3338 °7757 .6162
.949_ ,2798 ,780_ ,83_8
1.0000 .1713 .7293 ,8881
CO1 ,01309 CDCOR1 ,01Z49
CDZ *01Z78 COCOe2 ,01217
CO3 ,01259 COCOR3 ,01200
C04 ,01201 CDCOR4 ,01158
CD5 ,01135 CDC095 ,01109
SPANWISE
Xl¢ YI812 CP PIL/PT NLO¢
.0801 -.3375 -,8585 .4498 1.1336
• 3957 -,3375 -1.0385 .3956 1,Z330
• _008 -.337_ -.5062 ,5679 .9896
• 604q -,3375 -,SZgZ .5406 .9814






XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 ,4_98 ,8172 ,_45b
.0U83 -,5v95 .5_18 ,979_
.0097 -,b_SZ ,4900 1.0645
*0203 -.9Z04 ,4ZB9 1,1710
o&30_ -,9578 ,_I05 l*ZO4g
.0400 -1.0041 .3995 I*ZZ55
,060B -I.0938 o385_ I*Z527
,0800 -I,0637 ,3825 1,2583
°I000 -I,1006 *3730 1,2771
.1997 -I*1327 .3708 I,ZEI3
,ZSO0 -I,1Z55 ,Sb5b I,Z917
oZ99_ -1,171Z ,361Z 1,3007
.340Z -I,1051 ,3612 1,3008
*3795 -l,lbO0 .35bb 1o3101
,4Z01 -i*ib93 ,35Bb 1.3061
,_5q8 -I,1_8_ ,3bZZ I,ZgB7
,49qb -I,1165 ,3691 1,ZB4q
,539T -.945b ,4144 1,1q75
,57q5 -oPO_ .5403 ,9819
,b1_7 -,443Z ,SHOO *9504
,b_q8 -,41bB ,SbZ2 ,9469
*b997 -,4018 ,571Z .932b
.74Q3 -.3Zgb ,5852 .9107
,8353 -.1805 ,63Z0 ,8380
,8791 -.0800 ,6614 ,79ZB
ogzIz ,0129 ,6BOB .7630
1,0000 ,lbSZ .7Z91 ,bSBZ
PT 23.1789 P$E CN ,8428
TT 105.0152 # CM -.105§




X/C CP °_LIRT NLOC
OoO000 .4898 o8172 .5456
*0052 .9450 .9420 .2937
*0098 *8098 .g054 .3799
*OZO0 .6600 .8616 o4669
.0500 .4624 .8073 *5624
.0813 .3115 *7651 *6313
.1199 °2447 .7465 .6609
.1796 *1246 .7135 .7125
.2397 .0485 *6932 .7438
.2995 -.0242 *6760 *7704
.3588 -.1102 .6480 .8134
.4193 -.1582 .639? .8262
*4793 -o1966 .6280 .8442
*5394 -.1769 .6298 .8414
.5994 -.0575 o6656 .7864
.6507 .0885 .7048 .7260
°7203 o2146 .7387 .6731
*7743 .2869 .7578 *6430
.8394 .3263 .7?06 *6Z25
.8996 .3369 .?750 .6155
*9492 .2833 .7571 .6442
1.0000 .1652 .7291 .6882
C01 ,01843 COLOR1 *01771
COZ *01742 COLOR2 ,01671
C03 .01775 CDCOR3 *01702
CD4 *01756 COCOR4 ,01694
CD5 .01615 CDCOR§ ,01572
SPANWISE
XlC YIBI2 CP PeLIPT 8LOC
• 050_ -,3375 -,8860 *43?7 1,1551
.3957 -,3375 -1.1033 .3735 1.2759
• 5008 -*3375 -1o0775 *3842 1.2550
• 6048 -,3375 -,4611 ,5542 ,9595




XlC CP PIL/PT MLOC
O*OUOb *AJSZ *7948 .5831
,0083 -.5842 ,5231 1,0097
,0097 -,82_9 *4536 1,1271
,0203 -1.0130 *406? 1.2120
.0300 -1,0479 .3992 1,2356
,0400 -1*094T ,3776 1.Z680
,0608 -1,1375 ,3702 1,2826
,0800 -1,1552 ,3594 1,3044
,1000 -1,1683 .3593 1.3045
,1997 -1,1515 ,3546 1,3142
°2500 -1,1755 .3510 1o3216
*2994 -1,Z009 .3449 1,3346
,S40Z -1,Z036 ,3460 1.3323
,3795 -1.2301 o3431 1,3363
.4201 -1*2405 ,34_2 1,3443
*4598 -1,2331 .3399 1.3451
.4996 -1.1694 .3629 1.2972
.5397 -,9911 ,4100 1.Z058
.5795 -,6336 .5033 1,0422
.6197 -, 886 .544O ,9760
,6598 -.3334 ,5_69 ,90BO
,6997 -.37?8 .57B0 ,9220
.74Q3 -,3L46 ,5941 .8967
°8353 -,1741 .6348 *8336
o8791 -.G765 ,6bLZ o7931
,9212 .0043 ,6791 .7_56
I,UOOG ,1514 ,7205 ,7616
P? 23*1810 P5| CN ,8840
TT 10_.994k K CM -.1046




X/C CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 .4052 .7948 .5831
.0052 .9793 .9516 .2675
*0098 .8494 .9171 .3543
*0200 .6984 .8?49 .4418
.0500 .A989 .8186 .5432
*0813 .3442 .?7?6 .6112
.1199 °2670 .?_38 .6494
.1796 .1530 °?239 .6963
.239? .0693 .699_ .7346
*2995 -.016$ .6719 *776T
.35_B -.0985 *6508 .8091
.4193 -.1877 .6349 .8336
.4?93 -.1967 .6252 o84BP
.5394 -.1709 .6350 .8334
.5994 -o060e .6654 .7867
.6507 .0838 .7041 .7271
.7203 .2177 .7436 .6655
.7743 *2897 .762_ .6356
.8394 .3246 .7694 .b245
.8996 .3293 .7709 .6ZZO
.9492 .2713 .7547 *64?9
1.0000 .1514 .7205 .7016
C01 *02857 COLOR1 ,02468
C02 .02389 COLOR2 ,02303
C03 .02592 COLOR3 ,02501
C04 ,02417 COLOR4 ,02348
C05 .02229 CDCOR5 *02177
SPANWESE
XIC ¥1_12 CP RnLIPT NLOC
*0300 -,3375 -.9105 .4243 1,17$3
,3957 -,3375 -1*1731 *3583 1.3067
.5008 -,3375 -1,1675 ,3523 1,3390
*6048 -*33?5 -.5516 *_272 1.0030





X/C CP PpLIPT RLOC
0,0000 ,3269 *7729 .6188
,00_3 -,6414 ,5066 1,0368
• 0097 -.9Z77 ,4264 1*17_6
,0203 -1°1104 .3_0_ 1,Z623
°_30b -1,0_65 .379_ 1.Z_36
• 0400 -1,1_91 .3586 1,3061
,0608 -I.ZZ04 .3_95 1.3_47
•0600 -1.ZSTZ .3440 1,3364
• 1000 -1,2536 ,3_35 1.337_
,1997 -1,2357 ,3_23 1,3_00
• ZSOG -1.2518 .3394 1.3461
• 2994 -1*273_ ,3336 1.35_5
• 340Z -1o270_ .3333 1.3591
,3795 -1,2647 .3299 1.3665
,_ZO1 -I.Z907 .3271 1,37Z_
• _598 -1°33_6 .3236 1,320_
._90_ -1,2394 .3_62 1.3316
• _307 -.9_13 *AZIZ 1.1850
• 6147 -,5_37 .5309 .9971
.6508 -.4244 .568_ .g364
,6907 -.3715 .5_Z_ .q150
• _353 -.lhB7 .6379 .8290
.8791 -.0706 .bSq_ .796_
.gZLZ -.U_25 .6,3_ .7_83
1.0000 .1_05 .713_ °7118
PT Z3,2360 PSI CN *9338
IT 104.9210 W CN -,1040




X/C CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 .3269 *7729 .6188
• 0052 1.0078 .9899 .2429
.0098 .8752 .9242 .3378
.0230 .7266 .8824 .4272
• 0500 .5273 .8289 .8256
• 0813 .3718 .7861 .59?4
.1199 .2961 *7650 .6316
.1796 .1772 .734_ .6803
• 2397 .QBI6 .7026 .7294
• 2995 °0035 .6835 *7588
.3588 -.0?52 .6627 .7908
._193 -.1362 .6460 .8165
._793 -.1836 .6324 .8374
.539_ -.1676 .6338 °8353
.599_ -.0641 .6649 .7875
.6507 .0899 .7314 .7158
.7203 .211_ o7431 .6663
.?743 .27_8 .78_6 .6401
.839_ .313_ .7680 o6267
.8996 .3192 .7693 .6246
.9492 .7603 .7562 *6456
1o0000 .1208 .7139 .7118
CD1 .03231 COLOR1 .03176
C02 *03215 COLOR2 .03157
C03 .03269 COCQR3 .03202
C04 .03044 COCOR4 .03005
C05 .02811 COLOR5 .02795
$PANWlSE
X/C YI812 CP P.LIPT NLOC
• 0500 -.3375 -1.0Z39 .4027 1.2194
°3957 -.33?5 -1.2348 *3459 1.3323
.5008 -.3375 -1.2289 .3384 1.3483
• 6048 -.33?_ -.5388 .5361 .9886











XlC CP PtLIPT qLOC
0*0000 .1703 *7330 .68ZI
*0093 -.7447 .4838 1.0749
*0G97 -1*042? *3909 1*2419
*OZO3 -1*213R °3483 1*3274
*0300 -1.2456 *3394 1.3467
*CRO0 -1,3117 o3191 1.3904
*6608 -I.2951 *3257 1*3750
*_800 -1*29_1 *3246 1,3781
o1000 -1,2_73 .3168 1.3955
.1997 -1.2938 *3ZOZ 1.3879
*2500 -1.3323 .3159 1*3Q75
,?994 -1,3078 o3117 1.4071
*3RU2 -I.3_6U .3142 1.4G15
.37Q5 -I.300Z o3158 1.3978
.4?01 -I.0445 *3893 I*Z45Z
,R596 -*9048 .4286 1.1715
*4996 -.711? .4815 1,07P9
*5397 -,6_22 .4939 1,0979
.57Q5 -.6358 .9028 1.0431
.6197 -*6087 .9190 1.0230
.6598 -.5_88 ,9284 1.0011
.6997 -.4_50 .9413 .980Z
*7493 -.3Q83 .9728 .9301
.8353 -*_562 .b_81 ,875L
.879_ -.2333 ,_161 ,_bZ6
*9212 -*Z61Z .60_4 .8807





XlC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 .1703 .7330 ,6821
*U052 1.0477 .9703 ,?083
*0098 *9286 *9382 *3038
,_?00 *7849 *8986 *39%4
*0900 *5793 o8413 ,9037
.0813 .42?0 .7986 .9768
.1199 .3386 .7796 ,6149
.1796 .2032 *7334 .6819
*2397 ,1060 *7068 *7229
.2995 .0257 ,6869 .75_3
*3988 -,0594 *6674 .7836
.4193 -.1574 ,6386 *8279
.4793 -.1747 *6373 .8299
.9394 -*1775 .6?85 *8434
*9994 -.0806 *6969 *7998
.6507 *0694 *6989 .7391
*7203 *1_92 .7333 .6817
.7743 .2453 *7434 *6659
*_394 .2844 *798? *6623
*8996 ,2998 .7640 .6331
.9497 o7011 *7360 *6774
1.0000 *.0986 .6618 .7922
CDl *05?97 C000R1 *05228
CDZ *08936 COCOA? .09901
C03 .08034 C0C083 *07989
C04 *04381 CDCOI4 *04368
C09 *04069 COCOR5 *04074
SPAN_[$E
RiO YI012 CP PeLIPT _LOC
*_500 -.3379 -1.1087 *3742 1.2749
.3957 -.3379 -1.3430 .3178 1.3932
.8008 -.3375 -.7694 .4614 1.1134
.6048 -*3375 -.9809 .5262 h0047
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X/C CP PeLIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.13Pb ,9945 *OBBq
,0083 ,7387 ,8646 ,6236
• 0097 .7128 .8804 o6315
• 0203 ,6736 .8111 ,5566
,0300 ,2_61 ,7486 ,6586
°0600 ,1555 ,7241 ,6969
• 0608 *0576 ,6969 .7391
• 0800 -*0116 ,6761 .7711
• 1000 -,0785 ,6576 ,7997
,1997 -,1671 o6Z79 ,8455
• ZSO0 -,1339 ,6153 ,8649
,2994 -,1743 ,hObO ,8794
,3401 -,Z897 ,6004 ,8881
• 379S -*3094 ,5942 .6977
,4201 -,3289 *5908 ,9030
,6598 -,3735 ,5798 ,9203
• 6996 -*3819 °5746 ,928S
,539? -,6132 ,5676 ,9395
• 5795 -,4423 ,5598 ,9519
,6197 -,6539 °5553 ,9591
• 6S98 -,4366 ,5633 ,9664
• 6997 -,4168 ,5660 *9411
• 7493 -,3559 ,5845 ,9129
• 8353 -.1913 *6192 ,8636
• 8791 -.0801 ,6598 ,7962
,9211 ,0126 *6863 ,7585





XIC CP P_LIPT HLOC
0.0000 1,1356 ,9945 *088q
,0052 -.9466 ,6190 1.1906
*0098 -,6642 ,_01A 1,0468
°0200 ",4915 ,5442 ,9768
*0500 -,6126 ,5671 ,9402
,0813 -,6461 ,5571 o9561
.1199 -.4184 .5633 ,9465
.1796 -.4519 *5540 ,9612
.239? -°4743 ,5487 *9696
o1995 -o5167 °5370 ,9884
,3588 -,5694 *5224 1.0121
.6193 -.5916 ,5185 1.0186
,6793 -,5526 ,5277 1,0036
,5394 -,6107 ,5662 .9418
,5994 -,ZLIZ ,6233 ,8515
*6507 -*0173 ,677_ .7685
,?203 ,1344 ,7177 ,7069
,7763 ,2175 ,2416 ,6694
,8394 ,2761 ,?579 ,6436
,8996 ,2993 ,7635 ,6347
,9492 ,Z689 .7571 ,6649
1.0000 ,2106 ,760_ ,6711
OF POOR QUALITY
CD1 ,00669 CDCOR1 *00666
CD2 *00660 CDCOR2 *00653
C03 ,01697 CDCOR3 .01688
C04 .00650 COCDR6 ,006A4
CD5 .00639 COCOR5 .00636
SPANWZSE
X/C Y/BI2 CP PpLIPT FqLOC
o050_ -,3375 *0627 ,6982 ,7372
,3957 -.337S -.3130 ,5966 *89?2
• 500§ -.3375 -*385? ,ST64 ,92S6
o604S -,3375 -o4612 *5604 o9510












X/C CP PeL/PT HLOC
0.0000 1.1324 ,9963 .09_7
,0083 ,3733 ,?856 .5989
• 0097 ,2985 ,7643 ,6336
• 0103 ,02Z9 ,6_85 ,7520
• 0300 -,1518 ,6395 ,8275
• 0600 -*1183 ,6213 ,8556
• 6608 -,2766 ,6046 .8818
• 0800 -.3181 .5909 °9C19
• 1000 -,3796 ,5767 ,9151
,1997 -,4144 ,5670 .9404
• 2500 -.4386 ,5633 ,9464
,299A -,Ab04 .5568 ,9567
,3402 -,4585 .5565 .9571
• 3795 -,4_13 oSSbO *9579
• 6201 -,6717 ,SSAU ,9611
.4598 -,5077 ,5446 ,9761
.69_6 -,5086 ,5444 ,9765
,5397 -,5315 ,5372 ,98B1
• 5795 -,5497 ,5341 .9930
• 6197 -,5458 ,5331 ,9947
o6S98 -,5092 ,5647 .9761
.6997 -*4746 ,5530 .9628
• 7493 -,3901 ,5767 .918_
,8353 -*Z021 .6161 ._481
• 8791 -, 878 ,6601 ,79S8
• 9212 ,0107 ,6860 ,7559





XlC CR P_L/PT NLOC
U.0000 1,1326 °9943 .0907
• 0052 ,1496 .7232 .6983
• 0098 ,0875 ,?063 °7245
• 0200 *0636 ,6992 ,7355
• 0500 -,0116 °6?86 .7676
• 0813 -,1112 ,6501 ,Bl11
o1199 -,1292 ,645? .8179
,1796 -,20S4 .6248 *8502
• 2397 -,2547 ,6119 .8701
• 2995 -,3101 ,595R .8952
,3588 -.3700 .5821 ,9167
• 4193 -.6085 ,5710 .9341
• 4793 -,4101 *5698 ,9360
• 5394 -,3269 .5932 ,8993
• 5994 -,1567 ,6605 .8260
• 6507 ,0186 *6990 ,7513
• 7203 ,1681 *7300 ,6877
• 7743 .2506 ,7521 .6529
,_394 *2990 ,7666 *_299
• 8996 o3192 °7708 .6229
• 9492 .2815 ,7613 ,6381
1,0000 .2056 ,73B7 ,6T40
CDZ °00652 COCOR1 *00649
C02 *00645 CDCOR2 *00640
C03 ,01677 COCOR3 *01673
C04 ,00647 COCOR4 *00645
CO5 ,00630 CDCORS *00631
SPAN_ISE
XIC YIBI2 CP PeLIPT RLOC
• 050_ -°3375 -.2633 .6152 .8650
,3957 -,3375 -,4667 ,5570 *9564
• _008 °.3375 -*§146 IS418 .9806
• 6048 -,337§ -,§362 *5362 .9896












XlC CP PBLIRT NLOC
0.0000 1.0341 .9671 .2196
,ObR3 ,0962 .7088 .7Z06
• C097 ,0351 ,6928 ,7453
• 0203 -,1649 ,6100 ,8731
• 0300 -,3910 ,574_ ,9281
• 0400 -,4597 .5569 ,9533
• 0606 -,4_4L .5511 ,964_
• 0800 -.$237 .5_12 .9817
• 1000 -,56_9 *5287 1,0019
,1997 -,562_ ,5363 ,9895
• 1500 -.55U8 ,5341 ,9931
• 299_ -,5556 ,531T ,9969
• 3602 -,5673 ,53_8 ,9919
• 3795 -.5394 *5372 .9880
• 4201 -,5637 .5374 ,9877
• 4598 -,5753 ,5268 1.0049
,_996 -,5785 .5249 I*OCRO
,539? -,5910 ,5127 1,011_
• 579S -.5993 .5202 1.0157
,61_7 -,5_14 ,5246 1,008_
,6598 -.5399 .53S0 ._916
• 6997 -,4557 ,5530 ,9_26
• 7693 -,3957 ,5261 ,9261
,_3_3 -,206Z .6181 *R_51
• 8791 -.0_66 .66_0 .79_
• 9112 ,_16 .6_73 ,7539





XlC CP P_L/PT NLQC
0.0000 1.0341 ,9671 .2196
*_052 ,4616 .8100 °5586
.0098 ,3532 .7800 ,6080
,0200 ,2733 o7S27 .6439
*0500 ,i_37 ,7240 ,6969
,0813 *0213 ,690_ ,7490
,1199 -,0116 ,661_ ,7630
.L796 -,1022 ,6556 ,8027
,Z397 -,160_ ,640_ .8259
.Z995 -,2216 ,6242 ,R511
,3586 -,2870 .6063 .R789
,_193 -,3297 .5937 ,8986
,6793 -.3_2T .5908 ,9030
,5394 -,2784 ,6086 ,R752
,5_94 -,1288 ,6507 ,8103
.6507 °0409 .6956 ,7411
,7203 ,1850 .734_ ,6807
,7743 .2649 .7571 ,6469
.8394 o3118 ,T698 ,6245
,6996 ,3274 °7738 ,6181
,9492 ,2860 o7619 ,6373
1,0000 ,1990 .7391 °6736
CD1 ,00664 CDCOR1 ,00658
CD2 ,00662 CDCOR2 ,00651
CD3 *01691 COCOg3 ,01681
C04 ,00658 COCOR4 ,00652
COS ,00663 COCORS ,00fl41
SP_N_ISE
X/C YIBI2 CP P_LIPT HLOC
*&503 -.337_ -,4316 ,5660 *9407
.3957 -,3375 -,5434 .5344 ,992S
.500_ -°3375 -,5761 ,5265 1,0053
,6048 -,3375 -,5831 ,5246 1,0066






XlC CP PeLIPT MLOC
O.OOQO .8_50 oq202 *3675
.0u83 -.17U8 .b343 *8355
• 00_7 -.2584 .bi07 ,8720
• OZ_3 -.5344 °5343 .9927
• 0300 -.b351 °50q4 1.0335
.0400 -o7V62 ,4863 1,0721
.ObOe -.72_Z .4833 I.U770
.0800 -.?577 ,471_ 1.0Q67
.1000 -.7911 .4637 1.1107
,19_7 -.7472 .465q 1.10bq
• ZSO_ -.7Z60 .4838 1,0762
.Z9_4 -.6278 .50q3 1.0335
.34UZ -.6'_56 .515_ 1.0231
.37_5 -.6194 o511Z 1,0305
.6201 -.6109 ,5146 i._24_
.4598 -.b_2b ,506Z 1.0386
,49Qb -°6403 .5111 1.0306
.53_7 -.b_g6 ,5L51 1.060b
,5795 -.65_ .4g97 1,0_g5
.bI_7 -.627q .51G3 1.0320
,bS_B -,5bi4 .528d i,OOi7
.6qq7 -.4g_6 .5452 ,_751
.74Q3 -.4010 ._715 .q333
.8353 -.Zv2_ .6267 ,8473
• _791 -.0_58 .6bOO .7_5g
oQZIZ .0121 .6_77 .7532
1.0000 .I913 ,734_ .6801
PT 56,2516 PS[ CN .5621
TT 111.4259 K CM -,1043




X/C CP P_L/PT MLOC
0.0000 *8650 .9_02 °3475
.0052 *69_5 ._T34 .6651
• 0098 .556? ,8353 .5149
• 0200 .6437 .8054 .566I
• 0500 .2837 °?596 °6408
.0813 .1421 .7218 .7013
• 1190 °0006 .7061 .7247
.1796 -,OGq2 .67_3 ,7662
• 8397 -°0756 ,6633 .7907
.2995 -.1457 °6424 o8ZZQ
• 35_8 -o8137 o6261 ,B_12
o6193 -,2646 .6096 ,B74G
• 47_3 -,8854 .b038 .8887
.5394 -.236O .6169 °8686
.5_4 -.0047 °6566 .8Gll
• 650? .0610 .6007 °736?
°7203 °2022 .7410 .6703
°7743 °7791 .7601 °6401
• 8396 .3858 °770T .6231
°89_6 °3357 ,77_Z .6158
._498 .2801 .7_85 °6368
1,0000 .1_13 °734R °6801
CO1 ,00706 CDCOR1 ,00?00
CDZ .00711 COCOR2 .00700
CO3 *01812 CDCOR3 *01801
CO_ .00696 COCOR4 .00688
CO5 *00676 COCOR5 *00673
SPANW[SE
XlC Y/B1? CP PeL/PT MLOC
*050_ -*3375 -.6237 .5113 1.0303
.3957 -.3375 -.6197 .5119 1.0203
.5008 -.3375 -o6368 ,5081 1.0355
.6048 -°3375 -*6319 .5078 1.0361





X/C CP PeLIPT MLDC
O.OOQO .6_30 .8_55 .4599
• OUq3 -,3_4 ,587O .9088
.00_7 -.51_78 .540_ °_885
°0803 -°T216 .481_ 1.0703
.03_0 -.8376 °454_ 1.1860
• 0400 -.886_ .4360 1o1503
.0608 -.9267 ,_308 1.1_87
°0800 -.9617 °4161 1.1_57
• 1000 -1°0088 .6079 1,8111
.lg_7 -1.0_8_ °4C_7 io2132
,2500 -1°082_ .4036 I°ZI_O
,29_6 -1. 361 ,3957 1,8341
.3408 -I.0818 ,3968 1.8310
.37_5 -1,0C01 .4036 1,2190
• 4201 -°_3_ .4181 1,1_Z_
._SQB -°_?14 .425_ 1.1776
.49_ -.5_86 .5321 .Q062
• 5397 -°5368 .5360 .9931
.57_5 -.5_71 .5385 °9858
• 61_7 -.5o46 .5_94 1°0006
• 65_8 -,5749 .5372 ._879
• 6997 -.4T_O .5511 ,965_
• 7493 -°3_10 .5734 .9302
,8353 -.1_84 .6275 .8458
,_791 -°0_89 .660_ .7944
.9218 .GI_8 .6865 .7569
1.0_00 °1_19 .7334 °6822
PT 55.3625 PSI CN ,7267
TT 113.3224 K CM -.1030




X/C CP P*LtPT MLOC
0.0000 .6630 .8655 °459_
*0058 °8498 °_158 .3574
°00_8 .7057 .8761 .43_7
.0200 °5746 .8417 .5034
.0500 °3942 .?egg ,5916
.0813 .2605 ,7504 ,6553
°11_9 ,181_ o7317 .6848
.1796 .0672 .7087 .72QQ
.8307 -,OOSO .6_33 .7598
.2905 -,0757 .6628 .7915
.3588 -,1517 .6483 ,8230
.41_3 -.2019 ._259 ,8484
,4703 -.8366 ._144 .8661
,5394 -.1945 °6866 °86TZ
._94 -.06T2 .6611 .7_41
._507 .0852 .?043 .7275
.7803 .8197 ,?433 ,6665
.77_3 °295_ °7631 .6358
.839_ .3361 .7786 .61_g
.8996 °3428 .7760 .6118
.g_gZ ,2_35 .7678 .6356
1._000 o1919 .7334 .6888
CDI .00917 CDCOR1 .0086_
CO2 .00g18 CDCORZ .00875
C03 .02068 CDCOR3 .02018
CO4 .00943 ¢0COR4 .008_g
C05 °00803 CDCOR5 *00888
SPANWIS_
XlC Y/8/Z CP P_LIPT MLD¢
,GSO_ -.3375 -.7785 ,4697 1.1002
.3gST -,337_ -.g_78 o4214 1o1859
• 5008 -.3375 -.5773 ,5236 1,0100
.6045 -°3375 -.5118 ,5392 *9647





X/C C_ P,L/PT BLOC
O.GvOU ,Sg1B ,8¢37 .4QqQ
• 0083 -.3975 .5687 .9377
,0_97 -.5')_3 .516l 1.0223
°0203 -._307 .4585 1,1302
• _30_ -°9224 ._98 1°1706
,0400 -,0543 °41_0 1°1_21
.O6O8 -.qqEO ,4119 1._C3b
• _800 -L.u157 ,3_89 1.8279
• IOOU -1.0733 ,3_8 1._473
°19_7 -L.OTG8 .38_T I°_514
• _500 -1,0_1_ .3_12 1.7622
• 2_6 -I,lu10 .3160 1.?774
• 3402 -L.O_01 °3756 1°_73_
°37_5 -1,1715 .375 ¸) 1.7777
• 4701 -l°O_g3 ,3817 1.7671
._8 -1.0_47 .3765 1,_71_
°_gb -1.0375 ,3066 1,2323
• 53_7 -1,0155 .3987 1°22_?
.6L97 -.4494 ._qO .q_O_
,6506 -°_2_ .5612 .9_Q_
• _9_7 -°_1_ .5_7_ .9393
.7493 -.3'sl? ,5e4_ °9126
• _353 -.1_85 .6310 ,8405
._791 -,_71 ,b_18 ,793O
• 971_ ,CL_9 ._63 ,_552
PT 55.3556 PSI CN .8157
TT 113*0Q?0 K CM -.1113




X/C CP P_LIPT NLOC
0.0000 °5928 .8437 .4gg_
• 0058 .Q003 °g1Q_ .324_
.0098 .765O .8027 .4O69
.0200 °6262 ._553 .4780
°05_0 .4360 .8018 °57?0
°0e13 ,2814 .7610 .6385
o1199 ,7150 o73_7 .6722
°1796 ,1006 .7111 .7169
.25_7 °0244 ._8_ .75O2
.2_95 -.0_9_ ._683 o7831
.3_8 -.1745 ,6460 .8173
o_193 -._100 ,_78 .8531
._7_3 -°_177 °61_2 .8603
• 5394 -.180_ °_340 .8358
.5_94 -.0583 .667_ °70?2
• 72O3 °_813 °7433 .666_
.7743 .2_24 .7_0_ .63_
.8394 °3351 °7727 .61_7
• 80_ °34_4 .7751 ,_I58
._492 .?_5 °763_ .6338
I°UO00 .1_07 .7312 .6856
CO1 ,01267 COCOR1 °01Z0_
CO? .01_62 COCORZ ,01_07
CD3 .OZ6OT CDCOR3 ,02526
CO4 °01341 COCOA4 .01281
C05 .0124? COCOE5 .01201
SPANW[SE
XIC YISI? CP PeLIPT MLOC
• 0_0_ -,3373 -°8287 ,4537 1.1281
.3957 -.8375 -1.0457 o3901 1,Z4_8
,5008 -.3375 -1.0057 .4063 1.2139
.6045 -.3375 -,5841 .5145 1.0269






XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 ,5031 ,8199 .5_21
.0U83 -._857 ,5512 ,9853
•OUR7 -.7253 .4883 1,0718
•0203 -,930_ .4272 1,1753
• 0300 -I,0054 .4067 1,2133
•0_00 -I.OZO_ ,3992 1,Z273
,0808 -I,0403 ,3949 1.2356
.0800 -1,0_04 ,3823 1.2599
• i_00 -I,1381 .3723 1.2793
.1992 -1,1228 .3710 1.2823
• 2500 -1.1_28 .3885 1.2913
• 29_4 -1,1791 .3618 1,3009
• 34UZ -1,1708 .3618 1,3008
• 379_ -1,1791 *3380 1,3086
• 4201 -1.1970 .3397 1.3080
• 4308 -loId4Z ,3838 1.2967
• 4998 -1,1307 .3752 1.2739
• 3397 -,9803 .410U 1,207G
• 8708 -.6541 ,8016 1,0483
• b197 -,_31 .3836 .0457
• 8398 -.4097 .3731 ,9307
.8997 -,3888 .5803 ,9194
• 7403 -,3393 .8933 ,8987
,8383 -,1838 .6381 *83Z5
• 8791 -,ObSZ .6829 .7912
• RZIZ .Oii_ ,689_ .7805
1.0000 .1781 .7351 .6795
PT 55.3394 PSI CN ,8639
TT I13,4L6b K C_ -,iI00




XlC CP P_L/PT MLOC
0,0000 ,3031 .8195 ,8421
• 0082 .9883 .9420 ,280_
,0098 ,8122 .9063 °3783
• OZO0 ,6708 ,_62_ .4563
.0800 ,_733 ,8119 ,3881
,0813 .3179 ,7695 ,82_8
• 1199 .2493 .7498 .8562
• 1796 o1347 .7212 ,7011
,2397 .0328 .89?3 .7383
°2995 -,0281 ,673_ .7782
• 3388 -*0996 ,634_ ,80_6
• _193 -.1627 .8401 .8285
._793 -.19_i .6300 .8420
• 539_ -,170_ ,8357 .8332
• 599_ -,086_ .6708 ,7292
•8807 .0980 .7126 ,71_8
•7203 ,224_ .7469 .8609
•72_3 .2915 ,761_ ,6378
• 839_ .3381 .7751 ,8188
.8998 .3482 .7296 .6086
,9492 .2963 *7861 .6303
1,0000 .1761 .7351 .8798
ORIGINAL r_" _: ;_:-._
OF POOR QUALIT_f
C01 ,01735 COC081 *01621
CO2 ,01871 CDCOR2 ,01348
C03 ,03362 EDCOR3 .03292
CD_ ,01730 COCORk ,01691
CO5 .01574 COCOR8 ,01491
SPANWI$E
X/C YIB/Z CP P_L/PT MLOC
*0800 -.3375 -*8883 *_381 1.1886
.3957 -,3378 -1,1286 ,3768 1,2714
*5008 -,3373 -1.1278 ,3808 1,2628
*6048 -.3375 -.4_88 18638 .9433




PT 55,38_8 PSI CN ,9187
TT 113,0978 K CM -,Eli7




XIC CP P_L/PT MLOC
0,0000 .kZlb ,798_ *577b
,0083 -,3_15 ,8332 ,99_4
.0097 -.7815 ,4637 1,1107
,0Z03 -,9985 *_097 1,2077
,030_ -i,0315 ,3948 1.2389
• 0400 -1,0_75 ,3803 1*283_
,0808 -1,1001 ,3780 1o2683
•0800 -1,1193 ,3661 I,_gzI
• 1000 -1,1790 ,356T 1,3112
• 1997 -1,1338 ,3571 1,3103
• ZSOG -1,1791 ,3527 1.3195
,2994 -1,1728 ,3_88 1,3318
°3402 -l,ZOb8 .3_79 1,3294
• 37_8 -1.2133 ,3_0 1.3377
,4201 -1*2333 ,3419 1.3421
,_398 -1,2519 .3393 1,3477
• _6 -1.2333 ,3489 1.3316
• 5397 -l*Zulb *3479 1.3294
,3793 -°8360 ,_490 1.1363
• 8197 -,5048 .54_2 ,9767
• 8898 -,_O1Z ,3773 .9237
• 6997 -.3716 ,SEb7 .9093
• 7493 -,3001 ,6008 .8873
• 8383 -,lbOZ .6378 ,8300
• 8791 -.ObT_ .8642 .7M93
• 9212 ,0112 .6888 ,7813
1.0000 .lb_3 .729_ ,088_
LOWER SURFACE
X/C CP PeLIPT MIOC
0.0000 ,4216 ,798_ ,5778
• 005_ ,9818 *gSE0 .Zbb6
• 0098 ,8526 .917_ .3836
• 0200 .7054 .8772 ._377
• 0500 ,508_ ,822_ ,8370
• 0813 °3497 .7780 ,6111
,1199 .273_ ,754_ ,8493
• 1796 ,25_1 *2819 °8829
• 2397 .0758 .7038 °7283
.2995 -,0123 .6751 °7726
• 3888 -.0925 ,65_0 .8080
°_193 -.185_ °8312 .8393
• _793 -.1878 .629_ .8_30
• _39_ -.164_ .834_ ,8350
,399_ -.0503 *8681 ,7833
• 8807 .09_8 .70R3 .7197
.7203 °222_ .2468 .6810
,7743 ,2993 .263_ .63_8
• 8394 .3348 ,7756 .81_9
°8096 .3425 ,7772 ,6128
.9_92 ,ZBb_ ,76_7 .6328
1.0000 .1625 .72_ ,688_
CDI .0288_ COCOa1 .02510
CD2 ,02_83 COCDR2 ,0Z384
C03 ,0_733 COCOR3 ,04636
C0_ ,02888 CDCOR_ ,02538
CD5 .02406 COCOR5 ,02368
SPANWISE
XlC YI812 CP PeLIPT MLOC
,0503 -,8378 -.96_9 .4220 1.1849
• 3987 -.3375 -1.1629 .3571 1,310_
• 3008 -,3378 -1,1885 .3494 1,8284
• bU_8 -°337§ -°7900 ,_blB 1o1138





XlC CP PeLIPT MLOC
O.O000 .3054 .7862 ,5977
• b_83 -,5719 .5131 1.0239
°0097 -.g070 ,_28_ 1o1731
• 0203 "1.0_20 ,3922 1.2408
• 030G -L.O_g8 .383L 1,2345
• 0_00 -1.1187 *3078 1.2867
• 0608 -1.1380 .363_ 1.2978
• 0800 -1.2121 *3_78 1,3301
• 1008 -1o2330 .34_3 1,337L
• 1997 -1.2021 ,3432 1.3352
• 2300 -I.Z_Z9 .3_U8 1.3_5
• 2994 -1.2210 .33_6 1,3578
.3402 -1.2232 ,3380 1,3547
• 3705 -1.2597 .3318 1.3638
• _201 -I,2817 ,3287 1,3705
,_508 -L,2_30 .3208 1.3878
.4908 -1.277_ ,3301 1.3674
• 5307 -L.2_92 ,32_7 1.3202
,57_3 -1.0230 ,3980 1._333
o_102 -.8273 ,5_13 I,0467
,65_8 -.5Z72 ,8260 1,0061
• 7493 -,3_20 .5_21 .0008
• _333 -.I01_ .6377 .8301
• 8701 -,0813 ,_583 o798_
oqZIZ -.0168 ,6730 .7757
1,0000 .123_ .7L93 .7041
PT 53.3880 PSI CN ,9811
TT 113,7689 K CN -.1203




XIC CP P_L/_T WLOC
0.0000 .3_5_ ,7862 ,80?7
•0082 1o0115 °9602 .2421
•0098 .8775 .9233 ,3402
,OZO0 .7262 .MBOI .4318
•0_00 ,3302 .8261 .5308
•OML3 .3767 °7838 .6016
.L199 .302_ ,7652 o6317
,1796 .1811 ,7329 .8829
•2397 ,0874 .70_ ,7275
•2995 ,0010 ,8793 .7860
•35_8 -.08C8 .65_ ,80_6
.4193 -°1_85 .6348 °8348
._793 -.1930 .822_ .8830
,339_ -,1603 ,6360 °83_6
,599_ -.0492 ,b65t .787_
,8507 .0837 .7035 °7?86
• 7203 .2207 ,7430 .8_70
,77_3 .2925 .7_18 o8371
• 839_ ,3?_9 .7711 .8222
,8_96 .3202 .7661 °8303
,0_ .287_ .7_86 .bb1_
L,O000 .I25_ .7193 °70_1
COL ,03317 COCORI *03459
CD2 ,03393 COCOR2 .03312
CD3 .07083 COCOR3 .0700L
CO_ ,034b0 COCOR4 ,03364
C05 .03139 COCOR8 .03104
SPAMWISE
X/C ¥18/2 CP P_LIPT MLOC
• 0503 -°3375 -,9996 ._073 1.2119
• 3957 -°3378 -1o1939 .34_7 1,3363
°5008 -°3375 -1,?_59 .3370 1.382b
.b048 -,3375 -.7871 ._880 1.1203






XlC CP P_L/PT MLOC
O.OUJ6 .igb2 ,7370 .bTb5
°00A3 -,7271 °_533 1°0771
,0097 -°_SZ o39g_ 1oZ271
• 0203 -1°1992 o3526 1°3197
,0300 -1o2117 o3431 1°339b
.Oh08 -1°2303 ,3371 1°3_Z3
°0_00 -LoZaZb ,3264 1o375_
.1000 -1,3_ o3L41 1o40Zg
o1_7 -L*3263 ,3Z1_ 1.3875
°2_00 -l°3Z_ °31_2 1°3938
°29q4 -L°31Sb o3140 1o4031
,340Z -1°3148 o31bO 1°3987
o37_5 -1°35Z2 ,3125 lo4tbb
,4Z01 -_°Z_b7 ,3329 1°3b14
o_598 -1o2540 o3_32 1°3395
°49gb -og155 ,4337 LoLl37
,5397 -o66q8 o4965 1,0548
o5795 -ob_08 o5U81 1°0354
o_197 -°_02_ o5176 loOlgg
,b5_8 -o52Z7 o5_5 °9762
• 8353 -o3_8 *_g2Z °gC08
°_ZLZ -°_18b o6Z_3 o85bg
1°0_0_ -,U4bl .672Z .777O
PT 55,3676 PSI CN ,g98_
TT 113,050¢ K CH -,IZgb
RC 2_,g360 MILLION CC -.OZbZ
kLPHA 5o_Zqg DEG
LOWE_ $U_CE
X/C CP P_LIPT MLO¢
OoO000 ol_6Z °?370 ob7_5
°O05Z 1.0475 oqb_5 o211_
oOOgB ,9331 o_39_ ,3008
• OZO0 o7833 o8967 °3_86
°0500 o_88_ o8_8 °_
• OA13 °4165 o7_46 o583_
oll_ o338b °77_5 o6165
o179b o216_ ,7_4 o664_
o2397 olZ78 °?Z14 °70_0
°358_ -oCSlq °6b_ o78ZB
°41_3 -,12_3 ob_b8 °81bZ
o53g_ -,lb02 o6397 o8271
,5_4 -o0666 ob_67 o78_5
ob507 °08Zb ,7081 .72_5
• 7203 .20Zq o7_00 o67_B
°77_3 o_b48 .7545 °b48_
,83_ °2_ oTbZ6 °635_
o_gb °28_7 QTbZB ,6356
• g_Z ,2Z82 oT_B_ *6578
loOO00 -oO_b_ ,bTZZ _777C
COl ,05935 CDCORZ .05899
COZ *Ob3Z6 COCORZ .ObZ83
CD3 o118_ COCOR3 o118_
CO_ °04_40 ¢DCOR_ oO_Z07
C05 *03787 CDCOR5 °O_?Z3
SPkNWISE
XlC Y/B/Z CP PeLIPT MLOC
o050_ -o337_ -l*_Z20 o_770 I*Z70_
°3_7 -°337_ -1.3177 °DZ06 1°_883
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XlC CP PeL/PT MLOC
0,0000 Z.1312 ,9945 ,0889
.0U83 .3766 oTnB5 *5941
.0097 ,Zqb3 .7661 ,630_
,0803 .0Z13 o6910 .748Z
.0300 -.1938 .6417 .8241
._400 -o2236 .b849 .85C1
°0608 -.2743 ,6108 .8719
• 0_0_ -.3_63 °596L ,8947
,1000 -._785 .5620 ,9167
°1997 -,4171 *5685 ,9381
,25OO -,4356 .566A .9A14
.29_4 -.4589 .5588 .953A
,3A02 -.A564 .5583 .9542
.3795 -.4606 .557_ ,9555
oAZ01 -,471_ ,5546 .9bCZ
,A598 -o50A9 .5_60 °9T38
,4996 -°5L27 .5_15 .9811
.5397 -,5298 ._38_ ,9865
°_795 -o5_U6 ,5340 ,9932
• 6197 -.5451 ,_313 .99?5
,bSqB -,51A1 .5415 °9811
,6997 -.4885 .55A1 ,9610
.7493 -.3889 °5749 ,9279
.8353 -.2_35 ,bZ59 .8485
• 87_1 -.0_58 .657_ ,7992
,9212 .0C89 .6864 ,7552
1,000C ,Z_31 .7381 o67_
PT 54.3238 P_I CN .8886
TT 111.3755 K CM -.103A




XlC CR PpL/PT MLOC
0.00_0 1.1312 .9945 .0889
.0052 °1421 ,824C .6970
°0098 .0887 °?OqA .7197
o0200 .oblq .7007 *8338
,0500 -.0150 o6818 .8684
• 0813 -,1142 ,6_46 .80_2
°1199 -°1335 .6_8_ .R131
,1896 -,2049 °6895 ,8430
• 8997 -.2523 .6170 .8683
.8995 -o3101 ,5979 .8919
• 3588 -°3686 *584? *9126
,4193 -.4066 .5T15 .9332
,_793 -.4103 .5709 ,9342
.5_94 -.3866 ,594_ °8976
,sqqA -.1584 ,6404 °8861
,6507 ,0177 ,6892 .7509
,T?03 .16R6 .?290 ,6891
,7743 .Z4qb .7520 .6589
°_394 °3007 ,8670 ,6290
.8996 ,3801 .7700 .6242
,9492 o2807 °7601 ,AAO0
1.0000 .2031 .7381 ,6749
COl o006;9 CDCORI .O0_Al
CO2 *006A8 COCOR2 *00637
CO3 .01680 COCOR3 .01669
CO4 ,006_9 CDCORA ,00643
CO_ .OObAO CDCOR5 .00636
SRANWISE
X/C YIE/Z CR PpL/PT MLOC
,050J -,3375 -.2457 .8150 .8653
• 3957 -,3175 -,4671 .5565 .9571
• 5C0_ -,3375 -._165 .5401 ,9834
• b0_8 -.3375 -.5430 ,5321 °9963





X/C CP PILIPT MLOC
O°O000 1.033A *9667 °2210
• 0083 ,0965 o7081 .7_1T
.OU98 .OAAO .693_ °7446
,0803 -.2048 ,6C91 ._?HA
°0306 -°3866 .5746 .92E_
,0400 -.4_01 ,_563 .9575
.0_08 -.478_ °5499 ,968T
,080U -°5226 °5376 °9874
,1000 -.568_ .5870 1.00_5
°19_7 -.5542 ._338 ,9945
,?SO0 -°5538 ._30_ ,9983
,8994 -.5_70 °_303 .999_
,3402 -,5522 .5309 ,9983
,379_ -.5A85 ,530L .999_
.A201 -,5536 ,5279 1.0031
,4598 -.5_34 ,520A 1,0153
,499_ -,5821 ,5_U8 1.0151
°_397 -,599A ,5186 1.0182
,5795 -°6119 ,51Z6 1,_282
o6197 -.5956 ,5173 1.0205
• 65_8 -.5444 *5385 .9_57
.6997 -.4_90 ,5_98 ,9_88
°7_93 -°3979 o_731 ,9309
• 8353 -.Zu31 ,6266 .8474
,_79L -.0851 ,6593 ,7970
• 9212 .0115 ,6865 °7551
1.0000 ,1992 .7376 .6758
PT 54,3Z35 PSI CN .4247
TT 110,969Z K CM -o1055




X/C CP P,LIRT MLOC
0.0000 1°033A ,_bb7 °2210
.O052 .4597 .8081 .5615
,0098 ,35A3 ,7797 °_085
• 0200 .2750 .7573 .6A45
,0500 .1A43 .?2O6 .7083
,0813 .0260 ,ARGO .7513
.1199 -,C105 ,6888 ,7669
,1796 ".1005 ,6_54 °8030
.2397 -°1597 ,6380 *8897
,8995 -.222A ,6240 .851_
,3588 -°2873 ,_OAI .B_23
o_193 -,3883 .5932 .8993
.4793 -.3A54 ,5_78 .907R
,_394 -,2818 ,6O37 ,88_9
.5994 -,1272 °64_8 .8178
,650T ,0417 .6930 °7452
°7203 °1877 °7331 .ABZ?
,??43 .2681 °?_AT ,6455
.83_4 ,31_2 .7685 .6867
.8996 .3_90 ,77ZA .b20A
.9A92 .8868 .7614 .6381
1°0000 ,1992 .7_76 .675?
COl ,00668 CDCOgl .00660
CDZ ,00_72 COCDR8 .00661
CO3 *01b§T CDCQR3 o01646
CO4 *00655 COCORA ,00649
CD5 *00643 COCOAS *00640
SPANWISE
XIC YIEI_ CP PellPT NIOC
°0500 -.337_ -.k3TZ o_29 .94_9
.3957 -,33T5 -°5468 .5321 °99_3
°5008 -,3373 -*5805 ,5236 1.010Z
,bOAB -,3375 -,5948 °_170 1o0209
• 7003 -.3375 -,4869 .5482 ,9T04
TEST IZZ RT 53.5358 PSI
RUN 63 TT LL9.8776 K




XlC CP P,L/PT MLOC
0,0000 .865O ,9_06 °3_66
,0_83 -.1823 .6358 °_3_Z
• O0_T -.8455 .6134 ,8679
°0300 -,bZ15 ,8096 1,0332
• 0400 -,?02_ .4878 l.bTb6
,O6O8 -,7108 °A_30 1,0776
• _800 -.7_06 .47Z3 1,095_
°_0_ -.7fiq_ .4_L 1.1101
• 1997 -,7_67 .4_6 1,1197
.8500 -,735_ .A_I_ 1.0795
,?_q_ -°6_35 ,5100 1,038_
,_02 -.6113 .5148 1.0245
,3795 -.5994 .51AZ L°UZ57
.4_ -.6831 ,_lJJ 1.032_
,_3_7 -,_SbZ o5_23 1,u45_
°5795 -.bc_2 .408_ 1,0516
,8_QB -.5_68 .52_5 l,JOOb
,6_97 -°A_81 .5_58 ,9752
,7_3 -°3_93 .5711 °9340
• _7_1 -,C_T _59_ ,TqA9





XlC CP PeLIPT ML_C
0,0000 .8850 °qZO6 .3Afb
.0C5_ °694_ ,B831 .4458
°_09_ ,5568 ._356 .51A5
• 0800 ,4A22 ,8034 °5696
• JSO0 .ZR31 °759A °6413
,0813 .1430 .7_08 ,708_
,1199 .0988 .707_ .?2ZT
,179_ -.0090 .689_ .7683
,83_7 -o0771 °b_94 ,7980
,2995 -.1424 .6401 ,8267
,35_8 -°2160 .6Z_A ,8_08
o4193 -,8685 °6095 °8739
,4793 -.28A4 .6047 ,8814
,_39A -°8368 ,6148 .8661
._99A -,0_74 .6550 ,8037
.6507 .0613 ,7004 ,7337
,7803 ,_05A °738_ .6739
• T743 .?_IC ,7601 ,6402
• _9_4 ,_?58 .7816 .6217
°_9_6 .33_3 ,7748 .6175
,_A_ ,Z_11 ,7688 .6359
L.OOOU ._912 ,7349 .68O0
CO1 .00702 C_COgl ,OObB9
C02 .00715 COCOR2 ,0069&
C03 ,01653 COCOR3 .01632
CO4 .00696 COCOR4 .00685
C05 *00671 COCOR5 *00664
SPANWISE
XlC ¥1812 CP P_llPT MLOC
• 050J -.337_ -.6311 ._084 1.0352
,39_I -,33T_ -,6199 ,5136 1.0266
.5008 -.3375 -.6419 ,5C43 1.0419
°6048 -,33T_ -.6431 .5004 1,0484






X/C CP PeL/PT MLOC
O.000_ .bOO0 .8o51 .46C8
• U_88 -.3580 .5@09 .9Oql
ob_92 -*SEg3 .540_ °9820
• O203 -.7233 ,4821 1.0740
• 030_ -°8345 .4556 1.1251
• 0400 -.8V90 ,4377 1.1504
• 0008 -.9280 ,431_ 1o1085
.0800 -,9087 ,4177 1.1427
°1000 -1,0016 ,4083 1.2102
• lq_7 -1.G108 ,4_05 1*2130
• 25OG -1o0214 .4030 1,2141
°2994 -1,0856 ,3483 1*2281
• 3402 -1.0_94 o_02_ 1.2218
• 37_5 -,qTSC .4135 1,2006
• 4201 -,9_59 .4173 1,143_
,459B -,7940 ,4o01 1.1bb_
°44_0 -,5_45 ,5321 .gq@Z
,5397 -.5313 ,5300 ,qBbb
• 5795 -.5229 .536_ .4884
°@197 -o5071 .5263 1.0001
• O5@8 -.5_54 .5353 ,9910
.0947 -._801 °54_7 ,9629
• 7643 -,4100 .57_ ,9277
,8353 -.2034 .0308 ,8413
• _701 -oGd74 .6023 ,7923
,9212 .0t53 ,6_43 ,7507
IoO_JG ,18B1 ,73o4 ,0775
PT 55.5%05 PSI CN ,2227
TT 113.1443 K CM -.103Q




XlC CP P,L/PT _LOC
0.0000 *5600 *8551 *4608
*0052 °8502 *4122 .3581
*0098 .7074 ,@770 .4381
*0200 .5783 *8426 .5018
.0500 .3_60 ,7427 ,5871
,0A13 ,2656 o7521 *@SZb
.119_ *lA42 .7362 *0909
,1796 ,0734 .703_ *?286
,2347 -.00_6 *6028 *2607
,2995 -.0710 *6663 .7091
.35@8 -*1505 ,6426 *8225
.6193 -.lqq@ .6284 o86_5
,47@3 -*2363 *6200 ,8574
.5394 -.1914 ob_94 .8430
.5446 -o0716 .b533 *7907
,6507 .0835 .7059 *7235
,7203 .2202 o7420 ,667_
,?743 .2Q30 .7664 *5330
.8396 .3374 .7266 .6167
.8996 .36_0 o280_ .6075
oq_Z *2447 *7553 .631@
1.0000 .1881 o736_ .6775
ORIGINAL PAGE 13
OF POOR QUALITY
CDI .00903 COCOR1 o00801
COZ *OOqO0 CDCOR2 .00881
CO3 ,02158 COCOR3 o02136
C04 *0086_ CDCOR6 .OOe_3
CD5 ,00863 CDCOR3 *G083Z
SPANW[SE
XIC YI312 CP PeLIPT NLOC
*050_ -,3375 -o7234 *4666 1.1058
.3957 -*3375 -.9071 .43B0 1.1559
,5008 -.3375 -.56_6 *5283 1,0023
.b04B -,3375 -.5332 *8365 ,99Z2





X/C CP P_LIPT HLOC
0,00_0 .3813 °700_ .5900
.0_83 -.58qA °5209 1*0_45
• OG_? -.8214 ,65_4 1*1233
• 02J3 -,9782 .4_13 1.2_47
.0300 -L.O_qO ,3931 1.2340
• _400 -1*1253 .3728 1*2508
• 0506 -1.1322 .3777 1,2580
• 000_ -1.1453 .30_4 1.Zg3b
• 1000 -1.1702 ,3583 1.3079
.1497 -1.1_63 °3572 1.3101
°2500 -1*1957 .3537 1.3174
• _9_4 -1,2345 ,3_86 1.3284
• 3_02 -1.1_71 *34@4 1o328_
• 37_b -1*22_8 .34_Z 1.3352
• _201 -1*258_ *3_34 1.3379
,4548 -1.2_33 .3_06 1.3450
• 4@_6 -1*Z_47 o3_83 1,3207
• _3Q7 -1._331 .3_09 1.3642
• 52_b -*0415 ._984 1,0_15
,_lq? -°5434 .5281 1.0C25
,_bR -.42dl .5662 .943@
• bqQ7 -o35_0 ,5872 ,9_85
• 7493 -.2_70 ,5975 .8924
.A383 -,1055 ,0386 o8291
• 57_1 -.G767 °605_ .?8?4
o9212 o0127 *58o4 o7551
1.0000 .lb23 ,7251 *0951
PT 55.?575 PSI CN °9151
TT 118.3789 K C_ -.1119




X/C CP P_L/PT MLOC
0°0000 ,3813 *7909 .5900
,C052 °9@36 .9_33 .2029
*0098 ,8452 .9147 .3599
°0200 .7037 .@760 ,4399
*0500 ,5099 *8262 .5333
°0813 ,3516 *7822 *b064
.1149 ,2754 .7579 .5636
,1290 .1522 .?238 ,6_77
.2397 ,0668 ._980 ,7373
°2995 -°0065 .6_26 *2610
,3588 -o0090 .5582 *2985
.4193 -.1_08 ,6471 °81_@
.47_3 -.1911 .6271 ,8664
*5394 -.1655 *fl36_ .8322
.59_6 -,0670 ,6?39 .7765
.0507 ,0439 *TO@_ *7200
.7203 .2269 ,76@8 o6519
°7763 *2957 *?530 *5352
,8394 .3321 .728_ o0103
.8995 ,3362 °272_ *6202
,Q492 ,_830 .760_ .0393
1.0000 .1623 *72_1 *5951
CD1 °02428 COCDRI *0_346
C02 ,023_7 CDCOR2 .022_6
C03 *04638 CDCOR3 oG6545
CD4 ,0244_ COCOq_ o02362
C03 *02297 CDCOR5 *02Zlb
SPANWZSE
XlC YI@/2 CP PeL/PT NLDC
*0500 -.3375 -,9399 ,4262 1.1@0@
*3957 -.337_ -1,2021 .3bOZ 1.30_0
*5008 -.337_ -1.2113 ,3527 1.3196
ob068 -,3375 -.51_9 .5653 *97_9





X/C CP PeLIPr HL_C
O.OGOG *3197 .7727 .b19_
• 00_3 -.b_9q .5_77 1.0351
.0097 -.9_;25 o431_ 1.1_73
• _2_3 -1.1072 o3651 1o2544
• _300 -L*G_97 ,381_ 1*2510
,C_30 -1,1525 o3525 1.Z_92
.Obw@ -1.1_51 .3o29 1,_980
• C_OC -1.211_ .3482 1.32_
• l_v_ -l*Z_bu *3452 _*3331
.1497 -1.2_45 ,3448 1°33_1
o250t -1.2515 ,3_00 1,3450
°299_ -_.2557 ,335_ 1*3540
.3432 -1.2588 .33@0 1.3534
.37_5 -1.2_12 ,333_ 1.3592
• _5_8 -1.3_22 ,3225 1.8_4_
.494_ -1,2718 ._321 1°3_31
• _3°7 -1.2_88 .334_ 1o3591
.57_b -.9255 ,_252 1.1790
°01_7 -.5271 ,5285 i°_C18
• _5_8 -.4977 o_412 *9815
• _353 -,1_04 .5368 .d323
,9212 .0_52 ,0P5_ *75o5
l*bOOC .1300 .7221 .bqq_
PT 55.3512 PS! CR .9583
TT 113.2173 _ CH -.1171




X/C CP P_LIPT MLOC
O,O0_J .3197 *7722 .0198
• 0052 1°0095 *9600 .2_27
• 0098 ,0681 ,9295 .3279
• 0200 .7348 ,8848 *423Z
• 0500 *5324 *0381 °5273
o5813 °3749 °7852 .5995
,1199 .2983 .7543 *5832
.1295 °1778 .2320 *5864
• _397 .0_52 °7038 ,7282
°2995 o0145 °bSql .7510
o35_8 -*0_05 .6658 .7871
._193 -.13_9 .5647 o0193
.4793 -o1702 ,0377 ,8302
.539_ -,152? ,64_S .8190
• 5994 -*G_9 ,0581 °7834
°5507 ,0925 *?02_ *7229
.7203 .2232 .243_ ,0057
.7743 *2932 .2058 .0311
.8394 .8261 o771_ .5221
.89_b .335_ ,7778 ,6115
.9492 °2779 o758_ .6458
1,0000 ,13_0 *2221 °@998
COl *03227 COCORI *03173
CD2 .03139 CDCOR2 *03070
CO3 .06327 COCOg3 ,06266
CD4 ,03156 C0C0_4 *03121
CD5 .02886 COCO_5 .02851
SPANW_SE
X/C Y/@I2 CP PeLIPT _LOC
• 0500 "*33?3 -1.0129 °4050 1,216_
°3957 -.3375 -],2314 .3470 1,331_
°5008 -°3375 -1.2427 *3392 1°3479
• b049 -.3375 -.717_ .k@30 1o0776
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X/_ CP PeLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,1392 *9959 ,0772
• 0083 *7Z37 ,8816 ,430L
,0097 ,7234 ,8818 ,4296
• 0203 ,473Z ,8137 ,5534
• 0300 ,2499 ,75Z0 ,b544
• 0600 .1601 ,7Z73 *6933
• 0608 *0533 ,6977 ,7394
• 0800 -*O1ZI ,b516 ,7643
,1000 -,0831 ,6b09 *7963
o1997 -*1944 *6296 ,84_5
• Z500 -.2367 ,6178 ,8629
,2996 -*Z774 o6071 *8795
• 3402 -,ZOO8 ,b_RZ .8P40
°3795 -*3097 .5978 ,8940
• 4Z01 -.3296 *5943 ,8986
• 6590 -*3744 ,5826 o9178
• _996 -.3786 ,5804 ,9212
• 5397 -,4086 *5730 ,93Z9
• 5795 -,4464 °5638 ,9_75
o6197 -*4545 ,5589 ,9553
°6598 -,44Z3 ,5618 ,9506
• 6997 -.6199 ,SbT8 .9411
• 7493 -.3614 ,5850 ,9141
,8353 -,1936 ,6297 ,8444
• 8791 -,0808 ,bbZ1 .7944
• 9ZL2 *OlZ2 ,6877 .7549





XIC CP PeLIPT NLOC
0.0000 1,1392 *9959 *0772
,O05Z -,9589
,4198 1.1911
,0098 -,4464 °5070 1,0395
*OZO0 -.4981 .5467 ,9747
,0500 -,4135 .5698 ,9379
.0813 -,4486 ,5599 ,9537
.1199 -,4217 *§696 ,9382
.1796 -,4542 .5592 ,9549
,2397 -.4781 ,551R *9672
.Z995 -,5179 .540R .9843
.3508 -.57Z4 .5255 1.0091
.4193 -,5933 .5203 1.0175
,4793 -.5470 ,5340 ,9953
,5394 -,4118 ,5697 ,9381
.5994 -.Z135 *6266 .8493
,6507 -,0198 .b795 ,7076
.7203 .1364 .7215 .7024
*7743 .2232 .7458 .66_2
,8394 ,2777 .7614 ,6395
,899b *30ZZ *7665 ,6313
,949Z .2774 *7594 ,6426
1,0000 ,Z190 .7450 ,6655
C01 ,00621 COCOR1 *OOblq
CDZ ,00615 COCOR2 *G0613
C03 ,00618 COCOR3 ,00617
C04 *00607 CDCOR4 ,00606
C05 *00599 CDCO_5 ,00600
SPANWISE
XlC YlB/Z CP PeLIPT qLOC
*0500 -,3375 ,0_74 *6979 *7392
,3957 -,3375 -.3134 ,5995 .8913
,5000 -,3375 -,3875 .576B ,9269
*6048 -,3375 -,4429 .56R0 ,9471












XlC CP PeLIPT _LOC
0,0000 1.1370 .9952 *0834
,0C_3 ,3678 *7833 .6G39
• 0097 ,Z994 *7638 ,6355
• OZ03 *OZZ1 *6875 .755Z
• 0300 -.155b .6386 .830b
• 0400 -.Z189 ,6ZZO ,8563
,0608 --,2947 .6008 ,REqz
• 0800 -.3318 .589R .9G70
• 1000 -,3911 .5753 ,9292
,1997 -,4275 ,SbRZ ,9468
• 2500 -.4456 ,5b02 .953Z
• Z994 -.4093 °5536 .9637
• 3402 -.4078 .55Z9 .9647
• 3795 -.4718 .551Z .9675
• 4201 -,4827 ,_506 ,9684
• 4598 -o5195 ,5395 .9863
• 499b -*5237 .5376 .9094
• 53_7 -.5497 .5311 ,9998
• 5795 -,5639 *5294 1.0026
• 6197 -,5560 .529R 1,0019
• 6598 -,5229 ,5413 .9833
• b997 -,R805 ,550Z .9690
• 7493 -,3929 ,5754 ,9290
• 8353 -,ZObb .6Z78 *8473
• 8791 -.0853 .6bOZ .7972
• 9212 .0105 ,6868 ,7562





X/C CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1370 .995_ *0834
• 0052 *lS?Z .7245 ,6976
,0098 ,1121 ,71Z3 *7167
• 0200 ,0742 .7019 .7328
,0500 -*O05E ,680e .7655
• 0813 -,1054 .6530 ,B084
• 1199 -,1260 .6462 ,8188
• 1796 -,2040 ,6267 ,8690
.2397 -,2541 ,6115 ,0725
• Z995 -.3108 ,5963 *896Z
,3580 -,3718 ,5805 ,9211
• 4193 -,4078 .5705 .9368
,4793 -.4134 ,5679 .9409
,5394 -,3275 ,5910 ,9046
• 5994 -o1585 ,6396 ,8290
,6507 *0225 ,6886 ,7534
,7203 .17_0 ,7301 .6889
• 7743 ,2573 *753Z .65Z_
• 8394 ,3076 ,768_ ,b284
• 8996 .3250 .772Z ,6ZZO
• 949Z ,Z871 ,7630 ,6367
1,0000 ,2G94 .742Z ,b699
C01 ,00602 COCOR1 ,00597
COZ ,00596 COCORZ ,00590
C03 ,00595 COCOg3 *00590
C04 ,00597 COCOR4 *00592
C05 *00584 COCOR5 *00584
SPANWISE
XlC YI812 CP PeLIPT NLOC
• 0500 -,3375 -.Z086 .6257 ,8505
• 3_57 -.3375 -,4712 .5571 ,9580
,5008 -,3375 -,5Z26 .5395 .9863
,6048 -.3375 -.55Z5 ,5330 ,9967





XlC CP PpLIPT HLOC
0*0000 1,0337 ,9669 *Z2G8
,0083 .0779 ,7061 °7295
• 0097 .0416 .69Z7 ,7471
,0203 -,2700 .6082 .8770
• 030b -.3963 ,5?30 °9329
°0400 -.4600 ,555_ ,9609
• Oh08 -.5113 ,542Z *9819
• OMOU -,5352 ,5363 ,9914
• 1GOG -,5_LO .5Z15 1.0157
• 1997 -.505M .527_ 1,0051
• _00 -,5o90 ,5264 1,0100
.zgq4 -,5787 .5255 1*019U
• 3402 -,5_24 ,5Z82 1,9_47
• 3795 -,559Q ,5298 1.00ZO
,_201 -,5601 ,5283 1.0044
• 4_98 -,594Z .5Z11 1,0162
,4996 -,5_bB .523R 1.u125
• 5397 -o6071 .5101 1.0211
,5795 -,6263 ,5130 1,0295
• 6197 -.6_81 .51_5 1.023_
• _598 -,5484 ,5343 .994_
• 0997 -.4937 .5_75 .9735
• 7493 -,_33 .5721 ,9343
• 8353 -*2070 ,677Z ,8403
,879L -,0P52 ,6595 .7R79
• Q2LZ *OIZ9 .bB84 ,7=38
1.0000 ,ZOO3 ,7407 .b723
PT 7_,4611 PSI CN ,4380
TT 10_,9002 K CM -.I07Z




XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC
O*O000 1,0337 ,9669 .2Z08
*0052 ,4780 .8132 .5543
,0098 .3741 .7854 .6006
*0200 ,2840 .7603 ,6411
,0500 ,155_ .7_50 ,6970
,OR13 ,0319 .6916 .7489
,1199 -.O05R .6816 °7643
*1796 -,Oqql .b545 ,8062
*2397 -*1597 .6377 *83Zl
,2_95 -,2202 *62Z_ ._551
*35_8 -,2878 *60ZO ,8874
,4193 -.3280 .5942 ,R_96
.4793 -,343b .5883 .9088
.539_ -,_8ZO .6061 .8811
,590_ -,l?5M .6478 ,8164
*b507 ,04_7 ,696_ .7417
,7_03 .1912 *7365 ,b789
,7743 .ZT?3 ,TSBq .6434
.R394 ,310_ .7717 .b2Z8
*8996 ,3330 *7750 ,6174
,_492 .Z9_9 ,7651 .b33_
l,O00O ,2053 .7407 ,6TZ3
CD1 ,00630 COCOR1 *00627
C02 ,00619 CDCORZ ,00615
C03 ,00614 CDCOR3 ,00611
CD4 *OObll COC0_4 ,0060_
C05 .00599 COCOR5 ,00600
EPANWISE
XIC YIq/2 CP P_LIPT MtQC
• 0503 -,3375 -,3838 ,5785 .9243
.3957 -.3375 -,5570 .5305 1,0010
• 500_ -.3375 -.5919 .5Z15 1,0156
• 6048 -.3375 -*6086 .5166 1.0237








X/C CP P_LIPT MLDC
O*UO00 ,Sbbl *9208 .3469
*OU_3 -°17Z9 ,5350 *_3bl
*0007 -*2577 ,613_ *Sbgb
*OZd3 -*5_89 *5339 *q953
.0300 -.638_ .5102 1,0341
*0_00 -*7237 °_879 1.0713
*0508 -*7bZZ ._725 l*OgTb
._OG -.775_ .4716 1,0991
*LO00 -.8_7_ *_54_ 1.1115
.lq97 -.8133 .4bZb 1.1147
.2500 -*T708 ,4743 l*Oq4b
,29_4 -,6259 ,5135 1*0285
.3_02 -.6U_3 .5251 1*0179
.3795 -*6135 .515_ 1,02_7
*4201 -,_227 ,51L8 1.0315
*4598 -*b_Z7 *5009 1,0495
,_q_ -,5548 ,5bZq 1.0453
.53_7 -*5593 *5057 1,0415
,57_5 -*5701 *4987 1,0532
*bi_7 -*b_B_ *505_ 1*0408
*bbgO -.5658 *5272 l°OObZ
*69_7 -*_03_ *5453 ,975_
.7_93 -.4079 ._714 .935_
,_353 -.2_4_ *_201 *85O0
.87_1 -*0822 ,_591 ,7_q0
*qZIZ *0130 *5879 *7545
1.0000 *1999 .7380 *5755
PT 74*4640 PSI CN .5772
TT iC5.1294 K CM -*1067




XIC CP P_L/PT MLDC
0*0000 *8661 *9ZOB ,3469
*0052 *7008 ,8269 *4409
*0098 *5719 *8409 *5061
.OZO0 *4506 ,8080 ,5629
*0500 *2908 .7648 *6338
*0813 .1515 ,7224 o7010
.1199 ,0958 .7103 *2198
.1796 -,OO89 *6R27 *?626
*2397 -*0752 *bblb .2951
*2995 -,1419 *6461 .8190
*35RB -,2164 *6258 *8504
.4193 -.2588 .6142 ,8685
.4293 -*2864 *hOb5 *8803
*5396 -*2355 *b195 *Bb02
.5996 -.0959 .656_ .8029
*6507 *0656 .7010 ,7363
*7203 .2082 .7_01 *6733
*7743 *2847 *7633 *6363
,8396 *3299 *7735 .6198
*8996 *3429 *?779 .6128
*9692 *3040 *7663 *6318
1.0000 *1999 ,7380 *6765
CD1 *005bl CDCOR1 *00042
CD2 ,00651 CDCOR2 *00639
CD3 *00659 CDCOR3 *00646
CD4 .00642 CDCOR_ *00635
C0_ .00631 COCOR5 *00628
SPANWISE
X/C YISI_ C_ PpLIPT MLOC
*0503 -,3375 -.5614 ,5297 1,0022
,3957 -.3375 -.5868 .8194 1.0190
,5008 -.3375 -*5580 .5012 1.0482
.604B -.3375 -*658T .5013 1.0488





XlC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 .653? *8541 ,4@3_
.0083 -.3592 *5_79 *9094
*OO97 -*5197 *5427 *961Z
*0203 -*7466 *4788 1.0_58
*5300 -.8135 *4555 1,1252
.O400 -*9158 *4368 1.1601
,0508 -*9545 *4ZZZ I*IBbB
*OBO0 -.977_ .4173 1.1957
*lbO0 -1.0169 .4071 1.Z146
.1997 -1,0165 ._US_ 1*216_
.2500 -1.0300 .4023 1.223_
,2994 -1*0534 *3975 1*2325
*3402 -1.0_?0 ,40O8 1*2255
,3795 -1,00_B *4173 1,_143
.4201 -.9305 .4345 1,1641
,_5_B -.8_73 *4D75 1.1234
._0 -,8O?4 ,8214 1.0157
*5397 -,5478 .5_77 .98_1
.5795 -.5_R9 .535_ ,9926
*5197 -.5?23 .5391 *9_bq
.5596 -.5494 *5388 .987_
.b_97 -*4bOB .5_55 .9607
,7493 -.3_72 *5758 ,9285
*_353 -,Z030 *6292 ,8452
._791 -*G_4 .6523 *?9_C
.9212 *0199 *_57 *7554
l,_vO_ *19/B *7367 *078_
PT 74.w291 8SI CN .7852
TT 10_,0312 K CN -.1032




XIC CP P_LIPT MLDC
O,O000 ,5537 .8661 *4535
,0052 *8587 .9196 *3497
,0098 *7188 *8808 o4317
• 0200 *5803 *R413 *5053
• 0500 *4023 ,7960 .5R30
• 0813 *2495 .752_ *6560
,1199 .1886 ,7362 *6793
• 1795 *0727 °7049 *7282
.2397 -*0002 *5850 *7590
,2995 -,0702 *5645 *7906
• 35R8 -,1463 *6443 *8218
.4193 -.1969 .6333 *8388
.47_3 -*2302 *6243 *8527
• 5394 -,1914 .6316 .841_
.5_9_ -.0716 *b579 *7854
• 5507 .0858 *7093 .7214
• 7203 ,2248 ,745_ *6648
• 7743 *2971 *7576 *6296
• 8394 ,3375 *??91 .6108
,89_6 *3506 .7791 ,6107
.9_92 *2971 *758_ ,5280
1.0000 .1978 *736 ? *6786
CDI ,00858 COCORI *00821
CD2 *OORSO C0C0_2 *00810
CD3 ,00881 C0C0_3 ,00837
C04 *00890 COCOR4 *00856
C05 ,00882 CDCOR5 *00813
SPANWISE
XlC YISI_ CP PeLIPT NLOC
*0503 -,3375 -,7152 .4880 1.0713
,3957 -.3375 -.9773 .4149 1,2001
*5008 -*3375 -,8632 .4477 1,1408
*b048 -.3375 -,5184 .5408 *9862





XIC CP PtL/PT MLOC
O*bOOO *5536 *8358 .5136
._R3 -,_gZ ,56R8 ,9396
.OCQ7 -*644Z .5O97 1.0350
,02O3 -*R911 .445_ 1.14_5
• _300 -.9_1_ ,6?75 1.1771
.O400 -.9903 .4177 1.1951
• 0608 -1.0320 .4030 1.2225
• O_O0 -1.0o38 .3_83 1.231_
• IOO0 -1,0_94 .3881 1.250_
,lq_? -I.IU31 ,386R 1,?53_
.?SO0 -1,1Z0_ .3_48 1.2574
,29_4 -1.1_71 .3785 1.Z_97
• 340Z -1.1275 .3793 1*?682
• 37_5 -1.1393 .3797 1.?b7R
,_231 -1*0960 ,3F57 1.255h
,_598 -1.0_i8 .3963 1.Z351
,4996 -.9647 .4194 1.1_19
• _397 -*Rl_9 ,462J 1.115_
• _7_5 -._172 .5_47 .978O
,_1_7 -.47Z_ .558_ ._557
• 74_3 -,325_ .8_2 .9122
.h353 --.?_07 .b$52 ._35_
,9212 *01_5 ._Z4 .7_77
L,_uO0 .1_10 .7395 *0741
PT 74.4361 PSI CN .8255
TT 104.75_9 K CM -.1095




XIC CP PpLIPT NLQC
0,0000 *R836 *8368 .5134
*CORZ *920O .936_ *3087
*009_ *7824 .9000 ,3928
.0200 .6377 *_610 *4696
*0500 *6493 .8091 *5611
,0813 ,29O3 *7644 *634?
.1199 ,2263 *7488 .6595
°17_b .1100 .7155 .7118
,23_7 *0312 ,_940 *7452
.2_5 -.0397 *_760 .7729
.3588 -.1151 .657_ .R020
,_193 -.1705 ,6411 ,82_9
.4793 -.2033 *6310 ,8425
*539_ -.I243 .641] ,8268
*_9_4 -,O549 .6201 .7821
*h507 *0925 .71_0 ,?142
.7_33 *2298 *7468 ._26
.7743 *3O23 *7675 .b?9T
._39_ .3_55 .7_00 ,6O94
*_9_ .3513 ,74_5 *b05R
.94_ ,30_i .769R ,6260
1.0000 .1910 .7398 ._741
C01 .01148 C0C0_1 *01118
CDZ *01137 COCOe2 *01128
C03 ,01162 C0C0_3 *0115Z
CD4 *01158 COC0_4 ,01148
CD5 *01053 CDCOR5 *01044
SPANWISE
XlC YI81Z CP PeLIPT MLOC
*OSO_ --.3378 -,7934 *47_1 1*0982
.3957 -*3]75 -1,0799 *3910 1,2458
*5008 -*3375 -.7313 .4935 1.0620
*6048 -.3375 -.4794 .5595 ,9543






X/C CP PILIPT HLOC
0.0000 .§_83 .8Z34 .5365
,0083 -,¢4¢5 .5567 *9385
.0097 -.7156 ,4878 1.0712
• 0203 -.85C5 .436_ 1.1605
.0300 -*q738 .410b 1.2079
,0400 -.g803 ,4031 1.Z183
.0608 -1.0565 .387a 1.2512
• 0800 -1.0569 °3843 1.2581
,1000 -1,0681 o3741 1,2782
• 1997 -l.104Z ,3707 1.Z850
• 2300 -1.1,84 .3667 1.zg30
°2996 -1.1685 *SbOZ 1.3062
• 3402 -1.1515 *3605 1.3055
.3795 -1.1305 .3563 1o3141
• 4201 -1.1419 .3550 1.3168
.4598 -1,1565 ,3571 1,3124
• 4qqb -1.1459 .3559 1*3149
• 5397 -1.Z015 .3496 1.3279
• 5795 -1o1802 *3475 1*3324
• b197 -1.0872 .3734 1*279b
.6598 -,5054 .5403 .9848
• 6997 -.42_4 .5543 *gb23
.74Q3 -.3152 *5935 *9004
• 8353 -.1491 ,&331 .8389
• 8791 -.0539 .6604 *7967
.9212 .0061 .b796 .767Z
1*0000 *1419 ,T150 *7124
PT 76.5314 PSI CN ,9046
TT 1U6,9784 K CM *.1293




XlC CP PpLIPT MLQC
0°0000 .5183 *8?34 *5365
• 005Z ,9594 ,9469 .2813
.0098 .8015 ,8997 *3930
• 0200 *6b94 *8684 .4610
• 0500 ,4785 ,8103 *8589
• 0813 .3252 .7702 .6250
,1199 *Z_57 ,7493 .6584
,1796 .12?8 °7101 ,7200
,2397 *048& ,6893 ,7822
• 2995 -*03?0 *66?7 ,?SS&
.3588 -.1110 ,b470 .8174
.4193 -.1612 .6376 .8319
• 4793 *,1941 .&288 .8801
,5394 -,1831 *6226 ,8552
,5994 **0649 ,b869 ,8022
• b507 ,094Z °7047 ,7283
.7Z03 .Z303 .7405 *6723
.7743 ,3047 ,7&83 *b3Z9
• 8394 ,3368 ,7709 *6239
• _996 ,3459 *?734 .&199
• 9492 ,2929 .?&IZ ,6394
1.0000 .1419 .7180 *TIZ4
CD1 °0Z187 C00081 *01990
002 .02113 COC082 .02037
C03 *02203 COCOq3 .02113
C04 *023Z6 COC084 .02226
C05 .02263 CDC085 .02178
SPANWZSE
XlC YIBIZ Ct P_LIPT 810C
• 0503 -.33?5 -.7842 .4599 1.1192
,3957 -.3375 -1.1007 .3690 1.2884
• 5008 -.33?5 -1.1269 *3641 1*2983
• 6048 -.3375 -1.1835 .35Z1 1*3228





Pressure Data for M = 0.78; R = 4.4 x 106, 7.7 x 106, 14.0 x 106, 30.0 x 106, and
45.0 x 106; and Free Transition
The pressure measurements made on the Boeing BAC I airfoil are presented in coefficient
form in graphs and tables in this appendix. The data are for a Maeh number of 0.78; Reynolds
numbers of 4.4 x 106, 7.7 x 106, 14.0 x 106, 30.0 x 106, and 45.0 x 106; and free transition.
The pressure data from the upper surface of the airfoil are plotted as open symbols, and the
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X/C CP P2LIPT NLnC
0,0000 l*LBbO 1.0_67 0.000C
,0083 ,6750 .8603 *4683
,OO97 .b_16 *8b3Z *4631
o_203 .3830 °7777 .6100
*0300 .2Z63 *73Z% ,bE19
,0400 .1345 ,7061 .7227
,0698 ,0Z74 *bTSb *7698
°0800 -°0355 .6574 .7977
.1000 Oo0910 ,64Z3 *BZ09
o1997 -.2049 °6093 .8717
.2500 -,Z461 .5973 .0901
oZgq4 -,Z856 .5873 ,Q_bO
.3402 -,ZOqO ,58Z7 .913Z
,3795 -.3Z40 *5765 .9230
*4Z01 -*3478 °5690 .9348
,4598 -.3810 *5596 .9497
.4996 -.4038 .5534 *959%
,5397 -.4395 .5447 .973_
.5795 -,4046 ,5365 ,9865
,6197 -.6799 .5332 *9918
*6508 -.4749 .5333 *9917
,699? -.4465 .541Z ,9791
,7493 -.3963 *5567 *954Z
.8353 -*19L2 *6145 .8637
*8791 -.0838 *b457 .815T
*9212 .0073 ,6727 *774Z
1,0000 .1794 .7198 .7015
PT 17,6178 PSI CN *0064
TT 195.3608 K CM -.0993




XlC CE PpLIPT MLQC
0.0000 1.1860 1*0067 0.0000
*0052 -*7896 .4437 1.1630
,0098 -.6515 .48Z4 1.0738
.0200 -.4856 .5Z89 *9989
*0500 -*4269 *5436 .9?19
.0813 -*4ZZO .3471 ,9695
.1199 -.4093 .5_0_ .9661
.1796 -.4530 *5309 .98Z?
*Z397 -,4887 *5267 .9991
*Z995 -*3370 .5143 1.0224
.35_8 -.599_ .496_ 1.0_Z2
.4193 -*6462 ,4R44 1.07Z5
,4?93 -*5760 .3035 1.0605
.3394 -*4067 .5529 *9603
,5994 -*2039 *6095 .8715
.6507 -.0160 .6638 .7079
.7203 .1182 .7023 .7286
.77N3 *193_ .7Z48 *6938
.8396 .2589 .7428 *6657
*8996 *2928 *7531 *6494
*9492 *2770 *7480 *6574
1.0000 .1?94 .719_ *?OL_
CO1 .00620 CDCOR1 .00607
CD2 .00753 COCOR2 .00738
C03 ,00867 CDCOR3 *00851
C04 .00743 CDCOR4 *G0731
CO5 *00599 CDCOR5 .00593
SPAN_ISE
XlC YISIZ CP PeLIPT RLOC
*0500 -.3375 *0Z77 .6768 *7678
.3957 -.3375 -.3366 *5737 .9272
.5008 -.3375 -.4051 .5549 .9§71
.6048 -*3375 -.4647 ._374 .9052





XlC CP P*LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.1947 1.0090 0.0000
,0083 *5150 *Bl4Z .5497
*0097 .4968 .8085 .5592
.0203 *1781 ,7176 .7049
.0300 .0529 .6805 .762Z
.0400 -*0336 .6559 .8000
.0608 -*IZ61 .6ZSZ .B411
.0800 -.1790 .614Z .8643
.i000 -.2Z42 *bOZ3 .8825
*1997 -.3135 *5759 *9239
*ZSOC -,3456 .5670 .9379
,2994 -,3732 *5606 ,9480
.3402 -.3874 .5570 .9537
*379§ -,4075 ,5505 .9641
,4Z01 -,6Z20 .54b4 .9707
.4598 -.453_ .5379 ,9843
,4996 -,4746 .5309 .9956
*5397 -.5052 .9_25 1.0_93
,5795 -.5342 ,514N 1*0225
.619T -.5435 .5119 1.0266
.659E -.5Z26 .5188 1,015_
.6997 -*4779 .5309 .9957
.7493 -.4102 *5493 ,9661
.6353 -.1948 .6118 ,8_79
,8791 -*0829 *6430 .8198
*SZIZ .0095 *6708 .7771
1.0000 .1643 *7144 .7098
PT 17.7134 PSI CN .1533
TT 195.1841 K CN -.1050




X/C CP P;L/PT MLOC
0,0000 1*1947 _o0090 0.0000
*O05Z -*2604 .5912 ,9000
*0098 -*Z075 ,6071 *8732
*0200 -.1736 .61_3 .8625
*0500 -.2096 *6053 *8780
,0E13 -.2474 .3943 ,0951
.1199 -*Z787 .5855 *9008
.1796 -.32_Z *3726 .9291
.2397 -*3740 *5592 *9303
.2995 -*4305 .542_ *9773
*3580 -*4996 *5220 1.0068
.4193 -*_409 .51Z6 1.0Z54
*4793 -*5283 .5167 1*0107
.3394 -.3056 ._539 *9386
*5994 -.192Z .6123 *8670
*6507 .0075 .6697 *77B8
*?203 .1382 ,7122 .7133
*7763 ,Z366 *7369 ,6779
*8394 .Z953 ,7518 .6514
,899_ .3212 .7593 *6393
*9492 *29O7 .7311 .65Z5
1.0000 .1643 *7144 *7098
CO1 *00566 COCOR1 *00555
C02 .00649 CDCORZ .00636
CO3 .00703 COCOR3 .00690
CO6 *00597 COCOR4 *00506
CO5 .00516 COCOR5 .00511
SPANMISE
XIC YIBI2 CP PpLIPT _LOC
.0500 -.0375 -*0596 .650Z ,0086
*39§7 -.3375 -*4087 .SSOT .9637
.5008 -.3375 -.4745 .5319 .9940
,6068 -.3379 -,5240 .5197 1,0138





XlC CP P,LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1786 1.0047 0,0000
,00_3 ,2982 *7531 *04q_
*U_97 *Z90b ,7507 .6531
.0203 -*¢398 .6582 ,7965
*OSO0 --.1536 *bZ35 ,8497
,0400 -.2345 *_OZ9 *8817
.0608 -.3073 .5B08 .9161
,080_ -.3450 *509_ .9335
,1000 -,3799 ,5607 ,947_
*1997 -.4344 .5_34 ,9754
*7600 -,_517 .5392 ,9823
.2994 -.47_2 .533Z ,9019
.3402 -.475Z ,5342 ,9903
*3795 -.4_33 .5311 ,9953
*4ZOl -.4964 .5Z55 1.0043
,4696 -.5_35 .5178 1.0170
.4996 -,54_1 ,5131 1,0Z46
.5397 -.5681 ,5052 1,0378
,5795 -.5_8_ *5_Z? 1.0419
*_197 -.5929 o4991 1,0478
,_59U -,549Z ,5140 1.0232
._997 -,4954 .52e5 I,OOZ_
,7493 -*_ZI5 ,54R_ ,g_TB
.83_3 -,1950 .6141 ,_644
,_ZIZ ,009_ ,6706 ,7774
1.000C .1566 .7135 .7113
PT 17.6934 PSI CN .2936
1T 195.1035 K CN -.lOT2




X/C CP P_L/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.1786 1.0047 0.0000
*005_ .1543 .711_ .7140
,0098 .1150 *?022 ,728B
*O20O .074B .68B9 *?493
*0500 -*02?9 .6617 .7911
*0_13 -*6943 ,6416 .8219
.1199 -.1455 *6268 .844B
.1796 -*ZIOR .60R9 .87Z4
,_397 -.2685 .591_ ._990
*Zg95 -*3309 *5730 .92d4
.158_ -*3995 .5541 ,9584
.4193 -*4483 *5600 .9809
*4793 -*4506 .5412 *9790
.5594 -.3565 .567Z ,9375
*5994 -.1_94 .6193 *8559
*6507 ,0Z62 *6?5O .77O7
.72_3 .1755 ,7101 .7U41
.7743 *Z576 .7413 .6_BO
.83_4 .3109 .7584 *_40_
._996 ,3304 .76_7 .6341
.9492 *2953 .754O ,6479
L*O000 .1566 .7135 .7113
C01 *00564 C0C0R1 .00549
C02 .00617 C0C0R2 *00600
CO3 .00683 CDCOR3 .00666
CD4 .00617 COCOR4 .00605
C0_ *00507 COCOR5 *00301
SPANWISE
XlC YI_I2 CP PeLlET MLOC
• 0500 -,3375 -.1921 .6152 *86Z6
.3957 -.337_ -*4877 .5311 .9953
• 5008 -.337S -.5357 .5163 1.0195
.6048 -.3375 -.5844 .5037 1.0402






X/C CP PpL/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.0932 .9801 ,1696
• 0083 o07_4 obR74 o7515
• 0_97 o051_ °6823 .7594
.OZJ3 -.2bOQ .SQ3B .6959
.0300 -.3652 .5633 .9437
.0400 -.4427 .5414 .9786
• 0608 -.5022 .523b 1.0075
• 0800 -.5313 .5169 1.0184
• 1000 -.5587 .5eBb 1.0310
• 1997 -.5751 .5028 1,OAI?
• 2500 -.5649 .5060 1.0364
.2994 -.5768 .5026 1.0420
• 3_02 -.5744 .5036 1.0403
• 3795 -.5683 .5049 1.0381
o9201 -.5718 .5058 1.0367
• 4598 -*5961 .5004 1.0457
.4996 -.6081 .6951 1,0545
• 5397 -.6339 ,6871 1.0679
• 5795 -.649fi .4828 1.0752
• 6197 -.6471 .4835 1.0740
• 6598 -.5811 .5025 1.0422
•6997 -.4914 .5274 I.DO1Z
• 7_93 -,4187 .5479 .9682
• 8353 -.1899 .6151 .8627
• 8791 -.OfiOO .6652 .8164
• 9211 .0097 .6720 .7753
1.0000 .1477 .7111 ,714_
OT 17.6633 PSI CN .4Z68
TT 196.8865 K Cq ".1082




XlC CP PJLIPT MLOC
0o0000 1.0932 .9RO1 .1696
• O05Z .6591 ,7989 *_753
.0098 *3638 .7721 ,6190
• 0200 .2757 *746_ *6597
,0500 .125_ *7038 *7263
,0813 ,0371 .67B0 .7661
,1199 -.0298 ,6601 .7936
.1796 -o1118 ,6362 .830Z
• Z397 -.1786 ,bl?l ,8596
,2995 -,2457 ._971 ,8908
• 3588 -.3185 ,5765 .9Z30
• _193 -,3?06 .5616 .9665
• 4793 -.3881 ,_69 ,9540
.5394 -.3155 ,5772 ,9218
,5996 -.IA35 *6279 .8630
• 6507 *0659 ,6826 .?590
• 7203 ,1928 .7E36 .6956
• 7?63 *2743 .7465 ,6598
• 8394 *3239 .7608 .6371
• A996 .33?3 .7646 .6311
,9492 *2947 ,75_5 *6503
1.0000 .1477 .7111 ,7149
CO1 .00758 COCO_I .00731
C02 ,00678 CDCOR2 .OObSZ
CO3 .00727 COCOR3 .00702
C04 .006A9 CDCOR4 .00633
C05 *00494 COCOR5 .00688
SPANWESE
X/C Y/OIZ CP PpLIPT RLOC
°0500 -.3375 -.3630 .5653 .9406
• 3957 -.3375 -*5650 .5076 1.0337
• 5008 -.3375 -,6049 .6966 1.0519
.6068 -.3375 -.6391 .4871 1.0680





X/C CP PeLIPT NLOC
0.0000 .9386 .9361 .3085
.0083 -.1769 .6177 .8587
.0097 -.2173 .6042 .8797
• 0103 -.6978 .5278 1,0007
.0300 -.5889 .5013 1,0442
.0400 -.6599 ,6766 1.0819
• 0608 -*7207 .4613 1.1120
• 0800 -.7416 .4551 1.1229
• lO00 -*7616 .4508 1.1306
.1997 -.RGlq .6396 1.1504
• 2500 -.8128 .6373 i*1565
o2996 -.8006 .4382 1*1518
• 3_02 -.7706 .6678 1.1357
.3795 -.7227 .4613 1*1111
• 6201 -.6103 .4931 1.0579
._598 -.6308 ,4876 1.0671
.4996 -*bO§Z .4957 1.0535
.5397 -.6196 .4911 1.0611
• 5795 -.6556 .4814 1.0776
• 6197 -.6692 .6Tbq 1.0852
.6598 -.6073 .4974 1.0507
• 6997 -.4919 ,5286 .999_
.7493 -.4152 .5_05 .9641
• 8353 -.1853 ,6158 .8617
• 8791 -.0790 .6472 .8133
• RZIZ *0115 .6718 .7755
1,0000 .1390 .7C91 .7181
PT 17.7118 PSI CN ,5719
TT 195.3120 K CR -,1062




X/C CP P_LIPT MLQC
0.0000 *9386 .9361 °3085
• 0052 .6980 ,8679 .4542
• 0098 .5687 .8313 ,5203
• 0200 ,_660 .7962 *5798
• 0500 *2627 .7427 *6657
• 0813 .1_70 ,7124 *7130
• 1199 ,0766 ,6891 *748?
.1796 -.0162 *6636 .7881
.2397 -*0940 .6419 .8115
.2995 -,1656 .6212 *6534
,3588 -,2432 .5996 ,886B
• 4193 -.2985 .5819 .9145
• 4793 -.3235 ,5756 .9144
• 5394 -.2723 .5900 .9018
• 5994 -,1141 ,6350 .8321
• 6507 ,0648 ,6864 .7531
• 7203 ,Z075 .7276 *6893
• 7743 .2893 *7507 ,6531
• 8394 *3353 .7641 .6317
.8996 .3631 .7661 .6287
.9491 ,2943 *7537 *6486
1.0000 .1390 .7091 .7181
CDI .00935 COCOR1 .O080Z
CDZ .00767 CDCOR2 ,00717
CD3 *00778 CDCOR3 *00745
C04 *O071Z C0C0_4 *00684
CD5 *00585 CDCDR6 .00571
SPANRISE
X/C YI812 CP PpLIPT RLOC
• 0500 -.3375 -.56Z6 ._116 l.OZ55
• 3957 -.3375 -.7218 .4613 1.1121
• 5008 -.3375 -.6116 .4931 1.0579
.6046 -.3375 -.6633 .4813 1.0778





X/C CP P/LIFT NL_C
0.0000 .7679 .B83Z .4247
.0083 *.3537 .5710 *R315
*0097 -,5062 .5Z82 1.0000
.0203 -.6907 .4741 1.0900
*0300 -.7649 .6539 1.1251
*0400 -,8Z72 *4320 1,1640
.C606 -.8967 .4139 1.1972
°0800 -.9173 .4086 1*2066
.IOOC -.9313 ._C2Z 1*Z191
,1997 -.9679 .3962 1.234Z
.2500 -.9784 ,388_ 1,2644
*2994 -1.OOTZ .3860 1.2540
,3401 -1.016d .3_41 1.1537
,3795 -,9990 .3866 1.Z690
.42_1 -.986_ .3885 1.2453
.6598 -.9822 .386_ 1.2_85
,6996 -,9500 ,3993 1.2245
.5397 *.8626 ,4254 1._750
.5795 -.6_34 ._742 1.0_96
.6197 -.5232 .5165 1,01_i
.6598 -. 363 .5_55 *_711
.69_7 -.4193 .55U_ .9643
,74_3 -.3640 .5640 ,9626
,_353 -.1783 *bl?Z .8696
._791 -.0300 *_46Z *Rl18
.9212 .0G74 .6714 .7762
1.0000 .1_45 .TOg3 ,717_
PT 17*6898 PSI CN .7305
TT 195,4003 K CM -,I099




X/C CR P,LIPT XLOC
0.0000 ,?479 .683Z *4247
*O05Z .8_99 .9149 *3565
.0098 ,7164 *R738 .4430
*0200 .5760 .8343 .5152
*0500 *3689 *7735 ,6167
.0813 ,ZSZZ ,740_ .6687
.1199 ,16_8 .7166 ,7064
.1796 .0603 *6854 *?547
.2397 -.0191 *6669 ,7630
.ZQ95 -,0967 .6_21 .8711
.3588 -,1752 ,6183 .B57_
,6193 -*2358 .603_ .8812
.4793 -,3674 .Sq6Z .8921
*5394 -.23ZZ *6044 ,8794
.5994 -*0941 .64_6 .8204
*bSO7 .0811 .690_ *7663
.7?03 .2254 .73_8 *6797
,77_3 *Z998 .7_55 ,6454
._3_4 .3_Z6 ,7667 *6277
.8996 ,3487 .7665 .6_80
,949Z ,2986 .755O *6464
1.0000 .1445 ,?093 .7178
CDI .01073 COCOE1 .01028
CD2 .00988 CDCOR2 *00968
C03 ,01095 COCOR3 *01054
CD6 *01053 COCOR4 .01007
C05 ,00949 COC0_5 .00890
SPANWISE
XIC Y/BI_ CP P_LI_T _LOC
*05_ *.3375 -,6685 .4789 1.OEI8
.3957 -,3375 -.9495 .3965 l*2ZbO
*5G06 -.3375 -.9829 .3896 1.2432
.6048 -,3375 -.6169 .4908 1.0618








XlC CP PeLIFT MLOC
O*O00C *7082 .8684 .4533
*0083 -*3782 *5552 *9567
*0097 -.5766 .5012 1.0443
,0203 -*7402 .4555 1.1222
*0300 -*7956 .4356 1.1575
°0400 -.6572 .4168 1.1917
.0608 -,R438 .3975 I*EZBO
*OBOG -*9595 *3906 1,2413
.1000 -.9853 *3869 1.2484
*1997 -1*00b5 *3777 1*2663
*?500 -1.0279 .3728 1*27b0
.Z994 -1.0421 .3661 1.2894
.3402 -_*050_ *3641 1.Z936
*3795 -1*0692 .3614 1.?990
*4201 -1.0539 *3670 1.2677
.4598 -1,0550 ,3628 1*2961
*4996 -1*0618 .3623 1*2971
*5397 -1.0537 *363Z 1o2954
.5795 -*9809 *3556 1*2509
*_197 -.7197 .4618 1.1113
*6598 -*4748 *5276 1.0010
*6997 -,3576 .5546 .9576
.74_3 -.3431 .5661 *9393
.8353 -*1658 *6183 *8579
,8791 -,0762 .6429 ,8200
.9212 *0U48 *6662 .7842
1,0000 .1311 .7029 ,7277
PT 17*8842 PSI CN .7962
TT 195.0954 K C8 -.1180




X/C CP P_LIPT 8LnC
0.0000 .708? ,8654 *4533
*0052 *9023 *9253 ,3349
,0095 .?648 *8562 .4189
,0200 .6166 *8423 .5011
*0500 *4066 .7814 *6040
.0813 *28_4 .7502 .6539
.1199 ,1979 ,7225 ,6968
.1796 ,0901 ,6940 ,7415
*2397 ,0036 *6667 *7533
.2995 -*0789 *6438 .8186
.3555 -.1582 *bZI$ *5524
,4193 -*Z?63 ,6005 *B553
*4793 -,2630 ,5903 .9013
*5394 -*2257 .6021 .8630
*5994 -,0905 ,6421 ,5211
,6507 *0823 *6895 .7484
*7203 *2231 *?306 .6547
,7743 ,2999 ,7519 ,6512
*8394 .3416 *7646 .6311
*5996 *3464 *7667 ,6275
j9497 .30b6 *7525 .649§
1.0000 ,1311 *7029 *7277
C01 *01609 COCORI .01480
CD2 .01560 CDCOR2 *01462
C03 *01727 COCOR3 *01608
C04 *01720 COCOR4 *01606
C05 .01569 COCOR5 .01672
SPANWISE
XIC YIBIZ CR PeLIPT 8LOC
*0500 -.3875 -.6803 .4719 1,0939
*3957 -.3375 -1.0013 .3776 1.2665
.5008 -.3375 -1*0266 .3701 1*281_
*6048 -.3375 -.8975 .4079 1*2084





X/C CP PeLIPT BLOC
0,0000 .5956 *6391 *5067
.0083 -*4730 *53_1 .9559
*0097 -.7190 .4070 1*1022
*0203 -*8520 *4284 1,1705
,0300 -,9191 ,4115 1.2015
,0400 -.9505 *3990 1.27_1
*0605 -1,0258 *3608 1.2602
*OBO0 -1,0458 .3750 1.2716
,1000 -1,0612 *3708 1.2_01
.1997 -h0765 *3646 1*2925
*2500 -1,0921 .356_ 1.3040
o2994 -1.1U2_ ,3_15 1,3198
.3402 -1.1209 .3515 1.3194
,3?95 -L*1395 .3476 L*3274
.4201 -1.1423 ,347R 1*3280
*4598 -1,1291 .3503 1.3220
*_996 -1.1355 .347_ 1.3271
,5397 -1.133R .3471 1*3252
*5795 -,8629 ,4775 1*1721
.6197 -.6015 .4967 1.0518
*6595 -.4449 .5420 ,97?7
*6997 ".38?0 ,5591 ,9503
,7493 -,3402 .57_6 *9243
,8853 -.1710 .6216 ,5527
.8791 -*0537 *6482 ,8117
.9212 -,GO20 .6691 *7797
I,O00U .1277 ,7079 .7199
PT 17.6544 PSI CN *5449
TT 195,0558 K C8 -*1166




X/C CP PpLIPT _tOC
0,0000 *5956 .6391 *506?
*0052 ,9579 ,9426 .2915
,0098 ,8127 .9012 *3852
,0200 *6668 ,3605 *4651
.0500 *4458 *?964 *_794
.0813 .3215 *7625 ,6343
.1199 .2315 .73?0 *674?
.1796 .1175 *704 ? .7249
*2397 .0341 ,6796 *?635
*2995 -*0529 *6553 ,g009
.35S8 -.1359 *6310 *9382
.4193 -.2031 ,6090 ,B7Z?
*4793 -,_421 .6013 ,8642
*5394 -,2136 .6103 .e?OZ
*5994 -,0522 .6479 *5123
.6507 .0657 *6950 ,7395
*7203 *2239 *7339 .6795
,?743 *2992 .7_49 *6466
*_394 *3423 ,7657 ,6245
.5996 .3431 *7664 .6283
*9492 ,304_ *755? .6453
l*O000 .1277 *7079 .7199
C01 ,02015 COCOR1 ,01907
CD2 ,01915 CDCOR2 *01631
C03 .02063 COCOR3 *01977
CD4 *01993 CDCOR4 ,01608
C05 ,01700 COCOR5 *01631
SPRNWISE
XlC YIBI2 CP PpL/PT BLOC
*0_00 -.337_ -*7381 ,4622 1.1106
.3957 -*33?5 -1.0805 *3638 1,ZqAZ
.500e -.3375 -1,1o25 ,3616 1.2966
,6048 -,3375 -.0024 ,4380 1,1_32





X/C CP PtLIPT MLOC
0o0000 .5303 ,B210 .5381
• &Cq3 -*5270 *5207 I*0122
°0097 -°7968 *4423 1.1455
,0203 -.9024 .4105 1.2C35
•O3OO -*9619 .39_7 I*233R
°0400 -i*0143 .3_21 1*257_
•ObOB -I.0541 *3675 i*Z867
•UBOC -L,0_74 ,36?5 1.296B
,I000 -I.1177 *3576 L*3068
•i997 -I.1001 *3527 1,3169
°2500 -I.1397 .3471 1.3286
.?_4 -I,1654 .340_ 1.3417
• 3402 -I*i633 *3388 I*3_61
,37_5 -1._30 .3342 1.3559
,4201 -i.1_37 ,3311 1.3626
,459B -i*1_42 ,33?5 1.3597
• _99_ -1.1772 ,334_ 1.3544
•5397 -1.1_64 ,3852 1.8_3_
.579_ -*_111 .RIG8 I*Z029
°6197 -*SUB_ ,508B l*0401
°_5_6 -.R_93 .5296 .9977
•_997 -.3930 .5603 ,9_B4
•TRY3 -.3501 .5713 *9311
._3_3 -.1786 *_ZU9 *8539
.8T_I -.0918 ._36 .81BB
•_212 -,O203 .6_R4 .TRTO
L.OvOG olU12 .6991 *7335
PT 17*6944 PSI CN ,8894
TT 195.4065 K C_ -*1199




X/C CP PeL/PT BLOC
0,0000 *5303 .8210 *_381
,0052 ,9955 .9_28 ,2636
.0098 ,8451 .9104 .366_
,0200 .6995 ,EBB3 ,4535
,0500 *4_15 *_O?Z .5615
,0813 ,8_24 .7689 .6241
,1199 ,2563 ,7455 ,6613
,1796 ,1485 ,713_ .7113
,23_7 ,0530 *6864 .7531
.2995 -.0353 .6554 ,?962
,3_B -,1190 .6365 ,E293
.41_3 -,1_?6 .6195 ,8_60
,4793 -.22_7 .6044 .57_3
,5394 -,2044 ,612_ ,_672
,59_4 -.0_39 .6464 .8145
,6_07 ,O@48 ,69_7 ,7419
.7203 ,2268 .?343 .6759
,7748 ,2996 ,7568 ,bR43
,5394 .3395 .7_65 ._780
._9_ .3411 .7675 ,626_
._R92 .79_ ,7_4_ ,6477
1,0000 .1012 .6_91 .7335
C01 *02694 COCOR1 *0298e
C02 *02613 CDCOR2 ,02503
C03 .02976 COCOR3 *0Z806
CO4 .0257Z COCOR4 ,02453
C05 *02101 COCDR5 .02016
SPANWISE
XIC YI812 CP PeLIPT HLOC
*0500 -.3375 -,7746 .4515 1*1292
.3957 -.3375 -1.1187 .3493 1.3239
.5008 -.337_ -1.1473 ,3455 1.3318
*6048 -.3375 -.7143 *AbBO 1.1005






X/C" CP P,L/PT MLOC
O,GO00 .4637 *FO08 *5722
°0083 -.5639 .5075 1.0338
*0_97 -°9023 .4131 1.1985
.0203 -.9840 .3897 1,2430
.0300 -1°0352 ,3775 1,2666
,0400 -1,0723 .3645 1,2927
,0600 -L,1225 ,3533 1,315b
,bSO0 -1°136b ,3458 1.3312
.1000 -1.1380 *3427 1,3378
°1997 -l°Lbl? ,3397 1.3441
,2500 -1,L803 ,3335 1.3574
,2994 -1°2030 .3284 1.3687
,3402 -1.1977 ,3262 1.3735
,37O5 -1,ZZb8 ,3221 1,3824
,4201 -1°2429 .3188 1,3898
,4598 -1°2549 ,3150 1.3984
.4996 -1,Z277 *3207 1,3855
,5397 -1,2242 .3?45 1,3771
.5795 -,9332 .4G75 1.2000
.blqT -,6ZTL .4919 1,0598
,6598 -.51bl ,524L 1.0066
,bqg? -.4?30 .5513 .9628
,7493 -,3_45 ,5655 °9403
,8353 -.LgbB °b137 ,8650
.a791 -,1063 ,6387 *8264
°9?12 -,03?7 .6blL ,7919
L,O000 ,0864 ,b_SZ ,739b
PT 17.6903 PSI CN ,9304
TT 195,8500 K CM -,1230




X/C CP P,L/PT MLOC
0°0000 *4637 °8008 ,5722
,0052 1*0241 °9611 *Z38b
.0098 .8853 .921b .3434
,0200 ,7367 °8800 ,4311
,0500 .5100 ,8148 ,548?
• 0013 *3792 .?788 .6082
• 1199 .28?2 .7897 .6547
,1796 .1655 ,715_ ,7087
,?397 ,0709 obB98 .7479
°2995 -o0?04 ob642 ,?872
• 3588 -,1042 ,6399 .824b
,4193 -,178b °6195 ,8561
,_793 -,?Zb5 °b035 °8808
• 5394 -.2C53 .b122 *BbT3
,_994 -°0034 .b475 o8129
• 6507 ,0820 ,694_ .7411
• 7203 ,2159 .T31? ,b83T
,7743 o2931 .7544 ,6473
• 8398 ,330R .7653 ,6298
• _996 *3333 °7649 °6306
• 94_2 ,E885 ,?520 °6502




PT 17.6483 PSI CN 1,0136
IT 195,3279 K CM -.1395




XIC CP P_LIPT NLOC
0,0000 .3233 ,7bL2 ,b364
• 0083 -.6673 .4790 1,081b
• 0097 -1.0430 .3727 1,2763
.GZ03 -1.1127 .3513 1,3197
• 0300 -L*138? ,3446 1,3338
,0400 -1°2070 .3277 1,3700
• ObOB -1.215? ,3238 I.3787
.0800 -1.?253 ,3185 1°3905
• IOOU -1.2401 ,3160 1,39b0
o1997 -1,2444 ,3153 1.3975
• 2500 -1.2597 ,3lOb 1.4084
• 2994 -I,2801 .3067 1,4172
• 3402 -1°Z831 ,3045 1.4223
,3795 -1,2924 ,3013 1.4?97
• 4201 -1.2978 .298b 1.4361
.4598 -1.2904 ,3003 1.4321
,499b -1°2059 ,3272 L°3712
,5397 -.9367 ,4014 1.2205
.5795 -.7195 ,4615 1.1117
°bl7 -.bb2 .,731 1.0918
• b5_8 -*6453 ,4850 1,0715
,6997 -,5766 °5056 L°0370
,7_93 -,4862 .5315 .994T
• R353 -.3308 .ST4Z ,9265
,STqL --.2185 .b052 ,878L
• 9Z12 -.1983 .blO_ .8701
1.000C -.0509 ,b549 .801b
LOWER SU_¢ACE
XlC CP P*LIPT MLDC
0,0000 ,3233 .7612 ,6364
• 005? 1.0777 .9763 ,1854
• 0098 ,9453 ,9383 .3028
• 0200 .7967 o8961 .3989
,0500 ,5691 ,8321 ,5190
,0813 ,4321 °7926 ,5858
• 1199 ,3277 ,7618 .6354
,1796 .Z0_6 ,7275 °6895
,2397 ,1081 ,7002 .7319
.2995 .0149 °6738 ,??25
.3588 -,0751 °b479 .8122
,_193 -.153T .bZ67 °8449
,4793 -,_080 .610_ .8700
,539_ -.Z040 ,6110 .8691
°5994 -.0888 .b434 ,819?
• bSO? ,0709 .6899 ,7470
• 7Z03 .2083 ,??93 ,b8b8
• 7743 .?849 *7499 ,6544
.8394 ,3100 ,7563 ,6443
.0996 ,3097 ,758b *6406
,9492 ,_534 .7412 ,6682
1,0000 -,0509 .b549 ,8016
COZ °03579 CDCOR1 .03455
C0? *0849E CDCORZ .08873
CD3 ,03853 COCOR3 .03728
C04 ,03000 CDCOR4 ,029?3
C05 .0_277 CDCDR5 *0?166
3PANWISE
XlC Y1812 CP PpLIPT NLOC
• 0500 -*3375 -*8034 ,4409 1,1481
°3957 -,3375 -1.1850 °3365 I°3511
• 5008 -,3375 -1°1952 ,3324 1o3598
• 6048 °.3375 -,bT47 ,4790 1,0817
,7003 -.3375 -,4569 ,5389 *982?
CDL ,05642 COCOR1 °05501
C02 .05789 CDCOR2 .05bOb
CD3 ,06349 COCOR3 ,0619Z
C04 .04851 CDCOR4 ,04711
CO5 .0338? COCOA5 .03?79
SPANWISE
X/C ¥1812 CP P*LIPT MLOC
• OfiO0 -.3875 -.8839 .418? 1.1892
• 3957 -°3375 -1,?bEE ,3114 1.4065
• 5008 -.3375 -1.0bb8 .3643 1*2931
• b04B -.3375 -°6998 ,4719 1°0937
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XlC CP P,LIPT _LOC
0o0000 1,1321 ,9918 ,1087
,OO83 .6732 ._612 .4670
• 0097 ,7069 .8718 .4471
• 0203 .4304 ,7925 ,5862
,0300 ,2473 .7394 ,6214
• _400 ,1527 .7118 .7144
• 0608 ,0467 .6834 .7582
• 0800 -.0032 .6688 .7807
• 10_b -.G647 ,6519 .8C67
• 1997 -.1865 .6183 .8584
• 2500 -,225g .6_69 .8758
,2994 -*2672 .5949 ,8053
• 3402 ".2_6_ .5885 .gCRb
• 3795 -,3041 .5832 ,9128
• 4201 -.3306 .5741 ,9272
• 4598 -,3665 .5648 .9419
.4996 -.3_53 .8992 .95_8
• _3Q7 -,4167 ,5528 .9_09
• 5795 -.4433 ,5451 .9733
.6197 -._938 ,5403 .Q810
• 65_8 -.4_27 .5442 ,9747
,6997 -.4190 .5534 ,9599
,7493 -.35_8 .5705 ,9328
• _353 -.1797 o6191 ,8571
• 8791 -.0741 .6480 ,8126
• q212 .0160 .6741 .7725
1.U000 .1883 .7230 .6969
PT 17,677Z PSI CN -,0210
TT 131,6184 K CM -,0Q17




X/C CP P;L/PT MLOC
0.0000 1,1321 .0918 ,1087
• 0092 -.9262 ,4096 1,2056
• 0099 -.7613 .4540 1,1282
,0200 -.4266 ,5473 .9697
• 0500 -.4201 ,5483 .9681
• 0813 -.4497 ,5423 .9777
• 11_9 -.4308 .5421 .9700
• 1Tq6 -.4625 *5389 ,9833
• 2397 -.4887 .5329 ,9929
.2998 -,5337 .8190 1.0141
• 3588 -.5860 .5049 1.0387
• 4193 -,6370 *4895 1.0645
• 4?93 -,5795 .5050 1,0385
°9394 -,4010 .5557 .g563
,5994 -.Z04q ,6100 .8713
.6507 -.0261 .&617 ,7915
.?203 .1060 .699? .733g
• 7743 .1_30 ,7228 ,Gg72
• 8394 ,2462 .7407 °6693
.8996 .2721 ,7469 ,6595
.9492 .2500 .7411 .6687
1,0000 o1883 ,7230 .6g69
CO1 *00847 C0C0_1 ,00837
CD2 ,00834 COCOR2 *00824
CD3 ,00835 CDCOR3 *00824
CO4 ,00837 CDCOR4 *G0830
CD_ ,00783 CDCDR5 *00779
SPANWISE
XIC Yl_lZ CP PpLIPT MLOC
*0503 -,3375 *0656 *6905 ,7472
.3957 -*3375 -,3082 ,8843 .q112
.5008 -,3375 -*3833 ,5630 .9447
.6048 -.33?8 -,4398 *5447 ,9238





X/C CP PpE/PT MLDC
O,O00U 1,1664 .9955 ,0809
.0093 .9205 .8166 .8460
,0007 .5214 .8161 .54_7
,0203 ,213_ .7273 .6902
•0300 .Obbl .6868 .7_30
,0400 -,0161 .6643 .7879
•0608 -.1068 ,6376 .8285
•GSOC -.1_46 ,6266 ,8455
•1000 -.2022 ,6103 ,8707
•Ig_7 -o2_79 ,5844 .9110
•2500 -.3306 .575_ .9244
,2994 -.3o1_ .9_62 .9397
•3402 -,3717 ,5611 .9477
•3795 -.3_90 ,5573 .9537
•_201 -,_uBT ,550g ,9640
,4_98 -.4406 ,84O8 .9802
.Rqg6 -._27 .5365 .9871
°5397 -.4_87 .5302 .9972
•57_5 -.9091 ,5232 1,0C86
•61_7 -.5140 .5218 1,0119
•69_8 -.4_45 .5273 1.0020
,6997 -,4499 .9411 .9796
°7493 -.3770 .5614 .9472
• 8353 -,1_39 ,6192 ,9632
• 8791 -,0750 ,6467 .8146
,9212 ,0124 .6737 ,7731
1.0uuO ,1778 .71R8 .7O36
PT 17,6757 PSI CN .1286
TT 131,5512 K CM -,0960




XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,1464 .9955 ,0809
• 0052 -.3070 ,5289 ,9197
,0098 -.2354 ,5988 .8890
,OZO0 -*1894 .6138 .86}4
• 0500 -,1973 .6127 .8670
,0813 -o265T .SqZZ ,8988
• 119_ -,2704 ,5907 ,9012
• 1T_6 -.3274 ,5745 ,_265
• 2397 -,3720 ,8630 .9448
,2995 -,4258 .5480 ,9686
• 3588 -.4861 .531T *9949
,4193 -.5323 .5175 1o0179
• 4793 -,51_8 ,5207 1.0126
,5394 -,3793 .8601 *9493
°5994 -,1877 ,6140 ,8680
• 6507 -*0099 .6653 ,7861
• 7233 .1284 .7051 .T247
,7743 .2076 .7285 .6884
• 8394 .2685 ,244_ .6638
,89q6 *2869 *74qq *6547
.9492 .2584 .T421 ,6670
1,0000 *1778 .718_ .7036
CD1 .00827 CDCOR1 *00818
CD2 ,00822 CDCO_2 .00812
CD3 .00806 COCOg3 *00799
CO4 .00829 COC0_4 *00821
C05 *00744 C0C085 *00740
SPANWISE
XIC YIBI_ CP P.LIPT 810¢
• 0500 -.3375 -.OT03 .6499 ,809?
.3952 -.3375 -,3953 .5574 .9536
• 5008 -.3375 -.4992 .5374 .g856
• 6048 -.3375 -.5080 ,5225 1.0097





XlC C_ P_L/PT w[_C
O,OOO0 1,1362 ,gg_b .1031
• _C_3 .3297 ,7623 .635O
,0U97 .8071 ,7561 ,6451
.0203 -.UL49 ._644 ,7_75
• 030u -,1332 .6289 ,8429
• 0400 -.2_10 .b084 .8736
• O6O8 -.2780 .589_ ._C20
,U80C -,3077 ,5_04 .9172
,]GOb -,3_8_ ,5_b_ .9393
,lq_7 -.4177 .5490 .9_70
• 2_0_ -.4362 .5_39 .975_
• Zq04 -.4959 .5389 ,9832
• 34O2 -.4635 .5379 ,9854
.370_ -.4_83 .5369 ._870
• _261 -.4_72 ,9310 ,995_
.4598 -.9_14 ,5_42 1,OPT0
• 4996 -.5259 .52_2 1.0135
,_3_7 -._>02 .51L3 I.u281
,_705 -.5_? .5O65 1.08_0
• 6107 -.5_06 .510_ 1.0303
• 6_8 -._26 ,_205 1.0130
,6_07 -,4_3 .9384 ._84C
• 7_3 -.3_34 ,5589 .9512
• _353 -.ld7_ ._152 .8631
._791 -.0748 .b_01 ,8159
• 9212 ,0166 ,673? ,7738
1,0000 ,lb_5 .7184 ,7_,41
RT 17,b760 PSI CN ,2682
TT 131.6576 K CM -*0983




X/C CP P_L/PT WL_C
0.0000 1.136? .9026 .1031
.0092 ,1189 .7023 .7290
.0098 .089? .6929 .2436
• 0200 .0563 .68?8 .2591
• 0500 -.0176 .6636 .7886
• 0813 -.113fi .6365 ,8301
.1199 -,1398 ,6288 .8428
• 1796 -,2112 ,6086 .8734
,2397 -.263_ .99_ .8947
.2995 -.3277 .5747 .g263
,3588 -.3908 ,5564 .9552
• 4193 -.4340 .5451 .9732
.4793 -.4373 .54_0 .9734
.98_4 -.3376 .8737 .9278
,59Q4 -,1666 ,6_E_ .8523
• b_07 .0145 .6738 .772g
• ?203 ,1915 .7128 ,7127
,77R3 ,2268 .7331 .6812
,8394 .2808 .7_87 .6567
• _996 .29_3 .7544 .6477
.9492 .2629 ,74_2 .6618
1,0000 .1698 .7184 o7041
CDI .00825 CDCORI .00814
C02 .00815 CDCO_Z .00802
C03 .00811 COCOR3 *00798
C04 .00808 COCOR4 .O07qg
C05 .00736 CDC085 .00730
SPANWISE
XIC ¥1812 CP P_LIP7 NLOC
• 050_ -.3375 -.2233 .6067 .8763
• 3957 -.3375 -,4736 .5366 ,g869
• 5008 -.3375 -.5270 ,5208 1,0124
• 6048 -.3379 -*5579 t5117 1t0274








xIC C p PeLIPT HLOC
• OOg3 ,082Z ,bq_? ,74_
• C_? ,u631 .6e5_ ,7544
°OZ03 -.7341 ,6C02 ,B_63
• 0300 -,3_93 ._b_b ,Q_Ob
• 0_00 -._177 .5_80 .9087
.GO08 -,_bZ ,_337 ._glb
,0_00 -,_7o ,_277 1.0C13
• 1000 -.53_ ,513_ 1,02_5
,l_Q? -,5628 ,Sv_b 1,0392
• 2500 -,SbZO ,5099 1.03b_
.2gQ_ -*_?00 .5C71 1,0350
.340Z -.5o37 ,5_75 1.034_
,3?95 -.5b_3 .5047 1.J390
._7_1 -.07_0 ._71 ,_13_
.qZ_2 .OlTQ ._TZ_ ,7751
1,000C ,1_73 .712_ .7131
PT l?*t?27 PSI C_ .¢069




X/C CP O_LIPT _L3C
0*0003 1.0_6_ ,9_?? ,2172
,O05Z *_33Z ,7_17 .5B7_
,0098 .3_0_ ,7_7 ,b313
• 0200 *75B4 *?_1_ .b_73
• 0500 ,1217 ,702_ .7292
.0_13 *02_3 ._74_ .?721
• ll_q -.0215 *bbll *?_24
• 17_b -.1C_8 .5363 *8305
• 23_? -°173_ *b18_ ,_5?4
,35_8 -.310_ .5814 ._1_
,41_3 -.3_76 .56?_ *_374
• _?_3 -*3?34 *_01S ,Q4bb
• 53_4 -*?_g3 ._797 *_184
.5Q_4 -,135B *_?_ ,B419
• _5_7 .O330 ._77_ ,7672
.72_3 .1718 .7165 ,7071
,77_3 ,2_74 .?)@? ,b?Z5
.8_b .30?5 ._5_1 ,_4_C
l°O0_O .1573 ,TiZO .7131
CO1 *00_5_ CDCOR1 ,00838
COZ *0085b COCOg2 ,0083b
CD3 *00_ COC0_3 *O08Z_
CD_ .00B31 C_CO_ *O081Q
CD_ .007_0 CDCO_5 .00734
SPANWISE
x/C Y/_/Z CP P_LIPT MLOC
*0500 -.3375 -*39bZ *_52_ °9e07
,3_57 -*3375 -*558? *50Bb 1,032_
*500B -*33?5 -*_?0 ,_g?Q 1°050_
*bOmB -,337_ -.b2_ .4901 1.0_34




JlC CP P,LI pT _L_C
O.C000 .QO37 .Q205 .33Z2
,00_7 -,2015 *_lu3 *_7C7
*O_3 -*_5_ .537_ ,_2
,03UO -.5_9Z *_CZ9 i*0_20
.C400 -*b_ .4854 1._?13
,C8OO -.7Obl ,_b93 I.O_88
*iOO_ -.7_50 ,4607 i,i13_
oZSOC -,763? ._8 l*13q_
.Z_4 -,7?80 ,q_Z_ 1.1_51
.3_32 -.775_ ,_5_ 1,105 °
.37Q_ -,beoZ *_?O_ l*Ogbl
,_508 -*O2Z_ ._B87 1.0b_7
,_7 -._.o_ ._B_ 1.0730
.57Q5 -,b?Tb *_74_ 1.08oi
,o1_7 -*bSbQ *_78_ i*083_
.?403 -,3_Z7 ,9_8_ ,_o
,_3_3 -.l_Z5 *bS?O ,059_
*_7_I -,072q .b4B3 ,8121
,_212 ,O155 .b773 .77_3
L*0OOO .I_o7 .TLl_ ,71_3
PT 17,b707 PSI CN *S_3b
TT l_l.gNPO x C W -.IOOB
• C 7,7_30 NILLI3N CC -,O0_Z
_LP_A i,_03_ _EG
L3_Q SUR;_CE
X/C CP _,L/pT wLOC
O,O¢0J .90_7 °_Zb_ .33Z_
• 0052 .bbO_ ,8_bb .47_b
• 00_ ,5_7 ._?IQ .5370
,02_O ._Z_I *7o0? ,5891
• 05O0 .2e_? .7_O ,bb_O
• 0813 .l_ .70_5 ,7180
• ll_ ,O_Ii ,_30 .?433
,17_o -.01_8 ,bb?5 .7_7
•_3_? -.C_O0 *b_5 .8180
.35_8 -.2Z_5 ,b037 ,RSO_
._i_3 -,290_ ,5_27 .Ql3b
._?_3 -,3101 ,5B30 ,Q133
•_3_ -.?573 ,5Q3_ .SQ_
,_Q_ -,llO_ .b3bb ,B3OI
,_? ,0547 .6_27 .?_Q2
,72O3 *lilac ,?Z1b ,_l
.77_3 o2633 .74_ ,bb_4
,_4_2 .2720 .?_? ,_14
l,O000 ,1467 ,711B ,71_3
COl ,O08QI CDCD_I ,00ebQ
CO2 .00895 C_C_2 ,OO_70
CD3 ,008@5 CDCO_3 ,O08_2
CD_ .OOeS? COCC_ *C083Q
CD5 .00774 CDCOR5 .O07_
SPANwISE
x/C Y/_I2 CP _LIPT MLOC
• O_OJ -,337_ -,_Oq5 .4_80 1,0_01
,3Q57 *.337_ -,b792 ,47_3 1.0Q19
• 5008 -,337_ -*b21g ,_93b i°0_?_
• bO_8 -.337_ -._681 ,_?_7 1,080Q





ZlC CP P,LI pT WLOC
O.00OO .?_5_ oF?_3 ,434_
• O3OO -.7O7O ,_7 1.1?_L
,lO0_ -,0077 ._C77 1._G_?
,_201 -._o_3 °3_02 1.231C
• _3Q? -,87_o ,_332 1°L023
,_7 -._ ,_03 ._r _
,_3 -,L_ ._l _ ._
,_2_2 ,CIZ2 ._7_ ,?T1Z
_T 17.bO5C PSI CN ,?O3Q
TV 131*P_Sl _ C W -*I031
_C 7.7_70 _ILLI_N CC -*Cl4q
LDVE_ SU_r_CF
X/C C p _,LI_T _L3C
0.O000 .?350 .87_3 .43_e
• OZO0 °5_ ? ._ZQI .SZ_
.ObOe ,3_? *??OQ .bZl_
,0813 .Z_13 ,7_8_ .b726
._394 -,21_ _ ,bO?7 .07_?
• _807 .u??3 ._I _ .?_?
,7?33 ,20_? ,_?_ ._Ql3
,77_3 ,_?_2 ,7_?_ ,o587
.83_ ,32ZI .?b2_ *_41
._Q_ ,32_I .761b .63o3
CDI *OllTl CDCOgI *011El
CDZ *011_ CDCO_ *01110
CD3 ,OlZ_? C3C0_3 *01147
CD_ *OIZ05 CDCOg_ ,Ol14b
CD8 *OlOg? CDCO_5 *01087
SP_NWISE
x/C YISIZ C_ _tl _T _LOC
,050_ -.3375 -.7738 ,_530 1,127_
.3987 -.3378 -.9319 ,4027 l,Z18b
,800_ -.3375 -*QSb7 ,3QOI l*Z4Zb
.0048 -,3378 -,_87B .5311 *gQSB






XlC CP PeL/PT NLOC
0,0000 ob581 .85b0 °4766
• &083 -,3H15 .5591 ,9508
• 00_7 -.5416 .5149 1.0221
• 0203 -o7654 ,4506 1,1313
• 0300 -,_036 ,4364 1,1565
,G400 -.8710 ,4192 1.1_78
o0608 -.go§g ,4068 1.2108
•0800 -,9335 ,4322 1,2195
• 1000 -,9675 ,3918 1.2393
• 1997 -1.0076 .3833 1.255q
• 2500 -1,0184 .37?4 1.2674
,2994 -1.Cblb ,3727 1,Z?66
• 3402 --1._76 ,3_9q 1.2823
• 3795 -1,0534 ,3672 1o2878
• 4201 -i,0244 .3717 1.1787
• 4998 -1.0338 .3677 1.2867
,4996 -I,0387 .3586 1,2848
• 5397 -1.014L ,3726 1.2770
,5705 -.8561 ,4337 1,1614
• 6197 -.6033 .4931 1.0583
.bSq8 -.4407 .5391 .9829
.b997 -.3773 .5563 .9553
,7493 -.3733 ,57§6 .9248
,8353 -.lbl7 .6_21 .8514
• 8791 -.0683 .6"82 .8122
• 9212 .0113 ,6701 .7786
l,UOOG .1339 ,7038 .7267
PT 17.6656 PSI CN ,7689
TT 131.q831 K CN -,I085




X/C CP P_L/PT MLOC
0.0000 .6581 ,8560 ,4766
,005Z ,8715 .9175 .3519
.0098 .7276 .5753 .4404
• 0200 .5886 .8359 .5127
,0500 ,3993 .?011 .6033
.0813 .1692 .7437 ,6646
,1139 .lqZQ .7236 .6961
,1796 .0850 .6924 ,7443
.2397 o0091 .6698 ,7792
,2995 -.0713 ,6495 .5102
• 3588 -.1525 .6246 .5485
o4193 -.2059 .6126 .8672
• 4793 -,2397 ,6021 °8833
.5394 -.2052 ,6095 ,8720
,5994 -.0804 .6428 ,8206
• 6507 .0690 .6849 .7555
• 7203 .203? .7249 .6940
.7743 .2729 .7431 .6653
• 8394 .3171 .7608 .6375
,a996 .3191 .7575 ,6423
.9492 .2744 ,7445 ,6633
1.0000 .1339 .?038 .726?
C01 .01582 CDCORI .01484
C02 .01397 CDCOR2 .01524
CD3 .01657 CDCOR3 .01588
C04 °01680 CDCOR4 .01507
CD5 .01555 CDCOR5 .01405
SPANWISE
XIC 71812 CP PpLIPT _LO¢
°0503 -.3375 -,7827 .4377 1.1542
,3957 -.3375 -°9925 ,3824 1.2576
• 5008 -.3375 -1.0113 ,3736 1.2740
• 6048 -.3375 -.7314 .4587 1.1171






PT 17.6301 PSI CN .8250
T? 131.7170 K CN -.1117




X/C CP P,L/PT H[OC
O,OOOJ .5787 ,8342 ,5156
• 00_3 -,4500 .5415 .9790
• 0097 -.6490 .4844 1.0729
,0203 -.8220 .4709 1,1683
• 0300 -.8863 ,4130 1.1992
,0400 -.9508 .3996 1.2244
,0608 -.9776 ,390_ 1,2421
.u800 -.9900 .3861 1,2504
• 1000 -1.0342 ,3771 1.2679
• 1397 -1.0623 .3660 1.2900
,2500 -1.0763 .3627 1.2967
• 2994 -1.1008 ,3570 1.3085
.3_02 -1.1056 .354_ 1.3138
.3795 -1.123_ .3505 1.3219
._201 -1,1223 .3516 1.3196
o_598 -1.1182 ,3539 1,3149
• 4996 -1.11_3 .3_13 1.3202
• 5397 -1.1050 .3572 1.3081
.5795 -,8989 .4121 1.2010
,6197 -.5536 .5163 1.0231
• 6598 -.4603 .5331 .9925
.6997 -.3833 .5621 .9462
°7493 -.3156 .SPO0 o9179
o_353 -.1607 .6230 °3509
• _791 -,075_ .6467 .fi146
• 9212 .0029 .6664 ,7844
1,0000 .1264 ,7083 .7197
LOWE8 SURFACE
XIC CP P.L/PT MLDC
0,0000 .$787 ,5342 ,5156
,0052 ,9214 .9317 .3197
.0098 .7746 .8883 .4149
.0200 .6354 ,8489 ._896
• 0500 .4415 .7954 .5814
• 0513 .3081 .7568 .6439
.1199 .2206 .7315 ,6837
.1796 ,1141 .7030 ,7279
,239? .0320 .6789 .7651
.2995 -.0485 .6550 .8017
• 3588 -.1299 .6323 ,8368
.4193 -.1839 .6177 .8893
,47_3 -.2275 .6045 .8797
• 5394 -.1919 .6153 .8629
.5994 -.0710 .6802 .8092
• 6507 .0800 .6937 .7424
• 7203 .2047 .7274 .6901
• 7743 .2781 .7496 ,6552
• 8394 .3181 .7503 .6399
• 8996 .3_36 .7629 .6341
.9492 ,2728 .7438 .6644
1.0000 .1264 .7085 .7197
CD1 .02109 CDCOR1 *02030
CD2 .02130 CDCOR2 .02039
CO3 ,02134 CDC083 .02049
CD4 ,02158 CDC084 ,02097
CD5 .01870 CDCOR5 .01838
SPJNWISE
XlC YI812 CP PpL/PT MLOC
• 0500 -.3378 -.8641 .4205 1.1853
• 3957 -.3375 -1.0716 .3675 1.2871
.5008 -.3375 -1.0779 .3648 1.2925
,6048 -.3375 -.6533 .4844 1.0729





XlC CP PeLIPT MLOC
O,COOt .Slbl ._156 .5478
• 0U83 -,4980 .5?60 1,0040
,0097 -,75O9 .452_ 1.1289
• 0203 -.9441 °_049 1.2145
• 0300 -.90U5 .3915 1.2400
• 0400 -1o0139 .3812 1._600
,0608 -1.0_84 .3731 1.2759
• 0800 -1.0318 .370? 1.2807
• 1000 -1.0742 ,361_ 1.2994
,1997 -1.1010 .3533 1,3160
• 2500 -1.1062 .3486 1.3258
.2994 -1.1334 ,3429 1o3378
• 3_02 -1.1483 ,3409 1.3470
.3795 -1.1590 .3371 1.35GZ
• 4201 -1.1754 °3337 1,3576
.4598 -1.1o7U ,3352 1,3542
._99_ -1,1563 .3368 1.3509
.539? -1.1580 .3349 1.3556
.5795 -.8116 .43_ 1.1639
._197 -.5769 .5007 1.0_56
.65_8 -.4_74 .3_Od 1.0125
°6997 -,_027 ,55_9 .9639
• 7493 -.3330 .5715 ,_313
• _353 -,1_41 ._139 °_52
,_791 -°1104 .6317 ._376
• _212 -.0558 .6_86 ,0117
1.0000 .0_49 ,69U_ .747_
_T 17.6338 PSI CN ,8674
TT 131,q318 K CH -.1164




X/C CP P_L/PT MLDC
0.0000 ,3161 .8156 .3_78
• 0052 .9553 .9405 .2973
.0098 ,8293 .9065 .3771
.0200 .6706 .8588 .4714
°0500 .4755 .8049 ,3657
• 0813 .3379 .7666 .6283
o1199 ,2432 .7362 .6763
.1796 .1347 ,7066 ,7224
• 2337 ,0558 ,6839 °7574
.2935 -.0278 ,6601 ,?93Q
• 35_8 -.1163 .6327 .8361
• 4133 -.1783 .6162 .8615
• 4733 -,2213 .605_ .8783
• 5394 -.1032 .6129 ._666
.5994 -.0747 .6475 .3134
.65J7 ,0761 .6901 ,7479
.7203 .2085 o7271 ,6905
• 7743 .2728 °7449 .66_7
,8394 ,3116 ,7351 ,6466
• 8996 ,3120 .755? .6456
._492 .Z543 ,7375 .6743
1.0000 .0849 .6_04 .7474
CDI .02912 COCOR1 ,02841
CD2 .02924 C0C082 ,02839
CD3 *03019 COCOR3 ,02937
CD4 .02710 C0C0e4 .02650
CD5 ,02163 COCO_5 .02131
SPANWISE
X/C YI812 CP PetlPT HtOC
• 0500 -.3375 -.8936 .4118 I.Z015
• 39_7 -.3375 -1.0956 .3531 1.3166
• 5003 -.337fi -1.1338 .3489 1.3253
• 6048 -.3375 -.6336 ,4863 1.0698






XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 ,424Z .7913 .5881
• 0083 -.5676 .5102 1.0299
• OOqT -,8498 ,4247 1.1777
• OZ03 -*9755 *38q_ 1.2438
• 0300 -1,0084 .3791 1*2641
• 0400 -1,0721 *3637 1.2947
• 0608 -1.0599 .3598 1.3027
• OBO0 -1.1225 .3530 1.3167
• 1600 -1*1155 *3482 1*3267
• 1997 -1*1565 ,340h 1*3427
• ZSO0 -1.1508 .3374 1,3497
,2994 -1,1833 .3317 1*3618
.340Z -1.1657 .3291 1.3674
,3795 -1,1964 .3252 1.37_0
• 4101 -1*2Z34 .3221 1.38Z8
.4508 -1,2311 *319Z 1.3893
,4996 -l*lSe4 *3308 1.3637
• 5397 -,9024 *5878 1.2471
• 5795 -,b?14 .4810 1.0787
.6197 -o5761 *5036 1.0408
• 6598 -.4992 ,5300 *9976
• 6997 -.4519 .5373 ,9858
• T493 -*3SZ? *§608 °9355
.8353 -o1937 .6165 .8610
• 8Tql -o1185 .6344 .8335
• 9ZIZ -*_307 .6616 *7916
1.0000 ,0511 .5870 *TSZb
PT 17.6541 PSI CN *Rql6
TT 132.0304 K C_ -o1090




XIC ¢P P*_IPT MLOC
0.0000 .4242 *7913 .5881
*O05Z .9806 .9480 .27T3
*0098 *8475 *9101 *3693
*02_0 ,6991 *_674 .4554
*0500 *4982 *qlll .5554
*0813 .3541 .7668 .5279
*11_9 *2704 *7478 .6581
.1796 *1519 ,7112 .7136
*2397 *0714 .6926 ,7440
,2995 -*0178 *6545 .78T1
.35_8 -*1067 .5364 *8304
.4193 -.1712 *5202 .8554
.4793 -*2324 ,5979 .8900
,5394 -*1986 .6105 .8703
,5994 -*0807 *6470 .8141
.6507 ,0589 .6891 *7493
*7203 .1936 *7244 *6940
*7743 *1616 *7429 *5658
.6394 .3043 *T575 .6428
*8996 *2992 .7536 ,6489
.9492 .2313 .7369 .6752
l,CO00 *0611 *5870 ,7526
COl .04063 CDCOR1 *03953
COZ *04115 CDCOR2 *03909
C03 *04001 CDCOR3 *038?8
C04 *030QQ CD¢OR4 *0Z997
C05 _0Z315 COCOR5 *02240
SPANWISE
XlC Y/812 CP P*L/PT _LO¢
*0503 -*3375 -.9500 ,3968 3*2297
*3957 -*3375 -1,1558 .340Z 1.3435
,5008 -*3375 -1.1437 .33T4 1,3495
,6048 -,3375 -.5716 .5015 1.0444
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X/C CP P, LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1316 ,9g13 .1122
,0083 ,bqSO ._640 .4625
.0097 ,7?83 ,8771 ,_375
.0203 .5_19 .8226 .5365
.0300 .2098 .7_61 .b617
.0_00 ,I_21 .721_ .70C_
.0608 .0719 .6903 *7486
.0800 *007_ .6717 .7771
.100C -.G_89 .651_ .8_83
.igg7 -,1827 ,6194 ,8_77
.2500 -.2263 .6C52 .87Q6
.?Uq_ -.2675 .5930 .897_
,3402 -.2P_6 *9286 .9056
.37_5 -,3039 ,5fi3% .9137
._201 -.IZql .5758 .9Z55
._598 -.36_7 .5680 .9379
.&996 -.3_9G .5570 .g553
,53gT -,4196 t5517 .9_37
.5795 -.4_98 .5_28 .9780
.6197 -._49 .5_01 .982_
.6598 -.4465 .5R51 .97_3
,6997 -,_230 .550_ .g_57
.7493 -.3_12 .5707 .933b
•8353 -.IBo_ .617b .8bu_
,8791 -,0787 ,649] .8116
,9212 .U163 .675_ .77u6
1,0000 .1968 .7277 .6905
PT 21.3328 PSI CN -*032_
TT q9.66_2 K CM -.09_5




XIC CP P.L/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.1316 .q913 .1122
o0G52 -.9800 .3923 1.23q5
• 0200 -.9017 .5265 1.004_
.0590 -._351 .5459 .9?3O
.0813 -._7_5 *535O .99O6
.1199 -.443_ .9439 .q768
.1796 -._755 .9326 .99_5
o2397 -.5_06 .5287 1.0007
.zqg5 -.5458 .9165 1.0706
• 35_8 -.6113 ._958 1.0550
._193 -.6738 ._783 1.0_4
• _793 -.6?O8 ._929 1.0597
.539_ -.ROOR .5932 .9613
.59_ -.Z126 .60_0 .8738
.6907 -.029U .6642 .?887
.7203 .1159 .7011 o7320
.7743 .1966 .7265 .6925
.8394 .2575 .7435 .6658
._996 *2838 .7502 .6552
.9492 .257O .7443 *66R6
L.O000 .1_68 .7277 .69O5
COl .00767 CDCORI ,00758
CO2 .00760 CDCOR2 .00750
CO3 .0075_ CDCDR3 .00745
CO_ .00758 CDC_R_ .00752
CD5 .0073_ CDCDR5 .00729
5PkNWISE
XIC YI81Z CP PeLIPT HLOC
• C50_ -.3375 .0677 ,6911 .7473
• 3997 -,3375 -,3104 .5842 ,9124
,5008 -o3_75 -.3851 .5624 .g468
,604_ -,3375 -*_8q .5_3_ ._771





XIC CP P_L/PT MLOC
0.O00D 1.1920 .qg75 .G598
,OOR3 .539_ .8239 ._3_?
._097 .5_64 .@261 ,530_
.0203 ,27_0 .7518 .6_27
• 030C .0_o2 .6q83 .7361
,0_00 -*0_15 *6770 ,7690
,060_ -,09_0 .6511 .80_8
• 080U -,1_52 ,6355 .8327
,1000 -.2931 .6193 ,8978
• 19q7 -.Z9_Z ,5928 ._qO_
.?5OO -.3299 .9835 ,_135
.2994 -.3558 .5765 .92_
,3402 -,3690 .5723 .9311
.3795 -.3_lq .5672 .9391
,_Z01 -.3_8_ .5663 ,9_06
._DqB -,_360 .555_ .9578
,9397 -.q767 ,5_13 .98O3
.5795 -,5_19 ,5366 .q88G
.6107 -.5O09 .9361 ,_8_8
.6598 -._26 ,5395 .9833
.6997 -.R_Q .5_30 ,9777
.7493 -.3756 .565_ .9_22
._353 -.1937 .6175 .8_06
.8791 -.081_ .6R86 ,8126
o9212 .0113 .675R .7719
1.0000 .19_6 .7273 .bglZ
PT Z1.295B PSI C_ .127q
IT qg.7714 _ CM -.0982




XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1520 ,Q975 .0598
• OOS? -.325q .5792 ,9202
.0098 -.25R1 .6035 ,8_?3
.0200 -.Z013 .61q5 .8575
.0500 -.2053 .6201 .8565
.0813 -.2774 .5qg9 .887q
.1199 -.7748 ,5997 ,8888
• 17_6 -,3276 .58_R .gi20
,Z397 -.3685 ,5732 .9297
.2995 -.4216 .5571 .9552
• 3588 -,_814 .83qq .qsz7
.RI_8 -.51?_ .5327 ._942
,4793 -.5011 .5353 ,q900
.53q_ -.381q .5672 .q391
.5q94 -olg25 ,6237 .8510
.6507 -.0098 .67%7 .7724
.7203 .1375 .71R_ ,7106
.77R3 .?lq7 .736T .6764
,839_ .2766 .75RI .6491
.sqq6 ,29_q ,7887 .6R17
._92 .2657 .7495 ,6563
1.0000 ,1946 ,7273 .b912
COl .00T_1 COCOR1 .00732
CO2 ,0073% COCQRZ .0072%
CO3 *00736 CDCOR3 .O07Zb
CD_ .00734 CDCOR4 .00727
CO5 ,00716 COCOR5 .00713
SP_NWISE
XIC Y/B/2 CP P_LIPT MLOC
.0500 -.3375 -,0517 ,6584 .7977
.3957 -.3378 -,3930 *560% .9498
.5008 -.3375 -.4556 .5467 *_717
.60_d -.3375 -.4_52 .5351 ._905





XlC CP _.LIPT ML_C
0.OuO0 1.1887 .OR38 .Oq_7
.Ou83 .3_8_ .769q .6237
_00_7 .333g .7655 .0308
• 0203 ,G415 .6621 .7611
• o30L -.i158 .b3BZ .8287
• O_OG -.I_29 .6155 .8637
• 0608 -,766_ .5982 .8_52
.080C -.307q .5830 .91_2
• luO0 -.389C .5686 .Q36Q
.1997 -.R152 .8549 .9586
.250_ -._3_ ,8503 ,q66_
._qo4 -._857 .SRSg .q762
• 3_02 -.4017 .5378 .986_
.3796 -._69? .5380 .9857
• _201 -._56 ,5320 .ggS_
.4508 -.}21_ .5225 _.0109
.53_7 -.56Z_ .51oO I.OIIR
• _7_5 -.5791 .8072 1.03_
•61q7 -.5778 .b_ 1.03_I
•65_8 -.5351 .51A2 1.017_
.6_q7 -._7_Z ,5338 .9924
.7_3 -.3'_23 .5608 ._4o3
._353 -.i_27 .h15_ .,637
._791 -.u_09 ._97 .8110
• _212 ,t:_3 ,6758 .7708
1.000C ,I _55 .77_6 .6q5_
PT 21.3_12 PSI CN .2697
TT 99.605? X CM -.1019




X/C CP P,t/PT NLOC
0.00)0 1.1387 .9938 .09R7
.0082 .1086 .7017 .7310
• OOq8 .O8O6 ._033 .74RO
.0200 .0516 .6856 .7598
.O50O -.O289 .6638 .7897
.OBI3 -.1277 .6346 .8342
.1199 -.146_ .6289 .B_30
.1796 -.21B3 .6085 .87_5
.2897 -.27O3 .59_? .8q69
• ZqUb -.33O3 .578q .9207
.3588 -.8q_2 ._614 .9_83
._103 -._363 ._49_ .q675
._793 -._75 .5_1_ .9705
._ -.3_ *_731 .9?98
.899_ -.1_78 ._223 ._532
._807 .0113 .'.736 .77_2
.7233 .1_6_ .71_ .711Z
.77_3 .2371 .7373 .6756
._39_ .Z910 .?537 .6_7
._4_2 .2715 .7_73 .699_
1.0000 .1H_ .77_ .6q5_
CO1 .007;2 CDCOR1 ,00730
CO? .O07RO CDCOR2 .0072b
CD3 *00740 CDCOR3 *00727
CD_ .00738 C0C0_4 *00726
CD5 ,00718 COCOR5 ,00714
SPANWISE
XlC YI_IZ CP P,L/PT NLOC
•0503 -,3375 -.187q ,6172 .8610
.395T -.3375 -,472b ,5363 .9884
• 5008 -.3375 -.5291 ,5184 1.0175
.6048 -,3375 -.564q ,9127 1,026_






XlC CP PpL/PT MLDC
O,OGUO 1,083q .q725 .2005
*0083 .098q *6987 .7356
.0097 ,103Z *6899 ,7337
*0203 -*ZZ13 ,6085 .8745
*0300 -.3478 .5739 *9286
,840_ -,4134 ,55Z6 .98Z3
,0800 -*4767 .5378 .8880
.0800 -*_960 ,5Z96 .989Z
.1000 -,5436 .5167 1.0Z03
.19q7 -*5559 .5120 1.0281
*ZSO0 -,5584 .5124 i*0Z74
*Z994 -.5751 .5558 1.0381
*3408 -,5605 .51Z7 1.0269
*3785 -.5563 ,5139 1.0Z48
,420L -.561Z .5130 l*OZb4
.4598 -.5968 ,5018 1,0449
*49q6 -*5965 .5023 1.0441
.539? -.6Z31 .4Q44 1.0573
*57g5 -*8437 ,488Z 1.0878
.6197 -.6311 .4904 1*0638
*6598 -,56Z5 .5111 l*OZq4
*Egq7 -.4812 ,5360 .9921
.74q3 -,3898 .55q7 .q509
,8353 -.1909 *8188 .8618
.8791 -.0768 .6480 ,8120
,g21Z *0185 *6757 .7710
L.OOOG .1789 .72Z3 ,8989
PT 21,3452 PSI CN ,4106
TT qq,qb7Z K Cq -.1034




X/C CP _JL/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.0639 ,_725 *?005
• 0052 ,4350 *7940 *5865
• 0098 .3414 .787q *8270
• OZO0 .2816 *7460 .8618
• 0500 .1336 .7080 .721Z
,0813 *O1Z4 *8755 .7713
.1199 -.0233 ,663_ *?893
.1796 -,1117 ,83qZ .8272
• 2387 -.1781 ,SLOB .8554
• 29g5 -*2407 .6019 .8853
• 3588 -*3085 *8830 ,9143
• 4183 -.3609 *5688 *q3g7
• 4793 -.3707 ,5665 ,9403
• 5394 -*2990 *5888 ,9083
• 5q84 -*1385 *6325 ,8373
• 6507 ,03Z7 ,8798 .7666
• 7203 .1764 .7Z12 ,7007
.7743 ,2551 .7433 .6661
.8394 ,3048 .7572 ,6661
,8996 .3185 *7804 .6390
,8492 .2745 .7485 .6578
1o0000 .1789 *7ZZ3 *8989
CD1 .00771 COCORZ .00755
COZ °00768 COCORZ ,00750
C03 ,00765 COCOR3 ,00750
CD4 ,00757 COCOR4 ,00747
C08 .00739 C0¢0R5 oC0733
• 5PANWISE
X/C YI812 CP PJLIPT MLOC
,0500 -,3375 -.351Z .5712 ,9328
• 3957 -,3375 -,SbZZ .S10b 1.0302
• 5008 -.3375 -.6007 ,4998 1,0481
°6048 -*3375 -*6226 ,4958 1.0560





XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
O,COO0 ,qbb4 .9Z87 .33ZC
• 0083 -.1502 .6301 .8411
,0097 -,L746 ,bZL8 ,8839
.OZ03 -.4688 *5426 *8788
• 030G -,5671 .5120 1.0Z80
,O400 -.6595 *4886 L.0669
.0608 -.7u40 .474Z 1.0913
• 0800 -.719Z *4708 1o0973
• 1000 -*7380 .4809 1.1143
• lgg7 -,78Z4 .48Z5 1.L2gc
• 2500 -.7888 .4493 1.1348
.2994 -.75Z9 .4612 1.1138
• 340Z -.7070 *4738 1.09Z1
• 3785 -.8703 ,5118 1,0Z84
.4201 -*5753 .5088 1.0317
• _5q8 -.814L *4980 1.0513
._998 -*845Z .4916 1.0823
• 53q7 -*_748 *6866 1.U?39
,5795 *.6887 ,47ql 1,0831
• 61q7 -,8430 ,6927 1,0600
• 65Q8 -.5804 ,5133 1,0259
• 6897 -.6810 *5388 *q844
• ?493 -.3888 .5831 *9455
.8383 -,1828 .6Z14 ,8546
.8791 -,O788 .6548 ,S834
• gzIz ,0188 ,8780 ,7675
1.0000 ,170L .7Z28 ,6983
PT 21,3439 PSI Cq .5507
TT 100.2598 K C_ -.IOZ4




XlC CP P*LIPT MLOC
O,O00O .9004 ,qZ6? .33Z0
• 0052 ,6648 .8596 .4707
,0098 .5414 .8264 .5299
• OZO0 .427b ,7931 ,5861
• 0500 .2674 .7493 *bSfi5
.0813 .1291 ,7093 .719Z
• 1199 .0812 .6963 .7393
,1796 -,0187 ,6651 .7873
• 2397 -.0872 .6497 *810q
.zgq5 -.156_ .6290 .8428
• 3588 -.2330 .6060 *8785
.4193 -.2837 .5934 .897q
.4793 -.3090 .5860 .9096
,5394 -.Z538 .b011 ,8859
.59_4 -.1075 .6619 .8229
• 6507 .0549 ,6873 .7532
• 7Z03 .lgZb ,7275 .b908
• 7743 *Zbq8 .7501 .6554
• 8394 .3150 .76EO .6384
.8996 .327B ,7660 .6300
• 9492 .z80q .7512 .6535
1,0030 ,1701 ,7228 .6983
C01 .00884 CDCORI *00803
CDZ .OOBZZ CDCORZ *00800
C03 *0082Z CDCOR3 .O080Z
CD4 .00804 CDCOR4 .00788
CD5 *00776 CDCOR5 *00769
SPANWISE
X/C Y/8I_ CP PpL/PT qL0C
• 0503 -,3375 -,5282 .528Z 1.0015
.3957 -.3375 -,b043 .5071 1.0361
• 5_08 -.3375 -.6461 .4912 1,0626
• 6048 -.3375 -.6603 .4863 1,0708





X/C CP P_LIPT _LOC
0.0000 .7178 .8756 .4404
• 0083 -.31bO .5845 .Qll_
• 0097 -.4381 .551Z ,_64_
• OZ03 -.6Z88 .494_ 1.0564
• 0300 -.7535 .4600 1,115_
• 0400 -.8137 .4403 i*1508
,0608 -.8740 .4283 1,1776
• 0800 -.8R48 .4101 1.1889
• 1000 -.9314 .4103 Z*ZOSZ
• 1997 -,9876 ,4030 1.El@l
• 2500 -.969C .3993 1.22b0
.2994 -*g959 ,3931 L,2378
• 3402 -.9895 .3928 1,2390
• 3795 -.9663 ,400Z 1.2244
• 4ZO1 -.9498 ,3970 1.2303
.4598 -.9607 .3_58 1.2327
• _qb -.88_8 ,4225 1,1428
• 5397 -.7_9q ,467L i*I036
,5795 -*57Zq .5C78 1.0350
• 6197 -,5024 ,5300 ,9987
._898 -,4574 ,5420 *970_
• 5997 -._07 .5_89 .g882
.74q3 -.3694 ,5692 *g35Q
• 8353 -.1_01 ._195 ,8575
• 87_I -.0738 .6533 .8054
.9212 ,018_ .6759 ,7708
1.0000 *ITuL *7193 .7C38
PT 21.17_0 PSI CN .7050
TT lOC*17b7 K C q -,1034




XlC CP P_L/PT _LOC
0.0000 ,TIT& .8758 ,4404
.UOSZ ,82Z1 *905_ ,3800
,0098 .6858 .8661 .4585
• OZO0 .5832 ,8288 .5257
,0500 .3743 .7771 .81ZZ
•0_13 .22_0 ,7381 .8773
• 1198 .1645 ,7170 .7G71
• 1796 .0507 ,8899 .7491
• Z397 -.0177 *bbB8 .7819
.29_5 -.09_3 .6_65 .R159
• 3588 -*1669 .8257 .8470
• 4193 -.2230 .6108 .870g
.4793 -.Z547 .600Z .8874
,5394 -.214_ ,812_ .8685
,59g4 -.0827 *8445 ,8189
• b_07 .0715 ,68q7 .7495
• 7Z03 ,ZObb .?3OZ .6867
,7743 ,2797 .7519 .6_Z5
,8394 ,3218 ,7617 ,6369
,8090 .3340 ,766_ ,6293
,g492 ,2828 ,7515 .6530
l,OCO0 ,1701 .7103 .?C3b
C01 .010EL CDCOR1 ,00979
COZ ,01055 CDCOR2 ,OL010
CO3 .01Z05 CDCOR3 .OLl_Z
CO4 ,01119 CDCOR4 ,01088
CD5 .01106 COCOR5 ,OlOBb
SPANWISE
XlC YI_IZ CP P*LIPT MLOC
• 050_ -,3375 -.65_7 .4847 h0735
• 3957 -.3375 -.94_ .4035 1.2180
• 5008 -.337§ -.8934 .4199 1.3875
• b048 -,3375 -,5351 ,5195 1,0157








XlC CP P,L/PT HLOC
0=0000 *bZS3 ,8507 .4860
,0083 -,3833 ,5655 ,9417
*0007 -*szoq ,5246 1,0G7_
,0303 -,7207 ,4h75 1*1039
*u300 -*8276 *4392 1o1525
.0400 -.8847 *4218 1*1838
,0608 -.9_32 ,4084 1.2087
,080G -*g_B3 =4003 1,3241
,1000 -*g915 ,3819 1*3400
*1897 -1.0315 ,3847 1,3541
,?900 -1.0337 *3805 1*2633
,3994 -1,0614 .3746 1,3738
*3403 -1.0892 .3742 1*37_8
,3795 -1.C551 *3704 1.3822
.4231 -1.0336 .3781 1*Z670
,4998 -L*095d *3769 1,3701
,48g6 -1.0355 .3806 1,3631
*9387 -,BE_B ,4266 1.1753
,5705 -,7U45 *4779 L*ORO
,6107 -=4_76 .5375 .9864
,6598 -*4237 ,5947 *9588
,6897 -*3758 .5621 ,9472
,7"_3 -*3293 *5_10 .9174
.8353 -=1663 =6232 =8518
.8791 -,072O .6_36 .8O49
*9212 ,0196 .6730 .7751
1.0000 ,lbq_ .7165 ,7080
RT 21*1723 PSI CN ,7680
TT 100.1259 K Cq -,I052




XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0,0000 .6253 .8507 ,4869
.0052 ,8758 ,qlqb ,3487
,0098 .7R06 ,8817 ,4286
,0200 .6004 ,8_22 *50ZZ
*0500 =4160 *7908 *5897
,0813 ,2665 ,7489 .6572
,1199 ,1987 =7278 *6904
.1706 *093Q ,6g87 ,7355
,3397 ,0100 ,6755 *7712
,3999 --*0646 .6564 ,8007
.3588 --*1461 .6311 .8395
.4193 -.2009 ,6170 ,Bbl4
,4793 -*Z341 ,6088 *8730
,53_4 -.2019 ,6127 .8678
.5994 -.0731 ,6503 .8099
,6507 ,0782 ,6958 *7400
.7203 ,ZlZ6 *7328 ,6826
,7743 *8833 .7542 .64_9
.839_ ,3Z77 ,7673 *6279
,8996 *3364 *7684 ,6ZbO
._492 *2781 ,7522 .65Z0
1.0000 ,1595 ,716_ .7080
C01 ,01391 COCOR1 .01326
C02 *01479 COCOR2 ,01408
C03 .01541 CDCOR3 *01474
C04 *01540 COCOR4 .01507
CO5 ,01532 CDCOR5 ,01503
SRANWTSE
XIC YI812 CP PpLIPT MLOC
*0503 -.3375 -.7304 ,4719 1*0954
*3957 -*3375 -1.0144 *3866 1.3504
*9008 -*3375 -1=0405 ,3340 1,2_55
,60_8 -*3375 -,5898 *5038 1.0415





XlC CP P,LIPT 8LOC
0.0000 .5787 ,0330 .5184
*0083 -,4285 .5453 .9740
*00_7 -.6438 =4968 1,053L
,0203 -.8080 *4413 L.1493
.0300 -*0_59 ,4147 1*1971
,&_O0 -,9394 *4G66 1*2123
,CbO8 -.9088 ,3875 1.2"8_
,0800 -1°0051 ,3836 1,Z56Z
,I000 -1*_393 ,3738 1,2759
.19_7 -1,0770 °3676 _,2879
*2900 -1,0685 ,3020 1.2991
,2904 -1.1143 ,3974 1,3086
,3402 -1,112_ .3557 1,3121
,3795 -1.1315 ,3518 1.3201
,4_UI -1.1282 .3521 1*3195
,_5_8 -1*118_ ,39Z2 1.3194
,_990 -1,1291 ,3929 1.3179
,5307 -1,1380 ,3468 1,3306
,5795 -1.0462 ,3744 1*27_Z
.6197 -.6581 .4906 1,0_3_
.65_8 -.4715 .935_ ,9897
.6V97 -,3826 *5629 ,_49E
,74_3 -.3133 *5835 ,9133
,8353 -,1618 .6279 ,8446
,8791 -*0698 ,6901 *el03
*9312 -*0_26 ,O_gZ .7810
1,0000 *L_Tb .7059 ,7249
PT ?1.1918 PSI CN *R366
TT 100.2703 K CM -,1147




X/C CP PeLIPT _LOC
0.0000 ,5787 .8330 *_184
,O05Z ,9326 *9373 ,3060
.0098 .7813 .8922 .4077
*OZO0 .6405 .8527 .4834
=0500 ,450L *7903 ,5758
*0813 ,2964 *7548 ,6478
*11_9 *2243 ,7333 ,6817
,1796 *11Z2 .7008 *7323
,3397 ,0348 .683_ ,7589
*Z995 -*0505 ,6578 ,7985
,35_8 -*1377 .6281 ,8441
.4193 -.1899 ,6186 .8588
.4793 -*230Z ,6057 ,8788
,_394 -,2017 ,6148 ,8647
,5994 -,0863 ,6471 ,8150
*6507 *0671 .6881 *7518
.7203 ,?065 .7304 ,686Z
.7743 ,2766 .7_86 ,6576
,8394 .3128 .7507 .6401
,8996 ,328_ ,7674 .6277
,9492 .2674 .7456 ,bbZ4
1,0000 .1276 *7059 .7245
CO1 ,02011 CDCOR1 .01903
C02 .02136 CBCORZ ,02052
C03 ,02153 COCOe3 *02065
CD4 .02314 COCOR4 .02208
CO5 ,OZlqZ CDCO_5 *02083
SPANWISE
XIC Y/B1? CP PeLIPT MLOC
• 0503 -.3375 -.8096 *4429 1.1460
,3957 -,3375 -1,0818 .3676 1,2879
.5008 -,3375 -1,0e25 ,3580 1,3073
,6048 -.3375 -.9975 .3841 1,2553





X/C CP PeL/PT _L_C
O*O03v .4_97 .8G9_ ,5991
,0083 -,9032 .9296 ,9993
,OG_7 -,6861 .4773 1,0861
• _203 -.8_97 *4236 1,L826
,_300 -*9613 *3983 1,2279
• 0_00 -*9845 ,3895 1,2448
• 06_8 -1.0_18 ,3740 1.2751
• 0800 -1,0o91 .3718 1.279_
• 100C -L*0969 .3599 1.3035
,19_7 -1,1228 ,3553 1.313_
• 25_0 -L,I34_ ,3927 1,3182
,29_ -1,177_ *3_6_ 1,3308
.3402 -1.1_14 .3438 1.3368
• 379_ -1,1769 ,34O4 1.3439
• _201 -1.1_71 .3370 1,3513
• 4988 -L.ZJ_ .33_4 1.34_?
._99_ -1.17U3 ,3_03 L*344_
,_307 -1,1_13 ,332_ 1*3_18
• _7_5 -1,0A32 .3_35 1,2961
.61_7 -._164 ,497_ 1.0515
._ -._JM_ .5?49 1.0068
._493 -,_63 .5_8_ .9692
• _3_3 -,30_4 ,57O9 *_34_
• _312 -.0_0_ ._5_5 ,7975
i*_0_ .OL_ ,6671 ,7@43
PT 21*0749 PSI CN ,q062
TT 09*7375 K CM -*$Z96




X/C CP R*LIPT ML3C
0.0000 *4857 *8097 .5591
*005? .96?7 ,0440 *2885
*0098 *8237 ,9054 ,3800
*OZO0 ,676? ,_627 *4640
,0500 .4801 .8061 *5645
,0813 ,3293 ,7661 *68_9
,13_ *?53Z *7460 *6618
.1796 .1576 .?099 ,7182
,8397 ,05?2 *6869 *7538
.2905 -*G867 *6647 *7878
*3588 -,I134 *639? .8271
.4193 -,1700 *6886 *8434
,4793 -,ZZ_I =8040 .8815
.5394 -,1_56 .6175 ,8606
.5094 -.0726 ,651_ *8076
.6507 *0795 ,_988 ,7354
.7?03 .80_5 ,7293 o688C
.77_3 ,2765 .748_ ,6573
,83_ .3167 *?606 *6387
,8096 *3812 ,T628 .6351
._g? .2596 .7433 ,666O
I*0000 ,0114 .8671 ,7_43
C01 ,02979 COCOgl *ozq50
CDZ ,03285 COCOg2 ,03211
C03 *04378 COC0_3 ,04301
C04 .04086 COC084 ,04041
C05 .036Z5 COC0_5 ,03_8
SPANWESE
X/C ¥1312 CP P_LIPT R[OC
• 0900 -*3375 -,B068 ,4345 1.1611
,3957 -.3375 -1,0786 ,3_36 1.3166
.5008 -,3375 -1.1334 .3460 1*3333
• 6048 -*3375 -,6909 .4643 1.1083






XlO CP PpLIPT MLOC
O,O00G ,4321 ,7923 *5874
*0_83 -.5480 *_134 1*0258
*0097 -.7_22 *_58 1.1409
*0203 -*9334 ,4021 I*2ZOB
,0300 -*gToq *3897 1*2445
,0400 -1.0613 *3691 1.2847
*0608 -1.0866 .3597 1.3040
.080C -1.1153 .3537 1.3162
*1000 -1.1587 *3477 1.3288
*1997 -1.1673 *3445 1.3355
*2500 -1.1373 .3392 1.3460
.2QQ4 -1,1697 .33Z5 1.3611
*3402 -1.2048 *3323 1.3614
*3795 -1*2091 *3293 1.3679
.4201 -1*1110 .3238 1.3799
*45@8 -1*2160 .3175 1.3Q41
*4996 -I.ZZOZ .3280 1.3?09
,5397 -1.0590 *3687 1.28S7
.5795 -.7573 ,4599 1.1161
*6197 -*5701 .5035 1,0421
,6598 -.5203 ,5236 1.0091
*6997 -.4418 *5476 ,9703
.7493 -.3708 .5661 *9409
,8353 -*2218 *6C8b .8744
.8791 -.1680 ,6211 .8550
.9212 -*0761 .6482 .8133
1.0000 ,0337 *6782 .7671
PT 21.5692 PSI CN .905?
TT 100,0582 K C_ -*I179




X/C CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 .8321 *7923 *5874
*0052 *986? *9500 *2722
.0098 *8502 .9109 *3632
*0200 *7045 *8688 *4535
*0500 .5121 ,8158 *5481
,0813 *35Eq *?693 *6243
,1199 *2807 .7501 ,6555
.1796 .1676 .7210 ,7011
,2397 *07?9 ,6961 *7395
*2995 -*0078 ,6712 *??80
.3588 -.1126 *6334 .8361
.4193 *.1709 *6182 *8594
*4793 -.2040 .6149 *8646
*5394 -.1931 ,6169 ,8615
*5994 "*0?40 *6478 .8139
,65_7 ,0589 *6q31 ,7596
*7203 *2003 ,7E77 ,6904
*7?43 *2?04 *7466 ,6608
*8394 .3137 .7617 ,6369
*8996 *2924 *7505 *6547
*9492 *2286 *7358 *6778
1.0000 *033? .6782 .7671
ORIGINAL PAGZ IS
OIe POOR QUALITY
COl *03922 COCOR1 *03850
C02 *03892 CDCOR2 *03808
CO3 *05520 CDCOR3 *05440
CD4 *04024 CDCOR4 *03965
COS ,03600 COCOR5 ,03552
SPRNWISE
XlC YIB/2 CP PeLIRT RLOC
*050_ -,3375 -,8060 ,4181 1.1906
*39§7 -*33?5 -1.1542 *3428 1,3389
*5003 -*3375 -1,1760 .3357 1.3542
*6043 -*3375 -.6021 ,4927 1.0600





X/C CP P_L/PT HLOC
0.0000 *2629 *7486 .6577
*0083 -.6851 .4825 1.0773
*0097 -,9336 .4056 1.2141
*0103 -1.1120 .3620 1.2992
*0300 -1.1582 .3505 1*3229
*0400 -1.2112 .3301 L*3662
*0608 -1.2622 .3300 1,3664
*0800 -1,2313 *3307 1.3650
.1000 -1.2597 .3219 1,3841
.1997 -1*2660 *3228 1.3822
*2flO0 -1*2992 .3167 1.3959
.299_ -1.2786 ,3133 1.4035
.3402 -1*2975 .3132 1.4038
.3795 -1*2442 .3263 1,3746
.4201 -1.0008 .3943 1*2356
.4598 -*7526 ,4682 1.1017
,4996 -*6627 *4906 1.O635
,5397 -,6244 .4990 1.0495
,5795 -.6163 ,5061 1.0376
.6197 -*5881 ,5129 1*0265
*6598 -.5508 .5308 *9972
.6997 -.4714 *5467 .971_
.7493 -.4075 *5612 *9486
*8353 -.3394 ,5827 .9147
.8791 -.1958 *6279 *8444
.9212 -*2563 .6045 ,8807
1.0000 -,0699 ,6658 .7861
PT 21,2789 PSI CN .9194
TT 100*4205 K CN -*1096




XIC CP PpL/PT 8LOC
0.0000 *2629 ,7486 *6577
*0052 1.0318 ,q633 .2321
*0098 *9116 .9307 *3226
*0200 .7720 .8918 .4085
*0500 .5603 .8306 *5227
.0813 .4116 *7940 .5846
.1199 *3279 .7675 ,6276
.1796 .2023 .7320 *6838
.2397 .1093 .7072 .7223
.2995 *0220 .6828 .7600
.3588 -*0641 *6604 .7944
.4193 -,1491 .6315 .8389
.4793 -.1940 *6219 .8537
,5394 -.1961 *6102 *8563
*5994 -*0811 .6523 *8069
.6507 *0621 .6052 .7410
,7203 .1859 .7281 *6899
.7743 .2443 ,7431 .6663
,8394 .2820 .7564 .6453
*8996 *2704 .7525 .6514
.9492 ,lb67 .7284 *6894
1.0000 -*0699 ,6659 .7861
C01 *06390 COCORI *06326
CD2 *07129 COCOR2 *07040
CD3 ,06683 COC093 *06593
CD4 *05179 CDCOR4 *05120
C05 *04371 COCOR5 *04325
SPANWESE
RIC YI812 CP PpLIPT MLOC
*0500 -*3375 -1.0633 *3797 1,2639
*3957 -*3375 -1,2204 *3397 1.3455
*_008 -*3375 -*6967 .4801 1.0813
*6048 -.3375 -*5397 .5110 1.0296
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X/C CP PeL/PT MLOC
O,OGO0 1,1_28 ,g943 .OgC8
*OOR3 ,7203 .8738 ,_44
*0G97 *7352 .B787 .4348
,0203 .4905 .8C77 ,5623
*0300 ,2bOq o7416 *6649
,G_O0 .1794 ,7167 ,7_84
o0608 *0630 *6679 ,7530
,OEOO -*UUQ9 *5690 ,7821
,i000 -*07ZI °6484 .8131
.1997 -.1847 *6166 *8629
.2900 -.2335 .6044 *B81q
,20q4 -*ZTb2 .SqlZ .4024
,3402 -.2U95 .5869 *QOqZ
.37@5 -,3130 *5834 .9146
,4201 -,3333 .5776 .9238
.45_B *.3_07 ,5o30 .9468
.4906 -.3q83 ,5_79 ,9550
.5397 -.434Z *5455 *974G
,5745 -,4663 .537_ *9870
.6197 -,_715 .5377 *9873
,65_B -,4_86 .5420 .98C4
,6907 -.4304 .5456 ,q74b
,74_3 -*3657 *_678 *9392
.8353 -.1884 .616o ,BF29
,57qZ -.0740 ,6485 ,8131
.921Z *0186 ,6756 .7720





X/C CP PeL/PT wLOC
0.0000 1.14Z8 *0443 ,0908
*O05Z -.93Z4 ,404q I.Z16?
*0048 -.7720 .4613 1.1140
*OZO0 -.4901 ,SZTT 1.0036
.0500 -,42Z5 ,5455 .9748
.0813 -*4690 ,5369 *9886
.1149 -.4340 .5458 .9743
.1796 -,4715 .5553 ,9912
,7397 -,4972 .529_ 1.0011
.2995 -,5418 ,5150 1,02_2
.3588 -.6072 ,4985 1.0517
,4193 -*6681 .4798 1.0831
.4793 -.6Z01 ,4929 1,0611
.5394 -.4037 .5978 .9551
.5994 -.2035 .6143 .8665
*6507 -*0126 .6673 .7847
,7203 .1361 *7094 ,7198
.7743 ,Z218 .73ZZ .6842
,8394 *2809 .7500 .6562
.5996 ,30Z5 .7569 .6453
.9492 .2748 ,7495 .6570
1,0000 ,Z144 .7314 ,6854
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
COl .00695 COCORI *00688
CD2 .00688 COCO_Z ,00680
C03 .01741 CDCOR3 .O1733
C04 *OObTT COCOR4 ,OObT1
C05 .00659 COCOR5 *00657
SPANWISE
X/C YIS/Z CP PeLIPT NLOC
• 0503 -,3375 .0711 ,6904 .7492
• 3957 -.3375 -,3186 *57eQ .QZl8
• 500B -.3375 -*3996 .556B .956T
• 6046 -,3375 -,4649 .5392 .g848










X/C CP PsLIPT _LOC
O,OGuO l,lb7q ,QqqO .0383
• OOfi3 .5_38 ,8389 .5085
.00_7 *5461 *5256 ,5318
• OZ03 *Z599 .7526 .65Z1
• 0300 .0718 .689a ,7560
• 0400 -*0055 ,6683 .783Z
• 06_8 -*0482 .6412 ,8249
• O8OO -.1549 *6254 .5495
• 1000 -.Z169 .6085 .8755
• 1997 -.29B9 ,5557 .9111
• 25Jo -.3418 *5727 .9315
• Z9_4 -,3739 *SbZO .Q_8_
• 3402 -,3819 *5604 ,4509
.37_5 -*3O97 .555O *9596
• 4ZO1 -.4188 .5500 .9676
• _548 -.4594 .5410 *Q8Z1
.49_6 -*4746 .53_6 .9_23
.5397 -.5131 ,5228 1.0114
• 57_5 -,54Z2 .5174 1,0Z03
• 61_? -,5548 .5_94 1,0335
• _B -.5135 *5Z67 1.005Z
,6997 -.4654 ,54_1 .9835
• 74_3 -.3805 ,5626 *9475
• _353 -,1938 .6161 ,8636
• 8791 -*0770 +6490 ,81Z9
• 9212 ,0184 .674_ ,7735





X/C CP PeLIPT "LOC
0.0000 1.1579 ,9990 .0383
*0052 -.2906 *5885 *9067
*0098 -.Z335 .6041 .88Z4
.0200 -*1819 .6177 .B613
.0500 -.1940 .614_ ,8657
.0513 -.Z747 .5910 *9028
.1199 -*Z671 .5935 ,8988
.1796 -°3265 *5773 ,9Z42
.2397 -.3662 ,5649 ,9360
.Z995 -.4207 .5511 .9658
.358B -,4926 .5Z08 1.0001
.41_3 -.53B2 .5151 1.0241
.4793 -.5161 .SZZ3 1.0124
.5394 -,3776 .561Z .9496
.5944 -*1E18 .6174 .8617
*6507 .0041 *6723 *7771
.7Z33 *157Z .7143 .71Z2
*7743 *_416 .7377 *6755
.83_4 .2951 .7546 .6489
*8996 .3171 ,758P *64?9
,Q_2 .2806 ,751E *6543
1.0030 *_120 .7302 .6B74
C01 ,00678 CDCDR1 *00668
COZ .00665 CDCQRZ *00651
C03 ,01603 COCOR3 .01669
CD4 .00658 CDCOR4 .00651
CD5 *00649 CDCOR5 ,00643
SPkNVISE
XIC Y/812 CP P_LIPT MLOC
,0500 -.3375 -*07ZI .6511 .8097
• 3957 -*3375 -.4013 .5559 .9533
• 5008 -*3375 -.4763 .534B *9920
• 6048 -*3375 -.535Z .5174 1.0203












X/C CP P, LIPT _LOC
0,00_0 1.1477 .9950 *0851
.0C,83 *3731 ,77ZZ *6207
• J097 *3_75 .7_00 *6394
• v233 ,0_60 .680J ,765Z
• 030_ -*1737 .6305 *8_14
• _400 -.1068 .6102 ._728
,06,)8 -,2749 .5889 .9066
• 0_00 -*3163 ,5762 ,q260
• IOO0 -.3762 .56_3 ,9496
,1997 -.4261 ,54B3 ,)70T
,2530 -,4540 ,5379 .9870
• _9_4 -**?90 ,5303 ,9993
.3_02 -,h_09 ,5257 i*0C19
• 3795 -.4895 .5Z61 1,O060
• _201 -.4_91 .5253 1,0C73
• _8 -.5_3 .5128 I*0279
,_996 -,5530 .508v 1.0358
• _397 -,5_39 .50ZO 1*0456
• 57_5 -,6_i_ .48_7 1,0663
,61Q7 -*63_5 ,4e71 1.0707
.65o8 -*SHIV .409_ i*04_2
.74_3 -,3_50 ,5563 ,9575
,_353 -*I91Z ,611Z ,_71Z
• d7_1 -*C?3q .64_5 ._195
,ZIZ ._223 *672_ ,7766





X/C CP PeLIPT NLOC
0.0000 1,1477 .9q50 ,OB51
*O05Z *147R *709Z *?Z01
.0090 *0917 .6931 .T450
.OZO0 .0654 .6845 .7579
.0500 -.0109 .6635 *7907
.0513 -.1192 .6531 .8375
.119_ -*13ZO .6Z90 .8438
.1796 -,71Z3 .6080 *8763
*2397 -,2657 ,5904 *Q02Q
.2945 -.3?37 .5772 *9245
.3588 -.3953 .5547 .9601
*41_3 -.4427 ,540? .98Z5
*4793 -.4_?0 .53B_ *_86Z
,5394 -.3397 ,56_1 .9371
*5494 -.1558 *6234 ,B525
.6507 *0258 .6750 .77Z8
.7203 .1754 ,7167 .7085
,7743 .ZSBZ .7421 .6686
._394 .3094 .756O ,6466
,_996 .3268 ,7611 ,63_6
.4442 .29O3 ,7496 ,65ha
1.0000 .ZC6_ ,TZ6q *6926
C01 *00679 CDCORI ,00673
COZ .00687 CDCOR2 ,00669
C03 *01773 CDCOR3 .01766
C0_ *00667 COC0_4 *00661
C05 ,00650 COCOe5 .00647
SPANWISE
X/C YI_I2 CP PeLIPT NLOC
• 0503 -+3375 -*Z189 .6046 .8815
• 3957 -*3375 -,4930 .5261 1.0061
• 5008 -,3375 -.SblZ .5054 1.0400
• 6048 -.3375 -.6255 ,4866 1,07L5






X/C CP PpL/PT MLOC
0.0000 l*Obb8 ,g730 .ZgST
,0_83 .131Z .7_7L .723Z
• 0697 ,OM48 .6934 ,744b
,0203 -,ZZ33 .6050 ,@809
,0300 -.3508 ,Sb8b ,@379
• 04@0 -*4ZZI .54@Z .97C5
• ObOB -.4P30 .5340 ,993Z
• 0800 -,5046 .5Z45 1.008b
,1000 -,5568 ,5100 1.03ZS
,1997 -,5789 ,5069 1,037h
• ZSO0 -.5Y03 .5C70 1,0374
.2994 -*59§3 ,50Z8 1,0445
,340Z -,59Z0 ,5_24 1.0450
o3795 -,5795 ,5063 1,038b
,4201 -,57G9 ,5087 1o0346
.4598 -,609@ ,4983 1*0_19
,4996 -,bl@2 ,4969 l*054Z
• 5397 -,b490 ,480_ 1,0718
,5795 -.64Z4 .4767 1,08P3
,b1_7 -,6679 ,4@25 1.07B4
.b598 -,59Z5 ,5_Z3 1.0453
.6997 -,4912 ,5327 .995_
.74_3 -.3@96 ,5605 .950?
.B353 -.194b .bib1 ,8637
.8791 -*07bO *6493 .81Z4
,gZL2 ,OZLZ ,67?1 .7697
1.000G ,ZOO1 ,7274 *b917
Pr 51.b898 psi c_ ,_352
TT IOq,SBPM K CM -.1091




X/C CP epL/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.06bB ,9730 ,1987
,G05Z ,4489 .7970 ,5@02
°0098 ,3481 ,?678 .bZ?7
• OZO0 ,2716 ,7460 ,6625
,0500 ,142B ,7097 ,7Z01
• 0913 ,0176 ,6?59 ,7715
,1199 -.0134 ,bb_b ,7@89
,iTqb -,1052 ,63@7 .828B
.Z39? -,Ib58 ,6225 ,@53@
.2995 -.Z334 .b048 .8812
• 3598 -,3048 ,542b ,9160
,4193 -,3484 °5727 ,9315
.4793 -.3668 ,_663 ,9416
• 5394 -.Z91b .5879 ,907b
°5994 -.IZ@O ,6343 ,8355
• 6507 ,0447 .6837 ,7595
• 7203 ,1903 ,TZ56 .6946
,7743 .27_9 ,7474 .bb03
• 8394 ,3196 .TblO ,63@6
,@qgb ,3334 ,7659 ,b308
.949E .29Zb ,7534 ,6507
1,0000 ,_001 .7Z74 ,6917
CD1 ,00693 CDCO@I *OObBO
CDE .00b95 COCOR2 *OOb71
CD3 *OlbTb COCO@3 *01654
C04 .00684 COC044 °00674
C05 *OObbO COC0_5 .00654
. SPAN_ISE
XlC YI@I2 CP PeLIRT MLOC
*0500 -,3375 -.392Z ,5534 .9540
.3957 -°3375 -.5714 °5097 1o0330
.5008 -.3375 -,bZ44 ,493b 1.0598
.b048 -*3375 -*bSbl ,4857 1.0731





XlC CP P*LIPT RLOC
0*0000 ,9104 ,gZB4 *3281
,0083 -.1179 .b359 *@327
*OGg7 -.18LZ ,6169 .@bZ1
,0203 -,4703 ,5363 ,9892
,0300 -,5489 ,5090 1,033B
,0400 -,b5Z7 .4858 1,0726
,ObO8 -.693b ,470Z 1.0992
,0800 -,7Z30 .4655 I,L073
.lO00 -,7535 *4557 1,1245
,1997 -,7935 ,4433 1,146Z
,2500 -.8091 ,4369 1,1_?6
.2994 -,8001 °4383 1.1552
*3402 -.7943 ,440@ 1,1507
,3795 -.7798 ,4483 1.1373
.4201 -.76Z8 ,4505 1,1336
,4598 -.7554 ,4557 1.1244
*4996 -,7790 ,4423 1,1480
*53qT -,7235 ,4628 1,11Z0
,5795 -,70Z6 .4b04 1.1658
,6197 -*6539 ,4875 1,0697
*b599 -.5688 .5U83 1,03S_
*b997 -.4650 .5347 ,9qlP
,7493 -.3866 ,5610 °9497
*8353 -.1910 ,6167 ,8625
.@791 -.0715 .b491 .8124
,9Z12 *OZ40 .6775 ,7688
1o0000 ,1957 ,TZ4M ,b954
PT 55,b730 PSI CN *5953
TT 114,b305 K CM -.llOb




XlC CP RjLIPT MLOC
0,0000 ,9104 .9Z84 .3Z81
.O05Z ,6790 ,36Z1 ,4bbZ
*0098 .5481 ,8Z57 ,5314
*0200 ,4371 .?916 .5@_M
*0500 ,2786 ,749@ ,6561
,3813 ,1356 ,7068 ,7Z34
.1199 ,0900 .bq61 *7400
.179b -,0155 .6654 *?@73
,Z397 -.084b ,6441 ,@20Z
,Zq95 -,155Z obZSO *B496
,3588 -,2285 ,b025 ,8845
*_193 -*2?85 .58T_ *9079
*4793 -,3050 *5@Oh .9133
.5394 -.2490 ,5992 .B897
.5994 -°0994 ,3398 .8268
.b507 *0645 *6@85 ,7518
.?203 .209_ ,7260 *6936
.7T43 ,2@55 *7502 .655b
.8334 .33Z5 .76Z4 .63bl
,Bqqb ,3414 .7687 .62b0
.949Z .2937 .?534 ,650b
1.0000 ,1957 *724@ ,6954
CDI ,00745 COCOgl .00730
C02 ,00749 COCORZ .0072Z
C03 *01955 COCOR3 *01933
C04 ,007Z8 COCOR4 ,00717
C05 *00711 COCOR5 ,00706
5PANM[SE
XlC YI_I2 CP PpLIPT _L_C
,0500 -,3375 -,5644 ,5113 1,0301
,3957 -,3375 -,7536 .4574 1,1214
,5008 -,3375 -.T404 ,4561 1,1237
.6048 -*3375 -,b349 .48TB 1.0692





XIC CP P,LIPT _LOC
0.0000 .7323 *E78b ,_349
• OUR3 -.Zb99 ,5946 ,BqbB
• OOq? -,3995 .5553 *9588
• OZ03 -,_2bO .49ZL 1.0_20
• 0300 -,713B *4_Zb 1.1123
• 0400 -.7_IZ ,4430 1.1458
• Oh08 -,_SZB ,4255 1,1763
• 0800 -.M_9_ .4Z14 I.IM59
,i000 -,B_88 .4104 I.Z_b2
,1997 -,qz45 .4C30 l,ZZO0
• 2§30 -.qN35 *397_ I°Z312
• zqg4 -,975b ,3P89 1,2471
• 3_02 -,9o8_ *3@86 1,Z47_
,3795 -,9818 ,3920 1,2410
,4201 -,go39 ,393b 1,2379
.9598 -.qMq_ .3847 1.2551
.49_ -,_711 .39ZL 1.Z40_
• _397 -.9_40 *38b3 E.25_1
• _795 -,9754 ,3_17 1,Z417
• blq7 -,95@7 ,3qbfl 1,Z33_
,6997 -.3_22 ,S6Z_ ,_467
,74_3 -.30_q ,SeZ5 ._158
._353 -.l_q_ *_24b ,MSC.3
.9791 -.0_30 .t524 ,e074
,9112 ,0Z92 ._7_2 .7t,78
l.uOOO ,I,_3_ .7Z_4 .h_92
PT _5,b453 PSI CN .7430
TT 114.3169 M CM -.1183




XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0°0000 .73_3 *@7@b ,4349
.0052 *BZ51 ,9040 ,3832
.009@ .6911 *@663 *4584
• OZO0 *554? °@ZS? .5314
,0500 ,3@36 *TTSZ ,6108
,0413 .Z3Z1 ,7348 ,6799
°1199 ,171Z .7162 .?OBq
• 179b ,0611 ,6@44 .7575
,Z397 -.0142 ,664_ .7899
.2995 -,0973 ._4Z4 .@ZZ@
,3548 -,1718 ,6179 .860b
.4193 -,ZZ_@ ,6034 *9831
,4793 -._604 ,5915 .901b
.5394 -,Z091 *bllZ ,@709
._994 -,0798 .6457 .8177
• 6_07 *0790 ,690Z *7492
• 72_3 ,218b ,7311 .6857
.7743 .2936 *7487 ,6580
.@394 ,3370 .7652 .6317
.499b ,348Z .T68E .6271
,949Z .3002 ,7535 ,6504
1,0000 .1839 ,7_24 .6992
CO1 ,0125b CDCORI .01136
COZ ,01309 COCOe2 ,01255
C03 ,OZT1@ COCOR3 .0Z661
C04 ,01335 COCOR4 .01ZST
CD5 *01390 COCOR5 *01329
SPANWISE
R/C ¥1312 CP P,LIPT _LOC
• 0503 -.33?5 -,b851 ,4761 1,0@92
,3957 -*3375 -*9420 ,3997 1,Z263
.5008 -°3375 -,9943 .3845 1°25_6
,6048 -,3375 -.9@75 .3@3? I.Z57Z






XlC CP PeLIPT qLOC
0.0000 *70bQ .8671 *4509
.0083 -.2"87 °5793 *9208
• 0097 -.4534 ,5353 .9909
• 0203 -.0_13 .4728 1,0947
,O300 -*7559 .44o5 1.1405
°0400 -*8500 .4202 1.1771
• 0608 -.8_91 .4111 1.2050
• 0800 -.9314 *4028 1,2205
• 1000 -.9631 ,3930 1.2392
.1997 -o9e38 ,3872 1.2503
• 2500 -.9989 .3_11 1,2621
• 2994 -1.0209 ,3730 1.2770
• 3402 -1,0282 .3723 1,2790
°3795 -1.0317 .3691 1.2860
• 4201 -1,0250 .3731 1.2780
• _598 -I.G1ZO .3653 1.2937
• _990 -1.0518 .3082 1.2879
.5397 -1.0470 .3670 1.2903
• 5795 -1.0527 ,3620 1,3004
• 6197 -1.0064 .3853 1.2540
.6508 -.6185 .4957 1.0558
• 6997 -,hObO .5515 ,9_46
,7493 -.Z_qb .5872 .9C84
• _353 -.1492 .6281 .8440
.8791 -*C567 .6542 .8045
• 9212 ,0232 *6745 ,7733
I.uOOU ,ibSR .7164 .7085
PT 55.6_57 PSI CN ,7913
TT 114*8764 K CN ",1205




X/C CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0030 ,?069 ,8671 .4569
.0052 .8637 .9136 .3624
• 0098 .7327 .4769 ,4381
• 0200 °5944 .8355 ,5143
• 0500 .4177 ,?885 ,5960
• 0813 .2670 ,7441 ,6652
• 1199 ,2024 ,7261 ,6934
• 1796 °0873 ,6929 °7450
• 2897 o0032 .6698 o7813
,2995 -,0668 *6490 *8126
• 3588 -,1607 ,6210 .8557
• _193 -.2239 ,6021 .8851
,4?93 -,2528 ,5943 ,8972
• 5394 -,2224 .6015 °8860
,5994 -*0767 .6447 o8192
• 6507 .0692 .6800 .7649
• 7203 .2172 ,7302 *6870
.7743 .2877 ,7492 .6571
• 8394 .3319 ,7803 .6395
,8996 .3416 .7876 .6278
.9492 .281Z .7507 .6_47
1.0000 ,1658 ,7164 °7085
CDI .01693 COCOR1 .01396
C02 .01714 CDCORZ .0161Z
C08 .03543 CDCOR3 .034_S
CD4 .01899 COCOR4 .01810
CD5 ,01950 CDCOR5 .11840
SPANWISE
XIC YI812 ¢P PJLIPT NLO¢
• 050_ -.3375 -.7150 o4617 1.1138
• 3957 -.3375 -.9997 .3818 1.2608
• 8008 -.3375 -1.0Zbb .3713 1.2816
.0048 -.3375 -1,0757 .3643 1.2957






PT 55.6585 PSI CN .8588
TT 114,3433 X CM -°1240




X/C CP P_L/PT NLOC
0.0000 .6017 ,8392 .5077
• 0_83 -.3697 .5613 .9491
• 0U97 -°5559 ,5097 1,0326
• 0203 -.8206 ,4415 1.1_95
• 0300 -.8729 .4237 l.leZb
• 0400 -,8771 o4121 1,2030
.0608 -,9682 .3950 1.2354
• _800 -*QB30 ,3878 1°2492
• 1000 -1.0585 .3760 1.2722
• 1997 -1.0730 .3724 1,2795
• 2500 -1.0_58 o3674 1.2A94
• 2994 -1.1197 .3594 1.3050
• 3402 -1.0999 *3593 1,3058
• 3795 -1.0948 .3544 1.3159
• 4201 -1.1091 ,354Z 1.3164
,4598 -1.0961 .352_ 1.3198
• k996 -1.0960 °3525 1.3190
• 5397 -1.1118 .3445 1.3366
.5795 -1.1454 .346Z 1.3331
• 6197 -1.1lib .3405 1.3283
• 6_98 -.5738 .fl039 1.0423
• 0997 -.4188 .5461 .9735
• 7493 -o3?53 ,5730 .9307
• 8353 -.1488 .6280 .8451
• 8791 -.0606 .6558 ,8022
• ZIZ .0202 .6807 .7638
1.0000 .1363 ,7095 .7193
LOWER SURF¢CE
XlC CP PeLIPT _LOC
0,0030 .6017 ,839_ .5077
• 0152 .9167 °9298 .3243
• 0098 o7857 .8945 ,4030
oOZO0 .6402 °_5_5 .4840
.0530 ,4419 ,7918 .5885
o0813 °3030 ,7561 o648_
o1199 .2290 ,7886 .6818
• 1796 .1178 .7070 *7232
.2397 *0323 .6786 ,7671
°2995 -.0427 .6621 .7925
• 3588 -.1_11 .628_ .8446
o_193 -,1652 .8278 o8453
°4793 -.2337 ,8048 ,8809
,5394 -,Z074 ,6081 °8758
,5994 -.0810 ,6465 ,8164
• 65_7 *0737 .6877 ,7531
,7203 .2135 ,72?_ .6914
.7743 .2831 .7660 ,6622
,8896 .3310 .7647 o_325
.8996 .8330 .7621 ,6366
.9492 ,2771 ,7469 .6608
1.0020 .1363 .7095 .7193
C01 .02303 COCOR1 *02190
CD2 .02344 COCOR2 .02220
C03 ,05321 COCOR3 .05208
C04 o02bZE COCOR4 .02585
CO5 ,02581 CDC085 o02554
SPANWISE
XIC YI_IZ CP P_LIPT RLOC
• 050_ -,3375 -.7672 ._486 1,1368
,3957 -,3375 -1,0634 .3687 1,2869
• 5008 -.3875 -1,0965 .3578 1.8069
• 6048 -.3375 -1o1788 .3368 1,3528





XlC CP P_L/PT MLDC
0,0000 ,5233 .817@ .5448
*00_3 -.4248 ,5478 ,9708
.0_97 -.0910 ,4788 1.0845
°0203 -.879Z .4208 1.1869
.0300 -.gbso *3989 1.Z2?9
.0400 -,9715 .3903 1.2443
o0008 -I*0533 ,3709 i._704
,G80O -1*0363 ,3752 1.2738
.1000 -1.0561 .3060 1.2923
.1997 -1.0946 .3587 1.3170
.2500 -1.1317 ,3541 1.3166
*2994 -1.125_ .3_63 1.3327
.3402 -1.1187 .3469 1.3315
.37_5 -1,1_74 .3_24 1.3409
.;201 -1.1677 .3389 1.3485
.4590 -1.12_ ,3348 1.3572
._996 -1,1519 .3397 1,3467
._397 -1.1611 .331_ 1,3655
.5795 -1.0674 .3523 1.3203
,61_7 -.7,00 .4543 1,1269
.6598 -.5125 ,5185 1.0183
*6997 -,4435 °5396 ,98_
.7493 -,3579 ,5_6 *94_0
._353 -.1941 .61b2 ._633
.87_1 -.I147 .6328 .837t
.g212 -,1469 ._21_ ,8552
L,_OOu -.u114 .b674 ,7843
PT 55.6810 PSI CN .8921
TT 114,4782 K C_ -,12_5




XIC CP D_C/PT MLOC
0,0000 .5233 ,fllT_ .5448
.0052 .9710 .9%69 .2806
,0098 .8276 .9052 .3805
• 0200 ,6864 *_66Z .4586
°0500 *_886 *8073 *5627
• 0813 .3370 .7685 °6264
.1199 .2574 .742_ *6670
,1796 ,1344 ,7061 .72_6
.2597 .C556 .6856 .7565
.2995 -.0293 ,8615 .7934
,3588 -.1033 .84_0 .8203
• 4198 -,1792 ,6165 ,8628
• 4793 -.2325 .6005 .8876
.539_ -.1980 ,6145 *8658
°5994 --*0770 .6485 .8134
• 6507 .0023 .6789 .7666
.7233 .ZOqb .7278 .6908
.7743 .2794 .7453 .6_34
._394 .3086 .7511 .6541
,8996 ,3140 .7584 .6458
.9498 ._450 .?360 .6780
1,0003 -.011_ ,667_ .7843
C01 .03171 CDCOR1 .03063
CD2 .03308 COCOR2 .03191
CO3 .06880 CDCO_3 .06770
C04 ,03975 COCOR4 .03935
C05 .03516 COCOR5 .03488
SPANWISE
XIC Y1812 CP PeL/PT NLOC
*0503 -.3375 -.8511 ._304 1,1695
.3957 -,3875 -1.0870 ,3537 1.3174
.5008 -.3375 -1.0970 .3430 1,3397
,604B -.3375 -,8_56 .4273 1,37_2





X/C CP PeL/PT MLOC
O.UOUO ._536 ,7_8_ .5767
.0G93 -._4_ ,53Z5 .9_54
+0097 -o7_0_ ._576 loI21Z
.0203 -.9337 ,4060 1,2165
o030G -+973_ ,3916 1.2_1B
°0400 -1,0218 .37o4 1,Z657
.ObU8 -1.0179 .3737 1,Z768
.0800 -1.060_ ,3587 1o3071
o100_ -Io_48 .35_8 1.3151
o19_7 -1.1390 .3491 1.3Z?0
• 2506 -1.1444 .3_31 1.3394
.29Q4 -1.1_31 .)3bb 1.3535
.340Z -1.1736 .335_ 1.3550
.3795 -1.19_5 .3317 1.3_39
.4Z01 -1.1750 .3281 1,3716
.4598 -1.1977 .3ZOZ 1.389Z
.4996 -1.Z008 .328Z 1.3715
.5307 -1.1039 .3_Z9 1.319G
.5795 -.6685 .67%7 1.0915
.6197 -.5591 .5118 1.0293
.6598 -.4938 *5239 1.0093
.6997 -°4590 .5366 .9887
.7_Q3 -.3889 .5_6_ .9415
.8353 -.2663 .5_5 .8970
.8791 -.172_ .623_ ._5_I
.9Z12 -.1_43 .615_ .8_4
1.0000 .049_ .6874 .7535
PT 55.66_0 PSI C N ._76
TT 114.7Zk5 K C_ -.1263




x/C C_ P_LIPT MLOC
0°0000 °4536 .798_ .5767
• 0052 .9886 .9504 ,Z711
• 00_8 .8569 ,9137 .3620
°0200 .7090 .8709 ._97
.0500 o5126 .B155 .5489
.0813 .3497 .7662 .6301
.119_ .2747 ,743_ ._663
.179_ .15G3 .7091 .7199
,2397 .0709 ,6903 .7491
.2995 -.015_ .6672 .7B46
.3588 -.1C54 .6390 .8280
,4193 -.1851 ._119 .8699
• _793 -,2167 o_080 .8760
.5394 -o19_5 o6148 .B65_
.599_ -.0964 .6370 .B297
o6507 .0558 ._08 .7636
,72_3 ._059 .7282 ._902
.77_3 .2673 o7_43 .66_9
• 839_ .2982 .751_ .6530
.8996 ,Z_81 ,7550 .647_
.9492 .2305 .7319 .6_44
1.0000 .049_ .687_ .7535
CD[ ,041;I CDCORI .04032
CD2 .0_431 COCO_2 .0_301
CD3 .09154 C0C0_3 ._020
C04 *0_33 CDCOR4 .04324
CD5 .03_08 CDCOR5 .03817
SPkNWISE
XlC Y/_/Z CP P.L/PT MLOC
• 6500 -.33?5 -.8847 .4182 1.1917
.3957 -.3375 -1.16_ .3438 1.3380
• 5008 -.3375 -1.1812 .3345 1.3578
,6048 -.3375 -.6q80 ._72_ 1.094_
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XlC CP PeLIPT _LOC
O,O00U 1.1723 o9965 o0713
• 0083 ,7752 ,8887 .4160
• OO97 ,7297 ,_752 *4427
• GZ03 *_23 ._047 *5t86
,U30C .8581 *7397 *6739
• 0400 ,1695 .7163 ,7105
.GbU8 .O59O .b847 *7596
.08OO -*0_62 .6653 .7894
• lO00 -.O_UZ .6448 .8211
.1997 -,1981 .6118 ,8722
• 2800 -.2455 .59T0 .895i
.ZgQ4 -,Z_b8 *8859 ,9126
.3402 -,3040 ,5_Z0 .9186
.3795 -,3229 .5769 ,_268
,4201 -,3474 .5696 *9382
,459_ -.8_51 .5_50 ,9614
,4996 -.4077 *558_ .9649
,_397 -.4476 ,543l *98O3
.5795 -.4_18 .5331 ,9967
,6197 -*_928 .5890 1o0033
,6598 -,4810 .5315 ,9992
• 6997 -*4_ul ,5418 .9835
• 7493 -,3754 .5631 .94Ab
,P383 -*l_lZ .bl_? .8677
,_791 -o0763 .6481 .Sl60
• 9812 *_212 ,6746 .7T51
_.0000 *2247 *7325 ,6852
PT 72*0643 PSI CN -.0023
TT 104°261_ K CM -,1085




XlC CP P,LI pT MLOC
O*UO00 1,1523 ,9965 ,0713
.0058 -.8798 .4139 1,20_1
*0098 -o6459 .4e18 1*0817
*0200 -*4680 .5314 .9998
*0500 -*4085 .8518 .9671
*0813 -.4490 .5397 *9860
.1199 -,4293 ,5444 .9785
.1796 -,4680 .5341 .9950
.8397 -*5009 *526E 1.00_1
,8995 -*8478 *5123 1.0307
.3588 -*6185 ,4904 1.0671
,4198 -*6779 .4748 1.0947
,47_8 -,6816 .4745 1o0942
,8394 -.3911 .5574 .9875
,5994 -.1957 .b128 *8708
*6807 -*0048 .6664 ,787?
,7203 .1405 o7106 .7194
,7748 .Z30b .73S7 .6802
.8394 ,2884 ,7517 .654_
,8996 .3108 ,7576 ,6455
.9492 .2861 .7500 ,6575
I,O000 °8247 ,7325 °6882
COl *00648 COCOR1 .00848
CD2 .00643 COCOR2 .OOb4Z
C03 .00640 C0C0_3 .00638
CO4 .00628 COCQR4 .00629
C05 .00609 C0¢088 .00811
SPANWISE
X/C YI812 CP P,LIPT MLOC
• 050_ -.3375 .0579 .6852 °7588
°3957 -.3375 -.3298 .5751 *9895
• 5008 -.3875 -.4135 ._519 *9664
• 6048 -.3378 -°4878 .5308 1.0008





X/C CP P,llPt MLOC
0.0000 l.lbl? .9997 ,0216
,0083 .5_56 .8360 .5148
.0_97 .5458 ._244 *5350
,0803 .Z_18 .7518 ,6546
.0300 .074L .6915 ,7489
,_400 -*0_25 ,6684 .7846
.0608 -,0972 .6410 ,8269
*0800 -.1521 .b854 .8810
*I000 -.2189 *bOb1 ,8810
,1997 -,3096 *5884 .9180
*8500 -.3_78 .5734 ,93Z2
,2994 -,3795 .5619 ,9804
.3802 -.3_93 *5037 ,_4?_
.3795 -.403L .5563 ,9594
*_Z01 -.4855 ,5_98 .97uT
,4_98 -,4716 .5368 ,9906
*_Qgb -.4754 .5359 .9_21
.5397 -.5194 .5_17 1.0152
*5795 -.5_81 .510_ 1.0330
*_197 -,8_04 .510_ 1,0841
,_898 -,5304 .5208 1.0171
o69_7 -.4801 .5358 .9926
*7493 -.3681 .5610 .9518
*_353 -.197_ .b143 .8081
.6791 -,077_ .6488 .8158
.9812 *OZIZ *6752 .7748
l._OOU ,218_ *7380 .8859
PT 72,C643 PSI CN o1556
TT 104.5559 K CM -*1069




XlC CP P_L/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.1617 .0997 .0216
*0052 -*8845 .5883 .9088
*0098 -.8106 ,8088 .8768
*0200 -.1786 ,6199 .859_
*0500 -.1921 .6145 *8679
,0818 -o8633 *5936 ,9004
.1199 -*8678 ,5926 ,9O2O
,1798 -.32_1 *574? .9301
*8397 -o3713 .8666 *9430
*2995 -.4268 *5498 .9707
.3_88 -*4986 .83Z0 .99_4
.4193 -.5378 °8171 1*0887
.4793 -*5094 .5299 1,0018
,5394 -.3769 ,5687 .947_
.5994 -,1884 .618_ .8688
*6507 ,0085 .6789 °?778
*72O3 *1624 .?16? ,?099
,7743 .8482 .7899 .6738
.83_4 .3018 .78_1 .6494
.8998 .3223 *7610 ,6899
,9492 ._908 .7831 *6526
1.0000 *2188 .7320 .6859
CO1 ,00621 COCD_l *00621
CD2 .00628 COCOR2 *00626
CD3 *00680 CDCOR3 ,00618
¢04 ,OObZO COCOR4 .00619
C05 .00601 COCOR5 .00608
SPkNWISE
XlC YIBI2 CP PeLIPT MLOC
.0500 -.3375 -*0595 .6531 .808Z
• 3957 -,3375 -,4061 *_550 ,9613
.8008 -.3375 -,4835 ,5345 °9944
,6048 -.3375 -,5477 ,9168 1.0232





XlC CP P,LIPT MLOC
O.OuO0 1,1482 °9960 ,0757
,0083 .3_93 .7788 .6171
,0097 ,8810 .763L .6367
.0203 .o4e_ .6835 °7618
,0300 -.1861 .683_ .8385
.0_00 -,1968 .6150 ._671
.0608 -.Z_b5 ,5911 ,q044
,08U0 -.3i74 ,5795 ,_225
*lOgO -.379L .5621 ,qSOl
,L9_7 -,4388 .5_93 ._706
._500 -._63 ,547_ .9817
,2994 -.4_4Z ,8331 .9957
,3402 -.4_16 ._345 .9943
.37_5 -.4_T_ .534O ._o52
,4_nl -,5O38 .8304 1.0010
,45_8 -.5_58 .517_ 1.0826
,5397 -._4_ ,_067 1,03_8
,_7_5 -.6_38 ,49_1 l.o6c9
._5_8 -,_05 ,506_ 1,0396
.6997 -.5O53 .8_64 1,0_75
.74_3 -.392_ ,56_5 °9_27
,_3_3 -.L984 ._168 ,8_44
.6791 -,O?bO .6_87 ._lSl
1.0000 ._lb4 *732_ .b_51
Pt 72,C608 PSI CN .3004
TT 104.¢996 K C_ -.lOgq




X/C CP P_LIPT NL_C
0.0000 1,1482 .9960 *0757
.005_ ,1448 ,7099 *7805
.0098 .1041 ,6998 *7370
,0200 *06_0 *6892 *7586
*0500 -.0101 .6679 *7855
,0_13 -*lOgl .8_88 *_30_
*1199 -*l_19 *6_82 *8405
.17_6 -.ZlZO *6098 *_756
*8397 -.8880 *_9_5 *896O
,2995 -*3846 .5800 .9218
.35_8 -,3914 *56O? .9588
.4198 -*4374 ._469 *9743
,479_ -*4863 .54?4 .9736
*53_4 -°3371 ._788 .9278
._994 -.1598 .b_74 .847_
.8_07 *O_b? *6790 .7684
.7_3 .1793 .?234 *8994
*7743 .26_0 ,74§9 *6640
._394 *_148 .7899 ._41 o
.8_96 ,3308 .76_ *6383
.9_92 .2958 .7549 ,64_7
l.O000 .2164 *?325 .8881
CO1 .OObZ9 CDCOR1 ,006_8
CD2 ,00618 CDCO_2 ,00614
C03 .00618 C0C0_3 .00610
CO4 ,00614 CDCOR4 .OOblZ
CD8 ,00600 C0C088 ,OObO0
SPANMISE
XlC YISIZ C_ PeLIPT MLOC
*0500 -*3_75 -,199T .6165 ,8648
.3_5T -.3375 -.4931 *5387 *9973
.5008 -.3375 -,8533 ._162 1.0241
.6048 -.3879 -.6056 ._013 1.0489











XlC CP PpL/PT MLOC
O._uO0 1.0725 .9741 .lqq9
*0083 *iu76 .bqq3 ,7370
*0097 *0955 ,b951 ,7434
*0Z03 -*Ziol ,bGb2 .880_
,0300 -.3_79 .5679 *q40q
*0_00 -*4ZIZ ,548_ ,9719
.OBOE -,4768 ,5321 ,9982
,0800 -.5v94 .5238 1.0117
*i000 -.5_48 .5_8_ 1,0370
,lqq? -.6094 .4q34 I,O_ZO
,ZSOG -*59bb *4988 1.0531
,2994 -°6036 ,4977 1,0548
.3402 -*b096 *4954 1,058b
.3795 -.6193 ,4928 l.Ob31
*4201 -,b_SZ ,4959 1.0578
.4598 -,b35_ ,4874 I*0722
,4996 -*b287 o49ub 1.0068
*5397 -,b65L ,48Li 1.0BZB
,5T95 -,7045 *4703 1.1C14
*6107 -,7377 ,458b l*121b
.b_q8 -,6726 ,4774 1,0892
,b997 -,4_29 ,5290 1.0032
.7493 -,3821 ,5b03 ,052_
,B353 -.1891 .b148 ,8bT5
*BTql -*07ZZ ,b488 ,814R
*qZIZ *O_bl ,b7oO .7730





XIC CP PwLIPT MLDC
0,0000 1.0725 o9741 ,1949
,0052 ,4525 ,7970 ,5814
,uOq8 .3o14 ,77L0 ,bZ40
,0200 ,2782 ,7469 ,b524
*0500 ,1501 .7112 ,7184
,0813 .0317 ,5771 ,7712
.1199 -*0095 *bbRl .7882
,1796 -.1049 *6393 .8295
,2397 -,1654 *5212 ,8575
,2905 -*2334 *6008 .8892
,3588 -,3054 .5812 .9191
,4193 -,3513 *5595 ,9384
,4793 -*3675 ,5644 ,9465
.5394 -.2943 .5_53 ,9135
,5994 -.1252 *6322 .8397
,5507 .0485 ,6823 *7633
,7233 ,1988 *7258 ,6955
*7743 *2784 *7490 *5592
,8394 *3266 *?628 *5371
,8995 ,3421 .7561 ,5318
.04O2 .3O22 ,7549 ,6498
i*0000 ,Z084 .7292 ,5895
C01 *006bl CDCOR1 ,00653
C02 ,00660 COCOR2 ,00652
O03 *00664 C0C0_3 *00646
CO4 *00648 COCOR4 ,00641
CO5 ,00614 CDCOR5 *00612
SPlNWISE
X/C Y/8/2 CP P.L/PT MLOC
*0503 -,3375 -,3b09 *56?7 .9412
*3957 -*3375 -,6051 *4985 1.0534
*5008 -*3375 -,b389 *4PSZ 1,0T08
*6048 -*3375 -.7133 *4652 1.1100







X/C CP P, LIPT NLDC
0.0000 .9230 .9313 .3219
• 0083 -.1224 ,632T ,83q7
• 0097 -*1650 .6218 ,8_06
• _Z03 -,_20 ,_391 ,90G_
• 0300 -.5391 .5120 1,0301
• 0400 -.&271 .4888 1*0b97
,0008 -*b_Z8 .4713 1,099b
,0800 -.6099 .4667 1.1075
o1000 -,740T .4551 1,1277
• 1997 -.7918 ,4423 1.1503
• 2500 -.8105 ,4351 1.1632
• 2994 -,8181 ,4364 1,leO9
,3402 -._040 .438_ 1.15_3
,3795 -.8083 ,4415 1.1518
• 4201 -.7740 ,4521 1.1330
• 4_98 -,79Z2 .4407 1.1531
.40qb -,?qSZ .4425 l,l_qO
,5397 -*8105 ,4307 1.1603
• 579_ -.7q70 .R420 1.1497
• b197 -,8006 ,4422 1.1506
• 0598 -,5652 .50ql 1.0359
,6907 -,R546 ,5420 *9823
• 7493 -,3671 .505a ,0454
• 8353 -.1858 .6178 .8628
.B7Q1 -.0048 .0500 .B130
• 9212 ,0318 *5777 ,7703
1.0000 ,2032 .7277 ,b928
PT 72.1077 PSI CN ,6124
IT 104,5331 K CM -.1158




X/C CP P_L/PT NL_C
0.003_ .gZ3b ,Q313 ,3219
• 0052 .6845 ,R637 ,4644
,0098 .5558 .8279 *5289
,0200 ,_02 *7927 *5884
• 0500 ,2857 ,7493 ,6586
• 0813 ,1470 .7089 .7220
• 1109 .0942 .6938 .7454
• 179b -,0126 .6644 .7907
• 2397 -.0828 .644b .8214
• 2995 -*1544 *0241 ,8531
• 35_8 -,2306 ,600O .8890
,_193 -,2360 *5906 ,9051
.4703 -,3025 ,5819 .9187
• 5304 -,2528 *5989 ,B922
.5994 -,1022 .6422 ,8250
• 6507 .0707 ,6873 ,7554
• 7203 ,2136 ,7296 ,bOO1
• 7743 ,2938 ,7526 ,6534
• _394 .3389 *7657 ,6325
.9906 ,3495 ,7689 .6273
.949_ .3054 .7564 *6473
1,0000 ,2032 ,?277 .69_8
CD1 *00755 COCOgl ,C0757
CD2 .00751 CDCOR2 ,00754
CO3 .00737 COCOR3 .00739
CO4 *00739 CDCOR4 .00741
C05 ,00699 CDCOR5 *00714
SPANWISE
XIC YI312 CP PtLIPT NLOC
*050_ -.3375 -,5107 .5229 1.0132
.3957 -.3375 -,7918 .4439 1,14T_
*500B -*3375 -.7881 *4468 1.1424
.604_ -*3375 -.6935 ,4760 1.0_5





X/C CP PeLIPT NLOC
0.0000 .8208 .9044 .383_
*0u83 -.Z_7Z .bu7b ,8787
,00q7 -.2O13 .5883 *9088
.0203 -,5_13 .5117 1.0310
*0300 -.5549 .4865 1.0730
,0_00 -,7_53 .4_49 1*11G7
.oh08 -.7753 .4_73 1.1_14
.0800 -.8208 .4417 1.1514
,i_00 -,8_20 .4307 1.171]
.19O7 -*8q05 ._ZZ1 1,1_67
,2500 -.90G6 .4165 1,1¢71
.2904 -.9393 ._104 I,Z084
*_402 -,01ZT .k138 I,Z021
*3795 -.0014 ._?0} 1.1890
,4201 -.9_48 ,R151 1,1995
.4508 -,_80 .4102 l.lOTb
.4996 -.8_29 .4369 1,1598
,5705 -,Q1ub ,4150 1.1990
,61_7 -.7535 *_577 1,i23C
.5598 -*4767 ,5303 ,9flbb
,6997 -,4£70 .55_O ._61e
.7493 m.3Z28 ,STb5 ,9273
._353 -.1758 .b2ZZ ._559
._7_1 -.0083 .0534 ._078
._212 .0303 .6_03 *7003
1,0000 ,1o95 ,7255 .oqbl
PT 72,1317 PSI CN .6857
TT 104.4820 K CM -,1144




X/C CP PJLIPT ML_C
0,0000 *_Zb8 *0044 *3834
,O052 .7651 ,8878 .4177
*0098 *_356 ,9508 .4882
*CZUO *5O84 .8154 *55O4
*O5OO *3403 ,766O ._304
*OEI3 ,1O76 .7245 ,5975
,1190 *1390 .7122 ,7159
*1796 .0277 .6278 .7701
.2307 -*0428 ,5595 .7983
.2905 -.1147 *b40T *8273
.35_8 -.1_35 *6165 *Bb4b
.4103 -.2422 *bOb2 *8808
.4703 -.2?45 ._942 ,8905
.53_4 -,2203 .5122 .8713
.5904 -*0948 *_462 .8188
,5537 *0737 .6917 *7487
.?233 o2201 ,2358 .6700
*7743 *2972 .7554 .54_9
.6394 ,3399 *7581 .bLd5
._90b .3517 .7705 .6244
._2 ,3O55 .7591 .6430
I*0000 ,lq05 ,7_55 .RObl
CDI ,00910 CDCORI ,oog2z
C02 oOOgZZ COCOR2 ,00929
C03 .00933 C0C0_3 .00940
C04 .00901 CDCO_4 ,00914
C05 *00878 COCO_5 *00896
SPA_wISE
XlC YI812 CP P*L/PT NLOC
*OSO0 -.3375 -.5998 .5041 1.0442
.3957 m,3375 --,8857 .4244 1.1826
.5008 -*3375 -*9360 ,4027 1,2230
,b048 m,3375 -,8141 ,4305 1.1608






X/C C_ PeLIPT MLOC
0,0000 .7566 .8837 *4250
,0083 °°2897 °5850 *_136
°0U97 -*3_50 °5003 °_525
*0203 -*5_27 *4959 1°0574
*0300 -*7219 °4033 1o1130
°_00 -°7085 *4446 1,1455
,0008 -,8417 .4280 1.1757
°C800 -°_733 °4207 1*1890
o1000 -°9C80 *4088 1,2110
*1997 -*9263 °4018 1°2243
,2500 -*9514 .3903 1*2347
°29Q4 -°_892 .3_75 1°2510
°340_ -*9904 ,387_ 1o2510
*3795 -,9819 °39_0 1o2408
°4201 -*9630 °3921 1,2427
°_598 -°999Q °3_11 1*2642
*_99_ -*979_ .3883 1°2502
*5397 -*9891 *3885 1*Z497
,5795 "1.010_ °3708 1.2726
°6197 -1,0647 °3000 1°3003
°059B -.85e4 °4239 1,1832
.6997 -°4212 *55_7 °9679
,I_Q3 -.29e3 .5818 *q185
.83_3 -°1414 °0275 *8474
.8791 -°_528 ,6540 °8055
*9212 .0314 .6757 .772_
1*0_0_ o1787 °7213 .7_23
PT 78,2179 PSI CN ,7b97
TT iG8*_508 K Cq -.1273




XlC CP _LIPT ML_C
0°0000 °7588 .8837 °425_
°0052 °8277 .9049 °3820
,0098 ,_825 °8605 ,4701
°OZO0 *5843 °8_9_ *_258
*0500 °38?8 ,77_7 *6142
°08L3 ,2380 °7360 ,_793
°1199 °1782 °719_ °7045
°17_6 ,0650 .6865 o7583
°2397 -°0121 ,_bSZ *78_1
°2995 -,0R96 .841_ *8282
°3588 -°1887 °8203 ,8585
.4193 -*221_ .60_9 ,_808
*47_3 -°2801 °5955 .8971
°53_4 -*2101 .b095 °8752
°5_4 -*0787 °_45_ o8195
.6507 °0830 ,8908 °7497
*7203 .2252 ,7321 .8854
°7743 .3008 °75_1 *8490
°839_ .3412 °7841 °b_4_
*8998 *344q *7645 *_33q
°9492 °3053 .75_5 ,_484
I*UO0_ o1787 ,7213 .7023
CD1 .01451 C0C0_3 *_13q4
C02 °01589 COCOR2 .01531
CD3 °01_15 CDCO_ .0_496
C04 °01518 CDEOR4 *01454
C05 ,0155q COCOR5 *01504
SPA_SE
X/E Y/_/2 EP P_LIPT _LOE
°050_ -°3375 -.6128 *4908 1*0871
*3957 -*3375 -°9407 ,3969 1*_336
°5008 -°3375 -°9931 °381_ 1°263_
*_048 -*3375 -1°0620 *3865 1°2931
°7003 -°3375 -,4909 ,5285 1°0037
152
Appendix G
Pressure Data for M = 0.80; R = 4.4 x 106, 7.7 x 106, 14.0 x 106, 30.0 x 106, and
45.0 x 106, and 50.0 × 106; and Free Transition
The pressure measurements made on the Boeing BAC I airfoil are presented in coefficient
form in graphs and tables in this appendix. The data are for a Mach number of 0.80;
Reynolds numbers of 4.4 x 106, 7.7 x 106, 14.0 x 106, 30.0 × 106, 45.0 x 106, and 50.0 x 106;
and free transition. The pressure data from the upper surface of the airfoil are plotted as
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XlC CP PtLIPT fiLOC
0.0000 1,1gSb 1,0070 0,0000
• 0083 .6937 ,0588 .4712
• 0007 .7004 ,8610 ,4671
• OZ03 ,4056 .7743 ,b156
• 0300 o2533 .7288 ,6875
• 0400 .1573 .7008 .7309
• 0008 .0505 .6688 .7801
• 0800 -,0101 .6490 .8105
• 1000 -°0720 .6334 ,R345
• lqq7 -.1051 ,5969 ,8qlO
• 2500 -oZ40q o5E38 .9115
• 2994 -.2776 ,5737 ,9273
• 3402 -,Z9ql .5603 ,9358
o3795 -,3248 ,5602 .g_86
• 4201 -°3548 .5522 oq613
• 4598 -.]883 .5415 .9786
.499b -.4168 ,5134 .9916
• 5197 -,4549 .5224 I*0094
,5795 -*4039 ,5117 1,0269
• 6197 -.5285 .5_11 1.0445
• 6598 -.5143 ,5071 1.0346
.6997 -.48Z0 ,5136 1,0238
°7493 -,4183 .5306 o9961
• 8353 -o1892 .5998 ,8865
• 8791 -.0799 .6324 .8361
.RZIZ *OL39 .6587 .7956
1.0000 .1840 .7000 .7197
PT 17.7667 PSI CN -.0203
TT 196.9888 K CN -.0980




X/C CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1956 1.0070 O.O000
• 0052 -.8063 .4164 1.1924
.0098 -.6859 .4524 1.1276
.0200 -.5025 .5056 1.0370
.0500 -.4_50 ._Z31 1.0083
.0813 -.4402 .5239 1.0070
• 1199 -.4304 .527_ 1.001S
• 1796 -.4801 .5131 1.0247
.2397 -.5213 .5021 1.0428
._99_ --.5705 .486_ Io0_95
.3588 -.6447 .4648 1.1060
.419] -.7219 .44]0 1.144]
• 4703 -.8109 .4170 1.1896
.5394 -.3800 .5440 .0745
•5994 -.1929 .5987 .8882
.6507 -.0210 .6496 .8097
,7203 ,lOlb .6858 .7541
• 7743 ,1808 .709_ .7179
.8394 .2500 .7300 *6856
._096 .2863 .7404 .6693
.9492 .2741 .7370 .6732
1.0000 .1840 .7080 .7197
C01 .00812 COCOR1 .00791
CDZ .00877 CDCOR2 .00835
C03 .01025 C000_3 .00905
CD4 .O06R* CDCOR6 .00675
C05 .OObS1 CDCOR5 .00642
3PANWISE
XIC YI812 CP PpLIPT HLOC
• 0503 -.3370 .0454 .6675 ,7822
• 3957 -,3375 -.3405 .5541 .9584
,5008 -.3375 -.4243 .5281 1.0001
• 6048 -.3375 -.51_6 .5011 1.0444






PT 17.7707 PSI CN .1484
TT 197.0747 K CR -.1002




XlC CR PeLIPT MLDC
0.0000 1._G84 1.0114 0.0000
.0083 .fl343 .8136 .5507
• 0097 .51Bb .0091 .5584
• _203 .Z030 .715] .70_5
.0300 .0736 .6775 .7668
• 0400 -.014Z .6520 *00b0
.n_o8 -.1103 .6234 ,8501
• 0800 -.1656 .6069 .0755
• i000 -.2100 .5926 .8977
,1997 -.3093 ,5628 .9444
• 2500 -.3491 ,5510 .9618
.2994 -.3796 ,5428 .976_
.3402 -.3927 .5377 ,g046
• 3795 -.4137 .5309 .9957
• 4201 -.435R .5253 1.0040
• 4598 -.4726 .5127 1.0253
• 4996 -.4Qql ,5057 1.0368
• 5397 -.3366 ,4948 1.0551
• 5795 -,5821 ,4817 1.0771
• 6197 -.6170 .4714 1.0046
• 6598 -.62Z1 .4707 1.0959
,b907 -.5457 .4qZ] 1.0592
• 7493 -,430b ,5252 1,0O48
• 8353 -.1879 .5991 .8876
.8791 -.0773 .6315 .8375
• 9212 .0165 ,657Z .7979
1.0000 .lOB9 .7034 .7268
LOgER SUPFRCE
XlC CP PpLIPT NLOC
0.0000 1,Z084 1.0114 0.0000
• 0052 -,2685 .5782 .9202
• 0098 -.2134 ,5928 .8974
=0200 -=lR07 .hOZ7 ,R020
• 0500 -.2175 .5922 .8983
.0813 -.2581 .57R9 .q176
• 1199 -.2930 .5694 ,9340
• 1796 -.3415 ,_518 .9580
• 2397 -.3955 ,5307 ,9629
• 2995 -.4536 .5203 1.0129
.3588 -.5379 .4963 1.0525
.4193 -o6177 .4727 1.0924
• 4793 -.6749 ,4543 1.1243
,5394 -.3942 .5]66 ,986_
.5994 -,1862 .5990 ,0870
• 6507 .012] .6563 .7993
• 7203 .1605 ,7008 .7309
• 7743 .2397 ,72_3 .6945
.8394 ,3016 ,742B .6656
.8996 .3Z75 .7505 ,6535
.9492 .2966 .7R18 .6672
1.0000 .1689 .7014 .7268
CD1 .00731 COCOR1 ,00702
CDZ .00662 COCOR2 .00631
CD3 .00746 CDCOR3 .00717
C04 .00565 COCOR4 .00549
CD5 .00500 COCOR5 ,00501
SPAN_ISE
X/C YI012 CP P_LIPT MLDC
• 0500 -.3375 -,0§46 .6371 .0208
• 3957 -.337_ -.4254 ._207 .9992
• 5008 -.3375 -.5038 .5046 1.0387
.6048 -.]375 -.6005 .4752 1.0881





XlC CP PeL/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.1964 1,0074 0.0000
*0083 .3420 ,7fi54 ,6457
.0097 .334fi .7526 .6501
.0203 ,0043 .6586 .7959
.O300 -.1155 ,6215 .8528
.0400 -.I957 ,59?5 .8001
.0608 -.2794 .5743 .9264
.0800 -,3206 .5624 .9_52
.1000 -.3602 ._08 .9667
.1997 -.4336 .5285 .999fi
,2500 -.4534 .5238 1.0072
.2994 -.4_04 .5146 l.OEZZ
.3402 -,4880 .5126 1.0254
.3795 -,5036 ,5064 1.0358
*_201 -.5164 ,5034 1.0407
.4598 -.5_52 .495Z 1.0543
.4996 -.5719 .4bP9 1.0699
.5397 -.6101 .4740 1.0903
.5795 -.6541 .46Z3 1.1104
.b197 -.6904 .4500 1.1305
.6598 -.7086 .4457 1.1394
.6997 -.5660 .4_b5 L.0609
.7493 -.4_65 ._83 .9999
.P353 -.1766 .6020 .8831
.8791 -,0690 .6333 .0347
.9212 .0161 .6601 .7936
1.CUO0 .1_62 .7003 .7317
PT 17.7760 PSI CN .Zq48
TT 197.0/33 K CN -.1128




X/C CP R_L/PT NLOC
0.0000 1.1964 1,007_ 0,0000
.0052 .1322 ,6R29 .7432
• 0090 .OqTb .6859 .7539
.0200 .0648 ,67_b .7712
• afiO0 -.0366 .b4_ .8177
• 0813 -.1028 .6261 .04fi7
.1199 -.lfl15 .6120 .8675
.1796 -,2253 .5886 .9040
• 2197 -.285R .§70q .9316
,2995 -.3556 .5516 .96Z6
°3588 -.4313 .530Z .9967
• _193 -.5053 ._072 1.0343
.47_3 -.5151 .50_6 1.0386
• 5394 -.3787 .543_ .9750
.5094 -.1760 .60_6 .000?
• 6507 .02fl3 ,6631 .7800
• 7203 ,1767 .7067 .7218
• 7743 ,2578 .7302 .6853
,8304 .3154 ,?479 .6575
• _996 .3328 ,7526 .6501
• 9492 .2988 ,742_ .6656
1,0000 ,1562 *?003 .7317
C01 .00720 COCOR1 ,00693
CD2 ,00717 C000R2 .OObOb
CD3 .00774 COCOR3 .00750
CD4 .0065b COCOR4 .00637
CD5 .00525 COCOR5 ,00518
SPANWISE
X/C Y/012 CP P_L/PT RLOC
• 050_ -.337_ -.1577 .6067 .0758
.3R57 -,3375 -.50?4 .5038 1.0401
.5008 -.337_ -.5?42 ,4860 1.0682
,6040 -.3375 -.6?25 .4557 1.1210






XlC CP PeLIPT SLOE
O,O00O 1o1231 .q6aO ,1423
°0083 .1323 .6940 .7413
• 0097 o108b .6_71 ,7521
• 0203 -°ZOO0 o5967 °B918
°0300 -,3133 ,5629 ,9443
,0400 -.3952 .5393 .EZG
• ObOB -*SbZZ °5193 1°0184
• 0800 -.4937 ,5111 1,022_
• 1000 -°5285 o5_1_ 1°0431
o1997 -.5965 ,8807 1.0788
• ?50U -*5959 °4810 1°0783
°2994 -°5883 ,4838 1°0735
,3402 -°5U10 .4357 1.02C2
°3795 -°5919 .8823 lo07&l
• 8201 -.bu43 °47_3 1,08_
°8598 -°b294 °4707 1,0_5_
o499b °°_51 .4bb5 1°1031
,_307 -°b300 o8_50 1.1230
.5795 -,721_ ,4440 1.1424
,b192 -°7648 ,4311 1°1657
,6598 -°7762 °4272 1o172b
°6997 -,532b ,4997 1,04bB
,78_3 -°4058 °5368 °9868
°8353 -,1694 .b064 .8763
°8791 -oOb_7 ,b35q .8307
o9212 o0178 °6615 °7918
1o0000 °1820 .b971 .736b
PT 17o7733 PSI CN .4346
TT 196.9988 K C8 -.1145




X/C C p P*L/PT XLDC
0°0000 1.1Z31 °98b0 °1823
• 0052 °43Tq °7841 ,599b
°0098 °3498 °7585 °b408
°OZO0 °2649 °7332 °bSOb
°0500 .1173 °b901 °7474
o0813 ,0288 *b639 .7877
o1199 -.0382 °_46E .8150
°179_ -o1196 °b219 ,8523
• 2397 -°1921 °5999 o8863
o2995 -°2650 °5781 °9203
°3588 -°3440 ,55§0 °9569
._193 *.8090 ,5364 °qsb7
,4293 -.4296 ,5302 oqqb7
• 5394 -°3423 ,5586 *9559
.5994 -,1805 °b117 °8680
• b507 ,0448 °bbO °7799
°TZ03 o1945 .7132 o7117
,7743 .ZTb6 o7367 °b7_2
°8394 °3288 °7527 ,6499
°899b *3428 .7865 °6439
°9492 °Z99_ ,7437 °bb81
1°0000 °1420 .6Q71 ,7366
CD1 °00840 CDCDR1 .00800
CO2 °00858 CDCOR2 .008Z§
CO3 *00878 CDCOR3 *00885
COil °00721 CDCOR4 ._0696
COS *00565 COCO85 .00857
SPAN_ISE
x/c ¥1612 CP PILIPT MLOC
°0§00 -°3375 -,2972 °8692 .9343
°3957 -°3375 -.5964 °4BOb 1.0790
,5008 -°3375 -°b899 *4689 1.1077
°6048 -.3375 -,74bT o43b0 1°1_68





X/C CP P,LIFT _LDC
0,0000 °9803 ,983b *2889
°0083 -,1127 .6213 °8832
.0092 -°1588 ,hi01 °8705
.0203 -°8175 °5325 °9930
,0300 -o513_ °5_38 1o0400
.0800 -.bOZZ °4799 1o0801
°ObOB -obbS_ ,4611 1.112_
._800 -°b779 °4534 1°1259
°1000 -.7167 o4464 1.1383
°19Q7 -°7695 .4298 1,1_8b
.2_00 -.7959 .4224 1°1815
°299_ -°8032 ,4201 1o1_57
°3402 -°8038 °4199 1.1860
°3795 -°3061 ,4193 1.1871
• _Z01 -.7_42 *6227 1o1808
._598 -,2982 °4225 1*1813
.489b -°7319 .82b0 1°1788
,5397 -,808b .4163 1,1QSb
,5795 -,8370 °8G78 1°2085
ob197 -,8543 *4034 1.2167
.b598 -.7499 ,4353 1.1_81
• bR97 -.8729 °5173 1,0178
°T493 -,3587 °551d °9633
• 8353 -*1599 .b09Z ,8719
.8791 -°0637 *b3b8 °8299
• 9212 o014_ ,6609 .7922
1o0000 ,1357 ,b967 °7322
PT 17.7682 PSI CN .5997
TT 197.2145 K CM -ol]84




X/C CP P,LIFT MLOC
0.0000 °98C3 °9436 .2889
°0052 .b838 °8574 °4738
.0098 .5511 °_17b .8439
*0200 °4379 .7841 °5996
.0500 .2567 °7320 .bSZ5
o0813 .1494 °7000 °?322
o1199 .0717 °b749 .7708
o17qb -.0210 .b_05 .8082
.2397 -.1004 .6261 °8459
°2995 -.1800 .602_ o8318
°3S_B -.2539 .5801 °9172
.8193 -*3225 .5613 °9469
.8793 -°3577 .5510 .9033
.5394 -._37 .5693 °933_
°5994 -o1259 .6192 .8565
.b507 .Obbb ob763 °7687
°?203 .2188 .7191 °7027
.7783 .2_1_ .2402 °6689
°339_ °3412 °7552 °6460
.899b °3487 °7578 .b418
°9492 °3009 .7448 °6632
1.0000 °1357 ohb7 °?372
COl .01063 COCOR1 °01010
CD2 *00979 CDCO_E .00925
CO3 *01Oh4 CDCOR3 *0_012
CO8 *OOglZ CDCOR4 °00868
CO5 °00767 COCOR_ *00?23
SPANgISE
XIC Ylfi/Z CP P_IPT _LOC
°080_ -o8_75 -.4494 ._237 lt00?4
,39_T -o337_ -,7836 °4284 1,17_9
• 5008 -.3373 -.8187 .4172 1.1909
• b04B -.337§ -.8b03 .8021 1.2193





X/C CP PeLIPT RLDC
0°0000 °9068 o9231 .3398
,0G83 "o1938 ,bCC8 °8849
.0097 -,2496 ._334 °9121
°bZ03 -.8981 ,5098 1°0301
°0300 -°5783 o4843 1°0727
°C800 -.b61b .4611 1°1124
,OOO8 -°7432 °4404 1o1888
,0300 -°Tbb5 .4329 1.1628
olUO0 -,7_33 ,4272 1°1727
• 1997 -._38b .812b 1.19_6
• 2500 -°8339 °4U3_ 1,2188
.2994 -._813 ,3988 1.225b
°3408 -.8675 .4007 1.2218
• 37_5 -.8784 .4008 1.2224
• _01 -,_23 .3993 1.2245
._598 -,878O °_0] 1.2226
• _q_b -oAb24 ,399_ 1,2241
.5397 -.871b .3995 1°2240
,5795 -.9120 ._78 1°2424
• _L_7 -°9_9 ,3_L3 1.2593
,0598 -.8_05 ._057 i°2123
.bQ7 -.4_9 o5Z34 _.0L77
.7_93 -.3537 ,5_05 ._41
°_3_ -,1_42 ,bOg2 ,U7ZO
._TQ1 -.070_ .634b °aSZA
.921_ -°0_12 .b_4L ._027
l,OUO0 .1215 .b921 .7483
PT 17.7674 PSI CN ,b69b
TT 197.1761 K C8 -°1Z41




XlC CP P_L/PT MLOC
0°0000 °9068 .9231 o3398
.0052 °7536 °8729 o435_
°0098 °b200 °8384 .5080
• 0200 .4928 .3001 .5734
°0500 °3080 .7451 o6619
°0813 .1979 o7159 .?027
• 11_9 .1139 ._908 o7463
.1296 *Ollb o6b03 °7932
.2397 -.C700 .6333 .8347
.8995 -.1479 o_140 .864_
• 3553 -°230b °5874 °9058
.8193 -°2932 °5712 .9313
°4793 -°3333 °58?8 .9524
._3_8 -.2787 .527_ °9218
.5994 -.1173 .b233 .8501
• hSOT .0700 .6780 °2660
• 7203 o?149 .717_ °7O5O
°7783 °2_47 °7425 °bb61
• _398 .3404 .?588 °b4§O
.899_ .3469 .7581 ob813
o9_92 .3022 .7432 °664_
I.uO00 *1215 .b92E °748_
COl *01874 COCORI *01218
COZ ,01198 CDCOR2 .01136
CD3 *01317 CDCOR8 *01256
CD8 .01202 CDC084 °01151
C05 .01102 COCOR5 .01068
SPANWISE
XlC _/81E CP P,LIFT BLOC
,0500 -,3375 -°4930 ,5107 1o0286
°8957 -°887_ -°8436 ,4069 1°2102
,5008 -*3378 -°8938 o8951 1°2826
°6048 °°3375 -,9397 °3803 1°3618











XlC CR PpLIPT MLOC
0*0000 *86Z9 *9036 .3831
*0U83 -*Zbl2 ,5817 .9148
*0097 -.3218 *5592 ,9502
*0Z03 -*5523 *4903 1.0626
*0300 -.6386 *Abbb 1.1029
*0600 -.7027 *4655 1*1398
.0608 -.7707 ,6236 1.1792
.0800 -*8093 ,6156 1,1939
o1000 -*8362 *6090 1*ZO63
.1997 -,88_6 *3957 1.2316
°2500 -.90fi5 °3682 1.2658
.2994 -.9327 .3802 1.2614
*3602 -.9317 ,3786 1*2666
,3795 -.9287 .3789 1*Z639
.4201 -.9353 ,3785 1.2648
,6598 -.9675 *3738 1*2741
°4996 -.9465 *3770 1.2677
,5397 -.9387 *3745 1.2727
.5795 -.gbzz .3700 1.2817
.6107 -1.0013 °3576 1.3067
,6598 -,7626 *6272 1.1726
.6997 -*4489 .5212 1.0116
.7493 -*3696 *5635 *9753
*8353 -.18E6 .6008 .8849
.8791 -.1031 *6238 *8693
.9212 -,0117 ,6525 .8051





XlC CP P,L/PT MLOC
0.0000 ,8629 .9036 o3831
*0052 .8096 .8932 *4048
.OUQ8 .6785 ,8541 .6798
*OZO0 .5476 ,8161 .5664
,0500 .3412 .7543 *6475
.0813 .2287 *7200 .7012
,1199 *1438 *6968 .7370
.1796 .0411 ,66?0 *7330
*2397 -.0468 .640M .8231
*2995 -.1266 .6185 *8574
*3588 -.2092 .5934 ,8965
.4193 -,2784 *5730 .9286
.4793 -,3233 *5583 .9516
*5394 -,2758 *5780 ,9300
.5994 -.1207 ,6188 *8570
.6507 .0708 *674? .7711
*7203 .2173 .7195 *?020
*7743 .2915 *7390 .6716
,R394 .3604 ,7546 *6670
*8996 .3421 *7547 .6467
*9692 .2997 .7390 .6716
1o0000 ,09?6 ,6826 ,7590
C01 .01680 CDCOR1 *01603
COZ *017R6 COCOg2 ,01702
003 *02175 CDCOR3 *02098
C06 ,01895 COCOA4 .01802
CD5 *01797 CDCOR5 .01730
SPANW[SE
XIC YI812 CP P*LIPT qLOC
• 0503 -.3375 -,5304 ,4977 1.050Z
• 3957 -.3375 -o8958 .3892 1.2639
• 500fi -,3375 -°9356 .3765 1.2687
*bOmB -,3375 -1.0190 .3548 1,3126
• 7003 -,3375 -.4608 .5163 1.0193
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
POOR QUALITY
TEST 122 PT 17*769g PSI
RUN 18 TT 197.4093 K




XlC CP PpLIPT NLOC
0.0000 ,7741 ,8841 ,4230
*0083 -.3185 *5637 .9431
*0097 -.6517 ,5237 1.007E
,02N_ --6257 ,4696 !_n97R
,O3OO -.7036 *6486 1.1343
*0400 -.7922 ,4257 1.1754
*0608 -.8535 *6053 1.2131
,0000 -,8752 *3974 1.2282
,1000 -,8935 ,3919 1.2386
.1997 -.9362 ,3794 1,2630
oZSO0 -,9697 *3732 1.2752
.199A -,9825 .3659 1*Z898
,3402 -.9948 .3627 1,2963
*3795 -1.0084 .3597 1.3025
.6201 -.9906 ,3627 1.2966
*_598 -I*0129 .3588 1.3_43
*4996 -1.0257 .3571 1,3078
*5397 -1.0276 ,3861 1,3099
.5795 -I.0227 *3535 1,3152
.61_7 --.9945 .3642 112933
,6598 --.5645 ,4888 1,0650
.6997 -.%492 *5228 1.0088
,7693 -o3881 *5404 *9802
.8353 -,2255 ,5091 .9031
.8791 -*1315 .6178 .8587
.9212 -*0950 *bZ67 .8649





X/C CP PeLIPT NLOC
0.0000 .7761 ,8841 .4230
*0052 ,8767 ,913_ .3609
,0098 .7310 .8?00 *4503
_n_O0 ,5Q37 ,8303 =52_!
.050b .3933 .772_ ,6178
.0813 .2726 .7363 ,6758
.1199 .1816 .?086 ,7188
.1796 .0742 .b770 ,7676
.2397 -.0150 .6507 ,8080
.E995 -.0963 .b268 ,8448
,3588 -.1843 .6036 ,8809
.4193 -,2593 .57R9 .9191
,4?93 -,2986 ,5676 ,9369
.5394 -,25?9 ,5803 ,9170
.5994 -,1147 .6209 *8538
.b507 ,0728 .b777 *7665
.7203 .2178 .7213 .6991
,7?43 .2942 .7435 .6645
*8394 *3335 .7532 .6492
.fl996 .3353 .7548 .6466
,9492 .2898 .7405 ,6693
1.0000 .0495 .6706 *7774
CO1 *02073 COCDR1 *01956
CDZ °02188 COCOR2 ,02097
CD3 ,02784 COCOR3 .02690
CD4 *02507 COCOR4 *02417
C05 .02220 COCOR5 .02118
SPANWISE
XlC Y/filE CP PeLIPT NLOC
°0503 -.3375 -°5754 .4854 1.0709
• 3957 -.3375 -.9490 .3747 1*27Z2
• 5008 -.3375 -.9825 .3648 1.2921
=60_fi -=3375 -!;0619 .3_26 1.3380










X/C CP PpLIPT MLOC
O.O000 .7162 *8656 .4586
*0083 -*3650 *5664 ,9707
*0097 -.5303 *4987 1.04R6
.0203 -.6954 *6686 I*1346
.0300 -*7722 ,4304 1*1668
*0400 -.8299 ,4112 1,2C22
.0608 -.8963 ,3_16 1.2392
*08UO -,9127 °3856 1,2508
.1000 -.9320 ,3787 1,2644
.1997 -.9840 .3668 1.2880
.2500 -1.0u70 .36_5 1.3009
.2996 -1.0418 .3532 1.3157
,3402 -1,0299 ,3696 1,3232
.3795 -1.066M .3638 i,3356
.6201 -1,0515 .3644 1.3341
,6598 -I.0561 *3_69 1.3331
.6996 -1.U59_ *34Oh 1.3623
.5397 -1.0817 ,3376 1.3491
.57_5 -.9687 °3756 1,Z709
.6197 -.5865 .6803 1.0795
,6598 -.6H96 .5111 1,0279
*6997 -.4529 .5Z15 1.0108
.7693 -.6248 .52_8 .9990
,8353 -°3240 *5572 .9535
.6791 -.2364 .5849 ,9(97
.9212 -,2016 ,5956 *8934





XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 *716E .8656 ,6586
*0052 ,9169 .9251 ,3351
*0098 °7748 .882? ,4257
*0200 .6375 .8439 .6982
.0500 .4233 .7800 .6062
*0813 .3041 .7449 .6622
,1199 .2060 .7155 .7083
,1796 *0959 .6822 .7595
.2397 .0026 .6556 ,8004
.2995 -.0756 *6339 .R338
.3588 -.1685 .606R .8756
.6193 -.2380 .5886 *9042
.4793 -.3038 .5661 .94_4
.5396 -*2632 .5756 .9246
.5994 -,1145 ,6211 .8536
.6507 .0710 .6765 .7683
*7203 .2076 ,7150 *TOBq
.7743 .2849 .7396 .6708
.8396 *3239 ,7504 .6536
*899b .3206 *7683 .6569
,9492 .2552 *7304 ,6850
I*000C -.0665 ,6325 *R369
CDI .02695 CDCORI *02583
COE *03082 CDCOR2 *02966
CD3 .04363 CDCOR3 .04Z18
C04 *03788 COCOR4 *03679
CO5 *0E947 CDCOR5 *02676
SPANWISE
X/C Y/filE CP PpLIPT MLOC
• 0503 -.3375 -*6152 .474E 1,0899
• 3957 -.3375 -.9961 .3594 1.3030
•5008 -.3375 -1.0183 .3525 1.3173
• 6048 -.3375 -*6229 ,4672 1.1019
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X/C CP Pp[IPT _LOC
O°uCOC 1.1,55 .q_Zb .LOZb
• OOq? .718_ .Sbb@ *_567
• _Z33 ._3@7 .78_7 ._Oql
• u30C ._592 .7326 .661q
• 0400 .167_ *7052 .77_5
• C_8 .O_J3 .b725 *7?49
.CUO0 .OOb5 *b57b .7Q7_
• 1997 -.1_31 ._019 .8F38
• 250_ -*Z281 ._@7 .00_3
• 2_q_ -.Z711 .575_ .qZSb
• 3_OZ -.2915 .SbQg .9339
• 37_ -.3134 .5_75 .9375
• _201 -o335b .5002 ._4@1
°_598 -.3771 .55OO .q_54
.4q_b -.3983 °_425 ._77_
• _397 -.436_ .5_5 *gqb_
• 5795 -._bq7 .5211 1.OIZO
._197 -.4888 .515_ 1.DZ13
• _8 -._782 518_ 1.0162
• 7_ -.3_63 ._R_ °0b73
• _353 -.1759 .60_5 .8797
• _7_1 -.0_@_ ._373 .@?qO
1.0C00 *I_BB .71Z@ .7126
PT 17,b376 PSI CN -,0350
TT 132.4757 H C_ -,0914




X/C CP P*L/PT MLOC
_.0000 1,1455 *9926 ,lOZb
,O05Z -,B734 ,3981 1.2Z73
.0098 -*7594 .432_ 1.1640
• 0200 -.384Z .5_3R ,9753
• 0500 -,4190 *_330 ,_9Zb
• 0813 -._544 ._ZO@ 1.01Z_
,1199 -.4416 .9_58 1o0043
,1796 -,4765 ,515_ 1.0217
,Z397 -o5105 .5051 1.0383
,2995 -,5595 .4912 1.0616
.35_@ -,9265 .4715 1.0949
.4193 -.7098 °445_ 1.1306
°4793 -,798E ,4_08 1.1849
.5394 -,3732 °5500 .9653
,5994 -.187b *b035 .8812
• 6507 -.OZ14 *653_ .8042
• 7Z03 *1039 .b@@l ,7493
,7?43 ,1833 .7114 *?149
,8394 ,2498 ,7314 .6839
,899b .Z768 ,739Z ,b716
°9497 .2575 °7336 ,6805
1.0000 ,I@B_ ,7129 .?lZ8
C01 ,00960 CDC041 *00945
CDZ ,U09_q CDCOR2 ,00933
CD3 .00940 COCOR3 *OOqZ4
CD4 .OOZE2 C000R4 °00908
CD5 ,00840 CDCOR5 .00@33
SP_NWISE
X/C YI8/2 CP P*LIPT MLOC
*050_ -,3375 *0974 °6767 .7_8_
,3957 -*3375 -,3197 .5633 *9441
,500@ -*3375 -,4023 ,5385 ,9839
.b048 -°33?5 -,4931 ,51_E 1.0217







XIC CP P, LIPT NLOC
0.0000 1.159b .99h3 .07_1
.OGO? .5_ZO .8129 .5_22
*_203 .Z270 .7ZC7 .700b
*O_JO -.01_48 .6546 .d_2_
.Oh00 -.0_75 ._Z4@ .8_83
.¢80C -.13@5 .blbO .d_l_
.1000 -.1_@3 .Sq@Z .8@9_
.1997 -.30uZ .5659 .9_01
.2_00 -*3337 .55_8 .9577
.Z99_ -.3707 .b450 .9733
.3_OZ -.3_41 .5_03 .981o
.3795 -.4041 .53_5 .9871
._Z01 -._Z62 *5330 .992b
._5_8 -.402Z .51_3 1°015C
.4996 -.4_50 .51_ 1.0293
._397 -.5272 .5_00 1.04_8
.579_ -°_628 .4901 1.0634
°_197 -.5_22 .4_05 1.0796
._598 -.5_9Z ._83 1.Ob6_
.bgo? -.4791 .51_8 1.J2_3
.74_3 -.3_13 .5443 .q744
._3_3 -.1757 ._C38 .8@b7
.E701 -.U_77 .b3_5 .@334
.9212 .CZ4_ .e¢17 .7914
1.0b_ .1709 .7_75 .721_
PT 17,9g17 PSI CN ,_Z77
TT 132.6_94 K C_ -*098b




X/C CP P_L/PT _LOC
0.0000 1.159b *9963 .0731
,00_ -,20_5 ,5638 .9435
,0098 -.Z300 ,59_7 .9091
°OZO0 -,1777 .5016 *88Z7
• 0500 -,1_50 ,5@@_ .8886
• 0_13 -.2685 ,_74_ .9Z70
• 1199 -.Z708 .5748 *gZbl
• 17_6 -*337O °556O *9544
• Z397 -,385_ ,5_E9 ,9?O@
.2995 -.4479 ,5Z24 1,0100
,35_ -.5204 *4996 1.0475
.4193 -,5983 .477@ 1.0840
,4793 -,6341 ,466_ 1.1038
,_39_ -,3b@_ .5470 ,970Z
.5994 -.1BE3 .604_ .8798
,0507 -,0001 *6_53 ,9014
• 7233 ,133_ ,693? .7430
,77_3 ,ZOgb .716_ ,7064
._394 ,Z?Z6 ,73_8 .6770
.@9_b ,?926 .7412 .6685
°9497 *_63_ .733_ .b809
1,0000 ,1769 °70?5 ,7210
CDI °00984 CDCOR1 ,00870
CDZ .O087b CDCOR? °00@58
C03 ,008Oh CDC043 ,C0848
CD4 *00_59 COCOR4 ,00847
CD5 .0077_ CDCOR5 .0077Z
$_ANWISE
XlC Y/817 CP P_LIPT MLOC
,0500 -.3375 -o050b *b411 *@Z3Z
• 3957 -,3375 -,4091 ,_324 ,9933
• 5008 -.317_ -.4885 .5091 1.0317
.b04_ -,3375 -,57_b ,481_ 1,0781





tic C ° P,LI_T _L_C
O,ou)C 1,1_8_ ,0_35 ._963
• Gu_? .35_0 ,?_0_ ,6375
,_7 .33_ .7_44 ,o47?
,0203 .0697 .bO?3 .7406
• _300 -,1_91 ,bE38 ._497
• _OOb -,3_o_ ,5_37 ,9594
,290_ -,4748 ._I?_ 1.u173
.3795 -._ ,_151 L,021_
• _Z01 -.5013 ._ql 1.0316
,_8 -.5383 ,5_2_ 1,_Z6
,4_a_ -,5_57 ,_950 1,0542
• _3_7 -.5914 ._7 1,070_
,6107 -.b_4 ,4_Z 1,Lu07
.7_93 -,3'57 ,5_57 .9723
.83_3 -,1751 .bC55 ,_7_0
,_791 -._o83 .b3o_ ,_257
1,0000 .i_1 .7_03 ,72Z0
PI 17,bb51 P_I C N ,2739
TT 132,7590 K C W -,lOZ7




_/C CP _*LIPT HLOC
O,OCO0 1.14_4 ,093_ .0963
,DGSZ ,IIZb .6B70 .751Z
,3C_ ,GBSZ ,684] ,756R
• 0200 ,0533 .671b ,77b_
•0500 -,0154 ,95_0 ,@Oh5
•C_13 -*_1@0 .621_ ,B53Z
• 11_ -,1410 ,@150 ,8934
• 179b -*220_ ,5913 *@OOZ
• _397 -,2797 °_736 .9Z80
,_995 -,3413 .558@ .9513
• 35_8 -,_142 ,5363 .9874
•_193 -,4F0b ,516_ I.OZOI
,_703 -°_770 ,516_ 1.0198
• 539_ -.3468 ,5_5_ ,95bb
•_94 -,15_5 ,@095 ,8714
._5J7 .0_58 ,b6_l *7878
.7203 ,15Zb .7027 ,7284
,7743 ,?_99 .?_57 ,69_
• _q96 ,3017 ,7_67 ,6bOb
• _92 ,Eb_C ,7_5_ ,6777
1,0000 ,lbbl ,706_ ,72ZO
C01 ,00_74 COCOR1 *00849
CDZ *0086b CDC042 ,C084E
CO3 .OOB_O COCOR3 ,00834
C04 .00854 CDCOR4 .00835
C05 *O07b@ COCOR5 .00757
5PANWISE
X/C Y/_/_ CP _LIPT _LOC
• 0503 -,3375 -*1779 ,6049 °8790
.3957 -.3375 -.4911 .5133 1.0249
,500A -.3375 -*_571 *4443 1.05@3
• 6048 -,3375 -,b368 .47Z4 1o0933






_/C CP PeL/PT HLOC
0,0000 1.0792 .9732 .1973
,U083 .1318 *bQAq .7605
• 00q7 .1134 ,0894 .7Aqb
,8203 -,lflq8 .5_q5 ,8873
,0300 -,3103 .5030 ,9437
,0600 -,3831 .5_Z8 .9770
• 0608 -.4313 .5280 ,gqqB
• OeO0 -.4558 .520g 1.0124
• 100_ -o5131 .SCAb 1.0392
• lgg7 -,SdH4 .4848 1,0723
.2500 -,58b7 .6831 1.0753
,2994 -,5796 .4807 1,Obql
• 3402 -.5H17 .4860 1.0737
• 37q5 -.5979 .4812 1.0784
,4201 -,6081 *4708 1,0850
.4bq8 -.b25Z .47Z5 1,0932
.49_b -,b295 °4725 1,0932
,5397 -°bb6k .%blg l,lllb
• 5795 -,7089 ,6_80 1.1347
• big7 -.7441 ,4373 1,L54_
,bSg8 -.7072 ,4495 1.1333
,_qq7 -.6722 o5174 1,0181
,7493 -,9079 .5494 ,g68_
.e3_3 -.1066 .0091 ,8T25
.8701 -o0622 ,0367 .826B
.gZLZ ,02_8 .bb3b ,78Pb
1o0000 ,1570 ,T028 ,7282
PT 17.6050 PSI CN °4158
TT 132o8759 K CM -,1050




XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC
O,OC_O 1.0792 °9732 ,1973
• 0052 o_167 °7780 obOgO
• 0098 .3279 o7519 ,6516
,0200 .247_ ,7280 .6891
.0530 ,1271 ,6929 ,7_36
,0813 °O229 ,6623 ,79O6
• 1199 -,0264 .0473 .8136
• 1796 -,1187 ,0Z06 ,8547
,2397 -,1841 °6005 ._899
• Zqg9 -,ZSHO ,9_17 .9182
• 3588 -,3322 .9579 ,9528
• 4193 -.3873 ,5431 .9764
,4793 -,6083 °5350 .989_
.3394 -,3167 ,8643 ,942H
.5996 -.1397 .8145 ,8041
,8907 ,0357 °0607 ,7839
,7233 .172_ .707R ,7206
• 7743 .2479 .7295 ,b868
• 88_4 °2985 ,7441 ,6038
,_990 ,311R ,7477 ,bS_Z
.94_Z ,2084 ,7_56 ,6773
1,0000 .157_ ,7028 ,7282
COl °00g33 COCORI ,00900
COZ .00930 COCOR2 ,00893
CD3 °00931 CDCOR3 ,00998
CD4 .00902 COCOR4 .00879
CD5 .00800 CDCOR5 .C0789
SPANWISE
XlC YI812 CP P,LIPT MLOC
°0503 -*3375 -.9358 ,5880 .9527
• 3997 -.3375 -.8912 .6829 1,0798
°5008 -,3375 -.6376 .4702 1.0972
.0048 -.3975 -,7239 ,4_38 1.1636





XlC CP PeLIPT MLDC
O.bOOb ,9515 .939_ .3100
,0O83 -,09_9 ,0270 ,8440
,0097 -o11_7 ,0223 .8521
• 0203 -.4v77 *5373 ,9857
• 0300 -,8120 ,5075 1.03_4
,04OO -.3686 .4878 1.0072
.0008 -.blq2 .4730 1,0924
• 080C -,042_ .4075 1.1£19
.1000 -.6746 ,_578 1,1180
,1997 -.7385 .4351 1.1888
°?900 -,7008 ,4278 1,1720
,2996 -.7703 *_852 1.17_7
,3402 -,7783 .4273 1,1735
.3708 -,7700 *6251 1.1770
• 4201 -.7613 .4313 1,1657
.4598 -*7730 ,4203 1.1768
.4998 -,7_29 °4292 1,1694
,53_7 -,7971 .4228 1.1811
,579_ -,8295 o4098 1.Z053
.6197 -.8308 ,4090 1,2006
.b_98 -,7119 ._AbZ 1.13_1
,0997 -o6213 .8323 .9939
.7403 -.3251 ,5883 .9021
,8399 -.1482 ,_100 .8702
,8701 -o0501 ,0393 ,8259
• 9212 °0237 .8606 .7931
1,06UU .1_08 °0958 .7391
_T 17.b017 PSI CN ,50_8
TT 133,0110 K C_ -.10R5




XlC CP P_L/PT MLOC
O.O000 .9515 ,9395 ,3100
• 0052 ,6327 ,_ZO ,5020
• 00_ ,5230 .8103 ,8507
,0200 ,_087 ,7766 .6122
,0500 ,2527 .7298 ,6880
o0813 .1350 °0950 .7403
• 1199 .0732 ,0778 .7068
• 1796 -°0274 .6489 .8126
.2397 -,1051 .b214 .853_
,2995 -.1810 .5998 ,8870
• 35_8 -,2571 ,5787 ,9232
,4199 -.3201 ,5584 o9519
,4793 -.3454 .5543 .9986
• 539_ -,2820 °5099 .9345
.099_ -o1103 °8211 .883g
• 0507 .0502 ,6699 .7799
• 7Z03 ,1872 .7095 .7178
.7743 ,_615 ,7334 .6800
°8396 °3074 ,7651 ,6623
oBOqb ,3162 ,7475 ,0585
• 94_2 .ZbB3 .7345 .bTgO
1.0000 .1408 ,0958 ,799I
COl .01170 COCOR1 .C1128
CD2 .011b5 COC0_2 ,01128
C03 ,Cl159 CDC043 .01118
CD6 .01139 COCO_4 .01098
CO8 .01039 COCOP5 °01007
SPAN_ISE
XlC Y/81Z CP P_LIPT _L_C
°0500 -.3375 -.4884 ,5098 1.0305
.3957 -,3375 -.7633 ,431B 1,1047
.5008 -o337_ -,TgZZ ,4234 1.1800
• 0043 -,3375 -.837_ ._092 1.2063





X/C C p P_L/PT HLOC
O.ObO0 .8742 ,912_ .3636
,0083 -°1779 ,b032 ,9817
,UU97 -.2221 ,8_90 .9O38
• 0203 -,_305 ,9127 1,0258
.0300 -,593e ,461e 1,0774
• G_O_ -,b_30 .407_ 1.1020
.C008 -.7106 ,448O 1.1358
• 0800 -,7391 ,_417 1,1471
• 1000 -,7_91 .6320 1.1_65
,Lg_7 -,8237 .4157 1,19_2
.250G -,82_4 ,_071 L.2103
• 2996 -.P579 ._07 1.2223
,34O? -,_Ab .4030 1.21_
,3795 -._32 .4032 1.ZI75
• _201 -,_004 ._012 1,221_
,_598 -._33 .4007 1,2223
.0397 -,_741 ,3gbl 1.2312
._795 -,_log .3_41 1.28_2
• _197 -.9202 ,3Z71 1.267_
• 6997 -.AtO0 .530_ ._803
.7_3 -,3199 .503_ .4_41
• _3_3 -.1452 ._122 ,_77
°_791 -,_594 ._372 .8291
.921? *Ozl4 .0571 .7qB_
1.00uO ,llgO ._9_ .?_q_
PT 17,6018 PSI CN .6428
TT 132.9709 K C_ -,11;8




XIC EP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 .874Z .91_R .3636
,0032 .7172 .8600 ,4581
,00_9 .5939 .9304 *5223
• 0200 .4731 .7992 .581R
.0500 .3071 .7662 .b_05
.0813 .183_ .7105 .716_
• llqg .1191 ,092_ ,7437
,1790 .ocq5 .6583 .7999
• 2397 -,0649 .8351 .B3Z3
• 2q95 -,1410 ,5158 .8621
,3599 -.Z2_8 .593_ ,9120
• 4193 -.2875 .5691 .q350
.5394 -o_558 ,97_3 .qlR_
• Sqq_ -.1079 .6230 ._SL1
• 65_7 .0588 ,8705 ,7779
• 7203 .lqO0 .7090 .7187
,77_3 ,2683 .733_ .6809
• 83q4 ,3101 .7_51 .6623
._9qb .313_ .7449 ,HH27
.9492 .2660 .731_ .6_3H
l.uG33 .llqO .689_ ,74q0
COL .01460 CDCORI ,01_09
CD2 .01664 COCORZ .01606
CO3 ,01642 COC0_3 ,01386
CD4 .01497 CDCOR4 °01949
CO9 ,01347 CDCOR5 ,01311
SPANWISE
X/C YlS/Z CP P_LIPT MLO¢
.0800 -,3375 -.9948 ,_848 1.0723
,3987 -.3379 -o8601 ._086 1.2074
.5008 -.3375 -,8880 .3913 1.2904
,b068 -,3379 -,9232 ,3812 1.2599






X/C CP PtL/PT MLOC
O,UGUC ,BLRb ,8q40 .4034
• 0083 -.2392 ,5843 ,q111
,0097 -,3491 ,5570 .9542
• £Z03 -.56Z4 .4q20 1,0_01
• 0300 -,b012 .4021 1.1112
,0400 -,721B .4408 1,1380
• 0008 -,775q .4292 1.10g4
• OBO0 -.7970 ,4239 1.17ql
• ICOG -.83Z1 ,41Z6 1,ZGO0
,1997 -*B?93 .3q81 I*ZZ7Z
• 2500 -*8938 ,3926 1,Z37q
.2¢q4 -.9349 .3_49 L,ZSZb
• 3492 -,9226 .3503 1.2017
,37q5 -,9355 ,3_b0 1.Z505
• 4Z01 -.g3ib ,3545 1.2534
,45QB -*93gb ,3794 1.2633
,49q6 -*q3ZO ,3R35 1.Z553
• 53q7 -.9sb5 .3787 1.2048
• 57_5 -,9762 ,3712 1,2798
,6197 -,99Z9 ,3586 1.3G51
• _5q8 -*b052 ,4807 1,07q3
• bOqT -,4169 .5322 °9960
• 7693 -.3237 .5570 ,Q53Z
• _353 -.1565 ,6G8_ ._734
• _7ql -,0770 ,0314 .8380
• qZIZ -.OO75 .65Z9 ,oL4q
1.0000 ,0898 .682! ,7600
PT 17*0034 PSI CN ,7018
TT 133,3828 K CM -,1169




XlC CR P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 ,8110 *BqRO ,4034
,0052 ,7014 ,8899 ,4115
,00q8 ,6572 ,84q7 *4882
• 0200 ,52g0 ,8116 ,5543
,0500 *3480 ,7598 ,63gi
• G813 ,Z233 ,TZZ3 ,0980
,11gq ,1457 .7011 ,730q
• 1796 ,0430 ,6693 *7798
• 23_7 -.0306 *6486 ,8120
• Sgq5 -,1144 ,bSZ_ *R514
.35A8 -*1983 *5972 .8910
• 4193 -,2505 ,5R33 ,9127
• 4793 -.SqqB ,5645 ,0423
• 5394 -,Z422 ,5R83 ,9048
.5994 -.1018 ,6276 ,8439
• 0507 ,0580 ,67Z0 ,7762
,7233 *1068 ,7140 ,7100
,7743 ,2647 ,7328 ,6816
,8394 ,3117 ,7406 ,6508
,Sqgb ,3134 *7455 ,bbl8
• QRg2 ,2566 ,7329 .6815
1.0000 ,0898 ,6_22 ,7600
C01 ,01713 COLOR1 *01635
CO? ,01793 COLOR2 *01719
CD3 .01_13 COCOR3 .0173_
CD4 ,01884 COLOR4 *01815
CD5 ,01901 CDCOR5 ,01840
SPANWISE
XIC Y/q/2 OF P_L/PT NEOC
• 0500 -,3375 -,bZZ3 ,4693 1.0986
• 3957 -,3375 -,8844 ,3030 1.Z370
• 5008 -,3375 -*9652 *3789 1,2646
• 6048 -.3375 -,9960 *3606 1,3011





XlC CR P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 ,7_21 .8742 ,4426
,C_a3 -,299Z ,5083 *9303
• OO97 -,4330 .529_ .9980
• 0_(_ -*b*Si .4605 l*iCSb
,0300 -,72_0 .4472 1,1372
,0400 -.7_4_ .4Z94 1,1691
.C_08 -*_345 ,4!33 1®1_A
• U_O0 -*8038 .4004 1,2110
• i000 -*8789 .3971 1,Z201
• 1997 -.9514 .3823 1.2577
• ?SO0 -.94Z8 ,3774 1,2673
.2994 -.9751 ,3695 1.2830
• _RCZ -*9985 *3057 1.Z90_
• 3795 -1,0031 .3630 1.2050
• 4201 -l.ObSb *3693 I,Z_30
.4398 -1,C053 *3017 1,2988
,4996 -I*O00Z *3603 1,3022
• 53_7 -I*0074 ,3bOB 1.300_
,3795 -I*G218 *3553 1.3119
• 61_7 -,gTq_ *3760 1.Z701
• 65_8 -*_380 ,5u04 1.0461
• 69_7 -.4197 .535Z *qRgl
• 7493 -,3545 .5381 ,9525
• _333 -.1_11 *b_27 ,fiRZ4
• 57_1 -.1150 .6213 *_537
• 9Z12 -*ObO0 *0367 ,829_
1.0000 ,0780 .0829 *7590
PT 17.6769 PSI CN .7567
TT 132,0451 W CM -,1231




XlC CP PeLIPT NLOC
0.0000 .7421 ,8742 ,44Zb
,OCSZ .8379 .q025 ,3857
,0098 ,7038 ,_632 ,4034
• 0200 ,5715 ,_256 _5306
,0500 ,3782 *7662 ,6288
• 0013 ,2568 ,7328 ,6816
• 119q .17q5 .7111 ,7154
.1790 ,0656 ,6749 .7711
• 2397 -,0113 ,6518 ,8067
• 2905 -,0900 ,6333 *8351
,3588 -.1834 ,6011 ,8850
• 4193 -,2420 ,5856 .qOql
,47Q3 -,2788 ,5763 ,9237
,5394 -,2392 ,587_ ,9064
.3994 -,101_ ,6318 .8375
• 6507 ,0581 ,6738 ,7730
• 7203 ,188q ,?I05 ,7164
,7743 .2624 .7336 ,6004
• 03_4 ,3G1Z ,7443 ,6636
,0996 ,31_4 ,7522 ,6512
,9492 ,2513 ,7316 .6836
1,0000 ,0780 ,b82g ,7590
COl ,02193 COLOR1 *02096
C02 o02251 COLOR2 *02158
C03 ,02568 COLOR3 *02476
C04 ,025q0 COCOR4 ,OZSlO
C05 *02447 COLOR5 ,02305
SPANWISE
XIC YIBI2 CP ReLIPT RLOC
,050_ -,3375 -*7Z24 ,6675 1,1367
.3957 -.3375 -°7436 ,3773 1,_675
,5008 -,3375 -*gTgl ,3678 1,286_
,604R -,_75 -1.0471 ,3458 1.3317





X/C C ° P_L/PT NLOC
0.0000 *0414 ,847Z .4926
*b_q3 -*3785 .55U9 *gb40
.OOg7 -.5_80 *4989 1.04B7
*OZ03 -.7_88 ,6375 1,1565
,O3OO -.8047 *6242 1*1780
*0400 -,BbC7 .4113 I*Z_Z4
*_05 -*8_bb .397_ 1.2Z_3
*0_0_ -.922_ .3097 1.Z434
*1000 -,q_45 .3_07 I*ZbG_
.1997 -,904Z .37O3 1.2_1_
.2500 -1.031T .3032 1.2957
.29_4 -1.0712 .355 ¸) 1.3107
*3_OZ -1.uo37 .3545 1.313_
.3795 -1.C_3 .3_Bl 1.32_9
*4ZO1 -1,0684 .3451 1.3269
*_5_8 -1._3 .3484 1.3262
*_b -1.0751 .3459 1,531_
.S3_7 -1,077_ .34Z_ *,338_
.5795 -I.049Z ,30Z5 1.317_
._1_7 -*b_7_ .4761 1.0_05
*6598 -._98_ ,5165 1,_Z_
*0997 -.4ZB5 .5345 *qg03
*7493 -,376B ,5_Z3 .9_17
*5353 -.2_93 *5_Zb .g_3_
._7_1 -.1203 .0250 .5480
l*OuO_ -._237 .6_1 .8123
RT 17,bbB5 PSI CN .5053
TT 133,2272 K CM -.1236




XlC CP P_L/FT MLOC
0.0000 ,6414 ,8472 .49Z6
• 005Z ,8900 .9189 .3497
,0098 ,7574 .8_00 ,431Z
• OZO0 ,6178 *8393 .5066
•0500 ,4294 ,785q ,5971
,0813 ,2g08 ,7425 ,bb&4
,11_9 .2071 ,7194 *7&Z5
• 1796 .1027 *bgRo ,7419
•2397 *0182 .6656 .78fi4
•sqg5 -,0692 .637g .R280
• 3588 -*1426 ,6208 ,8544
•4193 -,225_ ,5808 ,qOZ_
• 4703 -,25q5 ,587_ *gO&4
.5394 -.2352 .5A82 ,gO50
• 3qg4 -*0872 .6341 ,8339
• hSO? ,058q ,673T ,7731
• 7203 ,1942 .7160 ,707F
.7743 *2630 ,73_7 *6706
• 5394 ,3100 *7493 ,6557
• _6 .3067 .7492 ,6560
,q402 .2281 ,7267 *b91q
i*0030 -*O237 .6481 ,8123
CD1 *0277.3 CDCOR1 *02701
CO? ,02g15 COCORZ ,02825
C03 *03175 COCOR3 *03082
CO4 *03557 COCOE4 *034_3
C05 .03046 COCOR5 ,03010
SPANWISE
X/C YI81_ CP PeLIPT NLOC
*0503 -,3375 -.7504 .4335 1,1617
.3957 -,3375 -.g890 .3630 1.2963
,5008 -,3375 -1.0180 .3559 1.3107
.604S -,3375 -.8487 ,41ZO 1.2011
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X/C CP PeL/PT MLOC
0.0000 1,1512 .9937 *0951
,G083 *6304 .8_00 .5C61
*0097 .7Z81 .8687 ,4537
,OZ03 .5170 ,8(,61 *5644
,0300 ,2_77 ,7331 *6820
,0400 .1803 .7073 *7223
,060B ,_687 .6747 .77Z4
,0800 *0050 .6559 .8015
,LO00 -*0632 *6354 *8330
.1997 -,lq02 ,5990 *8892
,2500 -,Z3Z8 *5866 *9086
*2994 -*2793 *5730 *9299
.340Z -*Zq_4 *5666 *9400
,3795 -,318Z ,5634 ,945Z
,4ZO1 -,3455 *5542 ,9598
*4598 -*3886 .5409 ,9809
,4996 -.4116 .5352 .9901
*5397 -.448Z .5251 1,0066
,5795 -.4B91 .5131 1.0261
.6197 -.5143 .5051 1.0394
*6598 -*5485 ,4_65 1,0704
,6997 -,4833 *5086 1,0336
,7493 -*3682 .5438 *9764
,8353 -.1757 ,6_09 ,8R63
,8791 -*0637 ,6345 .8343
,921Z ,028Z *6620 ,7921





XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1512 *9937 *095L
*O05E -,8434 ,4045 l*EEbO
,O09B -.6802 .4523 L*1294
*OZO0 -.4499 .5214 1*01Z5
,0500 -.4014 ,5356 *9895
*0813 -.4543 .5206 I*OL3A
.1199 -.4311 .5273 1.0030
.1796 -.4687 .5157 1*0Z19
.2397 -.5050 .5044 1,0406
.2995 -.5569 .4911 1,0628
.3588 -.6238 ,4715 1,0959
.4193 -.7085 ,4467 1.1392
.4793 -*8109 .4141 1,1982
,5394 -*3678 *5488 .9683
.5994 -.1767 .6038 *8818
*6507 -*0092 ,6526 .8065
*7293 .1249 .6928 .7446
.7743 *2079 .7175 .7063
*8394 .E715 ,7363 .6771
,8996 .2961 .7431 *6664
,9492 *2696 *7302 *6866
1.0000 *2069 .7128 .7137
CD1 *009Z0 CDCOR1 *00907
CD2 *00913 CDCOR2 ,OO90L
CD3 ,00910 CDCOW3 .00896
CO4 *00876 CDCDR4 ,00367
C05 .00833 COCOA5 *00827
SPANWISE
XlC Y/B/Z CP PeL/PT MLOC
*050_ -.3375 *0937 ,6815 *76Z0
.3957 -.3375 -*3174 .5574 ,9546
.5008 -,3375 -.4140 *5310 .9954
.6048 -*3375 -.3001 ,5091 1.0328










XIC CP P*LIPT MLDC
0.0000 1.1625 ,9977 *0572
*0083 ,5043 .8049 .5665
*0097 .5504 ,816L ,5476
*0103 ,1738 ,7347 .6796
,G300 *103Z .bu3_ ,7593
*0400 *0141 .6584 *7976
*0608 -.0822 .6301 ,8411
.i000 -.1995 *5962 *8935
*1997 -.30Z6 .5677 .9383
*2500 -.3384 .5587 ,9526
.2994 -,3745 ,5464 *9722
.3402 -,3859 .5458 .9731
.3795 -.4030 *5376 *9862
.4201 -,4250 *5299 *9987
.4598 -*4679 ,5172 1,0194
.4996 -.4828 .5159 1*0222
.5397 -.5211 .5054 1.0388
,5795 -.5633 *4931 1*0391
,6197 -,5959 ,4823 1,0777
,6598 -,5554 *4949 1.0564
*6997 -*4796 ,5177 1.0187
*7493 -.3740 *5477 ,9701
.8353 -.1797 ,6050 ,8790
.8791 -*0675 ,636b .8311
,9212 ,0263 ,663_ .7890





X/C CP P*LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1625 ,9977 *0572
*0052 -,2784 ,5712 *9328
*0098 -.2184 .5893 .9043
*0200 -,1708 ,6022 ,8843
*0500 -.1691 ,5984 *8902
*0813 -*2719 ,5742 ,9281
.1199 -.2752 .5766 .9244
,!796 -=3326 ,5_?1 ,9551
*8397 -.3842 ,5419 ,9793
.2995 -,4443 .5E61 1.0049
,3538 -,517R ,5062 1.0376
.4193 -*5931 .4822 1.0777
.4793 -,5003 .4,861 1.0711
*5394 -.3677 *5480 ,9696
,5994 **1728 ,6042 *8811
*6507 ,0063 ,6568 .7999
.72_3 .1453 ,6996 ,7341
,7743 .2311 *7155 .6940
.8394 ,2866 .7417 .6685
.8996 ,3075 ,7470 .6602
*9492 .2753 ,7381 *6743
1.0000 *1985 *7151 ,7102
C01 *00798 COCORI *00778
CDZ ,00792 CDCORE *00772
CD3 ,00787 CDCOR3 *00766
CD4 .00778 COCOR4 *00765
CD5 *00748 CDCOR5 ,00741
SPANWISE
X/C Y/512 CP PpLIPT MLOC
*0503 -.3375 -*0604 .6413 *B239
.3957 -*3375 -.4109 .5354 .9899
.500_ -.3375 -.6927 ,5121 1.0278
.6048 -.3375 -,5385 .4831 1,0763












X/C CP PgL/PT MLOC
U,O000 1.149q .993_ ,0946
*0083 .3399 .7557 .646_
*0097 *352U .7611 .6378
*0203 *06U8 ,6755 .7713
,0300 -*0939 .6299 .8413
*040O -.L751 .6_53 .8T94
*0608 -.2536 ,583L .9140
*0800 -,297L ,5o92 .9360
,zGOU -.3_50 .5_43 .9596
,19O7 -,4Z73 .5325 ,9944
,2500 -*4527 ,5252 1.0064
.2994 -,_02 .5161 1,0212
.3402 -*_d48 .5161 1,0212
*3795 -.4904 ,51_0 1*0246
*_ZO1 -.5056 *5096 L,_318
*4598 -.5_52 ,4969 I*0530
*_996 -.5595 ,4941 1,0577
*5397 -.5997 *4820 1.0780
,5795 -.6374 *&707 L,0973
.6197 -.6711 .4614 1.1134
.6598 -.6_52 .469Z 1,1C00
,6997 -,4R63 ,5166 1,0204
*7493 -.3707 ,5_96 *9669
,_353 -.179_ ,bO57 .3787
.8791 -*0662 .6399 ,8259
.9212 ,G255 ,6667 .7048





XIC CP PeLIPT NLOC
0.0000 1.1499 *9938 *0946
• 0052 .1190 *6930 *7943
• 0098 ,OqZZ ,6847 ,7572
• 0200 .0631 *6?59 .7707
• 0500 -.0124 ,6531 *8057
• 0813 -.1187 *6227 *B526
• 1199 -.1412 *6149 *8645
.1796 -.2159 ,5949 *8956
• _397 -*2733 .5792 .9203
• 2995 -,3422 *5575 *9545
• 35_8 -,4190 .5351 ,9904
,4193 -.4791 .5164 1.0207
.4793 -.4791 .5177 1.0185
• 5394 -*3480 *5557 *Q573
,5994 -._606 .6107 .8712
• 6507 .0218 ,6632 ,7902
• 7203 .1654 .7061 *7240
• 7743 *2462 *7296 .6875
• B394 .3000 ,745E ,6630
.8996 .3164 ,7503 .6549
,9492 *2777 .7391 .6727
1.0000 ,1907 .7149 .7103
COl .00801 COCORI ,00777
C02 ,00800 CDCOR2 *00776
CO3 *00792 CDCOR3 *00T68
C04 *00777 CDCOR4 *00759
CD5 ,00756 CDCOR5 *00744
SPANWISE
XlC YIMIZ CP P_LIPT MLQC
.0500 -*3375 -*2295 *5944 *8963
• 3957 -.3375 -,4909 .5161 1.0212
• 5U08 -.3375 -,5578 ,4907 1.0500
• 6048 -.3375 -.6480 ,4707 1.0973






XlC CP B_L/PT MLQC
0o0000 1,0851 ,974g .1913
•0083 ,1258 .6933 ,7438
.C097 .1487 .7001 .7333
• OZ03 -o179A .605Z .d795
• 0300 -.1981 .57C7 .933b
.0400 --.3754 .5473 .qTOb
.0608 -.4347 .528_ 1.0008
.0800 -.4663 .5200 1.01_8
.I_OC -.5104 .5048 1.0399
.1997 -.5861 .4855 1.0721
.ZSO0 -.591Z .4819 L.O78Z
.Z994 -.5955 .4811 1.0797
.3402 -.5879 .4845 1.0738
.3795 -.6016 .4812 1.0795
.4ZOI -.612Z ,8773 1.0860
.4598 -,63b_ .8o93 1.0908
.4996 --.6361 .AhqZ 1.0999
.5397 -.6670 °4bOO 1.1159
.5795 -.7159 .447Z 1.1383
._I07 -.7526 ,8361 1.1580
.b598 -.1489 .4373 1.1559
.0997 -.5029 °5098 1,0317
.7493 -.3505 .5539 .9601
._353 -.1TOE ,b083 .87_7
.8791 -,0598 .6398 .8261
.9212 .0788 .¢66Z .7855
1.0000 .1810 ,71_7 .717U
DT 20.8306 PSI CN .4_80
TT 100.1484 K CR -.1090




XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.0851 .9749 .1913
.0052 ,4Z69 .7817 .6066
• 0098 °3362 .7561 .6458
• OZO0 .2603 .7380 .6806
• 0500 ,1348 .6967 ,7385
• 0813 .0132 .6_01 .7989
,1199 -,0242 .6497 ,B109
• 17qb -,1119 ,6241 ,8503
.Z397 -.1797 .b058 .8787
.2995 -.1493 .5841 .9123
• 35_8 -.3181 .5593 .95L7
• 6193 -.3850 .5629 .9778
.4793 -.4008 .5393 .9835
.5396 -.3098 .5868 .9398
.59_4 -.1360 ,6169 .8616
.6507 .0398 .6678 .7830
• 7103 .1836 .7100 .7181
.7743 *2619 .733? .6819
.5394 .3126 .7686 .6577
.8996 ,3253 o7521 .6520
,9491 .1833 ,7399 .6716
1.0000 .1810 .7107 .7170
CO1 .00864 COCO_I .00880
CD2 .00859 CDCORZ ,00826
C03 .00853 COCOR3 .008Z0
CD4 .00838 COCO_4 .CO81Z
CD8 .00501 CDCOR5 .00786
SPANWZSE
XIC YI812 CP PpLIPT MLO¢
.0500 -.3375 -._031 .5600 .9825
• 3957 -.3875 -.5955 .4833 1.0758
,5008 -.3375 -.6A05 .4710 1.0968
.6048 -.3375 -.7269 .4444 1.1433




XIC CO P_L/PT MLOC
0,0000 .9631 .9377 .3050
• OOR3 -.0694 .6_2J ,8381
.0097 -.0b57 .6368 .R307
• 0203 -,3501 .5500 ,9664
.O300 -.4466 .5180 1.0181
• 0400 -.5476 .491Z 1.0625
.Oh08 -.6201 .4748 1.0906
.O800 -.6213 .468Z l.lO17
• 1000 -.6710 .4568 1.1216
.1997 -,7304 ,4352 1,1597
.ZbOG -.7654 .8_96 1.16_q
.2994 -.7obb .4251 1.177_
.3402 -.T740 ,AZTU 1,1745
.3795 -.7723 ,425_ 1.1775
,4201 -.7755 .4266 1.1753
.4598 -.7945 .4156 1.19_5
.499_ -.8bC2 .4195 1.188Z
.5397 -.8209 .8095 I,Z068
.5795 -.8408 .4004 1.2239
,6197 -.859U .3965 1.2313
.6598 -.8858 .3888 1.24_L
.6997 -.48q0 .5L88 1.0332
.7493 -.3218 .5586 ,9527
.8353 -.1_03 .6124 .868_
.8791 -.0482 .6383 .8284
,9112 .0316 .6_16 .7926
L.O000 .1_24 .6966 .738_
PT 20.8376 PSI C N .5800
TT lOO,lb02 K CM -.I167




XlC CP O_LIPT MEOC
0.0000 .9631 .9377 .3050
.0052 .6377 .8_34 .5001
.0098 .5154 .R057 .5651
,0200 .4069 .7717 .6Z08
.0500 .2589 .7Z97 .b874
.0813 .I798 .6947 .7616
• 1199 .0736 .6740 .7735
.1796 -,OZSO .64TZ .8167
• 2397 -.0947 .6275 .8446
.Z995 -,1770 .5993 .8887
.35_8 -.ZSZ6 ,5806 .9180
.4193 -,3158 .558T .9525
.4793 -.3392 .5551 .9583
• 539_ -.2740 .5726 .9306
.599_ -.IlAI .6Z14 .85_6
.0507 .0573 .6684 .T821
• T203 .ZOl5 .7144 .71lZ
.7743 .2751 .7340 .5806
.8394 ,3208 .7459 .6619
.8996 .3300 .7498 .6566
.9_92 .2836 .7158 .6779
l.OOOO .1624 .6966 .7388
CDI .01_75 COCO_l .OlZZ6
CD2 *01273 COCORZ .01227
CD3 .01Z47 COCOR3 .01202
C04 ,01191 COCOff4 .O1153
CO5 .01147 COCOR5 .Olllb
SPRNWISE
XlC ¥1812 CP PeLIPT NLO¢
• 050_ -.3875 -.5460 .491Z 1.0625
.3957 -.3375 -.7700 .4253 1.1775
• 5008 -.3375 -.8115 .4168 1.1933
.6048 -.3875 -.8447 .4088 i.Z081





X/C CP PeLIPT MLOC
O.GO00 .8_53 .9155 .3577
oOOR3 -.1407 ._134 .8_69
.Uu97 -.1874 .5997 .8581
• 0203 -.4_04 .5250 1.0167
.O3OO -.53_2 ,6952 1.0559
• U_OG -.6312 .6702 1.0981
.U608 -.7140 .4_08 1,1319
• O_OG -.7128 .6651 1.142u
• 1000 -.7731 .4333 1.1_30
.1997 -.7912 .A168 1.1933
.2500 -,82_1 ._lU5 1.Z04_
• 2994 -.8539 .4_,15 _.?11_
• 3402 -.8351 .4O43 1._16_
.3?95 -.8_06 ._67 1.1120
• _Z01 -.8693 ._33 1.71R4
,4598 -.85_9 ,_OO_ 1,122_
,_99_ -._689 .3O85 1.227_
• _39T -.8.63 3902 1._43_
• 5795 -.9Zb? .382_ 1.257_
• _197 -.9696 .3738 1.E756
• _59_ -.8_! .3996 1.2755
.6907 -.5_97 ._98_ L.05CI
• T_93 -.309G .5_16 .9_8_
._701 -._565 .635J .833_
°921_ -.OCZ7 .6_92 .8117
I,O_CV ,13&7 .693? .7632
PT 20,83_3 PSI CN .6503
TT LGO.272b K CN -.1213




X/C CP P_LIPT MLOC
C.O000 .8853 ,915h .3577
.0052 .7171 .8h61 ._5B6
*0098 .5063 .8312 .5217
.0200 .4709 .7927 .5867
°0500 .3087 .7865 .6610
.0813 .1723 .7093 .7190
.119_ .1186 .6883 .7514
.179b .01Z1 .6625 .7913
.2397 -.0675 .6333 .R360
.2995 -.1689 .607b .B759
.358_ -.2287 .5855 .9103
.6193 -.2861 .569Z ,9359
.6793 -.331_ .5536 .9606
.b39_ -._5_3 .5Rll .9171
.59q_ -.E07_ ._22Z .8532
.b507 .0593 .671Z .7779
.7233 .1952 ._105 .7173
.77_3 .275O .734O .68O6
._39_ .3167 .7686 .6580
.8998 .32_5 .7509 .654O
.9_92 .7701 .73_4 .6769
1.bOO0 .1367 ,b037 .7432
CO1 .01609 COCOR1 *015_6
CD2 .01506 CDCORZ .0188A
¢03 .01485 CDCOR3 ,01424
CD8 .01569 COCOR8 .01505
CD8 .01502 COCOR5 ,01470
SPANWISE
X/C YI81Z CP P_LIPT _LOC
,0503 -,3375 -.6169 ,471Z 1,0966
*3957 -,3375 -.5297 ,8081 1.Z098
*5008 -.3375 -.8919 .358A 1.2668
.60_B -.3375 -,9339 .3848 1.1538






X/C CP PeL/PT MLnC
O*COOG °8359 ,9_GJ *3910
.0U83 -.1_37 *5987 *8897
• 0097 -,3373 *5799 *9190
• 0203 -.5703 *5046 1.0407
• 0300 -,$884 .4766 1.0P71
• 0400 -*6895 .4508 1*1330
• 0608 -*7600 .4341 1.1618
• OBO0 -*7608 *4259 1.1765
.1000 -,8312 .4161 1.1945
.1997 -.8565 .4017 1*2314
• 2500 -*8849 ,3953 1.3338
• 2994 -.9119 ,3858 1.3518
• 3403 -*9341 .3846 1*3543
• 3795 -.9050 .3854 1*2527
• 4301 -.9082 .3863 1*3509
._598 -*9392 *3797 1.3638
.4996 -.9147 *3833 1,2587
• _397 -*9383 .3766 1.2699
.5795 -.9775 *3653 1*3926
.6197 -1.0384 *3549 1.3137
• 6598 -.8_71 .3881 1*3474
• 6997 -.4663 ,5153 1.0225
• 7493 -.32_6 ,5556 .9574
• 8353 -.1459 .6134 ,8684
• _791 -*0963 *6236 .8_11
• _212 -.0040 *6553 *8023
1.0000 .0310 *6548 .8033
PT Z0*8063 PS[ CN °7076
TT 100,2320 K CM -.1252




X/C CP PpLIPT MLQC
0.0_00 .8359 ,9003 .3910
*0052 *7691 .8793 °4333
*G098 .6S47 *84Q0 o4901
*0230 o5159 .8042 .5_75
*0500 *3540 *7586 .6418
*U813 ,2124 .7191 *7038
.1199 *1437 ,6943 .74Z3
.1796 *0459 *6703 *7793
.2397 -.0340 .6472 .8147
.2995 -,1181 *_195 .8575
.35_8 -.1946 .598Z *8904
.4193 -.2657 .5763 .9247
,4793 -*2968 .5689 .9365
.5394 -*Z558 .5774 .9230
.5994 -*1021 *6241 *8503
.6507 .0616 *6739 .7737
.7203 *2008 .7123 .7144
,7743 .Z755 *7350 *6790
.8394 .3209 .7486 .8577
.899_ .3298 *7533 .6502
,9492 ,2646 .7300 *6889
1.0000 .0310 .6546 .8033
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
CDI *01939 COCOR1 *01865
C02 *O20bb COCORZ *01g90
C03 .0Z045 CDCOR3 .01966
C04 *02808 COCOR4 .0Z147
C05 *02176 CDCOR5 .02131
SPANWISE
XlC 'Y/BIZ CP R_LIPT MLOC
*0503 -,3375 -*6404 *4574 1.1204
.3957 -*3375 -*B_65 .3943 1.Z355
*5008 -.3375 -.9174 *3730 1.Z771
.6043 -,3375 -*987? .3_84 1.3106





XlC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 .7607 .8791 *4336
*0U83 -*2439 *5836 .ql3Z
*0097 -*397_ ,5436 ,9767
*_203 -.6131 ,4836 1.0753
*0300 -*_858 ._36 !.1270
*0400 -.7767 .4297 1.1697
*0608 -,8467 *4135 1._993
*0800 -.8599 .4083 1*2G89
*I000 -*9037 *3967 I*2309
*1997 -,9227 *3852 1.2532
,2500 -,9417 *3808 1.2616
.2994 -.9884 .3714 1.2802
.3402 -.997_ ,3701 1*Z828
.3795 -I*0Z14 .3681 I*Z868
*'201 -*9930 *3706 1*2819
*_598 -1.0038 .3655 1.2920
.4996 -1.0105 .366Z 1.2907
,5397 -.9892 ,3624 1.Z984
.5795 -1.0264 .3539 1*31_7
.b197 -1*0593 ,3506 1.3226
,6598 -.6178 .4743 l*091Z
*8997 -.4357 *_280 1.0018
.7493 m.3317 .5604 .9498
.8353 -*19U9 .5983 *8904
.8791 -*0_53 .6313 .8392
*qZ12 -.0749 *6311 .8395
l*O00b *0375 .65_9 .7951
PT 2G.8531 P$1 CN .7700
TT 99*8333 K CM -*1_84




XlC CR P_L/PT NLOC
C*O000 *7607 .8791 *4336
*0053 *8474 *9084 *3780
.0098 *7183 .a897 .451h
.0200 ,5731 .8237 *5346
,0500 _3938 ;7723 :6199
.0813 .2509 *7330 ,6823
*1199 .1886 .7141 .7116
.1798 .0763 .8819 .7614
.3397 -o0083 *6546 .8034
,2995 -.0933 *6287 .8432
*3588 -.1807 .b039 .8816
.4193 -*2309 ,5921 *8999
*4793 -*2684 *58EZ .9155
.5394 -,2248 ,5982 *890_
.5994 -,0982 .6312 *8395
,6507 .0660 *6779 .7677
.7Z03 .2083 .7_07 .7014
.7743 ,2673 *7330 .68_2
.8394 o3146 *?482 .6584
,8996 *3263 *?545 ,6483
*9493 .2557 *7310 .6854
1.U000 *0379 ,6599 .7951
C01 *02Z68 COCOR1 *OZZ03
CDZ .02410 COCOR2 .02341
C03 *02736 CDCOR3 *02663
CO4 *02916 COCOA4 *02872
CD5 .02954 CDCOR5 *02930
SPAN_ISE
XlC YI812 CP PeLIPT MLDC
*0503 -.3375 -.7385 .4388 1.1532
.3957 -.3375 -.9158 .3775 1*2681
.5008 -.3375 -1.0055 .36_3 1.Z864
.6048 -.3375 -1.0761 .3431 1.3383





XlC CP P, LIPr HLOC
O*ObO0 .68_3 .8578 .4741
• 00_3 -.3190 .5634 .94_2
• OUq7 -*4335 *_277 1.0023
• 0203 -*8353 ,4675 1°1026
• _300 -,7735 *4407 1,1498
• 0400 -*8007 ,4199 1.1875
• 060P -.8_72 .4056 1.2141
• 0800 -*8459 .3988 1.Z37_
• 1b00 -.9156 .3_0 1.2535
• 1997 -,9389 *3745 1.3741
• 2500 -.9_43 *3686 I*2859
• 3994 -*9903 .3597 1.3038
• 3403 -.9716 .35_3 1.3108
.3795 -L*0195 .3536 L,316_
• 4201 -l,O07t .3519 1.3200
.4598 -1.0_38 *3494 1*3350
.4996 -1*01_Z ,3456 1.3332
._397 -l*OZ70 .3417 1.3412
._795 -*9586 *3673 1.Z_R7
• 6197 -.5753 .4811 1.0797
• 6598 -.4_05 .5154 1*0333
• 6997 -._Z?_ .P31_ *_963
.7493 -,3738 .54_7 .9716
• 8353 -*2983 .5654 .9419
• 8791 -*ZZO0 .5913 *_17
• ZIZ -.1537 ._G79 .8?53
1.000G -*0_95 .6_28 *8315
PT ZU*5313 PSI CN .7496
TT 99*9962 K C_ -.1217




XlC CP P_LIPT _LOC
0.0000 *6853 *_578 ,4741
*0053 .8765 .9131 *3633
*0098 *7398 ._726 ,4482
*0290 .6031 .8317 .5206
.0530 .4154 *7776 .6113
.0813 *2630 ,7293 .6879
,1199 .1938 .70_I .7210
*17_8 *0868 .8_0_ *7639
*2397 -.0105 .6458 .8170
*3995 -.0907 .8257 .847_
*3588 -.1892 *5956 .894_
.4]93 -*3593 *5780 .93_2
,4793 -*3338 .547_ .97O6
.5394 -.3719 .5741 ,9262
,59_ -.1329 .8117 .8695
.6507 *03bb *6617 .7925
.7203 .1714 *_98 ,7339
.7743 *2429 .7_12 °7007
*8394 .2896 .?376 .67_i
*8996 .2853 .?364 .676_
*9492 *2098 ,710_ *70Z7
1.0000 -.0495 ._428 .8215
C01 *03831 CDCQR1 *02682
002 *03409 COCOR2 *03297
CD3 .05820 OOCOR_ *05500
CD4 *04601 COCOR4 *C4514
C05 *03940 CDCOR5 .03873
SPANWISE
XIC Y/B/? C p PeLIPT RLOC
*0503 -.3375 -.6519 .4692 1.0999
.3957 -.3375 -1.0270 .3648 1.2933
.5008 -.3375 -1.0444 .3547 1.3140
.6U48 -.3375 -.7948 .4238 1.1807
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XIC C p P_L/PT MLOC
U.UUOL 1,iob_ ,QqSJ .0530
•00_3 .5500 .6158 .5_81
•Ouq7 .5031 .8193 .5421
•_Z33 .Z_15 .737? .074_
• U30u .lul .e670 ,7535
•_400 .0174 .6_03 ,79_
• ubJ8 -.0779 .6307 .d_OI
.0_0_ -, _bO .b155 ,8_36
• _uuG -.I975 .5963 .8934
• 1997 -,3019 .5058 ,9413
• ?bOL -,3305 .5547 ,959U
,29_4 -.378_ ,5_54 ,9738
• 34O2 -.3_70 .5400 .9815
.3795 -.405_ ,5349 ._07
•4ZOI -,4750 ,5301 ,9_84
.4508 -.4078 ,5170 1.01_8
._990 -.4_90 ,5100 1,0313
• 53_7 -._JSl .4991 1.0_94
.5795 -,5_0_ .4_23 1,0770
• b197 -,6131 .4754 1,0893
• 0598 -.b050 ._772 1.0802
• 0997 -,5<J91 .5U44 1,0405
• 7_3 -.3174 .5449 .q740
• _353 -.1753 ,bC24 .8_40
• _791 -*O_SZ ._350 .8320
,9217 .0261 .6025 ,_913





X/C CP P,L/PT MLOC
_,OO00 1.166; ,9Q80 .053b
• O05Z -.2928 ,5659 ,9412
• 00_8 -,2233 .5890 .gOng
• 0200 -.1790 ,6022 .8B_3
• 0500 -.1948 ,5979 ,8910
,0813 -.2778 ,5717 ,9320
• iI_9 -,2791 o573_ ,9293
,1796 -,338Z ,554Q ,9587
,2397 -.3880 o5_08 .9811
• Z995 -,_470 .5231 1,0099
• 3588 -,5280 .498Z I*0509
,4193 -,b045 ,4790 1,0832
.47_3 -.ObI8 *_598 I,I162
,0394 -,363_ ,5_73 ,9707
.5994 -,1731 ,60_ ,8808
,6507 ,0003 .5571 ,7095
• 7203 .1_80 ,_980 .73bb
.7743 .2296 .723b .6969
• 839_ ,Z883 .7389 ,6729
.899b ,3097 ,7467 ,bb07
.g_92 .2767 ,7367 ,6765
1,0000 .1998 ,7133 ,7130
CD1 ,OOBOb CDCORI .00788
COZ ,00806 CDCOR2 ,00787
CD3 ,00800 COCOR3 ,00779
C04 ,00785 COCOR4 .00772
CO5 ,00759 CDCOR5 .00753
SPANWISE
%1C Y/_/Z CP PeLIPT MLOC
• 0500 -*3375 -,0430 .6_8 .8216
.3957 -,3375 -,4155 .533_ .9931
• 500B -,3375 -,4930 ,5108 1.0300
• b048 --,3375 -,5B93 ,48Zl 1,07eO












_IC CP PeLIPT MIOC
0,000o 1.1523 .9946 ,0879
• U_83 ,3097 .7b50 ,b31b
• OOq7 .3_1_ ,7627 .b353
• O2L3 ,0715 .6767 ,7_95
.3300 -,0_5 .6320 .B373
• b_3_ -,I_81 .e OhO ._783
• 080C -,_b5 ,5717 ,932_
• IUOO -,35_0 .5539 ,9tOZ
,19_7 -,_Z45 ,5325 .q940
• 2500 -._527 ,5240 1.0083
• 29_ -,_06 .5152 1,0227
• 3_OZ -,4i_39 .SibB i.C217
.3795 -,4_ .5105 1.0305
• _201 -.5084 .5v98 I.V31O
,4598 -.5_78 .4977 1.0517
• &Oqh --,5b30 &gO? 1,0635
,53Q7 -,6036 ,_8Ll 1,07g6
• 07_5 -,0429 ,6680 1,1010
•bSQB -,6012 ,_052 1*iCbg
,6997 -.5122 ,5070 1.0362
•7_Q3 -,30b4 ,5491 ,9679
•_353 -.175Q ,0054 .B?q2
• dTQl -.ObT_ .b378 ._?gZ
•q_12 .0252 .6653 .7070





X/C CP P_L/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.1523 ,99_6 ,0879
• O05Z .1107 .b_91 ,7503
,0098 .0855 .6908 ,703Z
• 0200 .0598 ,0748 ,77Z_
• 0500 -,U393 ,6_98 ,8108
.0813 -.1237 .6Z20 .8537
,i19_ -,1430 ,016_ ,86Z3
• 1796 -.Z225 .59Z_ ,8995
• Z397 -,Z781 ,5767 ,qz_I
• 2995 -.3460 .5555 .9577
.3588 -.4234 .5326 .99_4
,4193 -,_876 .5132 1.OZ61
,_793 -*_859 .5152 1.02Z7
,539_ -o3510 .55Z5 ,9625
,599_ -,1631 .0106 ,8711
• 0507 ,0190 .6637 .7895
• 7203 ,1_5 ,?0_1 .7277
.77_3 .2446 ,7293 .0880
• 8394 ,3004 .7450 .6633
._996 .31B3 ,7511 ,6539
,9492 .2771 ,7393 .6723
1,0000 o1912 .7133 .7130
COl *00803 COCORI .00780
COZ ,OO80Z COCOe2 .00778
CD3 .00797 CDCOR3 .0077Z
CD_ .00784 COC0_4 .007_7
CD5 ,00760 C0COR5 .00752
SPANWISE
X/C YIS/Z CP P_L/PT MIOC
• 050U -,3375 -,1897 ,5990 ,8883
• 3957 -.3375 -.4991 ,5118 1*0_8%
•5008 ".3375 -.56gZ .4887 1.0667





x/c C p P,L/PT _LOC
d,O_c 1.0_36 .9748 .Igl6
,00_3 .13_0 .bfiZ .7303
.U_97 ,1464 .7C14 ,7314
• 0203 -,loz ,6C88 .97_0
.O3OO -.?_39 .571_ .9319
._ob -.3750 .5_89 ,9681
• Chub -.438± ,53OO ,9980
• OdO0 -._?ZI ,5_ 1,0135
,1000 -.5_34 .5OOO 1.038u
• Igq7 -._77 .4_b0 1,0713
,Z50C -,5_7_ ,_53 i._725
• _q_ -.SqZ? .4_38 1.075u
• 37_5 -.6_3U .4_29 1.076C
.4_qB -.632_ .4735 l.O_Z5
._9_ -._ ,_7_b 1.0907
• 5397 -._7_i .403L 1.1105
,bTq_ -.7,3_ .4_95 1.1342
,_197 -.7531 ,437_ 1.1557
.659_ -.?_G3 ,_3_ 1.1531
• b_q7 -._771 ,5i9_ 1.0150
• _3_3 -, 73_ ,6_4 ._731
• _lql -._044 ._403 .3254
•qZLZ .0200 .6o07 .76_7
I.UCCv .i_9 .7116 .7_57
PT 20.e283 PSI CN ,(_54
IT 99.7308 K CM -,109Z




X/C CP P_tlPT MLOC
0.0000 1.0836 .97_8 .1916
,0052 .4259 .78Z5 ,603_
,0098 .3308 .7550 ,6477
•02OO ,257_ ,7331 ,bBZI
.0500 .1311 ,69b_ .7384
•0813 .0097 .6609 ,7937
,119_ -.0273 °5507 ,ROg3
,17gb -,1165 ,b)47 .8694
.Z397 -,1827 .6058 .8788
,Z995 -,2536 ,5837 .9131
•35_B -.329b .)610 ,9_90
• _193 -.3869 ,_39 .9761
.4793 -.401_ .5_11 .9806
.5394 -.3115 ._079 .9380
,5994 -,1383 ,6177 .8603
,_337 .0382 ,_695 .7804
•7_03 ,1803 ,?119 .7151
,77_3 ,3b05 ,73_8 ,6795
._3_4 .31G2 .7_8_ ,b573
.%936 ,3230 .75Z3 .Eszq
,g492 ,281_ ._k04 ,6707
i,CO00 ,iPOq .7110 .7157
C01 .OOB_5 COCORI .00814
COZ .008;9 COCOR2 ,00818
C03 .00_0 COC_93 ,00811
CD4 ,00819 COCORA .00799
CD5 ,00788 COCOR5 ,C077b
SPANWISE
x/c YIBEZ C _ _LIPT RLOC
,0300 -,3375 -.3621 ,5529 ,9618
• 395? -.3375 -.5966 .48_7 1.0733
.500_ -,3375 -.6409 ._728 1.0937
• 60_8 -.3373 -,7301 ,_AS_ 1.1'1_






X/C CP P,L/PT MLOC
0,0000 .9601 ,q37q ,3045
.OuB3 -.0815 ,6316 ,838T
.oOq7 -.ObZ .5324 .8375
,0Z03 -,3594 .5473 ,9708
,0300 -.4_Q9 ,5177 1,0187
.0400 --,5483 .4923 1,Ob07
,O60B -,b145 ._74b 1,0908
.0800 -.b465 °4665 1.1L45
*I000 -,bT49 .4555 i*1238
.iqq7 -*7578 .4371 1,1553
*2500 -,7782 ,4281 1,1b96
,298; -.7696 *4242 1.1797
,340Z -,7_3_ .4274 1.1737
.37Q5 -.T781 .4250 1.lTBZ
.SZOI --,7704 .4214 1.1847
.4598 -,7_4q ,4195 1.1883
,4986 -,7945 *4225 1,1826
.53_7 -o8138 .4189 1.1884
,5795 -,84b0 ,4051 1.2132
,b197 -,87_5 *3970 1.2304
.b598 -.8_5Z .3863 1.2508
,bgQ7 -,5734 .SBbl 1o0712
.T4@3 -,3301 .5601 ,9503
,8353 -,1485 .6138 °8_61
,87ql -,048b ,E398 .8262
.@_12 .030u .bbbZ ,7855
1,0000 .I@15 .7001 .7333
PT 20.8269 PSI CN .5q08
TT @@,9689 K C_ -°1192




X/C CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 °_bO1 ,9379 .3045
°0052 ,8365 *@412 ,5040
*OO@8 .5240 ,qO@3 .5b07
,0ZO0 *4ZOZ ,7795 .608b
°0500 ,259@ °7307 ,b85@
.0813 °125b ._823 °7454
,11_9 ,0765 *@78@ ,7@@2
o1798 -.025@ .b4bQ *8153
°2397 -.0982 ,@2@5 .84@@
,2@95 -.18q5 °@0@q ,8738
,3588 -,2493 °5837 ,9132
°41q3 -,3207 ,5572 ,g54@
°47q3 -*3410 ,55T1 ,q551
.5394 -°27@1 °572_ °q30q
.5q94 -.1173 .6157 .8634
,bSOT ,0605 °8719 ,7768
°7203 °1992 o7145 *7111
,7743 ,2738 ,73?4 °8754
.83_4 ,3227 ,7501 *@553
,899b °3328 ,753@ ,8508
._492 °28q7 ,7363 °b771
1,0000 ,1815 ,7001 ,7353
CD1 .01252 COCOR1 .G1204
COZ .01229 COCO_2 *01179
CD3 ,01Z31 CDCOR3 °01182
CD4 .011@2 COCOR4 *0112g
CD5 .01128 CDCOR5 .01102
SPANWISE
XlC YI@IZ CP P_LIPT MLOC
°050J -,3375 -°5083 ,5084 1,@33B
,3Q57 -o33T5 -°7712 ,4278 1,1730
°5008 -,3375 -°8081 .41q2 1.18B7
,@048 -.3375 -.8@58 .3976 1*Z291





X/C C p PpL/PT HLOC
0.0000 .8q05 .@lTZ ,3541
,0083 -,1551 .6093 ,8731
• Oh@7 -,2019 ,59gl .8890
• 0203 -.45q3 *5247 1.0C71
,0300 -,5694 .4931 1°0593
• 0400 -ob18_ ,4714 l*OQbl
.ObU8 -,7081 .45O4 1.1327
• 080C -,7218 *4455 1.1414
• 1UO0 -,76@3 *4335 1.1628
,1Q@7 -°8_9b ,4180 l.lgOq
• 250G -.8382 .4C98 1*Z083
.2q94 -.8798 .40_3 1,Zlb4
°3402 -°8602 .4067 1.2120
• _7q5 -°8524 .4_bL 1°2132
.4201 -,8547 ,4038 1.2183
• _5q$ -.8627 .4031 1.218_
,4_86 -,@08b °4008 1.2231
,53@7 -.SqlZ .3q45 1°2350
°57q5 -°q331 ,3_71 1.24q_
°blQ7 -,q268 .385_ 1.2517
,bS_@ -,8204 ,4_iZ 1.1852
.89q7 -.4975 .5087 1.0334
.74q3 -.3_87 .5645 °943_
• 8353 -.1488 ,_110 .8705
,87_1 -,0591 *_38_ ,8307
._212 ,0125 *b57_ ,Tqg4
l*OwO_ .l_b7 ,7G45 .728b
PT 2C.8318 PSI CN .6544
TT lO0,ObOl K CM -,1202




XlC CP P,L/PT MLOC
0,00OO °8905 °Q172 .35_1
.0052 *7254 ._702 °4509
,0098 ,b030 ,8347 ,5153
• _200 .483b ,8002 ,5743
•0500 .3027 .?_2b ,b@T2
•0_13 ,1717 ,7075 ,721Q
,1189 .1163 .bqll ,7472
• 179b ,010b ob812 °7932
.23g7 -.0@69 ,835_ ,83_2
• Zg95 -,144T ,b134 .8@bq
• 358@ -°2213 .5@10 ,_017
,4193 -,2758 ,5800 °9188
o47q3 -,317b ,5653 .g421
,5384 -.2621 ,5794 .919g
,5q_4 -,1032 °b24b .84@5
.@507 .0650 .6754 .T714
•7203 ,2010 ,7150 ,T10Z
,7743 °27bq ,7375 ,@752
• 8394 ,_240 .7537 .64qT
._89_ .3311 ,?543 .b487
.94q2 .Z?29 .73q4 .6722
1.0000 ,1587 .7045 °72_b
COl .01484 COCOR1 .01421
CD2 *01451 CDCOE2 ,01386
C03 °01417 COCOR3 .01358
CD4 .01509 CDCOR4 ,01464
CD5 *01472 CDCOR5 .01854
$PtNWISE
X/C YI812 CP PeLIPT BLOC
°05@3 -°3375 -,Sbb@ ,4g07 1,0_35
,3@ST -.3375 -,8449 ,4C97 1,2083
,5008 -.3375 -,9034 °3832 1o2377
.@04@ -,3375 -,9361 ,3751 1°2730
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XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.000G 1.1513 ,Qq43 .q904
.vV83 .7t93 .8653 .4218
.0O97 .7bOb .8754 .4413
• CZ03 .4313 .7433 .b027
• 030_ .2751 .735Z ._78_
• 040C .i_58 .7111 .7170
.bh08 .0775 .5788 .757C
•3_0_ .012q .55q5 o7q55
• IDO0 -.5599 o5381 .82q6
.1997 -°I_07 ._035 .4832
.2_0_ -°Z314 .5_eO .9573
• 2_ -.Z758 °5757 ._25Z
• 340Z -._929 .5?23 ._325
.37_5 -.3154 .5654 .qA30
• _201 -.341_ .55?8 .qbSO
._5q4 -.3H95 .545) °9747
._995 -.4115 .53_3 ._845
• _3q7 -.AbSl .52_ 1.0075
.57Q5 -.4965 .5135 1.0255
•blg7 -.5335 .500_ 1.0475
°5504 -.5224 .5045 1.0416
.6997 -.4_Ib .5144 1.02%5
.7493 -.37Z2 .5479 ._)705
._3_3 -.1_.38 .654_ .8813
• _?ql -°O572 .6385 ._291
• 9Z12 .CZ7_ .55_3 .7P_2
1*bOOC .22_0 .TZlb .7C.07
PT 51.8205 PSI CN -.OIQQ
TT 110o0342 W CM -.1023




XIC CP D_L/P? "LOC
0.0000 1.1513 .gq43 °OqOA
,C05Z -,8627 ,3003 1,2272
• 0098 -.78_8 ,4263 1.1771
.02_0 -.4668 .517_ l.Olq5
• 05)0 -,%227 .5323 ,9050
,0813 -,%7%% ,5167 I,0_14
• 119_ -.4447 ,5251 1,0077
olTgb -,4425 ,5140 1,025_
• 2397 -,5151 ,5035 1,0430
• 2q_5 -,55_6 ,4905 1,05_8
• 3558 -,6387 .%68% I°IOZ5
.4193 -,71%3 .4443 1,137b
.53_4 -.3745 ,5_9 ,9725
,_03% -.1703 ,6070 ,8754
,0507 -,0005 ,5549 ,7975
• 7203 ,1417 ,?006 ,733&
,77%3 ,ZZ60 .724_ ,6967
,4394 ,2855 .7421 .bbBb
,8q96 .3101 °7479 .6594
.qA_Z .28Z5 .7%01 ,5718
1,0030 .2250 .7_16 .7007
C01 °00824 CDCO_I .00822
CDZ *00424 CDCOe2 °00813
CD3 ,02075 C0C0_3 ,020bZ
C04 .00776 C0C0_4 .00764
CD5 ,0073Z CDCO4§ ,00730
SPANWISE
XlC YIq/Z CP P_LIPT NLOC
• 0503 -,3375 ,0773 ,67?9 ,7583
• 3957 -,3375 -,3255 .5613 ,9495
• 5004 -.3375 -.4159 .5363 ,989_
°6048 -,33?5 -,5044 ,5105 1,0316





XlC CP P_LIP[ ML_C
O.OOOO L.1555 ,998_ ,O_69
,0043 .5545 .P444 .401_
.0L97 .573_ ,4_37 ,535O
• _2d3 ,304Z ,747E ,_U7
.O3O0 .O_Aq .5435 .75_7
• D_Ob ,CLS_ ,55_Z .7q5)
,0604 -,0o22 ,6321 .83_
,Oavb -,1_04 .51_% ,_C,47
,1000 -.2058 ,5958 .4935
,19q7 -.30U1 ,5599 .0357
.2q_A -.3_37 .5_50 .9745
.3402 -,39Zq ,5_3_ .9?_4
,37_5 -.4u77 ,5366 ,9669
,_201 -,4275 .5J28 .Qq51
,45_4 -.A778 .5198 1,015Z
,_9_b -°%037 ,51%% L.5252
,539? -,5352 ,50u3 1,0_B_
._7_5 -,5_31 ,ABTL 1.07Uo
,51_7 -,5211 ,%754 1.0905
.5594 -,615[ .47_3 l.O_q
.5907 -,5110 .5101 h0373
.74_3 -.3oo7 ,5_74 ,9715
• _353 -.]_45 .b040 ,8824
.8701 -,0672 ._3_9 ,_1_
,ZIZ ,O_bB ,50_3 ,7_77
1,l_OOu ,2143 .7213 .7511
PT _1.8155 PSI CN .1433
IT 110.5537 X CW -.1071




X/C CP P,L/Pl MLOC
0.0000 1.i555 .q944 .0489
• 0052 -.2_15 .5720 .93Z_
._Oq8 -.2324 .5845 .q055
• 0200 -.1431 .6017 .435_
.0500 -.Iq38 .5988 .490_
•0413 -°2793 .5743 .9289
•11_ -.275_ .5755 .9270
.1795 -.3371 .558% .9541
.23_7 -.3R68 .5_lq .98O5
.2q95 -._462 .5272 1.0042
.3584 -.524_ .5030 1.0440
.4193 -°502_ .4817 1.07q8
.47_3 -.5321 .473Z 1.0942
.5394 -.3_29 .b_9_ .9578
._94 -.I725 .5O74 .4772
.5507 .0103 .6521 .79Zb
°7203 .Ib04 .70_3 o?Z59
.7743 .Z45A .72g0 .b_91
._3_4 .2090 .745Z .6537
°49qb .3Z13 .7_13 .55%C
.949Z .2q04 .741_ .5688
I.GCO0 .Z1%3 .7Z13 .7011
CD1 .00711 COC041 o005q3
COZ ,00703 COC0_2 .00541
CD3 ,01773 CDC043 °01793
C04 .00583 C0C044 .00574
C05 ,00657 C0C0_5 ,00562
SPANWISE
X/C YIB/2 C_ P_L/PT 4LOC
,050J -,3375 -°0536 ,6444 ,8193
.3957 -,3375 -,4114 ,5%06 ,gBzb
,5604 -.3375 -,4998 ,_Oql 1,033q
.0048 -,3375 -.5967 ,4628 1,0T80





X/C CP P,LIPT _{OC
O,b_O0 l.lbTq .oQbb ._702
°00_3 ,4Z45 ,7793 .b09Z
,OO97 ,371_ .75Z9 ,6356
• _2)3 .07_ ,574_ .773O
,030C -,0_5_ ,h2b_ .4_7P
,OqO0 -.1_q3 .bU37 ,_2_
• _5u_ -.249_ .58C1 ._lq9
,08OO -,?_93 ._h_O .9_27
.1997 -,4_d_ .52_7 1.000_
• 250_ -,_5ZZ ,519_ 1.0174
• 3402 -,5_14 ,5_,71 1.0373
• 37_ -.5C_1 .5u5_ 1,03_4
• 4201 -.5_48 .50_3 1,0_1 o
• 4_8 -._55q ._qll 1.v530
,5397 -,01_1 ,_?_ 1,3037
.570_ -,bTZ4 ._HO 1.1207
• _1_7 -,71_1 .4455 1.14U_
.b_97 -,7_43 ,43O3 L,I?O0
,OZI_ °_335 ,55_1 .7_1
l.O_Or, ._IIU ,71_1 .7_3
PT 51.8205 PSI CN .3062
TT 109.3534 K CM -.1154




XIC CP P,LIPT MLC
0.0000 1.1970 .q955 .079Z
•OO52 .13_ .693O .7%51
.U09_ .Gg03 .b796 .7658
•OZ30 .0555 .6741 .7742
•0530 -.0105 .b_06 .4105
.08_3 -°110_ .61A3 .4503
• 11_9 -.1374 .513_ .857q
.1795 -.21o0 .5471 .eO_
• 23_7 -.2752 ._733 .q30b
.2q_ -.3424 ._550 ._595
o3_4 -°4230 ._307 .994_
.4193 -._8_4 .5135 1.0Z07
.%7_3 -.50_0 .5063 1.038_
• _3_% -.3463 ._534 .9621
.59_4 -.15Z_ o5107 .87Z0
°_5_7 .03Z2 °554_ .7890
.7?03 .1?qZ .70_5 .7211
.7743 ._b_7 .732? .6_35
._ .3156 .7444 ._588
.8q9_ .3324 .7_43 .6493
._49_ .?q32 .7425 .5680
1.0000 .?ii0 ._181 .7C5_
CDI ,00754 COCOR1 *00727
COZ .O0?bO C0C0_2 ,00723
C03 .0185Z C0C0_3 .01627
CO4 ,007%Z C0C044 ,00715
C05 ,0072_ C_C0_5 ,0071b
SPANWISE
XlC YIBIZ CP PeLIPT NLOC
,ObO0 -,3375 -.1934 ,Sqq3 ,88_4
,3957 -,3375 -,5058 ,fi056 1,0398
.5008 -°3375 -.5837 ,4830 1,0776
,5048 -,3373 -,6844 .452q 1,1297






X/C CP P,L/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.0q48 .9775 .1811
• U_83 ,1984 .7142 o7123
• 0097 .1_$2 .698_ .7368
•9203 -.1610 .6086 ,8753
• 0300 -.2949 ,5691 .9372
,0490 -,3729 ,5_72 .9719
•0608 -.4319 .5289 I,OCIS
,050C -.4611 .52UI 1.0159
• I000 -.5173 ,5038 1,0427
• 1997 -,5q03 .4838 1.0762
°2500 -,6U56 ._501 1.0826
• 2994 -.6110 .4795 Im0835
• 340Z -.6U54 m4791 1.0842
• 3795 -.6i3& .4778 1.0864
• _Z01 -,b5Tg ,4747 1,0915
• 4_q8 -,5590 .4643 1,1096
• 49qb -,6541 .4535 1.1110
• 5395 -.6_94 ,455q 1,1225
.5795 -,7353 ._4Z_ 1,147_
• 51_7 -.7808 ,4297 1,1709
.bSW8 -,8157 ,4194 1,1895
• 6997 -.6794 *&hi6 1.1143
• 74W3 -.3255 .5614 .9493
• 8353 -,i003 ,5104 ,5725
• 5791 -.0533 .b&15 .82_
• qzIZ ,0378 ,5679 ,7839
1,009C *Zu31 .7159 ,7195
PT 51.8151 PSI CN ._%B7
TT 10_.6245 K CM -.116b




X/C CP P*L/PT MLOC
0,00_0 1.0948 ,9775 ,1811
,9052 ,4251 ,781_ ,6055
,0098 ,3289 ,7§Z5 .6522
•0200 ,258C .731_ ,6852
•0500 ,1341 .695Q .7406
,0813 ,0115 ,6_92 .7gT2
• 11_9 -,0219 ,5492 o8125
• 1796 -,1146 .6221 .8543
,2397 -,1795 ,6038 ,88Z7
,sqq5 -,Z491 ,5838 ,9139
,3588 -,32T1 ,5616 ,94_0
• 4193 -.3511 ,5467 .9727
,4793 -.4041 .5352 ._556
• 8394 -.3110 .5663 ,9415
,5094 -,1321 ,_IQb ,8583
,6507 .0_83 ,5714 ,7784
• 7203 ,1043 ,71_6 ,7117
.7743 ._75g ,738_ ,5737
•B39_ .3244 ._528 .5517
,Mqob ,3401 ,7574 ,54_
.g_92 .295q .7447 ,5645
1,0000 ,2031 ,715_ ,7G_7
C01 ,00531 C0C051 .COCO?
CO2 ,00830 COC052 .0079Z
C03 ,01841 C0C0_3 °01807
CD_ .00795 CDCO_4 .0077%
CD5 ,0076_ CDCOR5 ,00753
SPANWISE
X/C YIBI2 CP P_LIPT MLOC
,0500 -.3375 -,3353 .5578 ,9551
,3957 -.3375 -,6255 .4746 1.0919
,5008 -,3375 -.6650 .4517 1.1142
,6045 -.3375 -,7544 ._323 1.1663






PT 51.5211 PSL CN .5959




X/C C _ P,L/PT _LOC
0,0000 .9635 *9388 .3030
• 0053 -.0_0 .6_20 .8Z36
.OO97 -,O79O .6336 .5366
• 0203 -,3_09 .545Z .9752
• 0390 -._6q5 ,5159 1,_210
• 0_00 -.5_3 ,_940 1,0591
.0508 -.6152 ,47_7 1,0_16
• OdgO -,6_34 °4707 1,0985
• ]000 -°6562 .4575 1.1215
o1997 -,7305 ,_39_ 1,1527
,2500 -,7591 .4307 l.lbqO
• 2994 -,7590 .4254 1,1787
o3_02 -.7751 ,_26_ 1,L767
• 3795 -,7_09 .4254 1.1787
• 4201 -.7753 ,4258 1,1779
,4_98 -,_109 .4205 1.1572
• _996 -.7974 ,4162 1o1_56
• 53q7 -°8358 ,4131 1.Z013
• 5795 -,8777 .3o35 1.2382
• 6197 -.9036 .3920 1.2412
• 5598 -.9?74 ,3826 1,259_
.6997 -.6026 ._31 1.077_
,7493 -,3225 .5620 ,q48_
• 8353 -,1372 ,6165 ,5625
• 8791 -,0_68 .64_1 .8185
• _212 ,O370 .669_ .7813
1o0000 .1_96 ,71_2 ,7125
LOWF_ SUgFACE
X/C CP P, LIPT MLOC
0.9000 .0635 ._386 .3030
• O052 ,646_ ,R_64 ._gSZ
• 0098 ,5175 .B085 .5609
• 0200 ._135 .7768 .6132
,O500 .Z554 .7293 .6886
• 0513 o1183 ,6903 ,7491
.1199 ,0?3_ ,6761 ,tflL
,1795 -.0305 .6450 .5190
• 2397 -o0081 ,6268 ,8471
.2995 -,1760 °6031 ,8538
,3555 -,5591 ,_781 .OZZ_
• _193 -,3501 .5605 .9507
,_793 -,3_65 .55Z9 .9527
,5394 -,2755 .5732 .9305
.6994 -,1142 ,6Z07 .8555
• 5507 ,0539 ,6565 ,7704
,7203 ,2038 ,7125 .7146
• 7743 ,Z_69 ,7410 .6503
• 8394 ,3293 .7504 .6554
,8996 ,3415 .7_70 ,6450
,949Z .Z975 .7429 o567_
1.0000 ,1896 .T142 ,7152
COl °01184 CDCOql .01144
CDZ .01177 £0COR2 ,01123
C03 .02512 COCOR3 ,02_36
CD4 ,01185 CDCO_4 ,01136
C05 .01125 COC0_5 ,0105g
SPAN_ISE
x/c YI51Z CP PeLIPT NLOC
• 0500 -.3375 -.47_8 ,517§ 1,0200
,3957 -°3375 -,7866 .4302 1,1700
• 5008 -,3375 -,8_37 ,4Z06 1.1875
• 6948 -.3375 -.8715 ,3973 1.Z310





XtC CP PeLlPT HLOC
0,00)0 .585_ ._171 ,35'5
•0_53 -.I_U9 ,6157 .5611
.00_7 -.2O34 ,5995 ,B89E
,0?93 -o_2 .5219 1.0159
•O3OO -,5_97 .4954 1,0566
•L_O0 -,6453 .4510 1.3081
• 0608 -.694? .4528 1.1296
,0500 -,7145 .4_57 1.1421
• IUO_ -.7_95 ,_351 1.1611
• 1997 -.8007 ,4233 1.1531
• _500 -,532_ ,_136 I.?C05
.29_ -.85_I ,_036 1.5192
• 3_02 -,5566 o_072 i.?123
.379_ -,8515 ,_07_ L,5117
,_201 -.8577 .40_6 I.ZIT?
• _5_8 -.5672 ,400_ 1.5243
,_996 -.857u ._G04 I.Z?SZ
._397 -,8906 .39_3 1.5367
,5795 -.94?5 ,3557 1,553_
• 5L97 -.9737 °3714 L.2_16
.659_ -,99u9 .5623 1.2995
.6997 -.6_79 ,458J 1.1C3Z
,7_93 -,3257 .5o38 .94_4
• 8353 -.I_85 .615U .8653
,_791 -,0_57 .6419 .5237
,9212 ,0351 .6o7_ ,78_3
1.9_0_ .l_b5 .7O65 .7242
PT 51.e174 PSI CN .6686
TT II0,373Q ¢ CN -,1270
RC 29.9180 MILLION CC -.0047
_ACH ,8010
ALPHA Z,4qO0 DEG
XIC CP Ptt/PT NLOC
0,0000 ,8854 .9171 .35_5
.0052 ,7326 ._526 ._66
,0098 .5_42 o_307 ,52_q
• 0230 .4805 .7975 .5795
.0500 .3184 .7521 ,652P
.0813 .1657 .7060 ,7250
,I199 ,1202 ,6947 ,7455
.1795 ,0154 ,6611 ,79%_
,2397 -.0682 ,6343 ,8355
,2995 -,1431 ,6155 ,8645
,3588 -,2198 ,5931 .899_
,_1_3 -.2895 .569_ .9361
• _793 -.3183 .5647 .9441
• 5394 -°2592 o5511 .qls_
• 599_ -,1054 .625_ .8N93
.6537 .0677 .6756 .7719
,7293 ,5006 ,715_ .7103
• 7743 ,2866 ,7401 .5717
• 539_ .3364 ,7579 .6_36
• 5996 ,3427 ,7573 .64_6
• _492 ,2596 ,7398 ,6723
l.O000 ,le65 .706_ .724Z
C01 .01594 COCO_I .01553
CD2 ,01536 COCOR? .01%81
C03 .02963 COCOR3 ,02920
CD_ .01596 CDCOR4 ,0156_
C05 .01532 COCOR5 .015G_
SPANWISE
XlC YI8/? CP P_LIPT NLOC
• 0503 -,3375 -,5190 ,4993 1,0502
• 3957 -,3375 -.8383 .4105 1.Z062
• 5008 -.3375 -,9108 ,3910 1,2430
.6045 -,3375 -.9437 ,3816 1.2615






X/C C p P_L/PT MLOC
0.0000 .P158 .896_ .399_
.0_83 -.1872 .6031 .8838
oOuQ7 -,Z_75 .5818 .0171
,0203 -.5075 .5054 1.0401
*030_ -.5910 ,4774 1.0671
.0400 -.b493 .4588 1,11q3
._bU_ -.?3@Z .4378 1.1554
.0800 -.7_10 .4317 1,1673
.I00_ -.837_ .41bO 1.1960
.1997 -.89_5 .4u5) I.ZI_8
,ZS00 -,8UdZ ,397b 1.2805
.Z994 -.qUa3 .3_78 1.2494
.3402 -.9025 .3878 1.2493
,37q5 -.9282 .3o93 1.2464
.4201 -.g/bZ .3_98 1.Z454
._508 -.93Z0 ,3789 1,2667
._99_ -.9239 .3844 1.Z_59
.5897 -,955_ .3794 1.Zb57
,57Q5 -.9850 .3bQ_ 1,Z845
.b197 -1,0_87 .3572 1.3103
.b5o8 -1.0_70 .3528 1,3194
.7493 -,3ZOZ .SbO5 .950_
.8353 -,1_2_ .6123 .869_
.6791 -.0797 .b315 .8397
,9Z12 .0071 ._588 ,7983
1._000 ,i>33 .7_49 .7267
PT 51.8330 PSI CN .7179
TT llO,Z14_ K CH -.1310




W/C CP P,LIPT MLOC
O.bO00 .8158 .8964 .399_
*0052 ,77b0 .8833 .4Z59
.0098 .6376 o_4Z6 .50ZI
oOZO0 ,5Z10 .8067 .Pb_O
,O500 .3464 .7547 .6494
.0813 ,1976 .7138 .7136
.1199 .1451 .6964 .7399
.1796 .C430 ,6728 .?7?0
.2397 -.0433 .b439 .8Z07
.2995 -.1EZI .6199 .8577
.3588 -.2OO5 .8988 .Bq04
o4193 -.Zb93 .5?50 .9278
.4793 -*8208 ,8_94 .95Z_
.5394 -.Z484 .5873 ,00_5
.5994 -.1095 ,6277 ,8457
.6507 .06O8 .b719 .??77
.7238 .2051 .71bl .7093
.7748 .2876 .7_24 .6682
.8894 .8Z90 .7845 ,649O
.89_6 .338? .?596 .64O9
,949Z .Z742 ,73R5 .67_
1.0000 .1833 .?O49 .7267
CD1 .01918 COCOR1 ,O181Z
COZ .02067 COCOR2 .GI97Z
CO3 ,03_88 COCOR3 ,0388_
CD4 .02083 COCOR4 .OlgB_
CD5 .OZlSq COCOR5 .02080
XlC YI_I_ CP P_LIPT _LOC
• 0501 -.3375 -.5940 ,_805 1.0818
• 395T -.3375 -.8&91 .3947 1.2359
.5008 -,3375 -,9514 .379Z 1.2_bl
.b048 -,3375 -1.0153 ,SbZZ 1.3002





X/C CP PeL/PT MLOC
0.0C00 .7_7_ ,8765 .4391
.OOP3 -.Z_59 .5_81 .910_
.0097 -.3bg3 .5501 .9_73
*OZ03 -.SZqZ .4_3b 1.O596
._30b -.bbll .4bOZ l.llb7
.0400 -.731b .4384 1.159Z
.Oh08 -.UU30 ,419_ 1.1895
.0800 -.8Z96 ,413b 1.2005
*100_ -.893; .39d_ 1.1279
.1997 -,8999 .3914 l.Z_?4
,Z_O0 -.q170 .3833 I.Z581
.Z998 -.9_b_ .374_ 1,Z758
.3402 -,967Z ,37Z3 I.Z798
.3?95 -.9h)§ ,3_9_ 1,Z85_
._Z01 -.9543 .37Z3 l*Z79a
.4598 -.9883 .3648 l. Zq5b
.5397 -.98_ ,3b05 1,3C3_
,5795 -i.003_ ,8_i_ 1,8Z18
,b197 -1,0791 .3453 1.33&9
.6598 -,_343 .4071 1.21Z5
.7493 -.3_48 .5550 .9_95
,83_3 -,1941 .9985 ._91C
.8791 -.1435 .bll5 .8707
.gZIZ -.0778 ,6819 ,8301
1.0000 ,0397 ,_b_ ,78_3
FT 51.EZ36 PSI CN .7563
TT Ii0.I0_8 K C_ -.131Z




X/C CP D,L/PT MLDC
0.0000 .?47b .8765 ._391
• OO52 .839Z °9O33 .38_8
,0C98 °6834 .8839 ,4815
.OZO0 ,5645 .8Zll .539b
.0500 .3890 ,768q .PZbO
.081_ ,Z363 .7_0 .695_
o1199 .1793 ,7093 .7198
.1796 .071_ .6_0_ .7648
.2397 -.0148 ._567 ,8009
.Z995 -,1007 .626Z .8480
.3588 -.1689 .b040 .88Z3
.4193 -.2639 .5?58 .9265
._793 -.2884 .5715 ,933_
• 53_4 -.2598 *_777 .9286
.5994 -.1144 ._20_ .8573
.6507 .O543 .b71Z .7?8?
.7203 .2034 .7159 ,?09P
.7743 .Zb86 .782O .6845
.8394 ,810_ .7_Z6 .6679
,8996 .8283 .788Z *6478
,049Z ,2465 .TZb3 .6933
1.0000 .0397 .666Z .7868
CO1 ,02535 COCOR1 .OZ496
CDZ .02822 COC0RE .02780
CO3 .06527 CDCOR3 ,Ob4BZ
C04 .03155 COCOR4 *03119
CD5 *03274 CDCOR5 .03Z§l
5PANWI_E
XlC YIB/Z CP P_L/PT MLOC
*OSO_ -,3378 -,bZI3 ,4684 1.10Z4
.3957 -.3375 -,9487 .3808 1.2630
,500B -.3375 -,9457 ,3b_2 1.2939
.bO_8 -,3375 -i.0850 .3428 1.3403
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XlC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.00_0 E,EbO_ .9967 ,0890
• 0083 .8_b .9030 .3883
,0097 .7381 .8705 ._51%
• 0203 ,%gOG ,7975 .5803
.0300 ,2855 .7318 .8880
,G_OC .1802 ,7_80 .7Z8_
.0808 .0877 .8763 .7753
• 0800 .0836 ,8563 .8_61
.1000 -,0736 o8318 .8400
.1997 -.lq8_ .5981 .8964
• 2500 -,Z%81 .58U1 .9?13
.299_ -.Z958 .5885 .9629
°340? -.3121 .5835 .9%76
.3795 -.3360 .5591 .95%b
• %Z01 -.350% .5516 ,9670
._898 -.%128 .53%2 .99%6
._996 -.%_99 .5_83 1.00%2
• 5397 -,%779 ,5131 1,0791
.5795 -.5375 .q935 1.0617
.6197 -.5692 ,%88% 1.0736
• 6598 -.5826 ,%913 1.0852
.8997 -,51%5 ,5_%% 1.0_33
• 7693 -*3709 .5656 ,978Z
,8353 -.1_%7 ,6027 .8880
.8791 -.G887 .6363 ,8333
.gZLZ .0299 .66%3 o7907
1.0000 o7301 .T231 .8996
PT 7%*%%29 PS| CN .000?
TT 186.8898 K CM -,1060




X/C CP PellPT NIOC
0.0000 1,1826 .9987 .0690
• O05Z -.81%7 .%lZZ 1.?050
• 0098 -.6501 .6603 1,1185
• 0200 -.%%89 o5215 1.0153
• 0500 -.8950 .8388 .9920
• 0813 -.RSZ8 .5Z10 1*0181
• 1199 -.6313 .5259 1.0080
.1798 -.%756 .5131 1.0791
• ?397 -.5127 .5014 1.0%8%
.Z995 -.566C .%878 1.0713
.35_ -.6389 .6667 1.1107
• _193 -.7173 ,_%Z2 1.1503
.6793 -.8?87 .%lZZ 1oZ068
.539% -,_197 ,5362 ,qg%5
.599% -.E567 .8105 .8738
.5507 .0115 °6389 .7991
• 7Z03 ,1531 .8998 .7358
.77%3 .?385 .7263 ,6977
.8396 .297% .7%05 .6773
.8998 .3187 .7%79 .6806
,9492 ,2906 ,7615 .6707
1.0000 .Z301 .7231 ,6998
CD1 .00830 COCOR1 .00826
C07 .00831 COCOR? .00828
C03 .00818 CDCOR3 .0081E
CD6 .00776 CDCO_% .00775
005 .00T19 COCOR5 *00728
SPANWISE
XlC Y/812 CP PpL/PT _LOC
• 0503 -.3375 .0690 ._T07 .7808
• 3957 -.3375 -.3600 .5557 .9800
• 5008 -.3375 -*%375 .525% 1.0090
• 60_8 -.3375 -.5635 .6986 1.0566





XlC CP PsL/PT NLQC
0.OuOG 1.1719 .9998 .0173
• 0_83 .6_Z6 ,8662 .5000
.0097 .5718 .82?9 .537%
.OZ03 .309% .7462 *6632
.0300 .0996 .b_Ob .7609
• 0%00 .0189 .6810 .T958
.0808 -.08Z9 .6316 ,8611
• 0800 -,1377 .8139 .8686
• 1000 -.2_73 ,59%3 .8990
.1997 -,3098 ,58A6 .9%58
• ZSOO -.352T .5539 .98Z8
.Z99_ -.39Zb *5398 .9855
.3%02 -.%019 ,5389 ,9809
.37Q5 -.%188 .5330 .9965
• _Z01 -.%%07 ,8278 1.0030
e4598 --*k888 .51%0 l.O?T6
.%996 -,5053 .5110 1,032%
.5397 -.548Z .%9o8 1,056%
.5795 -.6051 ._785 1.0B70
• 6197 -.6%_% .%b75 1.1038
.6598 --.8753 .%58% 1.1Z17
.6997 -.6269 .%720 1,0987
,7%93 -.3_56 .5500 ,9691
.8353 -.1837 .b06b .8831
.8791 -.0621 .637? .83Z5
.9Z12 .0303 .6857 .7885
1.0000 .zz3g .7ZZI .7CIZ
PT 7_.%%67 PS% CN .1558
TT 107,0333 K C_ -.1122




X/C CP _,L/PT ML_C
O.OOUO 1.1719 .9998 .0173
• O05Z -._833 ,571Z °9356
°0098 -.2131 .59Z8 .9017
• 0?00 -.1760 .5022 .888R
• 0500 -.193_ .5986 .89Z_
• 0813 -.Z73% .5757 .9Z82
• 1199 -.?77? .5728 .93?B
,1796 -,3389 ,5557 .9601
.Z397 -.3915 .5%0? .9868
.?995 -.%513 ,5?31 1.01Z6
.3588 -.5319 ._015 1,0%83
.%193 -.611Z ._758 1.0921
.%?93 -*6?89 .9583 1.1?18
.539% -.3520 .552_ .98%9
._99% -.1672 .6O79 .8779
.8507 ,0?05 .8628 .793%
.7Z03 .1883 .7076 .7Z30
.77_3 .?539 .731% ,6888
.8399 .3099 .7_70 .bbZO
.8996 .3?88 .75_B .6527
.9%9? .297? .7635 .6673
E.O000 ,2239 .7Z21 .7017
C01 .00685 COCOR1 .00688
C02 .00693 COCOg2 .00868
C03 .00878 CDCOR3 .00651
CD% .OObb2 COCORA .00850
C05 .0083? C0C0R5 .00629
SPANNISE
X/C Y/81Z CP PeLIPT NLOC
• 0500 -.3375 -.0383 ._A60 .8ZZO
.3957 -.3375 -._230 .5300 1.0013
.5008 -.3175 -.5153 .5023 1.0_70
.80%5 -.3375 -.6ZZ7 .%732 1.0961





XlC CP PeLIPT NLOC
0.0000 1,1636 .9971 .06_6
.0_83 ._617 .TgUZ .59Z3
.0097 .3680 .7630 .8365
*0203 .078% .878u .7896
.0300 -.0939 .8278 .8%73
.0_00 -.1871 .b06% .8_02
.0808 -.2%98 .58?5 .9176
.O8O0 -.2992 ,568_ .9398
.1000 -.36%0 .5%90 .9707
,1997 -._387 .5Z78 1.005P
,?300 -._o82 .5197 1.0181
o299% -.3013 .5109 1.0327
.3%0Z -.5u77 .5U91 1.0388
.3795 -.5179 .5050 1.0_?%
.%201 -.576_ *5116 1,0_81
._598 -.5_81 ._91% 1.0857
.%9q8 -.577? .%880 I.U71U
*5397 -,8_52 o_78? 1.0978
.3793 -.6778 ._596 1.1198
.6197 -.7196 .%_72 1.1%1_
.65g8 -.757O ._35Z 1.1628
,8997 -,7_88 ._37_ 1o188_
.7_93 -.3_5% .556? .9883
.87_1 -._573 ,_u_ ._27?
.9217 .03_9 .6879 .7851
1.000_ .2179 .7197 ,70_9
PT 7%,_%%_ PSI CN .3178
TT 106.9597 K CH -.1175




XIC CP P_L/PT _LOC
0,0000 1.1838 .9971 .08_6
.005? .1334 .69%7 .7638
.0098 .09_9 ,88%0 .7603
.0?00 .06%2 ,67A1 .7786
.0500 -.0101 .6526 ,8088
.0813 -.1159 ._?18 .8583
.1199 -,1377 ._E89 .0654
.1796 -.?195 .891% .9038
• Z397 -oZ768 .8763 .9306
.?995 -.3_62 .55%2 .9874
.3588 -.%23% .5t29 .9987
,6191 -,%821 .5166 1.0Z33
.%?93 -.%957 ,_76 E.0298
.839_ -.3_81 .558% ,9605
.599_ -.15Z_ o811_ .872%
,65O7 .033O .6888 ,T869
.7?03 .1870 .7117 .7173
.77_3 .2690 .7365 °6786
.839% ,32?? .7519 .65%3
• _998 .33_5 .758_ .6_68
.9_9Z ._071 .7435 .66%_
I*OCO0 oP179 .7197 .70_9
COL .0070§ COCOR1 .OObbE
CO? .0070Z CDCOR? .00656
C0_ .00700 COCOR_ .00688
C0_ .00688 COCOR% .00850
C05 .00650 COCOR5 .00632
SPANNISE
XIC YI81? C p PeLIPT NLOC
.0503 -.3375 -.1551 ._115 .8?ZZ
*3957 -.3375 -,5166 ,505% 1.0618
.500_ -.3375 -.5917 .%829 1.079A
.60_8 -.3375 -.6918 .%52Z 1.1328











XlC CP PtLIPT HLOC
O*OGOb 1*0985 *9785 .1772
• 0083 *2028 ,7150 .7111
• 0_97 *1_83 .7012 ,7338
• 0203 -*1501 *6089 *8764
• 6300 -*Z_75 .5710 *9357
• 0400 -*3691 *5483 .9718
• 0608 -*4328 *5295 1.0022
,08OO -*4646 .5199 1,6179
• 1000 -.5246 .5C26 1.0464
• 1997 -*5992 ,4807 1.0833
• ?500 -.6160 .4760 1.0913
• 2994 -*6333 .4714 1*0902
• 3402 -,6737 .4730 1,0964
,3795 -*6288 .4715 1.0991
• 4201 -*6424 *4672 1.1065
• 4598 -*6843 *4553 1.1271
• 4906 -*6525 *_551 1.127_
• 5397 -*7123 .4488 1*1386
• 5795 -.7_69 *4354 1.1625
• 6197 -*7955 .4240 1.1832
• 6_8 -,_393 .411_ 1.2064
• 6997 -.8_4d *3980 1.2315
• 7493 -.3355 *5583 .9558
• 0353 -.l_U3 .6139 *8686
.5791 -*O472 *6438 .8223
• 9212 *0439 .6694 ,7829





XlC CP PeLIPT NLOC
0.0000 1.0985 ,9785 ,1772
*0052 *_276 .7M05 .6C84
,0098 .3464 *7574 .6456
*0200 ,2638 *7330 .68_1
*0500 *1406 ,6977 .7391
.0813 .0164 ,6612 *7955
.1199 -*0203 *6502 *8125
.1796 -.1142 *6229 *8546
*Z397 -.1787 .6041 *8838
*2995 -.2514 .5827 .9174
.35_8 -.3308 *5596 *9539
.4193 -*3862 ,5438 *9792
.4793 -.4103 *5356 *9923
*5394 -.3101 ,5650 .9452
*5994 -*1299 .6177 *8627
*6507 .0517 .6713 *7799
*7203 *2028 .7152 .7120
.77_3 .2831 .7401 *6?30
*8394 *3322 *7543 *6505
*a996 *3468 *7585 *6438
*9492 *3072 *7470 .6620
1o0000 .2114 *7189 *7062
C01 *00870 CDCOR1 *00831
CD2 ,00871 CDEDR2 .00833
C03 *00873 CDCOR3 °00527
CD4 *00848 C0¢0R4 *00812
CD5 ,00817 COCOg5 *00708
SPANWISE
X/C T1_12 CP PeLIPT MLOC
• 0500 -*3375 -*2022 .5741 °9308
• 3957 -*3375 -*6443 *4685 1o1042
• 500_ -.3375 *.6849 °4563 1°1254
• 604_ -*3375 -*7845 °4282 1*17_4
• 7003 -,3375 -.8403 .4127 1,2040
ORIGINAL PAGE r,3
OF POOR QUAL;Ty
TEST 122 PT 75*3085 PSI
RUN 51 TT 1GR._959 K
POINT 1 RC 44*6690 MILLION
_L_HA 1,9900 OEG
UPPER SURFACE
X/C CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 ,9883 .Q4_b *2877
• 6083 -*0205 ,64_4 *8197
• 0_97 -.0528 .6386 ._302
• 0203 -.3238 .5541 .9624
• 0300 -*_468 ,5208 I,OIbZ
• 0400 -.5169 *4998 1.0510
• 0608 -.6012 *4772 1*0891
• 0800 -,6116 .4709 1.0998
• I000 -.6718 *4578 1,1225
• 19q7 -.7301 .4385 I*1567
• 2500 -.7546 .4305 1.1709
,2994 -*7961 ,4249 1,1812
• 3402 -*7783 °4254 1*1804 "
• 3795 -*7727 .4218 l*lSbg
• 4201 -.7853 .4253 1.1005
• 4690 -.0100 ,4179 1.19_0
• 4996 -*_bZl .4167 1.1964
• 5397 -.8398 *4045 1*2191
• 5795 -.90_4 *393Z 1.24G6
• 6197 -.9201 .385_ 1*2556
• 6598 -*9423 ,3759 1.2743
• 6997 -.9179 .3901 1.2466
• 7493 -,3575 *5505 .9681
• 8353 -.1317 .6184 *0614
• _7_1 -,0479 .6470 .8172
• 9212 *0415 .67V8 *7804





X/C CP P_LIPT NLOC
0.0000 .9883 *9446 *2877
.005Z *6446 *8442 *4999
,0098 .5096 .8019 ,5728
*0200 .4117 ,7746 .6177
*0500 ,2508 *7260 °6936
.0813 ,1268 o6917 *7482
.1199 ,0761 *6746 ,7746
.1796 -*C312 *6462 .8185
,2397 -,1017 *6234 *0536
*2995 -.1768 .6017 *8874
°3588 -,2677 *5744 *9302
.4193 ".3117 °_666 *9425
°4793 -*3539 *_498 *9693
°5394 -*2860 *5657 *9440
°5994 --.1150 .6221 *8556
*6507 *0625 .6741 *7753
*?Z03 .2100 .7137 .7110
*7743 o2094 *7384 °6755
*8394 °3361 .7561 ,6475
°8996 .346_ °7575 *6452
*9492 .3041 o743_ .6_73
1o0000 .1809 ,7102 .7195
CO1 *01390 CDCOR1 ,01343
CDZ *013_3 COCOR2 *01296
CO3 *01166 COCOR3 °01314
C04 .01353 COCOR4 *01300
CD5 *01260 COCOR5 *01117
SPANWISE
X/C YI_I2 CP P_LtPT NLOC
°0500 -°337_ -*4640 *5240 1.0109
,39_7 -*3375 -.7821 *4289 1.1739
*5008 -*3375 **8474 .4125 1,2040
*6048 -*3375 -o9010 *_962 1.2347





X/C CP PeL/PT HLOC
0.0000 .9004 .9209 .3465
*0G83 -*129Z .6198 .8593
*OOg7 -.2109 ,5997 ,BgOb
,0203 -.4758 ,5?06 1*0166
,0300 -*5601 .4954 1.0583
*0400 -.6_94 ,4734 I*0956
,0608 -.7182 .4525 i*1319
*0800 -.7_70 ,4470 I°1416
.1000 -.7619 *4337 1o165_
.1997 -.8248 ,4203 1.1897
*2500 -.5318 .4128 ]*2035
*_994 -,9036 ,4046 . 1.2190
.3402 -.8_25 *4072 1.2141
.3795 -,8678 ,4089 1,2110
.4201 -.8o18 .4_32 1.2216
*_698 -*_915 .4023 1.2232
*4996 -*8653 .4016 1.2246
.5397 -.8053 ,3974 1,2326
.5795 -*9684 *3799 1.2665
.6197 -.9_09 .3670 1,2920
*6598 -1*6174 .3594 1.3074
,6997 -*8795 ,4C39 1.2202
.7493 -,3Z05 .5610 .9_14
.8353 -*1_91 .663T ,_842
.8791 -.0_43 .6782 .84_2
*9212 *0282 .6657 .7H84
1.0000 * 1428 .6991 .7369
PT 75.2756 PSI CN .7016
TT 1C8.C641 K CM -.1374




X/C CP P_LIPT NLOC
0.0000 .9004 *9209 .3465
*0952 *7390 ,A753 .4420
*0098 *6074 *8362 .5142
*02_0 ,4884 .8012 .5741
*0500 ,3200 .7513 ,6551
*0_13 *1049 .7146 ,7128
.1199 .1269 *6_59 .7417
o1796 *C153 ,6613 *7951
*2397 -*C509 .6510 .8110
°2995 -.1296 *6224 *8552
*3588 -*2200 .5921 °9023
.4193 -*2630 .5A89 *9075
*4793 -*3042 *5700 ,9371
,5394 -,2476 *_889 *9074
*5994 -.1018 *6262 o0493
*6507 *0707 .6815 *?640
*7203 o2135 .7184 *7067
*7743 *2942 .744_ .666C
.8394 ,3397 .7581 .6442
*8996 ,3460 *7584 .6437
*9492 *2052 .7416 °6705
1*0000 ,1428 .69_1 .736_
CO1 *01700 COCOR1 *01668
CD2 °01628 CDCOR2 *01990
C03 *01654 CDCO_3 *01625
C04 .01637 COCOR4 *01628
CD5 *01553 CDCOR5 *01549
$PAN_ISE
XIC YlBI2 CP PetlPT _LOC
*050_ -.3375 -.4999 *5084 1.0366
.3957 -.3375 -.8505 .4117 1*20_7
*5008 -.3375 -*9342 *3933 1.2405
.6048 -.3375 -*9630 *3788 1.2686
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XIC CP PtL/PT MLOC
0.0000 1,1595 .q965 ,0709
• 0C83 ,6975 ,BO14 ,4689
.OO97 .7317 .8708 .4512
• OZ03 .4_57 °7985 .5792
• 03OO .Z6Z2 ,73Z1 ,6862
• O4O0 .1778 .7084 ,7Z33
• 0608 .0654 .6756 .7746
• u80C -*Ou13 .6568 .8C30
• lO00 -,C748 ,6331 °8397
,1997 -.1987 .5963 ,8969
,ZSO0 -*Z690 *5863 ,9124
.?904 -,ZZ4 ,5743 .9313
• 3_OZ -,3O94 .568? .94Ul
• 3795 -.33Z3 .Sbl_ .9513
• 6101 -.354Z .556_ .9589
• 6598 -,4076 .5397 .9865
• 6996 -.4734 ,5360 .992_
• 5397 -.6707 .5214 l,Ol6Z
• 5795 -,5Z48 ,5036 1.0456
• 6197 -,_5o3 .496Z L,0579
,6598 -,545_ .6983 1,0544
• 6997 -°6993 ,51Z4 1,0309
.7_93 -.3739 ,5688 ,9719
,8353 -,1866 .6o45 ,8839
• _791 -°0694 .639L ._304
• 9212 .0293 ,6654 .7898





X/C CP PeL/PT MLOC
0,0000 1.1595 ,9q65 ,070g
•O08Z -,8324 o6123 1,2055
,ooq8 -,6493 ,4655 I,IIOZ
°0200 -,6454 ,5260 1,0121
,0500 -,3992 ,53oZ *9074
• 0_13 -,_522 ,_39 1°01Z2
•I199 -*4292 .5316 ,9996
.1796 -,4723 °5162 1,0248
• 2397 -.5136 ,5058 1,0420
,Z995 -.5625 ,4892 1,0698
,3588 -,6361 ,4741 1.0954
.4193 -.70_3 .4541 1.1300
,4793 -.B140 ,_216 1.188Z
,5396 -,3795 .547_ ,9733
,5994 -,1686 .6108 ,8740
• 6507 ,0088 ,6611 ,7964
• 7203 ,1526 ,7037 ,7304
,7743 ,2366 .7276 .b931
• 8396 ,2961 *743R *6677
,89_6 *3167 .750g ,6565
.9692 *2936 ,7635 ,6681
1,0000 ,Z307 ,724fl ,6975
CD1 ,00767 CDCORI ,00767
C02 .00763 CDCORZ ,00760
C03 ,01417 CDCOR3 ,01415
C06 *007Z6 COC084 .00726
CD5 _00680 COC085 .00684
SPANWISE
XlC Y/8/2 CP PeLIPT MLOC
• C503 -,3375 .0654 ,6725 .7701
• 3957 -,3375 -,339Z .5_99 ,9_41
,5008 -,3375 -,6349 .5317 ,9995
• 6068 -.3373 -,53_0 *6998 1.05ZO





X/C CP P, LIPT MLOC
D*ObOC 1.1695 .999b .0237
• 00_3 .6_03 ,A38_ ,5195
• 0097 .5634 ,8Z27 .538Z
• 0203 ,3061 ,7479 ,661Z
• 0300 °O9O5 ,6842 ,7607
• 0_00 ,0157 ,6616 .7956
,0608 -.0_50 ,632Z ,_409
• 0800 -,1617 ,6158 .8664
°lO00 -*Z121 .5959 °8973
.1997 -.3104 *5679 .9414
• ZSO0 -,3503 ,557Z *9584
• 2994 -.391L .5469 ,9750
,3402 -,3996 .56Z9 .9816
• 3795 -,417Z .5363 .9921
• 6201 -,4385 .53ZZ ,9986
.4598 -,4860 .5Z04 1.O17S
• 4996 -,4995 .5149 1.0Z68
.5397 -.5_6Z .501Z 1,0496
,5795 -,5999 ,485Z 1o0765
• h197 -,b400 ,4748 1,09_2
• 6598 -.661Z .4659 1.1_95
obVq7 -.57ZZ ,iqlb 1.0657
• 7493 -,3835 *551Z *q681
• 8353 -,1_01 ,6056 *8823
.8791 -.0669 ,6389 .83O6
• 9212 .OZZ .667_ .?870
1,0006 ,2_6L ,724Z ,6985
PT 79*4760 PSI CN *1583
TT 104,4518 _ C_ -,1116




XIC CP P_LIRT _tOC
0,0000 1,1695 ,9996 ,0237
,0052 -,Z853 ,5751 .q301
*0098 -,2151 ,5959 ,8973
,0200 -*176q ,6061 ,8815
,0500 -,1880 .6020 *8879
.0813 -,2725 .5773 ,9265
,I199 -,2768 ,5763 ,9282
.1796 -,3396 .5587 .9560
.2397 -,3896 .5667 *9785
,Z995 -,4467 .52fl2 1.0052
,3558 -,5232 ,5060 1,0402
,4193 -.5929 ,4_8Z 1.0713
,4703 -.6329 ,4750 1.0939
,5394 -,3587 ,5534 ,9646
,5994 -.173Z .6094 .8764
,6507 .0137 .6648 ,7906
,72J3 .1692 ,7093 ,7218
.7_83 .Z525 ,7334 ,6842
,8394 ,3083 .749_ .6589
,8996 .3265 ,7553 ,6494
,96_Z ,2965 .7451 ,665t
1.0000 ,2261 .724Z ,69_5
CD1 ,00632 COC0_1 ,00631
COZ *00629 CDCOR2 *00626
CD3 .01_06 CDCO_3 ,GLIOZ
C04 .00815 CDCOR4 ,00613
CD5 ,00587 CDCO_5 *00587
SPANWISE
XIC Y/812 CP R_LIPT MLOC
• 0500 -,3575 -.0388 ,6458 ,8199
• 3957 -,3375 -,6173 ,5386 .988Z
• 5008 -.3375 -,5115 ,508Z 1,0380
• 6048 -.8375 -,6169 ,4790 1,0870





XlC CP P_LIPT HtOC
0,0000 1.15_6 ,9966 .07ZO
• 0_83 ,3o51 .7735 .6202
• 00_7 .3_Z2 .7_13 .6399
°u233 ,0775 ,6805 ,766O
• O3OO -,1055 .6276 ,_680
• biOu -.1092 .6_8L ,8783
,O6O8 -.2579 ,5839 .Q16Z
• 0600 -,301L ,5705 .9373
• ibOG -,3111 .5516 ,9676
• 1997 -,4367 .531Z 1.0004
,2500 -,4653 .5225 1,9145
• ?994 -,5005 .5117 1,032Z
• 340Z -,5C51 .51_0 1.uZ_4
• 3795 -.5109 .5109 1.0336
• 4201 -,52Z_ ,5_85 1.0375
• 4598 -.5o31 .695L 1.0599
°69_6 -,579O ,4902 1,0680
• _397 -,6223 .476Z 1,0919
,5795 -,6762 .4633 l,llIl
• 6197 -.7_93 ,6_13 1.1351
,6598 -.758_ .435L 1.L639
• 6997 -.7108 .4515 L,1366
• 7493 -.3513 .5883 ,956_
• _353 -,1758 .6C85 ,_778
.87_I -.O6O8 .6615 .8767
• 9Z12 .0342 .6o9u .7843
1.000_ .8zil .7ZZ_ .7019
PT 79,47_5 PSI CN .3138
TT 1L6.0976 K C_ -.1171




XIC CP P_LIRT MLOC
D,0000 1,1586 ._966 .0720
,0052 *1349 *6978 ,7396
,0_98 ,i00_ .6876 .7554
,0200 .0677 °6782 .7700
*0500 -,0087 ,6550 .8057
.0813 -,1162 ,6252 .8519
,1199 -,1368 ,6185 *8623
,1796 -,2178 *5962 °8969
.Z_7 mlZT_ 1_7_ .9278
,29_5 -,3401 ,5588 ,9560
,35_8 -.4168 ,5367 .9915
.4193 -*4794 .5179 1,0221
,4793 -.4792 ,5216 1,0161
.5394 -,346Z .5588 .9560
.5994 -.1563 ,6148 .8680
*6507 ,0326 .6686 ,7869
.7_03 .1861 ,7132 ,7158
,7743 ,ZTll ,7371 ,6783
,_394 .3Z01 ,7579 ,6533
.8996 ,3386 ,7571 .6467
,9492 .30_4 .7462 ,6639
1.0000 ,7211 *7224 ,70_5
CDI *00653 CDCO_I *00665
CD2 ,00659 CDCOR2 .00651
CD3 *01396 COCO_3 *01375
CD4 ,0054_ COCOR4 ,00633
CD5 *00601 CDCOR5 .Ooflqo
SPANWISE
XlC Y/RIZ CP P_LIRT MLOC
• 0503 -.3375 -,1535 .6168 .BbBO
,3957 -,3375 -.513Z .5088 1.0370
.5008 -,3575 -.5893 .4881 I*0717
,6048 -,3375 -.6921 .4552 1.1_82






XlC CP P_L/Pr MLDC
0.0000 l.Ool5 .qT8Z .1765
.00_3 .1967 .71_5 .7137
• 0v97 .l_bl .699_ .7368
• OZ03 -,1579 .OlOl .8752
.0300 -o2g3L .5703 ,9377
.0_00 -.3689 .548_ .9726
• 0508 -.4351 o5301 1.0_22
,O80G -°4593 .5201 1.018_
• lO00 -.5271 .5032 1.0463
• lgQ7 -,buO7 ,4817 1.Q_25
• ZSO0 -.b168 o476_ 1.0911
.Z9_4 -,b3Zb ,4719 1.0992
°3402 -.6231 .4742 1.0953
°3795 -,628_ ,4732 1.097C
•4ZOl -.b_18 .4701 1olC23
._5_8 -,6811 °4578 1.1Z3_
.49_ -.6780 .458_ 1,1217
._397 -.TI3L .4484 1.1401
• 57Q9 -,7509 ,_355 1.1631
.big7 -.7954 .4257 1.1809
.6598 -.8387 o4132 I.Z(.39
.6997 -.87_I .4025 1.223q
,74Q3 -,3Z3_ ,5635 ,9484
,83_3 -.i_13 ._142 .868Q
.6791 -.Obu6 ._443 .fl223
._212 .0_14 .6703 .78Zl
l,_uou .2L13 .720J .TtSv
RT 79._807 PSI CN .&679
IT 104.3018 V CM -.1232




XlC CP D,LIPT MLqC
0.0030 1.0_75 ,9782 .1785
• O05Z .4326 .7R3b ,6039
• 00_8 ,3451 .7576 .64_9
,02_0 .2648 ,7339 .683_
•0500 .E433 .6_85 .7387
.0813 ,01_ .662? .T939
• 1199 -.01_1 .6_98 .8138
,l?_b -.1136 .6241 .8535
._397 -.1798 .6032 .SPbl
,2_5 -.2492 .5_45 *9153
.358_ -.3284 .5610 ._5Z4
• _I_3 -.3841 .5446 .97_b
,47Q3 -.4072 .5374 ,9902
.53_4 -.3001 ._667 .9433
.59_ -,1300 ._Ig7 .8004
• 65_7 o0518 .67_3 .7791
.7203 .2028 .7167 .710Z
.7743 ,28_3 .7403 ,6733
,83_4 ,3331 .7_4_ ,6507
,_gqb .3_71 .7_93 .6430
,949Z .308_ .74e3 .6607
I.¢000 .2113 .7200 .?050
CDI .00@04 CDCORI .00726
CD2 .00805 COCOQ2 .OO?7b
CO3 .01376 CDCO_3 .01345
CD4 .00781 CDCOe4 .C0719
CD5 .00733 CDCO_5 ,00704
SPANWISE
X/C YIBI_ CP P,LIPT MLOC
•OSOJ -.3375 -.271_ .5774 .%264
.3957 -.3375 -.6404 .4709 I.I008
.5008 -.3375 -.6851 .4569 I.IZ_I
.604_ -.3375 -.779? .4293 1.1743





Pressure Data for M = 0.70; R = 4.4 x 106, 7.7 x 106, and 14.0 x 106; and Fixed
Transition
The pressure measurements made on the Boeing BAC I airfoil are presented in coefficient
form in graphs and tables in this appendix. The data are for a Math number of 0.70;
Reynolds numbo.., s of 4.4 x 106, 7.7 x 106, and 14.0 x 106; and fixed transition. The pressure
data from the: upper surface of the airfoil are plotted as open symbols, and the data from
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XlC CP P,L/PT _LOC
0,0000 1,09b% *qgZ2 *1_57
,00_3 .b45_ ,8t10 ._291
• O_g7 o0737 .880_ .41_
• _203 =3_51 o_17b .5439
,_30_ .21_ .77_8 ._1_7
• b_O0 o1203 .752g .b_g7
,_6_8 .Olg8 .7Z75 ._g7
• _0 -,0302 *Till ,7104
• 1_00 -ol062 .6958 .738b
• lgg? -.lg25 .07bO ,7693
• 2500 -,Z_86 °&o79 o?e0Z
• 0vg_ -,Z_83 .65g0 .7953
• 3_32 -°2731 .65bg .TqR_
o37q5 -.Z_bO ,_525 .8052
• _ZOI -,310q .b_O7 ._I_Z
• _vgO -°3533 .6377 ._27_
°_3q7 -,371b ._315 ,_375
• bTq5 -,3g01 .62_8 ._4_7
• bl_7 -,3g58 ,O258 .8_63
• 65q8 -.3qll .ozg9 ._4bZ
obg_? -,375_ o6_07 °_3q5
• 7_3 -°33O7 ,67_ ,_Z3q
°8363 -,lq71 .b975 °7708
._701 -,Oggg .7172 =7385
• gZIZ -,0185 .g_Z_ =7C51
_T 17.58Q0 PSI C_ -.0154
TT L_4°Sb3_ K C_ -*0840




X/C CP P,L/PT _LOC
0,0000 1,0964 °ggE2 ,1057
,0052 -.q703 ._41 I°0730
,0098 -°7468 °5304 =_Olq
,OZ30 -°SZbl °SgZl °_q85
• 0500 -°_201 ._igb ,855g
,0_13 -°_22 .6187 ,8573
• 1199 -._0_0 .623_ °_500
• l?qO -._30b °615_ °SOLO
,Z3_7 -.445b °0130 =8661
• Zqq_ -°_7Z5 ,bOTZ ,_751
,35_8 -,5051 °50q7 .8867
• _lq3 -.5175 .Sq_ °8937
°_793 -._g53 =_OZ4 ,8BZ4
.5394 -._011 .0243 ,8_87
,5094 -.239_ ,b6_1 °7874
• 6537 -.063g .7079 .7200
• 7203 ,0730 .7_I ,b_67
• 77_3 ,1507 ,7599 .6385
• 63g_ °2089 ,774Z °8157
°Oq_O ,_3Z4 °780Z °60bO
,O_qZ °Z152 .775Z ,&140
CO1 *00864 CDCOR1 ,00853
COE *00891 CDCORZ *00841
CD3 °0085Z CDCOR3 °0084Z
CD4 *OIZ8_ COCOR_ *0124B
CD5 ,00847 COCOR5 .00843
SRANWISE
XlC _/_IZ CP P_L/PT _LOC
• 050) -,337_ .0178 °7_bO ,bgl9
• 3g57 -.337_ -*295g ,b4gb ,8096
• 500_ -.337_ -o3_08 ,b365 .8_98
,bb_8 -,3375 -*3B7g .6Z74 o$438







X/C CP P,L/PT HLOC
O,OuO0 l*Og80 .qqz8 .lOlq
• OOg3 ,2Z41 ,7778 °bUgq
• _g7 °_i18 °77_5 °615Z
• 0203 -oOgq7 °bqSO ,735_
°O3OO -,_OOg .O7Zb ,7743
._00 -°Z712 ,O568 =70_b
• 0o00 -,3_g3 .O3O? =_2q5
• lO00 -o3ggl ._2_ ._86
.l_q8 -,3qU_ °_281 ,8_78
• l_q7 -,3961 .6_b_ ._S&
• 250U -=405g ._235 o84q8
o3_02 -°417_ ,02G3 °85_7
• 37q_ -.4Z75 .618O .d57_
°_201 -,433b *_1_7 °8572
._598 -°_51_ °biZl ._bTb
.4_0 -.45q3 ,O105 *Bbgq
• b_7 -°4Oh1 °bL85 °8731
• b7_ -°478_ ,b071 o875Z
,b197 -.4741 oO_TZ o_751
• ebb8 -,_595 *&175 °bTG&
,b9_7 -.4331 ,_31Z .8586
• 7_3 -,37bl .6708 °_375
• _3_3 -*Z15b .bqbO °7778
• 87_1 -°lI2_ .7186 .7374
o_212 -,0263 .0930 .7C3B
PT 17.5_g4 PSI CN =2451
TT 18_,3_7 K C_ -*O8Bb




X/C CP P_L/PT _LOC
0.0000 1.0g80 .gq_8 .101g
,005_ °088Z ,7440 °6O37
• OOgB ,0590 ,7370 ,_7_7
°0200 °0284 *7303 ,b851
°0500 -.0594 .7088 ,718b
°0813 -°11Z0 °60_5 ,7391
.llgO -,15O4 ob_41 ._566
• 17go -.?ORb ,O712 ,7765
• 23_7 -°2507 °Oh03 ,7933
,2995 -.30q8 .b474 .8130
• 35_8 -,3583 ,b35? ,_318
• _1q3 -.3871 ,b0gO .641_
.47q3 -,3888 o8274 ,8_3q
,53_ -.3307 *b4Z_ °8207
,50g_ -,1851 ,6794 °7O38
.65O7 -.OZOq ,717q *704b
,7203 ,115b ,7517 °&51b
°77_3 ,lgSO .770_ ,b210
°8394 .Z4_O o7841 °59gO
°8_gb °2586 *7870 °_50
,94_2 ,?ZOO ,77R8 .6083
CDI ,00_31 CDCORI *GOB_O
C0_ °00816 COCORZ .OOBO_
CD3 °00810 CDCOR3 *OOTgg
CO4 *O1Z04 CBCOR4 ,01187
CD5 .00811 CDCOR5 *00_07
SPANWISE
XIC ¥1BIZ C _ PeLIPT RLOC
• 0500 -°337_ -o2106 ,67_3 ,7768
°3q57 -°3375 -,4248 .6189 °8570
,500_ -,3375 -*_570 ,b118 ,8679
• b048 -,337fl -.4706 °6078 .8742




x/c CP PeL/PT _LOC
O°GOOU ,g?81 .963Z ,Z318
°Ou_3 -.070_ .705Z .724Z
,00_7 -°078b =70_1 ,7259
• 0203 -,3736 °b307 °_388
• 0300 -°4641 .blb3 °_70Z
• 0_0 -,4g8q .5_07 ,8E_3
.0_0 -,5?35 .5931 ,bq70
• 10_ -.5637 ._3_ .911_
• 1997 -._q7b ._Og °BP_q
• 2500 -°_obZ .8619 .8_32
• 0gq_ -,4q55 .bOlb .8837
• 3_02 -._79 °bOZ9 °881_
°3795 -._gO0 ,6038 ._803
• _201 -.4_qo .b_35 ._800
.45q_ -.50_3 .5g_2 °_874
• _Q_b -°5_bi .bqQ5 oR870
• _7_5 -°515V .Sgbl ._qZ3
• _7_1 -.117g ,7178 .73q5
PT 17.b070 PSI CN .3674
TT 18_.0510 K C _ -.OAg7




XlC CP P_LIPT ML_C
O,GC30 ,_781 °963Z ,7318
.00_2 ,426q .8_8_ .5758
°OOg_ °3Zg3 °_038 °5675
• OZO0 °23qq o7813 ,b042
°0500 °09O_ ,7454 °6_14
=bO13 ,017_ .7271 ,bq02
.11_9 -°U452 °7110 .7153
°17q6 -°ll70 .O03B o7418
°23q7 -.1758 o07q_ °76_0
• 0gg5 -,2371 .66_1 ,784_
• 35_8 -.2o01 .O_Z_ ,8052
o_193 -.3253 .O_34 ,BlgZ
=4793 -.335? ,6404 ,8E38
• 5394 -,2B_g °_38 ,8032
• sgg_ -°1_35 ,_860 °7538
• b507 ,0020 .723g °6953
• 7Z03 °1361 °7570 ,6_32
• 77_3 .?Oqq °77_ ,_138
._9_ .ZSR5 o78b_ ,5958
°_q_b .267_ ,7891 .5q1_
• g_ ,2336 ,7RC_ ,bG80
COl ,00936 C000R1 ,OOBZ4
CDZ ,O0_Z6 CDCORE ,00814
C03 .O08ZZ CDCOR3 °00811
CD_ .01Z0Z COCOR4 °01ZOO
C05 ,00813 COCOR_ *00808
SPANWISE
X/C Y/B/E CP PeL/PT MLOC
,0503 -°3375 -.3866 o6301 .8397
°3957 -,337_ -°4_30 ,6041 ,B?gB
,5008 -°3375 -,50_0 °600Z ,8060
°b04B -,337_ -,50_7 ,5904 ,8887






)IC CR P,L/PT MLOC
3,CvOU ,76b0 *¢_97 ,3700
•C_3 -.33Z2 *¢36_ .d0q3
._097 -*4_qO .61_3 ,87_2
.0233 -._925 .5609 .9_35
•_30_ -*7564 .534_ ._900
•0_00 -.7_97 .5261 1,0035
,_008 -.7616 ,_345 .9899
._800 -.7324 *5_Z_ *Q771
.luU_ -.7_36 ,534o ,_897
.I_O8 -,6491 ,5627 ,9447
,19q7 -,6O86 .5727 *gZEQ
• 2_:JC -.5692 .5761 ,_236
• 29q_ -.5769 ,579O .91ql
,3_02 -,5618 ,5_47 ,_ICI
• 3795 -.5_1 ,5_59 ,_083
• _Z01 -,5_6 ,5_6_ ,9673
,_q8 -,557L ,5_51 ,_095
,_996 -.5_7t ¸ ,5_q .9098
.57q5 -,5_30 .585_ ,q_q_
._197 -.53q6 ,5_q2 ,9O3O
,_598 -.5103 ._62 ,8q?o
,¢997 -.473O .6227 .876_
.7_3 -,_6_ .6o88 ,_IL
,_353 -,22L2 ,69_ .78O7
• _791 -,i14_ .7165 .73q_
,_212 -,0761 .9101 .7O??
PT 17,5qq3 P_I CN ,4930
TT LbW,Tq25 K CM -*OqOl




XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
b,OOOu .766( ,qOg7 ,3700
•00_2 .6790 .fiRqO ._133
,uOg8 ,5460 ,8565 ,4756
•OZO0 ,4181 ,_246 ,5321
• 0500 .2393 *7803 ,6057
•0fi13 .1338 .7550 .6_q
.i19_ .0565 .7370 .5748
• 17_6 -.O?qO ,7154 ,7084
,Z307 -,OQbB ,6qB6 ,73_3
.2q95 -*1601 .6_30 ,758_
.35_8 -.Z?2_ .6666 .7836
.WI_3 -.2657 .655S .BOO?
,4703 -,2E32 ,653_ ,_042
o5394 -,_32 ,6624 ,7900
,5994 -,1732 ,6918 ,7448
.6507 ,0265 ,7_F_ ,6875
• 7703 ,L543 ,760Z .6380
,77_3 ,2268 ,7782 ,6093
,B39_ *7714 ,7887 ,5921
• _qq6 ,27_ ,7_08 ,58_7
COl ,00857 CDCORI ,00844
CD2 ,00955 CDCOR2 ,00842
C_3 ,OOSSZ COCD_3 *0083_
C04 ,0_256 CDCD_4 ,01235
CD5 ,00830 CDCOe5 ,00824
SPANWISE
XlC Y1812 CP P_LIPT MLOC
• 0500 -,3375 -.6065 ,5744 ,9262
• 3957 -.3375 -.5501 .5881 .9049
.5008 -.3375 -.5518 ,5864 ,9074
.60_8 -.3375 -.541_ .5894 .9028







XIC CR PeLIPT _LDC
0.0000 ,4773 ,B_OZ ,5049
,_0_3 -,_9L8 ,5773 .9218
°0203 -L*OZ15 ,_71_ i,J9_7
,03O0 -i,07_5 .4570 1.11q_
*LWUO -1,143_ .4_3_ 1,l_Z7
,06;)8 -1.1555 .437o i,i_3_
,0800 -IoO?ZC .4608 1.1130
,I000 -L.0071 ,4743 1,OR03
,L498 -.7537 ,5382 ,9838
,1997 -,7135 ,5477 ,9_8_
.2500 -.6785 .5559 .9555
,Z9_4 -,6576 .5_13 ,_?C
,3_02 -,6292 ,5_J ._36_
,37_5 -,61_3 ,5705 ,_325
,4201 -,6016 .5740 ._268
,_5_8 -._l_55 .571_ ,Q3CQ
.5_n7 -,5687 .5776 ,9212
.5795 -.5d54 .5777 ._211
.61q7 -.5639 ,58_4 ,9121
,7_3 -,_21_ ,66ql .BSZ8
,_353 -.22L7 .6952 ,7_C0
,hTql -.11_ ,715u ,73q7
,_2L2 -,0761 ._3q7 ,7003
PT 17,_J13 PSI CN ,61_2
TT i@4,523Q w CM -,0884




X/C C O P_L/PT MLOC
_*0000 ,4773 *_402 ,504q
,0652 .86L0 ,_34_ .3118
,0098 .7121 ,807R ,3952
,0200 ,5_4 ,8611 ,4670
.6530 .35_2 .8108 .5555
• Oq13 .238q ,7mI_ ,6o_6
• ii_9 *i_90 .7602 .6381
,1796 ,0517 ,7_4_ ,_7_i
,2397 -*0250 ,7172 ,7057
,2995 -*0946 .6qqR ,7325
,35_ -.1613 .6831 ,7582
.41_3 -,_115 ,670q ,7770
._793 -,2332 ,6654 .7854
,53_ -,?031 .6718 ,7756
,_994 -,0o2_ ,69q_ ,7332
.6507 .0486 .7331 ,6_OP
,7P03 ,1753 ,76_0 .630_
.7743 .2422 *7_ZI .6029
._39_ .2_26 .7916 .5873
,8996 ,2863 ,792_ ,565_
,94_ ,2393 .7820 ,6032
CDI .00892 COCO_I *00877
CD2 *OOBql COCOR2 *00876
CD3 ,0088q C000_3 ,00874
CD4 ,01315 COCO_4 *01287
CD5 *00864 CDCO_5 *00857
SP_NWISE
XIC YI812 CP PmLIPT MLOC
.05U_ -*3375 -,8931 .5023 1*0625
• 3957 -,3375 -,6038 .5748 *9257
• 500U -*3375 -.5924 .576q *9224
.6048 -.3375 -,5691 .5832 ,g124





_lC CR R,LIPT _LOC
0,_000 ,3_26 ,8049 ,569_
*_83 -,7_0i .5513 *_Z _
,_203 -I.i'_7 *_325 I*L¢31
,_:3)0 -i,23LI *_215 I*L_25
*L_O_ -I,2622 ,_142 1.1965
.C60_ -1.3_15 ._55 1.2128
*_dO( -L,?_20 ._0_5 L.2070
.I0_0 -I.Z_I2 *_i01 I*20_3
*L498 -.9_2_ ._911 l*0_12
.1997 -.67q0 ,555L .95_ n
*3_OZ -,66J0 .5_? ,_7_
*_5_B -*_30_ ¸ *S7u? ._321
.579_ -,Sq_o ,5752 *_
,_197 -,5:_3 .5,'_,2 *_171
*¢997 -._I? ._200 ._55
.-_3 -._23_ ,_ ,7 _c_
._19: -,IL3 s .7L75 .7_02
._717 -,0:_I .P¢)_I *?L54
PT 17,600_ PSI CN ,675Z
TT ke4,_7_b K CH -._854




X/C CP P*LIPT ML_C
O,OOOO ,3326 ,_049 ,565_
,_062 ,Q213 ,9_93 .2735
,0008 ,7768 .o14_ ,3600
,J200 ,6239 ,8767 ,4375
,0500 ,4031 ,q225 .5355
,O_l_ ,2_20 ,7932 *5847
• ll_q ,1917 ,7704 .6Z18
,1796 ,oe79 .7_20 .6669
• 23_7 ,0076 .724_ ,6938
,2995 -,0652 ,7062 ,7226
,35_8 -,1332 .6_95 .7_5
._193 -,I_4C .6776 ,7666
• 47_3 -,2150 ,_?01 ,7782
,53_4 -,I_67 ,6769 ,7678
,599_ -,0_Ii *70Z_ ,7288
,5507 ,_b4h .7380 .6731
• 7233 ._788 ,7_64 ,_287
,77_3 ._5_ .783_ *600q
.:_ .2,63 .?q30 .5851
._c_b ,2e75 .792_ .5_53
,0_92 ,2_Io ,7_13 ,60_2
COl .o096_ COCDRI *00_43
CD2 ,00962 CDCOR2 .OOq4Z
CD3 ,00960 CDCO_3 *00938
CD4 ,Ol_k3 CDCOR4 ,0137q
CD5 ,009Z4 COC0_5 ,00917
SP_NWISE
XIC YIBI2 CR PeLIRT HtOC
.050u -,3_75 -l,OOql ,4778 1,0_37
• 3957 -,3375 -,6322 ,5583 .935_
• 5008 -,3375 -.6123 .573q *9271
,604_ -,3375 -,5787 .5786 ,@lg7











XlC CP P,L/PT MLOC
0.0000 .1977 .770§ .6216
.OOM3 -.7955 .5255 1.0044
• 0097 -1.2736 ._088 1.Z077
• _2U3 -L.3221 .3060 1.83C8
.0300 -1.3535 .3901 1.2421
• G_O0 -i.3953 .3_14 1.2_91
.G60B -L.4Q58 .3757 1.8703
• QEO0 -1.4068 .3763 1.2691
.1000 -1.3999 .3796 1.2620
.1498 -1.3646 .3B79 1.2465
.1907 -.9867 .4788 1.OEZO
.2500 -.6185 .5698 .9384
.2994 -.0481 .5011 °9473
• 34JZ -.6613 .5021 .9458
• 3795 -._92 .SbL7 .9_63
.4201 -.6432 .5654 .9405
• _598 -.6418 .5630 .9443
.49_6 -.6308 .5_45 .942_
.5397 -.67U2 .5714 .9309
.5795 -.6u81 .5739 .9271
• 0197 -.5_85 .5784 .9200
.6598 -.54_0 .5989 .9L60
• _997 -.4_57 .6179 ._87
.7493 -._LIO .6669 ._L7_
• 8353 -.2759 .6933 .7E31
• _7QI -.1167 .7149 .7_23





XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0,0000 .1977 .7705 ,8216
,0052 ,9743 ,962Z ,2382
,0098 ,832R o9Z73 ,3300
• 0200 ,6804 ,9902 .4110
• 0500 ,4545 ,8351 ,8138
,0813 ,3308 ,8036 .5876
• 1179 ,2333 ,7799 *6088
,1796 ,1226 .7534 ,6489
• 2397 .0440 ,7339 ,6796
.2995 -,0324 .7141 ,7108
• 35_8 -.1032 ,6968 ,7371
o41_3 -.1547 ,6819 *7601
• 4793 -.1891 ,6777 .7868
,5394 -,1648 ,6812 .7611
• 5994 -,0E57 o7071 ,7211
• 65O7 .0687 ,7384 ,6725
• 720_ ,190_ ,7679 ,628_
• 7743 .154_ ,7881 .5984
.83_4 ,2949 ,7986 .88O7
• 89_6 .2922 ,7948 ,5811
.0492 ,2473 ,7827 ,6019
ORiGh_AL PAGE !3
OF POOR QUALITY
COL *01129 COCOR1 ,01100
CD2 ,0111_ CDCOR2 *01089
C03 ,01111 CDCOR3 .01094
CO4 .01&39 COCOR4 ,01602
C05 .01088 CDCOR8 ,01081
$PANMESE
XIC YI_I2 CP PeLIPT RLOC
• 0800 -.3378 -1,0939 ,4507 1,1306
• 3987 -.3378 -,6488 .5638 °9430
• 5008 -,3378 -*6305 ,5678 ,9372
• 604_ -.3378 -,8946 .5788 ,9199










XlC CP PwLIPT MLOC
0.0000 .0804 .739_ .0703
• 00_3 -,8707 ,5_39 1,_3q9
• 0_97 -1,4152 ,3734 1,2749
• 0203 -i,444u ,3809 1,3001
• 0300 -I,4688 ,3619 1,2981
• _400 -I,5018 .3480 1,3268
,O_OB -1.5140 ,3_9? 1,3132
• OBO0 -L.52_0 .3491 1.3243
• 1000 -1.4923 ,3529 1,3168
• _498 -1.4_7_ .3575 1.3070
• 19_7 -L,4304 ,3882 l,Z85Z
•2530 -,7508 .5364 *98b8
,2go_ -,5898 .5788 .9193
• 3402 -,5981 .8753 .9248
,3798 -*bGZ4 .8702 .9328
,_201 -,6187 ,8683 ,9359
• *598 ".6383 ,5651 .9409
,49_6 -.6280 ,8658 ,9398
• 53)7 -*bZ4b ,5673 °9874
.5795 -,6191 ,8710 ,_317
• _197 -,8935 .8764 ,9231
,6598 -,5530 .5986 ,9119
,b997 -.5031 ,b172 ,8882
• 7493 -.R_81 ,6655 ._59o
• 8353 -.232B ,6923 ,7854
.8791 -,I134 .7148 .7,42





X/C CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 .0004 ,7398 ,8703
,0G52 1.0137 .9719 .2GZ1
• 0098 .8773 ,9374 .3081
• C200 ,7281 ,9019 ,3888
• 0500 ,4991 ,8439 ,4982
.0813 ,3721 ,8148 ,8487
,1199 ,2710 ,7900 ,59U0
,17_6 ,159_ .7808 ,8372
• 2397 ,0758 *7417 ,6674
.1995 -.0008 .7212 .8993
°35_8 -,0727 ,7037 ,7188
,4193 -.1301 ,6916 ,7452
,4793 -,1830 *6814 ,7593
,5394 -,1806 ,6814 ,7593
,5994 -,0494 ,7090 .7184
• 8807 ,0818 ,7411 ,8668
• 7203 ,1998 ,?705 ,8217
• 7743 *Z643 ,7868 ,5953
,8394 .3012 ,7971 ._784
,8998 .300S ,?965 ,_794
,9492 ,2808 ,7826 .6011
CDI .01431 CDCO_I ,01305
CO2 ,01412 CDCOR2 .01369
C03 .01441 CDCOR3 .¢1398
C04 ,02048 CDCOR4 ,01994
C05 *01248 CDCOR8 *01219
SPANWISE
X/C YI812 CP P_LIPT MLOC
• 050_ -,3375 -1.1849 ,4269 1,1731
• 39_7 -.3375 -.8206 ,5880 .9383
• 5008 -,3378 -,6287 .5655 o940Z
,8048 -,3375 -,5955 ,5745 ,9261





XlC CP P,L/PT 8LOC
O,00OO -.054E ,7C99 ,7169
•0C_3 -.9o07 °4674 1,0874
,0_97 -1.5L99 .3488 1.3284
• 0203 -1,5731 ,3318 1,3611
• O300 -i,567_ .334O i,3564
• 0400 -I,8_ZI .320C 1,3871
• 080_ -1,6_50 .3251 1,3789
• C'800 -I,6_88 .3271 1.3716
• I000 -1.5929 .3298 1,3659
,1498 -1,5818 ,3340 1,3583
,1997 -1,5357 .3418 1,3398
• 2500 -I,4_20 ,3639 1,2941
• 2994 -.8689 ,8081 1,0330
• 3402 -,6052 ,5719 .9303
• 379_ -,5017 .8848 ,9099
,4201 -,8594 ,8_27 ,9133
,4598 -.8958 .5762 ,9234
• 4996 -.6117 ,_739 .9271
• 5397 -,6125 ,5739 ,_275
• _795 -,606L .8748 .9260
• 6197 -,8778 ,57_7 ,9195
• 6598 -,5_03 .6008 .90EL
,69_7 -,505_ ,6191 ,8849
,?403 -.4248 ,8658 .8884
• 8353 -.2382 ,E919 °7855
• 879L -,A246 .7142 .7483
.9212 -,0357 ,7C99 ,7094
PT 17.6013 PSI CN .8985
TT 184,738R K CM -,0789




X/C CP P_t/PT MLOC
0,0000 -,0548 .?Oq9 ,7169
,0052 1.0432 ,9793 ,1731
• 0090 ,9161 .9675 ._786
°0200 ,7681 ,9108 °3682
• 0530 .5368 .8551 .4781
• 0613 .4053 .8230 .5347
,1199 ,3039 ,7975 ,5777
• 1796 ,I_91 ,7687 ,8245
.Z397 ,1006 *7478 .6880
.2995 ,0246 .7278 ,_899
.35_8 -,0800 ,7098 .7174
• 4193 -.1077 ,69_8 ,7395
.4793 -.1443 *6887 *7543
•5394 -,1294 ,8911 ,7489
• 5994 -,0868 ,7119 ,7138
• 6507 ,0881 ,7444 .b631
,7203 ,2041 ,?738 ,6183
,7743 ,2_81 .7_98 ,5908
.8394 ,3082 .7988 ,5764
,_996 ,3022 ,7980 .5801
.9492 ,2823 ,7841 ,5996
C01 ,01904 COCOR1 .01863
COZ ,0185E CDCO_Z ,01817
CD3 ,01899 CDCOR3 .01888
CO4 o02844 CDCOR4 ,028B9
CO8 ,01821 COC0_8 ,01_12
SPANWISE
XlC Y/8/2 CP PpLIPT NLOC
• 050_ -,3375 -1,2422 ,412Z 1,2003
,3957 -,3375 -.5810 ,$888 ,9123
• 5008 -,3378 -,6094 .8732 ,9281
• _048 -,3_7_ -,5910 .5781 .9204






XIC CP PpL/P/ MLOC
0,0000 -,258g .6577 ,797Z
*00_3 -I,0_73 *4607 1,I132
,OOq? -I,6q70 .306_ 1,4180
,OZ03 -I,7663 .28_ 1._Sbg
.o3e)o -i.754_ .2883 1,4_07
*_00 -l. TbZb .28Z5 1._748
,0008 -1.7672 ,286Z 1.4_57
.0600 -i,7_32 .2_Oq i,_545
,LGO_ -I,7413 ,2g_9 I,_54b
.1498 -i,7393 .Pgb5 1,4_12
*I_7 -i.b_43 .3050 1,4213
,2_00 -i,6760 .314g I,3_87
,2gQ4 -1*6423 o3142 1o4002
*3402 -1.3_47 .385Z I,Z517
,37o5 -,P752 .SObl 1,0363
,4Zr)l -,734_ .538g ,9827
°4598 -.SWU4 .5775 ,9Z14
,49_b -.5271 ,5915 .8995
,53Q7 -,5C7_ ,Sgb2 ,8922
.5795 -.5172 .5945 .8948
._I_? -,Ml2u ,5949 ,8_42
._SqB -.5_2i ,O_7q .Rfi80
,6907 -,4717 ,6227 °07%2
.7_Q3 -.4080 ,bb53 .850b
*8353 -.7341 ,6887 ,786_
,8791 -.1799 ,7125 ,74g0
,gZ12 -,_80 ,6577 .7132
OT 17.5995 PSI CN 1.0380
TT 184,995Z K CM -.0778




XIC CP PpL/PT MLOC
0°0000 -,2589 ,65?7 *797Z
• 0052 1,079_ .9884 .1291
• 00_8 ._766 ,QbZ8 .233Z
• 0200 .8286 *qPbo .3330
°0500 .5q87 ,_684 °_533
• 0_13 .4650 .8366 ,5112
• 11_9 .3613 .81Z_ .5532
°1?_6 .2395 ,7A03 ,605?
,Z397 .1516 .?b06 ,6375
,2995 .06_6 .73R7 ,bTZ1
• 3588 -,0092 ,7224 ,6975
o41_3 -,OT2b ,702? .728C
°47_3 -.1147 .6q35 .?_Z2
,5394 -.1053 ,b_Sq °7385
.5_94 -*0203 .7157 .7080
,6_07 ,101Z °?476 ,6581
• 72_3 .2142 ,7?44 .6153
.77_3 .2759 ,70_6 .5906
,_3_4 *30q? ,7_83 .5763
,8956 *3048 *7966 ,5791
°g4_Z ,Z51_ ,7_44 .599_
COl ,03406 COCOgl .03330
COZ .03323 COCOR2 ,03242
C03 ,03412 COCOR3 ,0_34Z
C04 °0_620 CDCOR4 ,04540
CD5 ,02507 CDCO_5 ,02459
SPANWISE
XlC VIBI2 CP P_L/PT MLOC
• 050U -,337_ -1,344_ ,3906 1,2412
.3957 -,3375 -.7?77 .5_39 .q909
.5008 -,3375 -,5168 .596_ ,8gZO
• b048 -.3375 -,5_66 *5946 oBq4?





XIC CP P*L/PT MLOC
O.O_O(; -,4590 ._*18 ._8G
• OU_3 -lo151g .44Z3 1.1456
,Ou_7 -1,8232 ,276_ 1.4906
,0203 -1,glSb ,2579 1,5378
• 030C -1,8q65 ,Z57_ 1.5379
• 0_00 -1,qU03 ,2566 1,5411
,GOOO -1.9_4 .Z_7_ 1,5395
• 0800 -1.8_00 .Z621 1,5E67
.l_OC -1.8o8o .Z657 1,5173
.14q6 -1,8630 ,Pbq5 1,5074
,lqq7 -1,8439 ,2780 1.4Bb_
• 7500 -1.7_3_ .2874 1.4_30
._gq4 -L.Tb_ .29O7 1.4550
.3_02 -1.24o7 .40q3 1,2057
.37_5 -1,042g .4685 1,0_89
,4Z01 -,9320 ,4_33 1.0575
,_g8 -,B_1_ .5E22 1.009g
,_96 -,00_b ._5Z5 ,q610
._397 -.5715 ,5_16 ,q151
.67_ -,_gO_ .6u03 ,885O
._lq7 -,4_8g ,bc9_ ,8713
• 6g_7 -.41_5 ,6347 ,_5?4
,74_3 -.37O3 .670_ ._32Z
._353 -.Z_58 .6q04 ,7774
._791 -,1_07 .?lul °7464
.9712 -.0709 ._123 .71_6
PT 17,5993 _SI CN l,llbb
TT 184,8831 _ Cm -,0754




X/C CP P*LIPT ML_C
O,O00v -.45_6 *bllq ,Bb80
• 0057 1.1018 *_q3g oOgUq
,0098 1.0181 _973T ,1954
.OZO0 ,8778 ,q388 ,3015
,0500 ,b4B? ,8826 .4Zbl
• 0813 .5125 .8494 .48_3
• 119q .4054 °_Z3_ .5337
,1796 .Z?97 ,?923 .5861
,_3q7 ,188Q ,7710 ,6209
•?995 *oqo °7_05 ,6535
.3_B *Olbq ,?ZSZ °6884
,4193 -,C465 °71Zb o7127
•47_3 -.0947 .7011 ,7306
,53_ -,0Q48 .7010 .7306
,5q9_ -.0131 ,7194 .?OZ2
,6507 ,0981 .74_1 .6556
,7203 ,20_3 .773Q o6163
.T743 .270q .78g0 o5916
.8394 ,3017 .7_71 ._784
,Bqq6 .ZqO9 *Tq_ .580q
,9492 .2336 .TmO? °6051
CDI .05153 COCOgl ,050?4
C02 ,04989 COCOR2 *04glZ
CD3 .0522g COCOg3 .05145
CD4 .070Z4 CDCOR4 °ObZZ
CD5 *03737 COCOR5 *03704
SPANWISf
X/C YIBI_ CP P_LIPT MLOC
*0500 -,3375 -1.45Z4 °3706 1*2004
,3957 -.337_ -1.0179 ,4774 1o0845
,5008 -,3375 -,6322 ,_702 .9329
*b040 -.33?5 -.4641 ,609? .8711





XlC CP P,L/PT qLOC
0.0000 -.5_06 .57q3 *_185
• _0_3 -1.193_ .4Z8_ 1.17G7
.UOO? -1.8_9_ .2533 1.5501
• O?03 -l.q_g8 .2372 1.5_46
• 0300 -1._o13 .ZUbl 1._g77
• (4_0 -l.gbU_ .2363 1.597Z
• UbO_ -1.9847 .Z354 1.599T
• C_O_ -1.g_3C .2_97 1.5874
• IOO0 -1.q797 .Z454 1._715
.14_8 -1.922_ .Z_85 1.5631
.lgg7 -I.8_52 .Ubbl 1.5426
• ?50O -1._?66 .2_ 1.5067
.2_4 -1°3_3_ .382q 1.Z501
• 3402 -1°1031 .4317 1.1645
._7q5 -1.12Z7 .4_43 1.141g
• _?_l -1.0_7_ .46_1 l.llSg
• _5_Q -.q54g ._h6b 1.0688
._7_5 -.blZl *5_q .5334
• 6gq7 -.4000 .63O5 .048C
• _q3 -.3631 .b_11 ._?q5
°_53 -._03 .679O .?9Z7
• Q?l? -.1337 °579? .75O9
PT 17,b025 PSI CN 1.1530
IT le4.7bl) K C_ -,07_b




XlC CP P_L/PT MLOC
0.0000 -.580_ *_?Q_ ,9185
.0052 1.11Z5 .9q60 *0753
*0098 1.0439 .97Q4 ,1727
.O2OO .9142 ,9471 .2797
,0900 ,6870 *8905 ,4102
*0813 .5_21 .85R7 .4714
.119Q .44u0 °8309 .5Zll
.1796 .3086 .Tq?_ *_77?
.Z357 .Z133 .7747 ,b14q
*7995 .1197 ,750_ *6528
,35_A °0363 .7302 ,b_54
,4153 -*0_24 .7150 .7C91
,4793 -._684 ._98? .?350
°535_ -,092_ .hg8b .7344
°599_ -,G?l? ,7155 .?082
,65O7 ,OqU? ,7451 ,6620
,72_3 .lqgl *7703 .621q
°77_3 .2592 .7_61 °5964
._3q_ ,?O49 .7_16 ._875
.Bq_b ,2669 .7877 *SqUB
.o_92 .1900 .7695 *6ZZb
C01 ,07?93 COCOel *O?ZPO
C02 ,07152 CDCOR? ,07070
CD3 *074_4 COCOR3 .07406
C04 *I0098 COCOg4 .09987
C05 ,055_4 CDCOR5 *0555Z
SPANWISE
XIC Y/B1? CP PILIPT NLOC
,0503 -.3_T5 -1.487T .355_ 1.310_
.3957 -.337_ -1*1166 ,4_b0 1,13q0
,5008 -,3375 -,8ZZO *_176 1o0173
,b048 -.3375 -.5276 *5943 *BgSl
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XlC CP PeLIPT MLnC
0.0080 1.0972 *qqZI .10@4
*0083 ,6847 ,885J *%215
*0097 *6@49 *8850 .4197
*OZO3 .3930 .8182 .5433
.0300 .2019 .7713 *8207
.0%00 .1118 .749@ *6540
*0@08 .0100 *TZA@ *604Z
,0800 -*0%36 .7110 .7158
.1000 -.1121 *6032 .7%31
.14o8 -,1547 *6829 *?590
*1097 -,1988 .6718 *77@3
*2500 -.2318 .b047 *7869
*Zgg4 -.2817 ,6573 .7983
.3%02 -*2784 *@545 °80Zb
*3795 -*2928 .6510 *@080
*%201 -.3_10 .8%58 *dlbC
*45_8 -*3302 *8383 .8275
*4g98 -,3534 *@348 *8332
*5307 -,3710 .6303 *8398
.5705 -*3892 .0259 .6488
.61_7 -*3_38 .6274 *8443
*@508 -*3030 *6289 .8%@7
*8007 -,3762 .b3qo ,84Z0
,7693 -*3340 *8730 *8255
*8353 -*198% .6988 *7735
.8701 -*Oq7b .7178 °737%
,gZl2 -.0163 *0024 *7060
4T 18.9800 PSI CN -.0081
TT 132.3708 K CH -*0855




XIC CP PpLIPT NLOC
0.0000 1.0972 o9921 ,1064
*0082 -*0795 *4807 1*0793
,0008 -.716_ *5430 *g752
,0200 -.4800 .6080 .8821
,CSOU -,6007 .b237 .8501
.0813 -*4180 *blg_ .8570
.1199 -.3037 .b247 .8&85
,1798 -,_181 ,6180 .8587
°2397 -.434@ .6137 ,8655
*20g5 -*6844 .@054 ,8784
.3588 -.5005 .5085 ,8890
,4193 -*5100 .5061 .8928
,4703 -*40Z5 .8013 .8846
.5304 -*40%1 ,8237 .8500
,5994 -.2366 *bb41 .7878
*0507 -*058@ *7075 *7ZL1
.7203 *0834 *74Z3 *6668
*77%3 .1628 .7621 .6855
.8394 *2232 .7769 .6117
,8900 .2454 *7840 *6002
*gAqZ ,2218 .7773 *@L_l
C01 *OObSl COC081 *00645
COZ *00582 CDCO_2 *G0576
CD3 *00636 COLOR3 *00@30
C04 ,00883 COLOR4 ,CO875
C05 *00517 CDCOQ5 *00518
SPANWISE
XIC YI81Z CP PeLIPT MLOC
*0503 -.3375 *0298 *7290 ,6876
*3957 -*3375 -*2957 *b478 .8]28
*5008 -.3375 -.3527 .6325 .8365
.6048 -.3375 -*30@4 *5232 *8507





X/C CP PtLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1003 *q_3L ,0097
*0083 .256b .78k3 ,_097
,0097 *Z299 ,7787 *6088
*0203 -*0_71 *7008 *7314
*0300 -*2027 *@725 .7750
*0400 -*2@58 ,b564 .7097
*0608 -.3210 *@_23 *_21%
*0800 -.3430 .8378 ,8282
.1000 -*3082 .8232 ,U508
*1498 -,3_Z9 *6271 .84_8
*1997 -.30Z3 .8247 ,8_8_
.2800 -.4037 .6233 .8505
,299% -*_L%7 *62_1 .8550
.3602 -*415Z *6210 *_542
,3795 -*42Z9 *@173 .8599
,4Z01 -.4312 ,6155 .8626
.4598 -*%_92 ,0111 ,8694
,4906 -*4565 ,@090 *@71_
,_307 -,%654 ,60@Z ,8771
.5795 -.4755 *804@ .8705
.bLOT -,%725 ,@_9 .8701
*@598 -.4565 *618L ,8743
*8997 -*4315 .6305 .8817
,7%03 -*368_ .899b ,8_@8
.8353 --.2136 ,8955 *??gO
*9791 -.1074 .7171 *7%00
.92LZ -,029@ .gqZ@ ,706%
PT 18*g830 PSI CN .2510
TT 132,2_75 K CM -,0004




XlC CP PpL/PT MLOC
0,0000 1.1003 *0031 ,Ogq7
*0052 *00@7 ,7659 *6&12
*0098 *0588 ,7367 *6757
*0200 *0326 *7304 .688_
,0_00 -*0322 *7140 .7110
*0813 -,1066 *@q58 .7300
.11_ -.L%8G ,@8@5 *7534
,L798 -*2043 *b710 .7772
*2397 -.2485 .8602 *7938
.2095 -.2093 .b47b ,8131
.35_8 -*3509 *9303 .8305
*4193 -.3774 *6292 .8414
.%7q3 -.3804 .6Zgb .4410
.5394 -*3_09 *6%Z4 .8211
,5094 -.1785 ,677q ,7@&7
*8507 -*0130 .7187 .7038
,7203 ,1261 ,7530 *0409
*77%3 .2044 .7717 .0201
.8304 ,2588 .74_2 .5982
,8996 ,Z730 *7880 .502Z
,0492 .2387 ,7790 ,60@8
COL ,00772 COCOP1 .00783
CD2 *00788 CDCOR2 *007_7
C03 .O07bT CDCO_3 ,0075b
C04 *01131 COCOR6 *01115
CO§ ,U0750 COCOR8 *00765
SPANWISF
XlC Y/81Z CP P_LIPT MLOC
*b50O -,3375 -.253@ *0596 ,7051
*3957 -.3375 -,6234 *@168 .8607
.5008 -.887_ -.4_85 .8090 *8726
*0048 -.3375 -.4701 .6C73 .8753





XlC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 *9792 *9@37 ,230%
,0883 -.0680 .7075 .7210
.0007 -.0611 .708_ ,72G0
*O2O3 -*3@46 ,6334 ._351
*03O0 -.%564 ,613_ .@663
*0%00 -.5020 *@035 .8812
*_@08 -.5111 *500Z .8870
.O8OO -.5135 *8073 .800_
.100C -,5_%3 .58_3 ,_008
.1698 -.5120 ,507_ ,8005
.19_7 -*%971 *b_lO .8851
.25OO -,_qZ9 ,6v33 .8817
,2004 -*4038 *b018 .8838
.3_02 -*%_7_ .00_8 .8702
.3705 -,4_50 .803_ .8P16
*%20] -*4fi@4 .0_28 *@824
*_0_@ -*_03 ,60U3 *8802
.539? -.5G87 .5073 .8010
._70_ -.5134 .5047 .8050
*_107 -*5O52 .5082 .@_05
,0508 -*%_56 .6125 °8?@5
.0_97 -*_S&O .8_03 ._675
*_3 -*ZLql .6952 .7821
.@701 -.I_78 ,7175 .7401
,qLL2 -.02U8 *0@_Z .7_58
PT 1_.O818 PSI C_ .3733
TT 131.9878 K CM -*0912




X/C CP D,L/P7 MLUC
0.0000 *0?92 .9637 *_30%
,0052 *4328 *8206 *8240
*UOq8 .33_I *_046 ,5662
*OZO0 *2442 .7841 .6000
,05OO ,1106 .7_1 .0_86
.0813 *C221 *7207 *8888
.1100 -.0383 .7130 .7111
.i798 -.I005 *6964 *7375
,_3Q7 -.1871 ,6822 ,76OO
*2005 -*_242 .8680 .781@
*3588 -.2810 *8551 .8010
,_103 -.3167 .0454 ,8187
.47_3 -.3284 .6%37 *8102
*_304 -.2775 *85%3 ,R&28
*50_% -.14@6 ,68_4 *7536
*@SJT .0007 ,7268 ,6042
*7?O3 .14%3 ,7585 ,8%12
*7743 ,2714 .7767 .8121
.839_ *76_q *TP@L *5035
.80_@ ,2_17 ,7018 .5874
C01 *O078b CDCOR1 *00777
C02 ,00777 COC0_2 .00787
C03 *0077_ COC0_3 ,GO760
CD% *01150 CDCOR4 *01135
CD5 ,00164 COCOe5 .00760
SPANWISE
XlC YlqlZ CP PeLIPT MLOC
*0503 -.3375 -*6501 .6116 *8800
*3057 -,3375 -,4840 .802Z .8832
*500_ -.337_ -*_Olg *6000 .8867
,@048 -.3375 -.506Z ,59g8 ,8872











XlC CP P,L/PT HLOC
OoUOUO ,7_77 ,9093 .3713
• 0u83 -.3_g ,b38_ ,6?74
• 00_7 -.43b_ .bL59 .d_ZO
• _203 -,6_03 .55Z9 .96O8
• U300 -.76O3 .5370 ._SbZ
• C400 -,7931 .5274 1.0C18
• 060_ -.74Z3 .5_10 *9797
• L_O0 -.6937 .553b .959b
• IOOG -.7766 .5324 .993b
• 1_98 -*bSl_ .56Z7 .9_5Z
• 1Q97 -*bu91 .5735 .9Z81
• E500 -.567b .578_ *9198
,299A -.574_ ,5832 .9129
• 3402 -.5558 ,5B70 .9070
• 37_5 -.5517 *5895 ,9031
• 4731 -.5_b9 .5E99 .9CZ3
,45_0 -.5547 *5869 ,9C?1
._99b -.5494 ,5888 ,_047
• 5397 -*5490 ._879 ,9O55
.579_ -*5475 .590O ,9G23
• 6197 -.5345 ,5934 ,8969
• O598 -*_080 ,6O79 .0_79
• O997 -.4701 ,6255 .8741
• 7493 -.3995 .6678 .8478
• b353 -.2217 ,69b0 ,?_EO
• _791 -.1113 ,7178 .7389





XIC CP PwL/RT MLDC
0.0000 .7577 ,9092 .3713
°0052 ,6891 ._924 ,4067
• 009_ .551_ .8583 ,_725
• OZO0 .4239 o_275 .5273
o05_0 .2551 ,7053 .5930
• U813 ,1401 ,7577 ,b424
• 1199 ,0642 .7394 .b713
• 17q6 -.019_ .7187 ,7036
,2397 -*O_bl .7017 .7300
• 2995 -,1507 .6_61 .7_40
• 35_8 -.214G .bTOb .7779
• _193 -.2545 ,b616 .7917
• 4793 -,2722 .656b .7994
,5394 -.2359 ,6667 .7838
.5994 -.I165 .695A .7397
• 6507 ,0333 .7313 ,6840
• 7303 .1635 .7636 .b330
• 7743 ,2373 .TB12 .6047
,8394 ,2825 ,7937 .3850
.89_6 .2910 .7955 ._813
• 9492 .7465 .7_AI .5999
CDZ ,00802 CDCORI ,00791
CD2 ,00793 CDCDR2 *007B1
CD3 *00800 CDCOe3 ,00788
CO4 ,01178 CDCOR4 .Oil60
CO5 ,00778 COLOR5 .00773
SPANWISE
XlC Y/BIZ CP PeLIPT RLOC
• 0503 -.337_ -*b971 .5523 .9617
• 3957 -.337_ -,_4_9 ._89_ .9030
• _OOB -,3375 -,5493 *_867 ,0074
• 6048 -,3379 -.5375 *_899 .9024












XlC C p P,LIRT HLOC
0,0030 .4715 .B391 ._070
,U_83 -,bO38 .5752 .925&
°Oog7 -.8564 ,5109 1.0287
.0703 -1.0351 .&_%8 1.1065
• 0300 -1.O_SS ,_5_9 1,1Z37
• U400 -I,1380 ,4387 1.1575
•ObO8 -1.1567 ,4364 i,156b
•0800 -1.0910 ,4514 I.L300
.IOOO -.995_ .&747 1.0895
•i_98 -.7773 ,5_88 ._qq_
•1997 -.717q .5450 ,9734
•_500 -,h_ll .555% .9567
• 3_02 -.6315 .5672 .9381
,379_ -.b187 .5690 .9353
• .201 -.6040 .5733 .9287
• 4598 -,6090 ,571b .9311
._996 -.5947 ,5763 .9237
• b397 -.569_ °5767 .9231
• 5795 -,5%B0 .5770 ,9227
• b197 -,5b15 .58_Z .911_
• b598 -,5303 .6008 .9051
,bRg7 -.4977 .b195 .8853
• 7_93 -.413Z .bbSo .8568
.B353 -,3235 .694Z .7855
• 8791 -.llOU .7168 .7424





XlC CP PeLIRT MLOC
O.OGO0 .A715 .8391 ,5070
,005? *8675 .935_ .3094
• OGqfi *7212 ,8997 *393&
• 0200 ,5739 *_b41 .4616
• 0500 .3765 ._137 .5509
• 0813 .?439 .7818 *b036
• 1L99 .lb05 *76O7 *6377
• 1796 .0632 .7365 *_?59
• 3397 -,0118 ,7180 ,7047
,2995 -.0837 °7013 .730b
• 3530 -,1510 ,6858 ,7546
• _193 -.1970 ,6708 ,7775
,4793 -*Z?49 .6673 *7830
,5394 -.1958 ,6733 ,7737
.9994 -*C859 .7009 .7313
• b507 ,0555 .7355 .6775
• 7203 ,180& ,?670 .b276
• 7743 ,2522 ,784_ ,5999
• B394 *2934 .794_ .583_
.8996 *2995 *7961 ,5803
• 9493 *3512 .7831 ,6G32
COl .00849 COCOgl ,00841
CD? .00850 CDCOR2 ,00839
CD3 *008_6 COCOe3 ,00836
CO4 ,OISAO COLOR4 .C122_
CD5 .O08Oq COCOR3 .00007
SPANWISE
X/C Y/BIZ CP Pet/PT RLOC
*0503 -.3375 -1,0239 ,466b 1.1034
.3957 -.3375 -.6119 ,5699 .933B
.5008 -.3375 -,_983 .3738 .9277
,b_48 -,3375 -.5693 ._BE3 ,9143









X/C CP PeL/RT HLOC
O.oooO .3_Z_ .8C58 .5643
• 00_3 -*b983 .5_8T .9675
.0_7 -1.0_78 *_b3J 1.1114
• 0303 -1.2059 .4362 1.1749
• 0300 -1.2335 .419b 1.1873
• CAOb -1.2703 .4119 I,ZU13
• u636 -1.2969 .403_ 1.?1_8
• _8C,0 -1*3531 .4136 1.1981
• 1000 -1,?llu ,_53 Io1758
• i_90 -.B_78 .5134 1.0263
• 1997 -.715U .5_b9 .970_
• 25OO -.70_ .5504 .9648
.?994 -.66_5 .55_3 .955_
• 3_02 -,b596 .563O .94_6
• 37_5 -.639_ *5O47 *9420
• _?01 -*b738 .5O55 ,94OO
• _598 -.631b .5651 ,9_13
• _99b -,61Zb .5735 .QZqb
• _3_7 -.b_36 ,57Z9 .929O
• 57_5 -.5_ol *5773 .9322
• _Lq7 -.5693 *5825 ,91_0
• O598 -,5388 .6COb .9L52
• 7493 -. _120 .6_9 ,_505
• _353 -.Z_34 .t97_ ,7865
,_791 -,1131 7178 .73(2





XlC CP P,LIPT MLOC
0.0000 .3424 ,B058 .5642
• 005? *9330 .9525 .Zb47
• 0098 ,7535 ,9154 *3577
• 0200 *6327 .8T83 ,4346
• 0500 .4260 *8280 ,52b_
• 0613 ,2901 *7940 .5830
• 1199 .2103 ,7740 .6163
• 179b *O984 .7474 *65O8
• 3397 .0208 ,7_B2 *6888
• ?995 -.0518 .7099 .717?
• 35_8 -,1275 .6927 .7439
.4193 -.1730 .b816 .7610
• _793 -*2038 ,574_ ,7714
.53_A -.1753 ,6790 .7649
• 5994 -.0698 ,7029 ,7281
• 6507 *0663 ,7376 *b742
• 72O3 .1BSR *7694 .6237
• 7743 ,?bO? *78_q *597O
• 0394 *2987 .7968 *5792
.899_ .3O36 .7973 *5784
.9_92 ,3552 ,?843 ._997
CO1 .0091& CDCORI .00901
CDZ .00922 CDCOR2 .00904
CO3 *00915 COLOR3 *00897
CO4 *01340 COLOR4 *01314
CO5 .00870 CDCOR5 ,00864
SPANWISE
XlC YISI? CP P_LIPT gLOC
*0500 -,3375 -1.1404 ,4410 1,1469
.3957 -,3375 -.629b ,$703 .9332
.5008 -,337_ -.bE19 .5724 *9299
,6048 -.3375 -*5847 ,3825 .91_0






X/C CP PeL/PT HLDC
0.0000 *ZOO1 .7705 .0220
• 0033 -.8105 .5Z07 1.0126
.0097 -1.Z089 .4115 I.Z020
.0203 -1.3615 .3900 1.Z42d
°0300 -1.3473 .3905 1.Z418
.0400 -1.4062 .3779 1.2664
.0608 -1.4156 .3738 1.Z745
.OBO0 -1.3748 .361Z 1.2600
.1000 -1.3Z06 .396Z 1.Z309
• 1_98 -1.3453 .3857 1.2512
.1997 -.q049 .4981 1.0499
.2500 -.646Z .56Z5 .9455
.2994 -.666O .5609 .9480
.3402 -.6333 .5600 .9486
• 3705 -.6431 .5606 .9480
.4201 -.6318 .5644 .9426
• _508 -.6638 .5617 .9468
.4990 -.6254 .5633 .9443
.5397 -.b161 .5701 .0335
.6795 -.608l .571Z .9317
• 6197 -.5,7Z .577_ .9Z19
.6508 -.5462 .5966 .9133
.6907 -. 083 .6195 .8862
.7493 -.4163 .6667 .4564
• 8353 -.2260 .6944 .7F36
._701 -.1101 .7170 .7417
.9212 -.0Z25 .7707 .7063
PT 18.9755 PSI CN .7545
TT 132.1229 K CH -.0859




X/C CP PpL/PT MLOC
0o0000 .ZCOI .7705 .6220
.0052 .9604 .9630 .2207
.0098 .641_ .9300 .3237
• 0200 .6861 .5917 .4080
• 0500 .4750 .5309 .5057
.0813 .3353 .8049 .5657
.1109 .2441 .7613 .6044
.1796 .1307 .756Z .6446
• 2397 .0540 .7331 .6613
.Z995 -.0211 .7163 .7074
.3588 -.0041 .6957 .73_7
.4193 -.1442 ._gR6 .7499
.4793 -.1757 .6746 .7717
.5394 -.1574 .6810 .7610
.5_96 -.05Z1 .7078 .7205
• 0507 .0770 .7401 .670Z
.7203 .?011 .7680 .6245
.7743 .2673 .7681 .5035
.8394 ._046 .7966 .5795
.6996 .3092 .7063 .5767
.949Z ._576 .7830 .6017
CD1 ,01100 COCORI .01066
CD2 ,01111 COCOR2 .01076
CD3 .01067 CDCOR3 .01052
C04 .01579 CDCOR4 .01538
CD5 ,OlOZO CDCOR5 .01012
SPANWISE
X/C ¥/BI_ CP PpLIPT NLOC
• 0500 -.3375 -I,ZTZ3 .411_ 1.20Z3
.395? -,3375 -*6399 .5633 .9475
• 5008 -,3375 -,6276 .565Z .9412
.6048 -,3375 -,5914 .5766 ,9232





XIC CP P_L/PT MLOC
0.0000 .0823 .7417 .b677
,U083 -.8969 .4g9_ 1.0_78
.0097 -1.3_51 ,3788 1,2646
• G203 -1,466_ ,3557 1,3133
• 030_ -1,4624 ,3593 1.3036
,0400 -1.51Z7 .3448 1,3536
._606 -1.5142 .3464 1.3304
.0800 -1.4997 ,35ZT 1,3174
,lbO0 -1,4238 ,3718 1,2766
• 1_08 -1,4594 *358Z 1.3061
.1097 -1,4274 ,3744 1,2733
,2500 -1,1657 ,4270 1.1735
,2994 -.blbl .5686 ,9358
,3402 -,5913 .5735 .9281
.3705 -,5908 .573Z ,9285
.4ZOi -,6171 .5700 ,9336
.4508 -.6270 .5654 .9409
.4996 -.6Z60 ,5600 ,0366
• 5397 -,6169 .5663 ,9395
.570_ -.6121 ,5689 .9356
.6107 -.5799 .5740 .9Z76
,6598 -.5487 .5938 .9141
.6997 -,5017 .6141 .8967
.7_93 -.4168 ,6607 .8665
,6353 -.2180 ._901 .7931
,8791 -,1150 .71Z3 ,7472
.9212 -.0237 .7413 .714_
PT 18.973_ PSI C_ .8367
TT 13Z.0671 K C_ -.0826




X/C CP P.LIPT _LOC
0.0000 .0623 .7417 .6677
.0052 1.0173 .07Z5 .1999
.0006 .8831 .9369 .3015
• OZO0 .73Z5 .90ZO .3867
• 0500 .5150 .6477 .4918
.0813 .373e ._133 .5515
.1199 .2764 .790_ .5900
.1706 .1660 .7634 .6333
.1397 .0837 .7408 .6692
.Z995 .0031 .7248 .6942
.3588 -.0697 .7005 .7318
.4193 -.1207 .6911 .7463
._793 -.1555 .6816 .7610
.5394 -.1367 .6854 .7551
.5994 -.0430 .7115 .7148
.6507 .0865 .74Z1 .6671
.7203 .2048 .7720 .0196
• 7743 .Z779 .7873 .5948
• 639_ .3096 .797Z .576_
.8996 .3113 .7060 .5804
.949Z .2599 .7636 .6008
CDI .01_48 COCOR1 .01405
COZ ,01440 COCOR2 .01399
CD3 ,014Z5 COCOR3 ,C1362
CD4 °02010 CDCO_4 ,01959
CD5 ,0120Z COCOR5 ,01186
SPANWISE
X/C YI312 CP P_L/PT MLOC
• 0501 -,3375 -1.3549 ,3813 1.Z601
.3957 -.3375 -.5957 .5707 ,9326
• 5005 -.3375 -.6213 .5655 .940Z
.604_ -.3375 -.5942 .57Z0 ,9306





X/C CP P.L/PT NLOC
O.OGOC -.0536 .7095 .7179
• 00_3 -.9785 .4_0 1.0770
,0007 -L,EZ2Z .3466 1.3_97
• 0203 -1.6059 .3278 1,3704
.0300 -1.5004 .330Z 1.3651
• _UO -1,670Z ,3159 _.3967
• 0608 -1.6237 .3_24 1.3_Z2
,OflO0 -1.5757 ,33Z_ 1.3590
• I00_ -1.5137 .34fl0 1.325Z
• 1698 -1.5735 .3376 i,3492
.1907 -1.5237 ,3450 1.3335
• 2500 -1.479_ ,35fl_ 1.3G60
._99fi -.B2?g .5_00 1.0136
,340_ -,6110 .575Z .0255
.3795 -.5744 ,5835 .0124
.4201 -,5698 ,5833 .91_7
.459fl -.5740 .577T .921o
.6996 -,6(,6b .5770 ,9212
.5307 -.6_20 ,575Z ,9254
,570_ -,5970 ,57_3 .9253
._197 -.5_5 .TEU2 .0177
._E -.5_39 .5v97 ,0_15
,7_03 -._2Z7 ,6654 ,8557
• _353 -,_300 .6930 .7853
.6791 -.11_7 ,7LEZ ,743_
• 921? -.0255 .7_9_ .708_
PT 18.9729 PSI CN ,9003
TT 132.7010 K C_ -.OfiO_




X/C CP P_LIPT _L_C
0,0000 -.0536 .7095 .7179
.uCEZ 1,0407 .9507 .1671
,0098 .9254 ,9503 ,2709
• 0200 ,7750 .9130 ,36_9
,0500 .5541 .8600 ._693
.0_13 .4108 .6Z34 .5343
.1109 .31Z? .706_ .5701
.179_ .2018 ,7717 .6200
.2397 .11_3 ,7517 .6520
,2995 ,0314 ,7Z91 .6875
• 3583 -.G4Z? ,71ZO .7141
.4103 -,0981 .6992 ,7339
.4703 -.1313 .6927 .7439
.530_ -.1_0_ .6946 .7410
.5994 -.0277 .7166 .70T0
• _507 ,O994 .7646 ,6631
.7203 ,21_5 .7750 .6099
.7743 ._79_ .7917 .5675
,_304 .3156 ,_000 .5739
.8000 .3164 .799_ .5741
,0_07 ._607 .7876 .5943
CD1 .01891 CDCO_I .OIBbl
CD2 .01864 COCO_Z ,OIB30
CD3 .0185B COC0_3 .01826
CD4 .0Z598 CDCOR4 .02556
CD5 .01511 COCOR5 .01505
SPAN_ISE
X/C Y/_/2 CP P,L/PT MLOC
.050_ -.3375 -1._663 .3611 1.3001
.3957 -.3375 -.5580 .5879 .9134
.5008 -.3375 -.6013 .5?50 .9E58
o604_ -.3375 -.5817 .5T85 .9Z03






XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0,0000 -,27_5 ,6634 .788q
• Gu_3 -L.O_16 ,4572 I,IIQ7
.0097 -1.859_ ,3004 1.4185
• 0203 -i,7282 ,Z904 1,4585
• 0300 -1.7348 ,2885 i.&607
• C_O0 -1,7343 ,2623 1.4757
• 060_ -i,7828 ,2R_3 1._7U8
• 080(, -I,7352 .2912 1.4541
• IGO0 -1,7148 .2q52 1,4445
• 14_8 -1,8798 ,3035 1,4252
• 1997 -I,6532 ,3081 1,4144
• 2500 -1,8&02 ,3129 I,_036
• 2994 -1,8_L5 ,3138 1,4015
• 3402 -i,421l ,3650 1,2_23
,3795 -,0838 ,4739 1.ugoq
°&201 -,8058 ,517b 1,0177
o_5g8 -,8888 ,5523 ,9817
.4996 -.5306 ,5B79 .9G56
.5397 -,40_3 ,5959 ,8931
• 57g5 -,4q18 ,5968 .8020
• blg7 -,4974 ,_978 ,BQ02
.6508 -,4791 ,6095 ,8883
,8997 -._553 ,8247 .8715
.7_3 -o3_8& .6864 ,R&82
oH353 -.2250 ,8929 .7859
• _7_1 -.1210 ,7117 ,743_
,9212 -.03&7 .8639 .7141
PT 18o9727 PSI CN 1.0425
TT 132,8g21 K CM -,0793




XIC CP PpLIP7 MLOC
0,0000 -,2?05 .6634 .788q
.0_52 1,0832 ,988_ ,1290
.0008 .gBlq .0632 .2321
.0200 .8337 .926_ .33Z1
• 0500 ,6100 ,8895 ,*516
.0813 .4717 °8374 .5101
,1190 ,3750 ,8135 ,5513
.1796 .2484 .7818 .8038
• 23_7 ,1801 ,7597 .6393
,2995 ,0741 .7376 .5742
• 358_ -,0048 .7188 .7038
.41_3 -.0628 .704_ .7251
• 4793 -*1044 .6927 .7438
.5394 -.0980 .6943 ,7414
• 5994 -.0136 ,7151 .7093
• 6507 .1081 ,7457 ,6615
• 7203 .222_ .7763 .6127
• 77_3 ,2846 .7904 .5897
.8394 .3167 .7977 .5777
,8995 ,3149 ,7987 ,5780
,9492 °2587 .78_5 °6009
COl ,03491 COCO_I ,03418
CD2 ,03413 CDCORZ ,03339
C03 .03469 CD¢0_3 .G3392
CD_ .04739 C0¢0R4 °04555
CO5 .02919 COCOR5 ,02567
SPANWISE
XIC Y18/2 CP PJLIPT MLO¢
• 050a -,3375 -I,5724 ,3293 1.3871
• 3957 -.3375 -.7908 ._313 ,99_
,5008 -.3375 -.5191 .5933 .8971
• 8048 -,3375 -*506_ ,_971 ,8912






PT 18o9733 PSI CN 1.1091
TT 1_i,9130 K CM -,0790




X/C CP P,L/PT MLOC
0.0000 -.3820 .6Z44 .8_89
.0u97 -I.7911 .2777 1.4871
,0203 -1,8539 ,259U 1,5352
,0300 -I,8050 ,2584 1.53_8
,0400 -I,8802 .2595 1,5339
•O_08 -1.8746 ,2578 1.5383
•O_OC -i,8992 .2823 I*5265
,lOOO -_,a370 .2680 1,5101
• I_98 -1,8008 .2739 1,4967
olg_7 -i.7O08 .283L 1.4738
•2500 -L.7_92 .2_77 1.4620
,2994 -1,7430 o2891 1.4591
• 3402 -1.34bl *3881 1.2485
• 3795 -1,o290 *&278 I,I_I_
.4201 -.9385 .4qlb l.ObOd
,4598 -.6458 ,5119 1,0277
°4906 -,7394 ,_330 .9927
,5397 -,5&75 .5799 .9182
• 5795 -o5229 ,591_ ,9005
.8197 -,4719 .8_6_ ,B7bO
.0598 -,4358 .6214 ,8£61
.Ogg7 -*3q_O .6358 °@532
.7493 -.3_91 .8708 .8318
• 8393 -.2154 .6857 .7777
o8701 -°1309 ,7054 ,7532
,9212 -.06_3 .8235 .7259
LOWEP SURPACE
XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 -.3820 .62_4 ,8489
.005_ l,lOBl °9949 ,0858
.009_ 1,0159 .971_ ,ZOZ8
.0200 ,8805 .9384 .3028
• 0500 .85_3 ,8837 ._242
.0813 .5153 °8484 o_90_
•1199 .411O ._236 ,534L
.1798 ._884 ,79_ .585b
.2397 .1939 .7882 .8256
,_995 ,I058 .7461 .8608
• 3588 .0230 .7284 ,688_
.4193 -,0450 .7092 .7183
,4793 -,0918 .8982 .7353
.5394 -.091_ .bgqO .7342
• 5994 -.0078 .7206 .7007
• 8507 .I018 .7460 .8blC
• 7203 .2124 .7707 ,6217
.77_3 .2791 .7915 .5879
.8394 .3034 .7957 .5810
.8998 ._978 .7961 .5803
,94_2 .2733 .7782 .61_8
CDI .05440 C0C0_1 .0_377
C02 ,0)217 CDCOR2 .05148
CO3 .05251 CDCOe3 .05181
CO4 .07132 CDCOR_ .0703_
CD5 .0390_ CDCOR5 .03877
SPANWISE
X/C YI812 CP P.LIPT MLO¢
• 050_ -.3375 -1.9959 °3004 1.4323
.3957 -.33?5 -1.0050 .4730 1.0925
.5008 -.3375 -.73_8 .5392 .9327
• 8048 -.3375 -.4800 .8082 .8771





XlC CP P, LIPT MLOC
0,0000 -.5578 .5R52 ,9097
• Gb_3 -1.1>77 ,4376 1.154_
• 00_7 -1o9269 ,2511 1.9563
• C203 -i.977_ .234_ l.bbl4
.O3OO -i._710 .2353 1.0003
• _40U -I,9871 ,2392 1.5477
• O608 -Z.0C93 ,23_0 1.804¢
• _00 -i.9_17 .2389 1.5900
,i000 -i.9260 .2457 1.5710
.1408 -i.937_ ,251J 1,5586
.1997 -I._919 .283O 1.5232
.2530 -1,7128 ,3093 1.4118
,29_4 -I.2125 .427_ 1.172G
• 3_02 -i,11z_ ._578 1,1188
• _795 -i,0_88 ._749 1.0397
• _231 -.9_38 .4976 1.0508
._598 -.d656 .5133 1.0168
._06 -,7533 .5_5 *9742
.53_7 -.9798 .5820 .9463
,57_5 -,_087 ,5783 .9206
.8197 -.531U ,5983 ,8923
.85_8 -.4_21 ,8199 ._751
._907 -._?_9 ,6_92 ,d589
,7493 -,3591 ._05Z ._257
• 8353 -.2_77 .8_C2 .7857
• _212 -.1711 .5848 .7592
PT IB.9707 PSl CN 1.1348
TT 132.4590 K CM -,0795




X/C CP P_LIPT mLOC
O.O000 -*fi578 ,_85_ ._097
• 3052 1.1173 .9078 .0583
,0098 1.0451 .9796 ,1718
.U200 .9172 .9_79 .2775
.0500 .6945 .8939 .4035
.0813 .55_2 ._603 .4688
.119_ .4430 ._313 ,5207
.1796 .3150 .7991 .5753
.23_7 .2172 .7779 .6103
.2995 .1289 .7507 .8440
• 3588 .0425 .7364 .676C
,4193 -*0279 .7176 .7053
._793 -.0765 .7087 .7191
.5394 -*0837 .7076 .7208
.590_ -,0131 .726_ .6918
,0507 .0084 .7511 .652B
.7203 ._078 .7776 .6106
,77_3 .2589 .789R .5907
.83_4 .2809 .7946 .5827
• 8006 .2632 .7899 .5905
.9492 .16gl .7664 .8286
COl .08540 COCOR1 .08667
CD2 *08017 CDCOR2 .079,0
C03 ,075_4 CDCOR3 ,_7466
C04 .10407 COCO_ ,I0303
CD5 .06182 COCOAS ,061Z6
SP_NWISE
X/C YI812 C_ PeLIPT MLOC
• 0503 -.3375 -1.8144 .2779 1.4866
• 3957 -.337_ -1.0266 .470_ 1,0969
• 5008 -.3375 -.786, .528Z 1.0005
.6048 -.3375 -.5628 .3BOb .9169
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X/O CP PpL/PT HLOC
0°0000 1,097U .9922 olEO3
°0083 .6987 ,8938 .4044
°0097 .6834 o8_99 .4123
• 0203 ,_q02 .8_22 .5C22
• 0300 ,2268 .7763 .6136
• 0400 ,1338 °7546 .0483
,060_ .032O .7789 .6887
°080_ -.0234 .7149 .7105
• 1000 -,1050 ,6939 .7431
• 1498 -.1552 .6_L9 .7614
• 1997 -.1928 .6734 .7745
• 2500 -.2277 ,6053 °7871
• 2994 -.2610 .0555 .8020
°3402 -.2743 .6535 .8052
,3795 -.2905 ,_88 .812_
• _201 -.3076 ,64_L .8197
• 4_98 -,3_11 " .6358 .8324
.4996 -.3505 °6350 ,8337
• 5397 -,3704 .6303 ,8408
• 5795 -.39_8 ,6234 o8515
,b197 -.4006 °_216 .8543
• 0898 -.3939 ,0272 .8519
• 6997 -.3779 .6367 .8456
• 7493 -.3370 .6664 .8313
• 8353 -.2_8U .6938 .7R57
• 8791 -°0983 .TLbZ .7431





RIC CR PeLIPT _tOC
U.O000 1.0970 °9_22 .1003
• 0052 -1.0465 .4626 1,1115
• 0098 -,bqzo °5502 .9662
,0200 -.5141 .5920 ,8992
,0800 -,4100 ,6204 .RSbl
• 0813 -,_285 .6182 ,8643
,1199 -.3973 .0225 .8530
°1790 -.4253 .6145 .8653
• 2397 -.4399 .6114 °8700
• 2995 -.4643 .6064 .8779
°35_8 -.5020 .5976 .8915
• 4193 -.5156 .5925 °8995
• 4793 -.4970 .598_ ,89O2
• 5394 -,4079 ,6Lq? .8872
• 099_ -.?377 o6614 .7931
• 6507 -.0572 ,7061 .724E
• 7203 .0914 .7441 .0650
• 7743 .1739 .7640 .0324
• 8394 ,2329 °7785 .6100
.8996 .2587 .7847 .5999
• 9492 .2312 .777_ .0111
COl ,007Z4 COCDR1 .0g717
CD2 ,0071# COCORZ .00707
CD3 .00717 CDCDR3 ,00709
CD4 °01061 CDCOR4 .01081
CO8 .Q0709 CDCOR§ ,O070g
$PANwISE
X/C Y/_/Z CP PpLIPT MLOC
• 0500 -.3375 .0251 .7258 ,6936
• 3957 -.3375 -.2969 .8445 .8191
°5008 -.3375 -,3581 ,0281 ,8448
• 6048 -°3375 -.3933 .6204 .8802












XlC CP PeLI_T NLDC
0.0000 1.1043 .0938 .0983
,U083 .2750 °7B74 .5955
• 0097 ,2530 ,7612 ,605_
• 0203 -.0_93 .7199 .7108
• 0300 -.1798 .b733 ,7748
• 0_00 -.2_12 ,6801 .7950
• ObO@ -.301_ .b_9 °_184
• 0800 -,321_ ._414 .8238
• 1UO0 -.3925 .b227 ,8fi26
,1498 -.3867 ,6_48 .8*9_
• 19_7 -.3945 ,b_34 .RSLb
• 2500 -._OL8 .6220 .8838
.299_ -.4175 .b180 .8599
• 3402 -,_130 ,6196 ,8577
.3795 -.4195 .6189 ,8584
• &201 -.4289 ._ib_ .8027
• 4598 -.4527 .6105 ,8715
• 4990 -.4518 .6115 .8699
• 5397 -.4bZO ,0101 .5721
,5795 -.4769 .6048 .8806
• _192 -,4736 ,6054 .8794
• b_98 -.48_8 .6108 .8710
• 6997 -,4303 .6294 .8821
• 7493 -,3764 ,6703 .8424
• 8383 -,2239 .7002 ,7782
• 8791 -°1_81 ,7243 .7327





XIC CP PetlPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1063 .993h .0963
• 0052 .1045 °7442 .664R
• 0098 .0628 ,7330 ,682_
,OZO0 .0347 .7288 .6921
• 0500 -.C259 .7138 ,71?7
• 0813 -.1218 .6895 .74_8
• 1199 -.1378 .8888 .75_0
• 1796 -°2093 ,6681 ,7828
• 2397 -.2517 .6582 °7980
• 2_98 -.3001 .8467 .8158
°3588 -.3498 .6348 °8339
.4193 -.3E02 .627Z °8486
• _793 -.3807 .6276 .8450
• 5394 -.3182 ,6438 ,8200
.5994 -,1755 .6782 .7672
,8507 -,0107 .719_ .7035
• 7?03 .13E0 .7551 .6475
• 7743 ,2112 ,7752 .6153
• 8396 .26_3 °7869 ,5963
°89?6 .2805 .7911 °5893
.94_2 .2437 .7R23 ,6038
COL .00725 CDC09[ .00716
C02 *OOTI3 COCO_? .00708
• C03 .00713 COCOR8 .O070Z
CON ,01054 CDCOR4 ,01040
C05 .00707 CDCOR_ .00702
SPANWISE
XIC YI81Z CP P*LIPT NLOC
• 0503 -.3375 -.2022 .68?9 .7599
• 3957 -.3378 -.4153 .fl317 .8385
• flOOR -.3375 -.4_b7 .8254 .8486
• _068 -.3378 -o4597 .8228 .8523










X/C CP ReL/PT MLOC
0.0000 ,976% .9620 ,Z303
• 00_3 -.0627 .7044 °7268
• 0097 -.0_99 .7043 .7270
• OZU3 -.3269 .64U2 ._250
• 0300 -,44L_ .6117 .8695
.O40b -._909 .6ug_ .8873
• ObJB -.508_ .5951 .8955
• b_OC -,SuRu .5954 .8950
• lO00 -.5728 ,5613 .9l?O
• 1498 -.5199 ,5934 .8981
• 19_7 -._0_2 .598U .8908
• 2500 -.4985 .590_ ,8934
.2994 -.SOL? .5954 .89%_
,3402 -.4917 ,5982 .BqOb
,3795 -.4906 .bOO3 ._874
•4201 -. _e?7 ,6C08 ,_869
,4598 -.5u79 ,596b ,_9Sl
.499_ -.5048 .5965 .8933
.5307 -.5115 ,5946 .$962
°5795 -.5188 ,591} .9010
• 6197 -.5093 ,5937 .R976
• 6598 -._85 ._OTO ,_902
,c997 -.%552 .6225 ._?b_
• 74_3 -.3d99 .b824 .8_30
• 8353 -.22_3 .bqi8 .791_
.8791 -.llO1 .71_4 .7467





XIC CP _etlPT MLOC
0.0000 .9766 ,9070 .2363
•U052 ._46_ .8316 .5?09
,0098 o3413 .8053 ,5_8
• 0200 ._570 ,7844 .6004
• 0500 .L314 ,7539 .6494
• 0813 ,0127 .7239 *6965
• 11_9 -.O?lb .?lSb .7095
.l?Ob -.i089 .6955 ,7405
,Z397 -.163E .6814 .76?3
.2995 -.?188 ,8683 .7826
• 3598 -.2767 ,b514 ._084
• &193 -.3137 ,6_?1 ,8228
.4793 -,3245 .8398 o8285
°5394 -.2748 .5530 ,8051
,5994 -,1413 ,686Z ,7549
• 6807 .OlAh .725_ .8942
,7203 .1521 ,7587 ,6417
,7743 ,2304 .7780 .6109
.839_ .2794 .7894 ,5923
.8996 ,_938 .7qZ7 ,5807
.949_ .2518 .7821 ,b041
CDI .0074b COCORI ,00737
CDZ .00732 CDCOR2 .00721
CO3 ,00728 CDCOg3 .00718
C04 .01072 COCOR4 .01059
CD5 .00711 COCOR5 *00707
SPANWISE
X/C YI812 CP _LIPT NLOC
• 0503 -,3375 -.3_55 ,5341 .8350
.3957 -,8375 -.4900 .8987 .8898
• 8008 -.3375 -.50T? .5949 .8958
• 0048 --.3375 -.5084 .5944 .8965






XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC
O*bO0_ ,76_3 .qu81 ,3743
• 00@3 -*3470 .53?3 .8301
.OOH7 -.4173 *6107 .U572
•_203 -.67?7 .5575 *Q546
• U300 -,7308 ,5010 .0705
• 0400 -,7720 ,5333 ,Q934
• 050@ -.7423 *5387 *08_5
.0800 -,70Z7 *5504 .0550
.i00_ -,785Z .5296 ._094
.1498 -,6553 .55U7 ,0405
.1Q07 -.6098 ,57Z3 .0311
.250_ -.5@70 .57@3 ,0217
.Zqq_ -.5750 .5_03 .qlSS
• 34O2 -,557A .5_50 .9008
• 3705 -.5_00 .5074 .Q074
.4201 -,5452 .5081 *_53
.4598 -.5_05 .5_55 *qi05
°4_gb -.3470 .587_ .gC57
.330? -,5403 .5_65 ,q_@5
._7Q5 -.5491 .5_65 .0C07
.h107 -,53O4 .590Z ,q_30
.55q8 --*5O05 .6057 ._030
._07 -,_711 ,024Z ,@70_
.7493 -,4003 *6654 *85O5
• _353 -.2310 .@0_i ,7@57
.87_I -.1120 ,7190 .7395
.9Z12 -.0169 .0O73 .7O37
PT Z3.1291 PSI CN ,3057
TT lO0,ql@g K C@ -.004C




X/C CP P*LIRT _LOC
O,OO00 *7343 .0081 .37_3
• 0052 .5q66 .6038 .40_4
•OOg8 .5546 .8591 .4717
.0200 .4296 .0285 ,5264
,USO0 *2704 .700_ *5_Z_
• 0813 *1317 ,7542 *6480
• ll_g ,0802 ,7427 ,6671
• 1798 -.0211 .7175 .7066
,23_7 -*0828 .7017 .7310
,2095 -*1454 *6856 *7543
• 3508 -,ZO@7 .6715 .7775
•_i_3 -.2400 .5606 .7942
.47R3 -.2582 ,6571 .79_7
.53_4 -,ZZgO .b661 .7858
.Sqg_ -,1102 .5RSZ ,7010
,6507 *038? .7321 ,5837
.7203 .171q .7647 .5321
.7743 .Z_5_ .7826 °6034
.@304 ,_926 .7040 ,5845
.@ROb .3028 .7068 .5000
,0492 .255h .7_50 .5003
CDI .00778 COCOR1 .00768
CD2 ,00751 COCOR2 *00740
C03 .0075_ COC0_3 *00741
CD4 ,01104 COCOR_ ,OlOql
CO5 *00732 COCOR5 ,007_g
SPANWISE
XIC Y/81Z CP PI_/PT MLOC
•0500 -.3375 -.5004 .597_ ,8018
• 3057 -.3375 -*5456 .5885 *9057
• 500@ -.3375 -.5500 .5800 .9065
• 6048 -.3375 -.534g .5910 .9C18





XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0,0000 ,40ZI .83R0 ,5097
• CUB3 -.6G05 ,5_78 ,0383
• OO_7 -.7771 .5251 1,0067
• OZ03 -,g512 ,_@U6 I*0805
• 0300 -1.0480 *_589 i. I178
• C%00 -i*I134 °4417 1.1482
• 0@08 -I.1370 ,_330 I.It,30
• 0800 -i.I_74 .437Z 1.1563
.]OOC -l.0TRg .4_78 1.1373
.1408 -.7757 .5_50 1.0051
.I007 -.715H .5380 ,gB51
,2500 -.583_ .5481 ,96qb
,?004 -.5088 .5_5R .0571
• 3_OZ -.5347 .557_ ._540
,3705 -.520_ ,5_2_ ,005_
•0201 -,603_ ,571Z ,_3ZB
.4598 -.6158 ,5_36 ,R448
.40_5 -,bO0_ ,567_ ,R3_%
.53_7 -.5o6L .5570 .0395
.57_5 -.500L .5_7 .H300
.0107 -.5731 ,5752 ,_266
,5508 -.5328 .5938 .0_7R
._Q07 -.4013 ,_1_2 ,_072
,7_03 -._i_3 ,55Q5 ._525
• _353 -.Z307 ,6005 .7956
,_701 -,iogq ,7142 ,7487
,_217 -.OlSO *837g ,7111
_T Z3,1ZS_ PSI CN .6370
TT Ibb,@7B? W CM -.0020




XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 .4821 *@380 ,5007
*0052 .8735 .q3bO .3093
.OOg8 .724Z .0085 .3945
*OZO0 .5794 ,@532 ,4640
.0500 .3010 .8163 .5474
,0813 .2420 .7778 .6111
*Ilqq .1750 .7600 .53@3
.17R6 ,0648 ,7337 .5817
.23_7 -,Ollq .7161 .7005
,2095 -.0767 ,608_ .735_
,3508 -.I_@8 .68_4 .7608
.41Q3 -.1056 ,_720 ,7755
.47_3 -,2105 .0618 .?9Z_
.53_4 -,iROb ,5703 ,77_3
.50q4 -.0786 .7011 .7318
.5507 .0614 ,7328 .6H27
.7733 .iqO5 ,7@57 ,6305
.7743 .2610 ,78ZO .5042
,@300 ,3082 ,7glg .5881
._qH6 ,3110 .7957 .5@IF
.9_0? .2500 .7840 *bOll
COl .00028 COCO@l *00815
CDZ ,00005 COCOR2 .O07gO
003 .00814 CDCO_3 ,00800
CO4 .Ollq4 COCOR4 *01577
CD5 .00783 COCOR5 .00780
SPANWISF
X/C Y/@I2 CP Pet/PT MtOC
• 050_ -.3375 -.7175 ,5303 .0837
,305T -,3375 -.6138 .5642 .043g
.5009 -.3375 -.5036 .5705 *R330
.6068 -.3375 -.5781 *5709 .9333






X/C CP F,L/PT MLOC
O.OoO0 .3313 .8033 .55qZ
.Gw@3 -.7_57 .54_ *0780
.OGH7 -.0725 ._Z5 1.077_
• _203 -1.129Z *4434 1.145Z
.0300 -1.1450 .4248 1.I787
• 0_00 -1.273Z .418u 1.1012
• ObOB -1.270_ .4101 I*_C58
• 080_ -1._400 .412_ l*_COq
.EO00 -I*ZZ3@ .418_ 1.1_00
.1498 -1.0_75 4016 1.1132
.1007 -.7_11 .8_@6 ._580
.25OO -.50_1 .5_qb ._572
• 299@ -.bT_V .5_10 .g_3Q
.37_5 -.5_@a .5_20 .g_b@
• _201 -.b2bO .5712 ._328
.4_t. -*b13_ .8_ .935o
.5795 -.507_ .572l .a315
• _107 -.57_@ .57_4 ._Z47
• _598 -*@_2 *_17 .g_l Q
.74_ -.4L07 *b_30 .854_
.03_3 -._339 .6951 .78_7
• _701 -.1117 .717a .7415
.9717 -*01_0 .@1_3_ .7C_7
PT 23.1253 PSI CN ,5037






x/C CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 .3313 ,@033 .Sb_Z
.0052 .R314 .0518 .2500
.00_8 .7863 .O156 .3577
• o200 ,6347 .8776 ,4367
.0500 .4377 ,0280 .5257
,0813 .283_ .7032 ,5660
.iiqo .2130 .7740 .5160
,}Tgb ,OOTh ,7451 .6633
._307 ,0238 ,7265 .5924
.Z_R5 -*050@ *7090 ,7_05
• 3508 -,i105 .bgOl .7480
• _lq3 -.1701 .6778 .757_
,_703 -,1037 ,6777 ,76@7
,5304 -.lOq3 ._776 ,7577
.5994 -,0_57 ,7081 .721_
.6507 .0707 ,7300 ._7_@
,7703 ,1074 ,7_0_ ,6245
.7743 ,Z_SR ,?RR@ ,5031
.,39_ ,3071 795? .5_0_
,_0o_ .3)32 ,7q75 .57_h
,_@H? ,75q5 ,7871 ,5Q50
C01 ,OOql_ COCO@1 ,OOBP8
C02 *00682 CDCOR2 .00855
CO3 .OO@OZ COC003 ,C0855
C04 .01296 COCOR4 ,01250
C05 *00851 COCO@5 ,00841
SPANWISE
XIC YI@I_ CP _,LIPT MLQC
._503 -.3375 -.80Z@ .525g 1,0053
.3057 -,3375 -,6296 .5651 .g425
.5008 -.3375 -.b136 .5712 ,0328
.&040 -,3375 -,5830 .5808 ,g178





XIC CP PILIPT MLOC
0.0000 ,18Bh ,708_ .0292
*0083 -,8603 ,5085 1,0338
.OUg7 -I.2017 ,42bZ 1,1760
*0203 -I,2_1C ,4G83 l,ZOgl
*0300 -I*29N2 *NOI6 1.1216
,0_00 -_,3_33 ,3_8Z 1._473
,0008 -1,3832 ,3_22 1,2590
,0800 -I,3781 ,383% 1.2567
,1000 -1,3_11 ,3920 I*2333
,1698 -1,3421 ,3916 I,Z_OB
,1997 -I,0633 *35q5 1.1169
.2500 -,6525 ,5602 .q502
.2996 --*0533 ,5017 .q678
,3692 -,0509 ,5_2_ ,9363
.3795 -,0633 ,5039 ,9665
o6201 -,0363 ,5095 .9602
.65_8 -.0617 ,5629 .gHbO
.69gb *°6267 *507% °938g
,5397 -.HZO0 ,5702 .9333
,5795 -,0095 ,5732 ,9281
.6197 -,5775 *5782 .q219
.9598 -.5_75 ,6G23 ,90%5
°_9R7 --, _o_ ,6177 ,88%b
.7393 -,6127 ,6_67 ,8002
._353 -.23_3 ,_951 ,7_69
,8791 -o1132 ,7191 .7613
,9212 -,OiBl ,70ql ,7032
PT 23,12%0 PSI C_ *79_6
TT 101,2659 K CM -,0A78




X/C CP PpL/PT MLOC
0,0000 .18_b ,?98_ ,9202
,U052 .9816 ,_638 ,2304
,OOgB o_420 oqOqq ,3243
,OZO0 .6893 ,qQ1_ ,4092
,0500 *HBgO ,_4_1 .5006
.0813 °3320 ,8042 ,56?8
,1199 ,2553 .7893 ,5989
.1796 ,1347 .7557 ,b%bb
•23_7 o0537 o?3bb ,0707
,2995 -,0102 ,7127 ,7061
• 3583 -.0355 ,7002 ,7333
o41q3 -,1379 ,bASH ,7512
,47q3 -.1680 ,0813 ,7623
.5396 -*1490 ,68_7 ,7559
,5996 -°0499 ,7103 ,7177
o9507 °0832 °7%18 ,_986
,?203 °2055 °?225 *blgb
• 7743 ,2755 ,7906 .5909
,83q4 .3132 °BO0_ ,57%0
• 8999 ,319I .7998 ,5750
,9692 .2663 ,7883 ,5939
CDI ,01071 COCORI *01069
CO2 .01041 COCOR2 ,0101?
¢03 ,01058 CDCO_3 ,0103%
¢D4 .01549 COCOg% ,C1519
CD5 .01010 COCOq5 o01002
SPkNWISE
X/C Y/B/_ CP P,L/PT _L_
*050_ -,3375 -°8791 ,5049 1,0393
,3957 -,3375 -,63_ .5630 °9627
,5008 -,3375 -,6252 ,568% og37Z
.6068 -°3375 -°5923 ,5735 ,9214






X/C CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 .077_ .73gl .6727
,0083 -.9_92 .68%_ 1,0741
• OOg? -I,3184 .3920 1.2401
• 0203 -1.4137 ,373_ 1.27_0
,0300 -I,39_5 .3_75 1,2882
,0_00 -i,_517 °355_ 1,3117
.0_08 -1,%65_ ,3532 1,3173
• uBO0 -1,6733 °353_ 1,3163
• I000 -1,62_3 .3971 1,2889
• 16_8 -i°45,1 .3577 1.3080
• 19_7 -1,6092 ,3080 1,2871
.2500 -1.2121 °4185 1,1902
,2994 -,0801 ,550_ ,9050
• 3602 -.5a76 ,5771 ,923_
• 3795 -,_003 .57%1 ,9273
,_201 -.5998 *5719 ,9323
• _5_8 -.6271 .5063 ,9606
• &9_b -,6163 ,507_ ,9385
,5397 -.blT_ ,5690 .9363
,57_5 -.0067 .5701 *9339
,6197 -o5_4 .573_ ,9281
• 6598 -.5_88 .5959 ,g_74
,3997 -._T5 ,_1%0 ,%q%1
°7%93 -,6200 ,601% ,8032
• 8353 -.23b7 .090_ ,7929
• _7_1 -°1150 °7170 ,?%bg
,9212 -,0225 ,738_ ,7079
PT 23.1270 PSI CN ,8638
TT 101*3301 K CN -,0857




XlC CP P_L/PT MLOC
0,0000 .0779 ,73_1 ,9727
.0052 1.0191 ,9718 ,Z031
°0098 ._88e .9609 °290?
°023_ ,7320 °_qqB ,3919
.0500 .5_6_ °86_3 .6895
o0813 ,3706 ,8106 °5569
• 11_q ,Z_ZZ .TqZO °5_79
,1790 .1679 ,7617 .6369
,2397 °0890 °7412 °6094
,_9_5 °0129 °?Zlg .6996
°3588 -,0587 °704_ ,7200
,61_3 -°1135 ,9912 ,7471
,6793 -.1488 .0852 ,7564
,53_4 -,1346 ,6894 ,7500
,5993 -.03%0 ,7132 ,?155
o9507 °0929 °7441 ,0668
• 7203 ,2135 .7734 ._182
,7763 °2306 o7_09 o5901
• 8394 ,_200 ,7993 .5753
°_990 ,3233 °7996 .5753
.9692 .Obb? ,788O .5q_4
CD1 ,01336 CDCOel ,01401
CD2 .01383 CDCOE2 ,01349
C03 ,01%01 CDCD_3 °01365
¢0% °Olgg? COCOP4 ,0_q53
CD5 ,01229 CDCDR5 ,O_221
SP_WISE
XlC YI_/2 CP P_L/PT RLQC
,0503 -,)375 -,967g .68_8 1*0284
,3Q57 -.3375 -.6033 .57_3 ,9311
,5008 -,3375 -*6207 .5669 ,9_97
,604_ -°3375 -°59Z6 °573q *_259





WIC CP P_L/PT _L_C
0,0000 -,0668 ,7099 ,71E2
ob_83 -i,035i ,6952 1,1C09
• 0097 -1.63_0 .3_30 1,2073
,0203 -I°5689 ,3629 1,3395
°0300 -i,565_ ,33_8 1°367_
• (_00 -1o6003 ,322_ 1o3862
•0_08 -1,5_09 °330% 1,3057
°L_OC -1.590@ .3370 1,3516
,IO00 -I,5313 .3645 1,3355
• i698 -i.5957 .3372 1,3509
.19_7 -1.5_6_ ,3476 1,3296
• 2900 -i* H83 .3_0_ 1,3099
,zq96 -°9301 ._66 1,0572
• 3%02 -,_b03 .5916 ,_686
• 3795 -,5747 °5_I_ ,9199
• _ZOi -,5526 .5_02 °9_92
• 6593 -.5fi_0 ,5797 ,_195
,699_ -.5903 ,5786 ,921_
• 53_7 -,5_78 ,5773 ,9232
,5795 -°5900 ,5757 ._257
°_i97 -o5211 .5799 ,_195
• _98 -._363 ,5_88 ,qco4
•_53 -.2370 ,6922 ,7_59
.A791 -.1177 ,71_3 ,7691
.o_12 -.0263 .7095 ,7C57
PT 23,1207 P_I CN .9069
TT iC0,9668 _ CM -.0822




XlC CP Pet/P? _t_C
n,o000 -°0648 ,7099 o7182
.C0_2 1,060_ °_796 .172_
.00_8 ,9304 °9_1_ .2079
,020_ ,7758 .q127 °30%3
,u500 o5031 ,S592 o6215
,0313 ,6123 ,8_29 °5390
,11_9 ,3200 o_023 °5708
.17_b o1993 ,7T11 .b21B
,2397 ,11%0 °7495 ,0506
°29q5 .0606 °7369 ._797
,35_8 -._357 o7139 ,7120
,_193 -,092_ ,?003 ,7332
.6793 -.1276 ,6921 .7653
,53_6 -,1167 .0965 ,7%21
._96 -,O233 ,7195 .70_0
.05_7 .I015 .7%T4 .959?
•7293 ,2225 .774% ,_165
.7763 .2_72 °79_I ,53%3
o839_ .3248 .8019 .5221
,_99_ .]280 ,_020 ,5716
.96_2 .2703 ,7_76 ,595_
CD1 °01965 COCO_I *01394
CO2 °01870 CDCOR2 ,01819
C03 .01_99 CDCO_3 °018%9
CDk ,02_71 CDCO_6 °02606
C05 °0157_ COCQ_5 °0L549
SPANWISE
XIC _1_12 CP P_L/PT _LOC
,0500 -,3375 -1°_290 ,6659 I,1052
°3957 -.3375 -,5667 °5784 ,9_15
• 5008 -,3375 -,5_78 ,5777 ,9226
• b04_ -.3375 -,5288 ,57_8 .9193






_/C CP PjLIPT MLOC
0°0000 -,Z_iZ ,0976 .7088
,OOS3 -I,1_98 ,_3bZ io1586
• 0_97 -I.b_11 .317I 1.3950
•8203 -i.721_ ,2965 1o_423
,0300 -I.75Zl o2_Z6 1._517
,C400 -1.7843 .2_53 i,4693
.0608 -1.7527 ,2_09 1,4556
,0800 -1.7185 .2960 I._435
,i000 -1.728_ .30_I 1,4245
.1498 -Io7227 ,3C45 1.4238
.I997 -I,6_89 ,310) 1.4099
• Z_O0 -I,6658 .3145 I°_009
,2_94 -1°6311 .319_ 1.3887
• 3_02 -i,2907 .4044 1,2165
°3795 -°SbOB ,51_b 1.0239
,4201 -.693_ °5080 .9538
,4qg_ -o5_71 °592_ ,89_b
,5397 -,5O5O .599Z ,8_8q
,57'_5 -,5_36 .597_ ,aqi8
,6197 -°_q61 °5_78 °8912
.659_ -.4903 ,6_99 ,_33
,_QQ7 -°4511 .6281 ,_770
,7493 -.3_4 ,b659 ,_4_
• _353 -,?33O .bQbb ,?_53
.87_1 -oi?03 .71_0 o73_5
,9217 -o0310 ,6577 .7i?3
PT 23°1203 PSI CN 1.0404
TT IG0.53g5 K CM --,0780
_C 14,C510 MILLION CC -,0550
AL_HA 5o_250 O£G
LOWER SU_F_CE
WIC CP P_LIPT ML_C
0°0000 -,?612 .6576 ,79_
,U052 1.0866 ._897 .1ZSZ
oOOQ_ ,9_31 .9641 .2297
• 0208 ,_3_4 ,_291 °3262
• 0500 .6250 ,8766 o_3Bb
o0_13 ._85 °_376 .5104
o1199 °3772 .8141 ,5510
,1796 .254O ,7874 .5955
,2_97 ,Ibb? .765_ .630_
.2_ .084_ .744R ,663_
°3588 .0052 °7246 °6955
,4193 -°0617 .7067 ,7Z33
.47_3 -.0973 .b_82 .7303
.5394 -.0_17 °70_4 .?Z_
°5_9_ -°0051 °725_ ,bg_4
• _507 ,II06 ,7_71 ,_b01
• 7203 .2282 ,7784 .6102
• 77_3 .2901 °794_ .5839
.83_4 .32_4 ,801_ ,5720
.B_b °3238 °8007 ,5735
• 9492 .2623 ,7_7_ ,5951
C01 °03391 COCORX .03354
C02 .03Z8Z CDCOQ2 .03238
CD3 °03315 CDCOR3 .83276
CD4 .04583 COCOg4 .04540
CO5 .02613 COC0_5 .02610
SPANWISE
XlC Y1812 CP P_LIPT MLOC
• _50_ -.3375 -I°I0q5 °4_69 1.1389
• 3957 -.3375 -.8132 .5203 1.0047
• 500_ -.3375 -.5320 .5_09 .goiq
.6048 -°3375 -.4947 .5_73 .8_0
°7003 -°3375 -°4528 .b093 .8733
T_5T 122 oT 23.1212 P_I
RUN I3 TT ICG.6Q6Q K




X/C C_ _,LIPT _LOC
0.0000 -.4153 .61_3 .8_79
.00_7 -1.7156 .Z_94 I._59_
• _Z03 -I.6255 .Z6_9 I.5Z05
.C300 -I._2_? .2649 1.5206
oC400 -1.a_Og .2651 1.52_0
°0_00 -I°83U4 .?684 1.SIIb
°IUO0 -i.7618 .2851 1._697
°1408 -I.7_23 °277_ 1.4882
• iq_7 -1.7788 .2832 I°4744
.25OO -1.7741 .2_71 1°4649
.29_4 -1.7418 ._8_Z 1.4_Z3
°3402 -1.60_5 .3230 1°3818
.3795 -io117_ °_392 1.1527
._201 -._65_ °4779 1.0851
.45_8 -.873O .501Z I.0_60
.4ggb -.7731 °5248 1.0u71
.5795 -.8_b_ .5815 .qlb7
.61_7 -.4_2 ._(81 °8876
.6997 -.3_62 .9396 .84q_
.74_3 -.3_Ul °_71_ .SZbb
• _353 -.2_42 .bOu8 .777_
._7_1 -.1188 .7_q0 .7479





XIC CP P,LIPT NlOC
0.0000 -.41_3 ._103 ,8579
._U52 1.105_ .9q36 .0959
.0098 I.017_ ._721 °2019
•O20O ._8Zl .9384 °3O33
•uSO0 .b?06 .8865 .4191
.0813 °5186 °848_ .490_
.11_q °4206 .824_ .53Z7
.17q6 .2857 o7_14 .9888
.?397 .1983 .76_8 .6239
.79_5 °iII_ .7492 .6569
.3588 .0279 °?2_8 .6873
o41_3 -.036? .7110 .716_
._793 -.08_6 .6QQO .7351
.539_ -.0_03 °_55 .7406
.509_ -.0106 .7157 .7092
°_507 .IC74 .7453 .6_30
.7203 .21_I .7724 .6197
.7743 .285O °7924 .5873
._3_4 .30q3 .7_63 .5_07
.89_ o3_12 .7_4_ .5839
.94_? .22_8 .7779 .6110
C01 .05520 CDCORI ,_5420
CO? ,05353 CDCO_2 .O§Z61
CO3 .053Z8 COCO_3 .05_35
CD4 .07145 COCOR4 ,07Z4Z
CO5 o04Z16 C0C0_5 °04163
SPAMWISE
X/C YI812 CP PpLIPT MLOC
,050J -.3375 -1,1936 ,4256 1,177_
,3_57 -.3375 -1.0243 .4738 1.0_21
• 500_ -,3375 -.7560 ,5383 °9854
.6048 -.3375 -.4947 ,5g84 ,8fl03





X/C CP P_L/PT MLOC
O.GO00 -.5176 ,5_31 .8986
.Ub_3 -1,2bb7 .4U80 I._098
.00_7 -1.8270 .?_70 1.5152
• _203 -1.Q_Z6 ,2433 1.5787
,0300 -1,9301 .2443 1.5758
•0_)0 -L,8gb3 ,28_ 1,5578
,C608 -L,8989 .i_ i,569u
• 6_06 -I._05 .Z573 1.5405
,i000 -1._u50 .2791 1.4846
.1408 -_,7393 ,2927 i°_51_
.I997 -1.5_91 .337_ 1.3511
• 3_OZ -i.0950 ._573 1.1207
.37Q5 -l.UL07 ,4740 i,_918
._201 -._?IQ .403_ I.0589
• _59_ -._b3u .5174 I,0275
.4oQ_ -.7_5 .53u8 .OgTb
.9397 -o7_66 ,55(5 .gtS_
.07o5 -.6137 .5n_5 ,94_
,clg? -oSoCl °5_7 °914Q
.6_QQ -.5165 ._t?8 °a999
._3_3 -.3135 .6583 ,8Z35
.F?q_ -,2_96 .6_7_ .7975
,g2_ -°21_b ,5931 ,?F?Q
PT 23.1_32 PSI CN 1.0856
TT qQ.?SPw K CN -°0904




XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC
O.OOnO -.517_ .507_ .8_86
.O05? i°i11 _ ._ .0799
.0098 I.0394 ._7_1 .17_6
•CZO0 .q074 ._452 .2852
.0500 .6_48 .89Z3 °_C74
.0A13 ._38_ .8_?9 .4831
• 11_q .4423 °8278 .8?76
• 17q6 .3C79 .7984 ._773
• _39? .ZI05 .7736 .617_
• ?_8 .117_ .?4Qb .6562
°35_B .0339 .7313 ._PSO
.41_3 -.0_9 .7106 .7173
.479] -.0_03 .70Z? .7Z_4
°_3_4 -.I01_ ._97_ .7373
• 59_ -.0775 .7144 .?Ii4
•_807 .O_a .7430 .6667
• 7701 .i_29 °7_B_ .675_
.77_3 ._513 .7_53 °599_
CD1 ,OB_3B COC0_1 .08183
CDZ ,08134 COCOR2 .08067
CO3 ,08034 CDCOE3 ,07978
CD4 .11054 COC0_4 ,1098M
C05 .06330 COCOR5 .06517
SPANWISE
XlC YI_I_ CP PIL/PT MLOC
• 05_ -,3375 -1.2514 ._117 1,20Z_
• 3957 -,337_ -.9755 ,4840 1,0748
.5008 -.3375 -,7783 o5311 .9969
,60_8 -°3375 -.5801 ,5810 °9175
• 7003 -,3375 -.4580 ,6088 .8741
194
Appendix I
Pressure Data for M = 0.76; R = 4.4 × 106, 7.7 x 106, 14.0 x 106, and 30.0 x 106; and
Fixed Transition
The pressure measurements made on the Boeing BAC I airfoil are presented in coefficient
form in graphs and tables in this appendix. The data are for a Mach number of 0.76;
Reynolds numbers of 4.4 × 106, 7.7 × 106, 14.0 × 106, and 30.0 x 106; and fixed transition.
The pressur_, data from the upper surface of the airfoil are plotted as open symbols, and the
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TEST 122 PT 17.6642 PSI
RUN 5 TT 192.L665 K




R/C CP R, LIPT MLOC
O,O_UU 1,1322 ,9942 .0910
• 00_3 .6670 .8658 ,4583
,0097 ,b_75 .P71L ,4683
• 0203 .3908 .7912 .5_80
• O3O0 ,2286 .7438 ,0640
• C600 .1367 ,7189 °7029
• C608 .029O ,69O3 .7471
,GBO0 -.0276 ,6745 o7716
• 1000 -,1009 ,6531 ,8043
o1698 -,1558 .6408 °8235
• 1997 -,1928 °6286 °8422
• 250L -,2331 .6198 ,8560
,2996 -,2688 .6116 o8682
• 3602 -,2_48 °6_48 .8787
• 3795 -.3091 ,5993 .8873
,4201 -,3266 ,5962 ,8921
• 4598 -,3562 .5883 ,904_
• 4996 -.3811 ,5813 .9156
,5397 -,6108 .565_ ,9397
.5795 -,4?69 .5660 .9626
,6197 -.4382 ,5_1_ °9475
,6598 -.42_8 .5706 ,9366
• 6997 -.4009 .5888 ,9299
• 7693 -,3_56 ,6326 ,9C81
°8353 -,1_05 .6686 ,831C
• 8791 -,0792 .6807 ,7875





X/C CP PpLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.1322 .9962 ,0910
• 00§2 -,8875 .6852 1.1582
.0098 -,68_0 ,4951 1,0566
• 0200 -°5066 ,5402 °9806
,0500 -,4221 ,5664 .9420
.U813 -.6089 .5693 .9343
.11_9 -,4058 ,5701 ,9330
• 1798 -,4398 ,5593 o9501
• 2397 -,4681 ,5548 ,9573
• 29_5 -,_101 ,8608 .9796
°3588 °°5524 o5318 ,9942
,4193 -.5736 ,_283 ,9999
,4793 -.5366 ,5362 .o871
• 5394 -.4080 .5721 ,9298
• 5994 -o2151 °6266 ,P650
• 8507 -,0351 ,6761 ,7690
• 7203 °0973 ,7121 .7135
,7763 .1710 ,7272 ,6900
• 8394 ,2339 ,7660 ,6605
• 8996 °2580 ,7531 ,6696
• 9492 ,2362 ,7699 ,6566
ORIGINAL PAGE iS
OF POOR QUALITY
COl ,00878 CDCOR1 ,00865
CD2 ,00_69 CDCOR2 ,00855
C03 ,00871 CDCOR3 oOOaAT
CO4 ,01297 CDCOR4 ,01272
CO5 .00884 COCOR5 .00'858
SPANWISE
XIC Y/_/2 CP PeL/PT wLOC
• 0500 -o337_ .0317 °6963 ,7610
• 3957 -.3375 -,3132 ,5960 ,8924
• 5008 -,3375 -,3738 °5832 ,9123
• 6068 -,337_ -,6241 ,5702 ,9329
• 7003 -.3375 -,3992 ,STbT ,OZZ?
TFST 122 RT 17,6663 PSI
_UN 5 TT 192.2618 K




XIC CP PeL/PT MLOC
O,O00G L,1626 .9974 ,Db03
,OOd3 ,5G81 .8230 ,5367
• 0097 .6845 ,8175 ,5441
•0203 o1742 ,7326 ,6816
• 0300 ,0521 ,6985 ,7345
,0600 -,037_ ,6767 .7711
• 0608 -,1276 ,6496 .BOq6
• 0800 -,1724 .6355 ,8314
• 1000 -,2427 ,6128 ,8666
• 1498 -,2752 .6090 .8722
,1997 -,2939 ,6032 ,8783
• ZSOb -,3251 ,5916 ,8996
• 2994 -.3559 ,5829 .9130
• 3402 -.3667 ._803 .9170
• 3795 -,3769 ,5803 ,9170
• 4201 -,3915 ,5805 ,9167
• 4598 -,61Tb ,5722 .9296
• _996 -,4338 ,5685 °9356
.5397 -,653_ ,5623 ,9654
,5795 -,4_38 ,5687 ,9670
• 6Lq7 -,481L .5458 ._717
• 6598 -,6_76 .3666 ,9_66
• 6997 -,4270 ,5837 .938_
• 7493 -.3766 ,6281 ,9173
• 8353 -,1881 ,6534 ,0656
• 8791 -.082P .6853 .T966





X/C CR RJLIPT MLO C
0,0000 1,1426 ,9976 .0603
,0052 -,3168 .5981 .8892
°0098 -.2435 ,6182 ,8580
• 0200 -.1984 ,6288 .8401
o0500 -,2257 .8232 ,8504
• _813 -.2492 ,6162 ._6!!
• 1199 -,2786 .6062 .8765
,1796 -o3186 ,5917 ,8991
,2397 -.3606 ,5856 .9087
• 2995 -,4070 ,5742 ,9286
• 35_8 -.6691 ._516 o9624
,4193 -,5068 o8411 .979L
• 4793 -,_880 ,5468 ,9701
,5394 -.3769 ,5803 o9170
• 5994 -,1969 ,6334 ,8365
• 8507 -,0170 o6P18 ,7606
• 7203 ,LZ18 ,7198 ,7015
• 77_3 ,2022 ,7413 *_680
,8394 .2577 ,7531 ,6493
,8996 °2743 ,7555 .6455
• 9492 °2522 o7520 ,6511
CDI ,00851 CDCORI ,00840
CO2 .00834 CDCOR2 ,0082L
C03 ,00828 CDCOR3 .00817
CD4 ,01236 COCOR4 ,01215
CO5 ,00827 CDCOR5 .0082Z
SPANWISE
X/C Y/_/2 CP PeL/PT MLOC
•C500 -.33?5 -,0560 ,6651 ,T859
• 3957 -,3375 -,3842 ,5?33 *9280
•5008 -,3375 -,4357 ,5639 ,9628
•6048 -.3375 -,4_17 ,5498 ,9652












XIC CP P_L/PT _LOC
O.O00O 1,1E89 ,9935 ,_968
• 0083 .2916 .7626 ,6343
• 0097 ,2832 ,7599 ,6386
• C 203 -.O_b8 ._727 ,7742
• _300 -.1512 o6391 ,82_7
• 0600 -,2293 .6176 .8589
oG608 -,2986 ,5962 ,8922
• 0800 -.3401 .5_62 ,8952
• LO00 -.4_84 ,5677 ,93_8
,1_98 -,3952 ,5741 .9267
• 1997 -o4t_82 .5696 ,9337
,2500 -°4239 ,5636 ,9_32
• 299_ -.4_67 .5bE6 .94_9
°3602 -.4443 .5627 ,94_7
,3795 -,_563 ,5539 ,958?
• 4201 -.4636 .5_9_ .94_9
,_598 -.4808 ,5506 .9640
,4996 -.5_58 .5626 ,9767
• 5397 -,5199 ,_463 .9760
°5795 -.5268 ,538_ ,983_
.6197 -.5282 .5406 ,98OO
,6598 -._949 .5621 ,_763
._997 -,4564 ,5748 ,95O9
• 74_3 -.3_52 .6266 ,9281
• _353 -.193L .6547 ,8630
• 8791 -.0._7 ,_891 .7910





XlC CP P,L/RT MLOC
O,O00U 1.1289 .9935 ,0968
°0052 .1085 ,711_ ,7142
,0098 ,07T8 ,7088 ,72LT
• OZO0 ,049_ °6948 ,7405
• 0530 -,0452 ,6685 .7806
• 0813 -,1008 oASIZ ,_073
• 1199 -.1499 ,6460 ,_L51
• 1796 -.2097 ,6214 ,_30
• 2397 -,2612 .6110 ,8692
• 2995 -,3230 ,5_31 °8969
• 3588 -,3835 ,5768 ,9256
• 41_3 -,4201 ,5693 ,9362
.6793 -.4196 ,_69_ .9339
,5394 -,3410 ,58_8 ,9083
• 5994 -o1713 .639_ ,8256
°6§07 ,002C ,883_ ,7_77
• 7203 ,1400 .7207 .7000
• 7743 ,_161 ,7481 .6619
,_396 .2673 oT56_ ,6435
• 8996 ,_P37 ,T627 ,6340
• _4_2 ,_586 .7_17 ,6515
COl ,00851 CDCOR1 .00836
CD2 .00838 CDCOR2 ,00823
CD3 *00832 CDCOR3 ,00818
CO6 .01240 COCOR_ .OlZlT
CO5 ,00828 COCOR_ ,00821
SPANWISE
XlC Y/8/_ CP PIL/PT NtOC
• 0503 -,3375 -,1816 .6335 ,8365
• 3857 -.3375 -,6495 ,5599 ,9_91
• 5008 -,3375 -,5036 ,5438 .9769
• 6048 -°3375 -,5190 .5428 ,9765






X/C CP PJLIPT MLOC
O,OUUG 1.C_@7 .9715 .2G34
,oOB3 .0329 ._qlo .74@0
.0U97 .0252 ,b88_ ,7499
,0203 -.2963 ,b030 ,8_15
.0300 -,3071 .5758 ,9241
.0400 -._30 .55@6 .95P3
,06_8 -,5157 .5P39 .9747
.GPOC -.5L19 .5kZ@ .qTb_
• i000 -.@110 .513L 1.0267
.1498 -.5433 ,5343 ,9001
.1497 -.534_ .5371 .9855
• 2500 -.5398 ,5336 .9912
.2996 -.545_ .5312 .9952
.3_02 -._347 .5325 .9030
• 3795 -.5358 .5337 ,9911
.,201 -.5375 .532_ ._929
.*_98 -.5483 .5311 .9953
.,99_ -.5591 ,531_ ,99_
,5397 -,5713 .5229 1.00P7
.5795 -.5753 .5233 1.0(80
.bI_7 -,5_b_ .5328 .9926
,_5*8 -.51_1 .5525 .975_
.6997 -,4_91 .5740 ,9619
.7493 -.39_1 .62_b .9258
.H3_3 -.19_2 .@527 .8357
,87qi -,0_45 .6869 ,7929
• QZ}? ,O_Z_ ,973_ .755_
PT 17,@0_9 PSI CN .3943
TT 192,2971 g C_ -.0951




XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC
O.OOJO 1,0697 .971_ ,2034
,0U52 ,4318 .B008 ,5722
•0098 .3413 .7779 ,b097
.0200 ,2590 °755§ o5454
• 0500 ,1143 ,7152 ,7088
• 0813 .O343 .5944 ,7408
,1199 -,0277 ,5779 .7552
• 1795 -,1085 .b_18 .8C53
°2397 -,1700 ,6369 ,8292
.2995 -,_381 ,5185 °8575
°35_8 -.3051 .5983 ,8888
,419_ -.3514 ,58_7 .91_0
._793 -.3625 ,5902 ,qlTZ
._3_4 -.2950 .599_ .8664
,599_ -.1615 .5419 .BZI5
• 6507 .0253 .689_ .7488
,7203 ,1585 ,7282 .5884
• 7763 ,2370 .7665 .5598
.8396 .Z_45 ,7606 .h377
,8995 .2947 .7557 .6293
,9492 .2558 .7547 .6_bB
CO1 ,00892 CDCOR1 ,00850
COZ °00835 C09OR_ *00842
CO3 .00850 COCOR3 .00839
CO4 °01259 COCO_4 .01_38
CO5 ,00832 corn_ _nnR_
SP_NWISE
X/C YI@I2 CP P_LIPT _LOC
• 0_03 -,3375 -,3509 ,_8_8 ,90Zl
,395? -,3375 -.5184 °5438 ,9743
• 5008 -,3375 -°5513 ,5305 .9962
,6065 -,337_ -°54Pb .5368 °9862





xlC CP P,LIPI _LOC
O,OUO_ ,8_27 .9205 ,3458
• 0u83 -.Z155 .62_Z .8487
.0097 -,2674 .bUS_ ,8772
.OZ03 -.5_OZ .5307 ,9959
,0300 -.6310 ,50_8 1.0383
,0_00 -,7¢b5 ._84J 1,0731
,0_08 -,751_ .468@ 1,0994
,C800 -.7b_3 ,4680 l,lCOb
.i_00 -.7703 ,&_ol 1,1C38
,i_98 -,_0_0 .4535 1.1253
,1997 -,7910 ,4637 l.lGTq
,7500 -,6_41 ._99_ L,0470
.299_ -.bZZl .5108 1.0285
,3%02 -,b274 ,5G55 1.0373
,37@5 -.b217 ,509_ 1,0307
,4201 -.bOSh .515_ 1,0210
,q_98 -.bZ35 .568Z 1.0327
,499b --.5135 ,5125 1,0256
.5397 -,b_29 .5077 1.033_
,6107 -,6v34 ,5171 1,0180
,_598 -.5379 ,5_9% ,99&_
.b9_7 -,4821 .5_qq .9717
,74_3 -,4_i_ .6297 ,9319
• _353 -.1908 .b54_ .8404
.87gl -.v820 .6PlO ,7963
•_21Z ,_U44 .9155 ,7_87
PT 17,6410 PSI CN ._305
IT 191.9978 K Cm -.0955




X/C C o P_L/PT WL_C
0.0000 ,8627 .9205 .3458
.0052 .6659 ._546 .4b04
._098 .5380 .829_ .5237
• OZO0 .4201 .795P .5795
.05_0 .2649 ,7479 .6576
.0813 .1647 ,7183 .7038
,I199 .0t88 .6°87 .7342
,179b -°0223 .9736 .77Z8
.Z397 -.O@3T ,b518 .8063
,2995 -*1660 .63&_ .R334
.3588 -,Z36_ ,bL31 ,8659
,_193 -.2839 .6040 .8800
._793 -.3084 .5940 .8955
.5394 -,255@ ,51Oh .8698
.5994 -,IE49 ,_50@ .8081
.5507 .042_ .6926 .7_35
• 7233 .1747 .7301 .bBSb
.7743 .2468 .7492 .9555
,939_ ,2950 ,TbI_ .6345
.3996 ,3013 .7659 ._Z89
,9492 ,7652 .7531 ,6495
CO1 ,00906 CDCO_I .00885
C02 .00908 COC0_2 ,0088b
CD3 ,00902 CDCO_3 .0088Z
C04 ,01328 COC0_4 °01297
CD5 *00863 COCOg5 .00856
3P_NWISE
XlC Y/312 C_ P*LIPT MLOC
.0503 -,3375 -,5570 ,5305 .9qb2
.3957 -.3375 -.6077 .5_35 1.0261
°SOOB -.3375 -,b079 ,5137 1o0Z37
.b048 -.3375 -.6078 .5102 l*OZq5




X/C CP P,LIPT MLOC
O.U¢O0 ._87 .Rh59 ,4580
.0_83 -._V89 ,5707 .9321
•OCt? -.5_4_ .5176 i°0172
.02_3 -.7795 .P_95 1.0979
•_30_ -,83_I ._U4 1.1311
• 0_0 -.9091 ,4_13 1.155_
._bJB -.97_ ._i44 1.1953
,O80O -,9910 ,4101 1.2_R2
• IOOC -.9_44 .409_ 1.2048
.1997 -I.0_23 .4O36 1.216_
.?_OU -1.0145 ._,26 I.Z182
,79_ -i.02_5 ._0_6 1.2722
.3_2 -.9_Z? .4?2O I.IS22
,37O5 -.73_3 ._05 1,0791
,_01 -.SOb@ .5323 ,9433
.4598 -.5363 ._55 ._8_i
._97 -.57O7 .5225 I.U_97
.5795 -.h05_ .515_ 1.0210
.o107 -.5977 ,5Z21 1.a_
.7_93 -.399_ .bJq7 ,92_8
• _791 -,0 ''_¸ ,_'_39 ,7_75
.9717 -.O_OZ .@_98 .7_4
_T 17._57w PSI CN .6731
TT 192,3425 K Cm -.0919




X/C CP P_LIPT MLOC
O.OOJO .6687 .865_ .45S_
.0052 .83_4 .91E5 .3651
*009_ .6955 ,8750 .4_0_
.0200 ,5551 ._34_ .5142
.0530 ,3573 .7805 .b05_
,0813 °2450 ,750L -6540
,1199 .1588 .7Z6_ .6910
,1796 .C589 .6994 .7331
.2397 -.0199 .5764 .7685
._995 -°0952 .b56_ .7994
.35_8 -.1687 .6359 ._309
,4193 -.223_ ,521_ .853_
.4793 -.7505 .5148 .P533
.5394 -,?li2 .b_45 .848Z
.59_ -°OPT? ,_@07 .7926
,_597 ,0543 .7007 ,7310
,7203 ,1_13 .7359 ._7b_
,77_3 .2637 ,753b .6886
.839_ ,3GTl ,7669 .6273
,BqQb ._084 ,7690 ,6_39
,0_92 .Z_l ,754@ ._467
COl .01092 CDCORI ,01048
C02 .OlllO CDCOR2 ,01051
CO3 ,01080 COCOR3 ,01043
CD4 °01544 COCOR4 *01506
C05 .00957 COCOg5 .009Z4
SPANWISE
X/C YI_/2 CP Pet/PT _LOC
.0503 -,3375 -,7110 ,4859 1,0700
.3957 -.3375 -.7912 ,4521 1.1105
,5008 -,3375 -°5635 .5278 1.0007
,b_4@ --.3375 --,5861 .51e6 1.0157











XIC CP PtLlP[ MLOC
O*OOOO ,5817 ,0412 ,5030
• OO@3 -.4607 .5504 .9643
• 0097 -*7405 *48O0 1.0800
• 0203 -*8545 *4430 1.1443
• 0300 -.9413 .4Z59 1.1751
• 0400 -*9743 .4114 L.ZOI9
• 0008 -1.0365 .3947 1.2332
•G_O0 -I*0_30 ,3903 1*Z_23
• LO00 -1.0590 *3890 1,2431
• 1498 -1,0883 *3795 I*2626
•1992 -I.0863 *3822 1*2575
•2500 -I.0952 *3805 L,260_
• 29_4 -1,_187 ,3770 i*2606
• 3402 -I,1085 ,3748 1,2720
• 3795 -1.1037 ,3762 I*2694
• 4201 -1,0054 *4055 1.2128
• 4598 -*7?O9 *4097 1.0970
• 4996 -.6280 .4861 1*0063
• 53_7 -*5000 ,5451 .9727
• 5795 -.5070 *5433 *9756
• 6197 -*4973 .5441 .9743
•6998 -.4e90 .5568 .9713
•0997 -*45?9 *5700 .9543
.7493 -*3_70 *6292 .9239
•8353 -.1930 ,6582 *6410
.87_1 -*O854 *6829 .?963





XlC CP PpLIPT NLOC
0,0030 ,5817 ,8412 ,5030
.0052 .8o45 ,9297 *3242
*0098 ,7495 ,8878 *_157
*0200 ,6116 ,8519 ,4838
,0500 *4031 .7924 ,5850
*08L3 *2879 ,7608 ,6371
.i199 *1967 .7369 .6749
,L?_ *0934 *7076 .7Z04
*2397 ,0161 .6852 .?_50
,2995 -*065T ,6638 *7879
.3588 -.1393 .6441 .8182
,4193 -.1948 ,6309 ,0384
,4793 -,2242 ,6193 .8564
,539_ -,1939 ,6277 .8434
,5994 -*0738 ,662_ ,7903
,6507 ,0730 .7026 ,7282
*7203 .2009 ,7350 *6778
.77_3 .2704 .7573 .6426
,8394 ,3120 .?b87 ,6244
,8996 .3145 ,7684 .6250
*q492 .2686 .7554 ,6457
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
POOR QUALITY
C01 *01382 COCOR1 *01328
C02 ,01413 COCORZ *01303
CO3 *01307 CDCOR3 *01298
CD4 *01939 COCOR4 *01881
CO5 ,01167 CDCOR5 *01137
SPANWISE
XIC Y/8/2 CP P_L/PT NLOC
• 0500 -,3375 -.7664 .4713 1*0949
• 3957 -.3375 -i,0028 *4086 1.2071
• 500_ -,3375 -.5194 .5434 *9755
• 6048 -*3375 -.5266 .5_00 ,9810
• 70_3 -,3375 -,4574 .5556 ,9560
TFST 122 PT 17,_570 PSI
RUN 5 TT 192,3828 K




XIC CP P,LIPT MLOC
0.0000 .4u91 ,8129 .5520
• 0083 -,5478 ,5339 .9908
• 0097 -.8625 .4455 1.1399
• 0203 -.9h87 ._lSR i*193_
• 0300 -1,0278 ,4003 1.2226
• 0400 -!,0598 ,3910 1,2405
• _608 -1,1231 ,3748 1.Z721
• 0800 -1.1485 .3716 1,2784
• 1000 -1.1275 ,3702 1,Z_12
,1498 -1,1658 ,3023 1,2973
• 1997 -1.1605 ,3616 1.Z985
• 2500 -1,1610 ,3636 I,Zq4_
• 2994 -1*1849 *3599 1.3022
• 3402 -1*1928 .3577 1*3066
• 3795 -I*1963 *3539 1,3143
• 4201 -1.1937 .3573 1,3074
• 4598 -1,05ZZ ,4001 1*2230
,4996 -.8600 .4440 1,1424
,5397 -,5965 ,5182 1.0164
• 5795 -,4_08 ,5533 ,9596
.6197 -.4092 ,5590 ,9506
• 6598 -.4404 .570Z ,9435
• 6997 -*4106 .5843 .9330
• 7493 -,3691 *6327 .9106
• 8353 -*1889 ,6601 ,8351
• 8791 -*0_71 .684L *7943





X/C CP PJLIPT MLOC
O*O00D *4091 *8129 ,5520
• 0052 *9443 ,942_ .2912
,0098 ,804? *9043 .3817
• 02OO *6597 *8646 *46O5
• 0500 *4474 *_059 *5036
• 98!3 ,3303 .774_ .615_
• 1199 *?360 .7501 .6542
• 1796 *1274 .7168 ,7063
• ?397 ,0456 *6956 ,739O
,2995 -*03?0 .6717 ,7758
• 3588 -.1101 *6527 .8049
• 4193 -,1661 *6390 ,8299
• 4793 -.2047 .6_85 ,8422
• 539_ -.1749 .6349 *6322
.5_94 -.06O7 *66?8 *7816
• 6507 ,0837 *?096 .7174
• 7203 *2079 *7599 *6702
• 7743 ,2781 .7591 *6398
• _394 .3170 .7717 .6196
• 8996 .3192 *7738 .6164
• 9_92 ,2710 *7586 ,6406
CD1 *01849 COCOR1 ,01761
C02 ,01833 COCOR2 ,01763
CD3 .01839 COCOR3 .01768
CD4 *02_92 CDCOR4 *&2513
CO5 *01528 COCOR5 *01499
SPANWISE
XlC Y/312 CP P_LIPT MLO¢
• 0500 -.3375 -*8266 .4572 1.1193
• 399? -*3375 -1,1186 *3747 1*2724
• 50JB -*3375 -o9197 .4301 1.1674
• 604_ -.tt75 -*4699 ,5541 ,9584










RIC CP P,LIPT MLOC
0.0000 .3172 *7705 ,6212
• O0_3 -,65_6 ,5021 1.0428
• 0v97 -1,0_31 ,3949 1.2330
• 0_O3 -1*097_ ,3764 1.2690
• 0336 -1,14Z5 .3675 l*Z_66
,0400 -i,1993 .351R 1,3188
•0608 -L.2_14 ,34_9 1,3310
• _eO_ -io2314 *3_05 1.3425
• 1000 -1,2321 ,3_Z0 1,33_2
,1498 -L,Z593 ,3348 1,3947
,1997 -1,2543 *3338 1.3568
,ZOO4 -1,280_ ,3316 1,3_15
,3402 -1,2824 ,3296 1.3661
,3705 -1._905 ,3260 1,3738
,4201 -I,2_90 ,32ZZ 1,3823
,_598 -i,3087 ,3165 I*3905
,4996 -i.1741 .3557 1,3107
°5397 -,79>_ ,&636 l*1081
• 5795 -,6_68 ,5120 1,0a65
• 6197 -,5_57 .5341 ,990_
,6_98 -.4713 *9772 ,_5
,6997 -,3890 .5_18 *9210
,7493 -,3_07 *6318 ,89R4
,8353 -,i_32 ,6fi40 ,_38v
•8791 -,0_8_ .6741 .9020





XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
O,uO00 ,3172 *?70_ °6217
• 00_Z 1.0037 ,9590 *2452
• O098 .8676 *9207 .3453
• 0200 *724? .8821 *4269
• 05OO .5078 .8223 .5360
•0_13 .3801 *7872 ,5946
,1199 .2_13 .7588 *6403
• 1790 .1698 *7288 .6875
• 2397 ,0_19 *7O47 .7249
,2995 -*0032 .6_00 ,7630
• 3_8 -*0830 *6561 *7967
• 4193 -.1434 .6441 ,8181
• 47_3 -.1870 ,6312 *8380
• 5394 -.1733 .6342 *8333
,5994 -.0616 ,664? *7873
• 0507 *O792 *7026 ,7281
• 7203 *Z001 ,7360 *6762
• 7743 ,?702 .7570 ,6431
.83_4 ,3093 *76_9 .6242
• 8996 ,3059 ,767_ .6258
• 9492 ,2517 .7503 .6937
CO1 ,03363 CDCOR1 *03163
C02 *03969 CDCOR2 *03486
CO3 ,03266 CDCOR3 ,C3180
CD4 *04463 CDCOR4 ,04368
C05 *02449 CDCOR5 ,02353
SPANWISE
X/C _1812 CP PeLIPT _100
• 0503 -,33?5 -*8999 ,4338 1.1607
,3957 -,3379 -1*2109 *3464 1,3300
• 5008 -*3375 -1.1951 .3_10 1.3205
• b048 -*3375 -*5469 *5299 ,9978






XlC CP PeLIPT _LOC
0.0000 .LqO6 .7339 .b79f,
o0_ -*7429 .475_ 1.0872
o0_7 -1.1724 o3571 1.307_
• _2_3 -L.266_ ,33_L 1.3541
.0300 -1.2_1 o3330 1.3S_
• L_O0 -L°Slq_ .316L Zo3959
• 0608 -1.31_5 .3170 1.3938
o1498 -1,3311 .3105 1._CB5
,2500 -1.3_72 o313_ 1.4_20
._994 -L.35_0 .309_ 1._111
.37_ -1.37_6 o305_ 1o4204
,4201 -L.27_ .340_ 1o3_1_
._9_? -,_907 .507_ .9782
o_Z_2 -.1_ .?344 ._265
_T 17,b57_ PSl CN .9769
TT IQ2,SqbB K CM -*I094




X/C CP P,LIPT _LOC
0.0000 °_906 °?339 .6?96
•0052 1,0476 ,_708 ,2062
°uO_8 ,q_6_ °93_I ,3034
• 0200 ,777_ o8964 ,3_0_
o0B13 ,_261 ,7989 ,57_3
• 11_9 ,325? ,77_? °61B0
o_796 ,20_2 ,7391 o67_4
,2397 °IC95 ,7103 .7165
°_995 °0199 °6863 ,7533
,35_8 -°C595 ,6673 ,7826
• _293 -,1378 ,644_ ,8177
,4?93 -°179_ °6535 °834_
°539_ -,i716 ,63_6 o8311
,_9_ -°O?69 °6598 ,?940
o_507 ,0_42 ,6_99 ,7324
°??03 ,1885 ,7_48 ,b?O0
°77_3 o2_90 o7489 °b560
,_3_4 °2?66 ,?_4 ,6457
°899_ °2579 °7_23 ,6509
,q_92 o1901 ,7331 ,6808
CDI .06557 COCO_l .06422
C02 °06814 COCO_? ,06698
CD3 °06171 CDCD_3 .6605_
CD4 .0801_ COCDR4 °07894
SPANWISE
XlC YI_I_ ¢P P,LIPT MLO¢
*050_ -.3375 -.9_5 o4139 1._971
.39_7 -.33?5 -1o2787 .3E60 1.3739
._O&8 -.3_75 -.766? .4680 1o_004
.6048 -°337_ -.5982 *_148 1.02_8
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_/C CP PeL/PT _LOC
0,0_00 1,1298 *gg3_ ,Oqb7
*0083 ,6509 ,8612 .4671
,0097 *6472 ,B70B *4492
*0203 *4073 *?937 .5842
*0300 .2215 *7428 *6660
*0400 .1319 .T140 .7048
.ObO$ *0244 *6877 .7516
*0800 -,0327 .6710 *7774
,1000 -*1116 ,6489 .8113
*1494 -*1bOg .6364 ,_304
o1997 -*2052 *6226 ,8517
*2500 -°2442 .6127 *4669
*2994 -*Z_2t ,6020 ,8436
*8402 -,3005 *5955 *4937
*3795 -.821_ *5917 o8996
,4201 -.3_35 *5442 ,9114
,4_98 -.3783 .5759 *9243
,49g6 **3969 ,5705 °9329
,5397 -,4197 o_642 °9428
*5795 -,4477 .5567 *9547
.61_7 -*4583 ,5540 *9590
*65q4 -*4477 *5680 *9560
,6997 -.4231 *5802 *9442
.7493 -,3062 .6259 *9141
,8353 -,1947 *6556 .4463
o8791 -,0065 *6793 *4008
*_212 -oO00Z .9941 *7640
PT 17,OObg PSI CN -°0043
TT 129.4465 K CM -.0918




X/C C4 P_L/PT MLQC
O°OCO0 1*1294 ,9g35 °09&?
°0052 -*9686 .4123 1,2006
*0094 -,7207 .4819 1.0772
*OZO0 -*4574 *5553 °9869
,0500 -,4144 *5670 °9384
o0413 -,4411 ,5590 .9811
*1199 -,4260 ,5619 ,9468
,1796 -*4624 .5516 °9629
*2397 -.4485 *5454 *9721
,2995 -*5309 *5322 *qg40
,35_8 -,5819 ,_192 1*01_1
,4193 -.6124 .5104 1*0296
*4793 -*5060 °5214 1.0110
.5394 -,4220 °5639 *9433
,8994 -,2236 .6175 .859_
*6507 -,0414 ,66qZ .7800
*7203 *0970 .7073 .7214
,7743 .1769 ,7294 .6470
,8394 °2388 ,7467 *6§94
*8996 .2623 .7536 .6493
.9492 .2414 *7470 .6593
CD1 ,00436 CDCOR1 ,00425
CO2 ,00422 CDC042 °00411
CO3 .00824 C00043 .00418
CO4 °01214 CDC044 .O1ZO0
CD5 ,00806 COCOR5 .00801
SPANWISE
XIC Y/B/2 CP PeLIPT #LOC
• OSOu -.337§ .04G7 °8932 °7430
°3957 -*3375 -°3260 *_4gB °g026
,5004 -°33?5 -*3949 ,5727 ,9294
,6048 -,3375 -°4451 .5546 *9_17





X/C CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1°1418 ,9974 ,0613
°0043 ,4988 *82_Z ,5382
.0097 .4_32 .8194 .5412
,0203 .1895 .7360 *6767
*0300 *0411 *6949 *7408
°0400 -*0418 *6718 *7760
*0604 -.1338 *6477 .8131
°0809 -*1779 .6347 .8330
.1000 -*2845 *6126 .8671
o1494 -,2_23 *6065 *8766
,1997 -*3092 *5973 .8910
,2500 -*3389 *SgOZ *9020
*2994 -,3671 ._424 .9142
,3402 -°3764 ,5410 .9163
,37_5 -,3_14 .5754 *9245
.4201 -.4081 *5721 ,9303
*48g8 -.4402 .5641 .9431
,_gb -.4_46 .55_6 *qSIT
,5397 -°4744 .5531 .960_
.5795 -o4951 .5498 ._657
*_197 -._gSg °5473 .9697
*b§_8 -,4800 ._b08 o9613
*6997 -*4478 ,_749 *9484
*7493 -,3792 .6283 .91_4
°_3_3 -°2014 ,6_79 ,4430
.8791 -,092_ .6828 °7970
,9212 -,00_2 ,9_74 ,7593
PT 17.6053 PSI CN °1321
TT 129,9763 K C_ -,094_




X/C CP P_LIPT ML_C
0.0000 1*1414 ,9974 *0613
,0052 -.3277 .5943 *8955
*0098 -°2_99 .6127 .4670
,0200 -,2113 ,625& ,8471
,0500 -.2105 ,6254 .8478
.0413 -.2_59 ,6140 .4_50
,1199 -,2459 ,6081 .4748
.1796 -.3293 ,5920 .4991
*2397 -*3773 .5405 .9172
.2995 -.4239 *5656 ,q405
*3588 -,4799 *_15 .9631
,4193 -.5135 ,5422 ,9740
*4793 -.4936 ,544_ *9672
°5394 -.3876 .876_ *9228
.5994 -.2051 ,6279 ,4_36
.6507 -,0241 *6740 °7665
.7203 .1207 ,71_7 *7064
,7743 *Z007 °73_6 *6725
.4_94 ,2592 °_56t .&450
.89_6 .2775 ,7597 ._392
.9492 ,2467 °7514 .6517
C01 .0079_ CDCOel o0078b
C02 .OOTBO CDCOR2 .00771
CO3 .00783 COCO43 .00773
CD_ °OllbO C000_4 .01145
CD5 .00771 CDCO_ °00768
SPANWISE
XIC Y/4/Z CP P_LIPT MLOC
°0_0_ -.3375 -*090§ ,8593 .79§2
°39_7 -.3375 -°3975 *_734 .9293
._OOB -°337§ -,4537 ,§580 *gSZ?
*6044 -.3375 -,4923 *_468 *970_





XlC CP PeLIPT _LDC
0.0000 1.13_1 .gg4_ ,OgO0
,0043 .3009 .7_55 .6301
°0097 .2927 ,7632 *6337
°0203 -,_415 °_71_ .7765
°0300 -,1644 *_379 ,8242
• 04OO -*2403 *_174 *8597
• O6O4 -,3081 ,598_ ,_92
• 0400 -*3_09 ,590_ ,901_
• 1_00 -.4_81 *SbgO *_353
• 1494 -.4053 .5725 .9298
.1997 -*4223 °5673 *9379
• 25OO -,_01 .563_ .9441
• 2994 -,4581 ._591 .9_10
• 3402 -,4607 ,5580 .9_7
°37_5 -°4649 ._551 .9573
,4201 -*_794 .5513 ,9_33
.4_94 -.5_33 .5_47 .973_
• 499_ -*_ZUO ,5_13 .9793
,_3_7 -._339 ._363 ,9875
• 57_ -,84_9 .5345 *99O2
• _1_7 -*5_09 .5355 .9487
• _5_8 -*_178 .5_24 *9410
.6_7 -,4?08 *5746 .9613
,7493 -*3936 .bZ6_ *g_b5
• 8353 -.2_94 ._57L ,845_
°87_1 -*0914 *_83_ *7945
• 92LZ -,0_23 .9_4J ,TSE_
PT 17.6040 PSI CN .2675
It 129,8735 K C_ -.0971




WIC CP PeLIPT _L_C
0,0000 I*13Zl ,9944 *0900
*0052 ,1000 ,?I01 °?E70
*00_4 *0656 *7009 .7312
,0200 .038_ .6938 *7422
*0_00 -°0477 *6703 ,7743
,0413 -*I076 ,6536 .3040
°1199 -*1576 ,6408 °42_7
.1796 -o2163 .6244 *8489
,2397 -*2685 .6tO0 *4711
*29g5 -.330_ *5926 *898Z
,3584 -*3935 ._762 ,9239
.4193 -._336 ._654 .9403
*4793 -*432O .5650 .9403
*_3_4 -.3474 .5_44 .g047
._99_ -.1783 .6_4E ,434O
*6507 -*OOZl ._25 *7596
.72_3 .1396 *7723 .6981
.?7_3 *ZI_O .743O *6656
,83_4 .273_ *7592 *6400
.8_96 *2_6C .7_24 ,635O
C01 .00794 COC041 ,00784
C02 °00773 COC042 ,00763
C03 .00780 C00043 .OOT6g
C04 ,01155 CDCO_4 .¢1137
C08 .00767 CDCOR_ .O07bZ
SP_NWISE
XIC YIEIZ CP P_L/PT MEOC
°050_ -°3375 -.2440 ,_172 ,8600
.39_7 -.3378 -.4721 ,5528 ,9615
.5004 -.3375 -,51_ .5425 ._774
,604_ -.3375 -.8440 ,5310 .ggSg








XIC CP P, IIPT MLOC
O,GOOb 1.0537 .q?30 .198_
'ObB3 .0334 .bq25 .7442
*_uq7 ,0357 .6932 .743L
.0303 -,ZoOh .6045 .4747
.030C -._Ubb ,5?28 .q2g2
,0400 -.4724 .5541 ,9588
.ObJ6 -,5174 .5426 ,9772
,040u -,bZSB ,539? .9B20
,luO0 -.b50g .5U64 1,0363
,I_46 -.5587 .532u .9443
*19q7 -.5_82 .5351 °9893
,2500 -,3483 ,535_ .4889
.29g% -°5547 .5323 ,gg3d
.3402 -,5442 .5362 .4875
.3795 -,5_85 .535_ .9889
,_201 -.5506 ,5352 ._892
,&5Q8 -,5Tl_ ,5274 1.0018
o_498 -,57_g .5282 1.0005
.5347 -,5827 ,5_57 l.OC_b
,5795 -,5_b5 ,SZbO 1,0040
,61q7 -.5711 .5284 1.0£02
,b_8 -,537& .5_21 .981b
,6997 -,4_80 .5747 .4623
.7493 -.&036 ,6297 .9Z59
,S353 -.Zul3 ,6591 .84G8
,_TQI --.095b ,6828 ,7955










XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0,0090 1.0537 ,4730 .1984
•0052 o42_4 ,8000 .5738
•OOg8 .3280 .7741 .hi61
• OZO0 ,2%4Z ,7512 .6527
• 0500 .10_8 .7125 ,7132
,0813 ,0220 obgO_ .7473
• 11gq -,0411 .6727 .7?%7
• 17q6 -.1166 ,65Z7 oB053
• 2397 -.1804 ,63_ .B317
• 2qq5 -,Z451 .8181 ,8587
• 3588 -.310q .bOO3 .BSb2
• 4193 -,3584 o5861 ,9083
o_793 -.36b0 .5B50 ,QI01
• 539% -.3052 .6019 .8837
.59q4 -.1502 .644b ,8178
•b507 .0183 obSg? ,7493
°7203 .1565 .728Z .688Q
,7743 .2334 .748O .b563
,4394 .2P53 ,7639 ,63Z5
°899b .2943 ,7654 °6302
.9492 .3541 .7557 ,b%56
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
CD1 ,0081Z CDCOR1 .007q9
COZ ,00797 CDCOR2 ,00785
CD3 .00798 CDCOR3 .00786
CD% ,01181 CDCOR4 ,01161
CD5 .00743 CDCOR5 ,00777
$PANWISE
X/C Y/812 CP P_L/PT MLOC
• 0500 -.3375 -.4311 ,9667 .q38_
• 3957 -,3375 -,5453 ,53_Z .94q2
• 500_ -°3375 -,5719 ,_387 °9997
• 6048 -.3375 -°_713 .5315 ,99_Z










XlC CP P,LIPT MLOC
0,0000 .8_31 ,g30b ,3457
•b083 -,2154 ,6245 °848B
• Obg7 -,2714 ,bOgb ._716
• 0203 -,550G .5338 .9914
,0300 -.6630 .5037 1,0407
,C_O0 -.7_97 *_33 1,0765
,O_O_ -:770B .4712 !,0q55
• OBnO -.7_L7 ,_e_7 l,OqBl
• lOgO -.7o80 .4720 1.0931
• 14q8 -,8_g7 .4592 l,llb_
,1997 -.7037 .4731 1,0923
• 2500 -,OZI_ ,512b 1.0260
,2994 -,643Z ,5_73 1.0348
,3402 -,b43_ .5076 I.U3_2
• 37_5 -.6278 ,51i7 1.0275
• _201 -.623Z .bl3o 1,0243
.45q8 -.b368 ,5102 1,0300
• 49q6 -.6_09 ,5079 1.0337
• 5397 -.6_25 5080 1,0335
.57ob -.b38_ .5L04 l.OZg_
.6Lg7 -.b3_4 ,SlgO 1,0155
• _598 -.5570 ,5483 .9_39
,b9_7 -.4988 ,5737 ,gb83
o7_93 -,4111 .6Z70 .927_
• 8353 -,2051 ,6588 ,844_
• _7oI -.O_2L .b6_3 ,7_55





XIC CP P,LIPT MLOC
0,0000 .8E31 .q206 .3457
•G052 .b_b3 °8668 .4566
•0048 .5374 °8317 ,5194
•0200 ,418q .7_q7 .57%4
•0500 .?530 .7526 ,b505
,0813 .1388 ,7_13 .6qb
ollqq .0624 .701_ ,7305
• 17q6 -,0Z43 .6770 .76B0
• Z3_7 -.0460 °657B .7q76
• Zqq5 -°167% ,b371 .8394
• 3588 -.7395 o6175 °8595
• 41_3 -.28ql .60_5 .8797
• %703 -.3104 ._98q ,888%
,b394 -.2590 .b12q .8667
• 54q4 -.12Z7 .650B ,_083
• 65O7 .O392 .6q54 .739B
• 7203 .17_0 .7316 .b83b
• 77_3 .24_2 ,752_ .b506
,8344 .Z971 °7663 .b286
.8_qb .30Z7 ,7676 .6Zb7
•q%qZ .2584 .7_5_ .6454
CDL ,008bl CDCORI ,008*%
CO? *OO8_T CDCORZ .00830
CD3 o0084_ CDCOR3 .008_7
CD4 ,OlZ_O COCOg4 ,0_216
CD5 o0080_ CDCOR5 °00801
3PANWISE
X/C Y/_IZ CP P,L/PT MLOC
• 0503 -,3375 -,6_03 ,_030 1,0_19
• 3q57 -°3375 -,b271 ._119 1,0Z71
.5008 -.3375 -,6330 .5101 1.0301
• 6044 -,3375 -,6140 .51_3 1,0231








AL pHA 2.g600 DEG
UPPER SURFACE
x/C C p P, LIPT MLDC
0.0000 .671_ ,86_4 ,4574
• G_3 -.3_30 .5745 ._26_
.0C97 -.5583 .53O3 .g471
• 0203 -.7_48 ._683 1,1064
•O33O -°8375 .4_9 1.1344
• 0_00 -.q]_6 ,_303 1.1675
,_bJa -,g_31 .41_3 i.L_37
• C50u -l. OuZ_ ._Og_ 1.ZO6U
• IOJC -.9_37 ,4127 1.1q_
• l_T -i.013q ._637 i.3167
• _00 -1°0243 .4L40 1.2161
.79_ -I,031_ ,3967 1.2262
• 3_02 -I,022_ ,4_30 1.317q
,37_5 -,_31 ,417_ L,iqGq
• _201 -._733 .4_77 1.0506
• _5_8 -.506a .5277 1,0012
.4_96 -.5_71 .5339 .9Q30
,0397 -.5q04 ,5_36 1.0C8G
• 67_5 -.673Z .5137 1.0241
,_b_8 -.5526 .5_81 ._qb3
,6_97 -.4975 ,57_2 .q_8_
,7_3 -._68 .826O ,9318
._3_3 -.20_2 ._587 ._454





x/C CP P,Ll_T MLOC
0.0000 ._714 .q664 .¢574
.0052 .8336 ._126 .3640
• J098 ._90Z .87Iq .4471
.O20O .5553 .8343 .515_
• 05OO .36ql .7847 .5941
.0813 .2_25 .7487 .6587
• 11Qg .1572 .7273 .6q02
.17_ .0616 .7016 .7301
• Z397 -.0178 ._78_ .7bbZ
• Zqq5 ~.0952 .6566 .7q94
.3548 -.1707 ._387 .6268
.4193 -.?242 .b30g .8543
• 47q3 -.3552 °6137 .8654
.53_4 -.2176 .6228 .8514
.5944 -.08BC .6583 .7qbO
._537 .063_ .7010 .7310
• 72O3 .lq_8 .7368 .6755
• 77_3 .2675 .7584 .6414
• 8394 .3109 .7697 .5233
• 8_95 .3158 .7701 .6226
• _442 .2_qq .7571 .6434
C01 ,0105_ COCOR1 ,00987
COZ °01041 CDCOR2 ,00ggb
C03 .010_0 CDCOR3 .00961
CD4 ,014g0 COCOR4 ,01%_3
CD§ ,00930 COCOR_ ,00$9_
SPANWISE
X/C ¥/_12 C_ P_L/PT _LOC
• 0503 -.3375 -°8327 .4555 1.1ZZ7
• 3957 -.3375 -,b946 °4948 1o0_5
• _008 -°33?5 -,56%0 .5Z72 1°00Zl
,bO_8 -.3375 -.b077 ,51B3 1.0166






X/C CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 *358& .8330 .50q0
,00R3 -*4710 .5585 ,9550
*0097 -*6978 *9921 1.0601
°0203 -.9219 .4354 1.1589
.0300 -.9524 *4238 1.1794
.0_00 -i,0198 *4090 1.2067
*0608 -I*0432 *39%5 1,2391
*0800 -1.0819 ,3890 1.2448
,1000 -1,0671 .3938 1.2355
*1490 -1,1135 *3840 i*2595
.1997 -i.1055 .3832 i.2361
oZSOG -1*1_69 .3817 1.2590
*2994 -1.1264 .3785 1*2652
.3402 -I*1236 .3741 1*Z740
.3795 -I*Ii65 *3826 i*2571
.4201 -*9757 .4203 1.1057
*9598 -.8Z2T ,%596 1.1155
.%996 -.5555 ,5396 .9901
.5397 -*5309 *5389 ,9831
.5795 -.5158 .59_4 .9794
.6197 -*5258 .5421 .9781
*8598 -.5018 ,5563 .9713
*0997 -.4_88 .576Q ,9549
.7493 -.3966 .6Z86 .9232
*8353 -*204% .6599 *8426
*87ql -.0935 .6820 .7940
*9212 -*0045 .8378 *7604
PT 17.7516 PSI CN .7678
TT 130.8080 K CM -*0965




XlC CP PeLIPT RLOC
0.0000 *5584 *8380 *5090
*0052 *8933 .9290 ,3262
*0098 .7567 *8928 *4058
*0290 *6097 .8517 *48%5
*0530 .4164 *7906 *5749
,0813 .2829 *7802 *6335
.1199 o1953 °7386 *8726
.1796 *0925 .7107 .7160
.2397 .0147 .6911 *7464
.2095 -*0666 .667_ .7831
*3588 -*1925 *647% *8139
.9193 -.1916 *6337 .8348
*4793 -o2313 ,6195 *8565
*5394 -*1997 *6338 *8395
*59q4 -*0751 .6660 *7850
.8507 .07Z6 *?047 *7Z53
,7203 .2017 *7412 *6685
*77%3 .2724 *7591 *6402
*$394 .3153 .7716 *6202
,8996 .3187 *7728 .6183
*9402 .2712 .7_84 *h414
CD1 *0234§ CDCOR1 .01Z73
C02 .01310 COCO_2 *01Z42
CD3 .01317 CDCOR3 *01258
CD4 *01871 CDCOR% *01803
CO3 *O1144 CncnR8 .o1114
SPANRISE
XlC YI31Z CP P_LIPT NLOC
*0500 -*3375 -*qOOZ *4368 1.15_9
*3937 -*3375 -1o0546 *3954 1,2325
*5003 -*3375 -.7594 *4744 1,0900
*60%8 -*33?5 -*5253 .5414 .9791





XIC CP PeLIPT NLDC
0.0000 .%e15 .8178 .5,40
.0083 -,5108 *5392 .9828
*00g7 -.8108 *9605 1.1140
*0203 -.9634 .4158 1.1945
*0300 -1.0017 .4025 1,219G
*0400 -i,0816 *3894 1,2439
.0608 -1*0991 .3794 1.2636
*0800 -1.1282 .3723 I*2775
*lOUO -1.1157 *3763 1*2b95
.1498 -1*1598 ,3660 1.2901
.1997 -1.1321 .3649 1.2924
,2500 -1.1657 *3639 1.2945
,2994 -1.1851 ,3594 1.3036
*3402 -1.1871 ,3573 1.3080
*3795 -1.1978 .35_3 1*3140
.4201 -1.1946 .3554 1.3118
*9598 -I,1560 *3627 1,2969
._996 -1.0207 .40%3 1.2156
._397 -.7364 .4807 1.0793
,5795 -.5329 .5396 .9821
.6197 -.973_ *5590 ,9590
.859B -.4362 .5699 *9478
.8997 -*9228 o5851 .9338
,7493 -.3570 .6292 .9099
.8353 -*1908 .6581 .8_15
.8791 -.0915 .6813 ,7983
.9212 -.0050 .81_6 *7592
PT 17.5831 PSI CN *8410
TT 130.7646 K C M -*IOZb




X/C CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 .4915 o8178 *5%40
*0052 .9412 *9420 .2934
*0098 *7942 °9009 ,3892
*OZO0 *648% .859P .4697
.0500 .4532 .8092 *_585
.0813 .3156 *7686 *6250
*1199 .2255 *7449 *6627
.1796 ,1206 .7163 *7074
.2397 *0352 .6938 ,7422
,2995 -*0460 *6665 *789I
.358_ -*1182 .6514 *B073
*4103 -.1816 .634_ *83J3
*4793 -*2181 *6235 .8503
*5394 -,1851 *8326 *8383
*599% -*07O5 *66%2 ,7877
,8537 *0746 .7023 *7290
,7203 *2081 .7413 .6684
.7791 *?748 .7587 °6408
°8394 .3205 *7729 o8181
*8996 *3221 *7723 .6191
.9%92 *2703 .7561 .6449
C01 *00553 COC081 *00512
CDZ *00533 CDCOg2 ,00492
C03 *00507 CDCOR3 .00464
CD4 .00659 COCOR4 *00607
CD5 *00291 COCOR5 *00281
SPANWISE
X/C Y/BI2 CP PpllPT MLOC
• 0503 -.3375 -1.0009 .%168 1.1923
• 3957 -.3375 -1.1487 ,3764 1.2694
• 5008 -.3375 -.0145 *4665 1.1036
• 6048 -.3375 -.4790 .55_2 .9571





XlC CP PeL/PT MLOC
0*0000 .3H12 *7895 .5911
.U083 -.602_ .52v_ 1.0132
*0097 -.9329 ,4263 1.1799
.v203 -1.0018 .3911 1.1907
.0300 -l*lOO_ .382Z 1,2579
*0400 -1.1539 .369Z 1,2837
*0008 -1.1956 ,358_ 1,3053
.0_00 -1.2118 .3532 1.31_4
.1000 -1.1889 .35_5 1.3033
*1498 -1*2291 .3503 1.3721
.1997 -1.2231 .3511 1.3206
.2500 -1.2119 .34_7 1.3250
*299_ -1.2516 .3959 1.3327
.3902 -1.2_15 *342_ 1.3387
._795 -1.ZSd_ *3399 i*3%53
._201 -1.2731 *3_72 1.3500
._598 -1.2501 .3385 1.3473
._996 -1*1_55 .3_30 1,3168
._397 -.8953 .4515 1.1295
._79_ -.5980 .5Z?Z _.0103
,_1o7 -,_928 .5_07 .96_?
.6598 -.4317 .5796 .939_
,6997 -.3997 .5907 .9190
*74_3 -.3512 .6358 ,9C01
,_353 -.1973 .659_ ._336
.,791 -.0961 .6_37 .7932
.9212 -.0103 .7e93 ,7579
PT 17*756; PSI CN .9021
TT 130.6_32 K CM -.1053




X/C CP P_L/PT MLOC
0.0000 .3812 ,289_ .59_2
.00_2 .9747 .9511 .2687
.0098 ,8357 .9130 .3631
*5200 .6939 ,8749 .%412
,O5OO ._P49 .8177 *_441
.0813 *3%90 *7808 .6053
.11_9 *2554 .7548 .6470
.1796 *1%62 *7_49 .8941
.2397 .0592 .7013 ,7305
,?995 -.0?25 .8?93 *76%%
,3588 -,1043 .6537 *8038
*%193 -.1611 *6%?6 ,8209
.%793 -.2031 .6277 .8437
,5394 -.180_ .634? .833O
.5994 -*0678 .666P .7837
.6507 °0739 .7038 .7267
*7203 .20?9 ,7370 .6751
,77_3 *?7?% .7585 *8%11
.8394 .3139 ,7714 *62O6
.8996 .3163 .7719 .6197
.Q49_ *?653 .7573 .6431
CDI *02482 C0C0_1 *02369
CD2 .02430 CDCO_2 .OZZb3
C03 *02927 C0C0_3 *02276
CD4 .03400 C0C0_4 *03316
CD5 *01g96 CDCO85 .01930
SPANR[$E
X/C YI_/Z CP PmLIPT NLOC
*0503 -,3375 -1,0529 .3982 1,Z271
,3957 -.3375 -1.1707 ,3599 1.3026
.500_ -.3375 -1.0836 *3909 1.2411
*60%8 -*3375 -.5079 *5457 *97Z3











X/C CP P,LIPT MLOC
O.O00L, .3_31 ,7753 .61_3
• 0_3 -.6??8 .5063 1.03b_
• 0_7 -,q8_5 ._C71 1.Z103
,OZ03 -1o136Z ,3729 1,27h3
,&30( -1.129_ °371_ 1,Z801
,C_O0 -1°19Z0 .3539 1,314q
°060_ -l°2Oq7 .3_b5 1,3303
°GSO0 -1,Z_ZZ .3_0_ 1._3Z
.1_00 -1.Z791 .3_53 1.3328
• 1_8 -1.Z362 ,33q_ 1.3_53
• Lgq7 -1.250_ .338b 1.3_6q
,?500 -1.2_71 .3375 1.3_q_
• 79_ -1.771_ ,333b i.3577
°3_02 -1.ZTZb .330_ 1.3637
°37O5 -1°77_ ,3_6T 1,37Z_
°_Z01 -1.Z_73 .3ZZ_ 1,38Z7
,_SOB -1°315_ ,3190 1,38q7
• _9_b -1o2bZ5 ,3309 1°3636
°53_7 -1,C_50 °3BSZ 1,ZSZ1
• 57q5 -,b918 .4873 1.ObSb
,blQ7 -,5_0 *52?8 1°0611
°b5_8 -._80 ,5751 ,9733
• bgq7 -,3957 .5_5Z .qZ57
• 7_q3 -.3354 .62_ .q_q7
.6791 -.1_3 .bbbB .807Z





XlC CP PPL/PT qLOC
0°0000 o3631 *7_5_ .b1_3
• O05Z ,_07R .qSb6 ,?SZ_
• OOq8 .8701 .qZ_Q .3_Ob
• OZO0 .7171 ,RBO0 ._315
• 0500 .507_ o8_Z3 *5363
• 0813 .3713 °7R3b ,6007
• 11_q .Z753 °758_ .6A1_
• 17_b .1bAh .7_85 .b88_
• 73_? .0691 °700Z ,73Z3
• zq_5 -*0094 °b80_ ,7631
o35_8 -°09_3 °b557 .8008
°_1_3 -.159_ .639_ .8Z5_
°53q_ -*188b ,6277 .8_38
,5_q_ -,0736 °65ql ,7q56
,b507 ,0703 o7013 ,7306
• 7?03 °1_b2 °73A8 ,b786
• 77_3 ,_617 ,7501 ,6_44
°_3_ ,3063 .7643 °63ZC
,8_b ,30Z8 .763_ ,6325
,_9Z °Z457 ,7_83 ,6_73
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
CD1 *0341b CDCOR1 *03305
CDZ *03430 CDCDR2 *03300
CD3 *03333 CDCOR3 °031q_
CD_ °0_5Z3 CDCOR4 ,0_16
CD5 .OE_A3 COCOR5 ,OZ3qO
$PANWISE
X/C Y/_/_ CP P_LIPT RLOC
• 0500 -,337_ -1,0567 °386B 1,ZAqO
,3957 -,3375 °1,Z088 ,3*65 1.3303
• 5008 -,3375 -1oZ151 ,3_$ 1,3345
• 60_8 -,3375 -,5_ZZ ,5323 *9938





X/C CP P_L/PT MLOC
J*OUO0 ,21;B .7399 .b705
• 0O83 -,TUgE ,_1 1.0736
.OOq7 -1,13_5 ,3hA7 1.Z_Z8
o_ZU3 -1°Z1_7 .3_13 1.3_!Z
,0300 -l,Z2q3 .33B0 1°3_8Z
• _OC -1,3181 ,317_ 1°3_35
,0608 -L°303b ,3175 1.3931
• OdOb -l.30bO ,31b_ 1,3q5_
°10_0 -Lo3007 ,3_93 1,3890
• ]_qB -1.3153 ,317Z 1.3q3q
,19_7 -L,3ZZ1 ,315_ 1°397q
• 25OO -1.311Z .31_ 1,_001
°29q_ -1,3151 .30q6 1°_109
• _201 -1,Z_Sb .32_8 1.37bB
• _gqb -.71Aq ,_769 1oU_57
o_3q7 -.7Z6_ ._785 L°O_31
.57_5 -,b5_8 ,_q_7 1,055b
• 6107 -,b?L7 .SU7Z 1,03_8
• b_q8 -,SHOO ,5_b 1.0103
• 7_3 -.41_1 ,5q20 oq49_
,8353 -.3U57 .bU6_ ,8_q_
• _7_1 -,Z530 ,5_b7 ,87bZ
• q21Z -.2_ .73Q_ .8O3O
PT 17.5755 PSI CN .Q_40
TT 130.&408 W CH -,1151




XIC CP P_L/PT MLOC
0.0000 ,21_8 ,739_ ,6705
*OOSZ I*0_I0 ,q685 ,_I_
*00_8 ,_133 *_3Z8 *3168
.OZO0 .7b_4 .Bq30 .4054
,0500 ,557Z ,_353 ,5137
,0813 °_1_3 ,7_3_ ,SB3q
*11_ ,3113 .7657 .6297
,ITqb ,1930 .733_ .b807
°Z397 .101_ °7090 ,7187
,Zgq5 ,0127 ,6865 ,7565
,3588 -,0753 *b580 ,7972
,k1_3 -.L5_9 .b323 °8367
°_793 -,Z11g ,b190 .8573
.53_ -,19_5 obZbO .8_b5
,599; -.OB_l .6_T1 .7986
.b507 ,0_75 ,bgZ4 °7%44
.7233 ,1701 .72_3 .6949
,7763 .2458 ,7481 °6576
,83_4 *_694 ,7526 °6505
*8q96 .Z59_ .7517 .65Z0
,q_2 .Ib54 .7_42 ,bq51
CDI ,06555 CDCOR1 ,063ql
CDZ ,0b7_9 CDCOR2 ,06681
CD3 .06067 CDCOR3 ,CSBSE
CD_ °07909 COCOR* °0777Z
CD5 ,03839 COCOR5 .037Z6
$PANWISE
X/C Y/_/Z CP P_L/PT MLOC
°C503 -,3375 -1°13Z7 ,56Z6 l°ZqTO
°3957 -.33?5 -1°Z769 *3206 1,38bZ
°5_08 -,3375 -,7795 ,_Sq_ 1.1159
• 60_ -,3375 -°b04_ .51Z9 1,0255
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X/C CR PpLIPT NLDC
0.0000 1*1318 *0942 .0912
*0083 ,3089 .7878 *8268
*0097 .2806 *7593 .8398
.0203 -*041Z .6717 *7783
*0300 -*1807 *6373 .8287
*0400 -.2403 *6168 .8607
.0608 -*3074 .5974 *8908
.0800 -*3398 .5878 ,9037
.1000 -.4119 .3871 ,9383
o1498 -.4130 *5685 ,g3bO
.1997 -.4305 .5621 .948Z
.ZSO0 -,4434 .559Z *9508
,Z994 -.4861 *5518 ,gbZB
.3402 -.4681 ,5488 *9874
.3795 -,4759 *5488 ,9873
.4201 -*4863 *5478 *q893
.4598 -,5163 *5384 .9841
.4996 -,3248 .535Z *9893
.5397 -.5419 .53Z3 ,9939
*5793 -.3544 °5287 *9998
.6197 -.5483 .5283 1,0U04
*8598 -*5204 .5498 *9839
*8997 -.474Z ,57Z8 *9837
,7493 -.3933 *6263 .9295
*8333 -.Z060 *6570 .8459
,8791 -*0905 .6813 ,7993
.9Z32 -*0026 .9944 *7813
ORI(_INAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
17.5928 PSI CN *Z684
128.5304 K CN -*09?1




X/C CR PpL/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.1318 .994E .0912
*O05Z ,1034 .7103 .7164
.0098 .0657 .7011 *7309
*_ZO0 *039Z °6927 .7439
*0500 -,03Z7 ,6739 ,77Z9
,0813 -,1183 *6494 .8104
.1199 -.1518 ,6399 .8Z_Z
.1796 -*2228 .6194 *8586
.Z397 -*Z777 *6058 .8777
.Z995 -.3377 .9878 *9058
.3588 -.3968 .37Z1 .9304
.4193 -,44Z1 .5583 .95Z2
*4793 -.4410 *5563 .9554
*5394 -.3495 .5838 .9120
,5994 -.1785 .63Z5 *8384
*6507 -.0030 *6803 *7830
,7203 .1369 ,7184 .704Z
*7743 ,2167 ,7416 *8679
*8394 .2717 .7567 .6441
*8996 .2886 ,760Z .6388
.949Z .2514 .7513 .85Z6
CDI ,00821 COCORI *00811
CD2 .00803 CDCOR2 .OOTl
C03 *00800 CDCOR3 ,00788
C04 .01177 CDCOR4 ,01159
CD5 ,00774 CDCOR5 .C0788
SPANWISE
XIC YIBIZ CP R*LIPT RLOC
*8500 -,3375 -*2578 .8103 *8709
.3937 -,3373 -,4732 ,3311 *9&38
,5008 -.3373 -,5237 *5360 ,9878
.8048 -.3375 -,5458 *3899 °9978






17*5989 PS! CH °4064
129,0383 K CN -,oqE&




XlC CP PpLIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.0580 *g739 .1949
*0083 *0489 °6957 *7393
.0097 *0208 ,6879 .7513
,0203 -.2_19 .6046 .8796
,0300 -*3942 .5719 ,9307
*0400 -°4880 .5540 .9591
,0608 -.5122 .5431 ,9796
*0800 -.5198 .5406 .9804
*1000 -.6364 ,5024 1.0429
.1408 -.5036 .3Z96 ,9982
,1997 -.5557 .5299 °9977
.2500 -.5543 .5310 *9960
*Z994 -*3886 .5276 1,0015
°3402 -*5_OZ .5324 ,9937
*3795 -°5348 .5298 ,9978
.4201 -.5617 .5256 1,0047
.4598 -.5798 ,5203 1.0134
,4996 -*5821 o5215 1o0114
.5397 -.5991 .5183 1.0199
.5795 -,6058 *_143 I*OZ3Z
,8197 -.5880 .5178 1.017_
,6598 -,5449 .5466 ,9989
*6997 -*4887 *3894 ,9708
.7493 -.4034 .8241 .9343
.8353 -*Z032 .6558 .8494
,8791 -,0924 *8815 .801Z
.9212 -*0012 .9737 ,7609
LOgER SURFACE
XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1,0580 *9739 .1949
,0058 *4287 .8004 *5733
,0098 .3288 *7729 .8181
*0200 .2482 .7493 .6554
*0500 .1141 .7342 .7107
*0813 *0261 ,6893 *7489
o1199 -,0275 .6739 *7697
*1798 -*1203 .649_ .8098
,Z397 -,1818 .6343 °8337
°2995 -.2472 .6148 *8637
*3_88 -.313Z .5973 .8909
,4193 -.3383 *38Z9 .9134
.4793 -*3882 *5884 *q142
*5394 -°3047 *_987 *8887
.5994 -,1499 .6395 ,8838
,6507 ,0204 *b863 .7537
*7203 .1375 .7254 .6932
*7743 .2353 .7466 .6600
,8394 *2856 ,7604 ,6381
.8998 *2988 .7633 *6336
,9498 ,2581 .7519 .6517
C01 .00843 C00081 *00832
COZ ,00831 CDCQR2 *C0818
003 *00828 CDCOR3 ,00812
C04 *01217 CDCOR4 *01195
C05 *0079E COCOR5 *00792
$PANM]SE
XIC YI812 CP PIL/PT RLDC
*0500 -*3375 -.4513 .5568 ,9545
,3937 -,3375 -.3328 .5306 ,9967
,5008 -,3375 -.3853 ,5195 1.0146
*6048 -.3375 -.5946 ,5155 1,OZl3





X/C CP PeL/PT MLOC
0.0000 .6735 *8881 .4541
*_U83 -.3934 .5745 *9268
.0097 -*SbZl .5300 ,9976
.0203 -*7896 .4701 1.0973
*0300 -.8336 .4509 1,1309
*0400 -o9120 ,4315 1.185_
*0608 -.976Z .4150 1*1958
*0800 -.90Z3 .4103 1.2_43
*1800 -,9858 .4138 _.1978
,1498 -1.0068 .4089 1.2107
.1997 -I*OZEZ .4_?7 I*ZCqE
,2500 -1.0168 *4089 1,ZlOb
*2994 -1.0337 .402 R 1,23_4
.340Z -*9478 .423Z 1.L805
.3795 -.7982 .4854 1.1034
.4Z_l -*8919 *4920 I*ObOZ
.4598 -.5715 *SZb3 1.0C35
*4996 -,5368 .5307 .9964
*5397 -*5977 *5200 1,0139
._?9_ -.3958 ._181 1.020Z
*8197 -.5963 .5184 1.0184
*8598 -*5599 *5483 ,9958
*8997 -.4951 .5713 .9717
,7493 -*4bZl *6?bb ,9318
*_353 -.2032 .65?0 .8451
,87qL -*0918 *bElL .7998
.921Z -.0017 .887_ .7818
PT 17,5950 PSI CN .6842
TT 130.0627 K CM -*0950




XlC CP P_LIPT MLQC
0,0000 .8733 ,8681 .4341
*005Z *8334 .9127 *3636
*0098 *8939 *8733 .4404
,0200 .5522 .8338 *_lb3
*0500 .3650 .7531 ,6018
.0813 .2399 .7493 .6558
.1199 .1523 .7231 .8937
*1798 ,0339 .6988 *7344
.2397 -*0253 ,6765 ,7688
.2995 -*099Z .6604 *7938
.33_8 -.1732 ,8377 .8284
.4193 -*2288 *6233 ,8506
.4793 -.2528 .8141 *8647
,5394 -.2171 .8247 .P484
.3994 -.0901 .b578 .7976
.6507 ,GbG4 .7000 *T326
.7203 *1923 .7365 ,6759
,7743 .26_9 ,7567 ,6441
.8394 .3095 ,7665 *6284
,899b ,3166 .7698 .8231
*9492 .2651 *7573 .6433
COl ,01073 COCOR1 *00996
CD2 .01052 COCORZ .00992
C03 *01047 COCOR3 *01010
C04 *01500 CDCOR4 *01462
CD5 *00934 COCOR5 .00900
SPANWISE
XlC YI812 CP PeLIPT HLOC
• 0500 -.3375 -,8702 .4461 I*1393
• 3957 -.3375 -.8653 .4484 1.1459
• 5008 *,3375 -.5910 .5197 1.0144
• 60_8 -.3375 -.6027 .3187 l*OlbO






XlC CP P*LIPT _LOC
0,0000 .5_58 .8¢02 ,5C_1
• _83 -o6_67 .552b .9612
• G_7 -.6993 o4930 1*0535
• 0203 -.8_10 .638_ 1.15Z7
.0300 -.9_11 .4261 1.1752
• 0600 -.q948 ,_Gq9 1,Z051
°Oh08 -L.O_37 ,393J 1.2360
• G800 -1.0b05 .3891 1.2446
.1000 -1,05_6 ,3912 1.2405
.19_T -1,0_lg .3_30 1,7566
.2500 -1. 033 ,37_b 1.2631
°29_ -1._1b_ ,3755 1.2711
• 3602 -1,_Z05 ,3736 1o274_
.3795 -1.1173 .3761 1oZ739
.4201 -1.0361 .3948 1.2335
.4598 -,8_0 ._27 1.127b
.4g_b -,7042 ,43_3 l°ObQ8
• 5397 -,_701 ,5230 1.OOB_
.57_ -.5083 ,542Z ,QTBO
• 61_7 -.SCB1 ,54_0 .9750
,b_98 -._118 ,_b_ o9711
.bq7 -. b18 ._763 ,_552
,8353 -._01_ ,659_ .841h
._Tql -,0_11 ,_8Z3 .7952
DT 1T.5936 PSI CN o?bq5
TT 129.3180 K CM -.0976




XtC CP PeL/PT MLOC
0.0000 .9658 ._402 ._051
o005_ .8979 ._306 .3223
.0098 .7521 oBq01 °_113
• 0200 .b102 .3515 .48_8
• 0500 .4135 .7970 .5780
°0813 .282b .?608 ,6375
.ZZ_ .lq3Z .7351 .6782
• 1796 ,0918 .7074 o7213
• 2397 .0115 .b876 ,7516
,2995 -,ObqO .b643 .7876
.35_8 -.1434 .b436 .8193
.4193 -.1995 ,bZ?_ .8_35
• 47_3 -.2323 ,6183 .8583
• 5394 -.1990 .6273 .84_5
.5g_4 -.0?48 .b605 °7_3_
,b_07 .068Z .?045 .725b
°7203 oZ010 .7366 .675_
.77_3 ,2741 ,756b o64_2
,_39_ .3195 .7703 .6223
• 89_6 .3205 .7716 .6202
._4g_ .2b_Z .T_87 .6400
C01 .01373 CDCD_I ,01294
CO2 ,01339 CDCQR2 .0126O
C03 ,01335 CDCOR3 ,01202
¢04 .01g07 COC_R4 .01848
CD5 .01169 CDCOR5 ,Cl132
SPANWISE
XIC YIBIZ CP P,LIPT _LOC
• 050J -.3375 -.9613 ,_227 1.1813
• 3_57 -.3375 -1,023b ,4006 1o22E_
.5003 -.3375 -._961 ._23_ 1.0031
• bO_8 -.3375 -.5193 .54Z6 .qTTZ





X/C ¢P PpL/PT MLOC
O.GO00 .fiB§O ,8164 ,5_b3
• OO83 -o5_04 .53_3 .99O7
o0C_7 -.?633 .46_9 1°104b
• 0203 -.gb63 .413_ 1o1984
• 0300 -l.0273 ,4G01 1.223b
.040b -l._b_b .39U_ 1.2_11
• G608 -1.10_7 ,3793 1.2643
• GeOb -1.1248 °371_ 1.27_2
• 1000 -1.1185 ,37_ 1.2733
.1498 -1.1_Z3 .36b0 1.Z90_
.1997 -1.1_b_ .36bb 1.239_
• 2500 -l,1656 ,36ZZ 1.Z?q
,2994 -1.1768 .357_ 1,3066
°3402 -_o1_20 .3_56 1.311_
• 3795 -1o1915 .3527 1.317_
o4201 -1.1800 .353_ 1,3151
.4698 -1._b91 ,361Z 1.3000
._99_ -1.0822 .3821 1.2_82
.5397 -.8bb8 ,4_08 1.1135
• 5795 -.b323 .502b 1.0_25
• 61_7 -.479_ .5_54 .q72T
• bq_7 -.4025 °5_52 ._322
• 7_3 -,339_ .b306 .9100
.8353 -.1_1_ ,bbZ .839b
._791 -.0899 .b802 .79_8
• 9Z12 -,0_52 .8161 ,7636
PT 17.5939 PSl CN °8473
TT 13U,3203 K CM -.I0_2




XIC CP P_L/PT NLOC
O,O00O ,4850 o_16_ .5463
• 005_ ,_340 o_384 ,3028
• 009_ ,7763 .9011 .3886
• 0200 .6565 .8635 o4bZ8
• 0500 o4_8 .8084 .5598
•0813 .3211 .TTlZ .6Z08
• 11_9 .2288 .7450 .6bZ6
,1795 ,1_4G .7167 *?OhB
oZ3q7 .0_77 .6qlq ,T451
,Zgq5 -.0402 .6714 .7766
.3538 -.1222 .b460 o31§7
,4193 -.1803 ,632b °8363
.4793 -,214_ .6223 ,_19
.539_ -,lflbO ,b302 .8399
,5994 --.0686 .6615 .7918
.6507 ,O?b5 ,T025 .7288
,7203 .2046 ,7377 °6739
.77_3 ,2760 ,758_ °6'07
.3394 ,3170 .766B .6280
.8q9_ .3234 ,7687 .6249
._492 .2601 .73T0 .b43_
COl .01921 COCDR1 .01322
CDZ °01329 CDCOR2 .01755
CD3 .01891 CDC_33 .01816
CD4 .02701 COCOR4 ,0E623
C05 .01643 CDCOR8 .01604
$PANWISE
X/C Y/31Z CP P_LI_T ML_C
,0503 -.3375 -.9830 °4068 1.2103
.3957 -.3375 -1,1336 °3709 1.?_04
._003 -.337_ -1,0749 ,3859 1.Z_07
.6048 -.t375 -.4934 ,5453 .9729





XlC CP PeL/PT MLOC
O,OOOG ,3903 .79G6 °5894
,0033 -,6149 .5139 1,0238
• 00_7 -,9193 .4274 1.1728
.02o3 -1.06_0 ,38_1 1.244b
• 0300 -L.0773 .3832 1,2500
,0400 -L,1428 ,369b 1o2_29
• b_O3 -I.l_U ,3533 1,3068
• G80_ -1,17_4 .3553 1.3120
• luO0 -1.172b .3_4 1,3056
°1493 -1.2090 ,3_1_ 1.3200
,19_7 -1.2173 .3517 1,3195
°2_00 -L.2117 ,3_75 1.3281
• 2994 -1.237t .3_33 1.3370
,3402 -1.237_ .3_14 1.3_11
,3795 -1.2_1 .3367 1.3511
• 4201 -1,2_Bb .334_ 1.35_1
• _598 -Lo_352 ,3353 1.3540
._996 -1.217b ,3_1 1,3353
,539? -.9_79 ,4223 1.1877
• _79_ -.b38_ .5_bb 1,_359
._197 -,5O87 .5_1_ ,9783
,b997 -.3_9 ,5_14 ,_242
• 7_93 -.3336 ,_17 ,8907
._353 -.17_5 °bbq? .3373
.F791 -,0_03 ._81_ .79_8
• _217 -.OL02 ,7_11 .7598
PT 17,5927 PSI CN ,9002
TT 129.2299 K CM -,1055




X/C CP P*L/PT MLOC
O,O00O .39G8 .TqOb ,889_
°0052 ,qTb6 .qSl_ .2685
.0098 .8405 .9143 .360Z
.0200 .6899 .3718 ,4472
• 0530 .4857 .81_9 .5454
• 0_13 ,3515 .7809 .605Z
,1199 .2538 .7517 .6527
.1796 .1431 .7214 .6995
.Z397 ,0641 .7017 .7308
.2995 -.0201 .6794 .7643
,3388 -.L064 .6525 .803T
,4193 -.ib53 _6379 o8281
,4793 -,2089 .6Z48 .8482
,_394 -.1a37 .6300 .8403
.5994 -.0711 .6621 .7909
.6507 .0738 .6993 .733T
,7203 .2024 .736q .b753
.7743 ,274q °758? ,6*0_
.839. ._162 .7_95 .b233
.899b .31b3 .7694 .b238
,q492 ,2_01 .7535 .6492
COL .02077 CDCORI ,02386
CD2 .02509 CDCORZ .02413
COl .02649 C9C083 °02354
CO4 ,01728 COCDR4 ,01630
CO5 .02203 COCOR_ .02172
SPANWISE
X/C YI312 CP PeL/PT ML0¢
°0300 -,3875 -1,0660 ,3885 1,2437
.3957 -.3378 -1.1737 .3873 1.3034
.5008 -.3378 -1.194b ,3506 1.82lT
• 0043 -.3373 -.5454 .534b .9901
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XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
O.COOG I*I252 *0933 ,0985
*0083 ,6962 .e76_ .4385
.0047 ,7024 ,8773 °4372
.bE03 ,5793 ,e301 ,5235
,u30_ ,230G ,?sbz .6552
,0400 ,1424 .7240 ,6963
.060e .0510 ,bggL ,7349
.080C -.0074 *6_26 .7_03
.I000 -.0978 ,6595 .7459
.1448 -o1517 .6436 ,0203
*19g7 -.1950 .6315 ,_390
.2500 -.2346 ,bZ1q .3538
o299_ -.2725 ,6112 .6704
*3402 -.2382 .60Tl .6767
°3705 -.308u .6013 .8_61
.4201 -*3292 .5954 .8048
.45Q8 -*3657 ,5048 ._115
*4996 -.3eZZ .561_ .910_
.5307 -.4042 .5773 .9223
,_745 -.4309 .5b61 .9377
,6197 -.4372 .5080 .937_
,6§98 -.4332 .5754 .Q356
*6097 -,4115 .suq3 .9264
.7403 -.3543 .6_4 *qG33
.8353 -.I425 .6634 ,6344
.e7gl -o0872 .6878 ,TQOZ
,gZIZ .U037 .gz_ ,7513
PT 21.9473 PSI CN -.0111
TT 101*1463 K CM -.Oq3q




X/C CP P*LIPT _LOC
0.0000 1.1252 .9938 .0985
• 0052 -1.0180 .4070 1.2114
.o09e -o7157 .4900 1.0647
.0200 -.5086 .5456 .Q?3b
• 0500 -.4211 .5696 .4352
.0313 -.4446 .5637 .9447
.1199 -.4222 .5692 .4350
.1796 -.4557 .5618 .0475
.2347 -.4TEE .5548 *gSgb
.2995 -.5154 .5437 o0764
o353e -.5637 .5323 .9953
.4193 -°5363 .5254 1.00bE
.4793 -.5448 .5370 .geT2
.5394 -.4163 .5714 .g324
.5494 -.2214 .6247 .8444
.65_7 -.0353 .67_2 .7718
.7203 .1110 .7161 .7086
.7743 .lq3q .?403 .6707
._394 .2553 .7555 .,4be
.6946 .2776 .7625 .6356
.4402 .2495 .7551 .6475
C01 *00754 COCORI ,C0745
C02 *0074_ COCOPZ ,00733
CO3 .00742 CDCOR3 ,00731
CO4 .01095 COCOR4 .01080
CO5 *O07ZT CDCOR5 .00722
$PANW_SE
X/C ¥1812 CP PpL/PT MLOC
• 0503 -,3375 *0553 .7014 .7314
.3g57 -.3375 -.315Z ,6008 .8864
• 5008 -.3375 -*3B42 .5819 *qlbO
• 6043 -.3375 -.4355 .5e69 .9396





XlC CP P, LIPT MLOC
O*O00G 1*1276 .R934 .0971
.0083 .3036 .7beO *6268
.OUq7 .2741 .TbOS *b3Bg
.0203 -*-ZSq *6780 ,7674
• 0300 -.1555 ,6430 .8213
• 0400 -*2255 ,6?27 ,8525
.ObOe -.2953 ,6045 .8806
• GBOU -,32q0 ,§gTU *8q23
• 1000 -,4208 .5713 .0323
.14g8 -.4127 .57_Z ,gZO0
,1997 -,4258 .5702 ._344
• 2500 -.4398 *56_7 .9415
• ZQq4 -*457q .5617 .9477
.3402 -.4_69 .5620 .947Z
,3705 -,4_31 .5584 .4530
• 4ZO_ -*4755 .5561 *gSb7
.45q8 -.5033 .5478 *gbq_
.4_gb -,5137 .54Z9 .q770
.5397 -.5301 ,5385 .gear
.5745 -.5433 .5366 .4870
.6197 -.5_14 .535_ .98gi
.6598 -.5134 .5_50 *g766
.bQ_7 -,4705 .5765 *_583
.74_3 -.3_Z3 *eZBZ .92_7
.8353 -.ZU71 .bSqZ .843q
.8791 -*oq3z ,6645 *7qb_
.0212 *0032 .g_34 *7568
PT ?i*q482 PSI CN .2780
TT 100.9708 K C_ -°0994




X/C CP P_L/PT _LOC
O.&O00 1,1_7_ ,9434 .0471
*0052 *1220 .7139 .7U4Z
.0048 ,OBZI .TOT5 ,7218
.OZO0 .0597 .7017 ,730e
,0500 -,Olb4 .6eO0 ,7644
.U613 -,1313 .8548 .e030
.1144 -,1358 .6407 o8110
.1706 -.2128 .bEeR .84_0
.2397 -,ZeOZ .6158 .8632
.2g05 -.3175 .5_Q? .88B2
.3588 -.3782 .3823 .9150
,4103 -.4140 ,5734 ,qEqz
._793 -,4144 .5737 .92Rq
.5394 -.3363 .5436 ,e977
,5994 -.1640 .6347 .82_2
.6507 ,0063 .6871 .7534
.7208 .1515 .7254 .6042
.7745 .2314 .7474 ,6547
.83_4 ,2847 .7631 .6347
*_O_b .3004 ,7666 .62gl
,44_2 .2626 .7563 ,6_Sb
COl .0073_ COCQPI .00732
COZ .00727 CDCCR? .C071T
C03 *00726 CDCOg3 .C0717
C04 *U1071 COC0_4 .Ol05q
C05 .0071_ COCOR5 *00709
SPAN_ISE
XIC YIBIE CP P*LIPT _LOC
• 0_03 -.3375 -.230_ .6212 .8543
.3051 -.3375 -,46Q5 ._566 ._553
.5006 -.3375 -.517g .54Z4 .9786
.6048 -.3375 -.5391 .5360 .9888





XlC CP P;LIPT NL_C
0.0000 1.0511 .9122 .2015
.OOR3 .0525 .bRed .7367
• OUR? .0163 .666_ .753e
• GZU3 -.Z636 .b103 ._Tl_
.0300 -.3643 .5770 .gZ3?
.0400 -._24 .5588 .4524
• 0608 -.5_3_ .545_ *_730
• O8OO -.5068 .5_53 .4740
• 1_00 -.bbOL .511_ 1.0462
• 1443 -.5_80 .57_1 1.0016
• 19_7 -.3578 .530_ .qgT_
• 2_00 -.5_76 .5314 ._qb2
• 2_ -.5597 .5201 1.0_01
• 34_2 -.551e .5327 .oo_z
.37_5 -.5_Ol .5334 ._o3o
._2Ol -._5o7 .5337 ._q?b
.454_ -.5_26 .5_8o l.OCl_
._q_ -.5782 .5255 1.oo5_
.5347 -o5_83 ._744 1.oo77
.57_5 -.oo12 .5_83 1._164
.61_7 -.5764 .576_ 1.0036
• 7_43 -.30_1 .6_75 .9264
• _IZ .003_ .4717 .7_1
PT 21.4451 PSI CN .4130
TT 1C1.0355 K C_ -.1003




X/C CP O*LIPT _LQC
0.0000 1.0511 .4722 .2015
*0052 .4416 *8040 *5674
.uOqe .3_14 .?TbB .6126
.020_ .2635 .7553 .6471
.0500 .1358 .7205 .701_
.0813 .020T .68OR .7443
.11_q -*0142 .6789 .7660
*17_b -.1122 ._536 .8040
.2397 -.1712 .6370 .8305
.Z_5 -.2354 .blqO .R5_3
.3588 -.3021 .6015 .e854
._1_3 -.3460 .5378 .g067
._793 -.35_2 .5858 .Qoq8
._394 -.2430 .b03o .e816
._qq4 -.1343 ._464 .e160
.6307 .0761 .bqlq .746c
.72O3 .1637 .73O? .bebb
.7743 .6472 .752R .6510
._3_4 .2gb8 .7652 .6313
._qq_ .3C47 .7696 .6243
.q_q? .Ebb8 .7576 .6434
CD1 .0075T CDCORI *00748
CD2 *00758 COCOR_ .00747
CD3 .00750 COCOR3 .00739
CO4 *01106 CDCOR4 .01089
C05 *O07Zq CDCOR5 *00724
SP_N_[SE
XIC YIBI? CP P_LIPT _t_C
• 053_ -.3375 -.4042 .5727 .930_
,3957 -.3375 -.5484 .5341 .qglg
.5006 -.3375 -.5798 .5246 1.0073
.6048 -.3375 -.5814 .3247 1.0071











X/C CP PpLIPT _LOC
0,0000 ,8637 ,92U4 .3467
• 0653 -.2114 .62_7 ,5494
,(0_7 -.3648 *6bgb .8728
• C203 -,4Q4_ ,5450 .9744
• 0300 -,61Bb .5110 I.0296
• 0400 -*7045 .4894 I*0656
,06bB -*Tb6L .4754 1.0P94
• OBO0 -,7)43 ,4731 1.0932
• 1C00 -,7703 ,4646 1.1011
• 14Q8 -.5_v4 .4544 i.L257
• igg? -,8033 .4593 1,1171
• 2500 -,TZL7 ,4.32 1,0761
• 2994 -*5987 .5183 i*0177
• 3402 -*b128 .512g 1.0266
• 3795 -*8317 ,50gi 1,0328
• 4201 -,8236 ,512L 1,0275
,4_5 -.6357 ,5116 1.0246
•4996 --.63Q_ ,5b?[ 1.0361
• 53Q7 -*b&80 .5C35 1,0_21
• 57Q5 -.6_75 ,5C35 1,0420
•big7 -.8178 ,5114 i*02@g
• 6595 -,5_95 .5442 1,0005
• 8_97 -,4967 .5710 .v756
.74_3 -*_084 .6Z67 ,g332
• _353 -.3:9_5 .6594 ,84t3
• 5791 -,0906 .8d44 ,7g83





XIC CP _*L#PT MLOC
O*O00O .8637 .9204 ,3467
*OO52 .6753 *R684 *4542
._095 ,5450 *83?0 *5202
,0200 *42q1 *_001 *5745
*0500 .2697 ,7572 *64_0
,OqL3 .1373 ,7200 .7011
,11_9 *O839 .7046 .7265
.1796 -*0195 .67_9 .7706
,3397 -*0865 .6_71 *7996
,Zq05 -*1589 ,6374 ,HZgQ
.3558 -*2275 .6194 *8576
,4193 -.7771 ,6063 *5780
*4793 -.300_ .5989 ,88q5
,53q4 -*2497 .6142 .8657
°5994 -,ii06 .6530 ,8058
,653? ,O494 *6089 *735Z
.7203 ,1876 *7346 *b796
*7743 *3636 *7547 *b_80
*8394 ,3102 ,7675 ,6276
.5996 .3212 *7704 .6239
,a492 *2736 *7577 ,6433
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
CD1 ,00515 CDCORI *00800
CD2 ,00504 CDCOR2 *00784
CD3 *00799 CDCOR3 *00780
C04 *01174 CDCOR4 *01148
CD5 *00766 CDCOR5 *00757
SPANWISE
XIC Y/B/Z CP P_L/PT MLOC
• 050_ -.3375 -.5848 .5214 1*0126
• 3957 -.3375 -*6379 .5105 1.0305
• 5005 -.3375 -*64Z3 .5060 1.0379
• 6048 -.3375 -.6271 .5083 1.03_1










x/C CP PJL/PT MLOC
O,COOO .8_56 ,e_24 .4_53
*00_3 -.4OO3 .5754 *9_bC
.0_97 -*5486 *5349 .9905
*0303 -*7250 .4_85 1*0671
.03_0 -.533_ .456O 1.1225
*_QG -.5971 .4374 1.1557
.C80_ -.9774 .420_ 1.1_7
*0_00 -.9868 .4183 1.1940
.I000 -*9704 .4157 1.1897
.14_8 -I*022_ .40_u 1.2169
.L9_7 -L*0177 .4L30 I*3177
.2500 -i.01_3 .4839 l.Z1q_
.2994 -1*0378 .400_ 1.2245
.3_02 -.9_51 *4]29 1.2004
.37_5 -.8_13 ._29 i*1455
._Z01 -._319 .5127 1.0_67
.45_8 -*5545 *5326 .9942
._9_6 -.5460 .5_23 .9948
*_397 -.5_14 .5269 1.0635
.5795 -.807i .5172 I*U193
._197 -.8uL3 .5215 i*0127
.6595 -.5518 *5483 *9937
.8997 -.4_3_ .5727 .9_94
.7_93 -.4O46 .6381 .9297
*_35_ -.2_56 *8585 *545O





XIC CP PeL/PT MLOC
n.6000 ,6486 .8624 ,4653
*0053 ,8405 .9149 .3591
*0098 ,70_4 *8777 *4362
*0200 ,5658 *8394 *5073
*0500 *3829 ,788_ *5930
.0813 .2388 .7519 *6523
.II0_ .I?_ ,7336 ,6811
,1796 ,0621 .7015 .7310
.2397 -*O]86 ,6798 ,7845
*2995 -*O869 .6594 .7958
*3545 -,1604 *6389 *4375
.4103 -,2128 .6342 *8500
.47_3 -*_413 *6391 ,8579
.5394 -.?04O .6785 .8434
.5994 -,0811 .663_ ,7900
*6507 ,0722 *7043 *7267
,7203 ,2034 *7386 *h733
*7743 *_76_ ,7613 ,6375
._394 ,3214 *7720 .6202
*_996 *3277 *775? .8151
,9493 .2775 *7603 ,6391
CDI *01007 CDCORI *00956
002 *01000 CDCOR2 *00945
C03 *00988 CDCOR3 ,00943
C04 *01428 C0C0_4 *01385
CD5 *00898 CDCOR5 *00877
SPANWISE
X/C Y/_/2 CP P_L/PT MLOC
*050_ -.3375 -,75Z2 .4807 1*0803
.3957 -.3375 -.8310 *4569 1.121Z
.5008 -,3375 -.5654 .5303 .997q
*b048 -,3375 -.6012 .5196 3.01_3










X/C C _ P,LIPT MLOC
• 00_3 -.R53_ .5571 ._551
._097 -.658O .5641 1.0410
• U203 -.8339 ._553 1.1741
• U400 -*_32 .4174 I*I914
•_o08 -I._321 .3_gL 1.2763
• 0_00 -I.0480 *3983 1.3279
• I_Q8 -I*0731 .3F38 1.25e3
.19_7 -I*0_47 .381o 1.7601
.250u -i.lu48 .3_Z 1.7628
•29_4 -L.1132 .375_ 1.2715
.3402 -l.i?lu .3755 1._77_
•37_5 -I.i091 .3735 1.2760
•4701 -1.0799 .3_64 1.2507
•_5_ -i.0_6 *3453 1.2520
.4_ -.9L43 ._353 I.I727
• 5_? -*b_4_ .489a i.ub_9
.57ob -.5_4_ .5_02 .96?¢
• 61_7 -.4651 .5_18 ._635
• 65_8 -.453? .5622 ._5_0
• 89O7 -*_?dl .6797 .9_67
• _353 -*l_ib .857_ ._4_g
• _70z -.0"14 *b_i5 .7Q91





X/C CP P,LIPT MLOC
O.OGO0 ,57B0 ,8414 .5036
.OO5? ,qo0? ,9310 .3217
,C095 ,7595 ,8923 .4O74
.O200 ,6167 ,5523 .4_41
• 65U0 .42_3 .7972 ,5792
• 0813 ,Z_G7 .7602 ,8393
,i]99 .2139 .7433 .6663
.1798 .0985 ,7094 .7154
.2397 ,0152 ,6548 .7570
°2995 -,08C4 ,h867 ,7_56
• 35_8 -.1360 .646_ ,5163
• 41_3 -.190C .6301 .8411
,4793 -.?72_ .622_ ,8532
• 5394 -,1944 ,6267 ,5463
.599_ -.0721 ,6634 ,789_
• 85O7 .0766 .700_ .7322
.72O3 .26_7 .735_ .8739
• 7743 ,2817 ,7584 ,6433
• _3_ .3?55 .7702 ,6233
,8O96 ,33O8 .7726 ,8195
.9493 ,2753 ,7571 ,6442
CDI ,01342 CDCORI *01283
CO2 *01356 CDCO_2 *C1296
CD3 .01343 CDCO_3 .01274
CD4 .01963 CDCDR4 *01903
C05 .01373 CDCOR5 ,01713
SPANWISE
X/C Y/B/2 CP P,L/PT MLnC
• _500 -.3375 -.7533 ._628 1.1114
• 3957 -.3375 -1.0597 *3888 1.2504
• 5008 -*3375 -,9205 ,4303 1.1686
• 6045 -*3375 -.4803 *5499 .9666






XIC CP P/LIPT MLOC
0.0000 .4502 ,8087 ,5601
10083 -*5528 .5348 .9908
*0097 -,7715 .4706 1,0q76
*0203 -,9296 *6285 1,1718
,0300 -,9870 .¢087 1,2083
.0400 -1.0195 ,4013 1.ZZ22
,0608 -1.0887 .3831 1,2571
.0800 -1.0908 .3813 I.Zb07
,1000 -Lo0882 ,3859 1.2518
,1498 -1.1541 ,3658 1,2915
,1997 -1.1317 ,3661 1.Z909
,2500 -1.1680 .364Z 1,2047
,2994 -1.17Z0 ,3587 1.3060
,3402 -1,1873 .358Z 1,3069
o3795 -1.1883 .355Z 1.3130
,4201 -1,1845 .3570 1.3096
.459E -I.1559 ,3615 1,3002
,4996 -1,1163 .3760 1.2712
,5397 -.8194 .456Z l.lZZb
.5798 -,5921 .5171 1.0197
,6197 -.4057 ,5573 ,9568
,6598 -,4Z45 ,5744 ,9419
,6997 -,395¢ .5881 .9278
.7493 -,3426 ,6308 .9_65
.8353 -.1853 .6601 ,8393
,8791 -.0859 ,6813 .7960
.gZIZ ,0054 .8083 .7619
PT 21,9353 PSI CN *8656
TT IG0o7198 K CM -.1044




XlC CP PpLIPT qLOC
0.0000 .4502 .8087 .5601
*0052 .9415 .9_19 ,2943
.0098 ,8014 .9037 ,3838
,0200 .6546 ._621 .4661
.0500 ,4628 .8098 .5583
o0813 ,31Z8 .7688 .6Z55
,1199 .Z375 .7675 .659_
.1706 .1215 .71T5 ,7066
.2397 ,0417 .6945 .7419
*2995 -,0405 *6686 .7819
o35_8 -.1180 ,6520 *R074
.61)3 -.1757 .6334 o836G
°4793 -o2119 .6288 .8677
°5394 -,1828 ,63Z1 .8380
.5994 -°0672 ,6643 ,788_
.6507 .0763 .7021 .7303
,7203 .2088 ,7404 .6?0?
.7743 ,Z809 ,7595 .8404
.8394 .3Z38 ,7703 ,6230
,8996 .8300 ,7751 .6154
,0492 .Z745 .7580 ,6428
CO1 .01860 COCORI .01738
COZ *01783 COCOR2 .01T03
C03 .01817 COCOR3 °01741
C04 ,0262_ CDCOR4 ,0Z546
CD5 ,0165Z COCOR5 ,01604
$PANMISE
XIC YIEIZ CP PeLIPT HLOC
*U§O_ -,3375 -,84ZZ ,4493 1.13_6
.3957 -.3375 -1.1353 .3724 1.2783
,5008 -,3375 -1o0338 .4018 1.2214
.6048 -,3375 -.4863 .5508 .9655





XlC CP PeLIPT HLOC
0._000 ,3816 .7883 ,5938
.0083 -.6082 .5165 1,0Z05
.0097 -,9446 ,4Z98 1.1695
.0203 -1,0241 .6052 1.Z149
,030G -1.0586 ,3028 1.2384
,0400 -1.1401 ,3756 1.27Z0
,0608 -1.1887 .3640 1.2933
,£80_ -1,1708 .3618 1,3000
• 1000 -1.160Z ,3698 1.2835
,1498 -1,Z182 ,3512 1.3216
.1997 -1.2229 .3523 1.3191
.250C -1.2365 .3495 1.3250
• 2gq_ -1.2661 .3_63 1.3316
.340Z -1,2444 ,3464 1,3357
,3795 -1,Z714 .34Z8 1,3396
.4Z01 -1.280Z .8399 1.3_5Z
.4598 -1,Z718 .3630 1.3385
,4996 -1.1759 .3680 1,2871
,5397 -.73ZZ .4876 1,0686
,5795 -.6124 .5175 1.0190
.6197 -,4667 .56Z0 .9473
.6898 -,_256 ,5822 .9311
.6997 -,4008 ,5056 .9161
• T_q3 -.3479 ,6352 ._948
.8383 -,1833 .6616 .8824
,_791 -.O877 .686_ .7926
,g21Z -,0033 .7886 ,7543
PT 21,9376 PSI CN .q049
TT 101.0589 K C_ -.1055




XlC CP PpL/PT MLOC
0,0000 .3816 .7883 ,593_
• 0052 ,9873 .9557 oZ858
.0098 .8453 .9163 .3561
• 0200 .6971 ,8749 .4417
,0500 ,50Z7 ,8234 ,5351
.0813 .3523 ,7834 .6019
.1199 ,2?09 ,7577 .643Z
,1706 .1519 .7276 .6906
oZ397 ,0638 ,7022 ,7301
.2995 -,0147 ,6_20 ,7613
,3588 -.0884 ,6624 ,7915
• 4193 -,1462 .6494 .8113
.4793 -,1882 ,6334 .8360
.5306 -.1613 .6660 .8197
• 5996 -.0583 .6718 .7789
,6807 .0861 .7115 .71_8
°7203 .2177 .7467 .6607
,7743 .ZEZ5 .7638 .6335
.839_ .32ZQ .7738 ,6182
,8996 .3Z68 .7771 .61Z1
.949Z ,2708 o7613 ,6374
CO1 *02436 COCDR1 .02330
COZ .02360 COCOR2 ,02254
C03 .02424 CDCOR3 .0Z318
CO4 *03445 COCOR4 .03347
CO5 .02087 COCO_5 .0Z051
SPAN_ISE
XIC YI8/2 CP PeLIPT MLOC
• 0500 -.3375 -.9374 .4321 1,1653
.3957 -.8375 -1.1840 .3593 1.3067
.5008 -°3875 -1.1686 .3702 1.2827
,604_ -.337_ -,518_ .5422 .9789





XlC CP PeL/PT MLOC
0.0008 .3_ZO ,7710 .6220
• 0083 -.648_ .5u36 1.0418
• 00_7 -.9632 .412_ 1.2005
• CZU3 -1.0699 .3R70 1*2497
• 030C -1.0_88 .3786 1.2659
• _400 -1.1633 ,3613 1.3007
• 0_08 -1.1933 .351T 1.3203
• 080_ -1.2133 .3'60 1.3322
.100_ -1.18_ .3570 1.3_95
.14_8 -1.Z38q .339_ 1.3_62
,1997 -1.260_ .8390 1.3_7_
• 2500 -_,2272 .3371 1.3512
• 2994 -1._61 .3323 1.361_
• 340Z -1.2625 .3310 1.3662
.3795 -1.2835 .3779 1._710
.4201 -1.2d33 .3237 1.3_01
.45_8 -1.31g5 .3Zu6 1,3_71
• _9_ -1._56_ ,3268 1.373_
• _397 -1.1736 .3_64 1.t107
.5790 -.7o_8 .4681 1.1_19
•6107 -._07Z .5_74 1.0355
.65_8 -.51_6 .5_? .99('3
.6997 -,4370 ._791 .9576
.7_93 -.3_89 .676_ .9Zb5
,83_3 -.1901 .650_ .8_72
• g21z -.037_ .7711 .7_41
PT 21.9384 PSI CN .9518
TT 100.8810 K CM -.1156




XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC
O.CO00 ,32Z0 .7710 ,6220
• 005_ ,_998 .95?0 o_517
.0098 .8685 ,QZ14 .3"45
.0250 .7210 .8799 .6322
• 0500 .5247 .8266 .5295
• 0813 .3723 ,7841 .6007
.llqq ,Z907 .7615 ,6372
.1796 ,1681 .7_86 ,6891
.2397 .OROC .7036 .7280
.Zq95 -.0016 .6840 ,7582
.35_8 -.0931 .6526 .8068
._193 -.1589 ,6346 .8362
• _?_3 -.1936 .6_60 .8460
,_394 -o17Pl ,6327 .837O
.5994 -o0A55 .6560 .B013
.65O7 .O768 ,7063 °72O8
.7203 ,7010 .733_ ,6816
.7763 .27_0 ,756_ ,6450
,_94 .3119 .7666 .6291
._0_6 .30_3 ,_631 .6367
._492 ,2577 °7486 *6576
CO1 .03565 CDCORI .03468
CDZ .0346T CDCOR2 .03364
CD3 .03784 CDCO_3 .036?8
C04 .05_Z5 CDCOR4 .05195
CD_ ,031?8 CDCOR5 .03141
SPANWISE
X2C ¥18/2 CP PpLIPT MLOC
• 050J -.3375 -.9608 .4204 1.1666
.3957 -.3378 -1.2197 .3443 1.8359
,5008 -,3375 -1.2340 .334Z 1.3574
.6048 -,3375 -.6685 .5013 1o0457











XlC C p PeLIPT ML_C
O,CO0O ,1886 ,7362 ,bBO6
• 0083 -.7519 .6751 1,0699
.0597 -io1176 ,3752 1.2727
• _203 -I._o2 .3379 1,3498
• 0300 -1,2676 ,3357 1.3562
• ORO0 -I*3366 ,3186 1.3916
• 0608 -1.3271 o3226 1,3831
°0800 -I°2_92 ,3258 1.3757
• 1000 -h2967 .3297 1.3621
.1698 -1,3076 .3182 1.3923
°199? -1.3291 .3152 1.3991
• 250C -I.3_28 .31_2 I,3992
,2994 -1,3683 .3106 1.6100
• 3602 -io3710 ,3112 1.6082
°3795 -1.3_8_ ,3105 1,6G97
• 6201 -1.3222 .3208 1.3866
• 4598 -1.1283 °3700 1.2831
°4996 -.937I °6275 1.1736
°5397 -.7669 .4809 1,080C
• 5795 -.6666 .5036 1.0422
• 61_7 -°5956 .5197 1.0154
°6598 -._39_ ,5581 .9925
• 6997 -.8569 .5835 .9831
,76_3 -.3_90 .5971 ,9128
• 8791 -°i_7 .6617 .82O8





xIC C p PeLIPT MLOC
_.OO00 .1886 ,736_ .6806
• U052 1.0489 .9714 .Z045
• 0098 .9230 °9369 .3071
• 9230 .7783 °9973 ,3971
• 0500 .5761 ,8424 .5019
,0813 ,4233 .8010 ,5730
• 1199 .3329 .7735 .6180
,1296 °2080 .741_ .6690
.2397 .1C83 .7103 .7176
• 29_5 .0018 ,6823 .7608
• 3588 -.0652 .6658 *7861
• 6193 -,I381 °6660 ,8196
• 6793 -.1807 *_363 .8315
• 5394 -,1828 .6318 .8385
.5996 -.0677 ,6652 .7821
• _507 .0579 .6975 .7376
• 7203 .1987 .7388 .6732
• 7763 .2662 .7591 ,6610
.8396 .2860 ,7598 ,6400
,8996 .2766 .?577 .6432
.9692 .1953 *7361 *6773
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
CD1 .05847 CDCOR1 ,05716
CDZ ,06637 CDCOR2 ,06280
CD3 ,07262 CDCOR3 °07L09
CD4 ,08106 CDCOR4 °07988
CO5 .06097 COCOR5 *06003
SPANWISE
XIC YIBI2 CP PtLIPT RLOC
°0500 -,3375 -1°0809 ,388T 1.2666
°3957 -,337_ -1,3133 .3212 1,38_8
*5008 --°3375 -1.02OT ,6067 1,2119
°6068 -.3375 -,5948 ,5175 1,0190










XlC CP P,L/PT MLOC
O,GUO0 .0572 ,6998 ,7338
,0U83 -,8297 ,4567 1.1217
• 00_7 -1.2553 .3408 1.3632
,C203 -1.3892 ,3036 1,6262
• 0300 -1,3_36 .3069 1.6228
,b600 -1.6297 ,2931 1.6505
• 080_ -1.6Z52 .2975 1.6399
• I006 -1.6338 .3000 1._341
.1698 -1.4570 ,Z962 1.4477
,_997 -1.4156 .2937 t.4690
• 2500 -1,_20& ,2976 1.6397
,29q6 -1._628 .3198 1.38_9
• 3_02 -1,0557 .398_ 1,2276
• 3795 -.8041 .4508 1.13Z0
• 6201 -,7_90 ,4730 1.0933
.6598 -,7213 ,4_66 1,0736
,6996 -,6969 ,4_31 1.0593
• 5397 -*b_20 .503_ 1.0422
.5795 -,6221 .510_ 1.03Gb
• 6197 -.5a68 .520_ 1.01_6
.6598 -,5578 .5_51 .995R
,b097 -,5091 ,556_ ,9740
• TRQ3 -,_768 ,5740 .959R
• _353 -.4050 .5823 .9202
.6791 -.3776 ,5847 .9152





XIC CP PeLIPT NLOC
0.0000 ,0572 .6998 .7338
• 0052 1,0813 .9_0T .1673
• 0098 .9670 .9493 ,2761
.U200 ,8269 .9103 .3694
,0500 .6180 ._538 .4813
,0813 ,4657 .R144 ,5504
• 1796 .2377 .7530 .6507
• 2397 .1466 °7280 .6900
•2995 ,0536 .7034 ,7251
• 35_8 -,0487 .6723 ,7761
• 4193 -.1208 .6531 .8056
• 4793 -,1815 .6368 .R308
.5396 -.1825 .6366 .8310
• _996 -.093_ .6_8_ .7976
.6507 .0375 .6933 .7638
.7203 ,1626 .7286 .6896
• 7743 .2295 ,767_ .6595
• 8394 .2_77 .7_0_ .6551
.8990 ,222_ ,7435 .6657
.9492 .1037 .7131 .7132
C01 .07433 CDCOR1 .0738_
CO2 .07318 COCORF .07253
C03 *0439B COCOR3 .043_8
C04 ,05165 COCOR_ .05088
C05 *06618 CDCDR5 ,06603
SPANWISE
X/C Y/_IZ CP PeL/PT MLOC
• 0503 -.337_ -1,1263 ,874_ 1,2742
• 3957 -.3375 -.8143 ,4596 1.1166
• 5008 -.3375 -.7091 ,4902 1.0642
• 6048 -,337_ -.6040 ._127 1.026B
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XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,1317 *9948 *0910
• 0083 ,8134 .9069 .3771
• 0097 .7421 ,8874 .4178
• 0203 ,4779 .8151 ,5497
• 0300 .25b5 .7534 *8507
•0400 *1649 ,7Z78 *8911
,0608 .0558 .6983 .T368
• 0800 *0008 .6841 .7589
• I000 -*0978 *0578 *7994
• 1498 -,1501 .64Z9 .8222
.1997 -*1943 .6303 ,8418
• 2500 -*2328 .6185 .8600
.2994 -*2730 ,6088 .8759
• 3402 -,2873 ,6045 *88Z7
• _795 -,3083 *5996 *8894
• 4201 -.3298 .5922 .9008
.4598 -*3889 .5814 .9178
• 4996 -.3839 *5778 *9244
.5397 -.4111 ,5698 o9381
.5795 -*4480 *5008 .9503
• 6197 -,4485 ,5594 .9525
• 8598 -,4423 *5073 .9501
• 6997 -*_191 *5836 .9398
• 7493 -*3828 .b256 ,9148
• 8353 -.2091 *6593 .8487
• 8791 -*0837 .6852 .7970





XlC CP P*L/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.1317 *qg4Z .0910
*0052 -1.0148 .4058 1.2155
.0098 -.8896 .4951 1.0572
*OZO0 -,5209 *5397 .9841
*O5O0 -*4874 *5647 *944O
,0813 -*4585 *5570 *9564
.1199 -,4271 .560? ,9410
.1798 -.4648 .5571 .9568
*8397 -*4847 *551Z *9858
.2995 -.5236 .5399 *9838
*3580 -*5796 ,5230 1.0111
.4193 -*6082 .5177 1,0197
*4793 -,5541 ,5313 *9977
*5394 -.4174 ,5696 .9383
,5994 -.2176 .8230 ,8530
.6507 -.0250 ,6759 .7714
*7203 .1284 .7181 *706?
,7743 ,2130 .7414 ,6697
.8394 *Z724 *7575 *8443
*8996 ,2943 .7837 *8343
*9492 ,2879 ,7564 .6461
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
COL ,00678 CDCORI *0067Z
COZ *00878 CDCOg2 *00668
C03 *00574 CDCOR3 ,C0865
CD4 °00994 CDCOR4 ,00988
CD5 ,00057 CDCOR5 .00653
SPANWISE
X/C Y/8/Z CP PpLIPT BLOC
• 050_ -,3375 ,0388 .6937 *7440
• 3957 -.3375 -.3128 .8003 ,8882
• 5008 -,3375 -,3887 ,5794 *9Z10
,8048 *.337S -.4378 *5654 .9430












XIC CP P, LIPT MLOC
O*O00O 1.13ZI *9943 *0909
*0083 *3442 *7777 .6117
.0097 *Z998 *7846 ,b3Z8
*OZ03 *0167 *8875 .753T
.0300 -,1578 *8382 *8298
,0400 -.2Z98 .620Z *8573
*ObOB -.Z_Z *buu8 ,uu/_
*0000 -.3Z54 *5954 *8959
.i000 -.4317 .5850 *9438
,1498 -.4165 *5669 *9406
.1997 -.4318 *5834 .948Z
*ZSO0 -.4480 .5608 ,9507
.Z994 -.4662 *5536 .9618
.3402 -,4687 *5554 .9509
*3795 -.4728 .5515 .9651
.4Z01 -.4810 .5514 ,9852
*4598 -.5141 ,5432 *9784
*4998 -.5211 .5395 ,9848
*5397 *,5414 .5341 ,9931
*5795 -*5623 *SZ?h 1.0036
.8197 -.5493 ,5388 *9955
*8598 -.5713 .5531 .9841
*6997 -,4744 *5739 .96Z3
.7493 -*3967 *6240 .9294
.8353 -.Z183 .6591 .8516
,8791 -*0905 ,8858 *7975





XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1321 .9943 .0909
• 0052 .1530 .7242 *6987
.0098 *0874 *70bq *7236
,OZO0 ,0005 .6984 *7388
.0500 -.0107 *0804 .7845
*GEL3 -.1170 .850Q ,8100
.ii99 -,12_9 .6489 .B130
• 1796 -*21Lb .6254 .8498
.2397 -,2577 .0107 *8780
• 8995 -.3185 *SqSL ,8903
• 3588 -.3780 *5798 ,9806
,4193 -.4158 .8875 *9397
• 4793 -.4186 .8691 ,9371
• 5394 -.8380 .8901 *q042
.5994 -.1628 °0388 .8?86
• 8807 .0144 ,b881 .75?7
• 7203 .1859 *7885 *8900
.7743 *2474 ,7510 *8548
• B394 .300b *7652 *b31q
.8990 .3160 *7708 .8239
• 9492 .2795 *7598 *6405
CD1 *00670 COCOR1 .00865
COZ *00656 COEORZ ,00648
CD3 *00057 COCOR3 *00845
C04 *00972 CDCO_4 .00960
CD5 *00645 CDCOR5 *00043
SP&NWISE
XlC YI812 CP P_LIPT _LOC
*0500 -,3375 -*Lb75 ,6392 ,8280
*0957 -.3375 -.4718 .5545 .9804
*5008 -.3375 -*5238 .5409 *98Z2
.6048 -.3375 -.5483 *5335 *9940





XlC CP PeL/PT BLOC
0.0000 1.0431 ,9704 ,Z08Z
• 0083 ,ObO0 .7C18 .7315
• 0097 *0356 *6948 .7432
• 0203 -*2805 *8076 .8768
• 0300 -*_uST .5743 ,9289
• C400 -*47Z4 *5560 .9569
• 0808 -.5138 .5459 .9741
• 0800 -,5074 .5470 ,9722
• 1000 -.8822 .4989 1.0508
.1498 -,574_ °5886 1.0020
• 1997 -.5630 .5331 .9948
.2500 -.5593 .5348 .9920
• 899& -.5674 .5314 .9975
• 3402 -.5_08 *5380 *gqO0
.3795 -,5583 *536Z .9896
• 4801 -.5534 .5355 .9908
• 4598 -*5801 .5281 1.0087
,4_96 -.5781 *5298 1.0000
.5397 -.5d79 .5279 i*0031
.5795 -.6017 *5233 l*OICb
• 8197 -.5835 .5269 2.0047
,8598 -*5_26 .5537 .9877
,8997 -,4898 .5758 *_819
.T493 -.4_45 *8245 .9277
• 8353 -,?19_ *bbOl .8504
.P791 -.0a92 .6871 .7957
• 9Z12 .0075 .9704 *T542
PT 54*083Z PSI CN .4281
TT 110.7378 _ CM -.I040




X/C CP PpLIPT qLOC
0.0000 1,0431 .9704 .808E
*0052 ,4644 *8117 .5556
*0098 .3514 *?807 .8089
,0200 .2707 .7592 .8416
*0500 *1479 *7280 *b939
.0813 *0217 ,6919 .7487
*i199 -.OlOl .6888 *7608
.1796 -.1067 .6562 .8018
.2397 -,1627 .6411 .8251
.299_ -*Z262 .8249 .8501
.35_8 -.2921 .6075 .8771
.4193 -.3357 .5946 .8972
.4793 -.5459 .5919 .9014
.5394 -.2858 .6088 .8750
,5_4 -.134C .6498 .8118
.bSJ7 *0350 *6958 ,7407
.7E03 .E8PI ,7_86 .6773
.7743 .Z608 .7584 *64Z7
,8394 .3102 .7714 .6219
*8996 .3236 .7743 .6172
.9492 .2835 *7030 .8354
C01 .00887 CDCORI *00882
CO2 .00886 CDCOR? .00658
CO3 ,00070 CDCOR3 *00683
CD4 *00988 CDCOR4 *00979
CD5 *00652 COEOR5 .00650
SPANWISE
XIC YIEI2 CP P_LIPT MLOC
,050_ -.3375 -.304L .6031 .8839
• 3957 -.3375 -.5485 .5367 .9889
• 5008 -.3373 -.5820 .5285 1.0081
.604_ -.3375 -.5870 *5249 1.0080






XlC CP PpL/PT NLOC
O,OOO0 ,85Z§ ,9180 ,35Z7
*0083 -*Z755 ,b227 ,8533
*0097 -*2743 .6104 *8725
*0203 -*5578 ,5328 .9951
*0300 -,6487 ,5079 1,0359
,0400 -,T257 *4863 1,0721
*0608 -.7767 ,4733 1.0907
*0800 -,7711 .4768 1,0882
.1000 -.7861 ,4701 1.0997
,1498 -*8399 *4564 1,1233
,1997 -*807? .4634 1,1112
.2500 -*6744 .5023 1.0451
.2994 -*b036 .3192 1*0172
*3402 -,63Z7 ,5147 1,0246
.379_ -*6328 .5116 1.0298
.4201 -,6210 .5153 1.0236
,4598 -.6446 .5090 1,0341
.49_6 -.6413 *5090 1.0340
,539? -,6514 ,5069 1.0376
,5795 -,6539 ,5053 1.0402
,6197 -,6282 ,5139 1,0260
.6598 -,5637 *5498 *9962
.6997 -,4978 *5744 *9678
.7493 -*4093 .6253 .9287
.8333 -,2181 .8603 *8492
,8791 -,0_72 *8887 ,7956
.9212 ,0100 .9183 .7519
PT 54o0661 PSI CN ,5656
TT 111,0218 K CM -,1040




XfC CP PpL/PT MLDC
0,0000 *8523 ,9180 ,3527
.0052 *6963 ,5756 *4409
,0098 ,5581 ,fi378 .3105
• 0200 ,4415 ,8059 .5653
• 0500 *2887 *7633 *6349
,0813 ,1388 ,7245 .6961
,1199 *0936 ,7122 ,7153
,1798 -,0155 ,8808 ,7839
• Z397 -*0791 .6641 ,7895
,_995 -*147Q ,8441 *8204
• 3588 -.2178 ,6269 ,8470
,4193 -.2677 .6112 .8712
• 4793 -.2868 ,6089 *8748
,5394 -,2417 ,6186 ,8597
• 3994 -.1017 .6573 *BOO0
,6507 ,0572 .7008 *7329
,7203 ,1994 ,?392 .6731
,7743 *2766 ,7607 *8392
,8394 *3230 ,7?29 ,6198
.8996 ,3324 .7763 .6141
• 9492 ,2861 ,764O .6338
C01 ,00738 CDCORI ,00732
CDZ *00716 CDCOR2 ,00704
C03 °00712 CDCOR3 ,00700
CD4 *01050 COCOR4 ,01034
CD5 *00687 COCOR5 .00_85
SPANWISE
XIC Y/8/2 C P PeLIPT MLOC
,0500 -,3375 -.445T °5624 °9477
*_95T --,3375 --,6246 °515E 1°024E
.5008 -.3375 -,6397 ,5103 1,0320
*6048 -.33?5 -.6328 ,5136 1,0266
*TO03 -*3375 -,5018 .5506 ,9685
TEST 122 PT 54,1724 PSI
RUN 14 TT Iii,0669 K




X/C CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.000_ .6318 ,_97 ,_709
•OO83 -,43O6 .5879 ,93a0
•0O97 -.5_34 ,5379 *9888
,0203 -,7520 *4798 1,0830
• 0300 -,8304 *4333 1.1288
• 0400 -.9201 ,4342 1,1627
°0608 -*9585 .4201 1°1884
.O8OO -*9646 .4170 1.1941
.1000 -,9700 .4129 1.1925
• 1498 -i,0226 ,4014 1.2233
,1997 -1.01_7 ,4012 1,2232
• 250G -I,0168 *3993 1.2274
.2994 -1.0473 .3961 1.2335
,3402 -1.03_0 ,_018 1,2225
.3795 -I,007_ ,4076 1,2117
•4201 -,9702 .4172 1,1939
,45_8 -.r763 ,4687 1.1020
• _998 -.5_14 .5251 I*0C77
• 5397 -.5_00 ,5200 1,0159
,5795 -*5283 .5335 *9908
.6197 -*5485 .534S *99?4
.8598 -*5394 *_S04 *9900
.899? -,4A59 .3?40 ,_668
.7493 -,40_5 ,625_ ,9298
.8353 -*?u88 .6806 ,_499
.8791 -,0859 .6861 ,7943





XlC CP PJL/PT MLOC
O,OO00 ,8378 ,8597 .4709
• 0052 ,8554 ,9194 .3494
,0098 ,7138 .8804 *4315
• OZO0 *5734 .8401 *5064
•0500 .3988 *7944 *5B44
o0813 ,2410 *7496 .6568
,1199 *1845 .7333 *6824
,1796 *0668 ,7022 .7308
,2397 -,0044 *6815 *7628
• Z995 -,0785 ,6604 *2953
• 3588 -*1532 *6381 *8296
• 4193 -,2052 *6272 *8464
,4793 -*2306 .6224 .8538
,5394 -,1985 *6300 .8422
,5994 -,071T ,6638 *7900
.650T *OBOT *7047 .?5TO
• 7203 .?182 .743b ,6663
.7743 ,2923 *7614 *83_0
,839_ ,3382 .7741 .6175
,8998 ,3415 ,777_ ,6116
,9492 ,Z9_2 *7846 ,6329
COL *00975 COCOR1 *00932
CD2 ,00943 CDCOR2 ,0090Z
CD3 ,00948 COCOR3 ,00904
CD4 ,01395 COCOR4 *01348
C05 ,00918 CDCOR5 *00907
SPANWISE
X/C YI812 CP 8pLIPT MLOC
*0503 -,3375 -,5480 .5283 1.0025
,3957 -*3375 -,9534 ,4142 1.1993
,5008 -.3375 -,6483 ,5038 1*0428
.6048 -.3375 -*4949 .5424 ,9796





XlC CP P, LIPT NLOC
O,OOU6 .5624 ,8372 .5115
°0083 -*4935 *5465 ,973_
*06_7 -*6442 ,5116 1.0298
.02_3 -,8337 .4_05 1.1337
,0300 -.9_88 ,4273 1,1753
*0400 -*982_ .4157 1,196_
,0608 -1.0_35 .4002 1,Z75_
,uBO_ -1,0337 ,398_ 1*22_3
.1000 -L,03_8 ._012 1.2237
.1498 -L*O_17 .3_47 1,2354
.1997 -1,10_3 *3827 1,Z_93
,250_ -1.1U15 ,3fi07 1._833
.29_4 -1.1230 *3754 1,7737
.3402 -1*1_52 *3734 1,2737
*3795 -1.13_8 .3751 1.2744
*4598 -.9957 ,4181 1,1977
._9_6 -*9043 .43_ 1.1349
.5795 -.4_74 .5538 .9814
.61_7 -*47_6 ,5584 ,9373
,_97 -._317 .5_18 .9427
,74_3 -.3_83 .6?9L .916?
*_7_1 -,0788 ._76 *7925
.9212 .01_9 .8371 .752_
PT 54,1768 PSI CN .7979
TT II0,_5_9 _ CM -,I041




XlC CP P_LIPT _LOC
0.0000 .5_24 ,8_22 .5115
,005? .0131 .9359 *3097
• OC_ ,7823 ,8917 ,4091
.0200 ,_277 *_523 ,4754
.05_0 ._411 ,_054 ,5662
•0813 *Z_51 *7632 .6351
.1199 *2192 ,7432 *6668
,1798 .1004 *2127 ,2143
,2397 .0258 *6911 ,7480
.29_5 -,0477 .6715 *7783
,35_8 -.i287 ,6479 .8146
.4193 -,1858 .6327 ,_380
,_793 -,2L_O ,625? *8495
.5394 -,1818 .8356 *8338
,59_4 -,0595 ,_895 .7814
.8507 ,085_ ,711_ .7187
• 7203 ,2218 ,7481 .6624
,7743 .2937 ,?636 .6345
,_394 .3383 .7787 ,6102
._9_8 ,3437 ,779_ .8O84
.949? ,2918 .7_5A *6309
C01 ,01298 COCOR1 *01739
CD? ,01235 COCOR2 ,01175
C03 ,01255 COCOR3 *01199
CD4 *01824 COCOR4 *01764
C05 *01189 CDCO_5 ,01181
SPANWISE
XI¢ YI_I2 CP P*L/PT NLOC
*0500 -.3375 -,6335 .5161 1,0274
.3957 -.3375 -1.0751 ._932 1.2389
*5008 -*3373 -,?856 ,4719 1.0966
.6048 -*3375 -,4898 .5517 ,9656











XlC CP PpLIPr MLOC
0,0000 ,4865 ,8170 .5474
.0083 -.5756 ,5257 1.0078
• 0097 -,7350 .6857 1.0741
• 0203 -o9189 ,4284 1,1742
• 0300 -1.0129 ,4056 1.2163
• 0400 -1,0550 ,3966 1.2333
• 0608 -1*1136 ,3840 1.2576
• 0800 -1.0960 .3860 1.2576
• 1000 -1,0850 ,3865 1,2527
,1698 -1°1586 .3683 1.2887
• 1997 -L°1612 ,3688 1,2877
,2500 -1,1783 ,3667 1,2918
• 2994 -1.1713 .3606 1,3046
• 3402 -1,1747 .3bOZ 1,3050
• 3795 -1.1980 .8580 1,3095
.4201 -1.1898 .3570 1.31i5
,6598 -1,1691 .3586 1o3082
• 4996 -1.1700 ,3628 1,3005
,539? -1,1755 ,3620 1,3016
,5295 -1,0178 .4018 1,2236
o6197 -,5666 ,5329 .9962
,6598 -.6136 ,5799 .9320
,6997 -,3806 ,5961 ,92C6
°7493 -.3165 ,6346 .8961
• 8353 -.1_64 .6645 .83_7
,8791 -.072_ .6853 ,7903





X/C CP PpL/PT ML3C
0.0000 *4865 o8170 .5_74
*0052 ,9583 °9673 ,2805
.0098 .8084 ,9032 .3858
.0200 °6653 o8661 .4599
,0500 ,4789 °8159 ,5693
*0813 ,3200 °7739 .6189
o1199 .2511 .7530 ,5524
.1796 ,i296 .7196 ,7051
.2397 ,0_86 °6083 ,7381
,2995 -.0260 .6786 .7685
,3588 -.1018 ,6594 *7079
o4193 -,1_5 °6370 .8326
,4793 -°2052 °6266 ,8486
.5394 -.1245 ,6376 *8316
.5996 -,0625 ,6664 *7873
,6537 .0_69 ,7053 ,7272
.7203 .2227 °7446 ,6657
*2743 ,2944 .?667 ,6338
,8396 ,3343 .7762 ,b186
,8996 ,3429 °7769 .61_1
.9492 .2_70 .7641 .6347
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALrrY
CDI .01870 Cocogl *01810
CD2 ,01798 COCOR2 *01679
CO3 ,01885 CDCOR3 ,01753
CC4 .02709 COCOR4 °02628
C05 *01780 CDCOR5 .01748
SF&NWISE
XlC YI812 CP PpL/PT M[OC
*0503 -*3375 -,6923 *6962 1,0597
.3857 -,3375 -1.1170 .3745 1.2762
*5008 -.3375 -1.1654 o3671 1°2911
.6048 -,3375 -,5_79 *5353 *9922










X/C CP PeLIPT MLOC
0,000C .3703 .7859 ,5983
,0083 -.6864 ._966 1,0547
,0097 -,8493 .4512 1.1326
• 0203 -1,0558 .4005 1o2251
.0300 -1.0_23 .3883 1.2684
.0400 -1.1L85 *3774 1,2697
=0_ _R -!!50_ :_?_ !.ZOO0
,0_00 -1,1652 .36_4 1*2958
,1000 -1.1061 ,3733 1.2779
• 14_8 -1.1o10 .3529 1.3193
• 1997 -1,1395 ,8533 1,3186
• 2500 -1,1893 .3501 1,3252
• 2994 -1,2128 °3436 1,3387
• 3402 -1*2139 °8440 1,8380
• 3795 -I°2Zqq ,3408 1o3448
• _Z01 -1*2319 *3368 1,3532
.4598 -1,2521 °3334 1,3606
,_996 -1°1q94 .3392 1,34E1
• 5397 -1,2423 .3350 1,3571
• 5795 -1.2305 .3381 1,350_
• 6L97 -.7828 .6603 1.1167
• _8 -,4660 ,56O0 ,9608
,69_7 -,420_ ,5_69 .9514
.7693 -,308_ .6295 ,89_0
• 8853 -.1667 ,6626 .8435
• 8791 -.0753 ,6807 .7921




X/C CP PpLIFT _LOC
0.0000 ,3703 .7859 .5983
•0052 .9901 .9555 .2565
.0098 *8582 *9208 ,8485
• 0200 ,71G3 .8798 ,43Z7
• 0500 .5068 °8280 *5363
• 0813 ,3461 °7784 .6107
_S!°° :2253 :?5?0 :8_51
• 1796 .1459 .7Z03 .7029
• 2397 .0588 ,6934 *7645
.2995 -.01_2 .8888 ,7826
• 3588 -,I020 .6515 .809Z
• _193 -.1537 .6372 .8312
.4793 -*2016 .6243 .8510
.5394 -.1812 .6307 ,8412
• 5994 -.0609 .6820 .7929
.6_07 *0838 *7033 ,7292
• 7203 °2137 ,7352 .6795
• 7743 .2879 ,7594 .6413
• 8394 .3251 ,2697 .6248
,8996 ,3285 .7696 .6249
• _492 .2759 .7585 ,6428
CD1 ,02756 CDCDR1 ,02718
COg ,02598 COCORZ ,_2511
CD3 .02889 COCO_3 *O2648
CO4 .03968 CDCO_4 *03916
CD5 .02614 CDCOR5 .02592
SPANWISE
X/C Y/812 CP PILIPT M_OC
.0503 -.3375 -.6998 .6816 1.0803
,3957 -*3375 -1,1649 ,3562 1.3125
• 500_ -,3375 -1,2167 °3483 1o3287
• 8048 -,3375 -.8368 .4433 1.1462










x/C CP P*L/PT MLOC
0.0000 .3308 .7733 ,6189
• U_83 -,T229 ,_833 1,0778
• 0097 -.9O78 .432O i,i_69
• 0208 -1,0888 .3859 io2531
• C30b -L,I03_ .378_ 1,26_2
• O_OG -1.1636 ,3625 i._995
• 0608 -I.2LgI ,3503 1.8247
•080_ -I.2137 ,3_ 1.3285
,1000 -i°I_27 .357i 1,3106
,I_08 -I,2_85 .3891 1o3682
._9o7 -1._62 .3399 1.3_66
• 2500 -1.2282 .3395 i°347_
• 29_ -1.2607 ,3336 i*8801
• 3402 -I,2625 .3335 1,3603
• 8795 -I.2730 .3298 1.3_82
• 4201 -I,Z_16 .3268 1.87_8
.45_8 -1.3583 .3_C6 1.38_
• _ -i.2_93 ,3268 1.8755
,58_7 -1.2_87 .827T 1.372_
,5T_5 -,98_i .4119 1,2087
,6197 -.6L78 .5155 1,0233
• 7408 -.3217 .63_7 ._951
._383 -.1792 .6633 ,_89_
• 87_I -.07_0 ,b_70 .7908





XlC CP aeLl_T wLOC
0._030 *3308 .7733 ,6169
*OGS2 1.0106 ,0606 *?409
.0098 ,8827 .9261 .8337
.O20O ,7320 .883_ ,4248
.C530 ._367 .9303 ,5236
.0813 .3?46 .7_69 ,5967
.1199 .2979 .7665 .633O
.1796 .1731 .7802 °8873
,23_7 *088P ,7071 .7233
._q_5 *G072 .6867 ,7579
,35_8 -.C67_ .6556 .8027
,_I93 -.1485 .6405 ._280
,47_3 -.i861 .880_ ,8418
,5394 -,1637 ._361 ,8325
.5994 -,0625 .86_ .7879
._507 .0_92 .7124 ,7181
,7238 ,2172 .741_ .6691
.7763 ,286_ *2609 °6387
,_89_ .3257 .772_ .6197
.6996 .3282 *7730 *_178
._49? .2679 ,7568 ,645_
CO? ,035b7 CDCO_I ,03507
CDZ .03373 C0C0_2 ,03307
CO3 .03848 CDCO_3 ,03579
CD4 .05236 CDCOR4 *05163
C05 ,03265 CDCOR5 *03258
SP_NWISE
XlC Y1812 CP PeL/PT MLOC
• C503 -.3375 -.8331 ,_853 1.1079
• 3957 -,3375 -1,2390 .3_45 1.8368
• 5008 -,8375 -1.2605 ,3366 1,3586
,6048 -°3375 -,7572 ,4762 1.0898






XlC CO P*LIPT MLOC
O,bO00 ,2141 .7397 ,6732
._083 -.8104 ,4564 I°_Z4Z
.0_7 -L*0_76 ,387Z 1.Z51_
oOZ03 -1,210_ o3536 1,3183
.030_ -1.Z73_ .3380 1.3511
.0_00 -1.35B0 °3176 1,3956
,0606 -1,31Z_ ,3266 1,3758
*080G -1,Z_Z_ .3Z79 1.3730
,luO0 -l,Z_Tb ,3291 1o_70_
°1_8 -1°32Z_ ,3187 1,3932
o1_g7 -1,34_ .3L75 1.3_58
.250U -1o33_5 .3176 1°_g56
.29_ -1.3556 ,31Z_ 1o_C80
.3_OZ -L,3692 .3}_Z 1._C3_
*_Z01 -1.2_1 .33Z0 1,363_
,_5g8 -1.0133 ,411_ 1._C55
,_gg_ -.755_ ._813 1,0B13
.5_Q7 -,670_ ,5C17 1°u_70
._?_5 -,bZS_ ,51Z5 1.0Z_2
,_1_7 -,buZ7 ,5196 1.017_
PT _oZ513 PSI CN 1,0064
TT 97.3708 K CN -*125Q




XlC CP P,LIPT MLOC
0,0000 ,Z141 °739? .6732
• U052 I°057B ,9745 *1933
•00_8 ,g3Z9 °g39g ,Z999
• 0200 °7873 ,_005 o3913
.0500 o5B50 o_46_ .4965
,_813 ,41B3 ,T995 °_768
•1199 ,336B ,??_ o6160
°L7_ ,2067 .7410 ._?IZ
o23_7 ,1154 o7143 °71Z9
°Zq_ ,0316 ,6937 .7448
• 35_8 -.O6_g .6653 .?BB6
°_I_3 -o0_73 ._736 ,7?58
°_7q3 -.1748 °639Z .SZBg
• _3_4 -,L888 .6308 ,8418
,59_ -.070_ o66_ ,786?
.65_7 ,0672 .705Z .7271
• 7_03 °1948 *73qB °_730
,7743 °_617 ,7_65 *6467
,839_ °2_5q °76_ .6373
°Sg_ .Z7Z2 ,7591 .6425
,_4gZ ,1757 .73Z_ *6846
C01 °06631 CDCORI *06521
CO2 ,07Z28 CDCOR2 ,O?lOb
CO3 *06g_ CDCOR3 °068E9
¢04 *Gg154 CDCOR4 ,0901Z
$PANWISE
X/C YI_I_ CP PjLIPT MLOC
°0_00 -°3375 -°884? °4637 1,1_67
• 3957 -*33?5 -1,3465 ,318g 1._gZ7
°500B -,_375 -,9401 ,4_16 1,16B4
• 6048 -°3375 -,5997 .5183 1,0197
• 7003 -°3375 -°5014 °54_0 °9748
218
Appendix J
Pressure Data for M = 0.80; R = 4.4 × 106, 7.7 × 106, and 14.0 × 106; and Fixed
Transition
The pressure measurements made on the Boeing BAC I airfoil are presented in coeffae_ent
form i_ graphs and tables in this appendix. The data are for a Mach number of 0.80:
Reynolds mnnbers of' 4.4 × 106. 7.7 × 106. and 14.0 × 106: and fixed transition. The pressure
data from _he upper surface of the airfoil are plotted as open symbols, and the data from
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XIC CP P,LIFT _LOC
O,OpO0 L,LBZZ ,qqTb .05R5
• 0C83 ,?UZO *M622 *4648
• 0097 *TZLI *8675 ,4550
• C2_3 .419C .7799 .6C04
• 0300 ,2648 *733? ,0700
• 0400 .1705 ,7u08 *7210
• 0008 ,ObOq *6744 .7717
,GSO0 -,0010 .0555 ,8006
• i000 -,0_22 ,6310 ,8368
• 140B -.1430 ,6136 ,_654
• 1907 -,Id04 *6OO6 *8853
• 2500 -.2316 ,5976 *0055
• 2004 -,2771 .5?63 ,9263
• 3402 -.2H05 ,5682 ,0300
• 3705 -.3212 .5615 .9466
• 4201 -.9472 .5528 .9_12
• _SqB -*3866 ,5417 .078?
,4006 -,6140 .5343 .00U0
,5307 -,4_06 .5_I0 1,0116
.5705 -.4_70 ,5119 1,0267
• 6107 -*8110 ,5_49 1,03_2
• _598 -._OOq .52_R 1,0342
,bvq? -,4518 .5_57 1.0117
,7403 -.3720 .6_47 ,072?
• _353 -.1707 *6370 .8763
• PT_I -.0O33 ,0020 *_27_
• 0212 ,024? ,0977 .7896
PT 17.2800 PSl CN -,0600
IT i&7,1804 K CM -,0880




X/C CP FJLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,1622 ,0976 ,058_
•0052 -,8595 ,6010 1,2100
.O00R -,7076 ,_495 1,1328
•0200 -,5232 ,8010 1.0431
,0500 -,4480 ,5254 1,0045
o0813 -._215 .5327 .992R
• 1190 -,4256 ,530_ *0957
,L700 -.4775 .5158 1,0202
,2397 -,522_ .8010 1,0436
.2005 -.5744 .4804 1,0002
.3588 -,0420 ,4667 1.1027
• 4193 -.7300 .4400 1.1480
.4793 -.A333 .4102 1.2060
.5394 -.380B .8413 ._788
,8094 -.1810 .bOll ,B845
,0507 -,0367 .6447 .8172
• 7203 ,0766 ,0703 ,7041
• 7743 ,1534 ,7006 ,7312
.B304 ._318 ,7_33 .hObO
,F000 ,2045 .7333 .5805
,0402 ,2521 .7292 .685Q
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
CD1 .01117 CDCOQ1 .01100
CO2 .01098 COLOR2 ,01078
CD3 ,01102 COCOR3 .OlOB2
CD4 .01_01 CDCOR4 .01566
¢D5 .01307 CDCOR5 ,00909
SPANWISE
XIC Y/8/Z CF PpL/PT MLOC
• 050) -.3375 ,0546 ,6716 .7750
.3087 -,3375 -.3286 .5584 ,9516
• 5008 -,3375 -,4121 .5351 ,0888
.0048 -.3375 -.4002 ,5080 1,0315




PT 17,0101 PSI CN .1242
TT 105.0783 K CM -,0072




WIC CP PeL/PT _LOC
O.CO00 L.1735 1,000T O,OCOb
.0083 ,5_70 ,B103 ,5401
• COg? .5354 .8128 .5521
• 0203 .2184 .7191 .7020
• 0300 ,0888 .0811 .7b13
• 0400 ,O01Z .0558 *dO01
.0008 -.0003 ,0203 ,_o
• 0800 -.1_19 .6111 .86_0
• LUOU -.2313 .5850 ,0082
,1608 -,2710 ,5740 .0254
.1007 -.3030 o5050 .0410
,2500 -.3403 .5535 ,9591
.2994 -,3774 .5440 .9735
.3402 -.3012 ,5420 ._777
• 37_5 -,4119 .5302 ,9871
• 4201 -,4372 .5264 1.0_Z0
,4508 -.6092 ,5170 1.0173
• 4090 -.4_83 .5095 1.0306
• _307 -,5334 .4992 I,U477
• 8T_5 -.5775 ._841 1.0730
.6107 -._,J13 ,4M03 1.0794
• 0508 -.5970 .5120 1,0_38
.0007 -.4q23 .5431 1.0267
,7403 -,3781 ,0¢50 .9757
• 8353 -.1700 ,b3bO .8700
• P?O1 -.u645 ,bbl7 ,8303
• 0212 .0216 1,C.Oll .7010
tqWER SUgPACE
X/C CP PellPT NlOC
0.0000 1,1735 1.0007 0.0000
• 0052 -.3087 .5053 .0407
,0098 -,2200 .5869 ,90_0
• 0200 -,1003 .598_ ,8881
,0500 -,2Z31 ,580B ._021
o0819 -.2522 ,5M03 .9170
• i100 -.ZOOq ,5702 ._32_
• 1700 -.3384 *_563 .9581
,2397 -.3039 ,5380 ,0820
.2098 -.4014 .5183 1,0161
• 3588 -.8417 ,4941 1,0802
,4103 -._203 ,4705 1,00B2
• 4703 -.6837 ,4562 1.1210
• 5394 -,3753 ._469 ,qbq8
.5004 -.1807 ._020 .8832
• 0507 -,0063 .6538 ,8033
.7_03 *1266 .6926 .7430
• 7763 ,2041 .7100 .7025
,8394 .2603 .7330 ,6809
.8906 ,_867 ,7400 ,6680
.9_92 .2605 .7311 .6860
COl .0098Z COCO_I .00954
CO2 ,00960 COCOR2 ,00033
CD3 ,00059 CDCOR3 ,00932
C04 .01404 COC0_4 .01371
CD8 .00_03 CDCO_8 .00892
SPANWISE
_IC Y/_IZ CP P_L/PT MLOC
• 050) -.3375 -,0608 ,6631 .8198
.3957 --,_375 -.617T .5320 .9939
• _00_ -.3375 -.4070 .5073 1.034Z
.0G48 -.3375 -._972 ,4783 _.0628





X/C CP Pet/PT _LOC
O.OOOO 1.I047 .0q86 .045C
.O083 .3_83 .7_21 .035O
.GO_7 .3_42 .760_ .0377
*O203 .u235 .0041 .7_74
.0300 -*0_82 .6_78 .8_32
.Obd_ -.2620 .5702 .0188
.080_ -.3G10 .5_7? .9375
.lOb0 -._027 .5304 .o618
.1408 -.4_57 .53_u .9841
.10_7 -.410B .5323 .0034
.25_0 -.4500 .5?49 1.0053
.2004 -.47B3 .5182 1.0163
.34_.2 -._,94 .514_ 1.021_
.37o5 -*4050 .51_9 1._2A3
._201 -._148 .5059 1.030_
._00_ -.5_31 ._970 i.u51_
._oo0 -.8r08 .4677 i*0_70
.03o7 -.0_47 .4_00 1.078_
.57_ -._T8 .6669 1.10?4
.61o7 -._47 .4557 1.121_
.6508 -.0_ ._i07 1.1153
.o907 -._o45 .5471 1.02_o
.74_3 -.375_ ._75 .90oq
._353 -.i_13 .03_ .9730
._701 -.Gb_L .00?3 ._277
.o?12 .L201 .OqB_ .7805
_T 17,b072 PSI CN .2675
TT 105._154 K Cq -.i011




Xl_ CP P,LIPT _LOC
O,O00U 1*1047 ,0086 ,0650
• 0052 ,U013 .683_ ,7580
,0098 .0713 .67Ri ,T658
• ¢200 .0430 .0004 ,7702
,0500 -.05ll .6408 ,8231
• 0813 -.LOSO .0253 .847G
• 11_0 -.1560 .6098 .871G
,1706 -.2_88 .8004 ,0012
o2307 -,2031 ,5711 ,0315
,2905 -,3027 .5401 ,0064
• 3588 -.4_05 .5259 1*0037
• 41_3 -.51_4 .5077 i*0336
._7_3 -.5303 ,5028 1,0617
._304 -.3050 *56q8 ,o000
• 5094 -,1727 .006Z ,RTbb
• 0507 *0065 .68q0 .7053
• 7203 ,14_7 .098_ .7350
• 7743 ,E237 .7230 .6065
,M304 ,_708 ,7300 ,6716
• _006 .704R ,7632 .0050
• 04_2 .2015 ,7331 ,_BO_
CDI ,00001 CDCOR1 .00929
CO? .00948 CDCOR2 *00916
C03 *00940 CDCO_3 ,00020
CD4 *01388 COCOR6 ,01359
COg *00001 COCOR5 *00883
SP_NWISE
X/C YI_I2 CP P,LIFT NLOC
• 0503 -.3378 -.146b .6130 ,8647
.3957 -.3378 -.8008 .8086 1.0820
,5008 -.3375 -.5084 *4892 1,0644
,004a -.3375 -.6638 .6620 1.1109






X/C CP P_LIPT _LOC
0.00_0 l*O_gl .Q7bO .iRhb
.bUA3 .I23_ ,b918 .74_9
°0_97 .li3b .6_9_ .7485
,_203 -.ZV33 .5_5o ._931
,0300 -,3119 .5_32 ,9_39
°u_O0 -.392b .5_C3 .9B04
• Oh08 -._5_3 ,_i0 1.0117
.0_00 -.4678 ,Sib5 1,0190
.I000 -._b_3 .4917 l.Ob02
,14Q_ -.bvgl ._7_8 1.088_
• 19_7 -oSTbZ .4_4A 1,0718
.2_)0 -,_?ZO .46_ 1,0701
.2q9_ -._b3q .4_70 1,06_I
• 3_Jl -,5687 ,_dO8 1.07_b
.37_5 -.blZ3 ,_737 1.O_O_
,_201 -.6)27 _87 l.Oqq3
,_5q8 -.bS_O ,4614 1,1120
.499o -.b_70 ._Sb 1.1109
• _8 -.7282 .5172 1.1_97
• _7 -._3 .5_I_ 1.0177
,a?Ol -._0_ .bbql ,830_
• N_I2 .0178 ,Q757 .79_7
PT 17.666_ PSI CN .41;5
TT 195.879_ K CM -.1034




X/C CP P,L/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.0P91 ._760 .18bb
• uO_Z .4132 .77?5 .610_
.00_8 .3263 .?_15 .6519
.0200 .2_UB .7283 ._882
• 0500 .1080 .b_7_ .7514
°3B13 .0200 .6637 .?880
.1199 -._378 .b_3_ ._192
• 17_6 -.1214 .6701 ._550
.2397 -.1919 .597_ ._B95
• 3588 -.3_9C ¸ .5516 ._24
._]93 -._167 .5305 .9962
• _793 -.4352 .5_61 1.003_
.5394 -.331_ °55_ .9_7
._994 -.1509 °6106 .8_97
°_507 .02_ .b61g .790_
• 7?03 .1623 .?028 .727_
°77_3 .2381 .7251 .bq3_
• B3_4 .288_ .7_0l .b699
.89_6 .2998 .7434 .b647
• _2 ._613 .7317 .6829
COl .01014 CDCO_I .0097g
CDZ .01013 CDCOR2 .00977
CO3 .01011 CDCOR3 .00985
CD4 ,01466 COCOQ_ .01438
CO5 .00937 CDCOR5 ,00910
$RA_WISE
XIC Y/_I2 CP P_L/PT MtOC
• GSO_ -t3375 -,2905 .5b76 ,9370
• 3997 -.3375 -.6143 .4734 1,OglZ
,500_ -.3375 -,6656 *457Z 1o1192
• 6048 -,3375 -.7476 .4332 1.1619




XlC CP P_LIPT _LOC
O.COOO .9530 .9363 .3079
,OO_3 -.ivOl ,bZb3 .8_5
•00_7 -.II17 .621_ ._526
• 0203 -.39g9 ,53_2 .983B
.OOOb -.492_ .5096 1.0304
•0400 -,5769 .4_9 1.0690
,Obdh -.6430 ._bb_ ;.lOZO
.I000 -,6_32 ,4550 i,I_31
,1997 -.TCbl ._309 l.lbbG
.2)00 -,7_62 .4750 1.1768
.2994 -.7_ou .4236 1.1792
.3_0_ -.7777 .4275 1.1720
• 3795 -.7_93 °4274 1.1724
.4201 -,7727 .4283 1.1707
,459_ -.77Oh .4294 1,1_7
._906 -.7790 .47O9 1.1731
._397 -,7_64 .4209 1.1841
°67_5 -.Rill .4128 1.1o92
,61Q7 -._wlg .4Lb8 1,2104
.b_g8 -.bSOh .5319 1.1246
.69_7 -.4t49 ,5588 ,994_
,7403 -.3_2o .6_99 ,950_
• 83_3 -.I_72 .6374 .870_
.8791 -.0_08 ._5B5 °BZMZ
• _212 ,vl_3 .93b3 ,7¢_
PT 17.6660 PSI CN .5596
TT i96.2535 K CM -.I0_
QC 4.4503 MILLION CC -.0037
_ACH ._U09
AL_HA i°9890 DFG
X/C CP _.LIPT MLOC
0.0000 .9530 ._363 .3G79
.0051 .6213 ._37_ °_090
.0098 .5092 .8056 .5642
.6200 .4CIC .7731 .6175
.0500 .2300 .7237 .6956
.Ofll3 .1366 .6960 .73B3
.i199 °O567 .6732 .773_
.17_b -.0349 .64_6 .8158
.23_7 -.1133 .6224 .8_15
.2995 -.IB99 .hO0_ .SB_B
.3_88 -.274_ .5753 °9247
.4193 -.3376 ._57 °_5_
.4?93 -.3_73 .5511 .9631
.53_4 -o2917 .570_ .93_2
.5994 -.1314 .6170 .8_99
.6507 .04O9 .6691 .?797
• 7203 .I751 .?O?4 .?2O7
.7743 .2_07 °7292 .6869
._394 ._989 °7444 .6630
°8996 .3O54 .7449 .6623
.9_92 .Z626 .7322 .6B22
COl .01230 CDCORI ,OllO
Cb2 .01224 CDCOg2 .01179
CO3 ,01222 CDCO_3 .OlLB2
CD4 .01760 ¢DC0_4 ,01716
CD_ ,OIIOZ CDCOR5 ._i078
SPANWI_E
XIC Y/BI_ CP P_LIPT MlOC
• 0_0_ -.3375 -,4416 ,5263 1,0031
°3957 -.3375 -,7649 *4312 1.16_4
,b04_ -.3375 -.B47_ .4068 1.Z103





XIC CP P, LIPT mLOC
_.OuO0 .8'_09 .9182 .3511
.d_3 -.1723 ._63 ._7_4
°C097 -.2248 .5897 .9623
• _2J3 -.4_4_ °514_ 1.0727
.030C -.5_Z .4_77 l.uO7u
.O4OO -._7_ .9_49 1.10_
.0_00 -.7_7_ .438_ l.l_?b
o3_02 -._697 ._v1_ 1.219o
• _Zbl -._27 .4UO_ 1.1231
.hOq7 -._) °40UO 1.2231
._1_7 -.O_T6 .3?75 i._b_t
• ,3_3 -.I>31 ._330 ._71_
._791 -.0726 ._517 .aO_
PT 17.6673 PSI CN .bOlb
IT loh.14b_ K CN -.i13b




X/C CP P,L/pT _LOC
0.00_0 .B_09 °91R_ .3511
•0C98 .578O ._4_ .5316
.0700 .4_0 o7911 °5881
.0_ .ZSOR .73B1 .6729
• 0_13 .i_I_ .?093 .717_
.iI_9 .096_ .5839 .757O
• 1796 -.0014 .6547 .8619
.?397 -.0_12 .6_00 .8399
°2995 -.IbOZ .b073 .B7_9
.3598 -.Z_34 .5_04 .9167
._193 -.30_ .565_ .94O4
.4793 -.3381 .5555 .95_I
• _394 -.27_2 .5743 .9?b_
.b_94 -.I_14 .biB? .8572
.7203 .1821 .710_ .7165
• 77_3 °?SbB .?_05 ._48
.B3_4 .302_ .?44? .6633
.9_92 o25U9 .729_ .686B
CDI .01551 COCO_l ,01505
C02 ,01600 CDCOR2 *01521
C03 ,01_14 COC0_3 ,01542
C04 .02348 CDCOR4 ,02291
CD_ ,0149e CDCOR_ ,01436
SPANWI$_
XlC Yl_l_ CP P*LIPT MIOC
• b_OJ -.337_ -.4719 ._149 1,0216
,3967 -.337_ -.8182 ._078 1.20_5
,_008 -,3_75 -,8773 ,_94B 1,2330
.604_ -.317_ -,9301 °381_ 1.25BB






XlC CP P_LIPT NEOC
O.CO00 ,7978 ,8917 .4077
*0083 -,2604 ,582b .9133
°0097 -*3300 °5570 ,9537
*0203 -*5703 *%g18 i*ObOl
,0300 -,bbBb ,405_ 1.1057
*0400 -.7231 ,4446 1.1415
*0698 -.8020 .4245 1.1776
,0800 -*818_ ,4171 1.1o13
.iO00 -,8288 .4151 1.1949
*1%98 -.8_22 ,3994 1,2243
*1997 -*8907 *3969 1o2291
.250G -°912b .3911 1.2403
,29g4 -,94%5 ,3R43 1,2534
,3_02 -,9381 *3819 I*Z581
.3?95 -.9243 .3_53 i*Z514
,4_Ul -*93_6 *3g30 1.2559
*4598 -.9554 ,3764 1.2688
*4990 -,9_28 .3802 L°Z61%
,5397 -.9473 ,3793 1,2631
.5795 -*9721 *3bB8 1.28_0
,61_7 -,9487 ,3788 1,26_1
,b598 -*565b *5420 i,0612
,6997 -,3958 .5661 .977_
,7493 -*3159 .bll4 ,9395
*_353 -,I_19 *6291 ,8668
.8791 -.0910 .648_ ,8416
.9212 -.G228 ,8957 ,8C94
PT 17,6481 PSI CN ,6919
IT 196.2893 K CM -*1132




X/C CP P*LIPT MLOC
0.0000 .797B ,8912 ,4077
°0052 ,771R ._8Z8 ,42_6
,0098 *0463 *8473 *4920
.0200 .523_ .8123 *5529
,0500 ,3281 *7530 .6_95
*CM13 ,2226 *7238 *6954
.1199 ,1352 .0962 *7373
,1796 ,0334 *6675 *T821
,2397 -.0469 *0440 ,8183
.2995 -.1301 ,b196 .855B
*3588 -.2088 ,5970 *B910
.4193 -*2750 ,5?94 °9183
,4793 -,3210 *5029 ,94_4
.539_ -*2648 ,5789 ,9191
*5994 -,1157 ,6231 ,_504
*0507 ,0471 .6711 *7700
.7203 .1807 ,7098 .7170
,27_3 .2546 .7317 *6829
,8394 *2977 .7_2B *6056
*8996 .3022 *7456 *0611
,9492 ,Z_93 .7301 ,6855
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
CD_ °01709 CDCOR1 *01641
C02 *01768 CDCDQ2 *01639
CC3 ,0183Z CDCQR3 *0173Z
CD4 ,02725 CDCOR4 ,G2667
005 *'01825 CDCOR5 .01728
SP&NWISE
XIC TIBI2 CP PeL/PT MLOC
*0503 -.3375 -,5565 *4940 1,0563
*3957 -.3375 -, 8957 .3910 1,Z403
*5008 -,3375 -.9551 *3793 1.2631
,b048 -*3375 -1,00bT ,3599 1.3021





XIC CP PeLIPT MLDC
0.0000 .7759 .8826 .42b0
*0083 -,2780 5705 ,g323
*0097 -.4139 .5319 *9940
,OZU3 -.6057 .4753 1.0_80
*0300 -*bib9 .4_32 i,i_6_
*O400 -*7487 ,&31b l.Ib4b
*0608 -.8157 .4113 I*2020
,U800 -,8327 ._040 l*ZlSb
*IOuO -,8395 ,4_I0 1,2213
.1498 -,9032 ,3B61 i.2499
,1997 -.9077 .3833 1.2553
,2500 -,9288 ,377S 1.2661
,2994 -.9545 *3698 1,2819
,340Z -.969b ,3648 1,2921
,3795 -.9726 ,3bZ6 1._965
,4201 -*9587 ,3678 1,28bl
,4_98 --.9770 .3b17 1.2984
,499b -.9918 *3585 1.304q
.5397 -,9991 .3577 1.30b_
.5795 -,9855 .3554 1.3114
.h197 -*7532 .4259 l*iTSO
,6598 -*46bb .5331 1.0244
,b997 -.3912 ,5498 .9g17
.7493 -*353B .5827 *9655
,B353 -*2345 .5928 .9135
.8791 -,lgbl .b_BO ,8971
,9212 -*1427 .B_29 ,8733
PT 17*6009 PSI CN .7179
TT 195*0515 K CN -.1195




XlC CP P,tlPT NLOC
0°0000 .7759 *8_2b .4260
,_052 *B257 .8979 .3951
*0098 .6901 *8579 ,4730
*0200 o55TI .8182 ,5430
,05_0 ,3_20 *?603 .6380
*0813 *25O5 *7270 =6_n4
,1199 ,3599 ,bgB9 .7338
.179b ,0550 ,6671 .7827
.2397 -.02_8 .644? *_171
,2995 -,1191 .6120 .8598
°3588 -,2067 .5916 ,8992
o4193 -.2787 .5201 .9331
.4793 -.3_15 .5569 .9538
,5394 -*2838 *5622 *g37b
°5994 -.I289 ,b139 .8647
,6507 ,0406 °bb38 .?879
,7203 ,1741 ,7040 ,72b0
.7743 ,2462 .7261 .691B
,5394 ,2_39 .7341 ,6792
._99b .2702 .7331 ,6e08
,9492 .2136 .7150 ,7089
C01 *02670 COCO_I *C2582
CD2 *02834 COCOR2 *C274b
CD3 ,03171 CDCOR3 *03089
CD4 *04599 CDCOR4 ,04521
CD5 *02947 CDCOR5 *02814
SPANWISE
XlC YIBI2 CP _,LIPT MLOC
*C50) -.3375 -*5406 *4909 1.0616
*3957 -*3375 -,9Z27 *3772 1.2674
*5008 -.3375 *,9674 *3670 1.2877
,6048 -*3375 -*8700 *3900 1,2424
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X/C CP ReL/PT MLOC
O.O000 1.1490 ,993_ ,0940
• G_83 ,bo29 .8510 .4858
• 0097 .7139 o_65B ,45Bh
• O203 .428B ,7_15 .6C43
• 0300 .?499 .7293 ,0870
• 0_00 ,1574 .7G2T .7285
• ObO_ .0484 .bTCb ,7778
• C800 -,0134 .6521 ._C63
• 1000 -,0976 .6284 .042B
• 14_8 -.1691 o6129 .8667
• 1997 -,20Z1 ,5975 ,8905
• 2500 -.2465 .5834 .9126
• 2994 -.2903 ,57U4 .9330
,3602 -.3097 .5645 .9423
• 3795 -,334B ,558u .9526
.4701 -.3644 .5487 .9674
• 4598 -,_030 .5381 ,9845
• _9_b -.6321 ,5302 .9973
.0397 -.4075 .SZ1Z 1.0119
• 579_ -,506_ .5O96 1.0309
,o19? -,5351 ,5L01 1.0667
,b_98 -.5?87 ,5165 ],0469
• 6997 -.4_?0 .5430 1.023B
• 7493 -.3_10 .bU03 .9702
• _353 -.1_7 .6322 ,PB60
• B791 -,07_9 ,6597 oB370
• 9212 .U121 .9944 ,7962
PI 17.6005 PSI CN -,0_92
TT 132,1986 K CM -.OqZ8




X/C CP P_L/PT MLOC
0,0000 1,14gO .9q3_ .0946
• 0052 -,9084 .3889 1,2449
.0098 -.7277 ,_409 1.1484
• 0200 -.461@ ,5202 1.0135
.0500 -.4220 .5324 .9937
.0813 -.4401 ,5272 1.0022
.1199 -._443 .5794 1,0049
• 1796 -.4947 .5118 1.0272
,2397 -.5332 .5001 1.0466
,?995 -.587E ,4_60 1.0703
• 3588 -.6522 .4641 1,1077
• 4193 -,7401 .43BZ 1.1534
• 4793 -.B404 ,4084 l.?07B
,5394 -.4052 .5374 .9857
.5994 -.1953 .5084 .8891
.b_07 -.0386 .665? ,8169
.7233 ,0859 .662I ,7602
• 7743 ,1687 .7073 .7213
• 8394 .2410 ,7284 .6885
.R996 .2676 ,7354 ,6775
• 9492 .2503 .7299 .6862
CO1 .01065 CDCOR1 .01040
CO2 .01051 CDCOR2 .01034
CO3 .01051 COCO_3 ,01033
CD4 .01514 CDCOR4 .01491
CO5 .00954 CDCOR5 .00948
SPANWISE
X/C Y/B/? CP P_L/PT MLOC
• 050_ -,3375 .0452 .6685 ,7B_
,3957 -,3375 -,3421 .5557 .9_63
• 5008 -.3375 -.4292 ,5307 .9964
• 6048 -,3375 -.5182 .5033 1.0414







XlC CP R,L/PT NLOE
O,OUUO L.1STB .9960 ,0604
• 0083 .527B .8122 .5534
• OUg7 .5417 ,8169 ,5454
,02_3 .Z?SZ .7247 .6943
• u300 ,_794 .bB21 .7601
• 0400 -.OOb4 .6563 .T997
• ObOh -.1040 .6275 .8441
,bBuO -,1547 .6133 ,8bbO
• 1000 -.2429 ,5879 .9055
.1498 -.2684 ,5792 ,9192
.1997 -.3123 .5574 ,_378
• 2500 -.3496 .5563 ,_553
.2994 -,3827 .5454 ,9727
.3402 -,4005 .5413 .9793
.379_ -.4174 .5361 ,9877
• _201 -.4413 .5296 ._981
,45_8 -.4757 .5197 1,0144
• _9_6 -.5055 .5114 1,0279
• 5397 -.5389 .4qq9 1.0470
,_197 -.0138 ,477_ 1.0_40
• 5598 -.5855 .5114 1.0b80
,b99T -.5011 .54_4 1.0283
.74_3 -,3864 .6032 .9743
._353 -.18qZ .b349 .8e18
• _791 -.07bB .bbl7 ,8327
• _212 .0103 ,9964 .7910
PT 17.6024 PSI CN .1261
TT 132.3667 K CN -.0993




XIC CP PeLIPT _LOC
0.0000 1.1578 .g966 ,0694
,0052 -,3427 ,5587 .9515
•0098 -.2697 ,5R02 .9175
,0200 -.211B .5971 .8911
• 0500 -._184 ,5944 .8954
,0813 -.2679 .5795 .91Bb
.1199 -.3021 .5703 .9332
.179b -.3523 ,5560 ,9559
.2397 -.4047 .5393 .9825
,2995 -.4676 .5220 1.0105
• 3588 -,5474 ,4985 1,0492
• 4193 -.6275 .4737 1,0912
.4793 -,6736 ,4615 1.1123
• 5394 -.3859 .5453 .9729
,5994 -,1944 .0018 .B839
• 6507 -.0145 ,6544 ,@C6P
• 7203 .1234 .6950 .7403
• 7743 .2046 .7176 .7054
.8394 ,2075 ,7366 .6758
.8996 .2862 ,7414 .6681
,949_ .2566 .733_ ,6807
COl ,00879 COCDR1 .00857
CO2 .00866 COCOR2 .00844
CO3 _00871 CDCOR3 .00849
CO4 .01274 C0C0_4 .01244
CO5 .00821 COCOR5 ,00815
SPANWISE
XIC YIRI2 CP PeLIPT MLOC
• 0500 -,3375 -,0527 ,6418 .8220
.3957 -.3375 -.4249 ,5333 .9921
• 5008 -.3375 -.5050 ._105 1.0294
• 604_ -.3375 -.5901 .4866 1.0692





XlC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1537 .995_ ,082B
• UO_3 .3528 .7002 .6385
• 0_97 ,3594 ,Tbl4 .6365
• _U3 .0211 .6620 .7911
.03JO -.1091 ,b?4_ .H48_
,0400 -.i_02 ._Ou8 .8854
• C038 -.271_ ,5768 .9229
• Ch_O -.3122 .5_01 .9398
• 1000 -,4175 .53_? .9908
• 1498 -.4087 ,53_J .9846
.1997 -,4366 ,5787 .9997
• ?500 -,_o41 .5711 1.O120
,2994 -.4V4_ .5110 1.0275
• 3402 -.5032 .5095 1,0311
• 37_5 -.5i99 .5C9b 1.0310
• 42}1 -,5256 .5031 1.0417
,_598 -,5632 ._92_ i,v589
.4990 -.5d51 .4_48 1.0722
• 5397 -._l?q ,477_ 1.0B40
• 5795 -,b08_ .4017 I._12C
• _1_7 -.7060 .4_92 1.133_
•_598 -.7141 .5557 1.1378
,tN97 -.5212 ,5470 1,0372
,7_93 -.3758 .60_5 .9700
.H353 -,1_4_ ,_35T ._789
,F791 -.0753 .0_05 ._319
• 9212 .0i23 .9952 .7_31
PT l?.hOlg PSI CN .2773
TT 132.4457 K Cm -,1046




XIC CP P_L/PT MLOC
0,0000 1.1537 .995_ ,0828
• 0C52 ,0795 ._791 .7647
.U098 .0505 .6706 .7778
• 0200 ,0304 .66_3 .7859
.0500 -.0525 .b412 .8230
• 0813 -,ll_B ,6728 .8514
,ilgg -.1685 .508_ .8739
• 1796 -,7340 .5_80 .9054
.2397 -,2982 ,5706 ,9331
._995 -.3674 .5490 .9070
.35_8 -.44_4 ,5257 1,0045
,4193 -.52_3 ,5035 1.041C
.4793 -.5338 .5005 1,04§9
• 5394 -.3722 .549R .9057
• 5_94 -.1780 .6050 ,8790
•5507 .0018 ,657b .797q
• 7_03 .1446 .5990 ,7341
• 7743 ,2237 ,TZ3fi ,6957
,8394 .2818 .7399 .6705
• Rggb .?o_ 2 ,74_5 ._b4g
.9_92 .2604 .7330 ,6B14
CDI .00898 COCO_l .00870
C02 .00886 CDCOR2 .00861
CO3 ,00885 COCO_3 .00852
CD4 ,01293 COCOR4 ,01267
CO5 .00838 COCOR_ .00825
SPANWISE
XlC YI81? CP P_LIPT NLDC
• 050_ -.3375 -.1702 .6075 .8750
• 395T -.3375 -,5146 ,5072 1.0345
• 5008 -,3375 -.58?9 ,48§8 1.0707
• b048 -.3375 -.6817 .4581 1.1182






XlC CP P,LIPT _LQC
O,COO0 1,0_52 ,9778 ,1793
,0083 ,1432 ,6980 .7357
,009? ,1396 ,E976 .7362
• 0203 -,165fi ,b_14 ,8845
,0300 -,3106 ,5645 .9424
°0400 -o3896 ,54Z3 ,9777
,0608 -,4473 ,523? l,O08b
,0800 -,4bgO o5213 1.0117
• lO00 -,57Zq ,4882 1,0666
,1498 -°5967 ,4811 1,_TBb
,2997 -,5615 ,4_93 1,0648
°2500 -°57Z7 ,4886 1,0660
,2994 -,6040 ,4777 1,0844
,3402 -*b196 ,4719 1,0943
.3795 -.6327 °4673 _,1022
,_201 -,6460 °4636 1,1086
,4598 -,6739 ,4565 1,lZlO
,4996 -.6621 ,_547 1,1240
,539? -°7066 .4470 1,1376
• 579_ -.7457 ,4340 1.1609
• b197 -,7916 ,4_IZ 1._841
,6_98 -,_290 ,4732 2,2C33
,bgQ? --,6_59 ,552_ 1,0970
°749_ -,3493 ,6v59 ,9611
,8353 -,1029 °6347 ,_778
,8791 -,G660 ,_91 ,_328
• 9212 .O14b ,9777 ,TqS_
PT 17._009 o51 CN .4_6Z
TT 132.5084 K CR -,1104




XIC CP P,LIPT MLDC
GoO000 1o095Z ,9778 o1793
*0052 ,39_7 o7719 ,6197
°0098 ,3_36 °74_3 ,6621
,0200 ,Z310 .7Z37 .6959
,0500 ,C9_5 °6849 °75§8
,0813 ,0137 °6590 ,?9_6
,1109 -,0521 ,6_08 ,6Z35
o1796 -,1317 .6177 o85_Z
,2397 -°2027 *5968 ,8916
oZq95 -,277R ,5729 *9291
,3588 -,357Z ,5518 o962_
,4193 -.4760 ,5300 *9975
,479_ -,_L2 .5_15 1,0113
.53_4 -°3405 ,5536 .9_97
,5994 -o1555 ,60_3 .8737
,6507 ,0211 ,b61Z .7923
,7?03 ,L622 ,703? _7277
o77_3 °2_01 ,7_B ,692_
,_3_4 ,2_46 ,7410 *b667
,_996 ,3057 °7447 *6629
°9492 ,2_36 ,73?7 ,6819
COl *OIOZZ CDCOql °00992
CD2 *01017 COCOR2 ,00983
CO3 ,01014 COCOR3 *00981
CO4 .01459 COCD_4 ,01414
CO5 ,00915 CDCOR5 *00893
$PANWISE
XIC YIBI2 CP PPLIPT NLO¢
°0503 -,3375 -.3170 ,5615 .9471
• 3957 -,3375 -°6367 ,4675 1,1019
• _00_ -,3375 -.6805 ,4544 2,1Z4_
,6048 -,3375 -,7758 ,4265 1,1763





XlC CP P, LIPT MLOC
3*O00G .954Z ,9370 ,3063
,00_3 -,1008 ,_ZS1 ,_431
.ouq7 -*1_34 .625_ ,fi472
• 0_03 -,4181 ,_367 ,_867
,0300 -,5351 ,5057 1,0374
,0400 -,hi03 ,4_28 1,0757
°0008 -,6756 .4644 1.1073
• 0800 -,6794 ,4S_b 1,1173
• lO00 -,6957 ,4579 1,118_
,149_ -,7_23 ,4_73 1,1371
._97 -.7713 ,4310 1,1663
,2500 -,7941 ,4Z57 1.175_
,29_4 -,7958 °4286 1,170b
,34_2 -,7979 ,4260 1,1742
,3795 -,7909 .4271 1,1733
,4201 -,7781 ,430_ 1,L676
,459_ -,7971 ,4Z65 L,1745
,4996 -,7933 ,4279 1,1719
,5397 -,8178 ,416_ 1,19Z?
• 6197 -,8863 ,3983 1,2769
°6_98 -,7?27 ,_2_7 1,1619
,6997 -,451_ ,5_13 °ggg7
,7493 -,3383 ,6O95 ,947_
,E353 -,lbT1 ,6391 ,871_
,879_ -,0_98 ,bblO ,8267
• _Z12 ,O_lZ ,9375 °7919
PT 17,5998 PSI CN ,8?46
IT 13Z°59C5 K Cq -.llll




X/C CP _eLIPT _LOC
0°0000 ,9542 ,9370 .3063
*0052 ,62G9 ,_00 .5055
*00_ ,5075 ,8070 .56Z?
,0200 .400_ .7774 ,6109
,0_00 o2_8 ,7307 ,68_9
,08_3 °1790 ,b_SZ .73_3
*1199 ,0500 ,67?? .7753
*1796 -,0396 ,6488 ,8113
,2397 -,1161 ,6245 ,8488
,2995 -,1976 *_991 ,8880
,3588 -,Z7_l ,5775 ,9ZIB
,4193 -*33_3 ,5626 *9453
,4793 -,3673 ,5522 ,qbl8
*_3_4 -,2969 °_71_ ,9312
,5994 -,1302 ,6198 .85_
,6507 ,0381 ,6702 ,77_4
,7E03 ,1766 ,7108 ,715_
*7743 ,?_30 .7310 ,684_
*_3_4 ,_018 ,748_ ,6570
,_996 ,3CR2 °748O °6579
,9492 oZtZ1 ,7355 °6775
C01 ,01167 CDCORI .Old?3
CD2 .01148 CDCO_2 ,01105
CO3 ,01140 CDCDR3 ,01097
CD4 *01543 COCOR4 ,01501
CD5 .01028 COCOg5 *00991
SP_WISE
XlC YISIZ C_ PeLIPT NLOC
,0503 -,337_ -,4975 ,_ll2 1,0783
,3957 -,3375 -,7905 ,4E96 1,1688
,5008 -,337_ -.8167 ,4189 |,1883
°604_ -,3375 -,8541 ,4088 Io2070





x/C CP P,LIPT MLQC
0,0006 ,895g ,glg3 ,3_RB
• 0G83 -,1646 ,6O77 ,_747
,0O97 -,EIZ6 ,_949 ,6_46
,C_03 -°_757 ,5155 1,0211
,0300 -,b$30 ,4e46 1°0726
,0400 -,b_53 .4_18 l,lll_
• Gb08 -,7136 ,4443 1,_4_
,0600 -,7365 ,437_ 1,1_52
,l_O0 -,733_ °4384 l*l_9
°1_98 -,8011 .423_ 2,1_7
• 19_7 -°7975 ,4167 1,19_5
,25ob -°8_3_ ,_8_ l,ECb9
• 2_ -,8083 ,3991 1,2753
• 3_0? -.8_Z ,4C05 1,Z227
°3795 -°8689 3977 1,_28L
• _201 -,_6_6 398_ l*??7Z
• 4_6 -.6657 39O8 l,E2_l
,_gqb -,R_86 396_ 1,Z306
.67_5 -,913_ 379_ 1,Z635
°_197 -,9_8 37O4 1,2_13
• 7493 -,3_99 o596L ,9673
,_3_3 -°1e48 °62_F °89_2
,M7_l -,OfiS_ ,053L °8_1_
,9212 -,01_5 ,9193 ,86_3
PT 17.5975 PSI CN .6396
TT 132.6_64 K CM -,1192




XlC CP P,LIPT _LDC
_,0000 *8959 .9193 ,3_8_
,O052 ,6982 ,861_ ,4659
,0098 ,570_ ,8?33 ,5344
,020O ,_548 ,7R97 °59O9
*bSO0 ,Z874 ,7395 ,6710
,0813 °17C3 °7049 ,7250
,1199 ,08?3 ,6802 o7631
,1796 -,0094 ,6_20 ,806_
°?397 -,0_41 ._33_ o8_57
,_193 -,3204 °5605 .94_6
°47_3 -.3574 ,5484 ,9679
,_394 -.295C ,_669 ,9386
,6994 -°1298 ,_153 o86Z9
,_07 ,03_7 °664_ o7873
,72O3 °i7ql ,7O59 ,7Z34
°77_3 .2_31 ,7304 .6_5_
,839_ ,29_0 ,_39_ ,67J5
,B_9_ o]07_ ,7419 ,6673
,9492 °2_7_ ,7_54 ,6932
COl °01630 CDCOQI ,01_8
CO? ,01594 CDCORZ ,01520
C03 ,01_84 CDOOR3 o01_
CD_ ,0230_ CDCOR4 ,02?47
CD5 ,01489 COCOR5 ,01433
SPANWISE
XlC YIBIZ CP P_LIPT _LgC
,0500 -,337_ -o5561 .4902 1,063Z
,3957 -°337_ -,8462 ,40_7 I,21Z8
.500_ -o3_7_ -,8979 ,392Z 1*Z_Sb
,6048 -,3_75 -,9474 ,3794 1,Z635






X/C CP PpLIPT MLOC
O*OgUg ,8118 *8q_0 .4_13
.GO_3 -.Z3_7 ,5_09 ,907G
.00_7 -.297_ ,5682 .936_
*O2O3 -,5_37 .4891 1.0651
.030_ -*_70B ,_634 I*IGR_
,0400 -.732_ ,442b 1.1455
.O_B -.8115 ._236 L,1797
,O8O0 -,82_5 .4167 1,1_23
,lv_O -,8_9b .418Z 1.1897
,1_8 -.852_ ,40_7 1,2148
,19Q7 -.87_1 .3982 1,2270
.250G -.8881 .3qZb 1.Z378
*299_ -.9_ql .3B_2 1.?_79
.3_02 -,9276 o3_1_ 1.2594
.3795 -*q063 ,38_9 1.2527
,_201 -,9266 .3810 1.2b03
,_5_8 -,_85 ,3728 1.27b_
,_gQb --.9525 .3808 1.2606
*5397 --*_5 ,374_ 1,2724
*5795 --.9863 ,36Z9 1.2963
*6197 -1,0252 ,3581 1.30_2
*65QB -.6727 ,SZ_b 1.1136
.b997 -,_7 .5628 1,_065
.7_3 -.3277 .b067 .q_1
*_353 -.1751 °6274 ._775
._7_1 -,O_q_ .b471 .8445
*_Z12 -,_16 ,895_ .0135
PT 17,5954 PSI CN .b@40
TT 132.5392 K CM -,1184




XIC CP PpL/PT MLOC
0,00_0 ,8118 ,8950 ,4013
• O0_Z ,7641 ,8804 ,4305
,0098 .6409 .5_62 ,4944
,0200 .5137 ,_OqO .5588
• _530 ,3344 .7552 ,6464
,0813 ,Z172 ,7232 ,bqb7
• 1199 .1295 ,6959 ,7389
,1796 ,0300 ,6685 ,7810
,2397 -,0576 .b386 ,8271
,2995 -,1381 ,6156 ,86Z4
,3538 -,2_73 ,5075 ,9062
• _193 -,2901 ,8702 .9333
,4793 -,3354 ,5559 ._559
,5394 -,2847 °5688 ,9355
,5994 -,1307 ,6158 ,8621
• b507 ,0402 ,6669 ,7834
.7203 ,1_39 ,7126 o7131
• 7743 ,2545 ,7296 .6866
,8394 .2988 .74_3 ,6668
.8996 ,3046 ,7471 ,6592
°9692 ,2552 ,7323 ,6823
CD1 .0192_ C0C051 ,01829
C02 ,02020 COCORZ ,01_14
CD3 *02026 CDCQe3 ,01931
CD4 .02999 COCOR4 *0Z9_9
CD5 ,01989 COC0_5 ,01912
SPkNWISE
XlC YIf/_ CP PeLIPT MLOC
• 0500 -,3375 -,6424 .4701 1,0_74
,3957 -.3375 -,9076 ,3904 1,2621
• 5008 -,3375 -o9550 ,3748 1,Z72b
• b048 -,3375 -1,0167 ,3569 1,308b






PT 17.59;6 PSI CN .7278
TT 132.7010 _ Cm -,I_41




XlC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0,0000 .7715 ,Pblb ,4283
,Ov_3 -,273_ ,5727 ,9294
,0097 -,3_4b ,5466 .9707
• 0203 -,5949 ,4768 1,0859
• 6300 -,6653 ,4_5 1.1264
• uqOG -.7o91 ,4_97 i,i_8_
• G60B -,8157 ,4118 L,ZOI5
• 14_8 -.R561 ,3905 1,Z418
,19_7 -,9197 ,3840 1.2544
• _500 -,9381 ,3770 1,Z_l
°2994 -,9630 .3703 1,_514
,3402 -.9077 .365_ 1.2909
,3795 -.97_7 ,3620 1,298_
,4101 -,9_18 ,3_7_ 1,1869
,4598 -,9869 ,3bl_ 1,298_
,5397 -.99_2 ,3585 1,305_
• 5795 -I.U223 ,3536 1.3155
• _i_7 -.q4bO ,3764 1.2694
• 059_ -,5169 ,5271 1,05Oh
,b_97 -.4307 .5449 1,0020
,7493 -,3584 .5682 ._729
.E353 -.224_ ,5921 .VuS8
• _791 -,1977 ,b134 ,8988
.9212 -,1343 ,8811 ,8_4
tOWER SUgPACE
W/C CP P*LIP7 NLOC
0,0000 ,7715 ,SBlb ,4283
,0052 ,8105 ,593_ ,4046
,0098 ,_711 ,_515 ,4848
,0200 ,54_0 ,8127 ,552b
,U500 ,3690 *7643 ,6318
• 8_13 .2372 ,7233 ._955
•1199 ,1539 .7002 ,7323
• _7_o .0_;7 .6699 .770;
,2397 -,0375 .6618 ,8222
•2995 -,1207 ,619_ ,8566
,3558 -,2077 ,5927 ,8980
• _193 -,2862 .5700 ,933&
._793 -,33_7 ,5526 *9612
,539_ -,2873 ,5670 ,9384
,5994 -,1353 ,6105 .8704
,6507 ,0325 ,b631 ,7893
• 7203 ,1687 .7005 ,7318
• 7743 ,2449 .7_56 .69Z9
,8394 ,2927 ,7410 ,6688
,E996 *3qlz ,7408 .66_1
.94q2 .2196 .7166 ,7070
CD1 *02724 COC0_1 ,02605
C02 ,02849 COCOR2 ,02696
C03 °03197 COC0_3 *0311Z
CD4 ,04581 COCOR4 .04490
CD5 ,02358 C0C055 *02721
SPANWISE
XlC YIBI2 CP Pet/PT MLOC
• 0503 -.3375 -,6690 ,4547 1.1240
• 3957 -,3375 -,9095 ,3751 h2719
• 500a -,3375 -,9776 ,3649 1,ZqZ3
• 6048 -,3375 -1,018q .3489 1,3253
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%1C CP PpLIPT _LOC
0,0000 1.1;68 .9933 .0;85
• 0083 .720_ .8685 ._5_1
• 0097 .7309 ,8707 ._498
• _Z03 .5_8T o8184 .5438
,0300 ,Z09_ .?373 .O755
• _00 ,l_li ,7115 .7158
,0O08 .07bZ .680Z .7_G
• _0_ ,0155 ,6022 .7917
,lOOu -.0781 .63_1 ,835C
• 1_8 -,1393 ._1_5 ,_620
,lg_7 -.lqlb .6007 ,_806
.2500 -,Z301 .588_ ._C58
• Zq_ -.Z807 .5771 ,9235
• 340Z -.3010 ,50_1 ._378
• 5705 -.3Z5_ ,502_ ._4_
• _201 -.3531 ,5533 ,Q012
• _5_8 -.3qbZ .5_U_ ,9819
• _996 -.4712 .533O ,_937
o5397 -,_617 .5?08 1,0137
.5795 -.5v87 .505_ 1.0389
• 61_7 -.5341 .4_90 I.O_qb
• _598 -o52ZZ .515! 1°0_10
• bgQ7 -,_7qq .5_38 1.0Z20
• 7493 -.380O .6_2 .9707
• 8353 -*la_ .6340 ._71
• 8791 -,C705 .bbZZ ,8351
• _Z12 ,017_ ,q933 .7_14
;T 20,5109 PSI CN -,0310
TT 98.76C6 K CN -.0978




XIC CP P*LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,1468 *9933 ,0985
• 0052 -.9746 ,3846 1.2543
• _Og8 -,BOMB .3956 1.2331
• C200 -.46k7 .5228 1.0103
• 0500 -.437q ,5307 *947h
• 0813 -.4522 ,5257 1.0056
• 1199 -,_535 ,5Z50 1,0057
• 17Oh -.4q41 .5121 1,0278
,23_7 -.5303 ,5020 1.0445
.?9q5 -,5791 ,4871 1.0_05
.35_6 -*_478 *4679 1.1023
• 4193 -,7313 ,4457 1,1410
•4793 -,_302 ,4110 io2040
• _3_ -,3qbl .5_21 .979Z
.599_ -,1801 ,b023 ,88_2
.b537 -,0219 *bSOZ .B102
• 7233 .1139 ,0900 ,7490
,77_3 *1904 *7_39 .7120
.8394 .2624 .732_ .6833
,_990 ,_R79 *7405 ._705
,949_ .2617 .733B *5810
C01 *0095_ COCOR1 ,_0957
CO2 ,009_1 CDCOR2 ,00948
C03 .00950 COCOR3 ,00937
CD4 ,01366 COCOR4 .01351
COS .00858 C0C0R5 .00854
SPANWISE
XlC Y/_I_ CP P_LIPT qLOC
• 0503 -.3375 ,0908 .bSZ5 .7605
• 3957 -,3375 -,3325 *_583 .9533
• 5008 -,3375 -.4199 *_355 .9896
• 60%_ -,337_ -.5118 .50S9 1.0380






PT 2G.5133 PSI CN .1348
TT q8.#339 V C_ -,lOZ2




x/C C = P,LIPT NLOC
0,0000 I.i_13 ,9977 *0575
• 0G83 .5626 .8ZZ_ *93b0
•0097 .551_ ,8189 ,5429
,0Z03 .7508 .734_ .0801
•C_Ob ,0_74 .bP&_ .7577
.0_00 .004_ .660_ .79_5
•uOU_ -.C_73 .6342 .8347
• 1006 -.Z358 ,5_93 .904_
• 19_7 -,3125 .567_ .93q2
• 2500 -.3_e5 .557b .954_
.299_ -,3_23 ,54b7 .9717
,3_02 -.3_b0 .5_27 .9781
• 3795 -.4153 .5381 ._850
• _ZOI -._30Z .5341 .9919
• _8 -.4781 .5187 1.0170
• _q_o -._77 .515_ 1.02Z3
,5397 -.5351 .5039 1.0415
• 57@5 -,5784 .&913 1.0_2_
• 6197 -,bI_Z .4789 1,083_
• O59B -.5_17 .5143 1.070_
,_907 -.5016 .5_58 1.0260
,7_93 -.3_Z_ .bb27 .9728
• R353 -.1_7_ ,5353 ,8840
• 87_i -o0721 ,6633 .8331
• qZl_ .01_3 .9q80 .7900
LOWF_ SUg#&CE
X/C CP P*L/PT NLOC
0,0000 l.lb13 .9977 .0575
• 0052 -,3221 .5033 .0453
• 0098 -,24B3 .5873 ,0075
°OZO0 -.1913 ,b030 ,8630
• 0500 -.2055 *599Z ,B890
,0813 -,2755 .5794 ,9198
.1199 -.2842 ,5753 ,0Z64
• I7_6 -,3_0C ._559 .9_7n
.Z397 -.3952 ,_431 .977_
,Z995 -._58Z °5240 1.0074
• 35_8 -,5335 ,5030 1o04Z9
,41_3 -o0119 ,4797 1.06Z1
• _793 -.63?5 ._?Z1 1.09_9
• 539_ -.3817 ,5479 .9098
.599_ -,1893 .6O58 ,R787
• 6537 -,0033 .0574 ,7991
• 7203 .1384 ,7005 °7328
• 7743 .Z214 .7Z42 .bbO
• 8394 .?_13 ,7417 .6_87
.8990 ,3014 .7464 .061_
,9492 ,Zb78 .7371 .075g
COl .00811 CDCOgl *00796
CD2 .00804 CDCOR2 .00786
CD3 ,00803 CDCOR3 ,00787
C0_ ,01177 COCOR4 .01155
CO5 .00761 CDCOR5 ,00757
SPANWISE
XlC Y/fil2 CP _tLIPT NLOC
*050J -*3375 -*0543 ,640b .8250
,3957 -.3375 -.4219 .5318 .9957
.5008 -,3375 -o5058 .5090 1o0330
,b0_ -,3375 -,5921 °4850 1o0731





x/C CP P, LIPT NLOC
O.GOUO 1,1558 ,9957 .u788
• 0083 .3748 .760b ._201
.0v97 .3_74 .7591 ._II
• U?03 ,0_05 .6707 .7786
• 0300 -.0_19 .¢300 ._13
• 0_00 -,17_7 ,tvSB ,8787
• ObO_ -._5_3 5833 .913d
°C%OU -._917 571_ .@318
• i000 -._Io0 5354 ._89_
• 1498 -.412_ 53_5 °q@4q
,19_7 -._353 5_% *_qSb
• 25)C -._23 5233 1.00_4
• ZqQ_ -._i0 5133 1.0258
• 3_02 -,&g83 510_ 1,0299
,3795 -.5673 .5C89 1.0331
.4ZJI -.5196 .5005 1 ,0370
._5Q8 -.5_58 ._obq 1.05_7
.499b -.5778 .4_g2 1.0_59
• 53_7 -.51Z_ .47_3 l.vF_5
,97g5 -.6_51 .&O_Z l.lC:Se
• _8 -.6565 .5_23 I.I_OZ
,_9_7 -,5,45 .5500 1.327_
,7_93 -.37u8 ._cSb ._65
• 83_3 -.1_71 ,_37_ .87_%
• _791 -.C?lt .6_55 .82aq
• ZiZ .017_ .qqs_ .TPt9
PT 20,5149 PSI CN .2876
TT 99.1789 K CM -.iGSS




X/C CP _LIPT WL3C
0.0000 1.1558 .9g57 .0?88
,005_ .09C9 .5_40 .758Z
.0098 .OO_ .0705 .7_97
,0230 .0_88 ,b?l_ ,7778
°0=O0 -,0258 °b48q ,@121
•0813 -,1Z33 .6222 .8533
.11_o -,1488 .B137 .P_64
°l?_b -,2313 .5895 .g041
.Z397 -.288& ,5747 ,0273
.Z99_ -.3538 .9557 .0574
• 35_8 -._343 .5315 .qqbz
•_i_3 -,5027 ,509_ 1,0315
._7_3 -.509_ .5076 1.0353
•539& -,3623 ,5513 .9642
.599_ -.1_94 .6088 .8739
•05,)7 .0139 .b6_3 .7915
• 7233 .1584 .704_ .7267
,7743 ,2372 .7270 ,b91b
• 839_ .2939 .7449 .6b_5
• _996 .310b .7499 .6558
.0_9? .2721 .7393 .bTZ_
CD1 .O0_Z4 CDCOR1 .O07qb
CO2 ,00813 CDCOR2 *00785
C03 *0081Z COCOR3 .00787
C04 ,01187 CDCOR4 .01162
CO5 *00770 CDCOR5 .00758
5PAN_ISE
X/C YI_I2 C_ P_L/PT NLOC
• 0503 -.3375 -,ZObq ,5980 ,BqO8
.3957 -,3375 -.5073 .5093 1.0325
• 500_ -,3375 -.58Z2 ,4868 1°0699
.6048 -.3375 -.6742 .46Z6 1.1113






XIC CP P_L/PT _LOC
O,O00C 1,096_ ,9781 ,1783
,G083 ,1558 ,70ZU ,7305
.0097 .12_0 ,693Z ,7_39
,0203 -,1552 ,bi03 ,8717
• 0300 -.2767 .5733 ,q2Q_
,0400 -,3552 ,5503 ,9659
.0608 -,_77 .531b .9980
,O80U -,6285 .5303 .9981
• 100_ -.5703 .4888 L,Ob6b
.1_8 -,8132 ,_741 1,0915
.1997 -,584_ .4828 1.0707
,250b -,5_57 .6881 1,0678
.29@4 -,5918 ,&_02 1,0811
,3402 -.6130 ,_738 1.0_2U
,3795 -,6265 ,4709 1,0970
,4201 -,6817 ,4661 1.1053
,4598 -,6685 ,4578 1,1197
._996 -,o77_ .4539 1.12B5
,5397 -,7016 ,4_72 1,1388
.5795 -.7AI0 .A367 1o1571
,0_7 -,7Hbl ,42_0 1,1801
._598 -,8386 ._692 1.2116
,0_7 -,0982 ,5bo_ 1.13_ n
,7_93 -.33_2 .6178 .9563
,P393 -,t_80 ,6376 ._753
.6791 -.0567 ,6628 .8290
.9212 .C25_ .9782 .7914
PT 20,5146 PSI C N .A371
T1 99.2939 K C8 -.i138




XIC CP PeL/PT MLOC
u,COOO 1,0_6_ ,9781 .1783
• C082 ,_082 .7761 .6138
.0098 .3122 ,7_78 .8592
• 0200 .Z_O .7_67 ,6921
• 0500 ,1262 .8915 .7_bb
•0813 ,0080 .8593 .7961
.i199 -.03_5 ,6_68 ,8157
.1796 -.1_76 .6189 ,858_
,2397 -.i_I .5976 ,8_l_
• 2995 -._675 .876Z .9280
.3588 -.3A72 ._528 ._625
• _1_3 -,4130 ,5329 ,9938
• _793 -.4203 ,5282 1,0015
.5394 -,32h7 .559Z ,9518
.5_9_ -.L458 .6120 .86q0
.6507 ,0323 .86_3 .7885
,7203 .1761 ,7059 .72_4
,77_3 .2558 ,7297 .6875
.839_ .3074 ,745_ ,6687
.8996 ,3215 ,7_9_ .6557
.94_2 ,2762 ,7357 .6780
CDI .00971 COCORL .00q17
CO? .00980 CDCO_2 .0093_
C93 ,00967 COLOR3 .00918
CD_ ,01_00 CDCOR_ ,013_3
C05 *00891 COLOR5 .0086_
SPANWISE
XIC YI81_ CP PeLIPT MLOC
• 0500 -.3375 -.3_88 .5_10 ._6_7
,3957 -.3_75 -,6339 .k665 1.10_7
.5008 -.3378 -,6753 ,%546 1.1257
,60_8 -,3375 -.779_ .6229 1.1881





XlC CP P*LIPT MLDC
0.0000 .9809 .9365 .3082
,u_3 -.1_03 ,6282 .844O
.00q7 -.1153 ._38 .8507
• 0803 -,3635 .58U3 .9t59
.0380 -._981 o5180 1,0213
.U_O0 -.5735 .A922 1,0808
,O_OB -.83O7 ,A743 1,_11
• 0900 -.85_2 .467_ 1.1_87
.1000 -.6793 ._589 1*1178
,1A98 -.78_5 ._59 1.140_
.1_97 -.7?78 ,_329 1.1638
.2500 -.7933 .4265 1.1755
.29_ -.7857 .928_ 1.1712
• 3_08 -.79_2 ,_ZSr 1.170 _
,3?95 -,79_3 ._215 1,18_5
,4201 -,7900 *_271 1,174_
,_5_8 -,8113 ._20_ 1.18_5
.499_ -.7_85 ._273 1,17_G
.5397 -.8_3 ._818 1.18_1
,579_ -.8599 ,4O84 1.2088
,_197 -.8_6 ._984 1.8277
.65_B -.8o76 ,5?89 1.2182
.6997 -._496 .5_? .9995
.7_93 -.3_21 ,6129 .9633
,8353 -.1588 .640_ ,_682
._791 -.0588 ,_6N2 ,_?_7
.921_ *_230 .9368 ,7882
_T 2C,5108 PSI CN .5S76
TT _9,7853 g CN -.I156




XIC CP P_L/PT MLOC
0.0000 .950q .9_65 .3082
.0052 .6288 ._16 ,50_3
,0098 .513_ ,8078 ,568_
.OZO0 ,4078 .7786 .6097
,0500 .75_6 ,7336 .6813
,0813 ,1759 ._953 ,7*07
,1199 ,0713 .8790 .78_8
.1798 -.0338 .6478 ,8139
,2397 -.1064 .68_7 .8_3
,2o95 -.178_ ,_075 .8759
.3588 -.7628 ,5815 .9165
,_193 -,3163 .5660 .g41G
._793 -.3_38 .857_ .95_6
,539_ -,2843 .572l .931A
.599% -.1222 .6Z2_ ,8531
.b507 .0490 ,6721 ,77_5
• 7_03 *1907 ,7153 ,7098
,77_3 ,2872 .7386 ._734
.839_ .3187 ,7581 ,65_1
.8996 .3273 .7533 .6503
.9_92 .2764 .73_A ,6738
COl ,01137 CDCO_I ,0109_
CD2 .01111 COCOR2 .01060
CD3 .01102 C0COR3 .01057
CO_ .01812 COCOg_ .01566
C05 .010AZ COLOR5 .0100A
SPANWISE
XIC YI812 CP PeLIPT _LOC
,0500 -.3375 -.5128 .5073 1,0357
.3957 -.3375 -.7886 ._ZOq 1.1692
.5008 -.3375 -.8_31 .A17B 1.1913
.60_8 -.3375 -.8728 .A032 1,2185





x/C C p P, LIPT HLOC
• 00_8 -.1608 ._79 .8754
• u_? -,1789 .6O0O .d877
.0793 -._G03 ,5360 ,9QZU
,u30_ -.52_9 .6975 1.J520
.6800 -,61_68 ._734 1.09?8
• 00_ -.67A9 ._518 1.1302
._U -.b_59 ._63 1.13 °9
• luO0 -.7170 .4_1_ 1.1_8_
,1_98 -.7_85 ._829 1.1820
.19_7 -,7917 ._188 1.18_6
.25J0 -.81_2 .4u65 1,2086
,29_ -._87_ .3988 t.2273
.3795 -._4 ,347o 1.230_
,49_6 -,_7_9 .39_8 1.2313
,53o? -.sr_o .389_ 1.1_ 9
.57_5 -,9_08 .3?92 1.2_8
.6_97 -.8751 ,_o7 1.07_5
PT 20.508? PSI CN .8_32
TT 99._983 K CM -.1243




X/C CP PeL/PT _LOC
0,0000 .8910 .917_ .3537
.OO52 .69_7 .85_5 .A78_
.0098 .5696 .8812 .5389
.OZO0 ._60_ .78_6 ,5_17
.0500 .8953 .7_07 .6709
• 0813 .1833 .700_ .7389
.1199 .lOZq .8829 ,7599
.1796 -.0057 ,6517 .8079
.2397 -.0781 .6321 .8381
,2995 _.1677 ,80A9 .8801
.3588 -.2575 .573_ .9297
._198 -,3120 .5587 .9585
._793 -.3_8L .8488 .q_8_
• 539_ -.2_20 .5641 ,94_0
.599_ -,130? .6112 .87U3
.6537 .0_53 .66A8 .7_77
.7703 .1_13 .?108 .7167
.77_3 .863A ,7890 ,6885
.839_ .31_q ._63 .6613
.A996 .3139 .7_51 .66_Z
.9692 .2556 o787? .6_12
C01 .0189_ CDCOgl .01808
CD2 .01827 COCOR_ ,OlbgB
C03 .01788 COC083 ,¢1878
CD_ .08888 COCOR_ .G2bZb
C05 .01856 CDCOR5 .0175_
SPANWISE
XlC 71818 CP PsLIPT MLOC
.0500 -.3375 -,5573 .A895 1,065_
,3957 -.3375 -.8373 ,_0_7 1._158
.5008 -.3375 -°9069 .t887 1o_83
._088 -,3375 -.q_b_ o3718 1o2799






XlC CR PILIPT _LQC
0.0000 .8246 .8qb] .3950
*0U83 -.2195 .5918 .9C05
.0007 -.2536 ,5756 *9243
.U203 --*5098 .5043 1.0407
*030O -.5936 .476B 1,0859
°0600 -*6964 o6518 1.1301
,0508 -*7497 ,4343 1.1613
.0800 -.7439 .4280 1.1710
,iOOo -,7bOb ,4_7L 1.1743
.1498 -.8467 .4033 1,Z184
.i007 -.8526 *3988 1o2270
.2500 -*8895 .394L 1.2350
.2004 -,8_OZ .3_64 1,2546
,3402 -,0060 .3833 1.1557
.3705 -.8M44 .3875 1.2486
.4201 -*0118 ,3800 1,2632
,_508 -,0514 .3715 1.2801
,4906 -.0007 .3775 1.2b82
*5307 --.03_5 ,3717 1,279h
.57_5 -,0874 *3bOO i,3032
.61_7 -1.G121 .3490 1.3241
.6908 -.8158 ,5160 1,L900
*5007 -.4748 .5511 1,0215
°7403 -,3413 ,5838 ,0641
.8353 -.2181 ._ZO3 ,_132
.8701 -*I140 ,b_34 .8558
.g21z -.0354 .8088 .8105
PT ?0,5075 PSI CN ,6_00
TT 99,49b0 K CM -.1741




X/C CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 .8146 .8083 ,3050
,0051 .7547 .87_6 ,4405
• GC08 ,5306 .542Z ,50_2
• OZO0 .5101 .8036 .5686
• 0500 .3484 ,7586 .5419
•0513 .2064 .7158 .7000
.1199 .1367 ,6010 ,747A
.1796 ,0285 .6609 ,7937
• Z307 -,0526 .6370 ,8Z00
• 2005 -.1305 .6103 .8715
•3588 -,2183 ,5014 .9010
,4103 -,2093 ,5605 .0406
• 4703 -.33Z4 ,5_34 .9600
,5304 -,2017 .5635 .0444
,5004 -.I?25 .6146 ,8650
.65_7 *0464 .6666 ,7848
,7703 *1807 ,7020 .7200
• 7743 *2507 .7778 ,6903
• 6304 *3053 .742R ,6668
• 8qOb .3040 .7414 .6600
.9492 ,Z423 .7Z55 .fl039
COl ,02134 COCOR1 °OZOZq
CO? ,02348 CDCOR2 ,OZZG5
CD3 *0Z378 CDCOR3 .0??23
CD4 *03502 CDCOR4 ,03517
¢05 .02494 CDCO_5 .0Z375
SRANWISE
X/C Y/ql? CP PpL/PT MLOC
• 0503 -*3375 -,5939 .ATA5 l,OqOB
• 3957 -*3375 -,8062 .3887 1,2663
°5005 -,3375 -.0413 ,3710 1.1700
• 60_5 -,3375 -1.0008 .3558 1.3118




PT 20.5075 PSI CN ,7779
TT 09.5817 K CM -*1268




XlC CP P, LIPT MLOC
0.0000 .7208 *8008 .h516
• 0083 -.3152 ,5684 ,9372
•OOO? -,RU55 ,5392 ,9837
• OZ03 -,6229 .4793 1.0831
• O30C -*b_gl .4508 i*1215
•0400 -,7565 .4355 1.1597
•0508 -.8478 .414L i*1982
• 0000 -.8680 .4O75 1,2105
• lOuu -,_79? .4081 L,Z093
• 1498 -,9405 ,3877 1,Z483
.1907 -.9_77 .3_27 1,2580
• 2500 -.9874 .3774 1,2684
,2904 -.99_I ,3710 1.2811
• 3_OZ -.9968 .367_ 1,2887
• 3705 -1.0243 °3659 i._913
,4?Of -i*C087 ,3717 I.Z797
• _508 -1.0153 ,3646 l,Zq38
,4006 -I,0312 ,35_5 1,3042
,53@7 -i,0226 .363_ 1.2W68
• 5705 -1,0439 .3555 1.3120
.6107 -1.0741 ,34R1 L,5279
• 65_8 -.6Z97 .5278 1.0865
• 6007 -,4387 ,5586 l.O01q
,7403 -,3455 .6L51 ,9527
• 8353 -,i_98 .622_ .8707
,_791 -,l_qO ,e49Z .8538
• 9Z12 -,035Z ,8700 .5112
LOWER SURF&CE
X/C CP PeLIPT MLOC
v,OOO0 .7208 ,8698 ,4516
• 0052 .8318 .9012 .3891
• _OR8 ,7037 ,5649 .R608
,0203 ,5704 .8245 ,5328
,0500 .3008 .771b .6210
,0_13 ,Z515 .7340 .6806
• llOq .1838 ,7136 .7125
• _706 .0686 .6R26 ,7b07
• Z397 -*OIZV ,5571 .7996
.2995 -,0934 .631R .B384
• 3588 -.1758 ,6120 ,8691
• 41_3 -.2435 *5903 ,90Z7
• 4793 -,2879 .5742 .9279
•5394 -.2400 ,5029 .8987
• 500_ -.0_50 ,6356 .8325
• 6507 .0568 ,6756 ,769_
.7203 ,1961 *?160 ,7073
,7743 .2685 .7385 ,673b
• 8394 .31)5 ,7500 .6540
.8096 ,3157 *?52? .55Z0
• _40_ ,2518 ,7335 .68_5
CD1 ,OZZO0 COCOR1 ,OZlB4
C02 .02358 CDCOR2 ,02278
CD3 .0?707 COCOR3 ,0Z613
CD4 .04083 CDCOR4 .03988
CD5 .02828 COCOR5 .0277Z
SPANWISE
X/C YIB/Z CR P_LIPT NtOC
• 0501 -.3375 -°7039 ,457? 1,1207
• 3957 -.337_ -,9766 *3755 1,Z710
• 5008 -.33?5 -.q088 .3658 1._91_
• 6048 -.3375 -1.0804 .3606 1,3660










X/C CP P_LIRT MLOC
O.O_UL .bdb4 .8584 .4730
• 00_3 -.3_52 .5560 .9565
.0G97 -.475G .5124 1.0192
• O203 -.6659 ._bZ9 1.1109
• 0300 -.7_99 .4303 1.1524
._40U -.8365 .418C i*iq11
• 0508 -.8521 .3991 1.2261
• O8O0 -.5058 .3953 1.2341
• 1000 -.8707 .3903 1.2250
• 1498 -.9_86 .3747 1.1736
• 1997 -.0753 *3606 i._39
.SbJU -.0903 .3661 I.ZOG5
•2994 -I*0_3o .35_i 1.3072
• 3402 -I.0314 *3541 1.3155
• 3705 -i.0475 .3510 1.3215
o4201 -I.0_43 .352o 1.318_
.4598 -1.021u .3511 1.3216
._006 -1.0525 .3_52 1.3335
.53_7 -i.0618 .3411 1.3416
• 57ob -1.0082 .3553 1.312_
.5107 -.6180 *_707 1.0924
._508 -.4764 .5190 1.0249
._997 -.4257 .5421 1.0000
• 7493 -.3777 .5743 .o702
• _353 -.2706 .506_ ._176
• 8791 -.2090 .5967 .5o35





XIC CR P*LIPT MLOC
0.0000 ,6864 .8588 .4730
• 0052 .5781 .9145 ,3602
• 009_ ,T387 ,8730 ._437
.0203 .oObO ,8354 ,5143
.0500 ._Z91 .7855 ,5985
• 0813 .2772 *7386 °6734
,llq9 .2054 .7175 ,7054
• 1796 .OBOB .880P .7631
• 2397 ,0031 .6589 ,7987
• 2995 -*08_9 .6311 ,_395
• 3558 -*lP06 .6035 .582G
.4193 -.249G .584B .9114
,4793 -,ZOO& ,5710 .9330
,5394 -.Z5_3 .5831 .9140
.5994 -,1214 .52Z5 ,_520
.b507 ,0360 ,6fl37 ,T804
,7_J3 ,170b ,7070 .TZI2
,7743 ,2522 .7287 .6800
.8394 ,2920 .7390 ,6714
• Pq_b .2864 .7380 .5744
,04_2 ,2033 ,7143 .Tll4
COl *02521 CDCOR1 .OZA08
CD2 .02730 COCOR2 .G2631
CD3 .045?6 COCOR3 o04416
C04 *05L13 CDCOR4 ,069?3
CD5 .03657 CDCOR5 .03395
SPANWISE
X/C YIRIZ C _ PeLIPT _LOC
• 0500 -,3375 -.7300 .4463 1.1600
.3057 -.3375 -,0021 *361Z 1.2982
• 5008 -.3375 -1,0366 .3552 1.3132
• 6048 -,3375 -.7005 .460? 1.13_0
• 7G01 -.13_5 -,4155 *5309 *0071
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TABLE III. BAC I TEST RESULTS
[There are no runs I, 2, 42, and 54]
(a) Fixed transition
Point M R _ c n c m c d
Run 3
I 0.795 4.317 × 106 -2.05 -0.041 -0.089 0.01077
2 .802 4.466 -.98 .124 -.097 .00933




















































































































































































































avalue of c d corrected for lost wake information.
bThis point is a repeat of a previous one in this run. The angle
of attack was approached from below.









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Point M R _ c
n
Run 13



































































































































































































































M R I Cn
Run 18
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(a) Photograph. 
(b) Schematic drawing. 






(a) Topview photograph. 
Viewing 




I r-' Reentry ramp 
I 
Survey probe drive 
I 
i 
I I I I I I 
-30 -20 -10 - 0 10 20 30 
x. in. 
I I I I I I I I 1 
-80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 
x. cm 
(b) Schematic drawing showing major components. 
Figure 2. Two-dimensional test section. 
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-t- 4- -,P- -P + '4- -P + "4" ÷ 4-
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I I I I
÷ Lower surface orifices
• Upper surface orifices
Figure 4. Schematic drawing of model showing orifice arrangement.
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